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[SECOND SEI

That the phases of the Moon exercise no appreciable influ-

ence upon the weather, either as cause or concomitant, as agency
or sign, is a dogma accepted and professed by most gem a

meteorologists, and, indeed, by savans generally; while the bulk

of the unscientific portion of the community, and those whose
re carried on chiefly in the open air, sclch as sailors, sur-

veyors, agriculturalists, etc., are convinced that they trace a con-

nection between the Stale of the Moon and state of the atmos-

phere, as real and hardl y l| s» 9oni a if it were
predicted for them in a systematic theory.

I do not purpose to d f these opposite views
here ; for which, there, would be required a greater collection of

_ through-longer periods than, I

b> in \e, th»> - 11 • m in • n.rv Ii,is'\it Lhiiuiih bed w ith,

and also individual faculties of learning,' acuteness, and patience,

in an excellent and rare degree.

But I may remark in rosI persons, the Scien-

tific denial above men oited, in fact as in

'
; r

nieans of observing, not to the actiral t\ or
[

i stability < f the in-

fluence itself. At least such would most likely be the position

taken upon reflection. For it would be hard to deny that the

pulses and tides of the atmosphere are less harmoniously linked
* \r\ All i itions, • ; -

' the prin-

ciple of univr the tides of the oc<

!'



2 On Certain Meteorological Coincidences.

motions of bodies still more dense. And it would be difficult to

discredit the anticipation that, one day, Meteorology is to become
more a science of calculation than it is at present ; and that, then,

phenomena, which as yet appear arbitrary or insignificant, will be

recognized as elements in great normal formulas, each term of

which will be continually becoming more distinct and better

known, until, as far as finite faculties allow, we approach that

divine geometry of which Plato dreamed, and which cannot but

be prescient since it knows the structure and conditions of exist-

ence and relations of all things.

But, without ascending to such lofty generalities as these, it

might perhaps be even claimed by the believers in
|

that certain observations have been already made and

by sceptical philosophers* whose normal occurrence may be

affirmed with a high degree of probability ; and which, although

incapable as yet of being derived from, or bound in with, a so'ttnd

theory, seem fully to deserve the character of coincidences. It is

by such a term, not more modest than appropriate, that I prefer to

designate the accordances that I have observed, and which this

paper is intended to indicate.

These observations and the conclusions from them are not of

recent oris; far, they do not rest upon
recorded and tabulated results. Years ago, when the enjoyment

of weekly half-holidays was dependent more or less upon the

state of the weather, it was of interest to me to have some means of

prognosticating that state; and I watched and treasured up all in-

dications which might serve to that end, until I came at last to the

conclusion warranted by frequent experience, that the third (fay

before the Neio-moon rea;nla tal 1he veal her on each

of that lunation, and also ehararterizt.d /he general aspect of the

iod. Thus, if the New-moon happened on the 26th May,
1824, the term-day was the 24th May ) the weather on which 24th

May determined what was to be on the 26th May, and on the 3d,

11th and 19th June, the quarter-da

Lately, upon an accidental reference to these con

is who had paid much attention to

the subject, an interest was expressed to have this supposed rule

tested by some past systematic observations. Ace
availed of my first leisure to resort to the daily meteorolog'

servations at the Girard College, Philadelphia
;"

and the acc<

of these with the proposed rule and the consequent probability

that rule, are all that remain to be stated here.

These observations were made under the direction of Prof*

Bache, now the Superintendent of the Coast Survey of the U
States

: and have, both in the character of their Director and their

own intrinsic evidence, all guarantee of their reliability. They ex-



On Certain Meteorological Coincidences. 3

tend altogether from June, 1840, to June, 1845, inclusive; compre-
hending 02 entire lunations or 248 epochs of possible coincidence.

These were not only daily observations, but for the greater

part hourly observations even, of various particulars interesting to

meteroi.my. Of these, all that have been taken into account at

pcesint are those that relate to the aspect of the sky and character

of the clouds ; the density, moisture, temperature, etc., of the

atmosphere, which bear only collaterally upon the point in ques-

tion, may be as yet pretermitted.

A part of the time, the observations were not at such short in-

terval : and for four months in IS V.i, they were irregular. Also,

during the whole series, observations were systematically omitted

on Sundays: which day of the week, however, was of course

s uu'Utnes the term-day and sometimes the quarter-day of a par-

purpose of this comparison, comes to be grouped as follows, viz :

The method used in this comparison is mti

han in the observations upon which the suppo:

eposed. In these last, the range of the entire day (i. „., „

ight) was allowed to verify the coincidences without respect

o the precise hour of the day when the change of Moon oc-

urred. And the same range (or looseness, if any one prefers to

erm it so) might even have been admitted now. But I preferred,

or various reasons which need not be dwelt on, to observe the

oincidences at the precise hours of change. The following ex-

ract from the note book in which the comparisons were copied

rom the printed Girard observations, and where, close together,

:ome one of the accordant cases, and one of the most discordant,

rill exemplify, better than any description, the mode pursued.
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Of these columns, the first, third and fourth are mere tran-'

scripts of the printed observations
;
with the hours of <L

,S change

(morning or afternoon) supplied to the first column. The second

and fourth belong to the comparison. It is to be observed, far-

ther, that the supposed rule claimed no more than the distinction

between dry and (as it is called) falling weather. Thus, the ex-

istence of nimbus or rain-cloud on any quarter day, provided it

did not rain, might be taken as coinciding with the weather on

a term-day which was clear. But 1 have not so taken it, in fact

;

and have reckoned the existence of nimbus as equivalent to rain,

and noted it as accordant or discordant, as the case may be.

However hardly this may strain the supposed rule, I have no

doubt of the soundness of its being insisted on. On the other

hand, the propriety of considering the weather on 18th Aug.,

1843, as coincident with the weather on 25th July, 1843, for

instance, will, I suppose, be equally admitted.

With this exposition of the principles and manner of the com-
parisons, of which throughout the extract above is an average

sample, the aggregate results may now be stated.

Of the 31 lunations, then, contained in group (a),

16 agree throughout,

2 miss thrice,

1 disagrees throughout.

31 in all.

If I were endeavoring to sustain the supposed rule, coute qui

coute, as a matter of argument or opinion, instead of honestly

seeking for information, the uniformity of bisection in this last

series and the correspondence between the numbers and charac-

ters of the discordances, might be plausibly urged according to

the received doctrine of probabilities as being of great weight.

Of the 13 lunations in group (b),

7 agree throughout,

12 in all.

. Of the 6 lunations in group (c),

5 agree throughout,

~6 in all.

The single lunation, classed (d), which contains but (

ter-day, misses.

d
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(d) do. 1 do.

28 accordant throughout ; 22 discordant more or less
;

and the chances would be in every 100 times, 56 in favor of the

supposed rule and 44 against it ; or the final probability would
be 1,27, etc.: 1, for the rule.

But this comparison by lunations is defective ; inasmuch as it

does not allow a distinction in the character and degree of the

discordances. For this, as well as for the proportion of missing

observations, it i^ better to make comparison by the actual epochs

or quarter-days ; designating separately the aggregate number of

those which coincide with the term-days, of those which differ,

and of those which have failed to be observed at all. Of course,

t epoch affords occasion for a coincidence : and in pro-

umber of actual coincidences out of a given num-
' such occasions will be the probability of the supposed rule.

Counting, then, by epochs, the aggregate are as under:

ber of such

(a) . . 98

,thc
cha

its probability is a little more than f.

If we consider that among those unobserved epochs the chances
of coincidence are even, then they will stand as 76 25 out of

100 in favor of the rule ; or its probability is rather more than f

.

The lowest of these probabilities is greater than is sometimes
taken as sufficient ground for human belief or human actions.

I may terminatelhis notice in the words of Carlini upon a simi-

lar occasion :* " Quesie conclusioni non devono considerarsi

come quelle che converebbe dedurre dal paragone delle osserva-

zioni continuate per un gran numero d'anni. Cio nulla ostante,

non ci e sembrato del tutto inutile ll presentar qui i risultati delle

poche osservazioni delle quali potevamo far uso ; sperando che da
essi !>">^;i trarsi qualche norma par istabilire un piano generale

d'osservazioni meteorologiche che riesca il piu opportuno alio

studio de' fenomeni atmosferici."

toni Orarie del Barometro, etc, Modena, 1848.



6 On di ial and Uniaxial Micas. *

Art. II.

—

On a Method for distinguishing hehoeen Biaxial I

and Uniaxial Cr'ijstals when in thin plates,—and the results I

of the examination of several supposed Uniaxial Micas ; by I

W. P. Blake. (Read before the America^. Association for the
|

Advancement of Science, at Cincinnati, May. 1851.)

The greater number of the " black micas" so-called, have a deep i

olive green or "bottle green" color, so deep as generally to be »

opaque when the thickness exceeds one-fourth of a millimetre.*

The other c< tly observed are a dull brownish

green, sometimes yellowish, and a fiery red. Of course their

power of absorbing light varies greatly; thus, the mica from

:

; .. u « „ .o._,.
2

..

These thicknesses were taken with an instrument constructed

by Soleil, for measuring the thickness of thm plates.f It is called

a spherometer and was designed by M. Cauchoix.
In stating the color of specimens, I have given that color which

they present when a plate sufficiently thin to be transparent is

held near the eye, while the light from the clouds or window is

allowed to pass through it. It is not therefore possible to exam-
ine plates of these micas in the ordinary way, even when the

less than stated above; and of course when so very

thin, the images formed around the pole or poles of the result-

ant axes, are much extended and it would generally be impossible

to d st h tf n or the dark bars which cross the center ; and

when they can be seen, they so nearly resemble the symmetrical

stals that they cannot be distin-

guished from them.

In order to enable me to give these dark micas a more com-

plete and thorough examination, I have arranged, in addition to

the <• tnl.ii -it n n < f lenses and •• Xi< hi Is Pi ism." w inch I described

at the meeting of the American Association last August, a large

convex lens, placed between the polarizing mirror of my instru-

ment and the film of mineral to be examined ; I also use, instead

of the variable and uncertain light from the clouds, a broad gas

flame, which I bring near to the mirror, so that its reflected image

is condensed by the large convex lens upon the mica; with this

arrangement I have been able to discern the rings and cross in

plates of the dark micas much thicker than could be examined by

any former arrangement. It now became interesting to examine

.vhose optical uniaxial chai1 optic

cal, and for this purpose I adopted the following 1

:

-

- -
'•;•"-.•



On t tinguishing Biaxial and Uniaxial Micas.

It is well known that where a plate of Iceland-spar, cut with
faces perpendicular to the axis, is placed in a polariscope (the eye-

piece being "crossed") and then rotated in its own plane, the

symmetrical cross and rings do not suffer any change of form or

position, if, however, a plate of a biaxial crystal—as nitre

—

he

rotated in a similar manner, the dark bars which form the cross,

as in fig. 1, will, when the plate has been rotated 45°, " open
3 form and position represented in fig. 2. These

facts and fig ,r to the student of optics, I here
repeat for the sake of the explanations which follow

;
and ibis is

,;'v

I many of the so-called uniaxial ox
//.< nrjnnul micas. When lb*- micas referred to aie examined by
my instrument I fmd the same evidence of a bicu uil character.

The thin plates, if the line joining the p..les is parallel to the

and rings, as in fig. 3, that is, so nearly symmetrical that it is
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hardly possible to distinguish any variation from symmetry, and

such crosses might be taken as proof of a uniaxial character. But

on rotating 45°, as in the case of the nitre crystal, we lose the sym-
metry .1 onnofthec .^. which opens out, as represented in fig. 4.

This deportment of the cross may be observed when, owing to

the depth of color, it is not possible clearly to discern the rings.

A method given by Muller* also depends upon this deport-

ment of the dark bars ; it consists in rotating the plate of mica

when on the table of M. Noremberg's apparatus (the ray being

extinguished by the eye-piece); if the mica be biaxial the light

is alternately, for every 45° of rotation, transmitted or shut off,

if u.nia.v'uil. no change is perceived. The image of the cross and

rings by this method is so much extended and dimly defined,

that the outlines cannot be traced by the eye, and a slight open-

ing-out of the cross is not so readily noticed, even by a change in

the intensity of the light, as when its image is contracted and
sharpened in outline by the action of lenses.

In the following table are given the localities and color of

several micas hitherto generally considered uniaxial, but which,

on examination with my arrangement, have given evidence of

being optically biaxial.

laro ? .+

. En-ton, Pa. ; ft whi

. Mount \ o-uviu-
;

, Bnuin-dnvci-. 1SH. p. 588.

U'.iit.,:;oi>ian<rp i-o-

g to the oxygen ratio

io a- worked out by

mica uf i;r<- . ,;. ! nmir- usually in very
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. Mount Vesuvius; from same specimen as 102, but thicker- biaxial
-

• Franklin Furnace, Sm r re. I; I LJ.Brnsfa to B.SiUiman, Jr.

''*

.' Monro™Orange Co. S°Y. -dark gre™™'
" " dwkbol I toRSaBnuaj,^

With the exception of the dark micas mentioned in the follow-

ing table, I have not yet examined any that do not give evidence
of being optically// ixiai : and, it is probable, that these exceptions
would give the modifications of the cross, &c, if their dark color

did not make it impossible to observe them in plates sufficiently

thick. But if biaxial, the angle for the mica of Sussex, New
Jersey, No. 115, must be very small.

9.81.

t.; nj.-uque in i,lau-s..\

To Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., I am indebted for the free use of his

specimens for tli< -^ im.-iu mons : the biaxial character of many
of them was suspected by him, when he first examined them,

as is mentioned in his communication in this Journal, vol. x, No-

vember, 1850.

In specimens of mica referable to the species Phlogopite, hav-

ing the inclination of the resultant axes between 5° and 20°,

—

when the thickness is so much reduced that the systems of rings

around poles are not distinctly separated, the angular inclina-

tion of the axes cannot be determined in the ordinary rnanndR

Further observations upon this point I reserve for a future com-

VoL XII, No. S -i;.-
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Art. Ill—On some of the Thermal Waters of Asia Minor

;

by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, of New Orleans, Prof. Chem. il

the University of Louisiana.

Part I.—The Thermal Waters of Broosa.

There are few countries where Thermal Waters are so numer-

ous, and cover so extensive a surface as in Western Asia Minor;

many of them still bear marks of the estimation in which they

were held by the ancient Romans and Greeks for the purpose of

supplying their baths.

Owing to the difficulty of obtaining proper vessels or corks at

or near the springs, coupled with the risk of breakage by the

necessary transportation on the backs of horses over rough and
mountainous roads, travellers have been deterred from collecting

these waters for the purpose of analysis. In my travels through

certain parts of this country, I took along with me bottles and
corks, and collected between twenty and thirty specimens of dif-

ferent localities, some of them in considerable quantity; and of

that number fifteen or sixteen have arrived safely to my labora-

tory, where most of them have been already examined.

In my remarks upon them I will first allude to the thermal

waters of Broosa or Prusia, which are the most important at the

i.y, and the most accessible from Constantinople. The
spot itself is hallowed by many in1

The city was founded by Hannibal during a friendly visit which
this great Carthagenian general made to Prusias, the king of By-
thinia, whose name was given to it. Like all other cities of so

ancient date, it has gone through many changes, passing succes-

sively into the hands of the Greeks. Romans, and Turks. Since

1326 the Turks have continued masters of this part of Asia Minor,

it having been conquered by Osman just prior to his death, for

many years after which event it remained the capital of the

Ottoman empire.

Broosa is readily reached from Constantinople by a steamer that

goes from this latter place to Modania, on the gulf of the same
name, about seventy i inople. From Modania
a ride oi about twenty miles on horseback brings you to Bro< sa,

at the foot of the Bythinian Olympus. The warm baths of this

place have i m epochs, and the visit

of Constantine with his wife in 797, is recorded in history as hav-
ing resulted favorably in restoring the latter to health. And at

a stdl later period Sultan Soleman the Great visited these baths

on account of an attack of gout, and to commemorate his cure he
had a large dome constructed over the source to which he attri-

buted the beneficial effects derived by him ; the dome still stands.
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As it is not my object to enter here into the details of baths
well known to all travellers in this part of Asia Minor. 1 sli ill at

once proceed to the description of the sources. The sources of

I itlp_v; ley win. h set in t. - Mount (Hymnus from Mount Ka-
'"i'

r
. id they an < moused within the distance of a mile and a

half. In the immediate neighborhood of some of these sources,
and sometimes in direct proximity, are sources of cool and delight-

ful water that serve to regulate the temperature of the water used.

m tin; baths, of which there are as many as twenty private and
public. These sources furnish waters of two description, the

!. 1 the notirsal] hurous, and I shall <

a description of the former.

Kukurtlu Sourc

The name of the source signifies si

from the side of the mountain near to i

calcareous tu ards of t

which, al: i a cold spriniz near by, is made
to flow through the baths. There is a very sensible odor of sul-

phuretted hydrogen proceeding from the water of this source,

more espeei n from the mountain, for there is

a large amount of gas bubbling through the small reservoir into

which the water rises, accompanied with a larger amount of

vapor. As the water flows it leaves an incrustation of carbonate

of lime, more or less colored with some organic matter. This

source is held in particular veneration by the Greeks of the coun-

try, who usual! v ,(--' lib i la re twice a year to commemorate the

martyrd >m < t Si Pah i e w nub was ordered by the Pro-consul

of Broosa, and executed by his being thrown into this almost

boiling spring.

The country is geologically made up of the older rocks, as

granite, gneiss," limestone. Sic, 'a silica us variety of the latter over-

lying the other two; in some parts, however, the limestone is re-

markably pure, and !
• to these waters that

carbonate of lime so extensively deposited at the base of this part

of the mountain in the form of tufa, which, for a mile or two of

extent, rises several bandied feet above the plain at the foot of the

Phi/slral Properties.—The water as taken from the source is

corked bottles i „i , i'., 4 w-> a ,
.-

.
sit is soon formed which
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is probably crenate of lime. A slight odor of sulphuretted hydro-

gen, not perceptible when the water is cold. The taste of the

water when cold is in no way peculiar, and it is very pleas mt

to drink. Specific gravity 1-00118. Temperature, (atmosphere

at 66° Fah.,) 182° Fah., which varies but a few degrees with the

Chemical Composition.—The gas which escapes from the

source was collected in inverted bottles, well corked and sealed,

and in one thousand parts was found to contain

—

Carbonic acid, 886
Nitrogen, 99

Sulphuretted hydrogen, .... 4

Solid contents in one litre of the water, 970 grammes. The water

is alkaline, and, when concentrated to one third its bulk, gives a

very sensible alkaline reaction with reddened litmus paper. It is

found to contain the following ingredients in one litre

:

Carbonic acid, free,* . -3420 Lime, . . . -1415

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -1820
i Magnesia, . . . -0142

Hydro-sulphuric acid, . -0012
I
Alumina, . . . -0012

Sulphuric acid, . . -2140
|

Silica, . . . 4100
Chlorine, . . . .0103 Iron, .... trace

Soda, . . . -2600 Oraanic matter (crenic > no rn
Potash, . . . -0110

j
acid), $

U*OV

These acids and bases may be represented as combining in th,7

following manner

:

Bi-carbonate of soda, . .4100 Sulphate of alumina, . -0043
Bi-carbonate of lime, . -1830 Chlorid of sodium, . -0170
Bi-carbonate of magnesia, -0460 Hydro-sulphate of soda, -0033
Sulphate of soda, . -1950 Carbonate of iron, • trace

Sulphate of potash, . -0202 Silica, . . . -1100
Sulphate of lime, . -1710 Organic matter, . . -0342

The incrustation from this spring was next examined. One
gramme of a beautiful crystalline portion was analyzed and found
to contain—

Carbonate of lime, • -970
I Silica, . . . .003

Carbonate of magnesia, -016 Organic matter, . . trace
Sulphate of lime, . . -00S Fluoria of calcium, .trace
Peroxyd of iron, . . -011

!

There are some portions of the incrustation richer in organic
matter than this, but then the mixtun is sen? ' le to the eye, and
does not represent the pure crystalline deposit of the spring.

* What is here meant, is, such of the carbonic acid as can be expelled in boiling
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The Kukurtlu source supplies two baths with water, one called
the B>uj vl' Kukurtlu and the other the Kutschuk Kukurtlu.
%"The other source of sulphur thermal water is called

—

Bademli Baghtsche.

This source is about three hundred feet from the latter, and
flows from three or four openings in the tufa. On my visit to it

the entrance to the sources was closed up with masonry, and the
door could not be opened by the Turks from some superstitious

motive. I was, however, enabled to procure the water a few feet

from the source as it flowed through an open gutter
;
gas is said to

escape abundantly from the source, just as in the Kukurtlu source.

Physical Properties.—It is clear and transparent, remaining so

in well corked bottles; exposed to the air it gradually becomes
cloudy, and deposits a yellowish sediment. Has a slight odor
of sulphuretted hydrogen when warm. Specific gravity 1-00116.

Temperature, (atmosphere at 67°,) 184° Pah.
Chemical Composition.— Solid contents. -97S grammes in one

litre. The water when kuliue. In
one litre there are the folk I grammes:

Carbonic acid, free, . -2920 Lime, . . . -1378

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -1875 Magnesia, . . . -0100

Hydro-sulphuric acid, . "0010 Alumina, . . . -0005

acid, . . -2160 Silica, . . • -1100

Chlorine, . . . -0112
Soda,.... -2650 Organic matter (crenic >

,Qm
Potash, . . . -0130 acid?), • • 5

The combination of the acids and bases may be represented in

the following manner:

ate of soda, . -4070 Sulphate of alumina, . -0020

Bi-carbonate of lime, . -1790 Chlorid of sodium, . '0192

r.-- of magnesia. -O^l) Hydro-sulphate of soda, -0019

Sulphate of soda, . -2000 Carbonate of iron, . trace

Sulphate of potash, . -0225 Silica, . . • -HOO
Sulphate of lime, . -1600 Organic matter, . . -04U2

Two baths are also supplied from this source, the one called

lidja and the other Kainardja.
It will be seen that in physical properties and chemical com-

position, the water of this source is identical with that of Ku-
kurtlu: at which fact I was at first somewhat surprised, as an

approximate analysis made some years ago by Dr. Bernard led

me to 1, .
. the composition of these waters;

and it was not until m .
^d that I became con-

vinced that the waters ot the Kukurt i and Bid mli-Baghtsche

sources were the same, making its way through different open-

ings in the tufa. I w^uld merely remark here, that the an-
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None of the other sources near Broosa evolve a trace of sulphu-

retted hydrogen, and contain less solid matter; they are all alka-

line, and give an alkaline reaction when concentrated.

Of the alkaline waters, I have examined three sources situated

at some distance from each other.

The Kara Musfapha source is about two hundred yards from

the Knfrtirf/n.CLhd almost on the border of the plain of Broosa; it

supplies a bath bearing the same name.

Physical Properties.—Clear when taken from the source and

kept in well stopped bottles. As the opening in the mountain

from which it escapes is bricked over, it was impossible for me to

aseei tain it' there were an abundant escape of gas. Temperature,
127° Fah. Specific gravity 1 00094.

Chemical Composition.—Solid contents in one litre '541

grammes, and the same quantity of the water contains

—

Carbonic acid, free, . -104
I Lime, .... -115

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -150 Magnesia, . . . trace

Sulphuric acid, . . -068 Iron, .... trace

Soda, .... -132
J
Organic matter, not estimated.

The combinations of the acids and bases may be represented as

follows, in grammes:

Bi-carbonate of soda, . -2000
|

Chlorid of sodium, . -0084

Bi-carbonate of lime, . -2380
j

Carbonate of iron, . trace

Sulphate of soda, . -0452 Silica, . . . -0660

Sulphate of lime, . -0670 Organic matter, not estimated.
Carbonate of magnesia, trace I

Incrustations of carbonate of lime are deposited from this

source, but not so abundantly as from the two first mentioned.

Tschckirghe Source.

The Tschekirghe source is about a mile and a half from Broosa,

and supplies four baths, those of Boigusel, Yaui. 7
and Ycni-Han.

Physical Properties.—Clear, and does not readily deposit a
sediment; the incrustation much less than at the other sources.

No gas escapes from it as it flows from its source. Temperature,
(air at 72°- Fall.,) 113° Fah. Specific gravity 1-00068.

I
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Chlorine, .

'

]

Soda, .

Combined as

—

Bi-carbonate of lira

Carbonate of soda,

Carbonate of n

Carbonate of i

Sulphate of soda, '
.' -0250

The last source that I shall allude to is a very small one near

to the Kukurtfu, and not connected with any bath, it is, how-
ever, used by the natives for the treatment of diseased eyes.

Gueuzayasma Source.

The Gueuzayasma source rises slowly in an excavation in the

side of a rock, no gas whatsoever escaping from its surface ; an
incrustation is formed from it, that is in some places covered with a

thin green coat resembling some of the salt of nickel or copper, it

is, however, entirely of a vegetable character, and exhibits under

the microscope a beautiful lace structure.

Physical Properties.—Clear and transparent; Temperature,
113° Fah. Specific gravity, 1-00122.

Chemical Composition.—Solid contents in one litre, '901

grammes. One litre of the water contains

—

Carbonic acid, free, . -220 I Lime, .... '175

Carbonic acid, fixed, . '150
i Magnesia, . . . trace

Sulphuric acid, . . -215
|
Iron and alumina, . trace

Soda, .... -151
|

Silica, .... -114

Potash, . . . -006 i Organic matter, not estimated.

Combined as follows:

Bi-carbonate of soda, . -2405
j
Sulphate of lime, . .2370

Bi-carbonate of lime, . -2249 Sulphate of alumina, . trace

Bi-carbonate of > . \
Carbonate of iron, . trace

magnesia, $
strong trace

s1Hct| . . . -1140

Sulphate of soda, . -1160
\

Organic matter, not estimated.

Sulphate of potash, . -0110
I

The incrustation of the spring contains 97 per cent, of carbon-

ate of lime, the remainder is composed of carbonates of iron and

id the sulphate of lime without a trace of fluorine.

These various springs it will be seen supply nine public baths,

which vary in their size and magnificence, that of Ypni-Kupliiija

being the largest and most beautiful : they are constructed on the

usual plan of the Eastern*baths, and consist of three parts

:

#
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First, a large hall, with an elevated platform all around two
feet high, and sometimes galleries attached. It is on the platfogp

that one disrobes himself prior to entering the bath, and it is also

here that the bather reposes on a couch in retiring from the bath.

This apartment is frequently ornamented with considerable lux-

ury j it is well lighted, and there is sometimes in the middle a

fountain, the falling of whose waters in the basin produces a

freshness, and at the same time invites to slumber. This apart-

ment is called by the Turks Djamekian (Vestiarium).

The next division in the bath is the Soouklouk, where one

begins to experience the temperature of the inner bath, and where
he reclines on a marble slab, and is either shampooed or places

himself in the hands of the barber to be shaved, cupped or bled.

The third division is the Hum wain. 01 bath tin peiiv spe ikmir,

where there is an atmosphere of 105° to 110° Fah., filled with

the vapor of water arising from the heated marble floor. Here
there are various ivcnms with r-mall maiMe Latins in which
streams of hot and cold waters are allowed to flow ; and once
seated by one of them, an attendant of the bath takes possession

of you, and puts you through a series of operations that can be

better felt than described. The baths at Broosa have usually in

the Hammam a large basin of hot water, into which the bathers

can plunge, the one in the Yeni-Kaplidja is about five feet deep
by thirty in diameter.

There is in some of these baths a small room called the Bog-
houlouk (Sudatorium), where the temperature is from 120° to

130 D Fah. Once through the various operations of the bath one
returns to the first room, reclines on a bed and indulges for a half

hour or more in the Eastern luxuries of smoking and drinking
coffee or sherbet.

This is a hasty sketch of the operations that the bather usually
undergoes at these baths; but as numbers of invalids visit them,
arrangements are made by which they can bathe in whatsoever
way they may think best or the physician prescribe, for there
are private apartments attached.

These thermal waters are in great repute in Turkey, and their

effects are said to be most marked on chronic irritation of the
abdominal organs; chrome rheumatism; ^outs : chronic irritation

of the mucus membrane of the intestines ; diseases of the bladder,
of the skin, and of the eyes, &c. These waters are also recom-
mended to be taken internally when cold.

In the cateareons incrustation of three of these springs that

were examined, I found the remains of two or three \

silicious infusoria after the lime had been dissolved out by an acid.

Some few remarks that I have to make with reference to the

chemical anak ms of th ;se w iters will be deferred until the publi-
cation of the second part of this paper.

New Orleans, March 14th, 1851.
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4rt. IV.— T'ses of the StiWnoia sebifera or Tallow Tree, with
Wh notice of the Pe-la, an Insect-wax of China :* By J. D.

Macgovvan, M.D.

The botanical characters of this member of the Euphorbiacae
are too well known to require description

; but hitherto no accu-
rate account has been published of its varied uses, and although
it has become a common tree in some parts of India and America,
its value is appreciated only in China, where alone its products
are properly elaborated. In the American Encyclopedia it is

stated that this tree is almost naturalized in the maritime parts of
South Carolina, and that its capsules and seeds are crushed to-

gether and boiled, the fatty matter being skimmed as it rises, hard-

Dr. Roxburgh in his excellent Flora Indica, says: "It is now
very common about Calcutta, where in the course of a few years,

it has become one of the most common trees. It is in flower and
fruit most parts of the year. In Bengal, it is considered only an
ornamental tree ; the sebaceous produce of its seeds is not sufficient

in quantity u i its qualities so valuable, as to render it an object

worthy of cultivation. It is only in very cold weather that this

substance becomes firm
; at all other times it is in a thick brown-

ish fluid state, and soon becomes rancid: such is my opinion of
the famous vegetable tallow of China."

Dr. Roxburgh was evidently misled in his experiments by pur-

suing a course similar to th.it "which is described in the Encyclo-
pedia Americana, (and in many other works,) or he would have
formed a very different opinion of this curious material.

Analytical chemistry shows animal tallow to consist of two
j>i"\iiniiic

j
iiuei'.Mjs—'.<!•, iriii- and elaine. Now what renders the

fruit of this tree peculiarly interesting is the fact that both these

principles exist in it separately, in nearly a pure state. By the

above named process, stearine and elaine are obtained in a mixed
state, and consequently presents the appearance described by Dr.

Roxburgh.
Nor is the tree prized merely for the stearine and elaine it

yields, though these produ< ts const tute its din f value ; its leaves

are employed as a black dye; its wood being hard and durable

may be easily used for printing blocks and various other articles,

and fiually, the refuse of the nut is employed as fuel and manure.

The StilliH'jiu sibifn-n is <.-hi.-th cultivated in the provinces

of Kiangsi, Kougnam, and Chehkiang. In one district, near

Haqjfehan. I all their taxes with its produce.

It grows alike on low alluvial plains and on granite hills, on the

.Wirultural ami Horticultural Society of India.
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rich mould at the margin of canals, and on the sandy sea beach.

The sandy estuary of Haugchan yields little else ;
some of the

trees at this place are known to be several hundred years old, and

though prostrated, still send forth branches and bear fruit. Some
are made to fall over rivulets, forming convenient bridges. They
are seldom planted where any thing else can be conveniently cul-

tivated—in detached places, in corners about houses, roads, canals,

and fields. Grafting is performed at the close of March, or early

in April, when the trees are about three inches in diameter, and
also when they attain their growth. The Fragrant Herbal recom-

mends for trial the practice of an old gardener, who instead of

grafting, preferred breaking the small branches and twigs, taking

care not to tear or wound the bark.

In mid-winter, wheu the nuts are ripe, they are cut off with

their twigs, by a sharp cres-eentno knife, attached to the extrem-

ity of a long pole, which is held in the hands, and pushed up-

wards against the twigs, removing at the same time such as are

fruitless. The capsules are gently pounded in a mortar to loosen

the seeds from their shells, from which they are separated by sift-

ing. To 1 lion of the white sebaceous matter

enveloping the seeds, they are strained in tubs, having convex,

open wicket bottoms placed over cauldrons of boiling water.

When thoroughly heated they are reduced to a mash in the mor-
tar, and thence transferred to bamboo sieves, kept at an uniform
temperature over hot ashes. A single operation does not suffice

to deprive them of all their tallow, and the steaming and sifting is

therefore repeated. The article thus procured becomes a solid

mass on falling through the sieve, and to purify it, it is melted
and formed into cakes for the press. These receive their form
from bamboo hoops a foot in diameter and three inches deep,

which are laid on the ground over a little straw. On being filled

with the hot liquid the ends of the straw beneath are drawn up
and spread over the top, and when of sufficient consistence are

placed with their rings in the press. This apparatus, which is of

the rudest description, and constructed of two large beams placed

horizontally so as to form a trough, is capable of containing about
fifty of the rings with their sebaceous cakes; at one end it is

closed, and at the other ad ij ted Un- receiving w, dges, which are

successively driven into it by ponderous sledge hammers, wielded
by athletic men. The tallow oozes in a melted state mto a re-

ceptacle below where it cools; it is again melted and poured into

tubs, smeared with mud to prevent its adhering. It is now mar-
ketable, in masses about 80 pounds each—hard, brittle, white,

opake, without taste, and without the odor of animal tallow :

•e's-ure it scarcely stains bibulous paper ; melts at

104° Fahrenheit, it may be regarded as nearly pure stearine, the
slight difference is doubtless owing to the admixture of oil ex-

pressed from the seed in the process just described. The seeds
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yield about eight per cent, of this vegetable stearine, which sells

&r about five cents per pound.
*The process for pressing the oil. which is carried on at the
same time, remains to be noticed

; it is contained in the kernel of
the nut, the s< h ioenu> in <ttci winch lies between the shell and
husk having been separated in the manner described. The ker-
nel and the husk covering it are around between two stones, which
are heated to prevent clrggmg from the sebaceous matter still ad-
hering. The mass is then placed in a winnowing machine, pre-

cisely like those in common use in other countries. The chaff

- th* v hit( le ig keru< Is v liich nib r

being steamed are placed in a mill to be mashed. This machine
is hi used nf a circular stone groove, twelve feet in diameter, three

inches deep and about as many wide, into which a thick solid

stone wheel, eight f< < t in dianten ; t i enng at the edge, is made
to revolve perpendicularly by an ox harnessed to the outer end of

its axle, the inner turning on a pivot in the centre of the machine.

Under this ponderous weight the seeds are reduced to a mealy state;

they are then steamed in the tubs, formed into cakes, and pressed

hi the manner above described, the process of mash-
ii g st( mm . and

|
ssmg being rep< m d w ith tin kernels like-

wise. The kernels yield above thirty per cent of oil, and it sells

for a little more than three cents per pound. It is called Tsing-yu,
and answers well for lamps, though inferior for this purpose to

some other vegetable oils in use. It is also employed for various

purposes in the arts, and has a place in the Chinese Pharmaco-

poeia, because of its qua y hair black, and other

imaginary virtues. The husk which envelops the kernel, and

the shell which encloses them with their sebaceous covering, are

used to feed the i'm : i. e». >- ueoly any other fuel being needed

for this purpose. The residuary tallow cakes are also employed

for fuel, as a small quantity of it remains ignited a whole day.

It is in great demand for chafing dishes in the cold weather.

And fma ly. the cakes which reim u alter the oil has been press-

ed out are much valued as a manure, particularly for tobacco

fields, the soil of which is rapidly impoverished by the Virginia

weed. Ami!.' d il mmiat i ^_ tieralk proem I m China by

vegetable oils, but eai = h Y those who can

afford it, and for lanterns. In relieious ceremonies no other ma-

terial is used. As f?o one ventures out after dark without a lan-

tern, and as the gods cannot be acceptably worshipped without

candles, the quantity consumed is very great. With an unim-

\ ortant except!! .,. t'h o mdl< - are als » in ide of what I beg to

andles, which are

:hey receive a final

ect-wax, by which

their consistency > i.ivM-rvcil m the hottest weather. They are

• Sign if- i> o-vA/.V, *trnrin*>. Wl
lade by dipping, are of the required i
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tity of Alkanet root (Anchusa tinctoMa), brought from Shang-

tuiisr, into the mixture, which forms the coating of the candle;

Verdigris is s >m< tunes employed to dye them green. The wicks

are made of rush, coiled round a stem of coarse grass, the lower

part of which is slit to receive the pin of the candlestick, which

is more economical than if put into a socket. Tested in the

mode recommended by Count Rumford, these candles compare

favorably with those made from spermaceti, but not when the

clumsy wick of the Chinese is used. They cost about eight

cents per pound.

Prior to the thirteenth century, beeswax was employed as a

coating for candles ;
I . the white iiiseci-u-a:c

was discovered, since which time that article has been wholly

superseded by the more costly but ior product

of this insect. It has been described by the Abbe Grassier, ^it-

George Staunton, and others ; but these accounts differ so widely

among themselves, as well as from that given by native authors,

as to render further inquiry desirable.

From the description given by Grassier, entomologists have

supposed the insect which yields the Pe-la, or white wax, to be a

species of Coccus. Staunton on the contrary describes it as a spe-

cies of Cicada (Flata Ivmbuta). As described by Chinese writers,

however, it is evidently an apterous insect, hence the inference,

or that the insect Staunton saw was falsely represented as the

elaborator of this beautiful material. This like many other in-

teresting questions in the natural history of this portion of the

globe must remain unsolved, until restrictions on foreign inter-

course are greatly relaxed, or wholly removed. In the mean
time, native writers may be consulted with advantage ; and from
the chief of these the Pun-tsau and Kiunfangpu, two herbals of
high author; ally derived.

The animal feeds on an evergreen shrub or tree, Ligustrum in-

cidtun. winch is found throughout central China from the Pacific

to Thibet, but the insect chiefly abounds in the province of

Sy'Chuen. It is met with also in Yunnan, Hunan, and Hupeh.
A small quantity of a superior description, is produced in Kinhwa
Ch< hk „ < vim ( Mtn h itt. tion is . ,id to the < u!t v tti n < t

it forms an important branch ol . Iturafiudustry. In plant-
ing, they are arranged like the mulberry in rows about twelve feet

apart, and both seeds and cuttings are employed. If the former,
they are soaked in water in which unhusked rice has been wash-
ed, and their shells pounded off; when propagated by cuttings,

branches an inch in diameter aiv i mi n» i i, <! ,'s ,,t themost suit-

able size. The ground is plough d senn-a m;i ,|] v . and kept per-
fectly free from weeds. In the thud or fourth year they are
stocked with the insect. After the wax or insect has been gath-
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ered from the young trees, they are cut down, just below the
- i 'Ml four feet from the irrnnnd. and well ma-

Ktred. The branches which sprout the following season are
trimmed, and made to grow in nearly a perpendicular direction.
The process of cutting the trunk within a short distance of the
ground is repeated every four or five years, and as a general ride,

they are not stocked until the second year after this operation.

Sometimes the husbandman finds a tree which the insects them-
selves have attained, but the usual practice is to stock them with
the nests of the insect, which is effected in spring. These nests

are about the size of a "fowl's head," and are removed by cut-

ting off a portion of the branch to which they are attached, leav-

ing an inch each side of the nest. The sticks, with the adhering
nests, are soaked in unhusked rice-water for a quarter of an hour,

when they may be separated. When the weather is damp or
cool, they may be preserved in jars for a week ; but if warm, they
are to be tied to the branches of the trees, to be stocked without
delay, being first folded between leaves. By some, the nests are

probed out of their seat in the bark of the tree without removing
the branches. At this period they are particularly exposed to the

attacks of birds, and require watching. In a few days after be-

ing tied to the tree, the nests swell, and innumerable white in-

sects, the size of "niU" emerge, and spread themselves on the

branches of the tree ; but soon with one accord they descend

towards the ground, where, if they lind any grass, they take up
their quarters. To prevent this, the ground beneath is kept quite

bare, care being taken also that their implacable enemies, the ants,

have no access to the tree.

Finding no congenial resting place below, they reascend and
fix themselves to the lower surface of the leaves, where they re-

main several days, whence they repair to the branches, perfora-

ting the bark to feed on the fluid within. From nits they attain

the size and appearance of " pedkuhis It.owiuis.'' Having com-

pared it to this, the most familiar to them of all insects, our authors

deem further description superfluous. Early in June they give

to the trees the appearance of being covered with hoar frost, be-

ing changed into wax, soon after this they are scraped off, being

previously sprinkled with water. If the gathering be deferred

till August they adhere too firmly to be easily removed. Those

which are suffered to remain to stock trees the ensuing seaim
secrete a purplish envelop about the month of August, which at

first is no larger than a grain of rice : but as incubation proceeds,

3
3
and becomes as large as a fowl's head, which is in

\. ring, when the nests are transferred to other trees, one or more
to each, according to their size and vigor, in the manner already

described.

On being scraped from the trees, the crude material is freed from

its impurities uueuts of the insect, by spreading
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cauldron of boiling water ; the wax is recei

vessel, and on congealing is ready for the market. The Pe-la or

white wax in its chemical t roperties is analogous to purified bees-

wax, and also spermaceti, but di tiers from both, being in my
opinion an article perfectly sui generis. It is purely white, trans-

parent, shining, not unctuous to the touch, inodorous, insipid,

crumbles into a dry inadhesive powder between the teeth, with St

fibrous texture, resembling fibrous calc-spar; it melts at 100° Fah.,

is insoluble in water, dissolves in heated essential oils, and is

scarcely affected by boiling alcohol, the acids, or alkalies.

The aid of analytical chemistry is needed for the proper eluci-

dation of this most beautiful material. There can be no doubt it

would prove altogether superior in the arts to purified beeswax.

On extraordinary occasions the Chinese employ it for candles and
tapers. It has been supposed to be identical with the white lac

of Madras ; but as the Indian article has been found useless in the

manufacture of candles,* it cannot be ihe same; it far excels also

rica cerifera) of the United States,

ubstance a secretion ? There are Chinese who regard

it as such, some representing it to be the saliva and others the

excrement of the insect. European writers lake nearly the same
view, but the best anth that this opinion is

incorrect uid that the am ma is changed into wax. I am inclined

to believe that the insect undergoes what may be styled a cera-

ceous degeneration, its whole bodj by the pecu-

liar produce in the same manner as the Coccus cacti is by carmine.
Its cost at Ningpo varies from 22 to 33 cents per pound.
The annual produce of this humble creature in China cannot

be far from 400,000 pounds, worth more than $100,000.

Is this 'sub

rt. V.

—

On the sudden disappearance of the Ice
Champlaiii. at the breaking up of Winter ; by Rev.
Thompson, of Burlington, Vermont.

pftse. But, for myself, although I have lived thirty years upon its

shores, where I have had a full view of its broadest part, and
where I have watched its closing in winter and its opening in

spring, with no inconsiderable interest, I have not in that time
witnessed anything, in relation to the phenoj^non above men-

itenous or very won-
l few cases (cer-
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tainly not more than three or four), in which the lake has been en-
tirely covered with ice on one day, and entirely clear of ice on the
next. One case only of this kind has occurred within the period
of my own observations, and that took place about twenty years
since. The ice at that time, thongh of considerable thickness, had
become exceedingly porous and rotten, and for some days had
been considered unsafe; but, having been stiffened at its surface
by a sharp frost in the night, some persons ventured upon it in the
morning, and passed safely over the lake on foot, where the width
is six or seven miles; but during the day a storm set in, with a
very strong wind, and, on the following morning, the ice had
entirely disappeared ; there was none to be seen on the lake.

Now an occurri nce< f th - h ted to excite

wonder in the mind of the general observer, and make the sud-

den clearing of the lake a < mm< n to i< o! i rsition
; but it

appears to me that all the mystery about the matter vanishes at

once whenever the circumstances are carefully considered. These
circumstances I have stated in general terms in Part I, p. 14 of

my Nat. and Civil Hist, of Vermont, published in 1842. But ex-

periments and observations made since that time require me to

modify some of the statements there presented. It was then sup-

posed that, when the ice commenced forming upon the surface of
the lake, the great body of water below was at a temperature of

about 39° or 40°. This, according to the researches of Count
Rumford, would doubtless be true were the waters cooled down
without agitation ; but I find it is not true in fact, and from the

observations I have made, I am now inclined to the opinion that,

in consequence of their vi< lent agitation by the cold winds which

prevail in the early part of winter, the whole mass of waters is

Usually cooled down very nearly to the freezing point before any
ice forms at the top, and that, after the waters are protected from

the winds by a covering of ice, their temperature is gradually

raised by the reception of heat from the earth beneath.

Since' the publication of my history of Vermont I have made
some experiments for miiug the temperature

of the water of the lake at various depths, after it had been for

some time entirely covered with ice. In all these I have found

the temperature some degrees above freezing, but not quite so

much above as I had previously supposed. As an example. I copy

the following record from my meteorological journal for is 1 1 :

" March 27. Temperature of the water of the lake in contact

with the ice, 32°
; six feet below the surface, 32£°

;
twelve feet

h< i'W. oU : and fimih/-iir> in t below, hemir the whole depth

< f the lak." at th it pla.-e. :V>.4 V These observations were made
nearly one-fourth of a mile from the shore, and after the lake had

been covered with ice about eight weeks.

It has long been my intention to ascertain -the temperature at

the bottom of the deeper parts of our lake when covered with ice,
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but I have not hitherto examined where the depth has exceeded

35 feet; I should have attempted it this spring but for the un-

expected disappearance of the ice, the Tast of March.*

A few days after the disappearance of the ice this year, I found

the temperature of the water to he 36£°, and, as the lake was at

the time much agitated by the wind, this was, doubtless, very

nearly the mean temperature of the whole mass of water.

There are three well attested facts connected with this subject,

which, taken together, appear to me to afford a full and satisfac-

tory explanation of the phenomenon.
1. The great body of ice is previously always reduced to the

lioiieij-romb structure, in winch condition any considerable agita-

tion of the water causes it to separate into minute divisions.

2. The temperature of the great mass of water is always several

degrees above the freezing point, and in a condition to dissolve

the minute divisions of ice with gn ighated in it.

3. The phenomenon is always attended by a very high wind,

producing the agitation required.

In addition to theoretic objections to the opinion that the ice

sinks wh nly, we, who live on the shores of

the lake, think we have ocular proof that it does not take place.

We see the ice, while yet spreading over the whole surface of the

lake, gradually wasting as the spring advances, and becoming less

firm, till at length it is so far disintegrated that a stick may be

easily' thrust through it, while it is still from six to twelve inches

thick. This d - :;_ en. n - often carried so far, before the gen-

eral icy covering is disturbed, that the ice has little more solidity

or tenacity than loose snow saturated with water. In this state

of things a strong wind soon produces rents in the ice, the waters,

before pent up and quiet, are thrown into violent agitation, and
we actually see the slightly cohering masses falling to pieces and
dissolving at the surface of the lake; but we never see the ice

sinking, nor can I learn that any evidence of this has ever been
observed in masses lying at the bottom of the lake.

The objection to this hypothesis—"that so sudden and exten-

sive a coi to a fluid, as it supposes, would pro-

duce a sudden and violent frost through the neighboring coun-
try,"—would, undoubtedly, have weight were the caloric required
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to liquefy the iee supposed to be derived wholly or principally
from the atmosphere. But this I do not believe to be the fact.

The prm < ss <>t h juefaction is aided, more or less, according to the
temperature, by the warmth of the atmosphere, and, to the same
extent, the air is cooled ; but the great supply of caloric for the
liquefaction of the ice is derived from the waters beneath. This
absorption of heat from the waters below has no effect in dimin-
ishing the temperature of the air above. By it. the great mass of
waiti may be cooled down a few degrees, still leaving the surface
of the lake, in contact with the atmosphere, warmer by some de-
grees than the previous covering of ice. If we assume, for exam-
ple, the average depth of Lake Champlain to be fifty feet, and the
thickness of the ice to be eight inches, and the temperature of the
water below to be 36°, immediately before the sudden disappear-
ance nf the ice, (and these do not, probably, differ very much
from the usual conditions,) then, since the heat of fluidify in water
is 140°, it is easy to calculate that the sudden liquefaction of the

ice, by heat derived wholly from the water, would diminish the

temperature of the whole mass of water less than two degrees,

leaving the surface in contact with the atmosphere more than two
degrees warmer than the ice.

There are some other phenomena connected with this lake,

which I regard as interesting, but 1 defer touching upon them to

3. Cokal Islands.

A. Forms and generalfeatures of Coral Islands.

A barrier reef, and a lagoon enclosed by it, are the prominent

features of a coral island
;
yet there are a few of small size in

which the lagoon is wanting. In the larger islands, the waters

within look like the ocean, and are similarly roughened by the

wind, though not to the same extent. Standing on the north

shore of the Raraka lagoon, (in the Paumotus,)and looking south-

west, nothing is descried but blue waters ;—far in the distance, to

the right or left, a few faint dots are distinguished : and as the eye

SWQ9fa around, these graduallv enlarge into lines of palms and

other vi lure, which fmullv 1.«-„,m. ''>' *<t groves on nearing the

observer. At Dean's Island, another of the Paumotus, and at

many of tig oablance to the ocean is still more
striking. The lagoon is in fact but a fragment of the ocean cut

Second Seeies, VolXll, Xo. 84-rJuly, 1851. 4
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off by more or less perfect walls of coral reef-rock ;
and the reef is

here and there surmounted by verdure, forming a series of islets.

In many of the smaller coral islands, the lagoon has lost its

ocean character, and become a shallow lake, and the green islets

of the margin have coalesced in some instances into a continuous

line of foliage. Traces may perhaps be still detected of the pas-

sage or passages over which the sea once communicated with the

internal waters, though mostly concealed by the trees and shrub-

ben* which have spread around and completed the belt of ver-

dure. The coral island is now m its most finished state : the

lake rests quietly in its bed of palms, hardly ruffled by the storms

that madden the surrounding ocean.

From the islands with small lagoons, there is every variety

in gradation down to those in which there is no trace of a

lagoon. These simple banks of coral are the smallest of coral

islands.

These remarks, in connection with the general view given on
a preceding page, will prepare the reader to appreciate the fol-

lowing descriptions of various coral islands, illustrating their

forms, actual size, and condition.

A single group of islands, the Tarawan or Xingsmills, (see

Plate,) affords good examples of the principal varieties. The
iin gularity of shape and size is at once apparent to the eye.

In the sour uea, the form is very narrow, the

length being thirty-three miles, with the width of' the southern
portion scarcely exceeding six miles, and that of the northern
more than one-half less. The emerged land is confined to one
side, and consists of a series of islets upon the eastern line of
coral reef. The western side is for the most part some feet under
water, and there is hardly a proper lagoon. Sailing by the island,

to windward, the patches of verdure thus strung together seem
to rise out of a long white line of breakers, the sea surging vio-

lently against the unseen coral reef upon which they rest.

Namouti, the next island north, h about twenty miles long by
eight broad. The rim of land, though in fewer islets, is similar
to that of Taputeouea in being con find to the reef fronting north-
east. The reef of the opposite side, though bare of vegetation,
stands near low tide level, and the wrn>le encloses a large lagoon.

the *-!,.,. _ in ir < luracter. JNanouki is triangular in shape, and
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Kuria is a remarkable double island, without a proper lagoon.
If consists of two neighboring groves, each about a square mile
in extent, on adjacent patches of reef.

Maiana is quite re^u 1

Ii i _:, ir, with an uninterrupted
range of land on two of the four sides, and an exposed reef con-
stituting the other two.

Tarawa consists of two sides of a triangle. The western reef

i. and the sea and lagoon have unbroken communica-
tion. In place of it, there are two to ten fathoms water, and a
bottom of coral sand. Small vessels may sail in almost any-
where on this side to a good anchorage, and there is a passage
for ships of the largest size. The depth within is greater than
on the bar. and these inner waters obviously correspond to the
lagoon of other islands.

Apia has much resemblance to Apamama in its forest border
and lagoon. Moreover, there is a ship-entrance through the

southwestern reef.

Mttraki is one of the prettiest coral islands of the Pacific.

The line of vegetation is unbroken
;
and from the mast-head it

lies like a garland thrown upon the waters. The unpracticed eye
scarcely perceives, in such a view, the variation from a circular

form, however great it may be. The grove is partially interrupt-

ed at one point, where there are indications of a former passage

through the reef.

Tari-tari is a large triangular atoll. It is wooded almost con-

tinuously on the reef facing southeast, and has a few spots of

verdure on the southwest, with three entrances to the extensive

lagoon. The northern side is a naked reef throughout, scarcely

apparent from a ship's deck, except by the long line of breakers.

M okiti. just north of Tari-tari, is a mere patch of coral reef

without a lasroon.
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Swain's and J(tn:is\s\i\u:h. tins. s - 4 -

3 and 4,) are of still smaller size.

and have no lagoon. The form

is densply covered wirii fi iliag<

while the surface of the latter is swain's island. jarvis island

sandy. Swain's Island is a little depressed about the centre, a

fact indicating that there was formerly a lagoon.

Fakaafo, or Bowditch, (fig. 6.

5.) 200 miles north of Samoa, is

the type of a large part of coral /' ^*\
y

islands. The bank of reef has :-
.

;

only here and there emerged yy?
dant : in otlier portions the reef r̂ /
is of the risiial height,—that is, ^rvf*
near low tide level,—excepting

a few spots elevated a little by
the accumulation of sand. >^>
The Paumotu Archipelago, the '-'-:,:^v-_ \*^

crowded cluster of coral islands ^^"V
just northeast of Tahiti, is a fu\
most instructive study for the

;^"
reader; and a map of these

islands by the Expedition, in-

serted in the Narrative of the

Expedition, and also in the Hy-
drographical Atlas, will well re-

" r

pay close study. Sailing among fakaafo.

these islands—over eighty in number, only four of which are

over twelve feet high exclusive of the vegetation,—two or three

are almost c om the mast-head.

The small amount of habitable land on these reef-islands is

one of their most peculiar features. Nearly the whole surface is

water; and the land around the lagoon is but a narrow rim, the

t of which is usually under water at high tide. This
fact will be rendered more apparent from the following table, con-
taining a statement of the sizes and areas of several islands, with

given in geo-
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The ten islands here enumerated have an aggregate area of
1952 square miles, while the amount of actual dry habitable land
is but seventy-six miles, or less than one twenty-fourth. In the
Caroline Archipelago the proportion of land is still smaller. Men-
chikoff atoll covers an area of 5m

i Mmare miles, and includes
hardly six square miles of wooded land. In the Marshall Islands
the dry land is not over one-hundredth of the whole surface

;

while in the Pescadores the proportion of land to the whole area
is about as 1 to 200.

The distribution of the land upon the reef is obvious from the
sketches already given. It was long since remarked that the

windward side was in general the highest. It is also apparent
that there are not only great irregularities of form, but the reef

may at times be wholly wanting or deeply submerged on one

In many islands there is a ship entrance, sometimes six or eight

fathoms deep, through the reef to the lagoons, where good an-

chorage may be had; but the larger part have only shallow pas-

sages, or none at all. In the Paumotus, out of the twenty-eight

visited by the Expedition, not one halt were found to have naviga-

ble entrances. In the Carolines, where the islands are large and
not so much wooded, entrances are of more common occurrence.

About half of the Kingsmill Islands afford a good entrance and
safe anchorage. Through these openings in the reefs, there is

rapid outward current, especially during the ebbing tide.

At Depeyster Island, it was found to run at the rate of two and

a half miles an hour. It was as rapid at Raraka, in the Paumo-
tus, and as Capt. Wilkes remarks, it was difficult to pull a boat

against it, into the lagoon.

Soundings about Coral 1slands.—The water around coral

islands deepens as rapidly and in much the same way as off the

reefs about high islands. The atoll usually seems to stand as

if stilted up in a fathomless sea. The soundings of the Expe-

dition afford some interesting results.

Seven miles east of Clermont Tonnerre, the lead ran out to

1145 fathoms (6870 feet), without reaching bottom. ^\ ithin

three quarters of a mile of the southern point of this island, the

lead, at another throw, after running out for a while, brought up

an instant at 350 fathorrre, and then dropped off again and de-

scended to 600 fathoms without reaching bottom. On the lead,

which appeared bruised, a small piece of white coral was found,

and another of red ; but no evide bytes. On
the east side of the island, three hundred feet from the reef, a

bott|pi of coral san I was found i
' thorns; at one hundred

Uid « _hiy U et, the s one viud of bottom in 85 fathoms ;
at one

hundred §d thirtv feet, a coral UiM.'iu tu 7 fathmns ;—and from

,- to theedgW the shore reef.
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Off the southeast side of Ahii (another of the Paumotns),

about a cable's length from the shore, the lead after descending

150 fathoms, struck a ledge of rock, and then fell off and finally

brought up at a depth of 300 fathoms.

Two miles east of Serle's Island, no bottom was found at 600

fathoms.

A mile and a half south of the larger Disappointment Island,

there was no bottom at 550 fathoms.

Near the eastern end of Metia, no bottom was found with a

line of 150 fathoms; and a mile distant, no bottom was reached

at 600 fathoms* In general, for one to five hundred yards from

the margin of the shore reef, the water slowly deepens, and then

there is an abrupt descent, at an angle of 40 or 50 degrees. The
results of earlier voyagers, among whom Beechey stands pre-em-

inent, correspond with this statement. At considerable depths,

as would appear from the above facts, the sides of the coral struc-

ture may be vertical or even may overhang the bottom below.

There are examples also of less abrupt slopes. Northwest of

the Hawaiian Group, Lisiansky, at the island bearing his name,

of six or seven miles; the water
deepened to ten or eleven fathoms the first mile, fifteen the sec-

ond, and at the last throw of the lead there were still but twenty-
five fathoms.t Christmas Island affords on its western side anoth-

er example of gradually deepening waters. Yet these shallow
waters terminate finally in a rapid declivity of forty or fifty de-

grees. Off the prominent angles of an atoll, soundings generally
continue much beyond the distance elsewhere, as was first ob-
served by Beechey. At Washington Island, mostly abrupt in its

shores, there is a bank, according to the surveys of the Expedi-
tion, extending from the east point to a distance of half a mile,

and another on the west exteuding to a distance of nearly two

m
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1

miles. At Kuria, one of the Kingsmills, soundings continue for
three miles from the north extremity, along a bank stretching off
from this point to the north-northwest. Many other instances
might be cited, but they are seldom as remarkable

;
yet nearly all

islands, especially if the points are much prominent, afford simi-
lar facts. It has been said that the reef to leeward is generally
less abrupt than that to windward, but no facts were obtained by
the Expedition sufficiently definite or extensive to settle this

question. It is probably true, yet the difference if any must be
slight.

B. Structure of Coral Islands.

The descriptions of reefs and their islets apply with equal
force to coral islands. By transferring here the statements re-

specting the former, we should have a nearly complete account
of the latter. The same causes, with scarcely an exception, are

at work :—the growing of coral-zoophytes, the action of the

waves, oceanic currents, and the winds. This resemblance will

be rendered more apparent by a review of their characters; the

description will be found to be a simple recapitulation of a for-

mer paragraph.

The reef of the coral atoll, as it lies at the surface still uncov-
ered with vol lly two to

four hundred yards wide, and situated so low as to be swept by
the waves at high tide. The outer edge, directly exposed to the

surf, is generally broken into channels and jagged indentations,

along which the waters of the resurging wave drive with great

force. Though in the midst of the breakers, the edge stands a
few inches, and sometimes a foot, above other parts of the plat-

form
; the incrustiua- Xullipmr-s cover it with varied tints, and

afford protection from the abrading action of the waves. There
are usually three to five fathoms water near the margin ;

and
below, over the bottom which gradually deepens outward, beds

of corals are growing profusely among lifeless patches of coral

sand and fragments. Often the dead areas much exceed those

flourishing with zoophytes, and not unfrequently the clusters are

scattered like tufts of vegetntii n in a sandy plain. The growing

corals extend up the slopiug edge of the reef, nearly to low tide

level. For ten to twenty yardt. from the margin, the reef is

usually very cavernous or pierced with holes or sinuous recesses,

a hiding-place for various crabs, or a retreat for the echini, aste-

rias, the sea-anemones, and many a pretty mojlusc : and over

this portion, tl TritHfcna is generally found

lying more than half buried in the solid nek, with barfly room
to gape a ]&le fts ponderous shell, and expose to the waters a

gorgeouswhtored mantle. Farther in are occasional pools and

basins, aliSwth all that lives in these strange coral seas.
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The reef-rock, wherever broken, shows a detritus origin.

Parts are of compact homogeneous texture, a solid white lime-

stone, without a piece of coral distinuuiishahle, and rarely an im-

bedded shell. But generally the rock is a breccia or conglomer-

ate, made up of corals cemented into a compact mass, and the frag-

ments of which it consists are sometimes many cubic feet in size.

It is apparent that we are describing a second

time an outer reef. Without dwelling farther

upon its characters, we may pass to the features

of the reef when raised above the waters and

Sections of coral islands and their lagoons have

been given by Captain Beechey and Mr. Darwin.
We add another, by way of illustration, although
little may be presented that is novel after the ex-

cellent descriptions of these authors. Sketches of

several of these islands, showing the general rela-

tion of the rim of land to the reef and the lagoon

within, are given in the Plate of the Kingsmill

Group. The following sketch represents a sec-

tion of the rim of land from the sea on one side,

(the left,) to the lagoon on the other. In the

view, the part m a, represents the shallow sea

bordering an island, and abruptly deepening one
to six hundred feet from the line of breakers.

In these shallow waters are the growing corals
;

yet, as before stated, a large part is barren sand
or coral rock.

From a to b is the shore platform of reef-rock,

nearly at low tide level, with the margin (a)

slightly elevated, and much incrusted at the top

i the

a wooded part of the coral belt represented between
c and d. From d to e there is a gently sloping

beach bordering the lagoon. Beyond e, the wa-

%
fl i ters of the lagoon at first deepen gradually, and

[\ then fall oil' more or less abruptly.

yfr In the Paumotus, the shore platform, the steep

j«^ g
beach, and the more gently sloping shore of the

The width of t!i- -Land gives

no evidence of late eletation, \ if ed yards to
'" one-third of a mile, excepting cerl ts, more ex-

site jjprections, which occasionally exceed half a mint
•i. r .. uTfoui humJP
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Stfiore platform and emerged fand.—Th^ shove platform is

from one to three hundred feet in width, and Ins the -eneral l'.-;i-

tures of a half-submerged outer reef. Its peculiarities arise solely
from the accumulations which have chamred the reef into an
island. Much of it is commonly bare at low tide, though there
are places where it is always covered with a few inches or a foot
of water; and the elevated edge, the only part exposed, often
seems like an embankment preventing the water from running
off. The tides, as they rise, cover it with water throughout, and
bear over it coral fragments and sand, comminuted shells and
other animal remains, to add them to the beach. The heavier
seas transport larger fragments ; and at the foot of the beach
there is often a deposit of blocks of coral or coral rock, a cubic
foot or so in size, which low tide commonly leaves standing in a
few inches of water,f

Besides the deep channels cutting into the margin of the reef

and giving it a broken outline, there are in some instances long
fissures intersecting its surface. On Aratica, (Carlshoff,) and
Ahii, (Peacock Island,) they extended along for a fourth to half

a mile, generally running nearly parallel with the shore, and at

top were from a fourth to half an inch wide. These fissures are

not essential features of the reef, and will come up for consider-

ation on a future page of this work.
The beach usually slopes at an angle of 35 to 45 degrees, and

consists of coral pebbles or sand, with some worn shells, and oc-

casionally the exuviae of crabs and bones of fishes. Owing to

its whiteness, and the contrast it affords to the massy verdure

above, it is a remarkable feature in the distant view of these

islands, and often seemed like an artificial wall or embankment
running parallel with the shores. On Clermont Tonnerre, the

first of these islands visited by us, the natives seen from ship-

board, standing spear in hand aloiiLr the lop of the beach, wire

believed by some to be keeping patrol oil the ramparts of a kind

of fortification. This deception arose from the dazzling white-

ness of the coral sand, in consequence of which, the slope of the

beach was not distittgi view.

The emerged land beyond the beach, in ii

barely raised above the tides, appears like a vast field ol rums.
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ens, as to resemble the clinkers of Manna Loa ; moreover, giey

aer. Such regions maybe trav-

elled over by leaping along from block to block, with the risk of

falling into the many recesses among the huge masses. On
m edge from the black masses, the usual white color of

coral is at once apparent. Some of the blocks, measuring five

or six feet in each of their dimensions, were found to be portions

of individual corals, while others have the usual conglomerate

character of the reef-rock.

In the next stage, coral sand has found lodgment among the

blocks; and though so scantily supplied as hardly to be detected

without close attention, some seeds have taken root, and vines,

j
in -lane, and a few shrubs begin to grow, relieving the scene, by

tin i. gr< en 1< iv» s. of mni h of its desolate aspect.

Both of these stages are illustrated on the greater part of coral

islands.

In the last stage, the island stands six to ten feet out of water.

The surface consists of coral sand, more or less discolored by
vegetable or animal decomposition. There is but little depth of

coral soil, although the land may appear buried in the richest

folh-re : and scattered among the trees, stand, still uncovered,

many of the larger blocks of coral, with their usual rough angu-

lar features rface. The soil is seldom discol-

ored beyond four or five inches, and but little of it to this depth

;

there is no proper vegetable mould, ire of darker

particles with the white grains of coral sand. It is often rather

a coral gravel, and below a foot or two, it is usually cemented to-

gether into a more or less compact coral rock.

One singular feature of the shore platform, occasionally ob-
served, remains to be mentioned. Huge masses of reef-rock are

sometimes found upon it, some of which lie loose upon the reef,

while others are firmly imbedded in it below, and so cemented
to it as to appear to be actually a part of the platform rock.

Sketches of some of these masses are here given.
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arwgier mass, similMJy attached to the reef at base, observed on
Kawehe, (Vincenneslsland.) It was six feet high above low
water level, and seven feet in its longest diameter. Below, it

had been worn like the one just described, though to a less ex-
tent. Another similar mass was eight feet high. Figure 3 rep-
resents a block six feet high "

3
and ten feet in its longest di-

" '\<^
ameter, seen on Waterland ; it ^/pr^

\

was unattached below, and lay (S Ĵh~J'^ -A
with one end raised on a smal- %.
\m block. On Aratica, (Carl- '/?T—
shoff,) others were observed. ^ ;#jL. ._

One loose mass like the last was -

eight feet high and fifteen feet
~~~—

: -

in diameter, and contaii /. Raraka
also afforded examples of these ; lied blocks,

some standing with their tops six feet above high-water mark.

These masses are similar in character to many met with among
the fields of blocks just described, and differ only in having been
left on the platform instead of being transported over it. Some
of them are near the margin of the reef, while others are quite

at its inner limit. The third mass figured above was a solid con-

glomerate, consisting of large fragments of Astrasas and Madre-
pores, and contained some imbedded shells, among which an Os-
tr;i a and a Cypraca were noticed. This is their usual character.

The other two were parts of large individual corals, (Pontes;)

but there was evidence in the direction of the cells that they did

not stand as they grew; on the contrary, they had been up-

thrown, and were afterwards cemented with the material of the

rock beneath them, probablv at the tune this ruck itself was con-

solidated. Below some of the loose masses like figure 3, (as on
Aratica,) the platform was at times six inches higher than on
either side of the mass, owing to the protection from wear given

to the surface beneath it. These blocks are always extremely

rough and uneven, like those of the emerging land beyond ; and
the angular features are partly owing in both cases to solution

from rains or from the sea-water that may be dashed over them,

It should be distinctly understood that these masses here de-

scribed were found isolated, and only at considerable intervals.

In no instance were they observed clustered. The loosefcffocks

and those cemented below had tl;
-ter, and

must have been plaeed where they were by the same cause,

-

The shore of the /•._ "^'d -ently inclined,

X
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form of reef-rock at the same elevation a£ the shore plat&rm

sometimes extends out into the lagoon ; but it is more common
to find it a little submerged and covered for the most part \v:th

growing corals: and in either case, the bank terminates outward

in an abrupt descent of a few yards or fathoms, to a lower area

of growing corals, or a bottom of sand. Still more commonly,
we meet with a sandy bottom gradually deepening from the

shores without growing coral. These three varieties of condi-

tion are generally found in the same lagoon, characterizing its

different parts. The lower area of growing corals slopes out-

ward, and usually ceases where the depth is 10 to 12 fathoms;

from this there is another descent to the depth which prevails

over the lagoon.

On some small lagoons the shore is a thick plastic mud, either

white or like clay, and forms a low fiat which is very gently slop-

ing. On Henuake, these mud deposits are quite extensive, and
of a white color. At Enderby's Island, another having a shal-

low lagoon, the mud was so deep and thick that there was
some difficulty in reaching the waters of the lagoon ; the foot

sunk in 8 or 10 inches and was not extricated without some dif-

ficulty. The color at this island was a dirty brownish clay.

This mud is nothing but comminuted coral, so fine as to be al-

most impalpable.

The lagoons of the smaller islands are usually very shallow •

and in some, merely a dry bed remains, indicating the former exis-

tence of water. Instances of the latter kind are met with only

in islands less than three miles in diameter ; and those with shal-

low lagoons are seldom much larger. These shallow waters,

when direct communication with the sea is cut off, become, in

sry salt by evaporation, and contain no growing
coral, with few signs of life of any kind : and in other cases.

they are made too fresh for marine life, through the rains. At
Enderby's Island the water was not only extremely saline, but

the shores of the lagoon were in some places incrusted with salt.

But when there is an open channel, or the tides gain access over
a bare reef, corals continue to grow, and a considerable portion

of the lagoon may be obstructed by them. At Henuake, the

sea is shut out except at high water, and there were consequently

but few species of corals, and those of small size. At Ahii

(P( ucocl^s Island) there was a small entrance to the lagoon, and
thoii2h comparatively shallow, corals were growing over a large

anjH l

ihinlh.--
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tas. This was thejesult of Captain Beechey's investigations;
and those of the Expedition, though few. correspond. It is

Ik were r probable that deeper soundings would be found in the
large island of Nairsa (Dean's). In the Tarawan Group, south-
east of the Carolines. ' nod by the fvxpedi-

tion, varied from 2 to 35 fathoms. Mr. Darwin found the latter

depth at Reeling's Island. Chamisso found 25 to 35 fathoms at

the Marshall Islands.

The bottom of these large lagoons is very nearly uniform, va-

rying but little except from the occasional abrupt shallowing*

produced by growing patches of reef. Soundings bring up sand,

pebbles, shells, and coral mud; and the last mentioned itimerial

appears to be quite common, even in lagoons of cojy
size, (t has the same character as above described. The blu-

ish clay-like mud of the harbor of Tongatabu may be classed

with these deposits.* it appears, therefore, that the finer coral

material of the shores prevails throughout the depths of the la-

goon. The growing reefs within the lagoons, are in the condi-

tion of the hnier r< cis al out high is, mds. The corals grow but

little disturbed by the waves, and the reef-rock often contains

them in the position of growth. At Taputeouea (Kingsmills or

Tarawan Group), reefs very similar to those of the Feejees oc-

cur
; they present the same large Astrseas 10 to 12 feet in diame-

ter, which once were growing where they stand but are now a

part of the solid lifeless rock.

Beach formations of coral sandrock are common on the coral

islands, and they present the same features in every respect, as

those described. They were observed among the Paumotus, on

Raraka, Honden, Kawehe, and other islands. The stratified

character is always distinct and the layers slope toward the water

at the usual small angle, amounting to 5-7 degrees bordering

the lagoon, and 7-8 degrees on the seashore side of the land.

They often occupy a breadth of 30 to 50 yards, appearing like a

series of outcrops
;
yet not unfre< |Ui :•

concealed

by the sands of the beach,f and it is probable that it genera^
underlies the loose surface material of the land. The rock is a

fine or coarse sandrock, or a coral pudding-stone, and consists

of beach materials. Occasionally it is quite comj t< t, and n sedP

erally its sand origin is very apparent.

The drift sandrock was not met with by the writer on any
pportunfc

.
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ties were not favorable for a thorough exploration. It has been

stated that the more exposed points towards the trades, especially

the northeast and southwest, are commonly a little higher than

other parts ; and it is altogether probable that some of the sand

heaps, there formed, will prove on examination to afford exam-

ples of this variety of coral-rock. Such situations are exactly

identical with tl - on Oahu, where they occur on so remarkable

a scale. Mr. R. H. Schomburgh states that on the island of

Anegada in the West Indies, the drift banks on the windward
shores are forty feet in height.*

Although in these descriptions of atolls, we have dwelt on

some points more at length than when describing barrier reefs,

still it 'will be observed that the former have no essential pecul-

iarities of structure apart from such as necessarily arise from the

absence of high rocky lands. Ti reefj corres-

ponds «fith the outer reefs that enclose high islands; and the

green islets with the beach formations, in the two cases, originate

The lagoons, moreover, are similar in character and position to

the inner channels within barrier reefs
; they receive only coral

material from the action of degrading agents, because no other

source of detritus but the reefs is at hand. The accumulations

going on within them are, therefore, wholly of coral. The reefs

within the lagoons, correspond very exactly in mode of growth
and other characters to the inner reefs under the lee of a barrier.

The corals grow but little disturbed by the waves, and the reef-

rock thus formed, often contains them in their natural positions.

The preceding descriptions, represent the general character of

atolls, but are more especially drawn from the Paumotus. There are

some peculiarities in other seas, to which we may briefly allude.

Among i\\ Is oorth of the Samoan Group,
the shore platform is seldom as extensive as at the Paumotus. It

rarely exceeds fifty yards in width, and is cut up by passages
often reaching almost to the beach. It was not unusual for our
boats to obtain a landing by watching for a favorable opportunity
at the entrance of one of these channels to mount a wave and
ride in on its top. In some places the platform is broken into

islets. Etiderby's Island is one of the number to which this de-

scription applies: the beach is eleven or twelve feet high. For
eight feet, it slopes very regularly at an angle of 30 to

35 degree- .- pebbles, or rounded stones

of coral, wil I there is the usual beach con-
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zontnl. for eighty to two hundred feet, and then there is a gradual
rise of three to four feet. Over this portion there are large slabs
of the beach conglomerate, along with masses from the reef-rock,

and some thick plates of a huge foliaceous Madrepora; and these
slabs, many of which are six feet square, lie inclining quite regu-
larly against one another, as if they had been taken up and laid

there by hand. They incline in the same direction with the
slope of the beach. The large Madrepora alluded to has the
mode of growth of the Madrepora palmata; and probably the
entire zoophyte extended over an area twelve or fifteen feet in

diameter. The fragments are three to four inches thick, and
thirty square feet in surface.

As a key to the explanation of the peculiarities here observed,

it may be remarked that the tides in the Paumotus are two to

three feet, and about Enderby's Island five to six feet in height.

Maldives.—Chagos Bank.—The Maldives have been often

appealed to in illustration of coral structures. They are particu-

larly described by Mr. 1

!

nation communicated
to him by O 3d from the charts of this officer

and Lieutenant Powell * The point of special interest in their

structure is the occurrence of atolls or rings within the larger

atolls. The islets of the lagoon, and those of the encircling reef,

are in many insta ie< s annul u reefs, each with its own little lake.

Gems within gems are here clustered together.

The annular islets of the main < ncirehug reef are oblong, and
lie with the longest diameter, which is sometimes three miles

long, in the line of the reef. Those of the lagoon are generally

less than two miles across. The lagoons they contain vary from
five fathoms or less to twelve fathoms in depth.

The Maldives are among the largest atoll-reefs known ; and
they are intersected by many large open channels; and Mr. Dar-

win observes, that the interior atolls occur only near these chan-

nels, where the sea has free access. We may view each large

island in the archipelago as a sub-archipelago of itself. Although

thus singular in their features, they illustrate no new principles

with regard to reef-formations.f
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The Chagos Bank lies about ten degrees south of the Mal-

dives, and is ninety miles long and seventy broad. The rim is

mostly submerged from five to ten fathoms.

Mr. Darwin confirms the opinion of Captain Moresby, that this

bank has the character of a lagoon reef, resembling one of the

Maldives ; and he states on the evidence of extensive soundings,

that, if raised to the surface, it would actually become a coral

m a lagoon forty fathoms deep. In the words of Capt.

Moresby, it is in truth nothing more than a half-drowned atoll.*

Metia and other elevated Coral Islands.—In the Chagos Group

we have an example of a sunken coral atoll. Metia affords an

instance of one that has been elevated by some force ; and several

such are met with in the Pacific. Metia, or Aurora Island, is one

of the western Paumotus. It is a small island about ;

by two and a half in width, and two hundred and fifty feet ill

id it consists throughout of coral limestone. As we
approached it from the northeast, its high vertical cliffs were sup-

posed to be basaltic, and had much resemblance to the Palisades

of the Hudson.f This appearance of a vertical structure was

afterwards traced to vertical furrowings by the waters dripping

down its front, and the consequent formation of stalagmitic incro*

tat ions. Deep caverns were also seen.

The cliff, though vertical in some parts, is roughly sloping in

others, and on the west side, the surface of the islam I

declines to the sea.

The rock was found to be a white and solid limestone, seldom

presenting any traces of its coral origin. In some few layers

there were disseminated corals, looking like imbedded fossils,

along with beautiful casts of shells
; but for the most part it was

as compact as any secondary marble, and as uniform in texture.

Occasionally there were disseminated spots of crystallized calc-

The caverns presented us with coarse stalactites, some of which
were six feet in diameter; and interesting specimens were ob-

tained containing recent land shells, which had been enclosed

1. Al-
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"^Ple surface of the island is singularly rough, owing to erosion
by rains. The paths that cross it wind through narrow passages
auioiJLi

. "i"d nn • H- < and rnbi > of n < k .is hi-fi as the 'nr.ul the
peaks and narrow defiles termini: a miniature model of the grand-
est Alpine scenery. There is but little soil, yet the island is cov-
ered with trees and shrubbery.
The shores, at the first elevation of the island, must have been

worn away to a large extent by the sea : and the cliff and some
|Ml!|

t d
j
nnacles of coral rock still standing on the coast are

evidence of the degradation. But at present there is a wide shore
platform of coral reef, two hundred or t-o hundred and fifty feet

wide, resembling that of the low
|

. aving grow-
ing coral as usual about its margin and in the shallow, depths
beyond.

In the face of the cliff there are two horizontal lines, along
which cavities or cuv) it, which consequently
give an appearance of stratification to the rock, dividing it into

three nearly equal layers.

We might continue this account of coral reefs and islands, by

os of those visited by the Expedition. But
the similarity among them is so great, and their peculiarities are

already so fully detailed, that this would amount only to a suc-
cession of repetitions. And moreover the tacts will be found in

the geographical report by Captain Wilkes, and are to a great ex-
tent well exhibited on the map of the Paumotus and on the other
valuable charts of the Expedition. The characters of a few
briefly stat. [ 1 suiii n tiiis place. We commence with the

smallest. $
Jarvis's Island.—(Fig. 4, page 28.) Lat. 0° 22' S. Long.

159° 31' W. Length If miles trending east and west. No
lagoon. Shape triangular. A low sandy flat, eighteen or twenty
feet high, without trees, and partly covered with small shrubs.
A h:-h slopina beach continuous around. Trends east and west.
VV e did not land on this island.
fiirmVs.— Lat. 3° 35' S. Long. 171° 39' W. Four-fifths of a

lagoon. A sandy flat

;-;. iiv..-: * V.' -
:

. .
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where it is about twelve feet. To the south-southwest the sub-

merged reef extends out nearly a mile, over which the sea breaks.

bed no vegetation except the low purslane and some

trailing plants. Did not land.

Swain's.—(Fig. 3, page 28.) Lat. 11° 10' S. Long. 170°

52' W. 1% miles by | : shape nearly rectangular ; trends east

and west. No lagoon, but the centre a little lower than the

Height fifteen to eighteen feet, excepting on the middle of

western side, where the surface is covered with loose fragments

of coral of small size ; there appears to have been a former en-

trance to the lagoon at this place. Shore reef or platform, one

hundred yards in average width, and one hundred and fifty yards

at the place where we landed. Beach high, ten to twelve feet.

At lower part of beach for a height of two to three feet, the coral

reef rock was exposed, indicating an elevation of the island.

For three or four feet above this, layers of the beach sandrock

were often in view, consisting of coral pebbles firmly cemented,

and having the usual dip of seven or eight degrees seaward ; in

many places it was concealed by the beach sands and pebbles.

There was no growing coral on the platform excepting Nullipores.

The outer margin of this platform was very uneven, and much
intersected by channels, though less so than at Enderby's Island.*

Great numbers of Birgi, (large Crustacea,) were burrowing over

the island, some of which were six inches in breadth.

Otuhu, Paumotu Archipelago.—14° 5' S. 141° 30' W. 1£

miles by §, trending north and south. No lagoon. Wooded.
Margaret, Paumotu Archipelago.—20° 42' S. 143° 4' W.

Diameter one mile, nearly circular. A small shallow lagoon with

no entrance. Northeast side alone wooded, and in two patches.

Teku or Four Crowns, Paumotu Archipelago.—20° 28' S.

143° 18' W. Diameter H miles, nearly circular. A small la-

goon with no entrance. Southwestern reef bare j five patches of

forest on the other part.

-....,a A- we pull. 4 tuv.-un.i-i the reef, an anchor was dropped, as

"
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Washington Island.—hat. 4° 41' N. Long. 160° 15' W. 3
miles by 1£, trending east and west. It is a dense cocoanut grove
With luxuriant shrubbery. No lagoon. The shore platform is

rather narrow. A point of submerged reef one and a half miles
long stretches out from southwest end. Could not land on account
of bad weather.

Enderby's.—Z° 8' S. 171° 16' W. 2% miles by 1 mile nearly,

trending N. N. W. and S. S. E. ; form trapezoidal or nearly rectan-

gular. Little vegetation on any part, and but few trees. The la-

goon very s> . no srowiucr eoinl
; its shores a

coral mud, allowing the foot to sink in eight or ten inches, and
covered in places with saline incrustations. Shore platform one
hundred feet or less in width, mid Miit.'-e uiclu-d outward at a
very small angle; covered with three or four feet of water at

high tide, and with few corals or shells; beyond this, falls off

four to six feet, and then the bottom gradually inclines for one
hundred yards or more. The beach very high and regular ; rises

eight feet, at an inclination of thirty to thirty-five degrees; then
horizontal for eighty to two hundred, after which another rise of
three or four feet. It consists below of pebbles and fine sand,

but above of slabs and blocks of coral rock and the beach sand-

rock, those of the latter nearly rectangular and flat. This beach
sandrock occurs in layers from ten to twenty inches thick along
the shore, and is inclined from five to seven degrees seaward. Some
portions are very compact, and ring under the hammer, wink
others enclose frogmen • to a foot or more in

diameter. The most common coral of the beach was an Astraea

ill cells, (near A. cerium, D.—the specimens were after-

wards lost,) There were also other Astraas, a large lamellar

i, (If. cyclopea,) some fragments of which were six feet

square and three inches thick ; also Meandrinae, Porites, &c.
Large trunks of transported trees lay upon the island, one of

which was forty feet long and four in diameter. The shore

platform was much intersected by channels.
Captain Hudson obtained soundings half a mile off in two

hundred fathoms
; the lead struck upon a sandy bottom but was

indented by coral.

Honden, or Henuake, Paumotu Archipelago.—Size 3£ miles
by 2 miles. Oblong, five-sided ;

trending west-northwest. A
iliow lagoon, communicating with the sea only at high

tide, on the west side. There are two other entrances, which
are seldom if ever covered with water, and appeared merely as

dry beds of cord rock. Heiaht of the island, twelve feet: low-
est on the south side. Belt of verdure complete, and
of large forest trees, with the Pandanus and i th< I s ecies but no

cocoanuts;^ breadth \ mile, and in some parts |. Among the
(l'ees, largeWasses of coral rock often exposed to vn
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surface in m
these islands

surface in many parts very rough. It seemed - rising aj all

growth of trees ai

over so rocky a surface. Shores of the lagoon nearly flat,

one side there was a large area of extremely flue coral sand and

mud, which extended a elagoon. Elsewhere

about the centre of the islam i. the reef- rock was hare, and con-

tained numerous shells of Tridacnse, A few small

still growing in the lagoon. Beach- on the sea-shore side eight

feet high. In lower part of beach, several layers of white lime-

stone, (the beach sandrock.) formed of coral fragments or sand,

BhflHst
&c, much of wham was very compact. The layers

inclined towards the sea at an angle of about five degrees.

Shore platform as elsewhere in this archipelago.

The facts above stated are evidence of a slight elevation, not

exceeding two or three feet.

Taiara. or Kind's. Paumotu Archipelago.—15° 42' S. ;
144°

46' W. 2§ miles by I \ trending northwest. A small lagoon with

no entrance. Reef almost continuously wooded around, some-

what broken into patches.

Maraki, Tarawan or Kingsmills Group.—5 miles by 2, and

having a lagoon. Trending north. Shape oblong triangular.

Belt of forest complete. Appearance of a former entrance to

the lagoon on the east side.

Whytuhu, one of the two Disappointment Islands, Paumotu
Archipelago.— 14° 10' S., 141° 24' YV. 5.J by 2 miles, trending

northwest. The reef fronting northeast almost continuously

wooded. On the opposite side, three islets, one of rather large

size. Lagoon with no entrance.

Sydney Island.—hat 4° 20' S. Long. 171° 15' W. Trends
northeast md - nth west. Well wooded nearly all round; but

on leeward side the forest in patches, with breaks of bare coral.

Lagoon narrow, without entrance. Width of island from sea

to lagoon, yards: width greatest

at south end. Beach ten feet high. The soil of the island con-

sisted of coral fragments and sand. Shore platform fifty to eighty

feet wide ; five or six feet water over it at high tide. Cut up

very irregui iree to eight or ten feet wide. Ob-

served small corals growing on the bottom outside of the plat-

form. She: / for fifty yards, and consisting

of coral sand. Beyond tins a slope covered with growing corals.

Tin- e. ds '.:; ies of Madrepores. In the interior

of the lagoon mam kn Is and large patches of coral.

Duke of York's.—8? 38' S.. 172- 27' W. Form
>M ng i d g tlo est Lei all ;; miles: 1 >adfh 2 miles.

Circuit \)h nn! s. a ei ' a: . ..-•
i of w. oded in patches. South-

west reel' : . m, but without enttM
for canoes at high tide, on leewa.nl side. Island teff feet high-
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e platform narrow, and intersected by channels. Shores
by reef-rock, two or three feet out of" water, indicating an

tion of the island. This reef-rock consists of various corals

y cemented. V, i. noils of coral, but none
the shore on the leeward side.

ikaafo or Bowditclis.—V 20' S., 171° 5' W. 6f miles
Shape nearly triangular. Circuit seventeen miles, about

: which are wooded in sew d by long bare
.'als. A large lagoon, but no ship entrance. Height of island,

yards. Soil of the island coral sand, speckled bl.ack with results
of vegetable decomposition. Shore platform nat•row. At outer
edge a depth ol '

'
: :i: .y..i [:. : gradually deep-

ens, and abounds in me coi ils for fiftv yards, v

abruptly. Cor;il reef-rock elevated three or four feet, indicating
an elevation of
coral, but non<3 near the shore. Some corals : growing on the
platform, near i

'-
I-

. - . •' :
•

:
i! o - '

'"
ms, Ast rasas, Nol-

on ice were found among the natives,
which had floaited to the island.

Ahit, or Pearock's Island, PaumoM *o.— 14°30'S.,
146° 20' W. ]13 miles by 6, trending N. E. by I3. Shape irreg-
nlarly oblong. :e for small ves-
sels on the wes t. Reef wooded throughout nearly its whole cir-

lid much obstructed bv
the latter givim

I the water over it a clear light ereou color. Plat-

oral sh( li < i the island, about t\v o hundred and
fifty feet wide

;
under water except at the lowest tides. Margin

highest, and co S which give it

licate shades of color, nmstlv red

blossom red, ro;>e, scarlet. For thirty to iirty feei: from the mar-

imbedded, with ' nded whin the

red with water. Rock of the pi;

compact white limestone or a solid c- ! .

-mTn'
6XCePtilvx a few Madrepore tufts or Astra-;-

nres, extending
"early parallel with t n inch wide at

a- more. Those

of the island eit ':•! eo".-,.:,,. , [ : ,> 1

the soil mostly of comminuted c
with dark parti ';•

};\ \ ;, i
!

nl

1

,
'

ri !" ,lf iL
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Raraka, Paumotu Archipelago.—16° 10' S., 145° W. ,14

miles by 8, trending east and west. Shape somewhat 1
North side nearly continuously wooded : south angle and south-

west reef bare. A large lagoon with an entrance for small

vessels on the north side. A rapid current flows from the en-

tranee. which it was difficult for a boat to pull against. Shore

platform, as usual, about a hundred yards wide, with the edge

rather higher than the surface back ; the platform mostly bare of

water at low tide. Several large masses of coral and coral rock,

one to four hundred cubic feet, on the platform and upon the

higher j
arts t the island, some of which stood five and six feet

above high-water mark ; they were cemented to the reef-rock

below, and appeared like projecting parts of the reef. Layers of

beach sandrock on the lagoon shores, as well as on the seaward

raed at an angle of six or seven degrees: characters as

already described. Growing coral in the entrance to the lagoon,

within two feet of the surface, mostly a species of Millepora, (M.

squarrosa.) Interior of the lagoon not examined for want of

time. The water looked as blue as the ocean, and was much
roughened by the winds.

Kawehe, or ! incevnes Island, Paumotu Archipelago, 15° 30'

S., 145 3 10' W. 13 miles by 9, trending north-northwest.

Shape irregularly oval. Having a large lagoon, and mostly

so to leeward. Between the wooded islets,

(as on Kara surface consisted of angular masses

of coral rock, (among which the Porites prevail,) strewed in great

numbers together ; and in some parts bearing a few vines and

purslane among the blocks, though scarcely any appearance of

soil, or even of coral sand. In other parts, not as high, no veg-

etation, and surface still wet by high tide. A few large masses

of coral on the shore platform, either lying loose, or firmly at-

tached below ; some of them were six feet cube, and one was

raised seven feet above high-water mark. Those that were at-

tached were so firmly cemented to the reef-rock as to seem to be

a part of it, and they were partly worn off below by the wash
of the sea; the surface was extremely rough, owing to wear

by rains. These masses were sometimes single individual corals,

and others were conglomerate in character. Shore platform

about a hundred yards wide, rather highest at the edge, and much
ot its s irf; :< tv o t > u ui feet under water at low tide. As else-

where, this platform is nothing but a compact coral conglomerate

% or limestone, having no growing coral over it, except in some
shallow pools near itaout^r margin, where also there are numerous
holes \n !, with small fish and other ani-

mals of the shores. On the lagoon shore, layers of beach sand-

rock, six or seven in number, dipping at an angle of seven degrees
•_• lagoon, and outcropping one from beneath the other.

Similar layers on the sea-shore side. &
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Manhii, IVilson's or Waterlandt, Paumotu Archipelago, 14°W S., 146° W. 15 miles by 6, trending E. N. E. A large la-

goon with a deep entrance on the west side. Shape oblong tri-

Shore platform as usual; mostly under water at low tide.

Large masses of coral here and there, standing on this reef, either
cemented to it or loose. One top-shaped mass is figured on p. 34.
High water did not reach the part of it which was most worn

;

and this was evidently owing to the fact that the action of the
swell, or waves, is greatest above the actual level of the tide at
the time. This mass was not of, fragmentary composition ; it

was apparently the remains of a single individual Porites. Another
loose mass was five and a half feet high, and averaged ten feet

across, (fig. 3, p. 35.) It consisted of large masses of Astraas,
Madrepores, and Porites cemented together, and contained im-
bedded shells, an Astrasa, Cyprsea, &c. The reef-rock is either
a compact limestone showing no traces of its composite origin,

or a conglomerate. Beach, regular as usual, 6 to 10 feet high,
consisting of coral sand, and fragments of worn shells, with oc-
casional exuviae of crabs, remains of Echini, fish, &c. The en-
trance to the lagoon is deep and narrow, with vertical sides.

Aratica or Carlshotf, Paumotu Archipelago, 15° 30' S., 145°
30' W. 17 miles by 10, trending N. E. Large lagoon, with a
good entrance for vessels. The reef fronting south, bare for

I : on northwest side, mostly very low, with only here
and there a clump of trees ; occasionally a line of wooded land
for a quarter of a mile on the east side ; more continuously
wooded on the north. The "bare parts, mostly covered with
blocks of coral, 1 to 30 cubic feet, and larger, tumbled together,
as on the preceding. Some blocks of coral on the shore plat-

form very large; one 8 feet high and 15 in diameter, containing
at least 1000 cubic feet ; it lay on the reef and was not connected
with it

; below it, the platform was 6 inches higher than the sur-
face either side, owing to the action of the sea. These, blocks
are in all instances rough angular, and appear as if they had been
thrown up by the sea, and left exposed to wear from the rains
and spray.

N™rsa or Dean's, Paumotu Archipelago, 15° S., 148° W.
miles by 17, trending W. N. W. Northern shore

'eet or so out of water, and was worr
or excavated with caverns, so as to
though quite regularly even in the leve

i before given, will convey a general idea of the whole.
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C. The Completed Coral Island.

The coral island in its best condition is but a miserable resi-

dence for man. There is poetry in every feature: but the na-

tives find this a poor substitute for the breadfruit and yams of

more favored lands. The cocoanut and Pandaniis are, in gene-

ral, the only products of the vegetable kingdom afforded for

their sustenance, and fish and crabs from the reefs their only ani-

mal food. Scanty too is the supply ; and infanticide is resorted

to at sclf-defi nee.' where but a few years would otherwise over-

stock the half-a-dozen square miles of which their little world

Yet there are more comforts than might be expected on a

land of so limited extent,—without rivers, without hills, in the

midst of salt water, with the most elevated point but ten feet

above high tide, and no part more than 300 yards from the ocean.

Though the soil is light and the surface often strewed with

blocks of coral, there is a dense covering of vegetation to shade

the native villages from i tropical sun. The cocoanut, the tree

of a thousand uses, grows luxuriantly on the coral-made land,

after it has emerged from the ocean ; and the scanty dresses of

the natives, their drinking vessels and other utensils, mats, cord-

age, fishing-lines, and oil, besides food, drink, and building ma-

terial, are all supplied from it. The Pandanus or screw-pine

well, and is exactly fitted for such regions : as it en-

larges and spreads its branches, one prop after another grows out

from the trunk and plants itself in the ground ; and by this

means its base is widened and the growing tree supported. The
fruit, a large ovoidal mass made up of oblong dry seed, diverging

from a centre, each near two cub . rda a sweet-

ish husky article of food, which, though little better than pre-

pared corn stalks, admits of being stored away for use when
other things fail. The extensive reefs, abound in fish which are

easily captured, and the natives, with wooden hooks, often bring

in largw kii Is from the deep waters. From such resources a

population of 10,000 persons is supported on the single island of

Taputeouea, whose whole habitable area does nor exceed six

square miles.*

Water is to be found commonly in sufficient quantities for the

use of the natives, although the land is so low and flat. They dig

wells five to ten feet deep in any part of the dry islets, and gene-

rally obtain a constant supply. These wells are sometimes

fenced around with special care ; and the houses of the villagers,

as afcFakaafo, are oftej
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ho£j there is a watering place 50 feet in diameter, from which
our vessels in a (v.w hours obtained 390 gallons. The Tarawan
Islands are generally provided with a supply sufficient for bath-
ing, and each native takes his morning bath in fresh water, which
is esteemed by them a great luxury. On Taritari, as Mr. Hale was
informed by a Scotch sailor taken from the island, by the name
of Gray, there is a long trench or canal, described by him as

several miles long, and two feet deep. They have taro planta-

:li require a large supply of water, besides some bread-
fruit. These islands have been elevated a little, but are not over
fifteen feet above the sea.*

The only source of this water, is the rains, which, percolating

through the loose surface, settle upon the hardened coral rock
that forms the basis of the island. As the soil is white or nearly
so, it receives heat but slowly, and there is consequently but
little evaporation of the water that is once absorbed.

These islands moreover enclose ports of great extent, many
admitting even the largest class of vessels : and the same lagoons
are the pearl fisheries of the Pacific.

An occasional log drifts to their shores, and at some of the

more isolated atolls, where the natives are ignorant of any land
but the spot they inhabit, they are deemed direct gifts from a

propitiated deity. These drift-logs were noticed by Kotzebue,
at the Marshall Islands, and he remarked also that they often

' nes in their roots. Similar facts were observed by us
at the Tarawan Group, and also at Enderby's Island and else-

where.
F

The stones at the Tarawan Islands, as far as we could learn,

canoes. Some of the logs, like those at Enderby's Wand,
forty feet or more long.

Fragments of pumice and resin are transported by the waves
to the Tarawan Islands. We were informed that the pumice
was gathered from the shores by the women, and pounded up to

fertilize the soil of their taro patches ; and it is so common that
one woman will pick up a peck in a day. Pumice was also met
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with at Fakaafo. Volcanic ashes are sometimes distrjBfol

these islands, through the atmosphere : and in this man
soil of the Tonya Islands is improved, and in some place

received a reddish color.

The officers of the V ireral large m
compact and cellular basalt on Rose Island, a few degree;

Samoa: they were lying two hundred yards inside of I

of breakers. The island i< uninhabited, and the ongir

stones is doubtful ; they may have been Brought there I

of trees, or perhaps by some canoe.

Notwithstanding the

motu Archipelago, the

forms me, only twenty-eight or twenty-nine native

plants. The following are the most common of them

Portulacca, t

Scaevola Kor
Pisonia? one species.

Tournefortia sericea.

Pandanus odoraussinins.

Lepidium, one species.

Euphorbia, one species.

Morinda citrifolia.

Boerhavia, two species.

Cassytha, one species.

Hehotrc

Asplen

Achyn
A species of gr;

One or tw

Polypodh
ubiaceous shrubs.

On Rose Island Dr. Pickering found only the Pisonia and a

Portulacca. The Triumphetta procumbens, a creeping plant,

takes root like the Portulacca, in the most barren sands, and is

very common. The Tournefortia and Sccevola are also among
the earliest species. The Pisonia, a tree of handsome foliage,

the Pandanus or Screw-pine, and the Cocoanut, (always an in-

troduced species,) constitute the larger part of the forests. In

the Marshall Group, where the vegetation is more varied, Cha-

misso observed fifty-two native plants, and in a few instances the

Banana, Taro, and Breadfruit.

The language of the natives indicates their poverty, as well

as the limited productions and unvarying features of the land.

All words like those for mountain, hill, river, and many of the

s of their ancestors, as well as the trees and other veg-

etation of the land from which they are derived, are lost to them;
and as words are but signs for ideas, they have fallen off in gen-

eral intelligence. It would be an interesting inquiry for the phi-

losopher, to what extent a race of men placed in such circum-
stances are capable of mental improvement. Perhaps the query

might be best answered by another, How many of the various

arts of civilized life could exist in a land, where shells are the
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be intelligible

imits of a coral

of laud above

What elevation in morals should he expected upon a contracted
idet, so readily over-pco; -led that threatened starvation drives to

• anil tends to cultivate the exireniest selfishness? As-
suredly there is not a more unfavorable x< t \\ i moral or intel-

lectual development in the wide world than the coral island, with
alhts beauty of grove and lake.

These islands are exposed to earthquakes and storms like the
c°utiuenK and < aMonally a devastating wave sweeps across

dieu- houses by tying them to the cocoanut trees, or to a stake

I

; !
1 for the pin pose. A height of ten or twelve feet, the ele-

vation of their land, is easily overtopped by the more violent
seas; and great damage is sometimes experienced. The still

more extensive earthquake-waves, such as those which have
swept up the coast of Spain, Peru, and the Sandwich Islands,

Lge over these islands. We were
informed by both Gray and Kirby, that ellbcts of this kind had
been experienced at the Tarawan Islands; but the statements
wore too indefinite to determine whether the results should be at-

tributed to storms or to this more violent cause.

The preceding pages have been occupied with a simple de-

bt's and reef islands. From this review of their exi.stingjea-
f 'i'<;s, we may pass on to the consideration of those agencies by
v,

' !r ii these features were produced, tracing out the steps in the

l'
l'"givss of such formations, and the influence of various causes

" l! their forms and distribution. We may commence with a
,,fi,

'

f account of the living zoophvte, its habits and its mode of

i.T..wth.—as some knowledge on' these points is essential to the

• .nation of the discussion before us. Tins branch <>t

' has been treated of at length in another volume, to

which reference may be made for fuller details.*



Description of a New Sand-Bulh.

Art. VII.—.4 description of a new Sand-Bath with Water-Bath

and Distilling Apparatus attarhtd, t reded in the Yale Ana-

lytical Laboratory ; by Prof. John P. Norton.

ployment during the last term in Yale College. Its operation,

with that of all its connected parts, has proved <o eutnvl\ satis-

fy tor\ that it 1 - been thought worthy of a n< tice in th - pi

There is nothing particularly novel in any one feature, but the

, nt'eouvi nit nees is such as 1 have never seen equalled,

even in the best European laboratories.

The idea of uniting with the \d\ uit 2es ot th sa l-bath.

those of the water- f
i a id list ! .pat uus and of accom-

plishing the working of the whole by means of a single fire, is

one that I had before entertained. I long hesitated to attempt

its realization, because no model existed ; my success in the ex-

periment has however been so complete, that it seems a favor to

the chemists of the country, to give such a description as shall

enable those who have occasion to build, to adopt an arrangement

which possesses the recommendations of efficiency, compactness,

and economy of fuel, while at the same time it may be considered

almost self-acting.
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tion and connection of the several parts. They are all dra wn accu-

rately to a scale, so that measurements may be taken. No. 1 is the

ground plan. In this plan, a is the furnace. The position of this

furnace may also he seen at a in the front elevation, fig. 2. The
sand-bath as represented here and in fk. 3. is similar to one put

up in the New York Free Academy by Prof. Wolcott Gibbs;

from that one tins and several others have been copied. The
original however, an*! all of the other copies were -a;

baths. The lower windows slide up. weights beiiia

the corner pillars; the heat of the fire passes through the bed

plate b b, fig. 2, heating the sand which lies upon its upper sur-

face. All noxious fumes are conveyed away by the ventilator c,

fig. 2, which opens into a chimney flue and may be closed or

opened at pleasure by the chain <L It is then to this sand bath

by Prof. Gibbs, that I have made the additions now to be de-

scribed.

The furnace a. is an iron pot, lined inside with fire brick as

usual, except e e, fig. 1, where is inserted a water-back of large

size. This communicates by the pipe/, with the water bath g.

There are two of these pipres, one above, and one below, as

shown at//, in fig 2, through the open door. The front eleva-

tion of the water bath, which is of copper in all its parts, is

shown at ;--, in fig. 2. Each of the doors seen on the front, opens

into a separate compartment. The depth of these compartments

is shown by the sections h h h, in fig. 1. At t, fig. 2, is a larger

compartment, for receiving articles of considerable size.

At j is a glass tube to show the height of water in the water

bath, and at I:, a cock placed so low that all of the water con-

tained may be drawn off, thus removing any small quantity of

sediment which occasionally accumulates. These two parts are

seen more clearly at j and k. in fig. 3.

The furnace is fed through a door at I. A moderate fire is

sufficient toestabl^h a brisk circulation through the pipes//, and

causes the water to boil violently in the water bath, keeping it

lly up to 212° F. The steam formed escapes through

the pipe m, fig. 1, also shown at m m, figs. 2 and 3. At n, figs-

2 and 3, la ig the copper pipe in, with a block

tin pipe o, figs. 2 and 3, and worm p, fig. 1. This worm is con-

tained in the condenser q, figs. 2 and 3. The distilled water

thus produced, esc.ap.-s at /\ fi-s. 2 and 3. and runs into the re-

ceiver .v, beneath. The condenser stands on a shelf over a sink

/. figs. 1. 2, and 3, at the farthcreud . f which is a force pump '-'*

figs. 1 and 3. A pipe v, iigs 1 and 3. runs from the top oi this
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from this cock seen at //. f\z. I. rises to within an

<> 'iug knvenmi orenrs in the box A. The copper' ball,

th the water, and gradually opens a valve at (J. fitr. 1.

flows in just fast enough to sin -s off from
the water bath as

,

6te»m
This arrangement is only novel in its present application, being

I I'-'heve quite common in some of our cities for regulating the
flow of water into cisterns. It works admirably in the present
case, and seldom if ever requires any attention. If the fire is

very hot, so much steau aerated, that it is not
condensed with sufficient rapidity ; a partial flow of hot water
back into the box A, has several times occurred under these cir-

as, but has never been sufficient to overflow. This dif-

-ht be avoided by enlarging tin condia ting pipe m, and
the worm jo, or by reducing the size of the water-back e, e, fig. 1.

I he space D, fig. 1, is a large dry hot oven, where quite a high
neat is obtained. This is also shown at D, the door being taken
ott

- In this oven a shelf is placed, perforated with holes for the
insertion of funnels, tubes, &c. It is in constant use for drying,
and is found to be of very great service in all cases where rapid
drying is desirable, and a precise temperature is not required.
ine small door at E, fig. 2, is another means of access to this

The water-bath is set in the brick work, but may be taken out
and rese t v :s. in fact
every part is accessible. The couplings to the pipes/,/, may be

''rough the door F; those to the supply pipe z, at G,
- to the escape pipe, m, by taking out a brick at H,

&• * In order to obtain ready access to the interior of the fur-
nace pot a, there is a large moveable circular plate immediately
* ove

;
its circumference is shown by the dotted line at I, I, in
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The supply of water from the cistern to the box A, is cut off

by a stop-cock at the cistern, and the water may be entirely

drawn off from the box. by a small cock at J. under the floor.

It will be perceived th it - m< nt is < i mj act and sim-

ple. There is no part liable to get out of order, or that once out

of order, cannot be easily reached for the purpose of repairs.

By means of one fire, and that not large, we heat the sand-bath

sufficiently, maintain a large water bath constantly at 212° F.,

make from ten to fifteen gallons of perfectly pure water per day,

3 drying oven,

over the sink for washir

cepting the fire, and the occasional pumping of cold water into

the condenser. I am unable, after two months of experience, to

suggest any important improvement in these arrangements, and

feel confident that any one who should put up a similar apparatus

would not be disappointed.

Prof. Porter of Brown I iversit) pa tially copying after this

model for his new laboratory in that institution.

I must here express my obligations to Mr. Culver, of the firm

of Culver & Cory, New York. His practical skill enabled me to

overcome several difficulties which at first appeared quite formi-

dable. Nearly all of the iron and copper work was done in the

shop of Messrs. Culver & Cory, and in so substantial and sat-

isfactory a manner, that I can safely recommend them to all

who may contemplate putting up anything of the kind I have

described. Having the patterns and the experience, they can

work cheaper and better than those who have never done any

such business. The iron work is all japanned. The glass should

be set with a putty made of boiled linseed oil, as that will harden

under the heat to which it is exposed
; the common putty made

with fish oil remains soft, and the glass is constantly liable to get

out of place.

Art. VIII.—On Microscopes and Microscopy.

Prof. J. D. Dana—Dear Sir:—I much regret not being able

to communicate to you, before now, some facts on microscopes

in answer to the inquiries made. But many circumstances have

prevented me, and although this may come at rather a late hour,

yet I trust it will prove acceptabl ate to a sub-

ject possessing at this time more than ordinary interest.

You are aware that lately I have been somewhat in "the mi-

croscopic way." and I .-: from me, by

allowing me to go over that portion of th& ground that bears

on my personal experience.
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Mr. Spenc< ill. i ticfen is so well known, and his superior

attainments in this department have of late been so often dis-

cussed in print, that it is unnecessary for me to mention who he
is and what he has been doing. The capabilities of his lenses
are well known to our first microscopists, and the occasional arti-

cles of Prof. Bailey within the past two years, have shown the

opinion of one of our first authorities on this subject. But, with
:) i! this. 1 do not recollect to have seen the result "fa comparative
trial between Spencer's and the best foreign glasses.* It is to this

point that I wish to ask your attention.

Last summer I had the good fortune to obtain from him a set

of lenses, which he acknowledged, he would be pleased to have
brought into competition with- those of Europe. I considered
this particularly fortunate, not onl\ on my own account, but
because I was then just ready to leave for' Europe and should
shortly enjoy the opportunity of comparing them, as he desired.

The best foreign instruments seldom reach this country. The
makers have always friends at hand who immediately seize upon,

whatever may be wrought in rm eminently superior manner. I

therefore thought that if I could reach and address the makers
themselves, it would ensure a fair trial to all.

I regret that I was not long enough in London, or sufficiently,

favorably situated, to take advantage of the many kind induce-
ments offered me to have a comparison there.

In Paris, however, many circumstances tended to hasten a
trial, and particularly the presence there at that time of some
of the latest, and reputedly the best English lenses. Moreover
there were there many amateur microscopists.
The lenses on trial were as follows : those of Mr. Ross, of

Messrs. Powell and Lealand, of Messrs. Smith and Beck, of Lon-
don

; those of M. Nachet of Paris; and those of Mr. Spencer of
America. I regretted that none of the lenses of M. Oberhauser
—I mean his best—could be obtained at that time.
To secure perfect fairness, the lenses were all adapted to one

a small one of Amici's pattern), and M. Nachet kindly
superintended its correct adjustment.
The tests used were the most difficult that could be obtained,

;e now known

—

Nob> imaiophera
:'«, and Amici's test, being a shell, one of the Naviculm,

and having markings more difficult to resolve than any other shell
as yet discovered, if we perhaps except a Grammatophora, lately

tound at Providence, R. I. Now it is well known that the mark-
lngs on the most difficult of organic test-objects can be made
out by oblique light onlv this obliquity was obtained to almost
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any desirable (

angle th

used. The claim for superiority was soon found t

the lenses of Mr. Ross, Mr. Spencer and M Nat- net. Those of

the other English makers were not, I was well convinced at the

time, fair specimens of their skill, and as you will soon perceive,

a subsequent experience justified this view.

With Nobert's lines it was thought that thgre was not a very

marked difference between the three lenses above mentioned.

At any rate as we could not all see alike, it was not regarded as

being any especial test in this case.

The markings on both the Grammatophora and Amici's test,

could be made out by all three, but certainly most distinctly and

sharply defined by Ross and Spencer,—the field of Nachet not

appearing quite as clear and light.

Between Ross and Spencer on the test of Amici, there did ap-

pear to be but very little dilierence, although I am free to say

that if there was a choice of sharpness of definition, it was in

favor of Ross.

On the other hand, with the Grammatophora, the opinion os-

cillated as much in favor of Spencer. So that with these two
supreme tests, there appeared really to be no particular choice

between Spencer and Ross, but as usual in such matters, the

owners of the lenses felt no disposition to exchange with each

other.

The working of Nachet's lenses, although they did not come
up fairly with those of Ross and Spencer, was most excellent

;

.md quite remarkable, considering what has hitherto been attained

by the French opticians. Their excellence was also perceived

m their great focal length, and other fine working qualities to

which I shall soon allude. Moreover, although the results ob-

tained upon organic particles, such as blood and other corpuscles,

were in about the same ratio as the other tests, yet with these

especially the lenses of Nachet claimed great credit for their

clear achromatic power, representing the color of the particles in

as nearly their natural condition fully as finely as any lenses I

had before seen.

The main result of the trial was, in this case, the same in one

particular as in other trials I have made, viz., to elevate our opin-

ions of the capabilities of the lenses employed, it matters not by

whom made. And if it was with much astonishment that the

Fjench opticians viewed the lenses of Mr. Spencer, I am sure

that it was with no less wonder that some of our countrymen

present saw the excellent glasses of Nachet. But to all it must

be a cause of greater astonishment and admiration, that one self-

educated, and who had had none of the experience of Europe,

should make lenses fully equalling those of Europe's best artists

who have been educated to the trade from their earlier days.
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The lenses of Powell and Lealand did not, as I have before
said, meet my anticipations

; but since then I have met with bet-

ter, and as bearing up< son of lenses, I will as
briefly as possible relate' what happened. Some time since while
in Philadelphia I had the good fortune to see some very recently

imported English lenses, in the possession of microscopists of
that city, who are too well versed in these matters to tolerate any
but the most superior glasses. Those of this character were from
Powell and Lealand.

Another comparative trial being suggested, all the lenses were
adapted to a large fine English mounting, and it was thought
best to test them by direct light and with the podura-scale, the

greatest superiority resting of course upon the clearest and sharp-

est definition of the m ject. The ^th inch

objectives were used.
It was evident at first that the angle of aperture of Spencer

was wider than that of the others, a larger field and more light

being of course the result. As to sharpness of definition the

opinions oscillated as at the other trial in Pans, first to one and
then to the other, as they always mu§t when lenses of great su-

periority approach so near to each other. But the impression left

at last upon the mind seemed quite in favor of Spencer, as ex-

fterwards by one who appeared equally capable and im-

!
'

r ' in the matter. "They are fully equal to the best imported
objectives I have seen, and ("will notViy that they are not a little

better. I am inclined to believe that they are."
It may seem strange to some, that the direct light was used in

this instance as a trial of the lenses. But it appears to me that

the merits of a lens are as well if not better exhibited by this

as by the indirect illumination. For in tins case you have the
degree of perfection with which it transmits light, without so

nee to the comparative angle of aperture, as to its ca-

pability of separating closely approvm.tto ravs emanating from
an exceedingly minute yet metis "'t. Such
an object is a good scale from the Podura: and where several

"sts are together and can see the same scale with the

different lenses, and can notice the difference of sharpness ol

definition, the capabilities of the lenses can be very impartially

and correctly obtained. Some may urge that with any first

the whole structure of the scale can be made out ;
this

is very true, but this structure admits of being seen with differ-

ent degrees of distinctness.
Moreover when lenses approach each other pretty closely m

e may be perceived in distinctness of defi-

ject when seen by dim/ light.

d.tference might well be disputed it il.

lenses were made to bear upon a surface, the markings ot which
are with the utmost difficulty, or not ai all, seen b\ indirect light.
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But there is another reason winch I wish to urge in favorof

direct light being used in comparative trials, where instruments

are together. Every one is aware of thef'Yact, that in practising

with his own instrument at different times, upon test-objects with

oblique light, there are at times when with a certain obliquity,

the test appears most excellently well brought out, while there

are other times when apparently with the same amount of light

and obliquity, the test tall. Now all this arises

from a slight yet real difference of the manner in which the ob-

ject is illuminated, which, although otherwise imperceptible,

causes that deficiency of a perfect shadow so essential to a clear

definition. Now in a trial of instruments at a distance apart,

this mode cannot be pursued, because a difference of di

must be seen and cannot be expressed
; but I am the more per-

suaded that the comparative superiority of instruments, widely

separated and upon dft imilar modes
of illumination, cannot be even approximately obtained. I have

seen lenses when tried upon a certain mounting cast aside as in-

ferior to othi ' mounting, whereas, subsequently

when they both were put upon a single mounting befitting each,

the former were found the superior.

I have thus informed you of the results of the comparative

trials of Spencer's lenses at which 1 have been present : and

when wc regard the untutored labors of Mr. Spencer as thus

coming so successfully into competition with those of the long

experience of the first artists of Europe, we may well look upon

our countryman with pride.

Before I close I will allude to the general character of micro-

scopes of different makers, as it has appeared to me during the

favorable opportunities presented at these different trials.

As a whole, the English instruments are very fine, and from

no other makers can be obtained such exquis

mounting, united to quite excellent lenses. But they certainly

have the objection of want of simplicity which makes them un-

wieldy, and almost fixtures wherever they may be placed, and

attaches to them a price that places them beyond the reach of

many who would use them best.

Moreover I cannot think their mountings so well suited for

real work as some others; but they are most excellently adapted

for that class of microscopists who are not desirous of being work-

ers so much as of being amateurs m this department of science.

And although there are many times when all the nice mechan-
ic a! nrrangements of an English mounting may be almost indis-

pensable, yet the man who does the real work,' and from the la-

bors of whetn tins science is to progress, will not use them once

;
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irs to have been to combine the greatest sim-
ivW»ng qualities.

This is ver\ desirable be< inse it insures several other import-
i s, not to mention an incomparable cheapness, thus

''nnging them within the means of anyone who would study
akes them portable, easily rigged, and not at all

liable to deram longest jourueyings.
1 sa >' tins, ii! me add. that I :

- rather too

other words, I think it might be so altered, or have
additions, that would increase its power of showing the capabili-
ties of lenses, at the sain.: tunc not infringing upon its working
qualities. (Lot me hero say in parenthesis, that both M. Ober-
hauser and M. .Yu-h-i are now directing their attention to this

point.) I have here referred': only to their mountings; their
lenses have peculiarities worthy of notice. From what has been
said, you will perceive that I do not think the French lenses
equal either to the Engl Mi >»r to tin-- of Mr. Spencer. In work-
ing them they have sought every way to give them ordinary
Jerking qualities, their angles of aperture are narrow, which in-

sures a long focal distance and a flatness of field not often seen in
°thes instruments. This is particulnrh true of those of M. Ober-

id n .1 with his phtinr tmirnante, is the cause of
his well-merited success.

This class of instruments have certainly done more than any
other for building up microscopical science, (which is not made
up of the study of test-objects.) For working qualities upon
ordinary objects, and particularly in many departments of natu-
ral history and pathology, requiring the use of from 3U0 diame-
teia to quite low powers, they are very desirable, and answer the

purpose of most other instruments with but half the cost*
There are very many people who have a taste for pursuing

n»"M-osc.)pic studies, but it is not all of these who would like to

lollow the subject into all its most intricate departments; they
would prefer to be pilgrims to a certain extent m the paths others

i h ive made, ratlx r than pioneers on unbeaten tracks;

such do not require the very best instruments.
It appears to me that those who wish to go beyond present

miorri.se >pv. and investigate points of a very doubtful nature, will

erectly with th« lenses of Uberbausei oi Naehet.
Not only because their high powers lack a sharpness of defini-

tion, but because their powers are not sufficiently high for such
studies. 01 rs, Nachet'a
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equate to the successful study of some points in Cytogenesis And

Spermatology.

In regard to a comparison between the instruments of Ober-

hauser and Nachet, I cannot admit, as have some of my friends,

the great superiority of the latter over the former, that is, with

corresponding powers. Nachet works lenses having some 300 or

more diameters more than those of Oberhauser—besides with his

best, the angle of aperture u wider and of course the field larger.

But still I have been unable to perceive that Nachet's lenses

have a whiter field, or define objects more sharply than those of

his tutor. I found many of the best microscopists and naturalists

in Paris, who affirmed that as yet they had not seen fit to give

up Oberhauser for Nachet.

It now remains for me to say a word or two about Mr. Spencer.

He is now a rival at least of the best foreign artists, and from

what has been said, you cannot think it strange that they are

fast acknowledging him as such. He has taken up the subject

practically and experimentally, going over the whole ground for

^ ts complete condition. It has been a source

of wonderment to foreign opticians, how he could obtain such

wide angles of aperture with his lenses and yet having the gen-

erally accompanying errors of chromatism and spherical aberra-

tion so carefully corrected ; in fact Mr. Ross, in speaking of this

subject to me, said, he thought that Mr. Spencer must have some

I think it true that the best English opticians and especially

Mr. Ross, have wrought the finest European glass to its utmost

capacity. Now the secret of success with Mr. Spencer is, that

he makes his own glass, and after much experimenting, he

has been so fortunate as to produce a form capable of being

wrought with a very wide angle of aperture, yet with no more
than the ordinary liabilities to chromatism and spherical aberra-

tion. This is the great point to be sought, and in his lenses re-

cently made, I think he has been quite successful, much more so

than with those made some three or four years since.

The advantages of such a wide angle of aperture, with a cor-

rection of the above errors, cannot be appreciated except by use

of the lenses. The size of the field being very much increased,

one is able to perceive the whole object instead of a single por-

tion—and when you wish to view all the relations of an object

in conjunction, or where it is to be sketched—this is a qualifica-

tion of much value. Moreover the flood of light that the glass

receives, emanating from every part of the object observed, ren-

ders the latter very much more distinrt. and its structure there-

fore can be much better made out. This is ve§y noticeable and
its great advaut tge will be quickly perceived in Microscopical pa-

thology, in the study of sections of tumors, &c., ind in the deter-

miuatiion of the structure of minute animals injiatural history.
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ffhen again, such an abundance of light removes much obscu-
rity from, and renders the use of, very high

\
ow< rs. quite available.

And the power of 1500 diameters with Spencer's lenses is quite
as clear and distinct as one-third that number with the French
and many English. Every one knows how much better it is to

be able to control the amount of light by a diaphragm, than to
have the lenses control it for you. These are the grand merits
of Mr. Spencer's lenses, which are the better shown off by the
very excellent manner in which they (the lenses) are mounted.
But with these manifold advantages, there are some disadvan-
tages which have quite naturally resulted from the mode of lens-

working pursued by Mr. Spencer. The lens being wroughi with
an angle of aperture, at the expense of its aplanatism, the focus
is made, in the high powers imp'ractically short, so that although,

for instance, one'may be using or wish to use the TVth ob-
jective of 140° or 150° angle of aperture, with the advantages of
much light, &c, he will find that scarce any but objects specially-

prepared with the thinnest of covering glass, can be placed be-
neath it. With one who wishes to v :ork with his lenses this is

a serious difficulty, and I have thought, that unless this can be
remedied, the possession of high objectives having more than
130° angle of aperture is not desirable for working microscopists.
The attention of Mr. Spencer has been directed of late to this

point, and it would appear that after some experimenting, he
expects to go even beyond the solution of this difficulty. In
a recent letter, answering some inquiries on this subject, he
makes the following remarks:—"The remark you made that
an increase of angle of aperture tends to shorten the working
focus, is true of the present formulas. I do not remember that I

mentioned this subject in a former letter, at any rate, my atten-
tion has been turned to it, and sometime since I began an ob-
jective under a new formula, the express design of which is to

obviate this defect and to secure a working focus—for even a

VJ* or *Vtri inch objective, equal to the common ^ths. I think
mis can be done and retain the maximum angle of aperture. It

does not follow that an increase angle of aperture interferes with
the corrections of figure and color to such an extent, as to set the
skill of the artist at defiance. It doubtless increases the difficulty
of investigation, and to some extent the execution: 1

ouch news is more than welcome to all lovers of microscopic
science—and considering what has already been accomplished,
we can look forward with both hope and pleasure to the time,
not far distant, when complete success shall have crowned the
Jaoors of our countryman.

1 rusting that t$ie interest of the subject will be something of
an aP°!ogy for the length of this letter, I am yours truly,
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Any facts which can throw light upon the ultimate molecular

structure and condition of chemical compounds, cannot fail of

possessing interest of a high character, as well for those whose
thoughts only casually dwell upon questions of physical science,

as for the mathematician and the chemist. To the mathema-
tician, indeed, they would, if completely unfolded, supply the

data for him to undertake the resol-m.,., ,,i the questions of chem-
ical combination and chemical change, by treating them as prob-

lems involving the action of mechanical laws ; to the chemist,

the acquisition of such knowledge would be the removal of some
of the profoundest difficulties of his philosophy : but

edge is only to be sought in the most difficult paths of the whole
range of science. The question of the connection of chemical

type with crystalline form, the fruitful cause of so much conten-

tion among mineralogists as to the questions of mineral species,

is one on which we have no complete and sure knowledge ;
for

the facts of dimorphism show, that implicated with this question

are the actions of other forces, such as electric condition, and

above all the mysterious molecular alterations induced by heat.

Another direction in which such inquiries have been pursued, has

been in tracing the phenomena resulting from the property pos-

sessed by many bodies, of modifying a plane-polarized ray of

light, by what is termed circular-polarization. This property,

from its being proved to be, in a large number of cases, an ex-

pression of the molecular structure of the substances, a

inseparable in many cases from its chemical existence, may be

taken, whenever this can be shown to be the case, as an evidence

of its individuality, and may be used to determine the question

of the permanency or transitory character of the molecular type

of the substance. The information thus gained may be but

vaguely denned, and the truth but darkly seen, yet does it nev-

ertheless afford a valuable and interesting point of view for study-

ing the molecular nature of bodies.

M. Biot has been for forty years enriching chemico-physical
science by a series of memoirs detailing the results of his study

of these phenomena. He has there shown the value of this

means of tracing changes in chemico-molecular constitution.

M. Pasteur has carried forward this inquiry into a new channel

by tracing a connection between this property in substances,

-. circularly polarizing light, and their crystalline character.

Proceedings of the Roy. Soc, London, Monday
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But as it would be impossible to explain the nature of his

kions, or their results, without a preliminary knowledge
of the meaning of the terms, " circular polarization," and " hemi-
hedrism," it was necessary first to enter a little upon the expla-
nation of them.

Accordingly a ray was explained as being a direction of light,

having no relations to space which differed from each other in

perpendicular to its length. Thus without complica-
ting the subject, by using the language of the beautiful wave-
theory, a ray might be imagined as a cylinder of minutest diam-
eter but indefinite length.' When such a ray is reflected at a cer-

tain angle from glass or such like substance, it is split into two
;

one going into, and through the glass if it be not opaque, the
other being reflected from it. These two rays no longer possess
the same "absence of sides" as the original ray. For the one
has been as it were flattened down to a "strip," while the other
has also been flattened similarly into a "strip," but the latter

strip is at right angles in regard to its " flattened plane" to what
the other is. A similar bifurcation of the ray is produced in the

interior of what are ca I .crystals. This bifur-

I flattening of the ray is termed "plane polarization" of
it; and it is so far a true instance of polarity—as that the two
rays have equal and similar properties in opposed directions.

This was exhibited by the lime-light. The double image of a
small round hole formed by a crystal of Iceland spar was thrown
on a screen, and each beam shown to be most capable of reflection

in a plane in which the other was incapable of being reflected at

all. The action of the tourmaline as a doubly refracting crystal

which absorbs one of the rays was then explained ;
and it was

shown that the position of the tourmaline in winch it intercepted
one ray entirely, was exactly the position in which it gave the
other ray free passage. The optic axis of a crystal was then de-
nned to be a direction in it along which the light could pass

['yon^b the crystal without iinderaom- any change whatever.
The central ray of a polarized beam of lisjht, traversing a piece
of calc-spar along its optic axis, was shown to be intercepted or

transmitted by a tourmaline, precisely as if the section of the

crystal of calc-spar were away.
An exception was however stated to exist to this law of the

neutrality of the optic axis. When a section of quartz, cut so
that the beam could career along its optic axis, was put in the

Path of the polarized ray, it was found that instead of permitting
«*e ray to be eclipsed by the tourmaline when this was placed

'

ln the position to eclipse it, that rav on the contrary fell on the

that the

)rs, ia the order, in

i"£s, Vol XII, No. 34.-
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color, bine, green, orange, red. It was shown, however, that

another specimen exhibited these colors in the reverse order of

red, orange, green, blue, plum-color, red; in which order the

former specimen of quartz produced these colors when the tour-

maline was turned in the opposite direction. Hence these are

termed right and left-handed polarizations. The whole of these

phenomena were attributed to a complicated set of movements

of the light within the crystal, the resultant of which was prac-

tically a rotation of the plane in which the ray was capable of

being reflected,—so that the thicker the crystal, the further round

the tourmaline had to be turned to permit the ray to pass it, or

to be eclipsed, as the case might be. The opposite order of the

colors was explained by the fiction of supposing the one to be

the effect of a left-handed thread to the screw and the other of a

right-handed thread characterizing the spiral in which the plane

of polarization was supposed to rotate. Of course this was only

a popular way of explaining the phenomenon, it being really due

to a more complicated series of movements which were explained

by Fresnel in the most triumphant manner by the wave theory.

The color was accounted for by the idea of the red following

a longer spiral (having a coarser thread to the screw) than that of

the orange, this than the yellow, and so on up to the violet.

Without the tourmaline in front all would emerge and form white

light ; but the tourmaline only allows such rays to pass it as are

capable of passing it in its particular position ; i. e. only such, the

rotation of whose plane has brought them round to the position

of the plane in which the tourmaline lets the light through.

The singular fact of amethyst being a combination of alternate

layers of right and left-handed quartz was then exhibited, both

by throwing the image of the alternate layers on the screen, and
afterwards by showing that the general effect of a traversing po-

larizing beam was to produce a neutrality of action. Other sub-

stances, however, produce phenomena of circular polarization.

Uncrystallized, fused tartaric acid, and barley sugar, &c., produce
them ; and these bodies when dissolved, and many more in the

form of liquids also, do so, some of which were exhibited. But

the silica of which quartz consists entirely loses this property

when divested of its crystalline character, whether artificially or

in its natural state, as calcedony, opal, &c. All other bodies re-

tain it so long as their chemical molecule retains its individuality

of character.

The next point to be made clear, was the meaning of that form
of crystallographic development called " Hemihedrism." Haiiy's

great law was, that similar edges or angles were always similarly

modified. The nature of similarity in edges o& angles was then

pointed out, and the general idea of many crys|allographers of a

sort of nucleus or primitive form existing on Jfhich the crystal" rt '
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was formed
. was explain d. as also the nature of the development

ot such a crystal by the modifications placed on the edges and
I rig to the law before mentioned. But the excep-

tion to that law was not less remarkable for its generality of char-
acter than the law itself. This exception consists in the fact
that very often crystals are found in which not every similar edge
or angle was modified, but where every alternate similar edge or
alternate similar angle was so. This circumstance was then
illustrated bj non of some models; and it was

.

beright and left, the uj ei termii 1 m lili ui n being to the

ne < HM-, and the conv>pendieii and similar lower
terminal modification being then to the left, while in the other
case they are exactly the converse. Hence, one crystal is, as
Pasteur describes it, " nun supr-rposablt" to the other: the one
is as the image of the other reflected in a mirror, as the right hand
is compared to the left.

A beautiful connection was then pointed out, as established
long ago by the acute ob^muiun u'f Sir J. Herx-hel, that the
plagihedral facettes of qu at/ mdi< ated. bv their r« lative positions
on the crystal, the direction in which the crystal would rotate
the plane of polarization. The crystallographic character of these
Jacettes was then pointed out, and their connection shown with

.'dnsm. But the most beautiful instance of the con-
nection of hemihedrism in crystals with the direction of the ro-

of which they are composed is

afforded by the recent discoveries of Pasteur, which may now be

ited thus : that where a substance

isses the rotating char-
acter, the direction of the rot it ion - indicated by the nature of

hedrism;
Paratartaric acid was then introduced. It was described as ex-

tartaric acid m its chemical reactions and identical
w, th it in composition. It was similarly formed to the latter, and

y
88 found only one year in the cream of tartar of the wine of the

Vo«ges. Pasteur separated the crystals of the Paratartrate of soda
and ammonia into two several sets ; the one set he showed to be
nemihedric to the right, the other set to the left. The former
Proved to be the salt of an acid rotating to the right, the latter of ,

- to the left. On examining these acids they were
toundm every single property, but this rotation, identical with

another and with tartaric acid. Yet when mixed they
formed again the Paratartaric acid, which, like the ametlr
Wuh

u
Ut any action of a rotatory character, and th<

which from thejtther tw
• Hie latter

euher of the former turb
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Mr. Maskelyne then detailed the experiments of M. Pasteur on

malic and aspartic acids and asparagine, and showed how all of

these could be understood to contain chemically a molecular unit

common to all these and perhaps to tartaric acid, and only modi-
j

fied a little by the super-position as it were of other substances,

in combination with it, upon the extremities of its molecule.

He also dwelt on the possibility. of the Paratartaric acid being

a quadribasic as the tartaric acid is a bibasic acid : it being on

this view a conjugate acid consisting of the two united tartaric

acids. He then invited attention to the interesting nature of

M. Biot's investigation of the action of tartaric acid in solution in

water, and he showed that here the acid must be supposed capa-

ble of combining with an indefinite or indeed an infinite amount
of water, while in other cases again, bodies (such as sugar for

instance) exercise no effect upon the water and do not seem to

combine with, but only to be dissolved in it. The former is an

instance of a continuous and not intermittent sort of combination:

and though we need not anticipate a recurrence of the contro-

versy of Berthollet and Proust, yet this shows us that the actions

of quantity or mass so dwelt on by the former are not without a

great significance
; and that the power that can thus enable us

to determine such important po.i ttic*, is well

worthy of the attention of the philosophic mind.
Dr. Bence Jones permitted a Sac IS of SoleiPs,

on the double-quartz-plate principle, to be exhibited, and explained

its use. Mr. Tennant also exhibited a mass of quite transparent

Iceland spar, and a beautiful crystal of plagihedral quartz.

Since the delivery of the lecture, a letter has been received

from M. Pasteur stating that he had forwarded for exhibition at

this lecture and in illustration of it, all the finest specimens of the

crystals which he has produced, which are further illustrated by
models and diagrams. They are the same as those which were

exhibited at the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and the liberality

of M. Pasteur's act will be appreciated by members of the Royal

Institution, when they are reminded that the Paratartaric acid of

which they are the products is impossible to be obtained, from

its having only once been accidentally formed, and that these

specimens therefore consist probably of the only large accumu-
lation of this body i



On Atmospheric Magnetism.

Art. \.—On Atmospheric Magnetism; by Prof. Faraday*

On a former evening (January 24,) it was shown that oxygen
gas was magnetic, being attracted towards the poles of a mag-
net

;
and that like other magnetic bodies, it lost and gained in

power as its temperature was raised and lowered, and that the
change occurred within the range of natural temperatures. These
properties it carries' into the atmosphere; and the object, this
evening, was to show how far they might be applied to explain
certain of the observed variations of the terrestrial magnetic

If a source of magnetic power be considered (as a magnet), it

presents us with a system having polarity; and if the parts
which are called the poles be taken as representing the most con-
centrated condition of the polarity, then the contrary polarities,

nall\ mi lation to thi magnet, are perfectly defi-
nite, being exactly equal to each other. If the magnet be irreg-
ular in the disposition of its force, still the same definite charac-
ter of the sum of the contrary polarities holds good.

External to the magnet those concentrations which are named
poles may be considered as connected by what are called magnetic
curves, or lines of magnetic force, existing in the space around.

na Ses have a high meaning, and represent the ideality
ot magnetism. They imply not merely the directions of force,
which are made manifest when a little" magnet, or a crystal, or
other subject of magnetic action is placed amongst them, but
those hnes of power whirl i connect and sustain the polarities,
and exist as much when there is no magnetic needle or crystal
mere as when there is : having an independent existence analo-
gous to (though very different in nature from) a ray of light or

h. though it be present in a given space, and even oc-
cupies time in Us transmission, is al solutelv insensible to us by
any means whilst it remains a ray, and is only made known
through its effects when it ceases to exist. The form of a line
°t magnetic force may vary exceedingly from a straight line to
every degree of curvature, and may even have double and com-
plicated curvatmvs ln : <,, ^ ] upon it. Its direction is deter-
mined by its polarity, the two changing together. Its powers
re such, that a magnetic needle placed in it finds its place of

rest parallel to it ; a crystal of calcareous spar turns until its

transverse to it ; and a wire which is unaffected
^•iuMl moved in or along it, has an electric current evolved i

instant that it rasses across it : by these and by other i
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presence of the magnetic line of force and its direction are ren-

dered manifest.

The Earth is a great magnet : its power, according to Gauss,

being equal to that which would be conferred if every cubic

yard of it contained six one-pound magnets ; the sum of the

force therefore is equal to 8,464,000,000,000,000,000,000 such

magnets. The disposition of this magnetic force is not regular,

nor are there any points on the surface which can be properly

called poles: still the regions of polarity are in high north and

south latitudes ; and these are connected by lines of magnetic

force (being the lines of direction) which, generally speaking,

rise out of the earth in one (magnetic) hemisphere, and passing

in varied directions over the equatorial regions into the other

. there enter into the earth to complete the known
circuit of power. A free needle shows the presence and

of these lines. In London they issue from the earth at an angle

of about 69° with the horizon (being the dip or in<

and the plane in which they rise forms an angle of 23° W.
nearly with true north, giving what is called west declination.

Where the dip is small, as at the magnetic equator, these lines

scarcely rise out of the earth and pass but a little way above the

surface ; but where it is large, as in northern or southern latitudes,

they rise up at a greater angle, and pass into the distant realms

of space, from whence they return again to the earth in the op-

posite magnetic herais iting the globe with a

system of forces like that about an ordinary magnet, which

wherever it passes through the atmosphere is subject to the

changing action of its magnetic oxygen. There is every reason

to believe that these lines are held in the earth, out of which
they arise and by which they are produced, just as the lines

which origin; te in a magnet are held by it, though not in the

same degree ; and that any disturbance from above affecting

them will cause a greater change in their place and direction in

the atmosphere and space above, than in the earth beneath.

The system of lines of magnetic force around a magnet or

the earth is related by a lateral tension of the whole, analogous

in some degree to the lateral tension of lines of static electrical

force ; both the one and the other being easily made manifest by

experiment. The disturbance of the tension in one part is ac-

i instantly by a disturbance of the tension in every

other part : for as the sum of the external powers of a system,

and cannot be changed; so any
alteration either of tensity or direction amongst the lines offeree

at one place, must be accompanied by a corresponding change at

every other. So if a mass of soft iron on tfat east side of a

magnet causes a concentration of the lines of; force from the

magnet on that side, a corresponding expansion or opening out
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side must be and is at the same time
on rising in the east, renders all the

t side of the globe less magnetic and
the transition of the lines of terrestrial

termined through

of force may be

of thV lines on the we
produced : or if the su
oxygen of the air on t

less able therefore to favor the transition

force there, a greater number of them wi
the western region

; and even though tl

doubted by some as having a separate <,*<„

Mined, still no error as to the effects on magnetic needles
would in that case be introduced, for they by experiment would
be and are the same.
The power of a magnetic body as iron or oxygen to favor the

Bion of lines of force through it more than other bodies
not magnetic, may be expressed by the term conduction. Dif-
ferent bodies, as iron, nickel, oxygen, conduct in various degrees,
and not only that, but the same body as iron or oxygen conducts
in different degrees at different temperatures. When space trav-

ersed by uniform lines of magnetic force is occupied by a uni-
form body as air, the disposition of the lines is not altered; but
if a better conducting substance than the air is introduced, so as
to occupy part of the space, the lines are concentrated in it, and
drawn from other parts as shown by P P, in the figure, or if a

11
substance is introduced, the lines are opened

I ' 1). In both cases the lines of force are inflected, and
a small magnetic needle standing in them at the inflected part
would have its direction changed accordingly. Experimental

tms of these changes in direction are given in Mr. F,.r .-

Jay's paper in the Philosophical Transactions for 1851, Part I,

rar. 2843. &c.
Now this by the hypothesis is assumed to take place in the at-

mosphere. Supposing it all at mean temperature, th«

would have the
«ie power within the earth.
east would make all the atn
due tor,

determined by t

Then the sun's presence in the

iphere in that region a worse con-

e the character of D; and as the
sun came up to and passed over the meridian and away to the
west, the atmosphere under his influence would bring up changes

}.

n d,rection like those shown in either D or D ; it would there-
ore manifestly set a needle in a given latitude in opposite direc-

'" iiv - ;
f pas^d by; and as evidently set two needles in north

na south latitude oris at the same moment of
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time. As the night came on and a tempera?' ei (nipti thi

mean came up from the east and passed over, the lines of force

would be inflected as in P or P, and a reverse variation of the

needle to that which occurred before would now take place.

The natural effects of variation must be produced consequent

upon the magnetic nature of oxygen and its daily variations of

temperature is manifest ; but whether they cause the observed

. or are competent to do so, is a question that can only

be decided after very careful enquiry. Observations are now
made on the surface of the earth with extreme care in many
places, and these are collated, and the average or mean result, as

to direction and intensity of the earth's force, ascertained for

every hour and season ; and also many remarkable, anomalous,

and extra results evolved. A theory of the causes of any or all

of these variations may be examined first by the direction which
the varying needle does or ought to assume, and then by the

amount of the variation. The hypothesis now brought forward

has been compared by the mean daily variation for all the months
in the year at north and south stations, as Toronto and Hobarton,

and at many others near to and far from the equator, and agrees

in direction with the results observed far beyond what the author

anticipated. Thus the paths described by the upper ends of free

needles in the north and south hemispheres should he closed

curves, with the motion in opposite and certain directions, and

so they are :—the curves described by needles in north and south

latitudes should be larger in summer and smaller in winter, and

so they are :—a night or cold action should grow up in the win-

ter months, and such is the case :—the northern hemisphere
oftght to have a certain predominance over the southern, because

of its superior temperature, and that is so:—the disp
land and water ought to have an influence, and there is one in

the right direction :—so that in the first statement and examina-

tion of the hypothesis it appears to be remarkably supported by

the facts. All these coincidences are particularly examined into

and stated in the Philosophical Transactions already referred to.

The next step will be to ascertain what is the amount of change
in the conducting power of the air for given changes of temper-

ature, and then to apply that in the endeavor to ascertain whether
the amount of change to be expected is (as well*as the direction)

accordant with that which really occurs. • •

,
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Am-:' XL— On Eupyrchroite of Crown Point, New York; by
Charles T. Jackson, 31. D.. Assayer to the State of Massa-
chusetts, &c.

The specimens of Eupyrchroite which 1 have analyzed were
sent to me by Mr. C. P. Hammond of Crown Point, and he
writes to me, that one hundred tons of the mineral have been
taken from the mine, and it is understood it is to be employed in

the prepaiation of phosphnt ? lot igricultural use. This enter-

prise has followed the movement which Mr. Alger has made at

my suggestion, in working the mine of phosphate of lime in

Hurdstown, New Jersey, and I hope it will awaken the attention
of mineralogists and geologists to other neglected or overlooked
deposits of this valuable mineral, so desirable as a fertilizer, and so

important as a constitiu tit of the v< g< t ible products used for food.

When the mode of man _ ._ this n anure is generally known,
there will be a demand Uk- it thai Ml our present known locali-

ties will not be able to supply, and therefore, every new discov-
ery of any extensive deposit of it, will be hailed with pleasure.

I learn that measures have been taken to export this mineral
to England, where it is most highly valued for agricultural use,

particularly in the preparation of the land for the growth of hops.
It is also extremely valuable in the preparation of the soil for

other crops, all of which contain phosphates in considerable pro-

portions. It appears that thi exh uistion of wheat lauds by inces-

sant cropping, without a<Jeunately replenishing "the soil by ma-
nures, is owing to the removal of phosphates from the soil. Our
termers should therefore look into this matter, and remedy the
evil that an early want of attention t<> the chemical principles of
agriculture has led them into. It is hardly necessary for me to
say that burned or ground bones may be used for the same pur-
pose as the mineral I am about to describe ; nor will it be ne-
cessary to enter upon the discussion of the question as to the
indispensable necessity of the existence of phosphates in food,
which is to form flesh, blood and bones, for most men know that
they have seven pounds of phosphate of lime in their bones, and
"early as mucH of other phosphates in the soft parts of their
oodies. It is also known that the ashes of all cereal grains con-
tain almost fifty per cent, of phosphoric acid, united with lime,
potash, soda and magnesia, and that plants derive these phos-
phates from the soil, which contains generally but a very minute
Proportion rarely amounting to three-tenths per cent.

Description and Analysis.

This mineral was first described by Prof. E. Emmons in his

Report on the Geology of New York, and was analyzed by Prof,
^ewis c. Be6k and published in his Report on the Mineralogy

Second Seeies, Vol XII, No. 34-July, 1851. 10
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of New York, p. 240 ; but his specimens differ somewhat from

mine in their physical characters. It was named Euj

by Prof. Emmons in allusion to the beautiful emerald green light,

which it gives out when thrown on heated iron, its phosphor-

escence being nearly equal to that of the chlorophane fluor spar

The Eupyrchroite phosphorite occurs in botryoidal concretions,

having a fibrous structure, and an ash-gray or bluish gray color,

the concretions being made up of successive layers of different

shades of color. Their surface is frequently covered with a deli-

cate film of iron pyrites which scales off readily when scraped

with the knife. Its Sp. Gr. is 3-053. Hardness 4*. Before the

blowpipe phosphoresces with a green light at first, then gives the

intense brightness characteristic of lime salts. It glazes on the

surface at a high temperature, but does not melt. In the glass

tube it gives out water, which is acid, and corrodes the glass.

When thrown in powder on metal, heated nearly to redness, it

exhibits a brilliant emerald green phosphorescence. Larger frag-

ments decripitate strongly.

During its solution in chlorohydric or nitric acid, it effervesces

slightly, carbonic acid gas.escaping. The quantity of this gas

was accurately determined by the proper apparatus. In prepar-

ing the mineral for proportional analysis, each fragment was care-

fully examined with a lens, to ascertain that it was free from

accidental admixture with other minerals. It was reduced to im-

palpable powder by levigation, and dried at 212° F., and weighed
while still warm. A sample of the mineral in coarse powder was
used in the determination of the water contained in it. In the

other steps of the analysis the methods as given by Rose were

pursued, and the following results were obtained.

Lime, .... 47-230
Phosphoric acid, . . . 45-710
Carbonic acid, . . . 1-218

Lime, .... 1-554

Chlorine, . . . . 0-130
Calcium, .... 0-204
Fluorine, .... 0-599
Calcium, .... 0855
Protoxyd of iron, . . . 2000
Water, . ... . 0-500

100000
: expelled, and thus determined by
i of phosphate of lime, after decom-

position of the precipitated mixed phosphate of lime and fluorid

of calcium, and its equivalent of calcium was deducted from the

lime obtained as a sulphate of lime.



On the Recent Condition of Kilau

Art. XII.

—

On the Recent Condition of Kilauea ; by Rev.
C. S. Lyman, including a letter from Rev. T. Coan, Missionary

< at Hilo, Hawaii.

In an article on "Volcanic Eruptions on Hawaii," published in
the ninth volume of this Journal, (May, 1850,) the geologist of
the U. S. Exploring Expedition* has given a description of the
topography of this remarkable volcano, together with some no-
tices of its various eruptions since it begau to be visited by for-

eigners. To this article the reader is referred for a general de-
scription of the situation and character of the crater of Kilauea,
illustrated by a plan and section.
The writer of these remarks spent several days at the volcano

m July and August, 1846—some six weeks elapsing between the
two visits.

A letter has just been received from the Rev. Mr. Coan, the
enterprising American missionary at Hilo, Hawaii, whose name
has been so often mentioned in connection with this volcano,
sketching briefly the history of Kilauea since he and the writer
visited it together in 1846. The voteou lyi ig ' ithin the limits
of Mr. Coan's missionary field, (though forty miles from Hilo,)
he often has occasion to pass it in his tours among his people,
and thus has become more familiar, probably, with its various
changes and aspects for the last fifteen years than any other
individual.

Before giving Mr. Coan's letter, it may not be improper to re-

mark briefly on the appearance of the crater at the time of the
writer's visits in 1846.

.

At that time the volcano was represented by Mr. Coan as being
iO one of its more quiet moods. Indeed, the first view obtained
°t it oa our arrival was so little attractive as almost to produce a
leeling of disappointment. The less curious class of visitors

«>m< -tunes experience this feeling so keenly that they turn on
thetr heel at once and refuse to descend into the crater, fully con-
vinced that they have been deceived by extravagant descrip-
llons, and that nothing is to be seen that will repay them for the
trouble.

f the pit, instead of loud deto-

nations and biflows of fire, the ear heard nothing save the mur-
muring of the strong northeast wind as it rushed over the pre-

cipice, and the eye saw nothing save a broad, deep, enclosed val-

Jey—an apparently sunken tract of the earth's surface—with a
black level bottom, strikingly resembling an area of burnt prairie

land, from the distant extremity of which were lazily rolling up
a few clouds of smoke and vapor, as if the prairie-fire were not
yet wholly extinguished.

* See also Rep. ou Geol. ExpL Exp, CLap III.
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At night, however, that part of the crater from which the va-

pors had been seen rising was lit up with what seemed a glow-

ing line of fire. This was the part of the volcano that has gen-

erally been called the "Great lake." Save at this point, the

volcanic fires were nowhere visible from the upper bank, and

only in a few other places were there seen indications of their

existence in the jets of steam that were issuing from crevices in

the lava. These steam jets, on further examination, were found

to exist even out of the crater on the upper bank, in the vicinity

of the huts in which visitors find temporary lodgings.

The northern sulphur banks we found to be essentially in the

same condition as described by previous observers—lying under

a bluff wall of rocky lava from which they are separated by a

crevice or chasm, out of which constantly issue steam and sul-

phureous gases, depositing on the rocks, and even on the branches

of certain species of vegetation, beautiful incrustations of sulphur

and other substances.

Our place of descent into the crater was the usual one over the

broken deci. stern extremity. On reaching Im
bottom, we found it difficult, at first, to identify any thing an-

poken of in the narrative of the

Exploring Expedition, and by most previous observers. In 1840

the crater, as described by Capt. Wilkes, and by Mr. Dana in the

article ain id\ iv for rod to, consisted of a sort of pit within a pit

—

a broad depression in the earth's surface, first by an almost per-

pendicular wall 650 feet in depth to the Black ledge, and then—
leaving the ledge or terrace one or two thousand feet in width all

around the crater—by a second abrupt descent of 350 feet or more
to the general level of the bottom. In this lower area in 1840,

were various pools of fluid lava, the principal one, known as the

Great lake, lvin- towards the southwestern extremitv, and meas-

uring at that time 1000 feet by 15(H) in diameter.

The terrace or Black led^o tho. d-u,i.d v -„
{\nm& almost

obliterated, the whole interior of the pit having been filled up
nearly to a level with it, and in some places from fifty to more
than one hundred l'eet above it. By measuring a base hue ^m

the ledge and taking angles with a quadrant, the height of the

northwestern wall of the crater above the terrace was 'computed

to be 080 f< with the measurement of the

Exploring Expedition, and shows that this part of the floor has

not been elevated since 1840. Previous to the great eruption in

that year, however, there is good evidence that the entire area of

the crater, including the former Black ledge, had been repeatedly

overflowed, and thus the ledge of the Exploring Expedition, (and

which lias remained unaltered to the present time,) placed at an
elevation of many feet, (some- observers estimate it at two hun-
dred or more,) above the Black ledge of Douglass and the earlier
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At the interior margin of what has been described as the Black
.

ledgej especially on the northeast and east, our attention was
particularly attracted by a continuous ridge more than a mile in
leui'th. n>iisstiu-_r of angular blocks of compact lava, resembling
the debris at the foot of a range of trap or basalt. This ridge rose
on its outer or eastern face often to the height of fifty or one hun-
dred feet, especially towards the south where it approached the
Great lake

; and generally it left a space, or " canal," as it has been
called, between it mid the ledge several rods in width, and in some
places forty or fifty feet in depth. This was apparently what had
once constituted a talus, or accumulation of debris on the floor of
the crater at the foot of the nearly perpendicular precipice of the
Black ledge, at a time when the floor was three or four hundred
feet below its level at the date of our visit. That floor, with its

margin of debris having been subsequently elevated, partly by
rig forces from beneath, and partly by successive overflow-

ings from the Great lake and other active vents formerly exist-
ing at length rose higher than the precipice at the foot of which
it wis accumulated, and presented to view the rocky ridge we
have been describing—a phenomenon that seems inexplicable on
any othei h ».>thesis tl i that of the bodily upheaving of the
mner floor, of the crater. The fact of such elevation is further
evident from the appearance of these ridges on their inner or
western slope. This side was broken and precipitous like the
other, but of a much inferior altitude. Indeed, the altitude crad-
l

;

Vl (1 nmish.ni tuu mU the - utheru portion of the ridge, till in
the vicinity of the Great lake, instead of a ridge it became sim-
ply a precipitous bluff facing the east, from the top of which
spread out an uneven plateau occupying the whole central por-
tion of the crater north ,.| th« I.-iU

"

:u d elevated more than a
hundred feet above the Black ledge. This wall was too steep
111,1 h -'ito h. ,! I by our

J
n hut thej it. in just mentioned

was subsequently visited by the writer, and at its southeastern
limit so precipitous was the descent, that stones hurled from the
hand cleared the foot of the bluff, and occupied nearly three sec-
onds in falling—which would give for the perpendicular eleva-

nontheamoim* that I sjusl Instated.
A hus the entire portion of the crater within the black ledge

appears to have been filled up, or elevated, on an average more
"jan 400 feet between IS In and IS K) : and from the testimony
oi subsequent observers, it would seem that the process of eleva-
tlon

> especii B) has been
going on with .,-,,.:

:
. the present time.

ihe "canal" spoken of, or the space between the inner mar-
s'" of the old Black ledee, and the outer margin of the central

wh
°n ° f the cmter

- was so »»med from the fact that formerly,
nen n was 200 feet deep or more, molten lava had been ob-

.*.: »
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served by Mr. Coan flowing into and along it from the great

lake. On one occasion, indeed, the glowing stream was seen by
him to plunge in a fiery cataract down a precipice fifty feet in

height—presenting a sublime spectacle. By these successive

overflows this space had, in 1846, become nearly filled up, and

in many places the former "canal" was entirely obliterated.

The Great lake in 1846 was by approximate measurements

computed to be about 2400 feet in diameter from N.E. to S.W.,

and 2000 in the transverse direction. Its surface was nearly on

a level with the Black ledge and with that portion of the floor of

the crater between it and the ledge. It was surrounded on all

sides except the northern or northeastern, by a rim or embank-
ment of lava from ten to twenty feet in height, built up apparently

by repeated partial overflowings and the marginal deposit of clots

and jets of lava thrown up by incessant ebullition—somewhat
after the manner of the ridge of ice congealed around a fountain,

or accumulated along the margin of a river. On the N.E. the

lake was
"

When visited by trufExploring Expedition in 1840, the surface of

this lake was between three and four hundred feet below the

Black ledge, and measured only 1000 by 1500 feet in diameter.

Consequently in six years it had not only increased in size, but

it had actually risen in height as much as it had been previously

depressed by the outdraining of lavas in the eruption of 1840.

This gradual rising of the solid embankment of the lake con-

temporaneously with the lake itself, together with the filling up
of the whole interior of the crater, is doubtless to be attributed

to the combined effect of repeated overflowings, together with

the upheaving agency of subterranean forces.

The surface of the lake was constantly in a state of gentle ebul-

lition, yet in consequence of the rapid cooling, becoming covered

repeatedly with a thin cru^t, which crust was again constantly

i the molten mass. The clots or

jets of gory lava thrown up by the escaping gases often ascended

from five to fifteen feet, and there was a general motion of the

surface of the lake slowly towards the southwest. This motion

was observed first on the western side, and afterwards at several

different points on the eastern. A large stick of wood thrown

on the lake, at a point where the ebullition produced a sort of

eddy or rolling in of the lava, was immediately taken out of

sight, but the next instant a more violent ebullition, together

with a sudden outburst of flame and smoke told how almost in-

stantaneously the stick had been transformed into charcoal.

The surface of the fluid lava was some ten or fifteen feet be-

low the top of the embankment, and inaccessible by any means
at our command for dipping it up. The spectator, however,
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could stand on the very brink of the enclosing rim within a
dozen feet of the contents of the great cauldron, with only a
handkerchief or hat held before the face to guard againsi the
effects of the intense heat. The non-conducting power of lava in
respect to caloric was strikingly shown by an incident that oc-
curred during our visit. A Panama hat was accidently blown
from its wearers head, and deposited by the wind on a thin crust
of lava that had just stiffened and turned black on the surface of
the lake. Though all expected to see it iustantly in flames, it

was slow in becoming charred, and five or six minutes elapsed
before it finally took fire and disappeared. In 1846 the only
lake or pool of molten lava in all the crater was the large one
we have been describing ; all the others noticed by previous ob-
servers had become extinct. Near the center of the crater the

sited a depression of great extent, and perhaps a hundred
feet in depth, very irregular in surface and outline, and full of
fissures and chasms from which volumes of steam and vapor
were issuing. This may have been the seat of one of the large
ac#ve centers of liquefaction described by former visitors. Not
far from this place, at the bottom of a chasm forty or fifty feet
deep, lava of a cherry red hue was discovered, and the orifice of
the pit was lined with beautiful incrustations of sulphur. A
very accessible and interesting point in the crater was about a
mile north of the Great lake, where a small cone or dome ten
or twelve feet high presented almost exactly the appearance of
an artificial furnace or oven. The walls of the dome were
scarcely more than a foot thick, and through two openings, the
one a foot and the other half a foot in diameter, the interior was
revealed of a glowing white heat, and by throwing pieces of

a
V
j
int0 these orifices they were seen, to fall into the pasty, semi-

fluid mass ten or fifteen feet below. This furnace was in full
blast at the writers second visit, six weeks after the first.

1 he exterior walls of the crater seem to the eye at a distance to
be nearly perpendicular. But this is far from being the fact, except
on the northern and western sides. The writer during the two
visits referred to descended into the crater, or emerged from it,

at ff

J

ur different points—first at the usual place of descent on the
northeast

; again by climbing up the slope where lava of the erup-

l^k
1832 flowed down frotn the very top of the precipice to

ne 7 toin at an inclination of not far from 45 D—a most hazard-
ous place of exit ; next down a gentle slope to a sunken pla-
eau or terrace lying above and back of the sulphur banks on the
southeastern side of the crater, and from this terrace by an equally
gentle slope to the bottom ; and lastly down the easy sandy de-
cuvity at the southern extremity of the crater, where the angle

!ml
nati°Q is not over twenty-five or thirty degrees. From

no'"'"
i positions on the margin and within the crater compass
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bearings were taken for the purpose of fixing the topography

of the points of principal interest, and from these and other ob-

servations were derived the few data mentioned in the present

During the six weeks intervening between the two visits of

the writer almost no perceptible change had taken place in any

part of the crater, except that the Great lake had apparently

risen four or five feet. Two or three months afterwards, the lake

overflowed its embankment, and subsequently retired to its for-

mer level.

Since 1846, as will be seen from the communication of Mr.

Coan, great changes have taken place, and the general aspect and

modus operandi of the volcano have undergone various revolu-

tions. The Great lake has ceased to exist as a cauldron of boil-

ing lava. A huge dome surmounted by cones of eruption has

been formed over it. The general activity of the volcano has

suffered apparently a large diminution, and the crater has become

gradually choked up. The latest report from the Islands, of a

date subsequent to Mr. Coan's communication, speaks of a n%v
eruption having occurred at Kilauea, but the extent and charac-

ter of it are not described.

Mr. Coan in his recent letter to the writer, remarks as follows

:

Letter of Mr. Coan on Kilauea, dated Hilo, January, 1851.

You recollect the aspect of this unique volcano at the time we
visited it in 1846. My next, visit to the crater was in July, 1847,

in company with Capt. DuPont and several officers of the U. S.

ship Cyane. No essential changes had occurred in the bottom
of the volcano during this interim, except that the Great lake

had filled up, had overflowed a considerable area around its rim,

was still full and in an active state* The boiling of the lava

was intense around most of its circumference, and at many points

over its surface. Access to the red-rolling fusion was compara-
tively easy, so that by carefully watching and dodging its fiery

jets we could dip up its viscid matter with nicks or ladles. Sev-

eral gentlemen imbedded coins in the lava while in fusion and

kept them as specimens. Silent and successive ov

took place from time to time during this year, considerably ele-

vating all the area in the vicinity of Halemaumau, or the lake,

but not affecting the other and larger portions of the crater. I

think it was about the beginning of 1848 that the Great lake

was first noticed as crusted over with a thick stratum of lava

;
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and this stratum was soon raised into a dome some 200 or 300
feet high over the whole lake

; traversed here and there by rents

and fissures, and studded by an occasional cone. Occasionally
the visitor or the passing traveller would descry, through these
fissures, the glowing of the subterranean fires, and now and then
the gory mass would be pressed sluggishly through these chasms,
or driven up with more force through the several chimneys, ap-
ertures, or orifices of the dome. These eruptions rolled in heavy

s down the sides of the dome, spreading over
its surface or cooling at its base. Thus the dome, as it now
exists, has been formed by the compound action of upheaving

a beneath and of eruptions from its openings, forming
successive layers upon its external surface. During most of this

year, however, (1848,) an extraordinary inactivity prevailed

throughout the crater, so that visitors chided the long slumbers
of the goddess, and were impatient with her drowsy propensities.

te summer and autumn of this year, when I was at Ki-
lauea, there was no fire to be seen, even in the night. Old Vul-
cam seemed to have forsaken his fi firea and re-

tired to his deep, dark caverns, leaving his awful forge surrounded

tsses of scoria and slag. At the time of my
wait in August, the great dome was so elevated as almost to over-
top the lower parts of the outer walls of Kilauea and look out
upon the surrounding country. No important changes were no-
ticed in the crater from this time until the spring of 1849. In
April and May of this year, travellers upon the borders of Ki-
lauea were startled by explosions and detonations from cones on
the great dome. A party lodging m the hut on the upper banks
were greatly terrified durimTono whole night, by hissings, bel-

lowings, and sharp and loud detonations, soni 'times like the dis-

charge of whole ranks of musketeers, sometimes like field artil-

lery, and sometimes like awful deep toned thunder, roaring, and

- around the adamantine walls of the dark cavern.

These bellowings were repeated hourly throueh the night, and
were attended by a brilliant column of red-hot lava thrown per-

rly from an orifice in the apex of the dome, to the
height ofi some fifty or sixty feet. At other times red-hot stones
were projected with great force into the air and sent whizzing
like fiery meteors throi edit. As the glow of
this scene a little abated, a stream of burning lava was disgorged
trom the orifice of a lateral cone on the ridge of the dome, flam-
ing down to its base and winding along upon the dark substra-
tum like a fiery serpent. Fire was seen through some of the

in the dome, and nearly the whole bottom of Kilauea
was quivering and crackling with heat ; so much so, that travel-
lers feared to des f the crater.
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These reports I have from those who professed to have been

eye and ear witneses of the thrilling scenes. Since the time just

mentioned no remarkable phenomena have been noticed in the

crater. It has been for the most part in a quiescent state, with

more or less steam and smoke, and occasionally opening a small

red eyelid, or letting loose a iew fire flies upon the wings of the

night.

During December of J 850 the smoke and steam are said to

have much increased ; and the occasional throe of an earthquake

indicates that all subterranean action has not ceased. Kilauea is

evidently assuming more of the manners and habits of the fiery

sisterhood. Her exhibitions are becoming periodical, arbitrary,

capricious. With the exception that her throne is not a moun-
tain summit, she more and more resembles Etna, Vesuvius and
the Andean and Asiatic furnaces.

The sulphur beds remain much as formerly, except, perhaps,

that the bank within the crater has less heat and activity, and
the one above, or near the hut has a little increase of heat. Most
of the sulphur is now obtained at the beds near the hut.

The eruption of 1840 is still hot and steaming at many points

along its course, and hundreds of steam holes are still smoking
in Puna and parts of Kau.
There is now one cone feebly active at a little distance from

the dome in the crater. Those on the dome are now inactive.

The eruption in Mokuaweoweo, or the great crater on the

summit of Mauna Loa, was first noticed in May, 1849, some
little time after the extraordinary activity of Kilauea. This
eruption never overflowed the crater in which it occurred, but

spent all its force within the bowels of that deep chaldron. For
two or three weeks it shot up a tall, beautiful and brilliant col-

umn of light perpendicularly and to a great height; this column,
like that which led Moses and the hosts of Israel, being "a pillar

of cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night." At the end of

two or three weeks it faded away and disappeared.

The eruption on Mauna Loa immediately succeeded the action

in Kilauea. I cannot say they were coincident ; though they
may have been, as the mountain is, as you are aware, often ob-

scured in clouds. Whether or not there were any connection

IfotebyJ.V Ovm-M tint, u- i L tu.illj .1 t..ni.LU.Hi in tie uwanu- aU*t
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On Electricity in Plants, and on Yege,

Art. XIII.

—

On the causes of the disengagement of Elec-
tricity in Plants, and upon Vegeto-terrestrial Currents ; by
M. Becojterel.*

Since the discoveries of Galvani and Volta, the researches on
the development of electricity have taken a philosophical direc-

tion. It has been the object to discover not only the causes of its

disengagement, but also the relations existing between electricity,

molecular attraction and chemical affinity. The study of electro-

physiological phenomena has also been pursued ; and although to

a less extent than other departments of this subject, the labors of
Nobili, Marian i m. Math-iirci. du Bois-Reymond and others, show-
that general physics and physiology may alike profit by researches
upon the presence of electricity in the operations of organic life

and in the constitution of organized bodies.
The causes of the development of electricity in organized

bodies, living or but a short time deprived of life, are physical,

chemical and perhaps organic ; and in the last case, they pertain

to certain vital functions not yet clearly defined.
My object in this memoir is to exhibit the proper mode of in-

vestigating the physical and chemical laws operating in the pro-

duction of ele<'tru-j»hvM(,|(--i<\il phenomena, and also to give the

results at which I have arrived in my researches on plants, whose
• more easy than with

animals.

_
Some preliminary explanations are necessary to render the sub-

ject intelligible.

Organized bodies of the animal kingdom consist of osseous,

membranous, fleshy, &c. parts filled or moistened with

hich render them more or less perfect conductors of

electricity
; and those of the vegetable kingdom, of woody fibre,

vessels, &c, in which liquids are present with the same result.

As the solids alone have no conducting power, the liquids act

;al part in the production of the electric effects ob-

served, although vital action may intervene in some cases. These
liquids, when two are in contact, necessarily produce through the

resultant reactions sensible electric effects ; observable not only
with the condenser, by putting one of these liquids in relation

w |th the earth and the other with one of the plates, but also

with the multiplier by closing the circuit with two plates of pla-

num plunged in these liquids.
/here may also be chemical reactions and currents without

usmg the plates of platinum, when the solids and liquids are ar-

ranged as will be soon explained.

* Aun. de Chbi. ei <.!« 1'i.y-. \xii, 10, 1 ^01.
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In ailrning to ascertain the chemical origii

an organized body.

i of the (currents pro-

duced in the in terior of
,

it should be remem-
bered that if t\v o differei it liquids,

:

X/,ne E

by a pen
brane iire put in comt : ; ins of \y,vo plates of

platinui the magnetic needle

deviates in a direction which indicates that the liquid acting ;

the acid sets free positive electricity, and that acting as alkali,

negative electricity. The intervention of metallic plates is here

indispensable to the production of electric currents ; but it is un-

necessary when certain solid substances, non-conducting and per-

meable, and liquid conductors, are arranged as follows, as already

explained to the Academy *

If solutions of potash and nitric acid separated by a thin layer

of clay are put in communication by means of two plates of pla-

tinum, the acid liberates positive electricity as I have just said.

If we substitute for the plate a tube having the form of a U, one

decimeter in length, filled with moistened clay free from lime,

and so prepared that the part which is plunged into the acid

should be less and less acid, and that in the alkali less and less

alkaline, in order that there may be but a simple chemical reac-

tion, we have then an apparatus by the aid of which, on break-

ing the tube so as to have two conductors, decompositions may
be produced.

Similar arrangements to this are found beyond doubt within

organized bodies consisting of solid parts more or less permeable,

and liquids which mingle only with difficulty under the opera-

tion of life, on account of the tissues.

When public attention was first called to the admirable discov-

eries of Volta, Dr. Baccomio of Milanf endeavored to construct

piles of organic substances of vegetable origin, as Matteucci has

for some years done with portions of animal muscle ; but no
true effects of the action of a pile were obtained. And how
did Dr. Baccomio operate? He made a pile out of disks of the

root of the beet, five to six centimeters in diameter and disks of

walnut of like size, with which he caused a frog to contract,

using as an excitor the leaves of Cochlearia. As there was nothing
to prove that a similar effect would not have resulted from a

single pair, there is no evidence for believing that the whole
acted as a pile, especially if we consider the following facts.

M. Donne has obtained currents from animals and vegetables

by putting in communieanoi |,
:>
means ot metallic plates or

wires connected with a multiplier, liquids of different composi-
tion belonging to one and the same body and capable of acting

. on the surrounding liquids. Having placed a plate

of platinum in the mouth which is commonly alkaline, and

* Comptes Rendua, xxiv, 505. \ Ann. ck Chim. [2], Ixii, 218.
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the other upon the skin which secretes an acid, the needle de-
viated fifteen to twenty or even thirty degrees,—the mucus of
the mouth on account of its alkaline nature giving the nega-
tive current. M. Donne obtained similar effects by experiment-
ing on the stomach and liver, one secreting an acid and the other
an alkali. Analogous effects take place with fruits ; on inserting
a needle of platinum into the stem end of the fruit and another
into the opposite, there is an electric current ; in apples and pears
the current is from the flower-end to the stem-end, and in peaches,
apricots and prunes, the reverse. If the needles are inserted at

opposite points, 90° from the ends, (that is in the equatorial
plane,) there is no current. The effects obtained were evidently
due to the different composition of the liquids. On cutting a

then obtaining the juice from each,

-re obtained as before,

and in the same direction. The cause in such cases is evidently
chemical.

Similar results are obtained when experimenting in organized

; two metallic conductors, if they are put in contact
with two different liquids separated by tissues or permeable mera-
bran < s

- V frog pre j ire 1 as by Galvani may be used in place of

conductors- its contractions indicate the electric effects

nmediately when the circuit is formed,

lere manifested take place without the inter*

conductors or the frog? To this, I shall re-

ply soon. I mention here, that whenever two liquids react chem-
ically U p0n one another, if these liquids do not form part in a
closed circuit, there is an immediate recomposition of the two

- engaged at the point of contact; but if one of the

tion with the earth, or loses by
evaporation the electricity which it possesses, the electricity of the

lid may be collected with the conductor. Such are the
data for studying the questions under consideration in this memoir.

I- Electric effects produced by the Circulation of Sap.

In plants, there is an ascending sap and also a cortical sap, the

inner, and having, ac-
cording to some physiologists, a descending movement. They

ted by tissues and produce effects like those above men-
tioned. These effects are the more remarkable from their relation
to the composition «.f the bark and wood. To interpret them, it

U is known upon the nature and
dwtribution

ties of s

iat are pre

May the

a ligne.

«ct parts, the bark, and the wood properly so called, separated

liquid substance c<>i:>i.b-iv.l by many pliYMulogists a semi-

tissue, called cambium, which is the principal element of
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vegetable organization. The bark consists independently of the

parenchyma, of epidermis, laticiferous vessels and cortical fibres.

The wood is formed of medullary rays, of woody fibre, and pith.

The bark like the wood contains a cellular and a fibrous part but

10 inverse position. The parenchyma which is analogous to the

pith occupies the exterior of the bark, whilst the pith is at the

centre. This inverse position corresponds, as will be seen, to

inverse electric effects.

As each stem or branch is composed of an uninterrupted series

of concentric heterogeneous layers, their successive contacts ought

to give rise to electric currents proceeding from the unlike char-

acter of the liquids moistening these layers. These effects are

rendered sensible— 1, by the aid of platinum needles introduced

into two contiguous or more or less distant layers, reacting upon

the neighboring layers ; 2, by collecting with a condenser the

from the plant by the vapor of water exhaled

by the leaves and by the oxygen proceeding from the decompo-

sition of carbonic acid under solar influence ; 3, by using platinum

needles in order to ascertain the simultaneous electric states of the

plant and the earth.

The. moisture of the earth enters the roots by their extremity

through endosmosis and capillarity, passes into the cellules situ-

ated above, and reaches the stem where the ascending move-

ment is continued : it dissolves some portions of substances in its

course, increases in density, and constitutes then what is called

sap. The ascent of the sap is due not only to endosmosis and

, . but also to the buds which by their growth draw up

the stem and branches the material necessary for their develop-

ment. The buds form leaves, which by affording evaporation,

aid in the production of the ascending movement and are a

means consequently of manifesting electric effects.

We know not with exactness the different organs passed

through by the sap in its evolution. We can say only that in

spring it fills the cellules, the fibres, vessels, &c, and occupies

almost entirely the woody substance. The ascending sap, reach-

ing the young branches, passes to the surface of the bark in the

parenchyma as well as to the leaves; and when once spread

in the green part, it is in direct connection with the atmospheric

air, separated from it only by a thin membrane through which
respiration is going on. The sap, which is thus intimately modi-

fied, becomes less aqueous through evaporation of a part of its

water. Carbonic acid gas is decomposed, carbon is assimilated

and oxygen exhaled. The color of the leaves and young bark

shows that considerable changes are going on in the sap. Does

this sap, newly elaborated, redescend through the bark, depositing

along its passage material for the formation of tissues? Some
physiologists still doubt on this point. But the experiments oi
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Biot tend to prove the circular movement of the sap. On exam-
ining the optical properties of the ascending and parenchymatous
sap of the maple, he observed that the first caused the plane of
polarization to turn to the right and the second to the left, whilst
the two saps of the birch acted the reverse. These experi-
ments which according to Biot establish a reciprocal dependence
between the two saps, are supposed to demonstrate their circula-
ting movement. It is certain at least that the parenchymatous
sap differs from the ascending sap.
The anatomical and physiological details just given were re-

quired for interpreting certain electrical effects produced in the
different phases of the movement of the sap, effects of interest to
meteorology as well as to vegetable physiology.
The following are the experiments. Suppose now a stem of

a young poplar (when in sap) has been laid open by a transverse
section, so as to show distinctly all the concentric layers of which
it consists. If the extremities of two platinum needles without
polarity, covered or not with a layer of distilled water and in
connection with a multiplier, be introduced simultaneously, the
one in the pith and the other in one of the layers of the wood or
cortical system, the needle deviates 5, 10, 15 degrees or even more,
according to the sensibility of the apparatus, the sappy state of
the plant, and the nature of the envelop in which the second
needle is placed. The direction of the deviation, which is inva-
riable, indicates that the pith furnishes positive electricity to the
needle in contact with it, and the outer envelop negative electri-
city to the other needle ; there is then a current from the exterior

The magnetic needle after some oscillations takes an equilib-

"h is not fixed, the deviation diminishing by degrees
without ever reaching zero. This diminution in the intensity of
the current is due to the polarity acquired by the platinum
needles, which produces a current inverse to the former and de-
stroys its action. The primitive
'.-ther t tings equal, the nearer the insertion of the

and consequently to the green part of the pa-

On drawing out the first needle from the pith, and inserting it

at different points, approximating towards the surface, the cur-
rents are similar in direction but of diminishing intensity ; and
this goes on until the needle is placed in the cambium between

j wood and the bark, when the current changes in direction
and becomes more intense.
On raising a piece of bark, from which the epidermis is easily

removed, and applying a plate of platinum to each surface, both
bftng connected with a multiplier, effects of great intensity are
obtained. With the bark of alder in full sap, the deviations are
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sometimes 90 degrees, and the needle may even whirl round. It

is hence evident that the bark forms a voltaic couple, the outer

surface or parenchyma being the positive side and the inner cov-

ered with the cambium the negative. The action soon ceases

when the bark is removed from the branch. This is shown by
taking a piece of the bark of a young branch of alder, removing

the epidermis and putting it between two plates of platinum and

the whole under a pressure of 2 kilograms between two pieces of

wood; a current is immediately produced; but on repeating the

trials at short intervals, being careful to depolarize the platinum

plates each time, the effects diminish rapidly, although the sur-

faces may be moistened with distilled water,—and sometimes they

are not sensible after half an hour. These electric properties

diminish much more rapidly than in the muscles of cold-blooded

animals in which they remain several hours after death.

When the bark is not separated from the branch, these proper-

ties continue for several days, proving that their disappearance

should be attributed to chemical changes which take place in the

sap through contact with the air.

The bark is in reality, therefore, a voltaic couple, which loses

rapidly its electric property when detached from the wood and

left exposed to the air. It follows, that in the reaction upon the

sap of the layer of air that adheres to the surface of the platinum,

there ought to be somewhat analogous effects, as regards intensity,

to those which take place by contact with the atmosphere. The
layer of hygrometric moisture adhering to the surface of the

platinum has no influence, since the effects are the same if the

needles have been previously heated to redness.

In recapitulation,—we see, that from the pith to the cambium,
the ligneous layers are less and less positive with reference to the

pith, while from the cambium to the epidermis, the cortical beds

and parenchyma are more and more positive, or at least comport

themselves thus. In the production of the derived cur

inversion in the electric effects corresponds with the position at

the cellular tissue in the bark and in the wood : in the hark it is

external, in the wood internal, and in each case it is positive.

Where then, do the electric properties of the bark reside ? Is

it in the different layers which compose the cortical system, or

only in the epidermis and cambium? The following experi-

ments, if not completely settling this question, tend to its elu-

cidation.

If we take a branch of alder in full sap, and make a transverse

section, then insert one of the needles between the bark and

the wood and the other into the parenchyma after removing the

epidermis, the needle deviates a certain number of degrees, say

20°. If we now withdraw the second needle which was placed

in the periphery, remove the green layer with an ivory knife
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and put the needle in place again upon the denuded surface, there
is sensibly the same deviation. If another layer be removed,
there is still by a similar trial a deviation in the same direction
but a little less strong, or about 15 degrees. On continuing the
removal of the layers and making successive trials, the electric

effects take place in the same direction and do not cease until

only the cambium is left. All the parenchyma cortical layers
thus have a like effect ; and does it therefore follow that the
layers united form a voltaic pile? Certainly not : the experi-
ments thus far made do not authorize this conclusion.

However it may be, the cause which makes the bark a voltaic

couple and perhaps a pile, by the juxtaposition of the concentric

heterogeneous beds of winch it consists, appears to be purely
chemical. In fact, th b penetrated by the as-

cending sap rich in oxygen, while the liquid in the cortical

tissue, on traversing the green parts, is continually losing a por-

tion of this element by contact with the air. These two saps,

by reacting upon one another, through the medium of the inter-

tissues, necessarily cause electric effects; the ascending
sap, winch is most oxygenated should act as an acid with
regard to the other, and develop positive electricity, while the

descending sap should disengage negative electricity. The in-

version in the bark and wood depending on the position of the

-sue, is to be attributed to the nature of the liquids they

The electricities disengaged when one of the needles is inserted
i» the pith and the other in the parenchyma, have, I repeat it, a
chemical origin

; for if the needles are withdrawn and while still

covered with the sap are put into distilled water, the same effects

nearly, as to intensity, are obtained, effects which can be attributed

only to the reaction, upon the water, of the sap adhering to the

surface of the needles.
In these experiments, for inserting the needles into the stem,

especially the woody parr. 1 nuke -mall holes with a steel awl
covered with a thick layer of gold, so that no trace of oxydiza-
ble metal can be introduced to occasion secondary electric effects.

In herbaceous plants, like Cacti, Euphorbia?, &c, consisting

almost wholly of parenchyma, it is difficult to detect the electric

effects which are so distinct with stems provided with bark.

As bearing up n tlm mi! ji et. I mention the following experi-

ments which wjjl show the rapidity with which the air reacts

upon the sap in the green parts and modifies its composition.

The ascending sap being more oxygenated than the paren-

chyma sap, called the descending, ought to give out, by its action
uPon the latter, positive electricity as before observed. If we
insert transversely under the epidermis, into the parenchyma, the
two platinum needles, one centimetre apart, there will be no
Second SEaiE8

, Vol. XII, Xo. 34.- July, 1851. 12
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effect, if the insertion of the two needles is simultaneous and

they are not polar. But on withdrawing one needle and inserting

it again in the same place, there is at once a current causing a de-

viation of 40 degrees, and the direction shows that the needle

restored gives negative electricity. On removing and replacing

the other one, the effect is reverse, and this one now gives

negative electricity. This succeeds well if the wood is in sap

and has been separated but a short time from the trunk.

In this case, the effect is similar to certain facts mentioned in

my earlier work on electro-chemistry. When two plates of pla-

tinum in connection with a multiplier, are put into a solution,

recently prepared, of protonitrate of iron, on withdrawing one of

the needles and inserting it again some minutes after, there is a

current whose direction shows that the plate replaced gives

positive electricity. This effect proceeds simply from the fact

that the solution of the protonitrate, and the part of this solution

which is on the platinum plate while exposed to the air, are not

alike in composition : the portion adhering to the plate has passed,

during the exposure to the air, to a higher state of oxydation, and

comports therefore like an acid with reference to the sol

the vessel. The steps in the process are easily explained. When
nitric acid reacts on iron, deutoxyd of nitrogen and nitrous gas

are disengaged, and protonitrate and some deutonitrate of iron

are formed ; when the solution is exposed to the air, the deutoxyd
becomes nitrous acid and the protonitrate deutonitrate. These
transformations which take place slowly in the mass of the solu-

tion, are effected very promptly in the layer that adheres to the sur-

face of the platinum. On becoming rapidly saturated with oxygen,
the solution reacts upon the solution in the vessel and produces

electric effects like those from the action of an acid on an alkali,

or from two substances reacting as such. The recently prepared

protonitrate is required for these vessels, because of the change
to deutonitrate which takes place in the protonitrate after a

while on exposure.

If in the experiment with the sap the effects are the reverse of

those with the protonitrate, it is owing to this ;—that the sap of

the parenchyma loses oxygen on exposure instead of gaining it.

These facts demonstrate that a very slight difference of chemi-
cal composition in two liquids of a plant, separated by a perme-
able membrane, is sufficient to afford electric effects in the man-
ner explained, and these effects vary with changes experienced

through the surrounding air or medium.
These effects should therefore be taken into consideration in

experimenting upon the causes which produce electric currents

in organized bodies, when one of the liquids is momentarily in

contact with the air.
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1

The electric effects produced between the sap of leaves and
the same sap exposed a moment to contact with the air, may be
shown by piling up thirty leaves or so and compressing them
strongly, then inserting two needles, one on each side; on taking
out one and again restoring it to its place after some instants, it

gives negative electricity. This is due to the change in the sap
of the parenchyma on the needle that had been exposed.
The intensity of the current depends on the quantity and the

composition of the liquid in the leaves. Those of ivy produce
a deviation of twenty to thirty degrees; those of the poplar of
Italy a little less or more strong, according as old or young leaves
are used. Complex effects sometimes result from modifications
more or less profound which the sap undergoes in contact with
the air, and from the facility with which the sap, on the exposed
needle, mixes with the surrounding medium, gaseous or liquid.

It is possible therefore to compare leaves of different kinds in
this respect, such as elder and walnut. Twenty leaves of each
kind, in two piles, are put in contact by one of their surfaces and
compressed. A needle of platinum is inserted in each surface;
one of these needles is withdrawn and after some instants re-

placed. The direction of the deviation shows that the replaced
needle gives negative electricity. The amplitude of the devia-
tion depends on the nature of the leaf, as the following results
from the walnut and elder show.
The needle removed and again replaced in the elder gave for

deviation, on the first impulsion, tor three trials, 13°, 13°, 11°,
and for three alternate trials with the walnut, 24°, 22°, 24°.

Ihese results show that the sap of the walnut undergoes a
more rapid change by i thafa that of the elder,
the current being nearly double in intensity.
Leaves of poplar combined with those of walnut give results

still more marked. The leaves of to those of
1Vy

' afford the relation of thirty to twenty.
.

v*e can draw no conclusion from these results whilst we are
ignorant of the chemical composition of the different saps : we
only know that all do not undergo the same alteration in equal
tunes. Such piles, made of series of leaves of different species,
ttay yet serve to educe facts of importance illustrating some
Points in vegetable physiology. If two such series of 1

Pnt in contact, and, before

5 Leaves of walnut,
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o $ Leaves of linden, . -f ^ 3qo
"

I
' ! elder, .

—
>

. C Leaves of orange, . 4- ? -.

q
"

I " linden, .
—

>

_ C Leaves of orange, . 4- 1 *qo
"

/ " walnut. .
—

5

In the preceding pages I have treated of the effects obtained

with a transverse section of a stem ; it remains to speak of the

electric effects observed in a longitudinal section. Let a and b

be two points in the green part of the parenchyma of a stem at

different distances from the ground and several decimeters apart,

a being the upper and 6 the lower. On introducing transversely

into the parenchyma at each of these points one of the platinum

needles, there is immediately apparent an electric current, the di-

rection of which evinces that the needle at b gives negative elec-

tricity*, and that at a positive. Hence the parenchyma sap at points

thaa distant has not the same composition : at the lower point b,

as it contains less oxygen than at a, since it loses more and more

oxygen in passing along the green part of the parenchyma, it

ought to disengage negative electricity.

A current is also obi: connection between
the cambium and the leaves, which may be effected, by placing

one needle between the bark and the wood, and the other in a

mass of superimposed leaves all being a part of the plant. On
closing tli" circuit, a current at once appears going from the in-

terior to the exterior, as in the case when the needle which is

here in the leaves is placed in the parenchyma while the other is

in the cambium
;

v
the result corresponds to the nature of the sap

which circulates in the leaves and parenchyma. We give beyond,

the consequences from the facts that have been presented.

II. On the Electric state of the earth relatively to that of Plants.

As the earth is in direct and permanent communication with

plants by means of the roots, it ought to participate in the elec-

tric state resulting from the different elaborations taking place in

their tissues. This question bears upon the electric state of the

atmosphere, and nothing should be omitted which can serve to

It is known that the earth is in a constant state of negative

electricity, whilst the air, when calm and without clouds. coDtaina

an excess of positive electricity whose intensity goes on increas-

ing as we ascend above the surface of the earth. The earth and

atmosphere are therefore ordinarily in two contrary electric states.

These states change during storms or when clouds appear : for
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s negative. What are

1 of the electric effects

of the earth and atmosphere? We cannot give a reply wholly
satisfactory to this question, although we know that chemical
changes going on upon the earth's surface must be powerful

De Saussure and several other physicists have endeavored to find

evidence of the disengagement of electricity during the evaporation
of water. But as they have not taken into account the alteration

which the vessels experience in the process, the results were evi-

dently unsatisfactory. M. Pouillet undertook the experiments
anew, endeavoring to get rid of the causes which complicate the
problem. He sought to prove that evaporation and chemical ac-
tion in vegetables were the two great sources of atmospheric
electricity. I will mention his results, that they may be com-
pared with the facts presented in this memoir.

If a little water is thrown into a pi;

white heat it takes the spheroidal st
and on cooling to a certain temperature suddenly passes t

vapor. By means of the condenser no disturbance of electric

forces \ perceived, either during the slow evaporat)
rapid dispersion of the i

With acetic acid, sulphuric acid, very pure nitric acid, in place
of water, there was no disengagement of electricity perceived;
but the result was difl't'rent when the water held in solution a
salt or some substance that is a conductor of electricity. Accord-
11 J l " M. l

J
ouil|( i, t'lei trii ity was produced with a solution of

iring slow evaporation ; and when the water was put

the amount was quite considerable. The vessel be-

; lively electric and the vapor negative. Hence, at the

hen a separation takes place between the molecules
of water and those of str.>iit;:.:i. < iectncitv is given out; the

' -his the positive, whilst the water on evaporating
'Jar,"*s with it the ne-.-ative. The earths and alkalies act in the
same manner as stroutian

Onexperimenti i_ \ ith w d>n r< ntaimng ammonia, there was
an abundant discharge of electricity, but with reverse electric

the vessel becomes negative, and the water which va-

— indicate . that the latter, in

Passing off, carries with it an excess of positive electricity.
If the water holds in solution J-100 of sulphuric acid or even

Wthere is a dischar§e of electricity and the vessel is negative.
Vll!l valine solutions, electricity was equally given out; the

vessel was always negative whether the salts were neutral, sub-
sa'js. or acid. The vapor of water was constantly positive.

I should here state that several physicists who have repeated
e exPeriments of M. Pouillet with saline solutions, a solution
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of common salt for example, have obtained distinct effects (ope-

rating by throwing some drops of the solution on a plate of pla-

tinum raised to a white heat,) only at the instant when decrepita-

tion began, an effect announcing the volatilization of the last

portion of the water.

As to the electric effects produced in vegetation, M. Pouillet

experimented as follows. Having placed upon a varnished

wooden table twelve glass capsules covered with varnish and

forming two ranges, he filled them with earth and connected

them together by means of platinum wire passing it from the in-

terior of one to the interior of another, and so on ; he then put

the system in communication with the superior plate of a con-

denser whilst the inferior plate was in connection with the soil.

Different grams were successively sown in the earth of the cap-

sules. During the first two days the grains swelled and the

germs came out of the envelop. The condenser gave no signs of

When the germs had risen above the soil, on sepa-

rating the two plates of the condenser, the two strips of gold-

leaf diverged, and evinced negative electricity. M. Pouillet

thence concluded that during the action of the oxygen of the air

on the amylaceous substance of the cotyledons, the gases which

are disengaged carry with them some positive electricity, and

leave in the young plant and consequently in the earth an excess

of negative electricity. Some hours were required to charge

anew the condenser. During the night and morning, the same
results were obtained, showing that light had no influence, which
is natural since light does not intervene in the first acts of vege-

table life. The experiments were made with wheat, grains of

garden cress, and gillyflower, and the same results were obtained

for ten or twelve days.

M. Pouillet has also observed that when the growth of a plant

has been in progress three or four days, the condenser is charged

if by connection for a second only ;—an effect due, according to

him to this, that the earth of the capsules becomes on drying,

an imperfect conductor and so retains for some instants a portion

of disengaged electricity which serves to charge the condenser

at intervals.

In all probability, the effect observed by M. Pouillet should be

Ittributed to the action of the oxygen of the air upon the carbon

of the amylaceous material of the grain, which is thereby changed
into sugar destined for the nutriment of the embryo during the

first periods of growth.
The electric effects observed by M. Pouillet, in this first period,

accord with the ordinary electrical states of the earth and atmo-

sphere : but are they produced also in the subsequent stages of

" station? I think not, judging from facts to which I shall
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The different electrical states of the earth and air have been
attributed also to the gradual decrease of terrestrial heat from the
lower parts of the solid crust, even to the highest limits of the
atmosphere. I have been the first to bring forward this opinion

;

but as yet there is no fact that proves it.

I proceed now to the concomitant electric effects obtained from
the earth and plants, after the plant is grown, or has made con-
siderable progress towards maturity. Operating with platinum
needles or pointed plates, as before, if one of the needles is in-

serted into the parenchyma of a stem or any branch of a plant

and the other in moist soil at some distance from the root (seve-

ral yards for example), there will always be a current, showing
that the earth contains an excess of positive electricity and the

parenchyma an excess of negative. The deviation varies with
the humidity of the soil and the sappy state of the plant, but may
be 15, 20, 30, 40 degrees, or even more.
The magnetic needle that deviates to 15 degrees, stops at 8

degrees after oscillating for a while; it still diminishes very
slowly to 2 or 3 degrees, owing to the polarity acquired by the
platinum

; if this polarity is destroyed by moving the needle in
the ground without withdrawing it, the deviation increases 2 de-
grees; while the same effect on the other needle restores the

to its first amount. This greater effect with the latter

is owing to the fact that as the sap in contact with the needle is

altering more or less rapidly, the current would have a new en-
ergy when the altered bed is disturbed by friction. There is

little or no effect when one of the needles is in the wood or pith.

But if inserted in a number of leaves, while still on the branches,
the result is similar to that obtained from the parenchyma, prov-
ing a similar constitution for the sap of both.
The same effects are obtained from all plants, even the herba-

ceous. We may then receive as a principle, that in the act of
vegetation, when germination is accomplished, the ascending sap,

which communicates with the soil through the roots, carries up
an excess of positive electricity, whilst the parenchyma sap fur-

nishes to the air by aqueous evaporation an excess of negative

Vegetation therefore acts the reverse of the causes
which ordinarily render the air positive and earth negative. It

!
s Pr°bable that the electric effects thus produced, as they are

should exert, especially in tropical regions and wooded
countries, considerable influence upon the electric state of the

atmosphere which plays so important a part in the production of
meteoric phenomena.
As the cambium, or the substance so designated, is negative

compared with the wood and pith occupying the central part
°t the plant, the positive state of the parenchyma as related to
tne cambium, has only a secondary influence upon the effects
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just mentioned, since the direction of the primitive current is not

affected by it.

III. Are there direct Electric Currents in Plants.

May we conclude from the facts presented in the first part of

this memoir that there are constant electric currents circulating in

plants and also between them and the earth ? This question is

important to physiology, since such currents cannot circulate in

i ncal action: and it is of no less

interest to the meteorologist. To reply to it, we must consider

whether the two conditions necessary for the production of such

currents are fulfilled.

The first undoubtedly exists, as there are present two differ-

ent liquids reacting chemically upon one another through a me-

dium of permeable tissues : and it is the same with the second,

which requires the contact of two liquids by
In fact, in a horizontal section of a stem of a plant, the immedi-

ate communication takes place readily through the tissues be-

tween the ascending sap and the parenchyma sap. In a longi-

tudinal section, it is well known that the ascending sap, before it

enters the plant by the roots, consists of water including some

air, carbonic acid gas, and small quantities of saline and organic

matters taken up from the soil. In its passage, it dissolves by

degrees a portion of the substances met with along its course,

acquires increased density, and constitutes then the asc< tiding

sap. The parenchyma sap, after elaboration in the leaves, loses

a portion of its constituent parts in the process of nutrition.

Each is in the condition necessary for mutual contact by insensi-

ble transition, and consequently for producing electric currents

without the addition of metallic plates.

These currents ought to circulate as in the annexed figure.

VV is a longitudinal section of a plant ; ab v
the bark; cd, the cambium ; ef the wood; ^"^^i^^i^f^)
gh the pith. Positive electricity entering

at k and / through the roots, and ascend- s
J
£ J j

ing in the direction ba, produces, as ap-
J

| WL -1}
J

pears from the facts, partial currents pro- j 1 flr^^i) f
ceeding from the bark to the pith, and this I \ v^ZTx)
even to the extreme branches.

We are not able to make other indue- j I . H^^fl I

tions from the facts thus far observed, nor
J

I ^^^! h

point out the chemical action resulting

from such currents in the tissues. New * v ^-

experiments are necessary before we can know what to believe

on these points.
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Recapitulation.—The observations presented in this memoir
establish the following facts :

1. The production of derived currents in the stems of plants
by the aid of platinum needles, inserted, one into the bark, the
other into the wood, which currents have a direction from the
parenchyma to the pith.

2. The production of similar currents in the bark proceeding
from the cambium to the parenchyma, having an inverse direc-
tion as, compared with the former.

3. The sap of the cortical parenchyma, held exposed to the
air for some instants, undergoes such a modification that when
put again in contact with the parenchyma sap. it becomes rela-

tively negative.

4. The production of derived terrestrial currents, through the
medium of the roots from the pith and other parts of the stem.

5. The direction of the terrestrial currents shows that in the
act of vegetation, the earth takes constantly an excess of positive
electricity, and the parenchyma of the bark and the leaves an
exceoa ot negative electricitv which is transmitted to the air

through the exhaled water.
&• The distribution of the ascending sap and the sap of the

cortical parenchyma leads to the belief that there are currents

ts, directed from the bark to the
Pith passing by the roots and earth, and perhaps without passing
byjhese two intermediaries.

< • Chemical reactions are the first cause, beyond doubt, of the
electric effects observed in plants. These effects are very varied,
and have thus far been observed only in a small number of cases.

o. The opposite electric states o'f plants and the earth give
reason for concluding, that through the great extent of vegetation
over the continents and islands, they exert a decided influence
upon the electric phenomena of the atmosphere.

Art. XIV.—On the Rings of Saturn ; By G. P. Bond, Assistant

at the Observatory of Harvard University.*

The question of the multiple divisions of the ring of Saturn
nas engaged the attention of astronomers from an early period,
passim appears to have been the first to notice the primary divis-
Dn

, though he has placed it midway between the inner and the
outer edges.

"is interval is always visible with a good telescope, but much
earer to the outer edge than Cassini describes it to be. Short,
" xt

- With a telescope of twelve feet focus, probably a reflector,
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saw two or three divisions outside of the center of the ring; a

figure ia given in Lalande's Astronomy. In June, 1780, Sir W.
Herschel noticed, on four different nights, a division near the in-

ner edge. From its never, either previously or subsequently,

having been seen by him, it is probable that the subdivisions are

not permanent ; otherwise they could scarcely have escaped de-

tection under the scrutiny to which he subjected every thing

Bg to the system of Saturn for thirty or forty years.

This inner division is figured and described in the Philosophical

Transactions for 1792. In Gruithuisen's Astron. Jahrbuch, for

1840, pp. 103-105, mention is made of lines seen on both

rings in 1813 and 1814. Quetelet, at Paris, with an achro-

matic of ten inches' aperture, saw the outer ring divided in De-

cember, 1823.

On the 17th of December, 1825, and on the 16th and 17th of

January, 1826, at least three divisions were seen on the outer

ring by Captain Kater. A full account, illustrated with engrav-

ings, has been published in vol. iv, Part II, of the Memoirs of

the Royal Astronomical Society. This contains also a collection

of the accounts of previous observers. Two reflectors of the

Newtonian form were used, of between six and seven inches'

aperture.

At Berlin, on the 25th of April, 1837, the outer ring was seen

by Professor Encke, with perfect distinctness, divided into two

nearly equal parts, and several di\ ized on the

inner edge of the inner ring. The great equatorial of the Berlin

Observatory was used with an achromatic eyepiece.

On the 28th of May, the place of the outer secondary interval

was determined. The great optical capacity of the telescope,

and the eminence of Professor Encke as an observer, give the

highest value to these observations. They are found in the

Astr. Nachr., No. 338. No. 357 of the same volume has a no-

tice of several divisions on both rings, seen by De Vico, at Rome,
with the equatorial of the Roman College, the object-glass of six

inches, by Cauchoix. A letter from M. Decuppis, Comptes Ren-

dus, vol. vii, gives a description of several divisions seen at

Rome, in May, June, and July, 1838.

On the 7th of September, 1843, a division of the outer ring

was detected by Messrs. Lassel and Dawes, at Slarfield. They
employed a Newtonian reflector of nine inches' aperture ;

the de-

tails are to be found in vol. vi, of the Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society.

The newly discovered inner ring of Saturn cannot properly

be classed with the sul divisions of the old ring, as it 1

its inner edge.

We have, then, the best assurance in the number and reputa-

tion of those who have described the phenomena in question,
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that to set aside these appearances by referring them to some op-
tical deception on the part of the observer, or to some defect m
hit instrument, is an explanation altogether insufficient and un-
satisfactory. On the other hand, we know that some of the best
telescopes in the world, in the hands of Struve, Bessel, Sir John
Herschel, and others, have given no indication of more than one
division, when the planet has appeared under the most perfect

definition. The fact, also, that the divisions on both rings have
not usually been visible together, and that the telescopes which
have shown distinctly several intervals in the old ring have failed

to reveal the new inner ring, while the latter is now seen, but
not the former, may be taken as some evidence that the difference

is not probably owing to any extra- rdii :iry tranquillity or purity
of the atmosphere, nor to any peculiarly favorable condition of
the eye or instrument, but rather to some real alterations in the
d spositi.m of the material of the rings.

Admitting this, the idea that they are in a fluid state, and with-
in certain limits change their form and position in obedience to

the laws of equilibrium of rotating bodies, naturally suggests it-

self. There are considerations to be drawn from the state of the

forces acting on the rings which favor this hypothesis. For in-

stance, on the assumption that the matter of which the ring is com-
posed is in a solid state, we may compute for any point on its sur-

face the sum of the attractions of the whole ring and of Saturn.
The centrifugal force, generated by its rotation, may then be de-

termined from the cowi k- must remain on the

surface. Now in the case of a solid ring, particles on the inner
and outer edges must have the same period of rotation. This

limits the breadth of the ring, for if it be found neces-
sary for the inner and outer edges to have different times of rota-

*», this can be accomplished only by a division of the ring into

two or more parts. In this way Laplace has inferred the neces-
sity of there being several rings. From a more exact analysis,

M. Plana, in the Mem. Acad. Turin, vol. xxiv, concludes that

wore than one ring is not essential. The data which he assumed
we now know to have been very wide of the truth, as regards
the mass and thickness of the ring.

Bessel's last determination of the mass derived from the pro-

gressive motion of the line of apsides of the satellite Titan,
which amounts to a very sensible quantity, makes that as-

sumed by Plana at least thirty times too large. If Bessel's mass
be received, the necessity of numerous rings can scarcely be
questioned.

jf the density of the ring be the same with that of Saturn,

ued with Bessel's mass =
r J

, of
Saturn's, its thickness, seen from the earth, would only subtend
ar

* angle of t
«

f f a second of arc. It is a confirmation of the
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mass adopted, that this does not vary more from that derived

from observation, than we can attribute without improbability to

a difference of density between the ring and Saturn. Sir John

Herschel states, Outlines of Astronomy, p. 315, that it cannot

be so large as one twentieth of a second. In the Astronomical

Journal for January, 1850, I have given as the result of observa-

tions with the great refractor at Cambridge, during the disappear-

ance of the ring in 1848-49, a thickness not exceeding one hun-

dredth of a second. We cannot suppose the mass to be greater

than that assigned by Bessel, without also admitting a density

much greater than that of Saturn, the smallest observed thick-

ness already requiring a density more than three times that of

the planet.

In the calculations which follow, I have supposed the mass of

the ring not greatly to exceed T } ¥ of Saturn, and its thickness

^th of a second. For the other elements I have used Struve's

malysis of the attraction of the ring presents great diffi-

Laplace has taken as an approximation for a very nar-

the attraction of a cylinder of infinite length, having

ise an ellipse. Plana takes account of the

the breadth to be very small compared with its

)re than the first term is taken into account, the i

face only in the immediate neighborhood of the point attracted.

In all the parts distant compared v
| is sufficient

to suppose the whole mass collected in the plane of the center of

the rings. This plane, considered as made up of parallel straight

lines, attracts the particle by the sum of the attractions of its

elements. The attraction of each line parallel to its length, y
being its perpendicular distance from the radius joining the at-

tracted particle with the center, and r and r' the distances of its

extremities from the s
,
will be fi-iW

From which the attraction of a plane surface is easily compu-
ted by quadratures. For the ring on the surface of which the

attracted particle is, and for the two next adjacent, I have used

Laplace's formula, Mecanique Celeste, vol. ii, [2092]. This as-

sumes the figure of the surface to be elliptical ; in the absence of

any certain knowledge of its form, this has the recommendation
of simplicity and of satisfying also the conditions of equilibrium.

The hypothesis of any other figure would not materially affect

the conclusions arrived at, provided the mass and density be not

altered. The numbers thus obtained are only approximations to

the truth, but are sufficient for the object in view.
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If we adopt for unity the radius of the outer edge of the outer
ring, we have from observation the thickness of the ring =2b < ,

i

-g .

Let r and r' be the radii of the inner and outer edges, and i the
interval between two adjacent rings,

Any intervals permanently existing so large as one half, or even
one third, of that usually seen, could not escape observation.

Moreover, if the subdivisions are numerous, the width of the
intervals must be proportionally diminished, because the whole
area occupied by them goes to diminish the amount of light re-

flected, and to increase the density of each ring, both of which
are already large. The light of the ring being sensibly brighter
than that from an equal area on the ball, it is not probable
that any considerable part of the light of the sun is transmitted
through intervals. And to preserve the same mass, if the in-

tervals are large, the matter must be compressed, as it is not
allowable to give a thickness greater than is indicated by obser-
vation. To avoid the hypothesis of a reflective power, and a
density greater than we are warranted in assuming, we must,
therefore, consider the intervals to be very narrow. We may
take, then, the width of all but the known interval as certainly
less than 01, which is one half of the width of the known
interval. From the blackness of the shadow of the ring upon
the ball, which would be diminished in intensity were a consid-
erable part of the sun's rays transmitted, we may infer that the
intervals which reflect no light at all cannot occupy an area so
large as one fourth of the average breadth of the rings ; that is,

r/-r>0-04.
The above are very liberal allowances, but it is important to

assume the intervals as large as possible, so as to diminish the
chances of a collision, which at best is almost inevitable.

We come now to consider the forces acting on the rings.

If/ be the force with which a particle at the outer extremity
°f the major axis of a ring is attracted to its surface by the sum
°f the attractions of all the rings, / the same force for the inner
edge, s the mass of Saturn, and t the time of revolution of any

ring in days, the centrifugal force at the distance r will be =—

>

,0g- £=9-1207.
Then, in order that the particle should remain on the surface,

We must have
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If we put F~

—

-=* the attraction of Saturn on the middle

of any ring, we obtain the relation,

From the smallness of the mass of the ring, as well as from

its unfavorable distribution, it is easy to see that r'— r must be

very small compared with r .

To obtain / and /, I have computed from Laplace's formula

the following values : / is the attraction of a single ring upon a

particle on its surface, at the extremity of the major axis of its

base
; /, and f2

the attractions of the two next adjacent. The
interval between =001, 26= ?

i^. The radius of the outer edge

of the outer ring being =1.

Attractions of Three Narrow Rings.

/0
/o /.

a = 001 +000661 -0-284 +0-134

08 693 -614 -165

09 694 -631 -166

•10 +000694 -0646 +0166
The attraction of the whole ring, considering its mass to be

uniformly distributed, I have next computed by quadratures.

Breadth of whole ring =0-335.

Distance of particle within the outer edge — •

j X mass of ring-

S=H4^ikY> log - S= 9 '5567
; ^g. mass of ring =7-4848.

The density of the ring is assumed = Saturn's, unless it be

otherwise stated. A change in the density atfects only that part

of the ring's attraction depending on / , /,, and /a
.
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But /+/ will be changed very nearly in the direct ratio of the
different densities when the rings are narrow.
We will first suppose the case of but one ring without division.

r= 0-665 r'= 1-000
r =0-8325 r' -r =0-335

Upon a particle at a distance within the outer edge =0-21, the
attraction of the whole ring becomes =0. This gives for the
time of rotation *=043. The excess of Saturn^
over the centrifugal force at the inner edge =0-37. At the o
edge the centrifugal force is in excess by 0-33. We must th

fore have,

—

/>0-37 and /'>0-33
But /= 0040 and /'= 0070

Assumed value of r'-r=0-335
Required » < 00058

If there be but one ring, it will be necessary to increas
attractive force by sixty times its probable value, in order to re

its particles on its surface.

.

With a single division into two equal rings, we have for
inner of the two, giving such a time of rotation as will re

particles on the middle from leaving their place,

/'>0-19
/'= 0-0042

computed =0-0036

/=0-0012 /'=0-0081
r'-r< 00066 computed.
r'-r=0-1675 assumed.

As no change of mass or density within the limits of proba-
bility will account for so large differences, we must therefore still

turther reduce the width of the rings.

.

By trying different values, it will be found necessary to dimin-
ish r1 ~ r so far, that the intervals occupy nearly as much area as
[ne reflecting surface, which cannot be admitted, for reasons
before given.

.

We will take r/ ~r=002, which corresponds to eleven equal
ri"gs distant from each other by 001.

for the outside ring,

*=0-59 /> 0023 f> 0-0202

/ = -0-0036, tendency is from the surface.

/'= 00144
r'~r< 00097 computed.
r/-r= 00200 assumed.
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For the middle ring,

/> 00415 /'> 00288 *=0-34

/= -0113 /'= -0-0004
r'-r<0 003l computed.

r'-r=0-0200 assumed.

In order to preserve the mass as previously adopted, we must

suppose an average density about three times that of Saturn.

By recomputing / and /' for the inner ring with a density =3,

we obtain,

/= +00263 /= +0-0091
r'-r<0010L
r'-r= 0200

A density six times that of Saturn would just suffice to retain

the particles on the surface of the inner ring. To effect this

without changing the mass, we must diminish b in the same pro-

portion. But the attraction of a thin and narrow ring upon a

particle at the extremity of its major axis varies nearly as b x den-

sity. Mecanique Celeste, vol. i'i re / is not

increased when we increase the density by diminishing b.

If a further diminution of width is attempted, a difficulty is

encountered in the width of the intervals.

In the last case, suppose the area occupied by the intervals is

already double the limit previously assigned. If we lessen the

space occupied by the intervals, by bringing the adjacent rings

nearer together, / decreases instead of increases.

But there are still stronger' objections to a large number of

small rings near to each other.

It is known in the case of a single ring, that, if it were per-

fectly uniform in every part of its circumference, the slightest

exterior disturbance would precipitate it upon the body of the

planet. To avoid this catastrophe, we must suppose each ring

to be an irregular solid, its center of gravity not coinciding with

its center of figure, but having a motion of rotation about the

body of Saturn. In addition to this, a number of regular con-

centric rings are in a position of unstable equilibrium, by virtue

of their own mutual attractions. The slightest inequality in the

intervals would have the effect ofithrowing the whole system

into confusion.

Let us suppose, for instance, that the inner ring deviate by

ever so small an amount from an exact central position with ref-
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erence to the ring outside it. The nearest sides commence mov-
ing together, until they come in contact. All the others must
follow. The consequence of such a conflict of these masses,
each urged by different velocities, corresponding to the different

times of rotation of the several rings, must be fatal to the whole

It is therefore again necessary that the rings be not of regular
figure or density.

But if these irregularities are small, there will be only a feeble

resistance opposed to their tendency to fall upon the body of the

On the other hand, if they be large, they will become the
source of mum .1 d^turl aim s.' which must mid in their destruc-
tion, by causing them to fall upon each other. The smallness of
the intervals between them, and the near equality in the period
of rotation of two adjacent rings, will make th< danger of the
latter event imminent,' if not wholly unavoidable.
The nearness of the rings will in any case render it impossi-

ble that they can assume a ftgun rmanent or

nearly so.

The hypothesis that the whole ring is in a fluid state, or at

least does not cohere strongly, presents fewer difficulties.

There being no longer an unyielding coherence between the

particles of the inner and outer edges, they have not necessarily
the same period of rotation about Salunt'. A continual flow of

u-ticles past the outer mav be supposed, by which the

J force will be brought h the other
forces. And even should an accumulation of disturbances, of
'which the absence oi die probability, bring
the rings together, the velocities at the point of contact will be
very nearly equal, and the two will coalesce without disastrous

consequences.

If in its normal condition the ring has but one division, as is

commonly seen, undei es it might be antici-

pated that the . - itK.n , tin jiuhbiium would require a

separation!;:
, or outer ring : tins

would explain the I
divisions being seen.

•I heir being visible for a short time, and then disappearing, to

the most powerful teles for by the removal of
the sources of disturba:;.--. wis a tM parts thrown off would

Finally, a fluid ring, symmetrical in its dimensions, is not of
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icasion of the present investigation. Since

till unpublished, I shall be obliged to make

. Abstract of a p

A memoir upon Satu

to the American Acade
April, and was the

Mr. Bond's paper i

constant reference to it, and even recapitula

in order that the proper relation of the two paths of research

may be correctly understood.

1. The author of the Mecanique Celeste proved that Saturn's

ring, regarded as solid, would not be sustained about the pri-

mary, unless it had decided irregularities in its structure. But
the observations of lb ve failed to detect any
indicati ns of - ch eg n it v. and a laborious series of observa-

tions have finally convinced Mr. Bond of the utter improbability

of any important irregularities, and he has, therefore, adopted the

conclusion that. Saturn's ring is not solid but fluid. Mr. Bond's

argument is chiefly derived from observation ; whereas a new in-

vestigation of the mechanical conditions of the problem has led

me one step further. I am now convinced that there is no con-

ceivable form of irregularity and no combination of irregulari-

ties, consistent with an actual rim;, which would permit tht tins

to be permanently maintained by the primary if' it were solid.

Hence it follows, independently of observation, that Saturn's

ring is not solid. And- now it is worthy of remark that if we
adopt, as the basis of calculation, the mass of the ring which
was determined by Bessel, the thickness from Bond and the other

dimensions from Struve, we shall find the density to be about

one-fourth more than water. So that the ring consists of a

stream, or of streams of a fluid rather denser than water, flowing

around the primary.

2. Mr. Bond next undertook a series of very ingenious and
novel computations, in order to determine from theoretical con-

siderations alone whether the ring was one or many, and arrived

at the remarka 1 le rfesuH that n ses was ten-

able. He is, therefore, disposed to reconcile the discrepancies of

observation in this respect by supposing the constitution of the

ring to be variable; and that. _ ial division,

which has been always observed, is permanent, the other divis-

ions are constantly ann tual concussions of the

rimis. ami irjaiu reproduced by some process which he does not

-undertake to define. This bold theory is fully sustained by my
own analytical investigations, and not only do my researches ex-
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hibit the possibility of this strange phenomenon, but they even
show the precise mode of action and how it must be the case of
nature. If the ring had been originally one, it would soon have
subdivided itself at definite points, which can be exactly compu-
ted, into portions of a determinate width. The disturbing causes
must, however, drive these separate rings, sooner or later, against
each other. There must then follow an interchange and crossing
of currents, a mutual retardation, a momentary state of equilib-

rium as one ring and then another was breaking up, when the
same process would be repeated in endless succession.

3. But even a fluid ring would not be permanently retained
by the direct action of the primary. For whatever may be its

figure, the velocity of its current must be slower at the points

which are more remote from the planet ; so that there must be
an accumulation of fluid at these points. An exact analysis

shows that the accum .dances the greater dis-

tance, and hence the ring is attt i ti ! equally in every direction.

The regulating action upon the motion of the center of gravity
is, therefore, cancelled ; and it must continue to move uniformly
in any direction in which it may have been started by a foreign

influence. It must move on until it is destroyed by striking the
surface of the planet. How has Saturn's ring escaped this cat-

astrophe? Simply, because the disturbing forces have counter-
acted their own effects. The satellites are constantly disturbing
the ring; but, in the very act of perturbation, they are sustain-
!tl g ^ m us pla'-p. Thrir -uvtaiuni- actum i- m>t negative, but

Positive
; and without satellites there can be no ring. The the-

ory of this curiously sustaining power may be variously illus-

trated. In the first place, each particle of the ring may be re-

garded as a satellite, which the other satellites disturb in the
usual way. Thus the mean distance from Saturn is not varied
in the least, and the disturbance of the eccentricity can only
reach certain definite limits un i ut lining v h . h it must dimin-
ish. Secondly, in consequence of the attraction of its satellites,

Saturn describes an orbit about the common center of gravity of
the system ; each particle of the planet tends to move in this

same orbit. The center of gravity of the ring must, likewise,
tend to describe nearly this same orbit, and its orbit would be

precisely the same if the attraction of the ring for the satellites

were the same as if its mass were accumulated at its center of
gravity. But the deviation may be safely neglected and referred
to the class of periodical perturbations.

4. It follows, then, that no planet ran have a ring, unless it is

surrounded by a sufficient number of properly arranged satellites.

Saturn seems to be the -'"7 ; and
Jt is the only one, therefore, which could snstnin a ring. Our
Sun, also, does not appear to have its satellites properly disposed
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for supporting a ring ; and the only part of the system where

such a phenomenon might have been reasonably expected, is just

within the powerful mass of Jupiter. But had there been a ring

at this part of the system, it must have been subject to such ex-

ti iordiii;i \
i

rturbations, that it would in the course of time

have been vibrated up against the next interioi planet. Mars
;
and,

in tdt^ way. hnvc been broken into the asteroids. The orbits of

nrould have been natu-

rally characterized by great eccentricity.

5. But suppose that, from any cause whatever, the Sun had,

at some peri bi'< u -
i ro mded by a light ring comparable in

levity to the •- >diacal li.hr : and in order to eM-ape tl.»

niiluence--., v,-c may suppose the plane of the ring to have had a

large inclination to the ecliptic. The result would have been

that the center of gravity of the ring would have soon begun to

move in some direction or other, and have continued moving
until it was brought against the surfai i of the Sun. But during

tliis motion, and m consequence of the solar action, the matter of

the ring would have accumulated at the most remote part; so

that if the Sun were a mere point, it would have happened that,

at the very instant of its expected meeting with the ring, the

whole ring won! 1 liav< < -eaped from the point of compact. The
experiment oi Tantalus would have been performed on a grand

scale, and th • ring: v ould nave been instantaneously transformed

6. If, however, the ring were supposed to he a large gaseous

mass of a circular figure, the condensation winch would occur at

the point of aphelion might soon lead to chemical action. Pre-

cipitation might ensue, and the necessary consequence would
seem to be a continually accelerated accumulation at this point,

which woiS. <

;l planet,

I stop upon the verge of the nebular hypothesis. I appeared

before this \s-ociat •> i few years am when it was still in its

primitive irgnment which seemed

then mam; i I sto< d upon three legs, it was

noverthel< - infuin in its. position : for that one leg was too long,

a second wi third was wholly dilapidated. I

am not yet disposed to retract my opposition, nor shall I, at once,

sacrifice ui' le arguments upon the altar of a

new investigation. But 1 am free to admit that the farther I

extend my researches into the physical universe, the stronger

appears to me the evidence that the process of creation was con-

ducted by the divine geometer in a modified form of that very

hypothesis, which was contrived by a shallow and wicked phi-

losophy for the direct purpose of excluding the Deity from his

own works.
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Art. XVI.—On Saturn's Ring ; by Daniel Kirkwood, A.M.,
Principal of Pottsville Academy.

Messrs. Editors :—I have just seen an abstract of Prof. Peirce's
paper, " On the Constitution of Saturn's Ring" read before the
American Association at its recent session in Cincinnati. I had
for some time doubted the truth of the generally received theory
of the solidity of this extraordinary girdle. To myself, therefore,

the reasoning and conclusion are especially interesting. The
following remarks on the same subject are taken from a lecture

written n yr-ar since;, and publicly delivered in the city of Read-
nig <",i the 3d of January last. Should you deem them worthy
of publication they are at your disposal.

The late discovery of a remarkable harmony in the rotations
of the planets, gives additional interest and importance to a vari-

ety of questions bearing upon the theory of the genesis of our
system. The rotation of Uranus—the physical constitution of
the Sun—the law of the planetary distances—the relative ages
of the planets—the rings of Saturn—all are subjects claiming the
earnest attention of scientific men, and holding out encouraging
hopes of future discoveries.

* * A misl obtained with
respect to the epochs at which, according to the nebular theory,
the various mi-nil s >t mn system turned a lanetary form.
"In this hypothesis." 'die formation of
the planets would nor 6m : they have been
created sua •

, oldest are those
which are i ind the satellites are of a more
recent date than their respective primaries.''' On the same sub-
ject Prof. Lovering, of Cambridge, Mass., says:—"It cannot be
declared to be beyond the reach of the enginery of the mathe-

system according to Lapl u • - th. orj And '

year when each of the outcast planets, from the gray Herschel

down to the infant M aing home
and became an independent orb." In regard to this question it

may be proper to remai the disjunction of a
ring from the central mas i

spherical
form, would be separated' by an immense interval. The most

i
i&med, would require a much

i.> than those of more
_ a greater

sphere of attraction" would require a proportionally greater
pgth of time for the process of condensation. Taking these
tacts into consideration, it would seem that the planets nearest
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the Sun may have been the first to assume their present dimen-

sions. Of the major planets, Saturn has the greatest " sphere of

attraction." and hence the -duration of Ms forming period must

likewise have been greatest. This gives rise to the interesting

question whether the ring of Saturn may not be the most recent

cosmical formation within the limits of the solar system, and

whether it may not, in the course of future ages collect about a

nucleus and constitute a satellite. The evidence of its solidity

is not, I think, by any means conclusive. On the other hand,

observations made within the last few years give a degree of

plausibility to the presumption that it may be in a state of fluid-

ity. 1 refer to the occasional appearance of dark lines, chiefly

on the outer ring, which have been supposed to indicate a sub-

division into several concentric annuli. They do not, how-

ever, appear to be permanent ; at least they are subject to some

change, as they are not always visible, even when circumstances

would seem most favorable. It has also been found by delicate

micrometrical measurements of the rings, that they are not of

uniform thickness. May not this accumulation of matter on one

side be tlie incipient nucleus of a satellite? If so, it will be re-

served for future astronomers to witness a scene no less amazing

than the formation of a new world within the limits of the solar

If we admit the truth of the nebular hypothesis, it becomes an

i question whether the chaotic matter advanced with

regularity through all the stages of condensation, or whether its

contractions were sudden and violent. The former supposition

appears to have been generally entertained by writers on the sub-

ject ; but the latter, as has been observed by Prof. Nichol, seems

more in harmony with the known operations of nature around

us. When gaseous substances pass to a liquid state it is not

generally by gradual condensation : on the other hand, such

changes are characterized by rapid and energetic action. The
same is true in most cases when a body passes from a liquid to a

It affords me the highest gratification to know that the atten-

tion of some of the most distinguished mathematicians of our

country has been directed to the investigation of the interesting

questions to which I have referred. And although in all proba-

bility the subject cannot be exhausted for many years?—perhaps

for ages—the progress of research leaves little room to doubt the

speedy development of important results.

Pott.ville. Pa., May 19th, 1851.
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1. Rotation of the Plane of Pola. 'he Galvanic
Current.—Wiedemann has presented a memoir upon this sub
is of special interest and importance from its containing the results of
the only series of quantitative experiments with which science has
been enriched. The apparatus employed was similar in principle to

that used by Bloch in his determinations of the power of rotation of
rock-crystal with reference to the fixed lines of the spectrum. A ray

after passing through a narrow vertical slit traversed the polarizing

apparatus which consisted of two Nicol's prisms, the first fixed, the
second moveable round its axis and carrying a vernier applied to a
graduated circle and reading to 5'. Between the two Nicol's prisms
was placed the substance to be examined. Behind the second Nicol,
at a distance of from 6 to 8 feet, was placed a Galilean telescope mag-
nifying about 15 times, and in front of the objective of this, a flint

glass prism which received the rays which had traversed the polarizing

apparatus. Under these circumstances the light was polarized by the
first Nicol in a definite plane which by the action of the interpolated

substance received an angular deviation, and this deviation was of
course different for rays of different colors ; the second Nicol then

i that color the plane of polarization of which was perpen-
dicular to the plane of vibration of the Nicol. The spectrum formed
by the flint-glass prism and observed through the telescope exhibited

therefore only those colors which had passed through the polarizing

apparatus, and these with jhtness according as their

plane of vibration was less or more inclined to the plane of vibration

of the second Nicol. In place of the color extinguished by this last, a
Mack band was seen in the spectrum : when the second Nicol is turned
round this band wanders from one end of the spectrum to the other, as
the plane of vibration of the Nicol becomes successively perpendicular
to the planes of polarization of the different colors, "in the unextin-

guished portion of the spectrum the lines of Fraunhoi'er were distinctly

to be seen
; the cross-wires of the telescope were then brought to

the dark band in the spectrum coincided with the wires and conse-

W with the fixed line selected ; the angle through which the

^icol had been turned gave then the angle of rotation corresponding

angle of rotation for the different wave lengths corresponding to the
llnes B, C, D, E, b, F and G, as had been done by Bloch for plates of

s follows

:

. _, B C D E b F G
»« Turpentine, 109 1405 187 196 232 3275
2- Turpentine, 21-5 234 293 368 383 436 559
3 - Oil of lemon, 340 37 9 485 633 66

4

775 1060
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The turpentine No. 1, was pure and had been rectified in a current

ii had not been rectified and turned the plane of
|

to the left; the oil of lemon was also pure and distilled like No. 1 :

the author found that with pure oil of turpentine the observed angles of

rotation never differed more than 5' from the mean, whereas with oil

of lemons the differences were much greater, the turpentine was there-

fore preferred for experiments with the galvanic current. The gal-

vanic apparatus employed consisted of two helices of copper wire

8'3 iUn
in thickness, and weighing each about 6 lbs. ; they were placed

with their axes in the same straight line and had together a length of

about 9 inches; in the axis of these coils was placed the tube contain-

ing the liquid to be examined. The current from a battery of about

30 pairs, (partly Grove's, partly Bunsen's and partly iron-zinc,) was

made to pass through a gyrotrope, a tangents-compass, and the whole

length of the coils themselves. In this manner the author studied the

deflecting action of the current upon the plane of polarization in bisul-

phid of carbon and in oil of turpentine; the result of his in

he gives in the following statements.

(1.) The law of Biot, according to which the rotation of the plane

of polarization of any color is inversely proportional to the square of

its wave length does not hold good for oil of turpentine or oil of lemon,

any more than for rock-crystal, (as shown b Bloch.)

(2.) The law of Faraday, according to \ ich the deflection of the

plane of polarization is proportional to the intensity of the deflecting

current, holds good for those subs? selves deflect

the plane of polarization, as well as for those which do not do so.

(3.) The deflection of the plane of polarization of different colors

by the galvanic current is in the •• lS not-rotating

question is loss. In i pentine, this

deflection is proportional to the deflection produced by the substance

itself upon the plane of polarization of each particular color.

—

Pogg-
Ann., 1851, No. 2.

Rotation of the Earth by means

communicated to the Academy of

Sciences an account of tin experiment which has excited universal

attention and interest, and which ! ally repeated

with success. The experiment consists simply in suspending a Heavy

ball to a long and flexible string, and allowing the whole to vibrate

freely in the manner of a pendulum ; under tin-

be found that the plane of vibration graduallj mg< -

turning slowly from east to west. To understand what takes place in

this case, it is necessary to consider first the experiment as made at

the pole, and the pendulum as suspended from a poinl in th<

earth prolonged and independent of the motion of the earth itself; ii i s

move from east to west. Next suppose the pendulum suspended from

a point in the axis of the earth prolonged, but attached to and moving

with the earth itself, it is evident, and it may easily be demonstrated
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by experiment, that the rotation of the point of suspension will not
affect the plane of vibralion of the pendulum, and the result will be

transfer the point of suspension from the pole to the equator, this

point will then revolve with the earth and the plane of vibration will

undergo no apparent change : but if we transfer the pendulum to

point of suspension will itself revolve uniformly with the earth, the

plane of vibration of the pendulum will be carried round but less rap-
idly than the earth, the result will therefore be that the plane of vibra-

tion will move ici: >// from east to west, but more
slowly than at the pole. Foucault finds, by two different methods, that

the angular motion of the plane of vibration is equal to the angular

nsequently t

. p. 135. [The experiment has
been repeated in this country and England.]

3. Equivalent of Bismuth.—Schneider has made a new determina-
tion of the equivalent of bismuth, and has obtained results which appear
to be well worthy of confidence. Commercial bismuth was dissolved in

acid, the solution precipitated by the addition of waier. and
the resulting basic nitrate thrown upon a filter, and well washed and
d ned; the dry salt was flux and the mixture

repeatedly alone, and finally poured out upon a clean porcelain plate,

ihe mode of determination employed was that of oxydation, as the'

reduction of the oxyd by means of hydrogen tn\
and at a temperature at which some of the oxyd is volatilized. A
known weight of the metal was dissolved in pure nitric acid, the solu-
tion evaporated to dryness and ignited, and the resulting oxv
* or the precautions used to prevent loss by Use mechanical transfer of

irom which the equivalent of bismuth is found to be 259995, which of
course is sufficiently nearly represented by the round number 2600.
Abe old equivalent determined by Lagerbjelm, 266075, is consequently
much ,0° high, and bisrrtu

equivalents are exact mu
^Pogg. Ann., 1851, 2,

4- Equivalent, of Tungsten.—Marchand and Schneider have deter-
m
Tu

lhe e(
luivalen t of tungsten both by the oxydation of the metal

and by the reduction of tungstic acid in a current of hydrogen. As a

Second Saura, Vol. XII, No. 34,-July, 1851. 15
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.larchand found 1150-6; as a mean of eight experiments, five by

eduction and three by oxydation, Schneider found 1150-78, the first

eries giving 1150-39, the second 1151-17. We may therefore safely

nfer that the equivalent of tungsten does not differ by a unit from 1150.

-Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, Feb., 1851, 262.

5. Action of Light upon the Iodid of Ethyl—Frankland has slud-

light upon the iodid of <

ble ar hydrogen and the homologous

radicals, methyl, ethyl, amyl, &c. Iodohydric acid as is well known
when exposed to the light in a well closed flask gradually becomes

brown from the separation of iodine, and the dec

ous if the free iodine be removed as fast as formed. Iodid of ethyl is

also discolored by exposure to light and the products of its decomposi-

tion under these circumstances form the subject of Frankland's inves-

tigation. A number of glass balloons containing each about ten ounces

were filled with mercury and inverted into a cisTern of the same metal

;

a few drops of iodid of ethyl were introduced into each balloon by

means of a pipette and the balloons were then exposed to the sun's

rays. The surface of the mercury was speedily covered with a thin

layer of subiodid which subsequently became protiodid while bubbles

of gas were evolved so as gradually to expel the mercury from the

balloon; the action was greatly increased by employing a parabolic

reflector to concentrate the rays of light, the temperature never being

allowed to rig point of the iodid, 7T6C. After

of iodid of ethyl and after

Ethyl, - - (C4H5) - - - 67-76

Hydruret of ethyl, (C*H 5,H) - - 1790
Olefiant gas, - (C*«4

)
. - 1434

The decomposition of the iodid in the presence of mercury may
therefore be represented by the equation, C 4 H5l-|-Hg=C4H5-j-HgI.

hydruret of ethyl and olefiant gas, 2C 4H 5 =:C4H5, H+C4H4.
It appears therefore thWt the action of light upon the iodid of ethyl

ita action on iodid of hydrogen, and furthermore

that the decomposition which here takes place is analogous to that

oclid of ethyl undergoes at a%igh temperature in presence

of zinc. The presence of water was found to have no influence on

The author suggests the employment of iodid of ethyl as an actinome-

surrs rays; a very fain' ancient to evolve a con-

siderable volume of gas which might be easily measured and corrected

. and tension of the vapor of undecomposed
iodid. The author closes his tn - .-. th tfn elabo-

rate, and as it appears to us, most successful defence of 1

the nature of the hydro-carburets, C2H3, C4H6, and C4H5.—Ann. der

Chemie und Pharmacie, lxxvii, 221.
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6. On a series of Alkaloids homologous with Ammonia.—Wurtz
lias at length published in detail the results of his researches on the

series of organic bases discovered by himself more than two years
ago, and since partially described in various scattered notices. The
bases in question were obtained by one of three different reactions, by
the action of potash on the cyanic ethers, by the action of potash on
the cyanuric ethers, or by the action of potash on the ureas. To these

modes of preparation Hofmann has, as is well known, added a fourth,

namely the action of the iodids or bromids of ethyl, methyl, &c, upon
ammonia, and others still have been discovered by Strecker, Anderson,
Rochleder and Wertheim.
We shall confine ourselves here to a notice of those properties of the

new bases which have not hitherto been fully described. Methylamine

- chlorohydrate with twice its weight
of caustic lime and collecting the gas evolved over mercury. It is a
colorless gas which condenses a few degrees below 0° into a highly

mobile liquid ; its odor is strongly ammoniacal ; in water it is more sol-

uble than any other gas with which we are acquainted ; i vol. of water
at 12°5C. dissolves 1154 volumes of methylamine. It readily in-

flames and burns with a yellowish flame yielding water, carl

gen ; with chlorohydric or carbonic acid gas it readily unites,

forming white solid salts; the ch Iorohydrate, is deliquescent. The
aqueous solution of methylamine strongly resembles aqua ammonia,
the gas is expelled by boiling and the solution precipitates a large num-
ber of metall es some of them when added in ex-

cess
; the salts of magnesia, manganese, iron, bismuth, chromium, ura-

and the precipi

is completely precipitated by i

antly acts upon

^
garnet-red pow-

and when the liqui

and probably corr

so-called iodid of nitrogen wbjch is doubtless HbN ;

Plode by heat. When proto<fclOrid of platinum S teak
•ution of methylamine a green precipitate is obtained corresponding to

the green salt of Magnus, and from this a new bafj may be obtained

analogous to that known as Reiset's base and represented by the for-

mula, C 4H 3PtN2 or NH2(C aH 3 )+XHPt(C,'H'.0. The oxalate of

which may be regarded as oxamid in which one eq. of hydrogen is re-

placed by one eq. of methvl ; in like manner the acid oxalate of me-

..I. C*0 +<:.<)_, N

: ,

uid condenses in a cool receiver as a limpid colorless liquid

which boils at 88°-7 : its density at 8° is 06964 ; rt possesses an ex-
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tremely penetrating ammoniacal odor and its causticity is comparable

with that of potash ; it changes vegetable colors from red to blue and

neutralizes acids as completely as I burns with a

yellowish (lame. With water Jthylamine is miscible in all proportions,

the solution strongly resembles the solution of methylamine in its

chemical properties; like a solution of caustic potash it readily dis-

solves alumina. Ethylamine is a stronger base than ammonia and dis-

places this from its saline combinations, if a large excess of a solution

of ethylamine be added to salammoniac, and the whole evaporated to

: ethylamine. Chlorine,

bromine and iodine react with a solution of ethylamine yielding com-

pounds represented by the formulas C4H5CI2N, CiHsBraN, CiBsbN;
the chlorine compound is decomposed by caustic potash giving acetate

of potash, ammonia and chlond of potassium.

C 4 H5Cl2N+3KO+HO=KO,C4H 303+NH 3+2KCI.
It does not possess basic properties and is probably NCbf^CiHs). Ethyl-

amine yields with prolochlorid of platinum compounds analogous to

those formed by methylamine. The author describes also eth

and ethylacetamid. Amylamine prepared in the same manner as the

other two bases is a colorless highly fluid liquid : it boils at 95° and its

density at 18° is 7503; it is highly caustic and possesses the odor of

ammonia and at the same time of the amyl compounds; exposed to

the air it ;•: mate ;
with

water it is miscible in all proportions. The author describes only the

Irate, bromhydrate and amyloxamid. With regard to the

of Hofmann, namely, that they are to be regarded as ammonia in

which an equivalent of hydrogen is replaced by an equivalent of methyl,

ethyl, or amyl ; we have therefore,

Methylamine, .... NH 2 (C 2 H 3 )

Ethylamine, .... NH 2 (C4H 5
)

Amylamine, .... NH 2 (CioHn).
: Chimie el de Physique, j

7. Constitution and products of the decomposition of Codein.-
derson has presented an el ,t codein and its

pounds. Crystallized cMe'm dried at 100° loses two equivalei

eaCa»HaiNO»,
by Gerhardt; it is a powerful base, changes vegetable reds to blue, and

precipitates the oxyds of lead, copper, iron, cobalt, nickel and other

n.eials from their saline solutions. Potash precipitates codein from its

g -rear excess; animo-

the author describes v .
, may be obtained crystal-

lized. Moderately strong sulphuric acid converts codein into an amor-

Mi,i t coostitutio* as codein itself.

no and yields several crystalline salts: bromine

liein two new bases, bromcodein and tribromcodein, rep-

resented by C 36H 2oBrN0 6 and CseHisBraNOe ;
chlorine yields

with codein a chlorinated base, CaeHaoCINOa. A concentrated solu-
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on of codein absorbs cyanogen with aviditv and yields a new base
icyanocodein, C40H21N3O6 or 2QaN, CseHaiNOe. Distilled with
jur or five times its weight of soda-lime or potash-lime, codein yields
everal organic bases among which Anderson succeeded in identifying

lethylamine and propylamin, CeHaN.—Ann. der Chemie und Pkar-
L851, ixwii, 341.

8. Acetic Acidfrom Sea-weeds.—Stenhouse has found acetic acid
i considerable quantity among the products of the fermenlation of va-
ious species of sea-weed. Fucus nodosus yielded 1-45 per cent.,

'ucus vesiculosus 1-15 per cent, of the weight of the moist plant.

9. New Test for the Nitrites and Nitrates; by George C. Schaef-
ek, Prof, of Chem. and Nat. Phil.. (.'< ntre Coll.,' Danville, Kv., (Proc.
oner. Assoc, 4th m< « -..,_ •

• \, a I J ,s,.,i, 1851, p. 403.)—Chemistry
as hitherto furnished no disim. es, when present
i small quantities. From the supposed unfrequ<

will give the same reaction with both classes of salts. In oi

-non, it was necessary to find a distinctive test, which
av " 1G u " '"^ of confusion. I first tried acetic acid, which, as

\'
1UU|

- l " l "- i" tj«,t n tcs, whih it decomposes r.

for the sulphuric in the usual .process,
ceeded perfectly. The test seemed even more delicate than t

1, '," lUa f -• nirl \ as mon c !< _ ml in its operation.
^till the folL to be encountered. The si

quantity of peroxvd ml sulpha: -ave a color with acetic aci
injured the delicacy of the test. Moreover, the nitrites are gei

' destroyed or converted into nitrates, with such readiness,

t impossib'
At last I was

oe desired. Tc

aw prussiate of potash—there should i

u« enough to give a perci iquad. .

acetic acid are then to be added, and immediately, or in
according to the quantity of nitrite present, the liquid a

As the re-agents used give nearly the same color,
alter some time, even in mire water, it is better, when tes

i almost L
i

I to the following process,

supposed

the other the liquid undi
are to be added in prec The vessels should be
equally exposed to the i

g
d them.

jn fact ranking with those for iron, iodine, &c. I H fm I

"UVe
,
"elected the preset, : i'i>0 pts. of water : a hv-

£fch%jgnoram of the nature of the operation, on,
t this salt contained about one-half its weight of un-
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It should be remarked theit the presence of s i large quantity of

has no influence upon this gives no c

The same reaction answers iilso for the hyponit

The next step is to convet

decomposition of the raitrates

cess of their respective metillsf h^bngbTJn
ury by boiling with

known. The rea(

of metals with the alkaline e

I find that nitrate of ammoilia is readily decomposed
metallic lead, and what seems surprising, ni Iran; of

decomposed, though not so readily.

j the slightly warmed
liquid, for a few minutes, with shavings of lead, and proceed as before.

By a longer digestion more of the salt would be converted into nitrite,

and the color would be stronger. In estimating the delicacy of this

process, I had used pure rain water, but before completing the experi-

ments I was obliged to be absent for several days; on my return, I

soon found that the water from the same cistern contained so much of

nitrati s an i u nt< s, that it could no longer be used. From the readi-

ness with which the decomposition was effected, I presume that nitrate

rence of frequent and severe thunder showers.

By using distilled water, I have been able to detect the presence of

one pint of nitre in about 60,000 of water, digesting with lead for only a

short time. Mercury containing a minute quantity of lead, seems to

answer better than lead, for a time, in the above process ; but after long

use it loses its effect. It will not answer to add to it any perceptible

quantity of lead, as the liquid then becomes muddy on agitation.

Oxalic, tartaric, and dilute hydrochloric acids may be substituted for

the acetic, except when they produce precipitates, which would destroy

the clearness of the liquid.

The yellow color produced in this test is the result of a complex
decomposition. Everitt's yellow salt, and red prussiate, seem to be

formed, and in some cases also very minute quantities of Clayfair's

nitroprussid.

II. Geology.

1. On the Parallelism of Mountain Chains in America; by Mr. De-

sor, (Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., Dec, 1850, p. 380.)—It is gen-

erally admitted that the Appalachian or Alleghany chain was raised

during the deposition of the coal formation. It is consequently referred

by Mr. Beaumont to his system of the Balloons, the direction of which

(E. 16° S.), when transferred to Washington, becomes E. 43° 18' N.,

a direction which indeed answers pretty accurately to that of the main

portion of the Alleghany chain. This is also, according to Dr. C. T.

Jackson, the main direction of the hills of New Hampshire and Maine.

But there is besides in the Alleghanies another direction more nearly par-

allel to the meridian, which Professor Rogers considers as a mere devia-

vious upheaval, together with those ranges of hills in Massachusetts

which Prof. Hitchcock has designated as the "oldest meridional system,"
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and whose direction is a few degrees east of north. According to

Mr. Beaumont, this latter system would not only be older than the Alle-
ghanies, but even older than the oldest Silurian strata of North Amer-
ica, since it is supposed to have originated previous to the Taconic
system.

Now to this system is ascribed a most conspicuous part in the con-
stitution of the soil, not only of New England but of the whole conti-

sachusetts, Mr. Beaumont traces it in a south southwest direction to the
mouth of the Connecticut, and in the opposite direction across New
Hampshire and the White Mountains to the sources of the Connecti-
cut, from whence it extends across Labrador to Cape Chisley ; nor is

d to stop here, for Mr. Beaumont follows it even beyond Da-
iris* Strait into Greenland. The range is said to be not less extensive
in the southern direction. Representing it as a great circle, starting
from Amherst College in a direction south 15°, he supposes * tn mn
parallel to the general direction of the coast of the United Sta
the mouth of the Hudson to Cape Hatteras. From
posed to cross the eastern portion of Cuba, the Isthrr

then to touch Cape Guyaquil, passing a little ou
Choco, in a direction parallel to the principal

This system, thus laid down, is considered by Mr. Beaumont as one
of the most remarkable mineralogical and metalliferous zones of the
globe, including all the localities whence are derived the remarkable
minerals of Greenland and Labrador, the gold mines of Vermont,* Vir-

ginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, the several gold mines of
Cuba, the gold and platin A the gold and platinum
mines of Choco and the Eastern Cordilleras in New Grenada.

If we now ask for the reason why this immense belt should.be so
much older than any other moun; ai nt, we are
referred to the single statement, that in New Hampshire and Vermont
me primary rocks following this direction are overlaid unconformable
°y the strata of the Taconic system. And since the Taconic system is

f
imposed by Mr. Beaumont to be older than the o!d< st b I in the
mference on his part was but natural, that the ridges of New [lamp

Vermont, and Massachusetts must indeed be very old. They
were thus made the point of departure of this vast system, to which
most of the above-mentioned localities were added merely on account
of their direction or of the minerals which they contain.

J^ow that serious doubts are entertained as to the existence of a Ta-

rtem in New England, especially since it has been proved by
me investigations of the geologists of Canada that the slates of the
^reen Mountains, which were referred to the Taconic, belong in reality
to the Silurian formation, the theory of Mr. Beaumont cannot longer be
relied Unnn_ hcln^ ,U..„ ,l„. .;......! . ,/:..-. ,.,.„,.;,,.,! Kna l= If if U nnr>P nH.

:-.,-;
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conglomerates of Massachusetts, that at least some of the ridges of

New England are not of an earlier age than the coal formation.

How far this reasoning might apply to the many other regions con-

nected hy Mr. Beaumont with this supposed oldest Meridional system,

Mr. Desor was unable to say, but observed, that with all due regard for

the great abilities of his i

{

:;-T:-. is teacher, he thought there was no

sufficient reason for upholding any longer this peculiar system, unless

In removing thus this so-called oldest Meridional system from its

prominent place, it is not a little interesting to notice that those ranges

of hills and mountains which are actually known to have been raised

previous to the deposition of the oldest fossiliferous rocks, such as the

primitive mountain ranges on the north bank of the St. Lawrence, the

granite ranges of Lake Superior, and the iron-bearing old slates of that

if in these early times, there had been a prevailing disposition on the

part of the earth crust to wrinkle in that direction. (We take it for

granted that these old hills are the result of a shrinkage in consequence

of the cooling of the earth's surface rather than a positi\

It is only at a later period that we meet with wrinkles running in the

opposite direction (north and south).

2. Lower Silurian Rrptilc in Canada. (Prom Lvell's Anniv. Ad-

dress before the Geol. Soc. of London, Feb., 1851, p. 59.)—I have

not alluded in this Address to the recent discovery of the track ot a

quadruped imprinted on a lower silurian sandstone in North America.

We arc indebted to Mr. Logan, now at the head of the Government

Survey in ('
i fully determined the position of the

rock containing n. T , I oca h\ is the village of Beauharnois, on the

south side of the St. Lawrence, twenty miles above Montreal. The
rock, a fine-grained whitish sandstone, quarried for building, belongs

to the group called the Potsdam sandstone by the New York surveyors,

and lies at the base of (h series of North America.

The markings were first pointed out to Mr. Logan by Mr. Abraham,

editor of the Montreal Gazette, who appreoiatt I their geological im-

constitute th known, and are not

only anterior to the most ancient memorials of fish hitherto detected,

but agree in date with the first known signs of well-defined organic

bodies, such as Linfrulre, met with in the same rock. Professor Owen,

of the College of Surgeons, has exai - ir.dstone, on

the uppe.r surface of which tin foot-prints i

long, brought to London' by Mr. L an Professor

has had the kindness to communicate to me the following d< -

" The impressions are more numerous in regulai

any that have been previously discovered ; so that

* R. Owen—Letter to Sir C. Lyell, March 18th,



their having bee n made by :ssive steris, afforded by this succession
rrespondinj

I prints at regular interval s, is the strongest i

Thcv pair:

with": lid way betw the two series. The outer impression

r.'rJ i t is a little3 behind the inner one. Both
are short and b road, with e indicat ions of divisions al : their fore

part. They succeed each ( Mher at intervails much shorter than that be-
tween the right and left pair.

"The median groove is well defined and slopes down more steeply
at its sides than towards the bottom, at some parts of the track. I con-
clude from these characte ch lefi the track was a
quadruped, with the hind-feet larger and wider apart than the fore-feet

;

with both hind and fore-feet very short, or impeded by some other part
of the animal's structure from making any but short steps ; that the fore

and hind limbs were near each other, but that the limbs of the right and
those of the left side were wide apart : consequently, lhat the animal
had a short but broad trunk, supported on limbs either short or capable
only of short steps ; and that its feet were rounded and stumpy, with-
out long claws.

"As to the median impression, that may be due either to a thick
heavy tail, or to the under surface of the trunk, dragged along the
ground. The shape of the body and the nature of the limbs, indicated
by the above-described characters of the steps, accord best with those
of the land or freshwater tortoises, and the median groove might have
been scooped out by the hard surface of a prominent plastron.

"The disproportion in the size of the fore and hind-feet is such as
we find in some existing Terrapenes, e. g., the Emys geographica"

III. Zoology.

1. On the Classification of the Cancroidea; by James D. Dana.—
I'»e Cancroidea (or Crus . like the Maioidea, are

) having, (1) the 'in in. , 9 in number, 7 of which
he so as to form the exterior of the branchial pyramid : (•>) the efferent
passage from the branch ia rtionsof the
Palate

; (3) the male gen i the base of the posterior
•egs and covered by the abdomen

; (3) the male abdomen not narrower
^ base than the corresponding part of the sternum ; (4) the buccal
area subquadrate, and the 4th joint of the outer maxillipeds articulated
w 'th the 3d by its inner angle. The Telphusidre have these characters,
and may be considered true Cancroidea, though approximating to the
-rapsotdea in the large vacant space and having

°Th
P
p
CuIiarities in the branchice fitting them for freshwater life.

1 he Corystes group also partake of the Cancroid character ;
yet they

P«
verge from it, in the large outer antenna? more or less hairy, and

th 'u

th 'S resPect arid ir> form, they approach the Hippa group, and
nus have a much lower position in the series than the Cancroidea.
* hey have no true relation in the character of the buccal area and
enerent canal to the Leucosia group.

i He genera Acanthocyclus and Corystoides (of Lucas) have the gen-

SIT ' sternum a"d abdomen, and outer maxillipeds of the Can-
o |Qea and Corystoidea

; but the branchiae (in Acanthocyclus at least)
ECOND SEaiE«. Vol XII, No. 34._Jul7, 1851. 16
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are less numerous, as in the Grapsoidea. The outer antenna* are obso-

lete, and the inner in Corystoides have no fossettes. They are there-

fore genera of low grade, at the foot of the Cancroidea, and approach

closely in rank to the Corystoidea.

Our grand divisions of the Cancroidea are hence,

1. Cancrinea, or Cancroidea Typica.

2. Telphttsinea or Cancroidea Grapsidica.

3. Cyclinea, or Cancroidea Corystidica.

The character of the efferent passage or canal, separating the Leu-

cosoid Crustacea or Oxystomata, is the most striking among the

Brachyura. While, in all other spec ssea over the

outer portions of the palate or prselabial area, in these, it passes over

the medial portions, and terminates at the middle of the front margin of

the buccal area which is therefore elongated, giving the area a triangu-

late outline : the character of this passage and not the form of the area

is the important character of the Leucosoidea. The inner branch of the

1st pair of maxillipeds is modified to correspond, as it covers (more

or less perfectly) in this and all the Brachyura the efferent passage.

The efferent passage, which affords the striking character alluded to,

has its different degrees of perfection among the Cancroidea. In a

large number of genera, the waters wash over the palate u

near the middle of either lateral half of the palate, and

terminating at the front margin of the buccal area. This ridge is

prominent in Eriphia, Ruppellia, Ozius, Pilumnoides, Melia (as the

writer has observed) and some other genera, and is also distinct in

Pilumnus. It is wanting in Cancer, Xantho, and the allied, or if a

cies,) it does not reach to the front margin of the buccal area. We
have in this character, therefore, an important distinction separating

the non-natatory Cancrinea into two groups, the Cancridae and the

Eriphidae. Mere breadth of carapax alone is of very little value as a

: Xantho passes by its allied genera into species but

little broader than long, and so with Chlorodius.

Among the swimming species, a large part, as detected by De Haan,
have a small lobe attached to the inner margin of the inner branch of

the 1st maxillipeds: while others, aa allied have

no such lobe and approximate somewhat to the Corystoidea, although

not properly, as we think, of that group.

The species of Lupa and Thalamita have a ridge upon the palate

either side bounding the efferent passage; but there is one exception

in Lupa eri&raria, w y must pertain to a dis-

tinct Lirunp from the other Lupas.

In these brief remarks on the classification of the Cancroidea, we

the following synopsis.

words should be offered on the gent;ra of De Haan and Edwards;
partly because xtent in conflict,

of those of De Haan are of unessent ial importance.

The publicatic of De Haan's Crustacea of the

a in 1833, preceded Ediyards by a year. but the descnp-

tions of his genera were so concise amI imperfect that i

ble for any one to have recognized themail.
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Ruppellia of Edwards, and Eudora of De Haan, have the same
typical species. But De Haan neglected to observe in the type the

important peculiarity of the orbit, (its being wholly closed within so as

to exclude the base of the outer antenna?, a peculiarity found in no
Brachyura except a few of the Eripli bus includes,

according to his own use of it, some Xanthoid species. The two names
are by no means synonyms; and adopting the group as laid down by
Edwards, we are forced to adopt his generic name. Modifications to

some extent may be made in accepted genera, and this we have at-

tempted in some instances below, but not the complete perversion that

would happen by giving De Haan's name to Edwards's genus.

De Haan has not recognized the distinction between the pointed and
spoon-shape figures as a generic characteristic, and this makes some
difficulty in - m for those of Edwards, where the

groups are oth. r«iM> -,iim i. ! h- . i ill u nstic was first employed
by Leach and subsequently by Edwards. The genera of the two kinds

often graduate into one another : but the parallel relation between the

series is best shown bv : in separate subfamilies.

Between our Xanthines and Chlorodinre there is nearly a perfect paral-

lelism. De Haan's species of the genus Xantho are in part Chlorodii.

De Haan has multiplied much the genera of swimming Crabs, by

Lupa and Thalamita, . from an un-

warranted reliance for the characteristic on the ;' rm of the 3d joint of
the outer maxillipeds, as well as on that of the inner branch of the 1st

maxilhpeds

In a former paper it was observed that the 3d joint of the outer max-
illipeds rna\

This is well

ergo great variations in proportic

ision of Lupa) is described as having this joint short and ob-

form unusually oblong. Again he makes Neptunus and Achelous
diner from Amphitrite in having this joint more oblong, the reverse of

'

writer. So Thalamita is characterized by having this same joint

short, when in fact it is sometimes lonaer than broad. The form
in one species (T. integra, D.) scarcely differs in relative length or

itha. Again Oceam* (Thalamita

live the inner branch of the 1st max-
1 hpeds three-lobed, an.: . ii;e inner margin uui-

oentate. The latter has the inner lobe as in Oceanus, and this makes
the one tooth : the margin outside of this lobe or tooth, is straight at top

jn some spec ,1 crenata), but excavate in others,

becoming even deep and angulate in Th. integra, a species very near

admetus
in form and general characters. There is thus a gradual

flie form in Oceanus. Such variations in this margin are

5 unimportant, as many other c

°u r grand divisions are named after the larger to which they ap-

carried farther with much profit.

' Cancrinea—the Cancridi

are the Cancrinea (impsidica, for in

form they approximate to Grapsus
;

proximate. This plan might be carried farther with much profit

ihus among the five families of Cancrinea—the Cancridre
^ancrmea Typica ; the Eriphidse, are the Cancrinea firapsid
lhe ridges of the palate as well as
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the Portunidse, are the Cancrinea Typica Nalatoria; the Platyonychidae,

the Cancrinea Corystidica Natatoria; the Podoplhalmidas, the Can-

crinea Grapsidica Natatoria. Again, among the subfamilies of Can-

crida?, the Cancrinai, are the Cancridce Corystidica; the Xanthine

and Chlorodina;, the Cancridce Typicce.

The following is a synopsis of the known genera of Cancroidea.

—

Legio I. CANCRINEA, vel CANCROIDEA TYPICA.

Fam. I. CANCRID^.

Pedes postici gressorii. Kamus maxillipedis lmi internus simplex.

Palatum (vel area prselabiata) colliculo ad marginem anticum producto

non divisum. Carapax saepius late transversus, interdum angustus.

1. CANCRINjE.—Antennae interna? plus minusve longitudinales. Frons

interorbitalis perangustus. Digiti acuminati.

G. 1. Cancer,* Leach.—Pars antennas externa? mobilis hiatu or-

bitse oranino exclusa. Carapax latissimus.

G. 2. Pirimela, Leach.—Pars antennae externa? mobilis hiatu or-

bitEE non exclusa. Carapax perangustus.

:sa. Frons interorbitalis latior.

Regio carapacis postica convexa. Orbita hiatu i

G. 1. Atekgatis, Be Haan.i—Margo antero-Iateralis postero-lat-

erali longior. Pedes 8 postici compressi, cristati.

G. 2. Carpilius, Leach, De Haan.—Margo antero-Iateralis pos-

tero-laterali longior. Frons saepissime bene 4-lobatus. Ramus
maxillipedis lmi internus lobato-furcatus. Pedes 8 postici nudi,

G. 3. Liomera, Bana.\—Frons leviter 2-lobatus aut rectiusculus.

Margo antero-Iateralis postero-Iaterali non brevior. Ramus max-

illipedis lmi internus non lobatus. Pedes 8 postici nudi, sub-

cylindrici, non cristati.

G. 4. Liagora, De Haan.§—Margo antero-Iateralis postero-Iate-

rali brevior. Frons leviter 2-lobatus aut rectiusculus. Pedes

nudi, tarsis exceptis. Ramus maxillipedis lmi internus non

D.^'FhTtr,

. i, 372 ; and Platypodia of Bell,

ust. Voy. Samaranir. ST. pi. 7. f. -
l

-

;>i [Mir ut w •

own by De Haan, I

, j 4-!obed margin
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2. Regio carapacis postica

G . 6. Xanthc», Leach.—Ma rgo antero-lateralis postero-laterali lon-

externa? lmus oblonaus, frontem bene

A'Tuxl*
ite e apicis m

G —Xanlho formi
tennce externa? lmus hia

apicis orto.

G is.i—Xanlho foi

antennae es:terna? lmus abbreviatus processum froritis oblongum

.t°Kntum. Abdomen marfs 5-articulatnm.
G pe, De Haan. %—Margo an:

erali brevior. Articulus nee frontem
nee frontis processum attingens. Abdomen maris

r
t

r

-articulaturn.

P rbitahiatuexterno interna, infra Integra,

Abdoi
antici crassi, iis Xanthi similes.

"

G. 12. Halimede, De Haa?i.§—Angustus, parce transversus, [vil-

losus,] fmnte breviore. Abdomen maris 7-articulatum, seg-

mento ultimo valde elongate Pedes antici crassi, iis Xanthi
similes.—An Pilumnis propinquior?

3. CHLORODIN.E.—Antenna? intern* transversa?. Antenna? externa?

basi firme infixa?, parte mobili hiatu orbita? raro exclusa. Frons

Hiuiti instar cochlearis e

Xanthine et Chlorodina? ferme parallels.

- ^

.

'

;
'.

;
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internus basi antenna ex

2do non occluso.

G. 2. Carpilodes, Dana.—Carapax

Zozymus, LeachA—Carapax mediocriter latus, margin

jro-laterali tenui. Pedes 8 posiici valde compressi, crista

subcristati. Atergali habitu similis.

. Regio carapacis postica fere plana.

ni 3tius apicem vix

G. 5. Da'ira, De Haan.§—Pedes 8 postici non crislati. Articulus

maxillipedis externi 3tius apice valde emarginatus.

G. 6. Chlorodius, Leach.\\—Carapax plus minusve transversa

Articulus antennae externse lmus oblongus frontem bene attin-

gens. Articulus maxillipedis externi 3tius subrectangulatus.

G. 7. Pilodius, Dana.—Carapax paulo transversus. Articulus

antennae externa; abbreviatus, processum fronlis oblongum at-

tingens tanhim. Paraxantho aspectu similis.

G. 8. Cyclodius, Dana.—Carapax parce transversus. Articulus

antennas externa? oblongus frontem bene attingens. Articulus

maxillipedis e «, latere interiore brevissimo.

G. 9. Cymo, De Haan.^\—Carapax non transversus, fere orbicu-

latus, disciformis. Antennis Chlorodio affinis.

'art of the specie^ (the typical) hiu e the arm lorn: projeetiug, and abroad
somewhat like Cancer. Another part, quite different in habit, have a short

5 the character dependent

:h the 8 posterior legs are
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4. POLYDECTIN.E.—Antennas internee trans*
tenia? basi sc-Iutse, libera?.—An PUm

G. Polydectus, Edw*—Orbita dentibus
Manus elongata, digi

Fam. 11. ERIPHIDiE.

Pedibus maxillipedequ

usque ad marginem an
saspius angustus, interdur

e lmo Cancridis affi

icum producto utrinq

n latus, latitudine ante-

1. CETHRlNiE.—Carapax transversus, lateribus valde dilatatus et

rotundatus. Antennas interna: fere longitudinales.

G. 1. (Ethra, Leach.

2. OZIN.E.—Carapax plus minusve transversus. Digiti acuminati.

cupato instructa. Abdomen maris 7-articulatum.

1. Artiadus antenna externa lmus frontem bene attingens.

G. 1. Galene, Be Haan.i—Carapax transversus, longitudinalher

multo convexus, antice declivis.—An Potamia propinquior ?

G. 2. Ozius, Leach.—Carapax transversus, latus, fere planus.

2. Articulus antenna externa lmus frontem non attingens.

G. 3. Pseudozius, Dana.%—Carapax transversus, fere planus,

G. 4. Pilumnus, Leach.—Carapax angustus, parce transversus,

>. Pilumh oides, E d'w. et Lucas.^—C irapax angustus, parce
• valde c ntero-laterali Iongiore,

o, super sarapacem postice i curvato.
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G. 6. Melia, Latr.—Carapax subquadratus, fere planus, fronte

lato, oculis versus angulos insitis. Pedes toti graciles. Basis

antenna? externa; cyiindricus.

in genus sequens hie pertinet ?

Acanthoses, De Haan*—Carapax angustus, Pihtmno forma

affinis, spinis grandibus antice armatus.

ACTUMNINiE.—Orbita Ozinis similis. Digiti instar cochlearis

G. Acttjmnus, Dana.i—Carapax paulo transversus, valde con-

ERIPHIN.E.—Orbita infra bene clausa, hiatu interno carens, artic-

ulo antennse e orbita omnino excluso. Carapax sive paulo transver-

sus sive subquadratus.

Rtjppellia, Edw.—Carapax Iatior. Antennse pars mobilis

externa? orbita paululum remota. Articulus maxillipedis externi

3tius paulo transversus.

valde declivi. Antenna; pars mobilis externa; orbita longe re-

mota. Articulus JJtius paulo transversus.

r. 3. DoMJECrOS, \%a forma antennisque ex-

. iua valde trans-

4. Trapezia, Lair.—Carapax subquadratus, planus, glaber,

fronte borizontalis, leviter 6-8-dentatus, aut sinuosus, lateribus

i, minute spinulosi. Brach-

ium ultra carapacem longe exsertum.
5. Tetralia, Dana.§—Carapax aspectu Trapezia affinis. Frons

horizontalis, n -. Tarsi bre-

viter unguiculati. Brachium ultra carapacem paulo exsertum.

6. Quadrella, Dana.—Can aulo convexus,

laavis, fronte horizontalis, 6-spinoso-dentatus. Tarsi unguiculati.

Brachium ultra carapacem longe exsertum.

Fam. III. PORTUNID.E.

3 postici natatorii, tarso laminato. Ramus maxillipedis Imi

! lobo interno instructus. Palatum colliculo utrinque ssepissime

. Corpus sive latum sive angustum, oculis sat brevibus.

globose above.
+ Vov. of the Bonite; also, " Voy. au Po

.plate 6, figs. 3-7,byHombr
§ This Journal, [2] xi, 223.
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LUPINE.—Su
colliculi promim

pastern i mediana segmenta tria intersecai is. Pate

1. Pars antenrub externa u orbita non oi

jacendo aptata.
*!"* •*"

G. 1. SCYLL^

G. 2. Lupa,

., Be Haan*—Valde latus et eras;

ro-lateralis. Pedes antici breviores, ci

Lror/iA—YuUo latus.

is bene arcuatus. Manus elongate t

,.,ri..r

ai-Ginibi

:
|
1( „»i,.i

G. 3. Amphitrite, De Haan,\ Dana.—Angustior. Margines fron-

talis antero-lateralisque angulo convenientes, antero-laterali raro

breviore quam postero-lateralis. Manus elongata, prismatica.

Basis antennae externa? crassus, hiatu orbita? parce angustior.

G. 4. Carupa, Dana.—Transversus. Margines frontalis antero-

lateralisque angulo convenientes, fronte recto, emarginato. Basis

antenna? externa? subcylindricus, hiatu orbita? multo angustior.

2. Pars antenna externa mobilis hiatu orbita omnino per basis proces-

G. 5. Thalamita, Lair—Latus. Frons dimidio latitudinis cara-

pacis longior ; margo antero-lateralis longitudinalis. Articulus

antenna? externa? lmus pra?longus, 2dus orbita remotissimus.

Pedes antici longi, manu elongata.
G. 6. Charybdis, Be Haan, Bana.§—Angustior. Frons dimidio

latitudinis carapacis brevior; margo antero-lateralis obliquus.

Articulus antenna? externa? lmus paulo oblongus, 2dus orbita

paulo remotus. Pedes antici longi. manu elongata.
G. 7. Lissocarcinus, White. \\—Suborbiculatus, la?vis, subporcel-

lanus. Articulus antenna? externa? lmus brevis, fere longitudi-

nalis, articulo sequente orbita parce remoto. Pedes nudi; antici

breves, brachio ultra carapacem vix saliente, manu perbrevi.

2. ARENjEINvE.—Sutura sterni mediana segmenla tria intersecans.

Palatum colliculo utrinque non divisum. Ramus maxillipedis lmi
internus ad apicem lal - ilatua lineamque media-
nam fere attingens.

.

+

)
>

• " < I':,.n<, tm.1 Achelmts of De Haan, (Faun. Japon, 8, 9,) the distinc-

-,..<
i 1-Mv. ln;-t

Adams an<]

^Amphitrite.
''

10. In.-ln.lo b-.th Ch„r,h,r,

^cond Ser1es , V ]. X f Xo. si.-July, 1-S31
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G. Arenjeus, Dana.—Lupce affinis. Carapax valde latus, i

areuatus. Pars antennae externa? mobilis hiatu orbitse i

Manus prismatica.*

. PORTUNIN^E—Suture sterni mediana segmenta duo inters*

G. Portunus, Fabr.—Angustus, margine antero-laterali brt

quam postero-lateralis.

Fam. IV. PLATYONYCHID.E.

instructus. Palatum colliculo utrinque non

Corj

j. 1. Carcinus, Leach.i—Pedes postici

G.°2. Por
guste lanceolate Carapax

ceolato, acuto. Carapax non latior quam longior.

G. 3. Platyonychus, Latr.\—Pedes 5ti natatorii t

lato, elliptico. Carapax latior quam longior.

G. 4. Polybius, Leach.—Pedes 2di, 3tii, 4ti, 5ti t

Fam. V. PODOPHTHALMHLE.

Pedes postici natatorii, tarso laminato. Ramus maxillipedis lmi

sum, orbitis oculisque longissimis.

G. Podophthalmus, Lamarck.

Legio II. TELPHUSINEA, vel CANCROIDEA
GRAPS1DICA.

Fam. I. TELPHUSID.E.

Carapax subquadratus aut orbiculato-quadratus. Palatum colliculo

utrinque saepius divisum. [Species Eriphiis paulo affines.]

G. 1. Telphusa, Latr.—Articulus maxillipedis externi 3tius sub-

quadratus, 2dus oblongus. Carapax subquadratus.

G. 2. Trichodactylus, Latr.—Articulus maxillipedis externi

3tius subtriangulatus, 2dus oblongus.



. Valdivia, TT7i///-.*—Aniculus maxillipedis externi 2d us
jvior quam latior, 3tius longior quam latior.

Potamia, Lair.—Ariicuhis inuxil li pedis externi 3tius apice
i anguloque apicali 4tum gerens. Palatum colli-

An hie pertinet genus Galene Haanii ?t

Legio III. CYCLINEA, vel CANCROIDEA CORYSTIDICA.

Pedibus maxillipedeque lmo Cancridis affinis. Palatum colliculo

soletse. Carapax angustus,

numero septem.

s, Lucas.%—Carapax orbiculatus. Pedes lon-

G. 2. Corystoides, Lucas.§—Carapax (

des longiores, tarso styliformi, longo.

2. Additional note to the

Maioidea ; by James D. Dai
should be added to the synopsis given in the last n
jt appears to belong to the subfamily Inachinae, and is classed near
Inachus by its author. The species on which the genus is founded is the

n. 214, and his Cancer
Opilio in Det danske Vid. Selsk. Skr. nye Saml. iii, 180. It is from
Greenland. Kroyergiv. —

G. Chioncecetes.—Cephalothorax depressus, subtriangularis, eadem
-

•ifido, brevissimo. Pedes 2di paris duplicem cephalothoracis

!.-s lmi paris

ie breviores, cephalothorace vero longiores (interdum du-
Plo); chelis acuminatis, falcatis

;
pedes 2di, Stii, \tiq\ie paris com-

Mernorum
[uadratus eadem prrne longitudine ac latitudine ; 4tus

•

dornensex,; m Xiur, nix,™lr"*>,T>i:,incola.
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3. Microscopic examination of Soundings, made by the U. S. Coast.

Sum-not! the Atlantic Coast of the United States; by Prof. J. W.
Baili:v."(K; pp. liu. with ;i plate; from vol. ii, of the Smithsonian

Contributions to Knowledge.)—After special details with referenee to

the character of the material in each case of sounding, Prof. Bailey

gives the following very important statements as the general results of

1st. The most remarkable fact determined by the examination of

the above mentioned soundings is, that in all the deep soundings, from

that of fifty-one fathoms S. E. of Montauk Point, to that of ninety fath-

oms S. E. of Cape Henlopen, there is a truly wonderful development

of minute org . which occur

in an abundai itions of analogous forms

constituting the marls under the city of Charleston, S. C.

2d. While there is a general resemblance between the species found

in all the deep soundings above mentioned, the same species of Poly-

tha unia occ irr :,_ with few exceptions at each locality, yet each place

has its predominant species; thus in the most southerly soundings, (H,

No. 1, 90 fathoms,) there occurs a much greater number of Globigeri-

na than in any of the oil atlantica, although pres-

ent, is by no means so abundant as in " G, No. 8, 89 fathoms."

3d. Infusoria, as well as Polythalamia, occur in the deep -

but the infusoria are few in number, and consist of Coscinodisci, Galli-

onella sulcata, and other species, wl freely in the

ocean; while none of the BOies, such as Achnanthes,

Isthm i. Ii Id . lua, Sti i:< a. md Synedra are found.

4th. It is worthy of notice that in the deep soundings not a single

specimen was found of Polythalamia belonging to the PitcatilM u '

I 1 re 1 r
to

(Agathistiques of D'Orbigny,) while a number of these

forms were found in the shallow soundings, and they are well known

India Islands. This group of Polythalamia appears to have been ere-

such forms occurs, while they are very abundant in the tertiary depos-

ites. Their entire absence in the deep soundings, where vast numbers

of other Polythalamia occur, and their presence in littoral deposits,

would seem to indicate that for their abundant development compara-

low seas are necessary; thus affording additional evidence of

difference in the depths of the seas from which the cretaceous and ter-

tiary beds were deposited.

5th. The deep soundings were ail are more or

less under the influence of the Gulf stream, and it is not improbable

that the high temperature of the waters .rent may be

the cause of immense development of organic life, making its path, as

is shown by the soundings, a perfect milky way of Polythalamia forms.

The deposits under Charleston may have been produced under the

similar influence of an ancient gulf stream.

6lh. From the presence of such great numbers of Polythalamia in

the deep soundings, there results a very large proportion of calcareous

matter, thus presenting a striking difference between them and the

quartzose an c shore.



- at first view ap-

_ any Infusoria. But notwith-

their coarse, and, in some cases, even gravelly nature, they all

yield by levigation a considerable number of silicion.s Infusoria, which
in variety and abundance exceed those found in the deep soundings.

8th. None of the soundings preset:! anything esembl ng the vast ae-

ms of Infusoria which occur in the Miocene infusorial marls
ot Virginia and Maryland: and, indeed, I have never found, even in

estuaries, any recent deposit at all resembling the fossil ones, in abund-
ance and variety of species, with the exception of the mud of a small

creek opening into the Atlantic near Rockaway, Long Island.

9th. The occurrence of the pebble of limestone with enet ;

in the gravel of F, No. 10, S. E. of Little Egg Harbor, is of some in-

rian formations of Pennsylvania or northern New Jersey. It indicates

a transportation of drift to a considerable distance sea-ward.

10th. In addition to the quartzose grains in the soundings, fragments
of feldspar and hornblen f the microscope by their

cleavage planes and color) are found. The quartz, however, predomi-
nates, its grains being sharp and angular in the deep soundings, and
often rounded or even polished in the shallow ones.

IV. Astronomy.

1. On the new Ring of Saturn; by W. C. Bond, Esq., Director of
the Observatory of Harvard University, (Ast. Jour., vol. ii, No. 1, May,
1851.)—I had intended not to have made any communication on the

subject of the new interior ring of Saturn, until an engraving had
been prepared to exhibit its position and appearance. However, as
I have been disappointed in this respect, and our continued observa-

I act d •;!• fa t of rhe existence of the ring beyond ques-

tion, I will now ask permission to communicate some extracts from our

note-book. [The engraving has si"^ h**n made.l
The first diagram of the "new in

G. P. Bond, on the night of the 11
orandum in the note-book runs thus :—

.
"November 11th, 22* 50'" sidereal time, (=lh 30™ mean sc

time,) very good definition. We notice to-night, with full certair

the filling up of light inside the inner edge of the inner ring of Sat.ui

also, what is very singular, where the ring crosses the ball from c t

(referring to a diagram), or below the edge, there is a dark band,

doubt the shadow of the ring. But there is also a dark line from a U

of the tint ,...„,

"The light which fills the corners of the inner ring a

suddenly terminated on the side towards the ball. The lig

appearance should not be visible on the outside of the ring,

of any ou
ject whi(jh we )ook at Am very confident of 1

to-night a second division of the ring, near the inner edge (



" November 15th, T« 30™. Exa mined the o w ring of Saturn with

different powers, best definition wit h 400. Nev ring sharply defined
;

edge next the ball. W. C. Bond t inks he sees the new ring clear of

connection with the old, but the side next the old ring is not so defini

as next the planet, so that it is not certain whether the new is connected

with the old ring or not. Where the dusky ring crosses Saturn, it ap-

pears a little wider at the outside of the ball than in the middle. Where
the neu rnu crosses Saturn, it appears not so dark as the shadow of

low on the body of the planet."

" 8 P. M. The best definition of Saturn's ring we have ever had.

G. P. Bond examined with powers 140 and 400. Cannot be sure that

the new ring is divided from the old one, but there can be no doubt

that it exists ; its inner edge is sharply defined. I did once or twice

fancy, with the higher powers, that there was a division between the

old and new rings. All the southern region of Saturn is dusky and

striped with belts.

Outer diameter of outer ring, = 43"9
— 29 •3

Breadth of outer •3

dusky ring, = 26 •3

Distance of its ir ner edge frori i old ring, . — l •5

According to Enck« 'a measures, Ash- NacL, Nc . 338. the inner

e above date, abc

reas, by the above diami er of the

v ring to be only 26" 3."

ur observations, cor tinued to the 7th of January fully confirmed

which we had drawn from those of the 11th i

November.
The same appearances were noticed by the Rev. W. R. Dawes, at

3 Observatory, near Maidstone, in England, on the 25th and 29th of

ovember, and subsequently by Mr. Lassell, of Starfield, near Liver-

>mieal Society's Notices for January 10th, 1851.

2. On the Total Eclipse of the Sun, of July 28, 1851 ; by R. T.

vine, Esq.—Although there will be "many inducements for travellers

ace on Monday, the 28th of July, and which being visible over a

eat extent of the surface of the Earth, will be one of the most im-

>rtant that will happen for many years.

On this occasion a total or partial obscuration of the Sun may be

en throughout the greater part of North America, (Mexico and the

r of Florida being excepted,) throughout Europe, m

mland, &c, whilst the line of

191 degrees of longitude, or

e vicinity of Sitka, the capital of the Russian settlements on

thwest coast, to the southeastern extremity of the Caspian sea.

n no part of the United Slates will the eclipse be total; the

, obscuration within our territory taking place at Cape Flattery,
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in Oregon, at the entrance of the Straits of Fuca, where the Sun at

# 56«S a.m., or tvvetity-four minutes after it rises, will be about five-

sixths (10° 3') obscured on the north side. At San Francisco the

greatest obscuration will take place before the Sun rises, but as the end
of the eclipse may be seen, it is hoped it will be carefully observed
not only there, but at every place in California and Oregon, where are

2 before another as favor-

on of the longitude.

Indeed, a total eclipse of the Sun at any particular place so seldom
occurs, that but a small part of those inhabitants of the earth who

ivt- an o] poi'tunit\ "I hi holding this, the most
sublime of all phenomena. In April, 1715, the Sun was entirely hid-

den by the Moon at London, and again in May, 1724, at Paris, but in

the course of the long interval between those years and 1901, and
perhaps much longer, the shadow of the Moon has not again passed,
and will not, over either of those cities. The only total eclipse that

has happened in Boston, since its settlement in 1630, as is believed,

I'

ally published in the Co! rwarda in an abridged
form in the American Almanac for 1831, it appears that there will not
be any other, certainly within the present century; moreover, it is

very probable, that there are many places in this country, at which
there has not been, since their settlement by Europeans, even one.

It also appears, by the list above referred to, that in the course of
the seventy-five years between 1826 and 1901, the shadow of the
Moon passes but three times over any part of our widely extended
Atlantic coast, viz. on November 30th, 1834, over a small part of

1 South Carolina; on August 7th, 1869, of North Carolina

», and on May 28th, 1900, over part of Virginia. Annular

* more frequently, as those of April, 1791, and
February, 1831, were, and those of May 26th, 1854, and September
29th, 1875, will be, via four in about a century

Her; but these eclipses, although beautiful, have little of the

Rare therefore, as is, in general, the occurrence of a central eclipse
at any particular place, it occasionally happens, that some places are,

m this respect, especially favored. Thus, the eclipse of July 8th, 1842
was and that of the present wi ,| be> centra | in p |a nd in lat. 50°

j>
6 -7 N. long. 27° 5-5 East." so that the inhabitants of that spot will

nave an opportunity of beholding two total eclipses of the Sun in the

course of nine years. In this country the central path of February
J2th, 1831, was crossed in Alabama by that of November 30th, 1834,
and in Virginia by that of September 18lh, 1838, and in 1853 the two
eclipses of June 6th and November 30th, will both be central in the

Pacific Ocean in long, about 125° West, lat. 2° South f these are, how-
eve r, but exceptions to the general rule, and the places thus favored
are nearly points on the surface of the Earth.

1 he width of the shadow of the Moon on the 28th of July next, will

vary as usual whilst passing over the Earth, but in Greenland, Norway,
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Sweden and Prussia it will be about 140 geographical miles. If, there-

fore, the central path given below, be carefully marked on a good map,

and a line be drawn parallel thereto to the north and another to the

south, at the distance of seventy miles or a little less therefrom, the

places at which the eclipse will be total will be easily seen, there being

edge of the shadow, as a small error in the Moon's tabular latitude is

not uncommon. Within the lines thus drawn are included in America

several of the Russian settlements southeast of Sitka, part of British

Oregon, two of

Slave Lake, the winter harbor of Capt.

in 1822, the Northern part of the Island of Disco, in Baffin's May and

several of the Danish villages on the Western coast of Greenland ;
and

in Europe the Northern part of Iceland, the astronomical oba

be citiea ot

Bergen, Gottenburg, Carlsi u i, < dinar, Fi on ksliall, Jorkoping,

Dantzic, Elbing, Fillau, Jitomir and Cherson ; and in Asia, !

'odessa^are not

included within these limits, the two funuer being situated a little too

far to the north, and the two latter to the south.

The most favorable of rving the eclipse will be

of Norway, Sweden, and »f the Island of Olaml m<l in Prussia, on

the Baltic, between Dantzic and Koeningsburg ; as the Moon being

there quite high the duration of total darkness will be greater than

Stewart, the Sun being low in the east, and of Tefflis, in the west, the

duration of the total obscuration will be 2m. 26sec. and 2m. 31sec, at

Fort Providence 2m. 49sec, in Greenland 3m. 49sec, near Bergen 3m.

38sec, near Pillau 3m. 20sec, and where central, in the vicinity of

- .... 55sec.

Although, as is above remarked, the diameter of the perfect shadow

on the Earth, is only about 140 geographical miles, the extent of the

partial shadow is comparatively very great. Indeed, if we reduce the

time of the end of the eclipse at Sitka, and of the beginning at War-

saw, to a common meridian, as that of Greenwich, it will be seen that

the latter precedes the former by one minute, so that although these

• from each

other is more than 5400 geographical, . r t.-joo Knizlish miles, the

eclipse will begin at Warsaw on the right side of the Sun, 61 seconds

;e, being more or less obscured.

The elements of the Sun and Moon, for the following i

were deduced from the English Nautical Almanac, but th<

and the parallax of the latter, were increased by the quant
recommended by Prof. Airy as the result of twelve years

(1836 to 1847) at the .Royal Observatory at Greenwich,
city of the earth being considered to be sfasth.
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le eclipse at the following place;

: of each particular place. Thi

sc, at which the obscuration wil

The beginning and end, &c. of

angles of the points on the Sun's <

begin and end are counted from the vertex or highest point o( thi

Sun towards the right hand, as seen through a telescope that doe

not invert; for an astronomical telescope, 180 degrees should b
added thereto.

The Sun will rise at Sitka and Port Stewart at 3h. 56m. and 4h. 3m
and will set at Tifflis at 7h. 20m. The obscuration at the Observator;

at Cambridge will be on the northern, and at Sitka on the southen

limb of the Sun.

nr
Besoming of the ccli re

end,...?

rfakernak.

f !T -f |f
70° 47' 0"

11 38 45

Moon north l"^
diff. S.D. 55^06

Total eclipse begins
Least distance of centre,

Total eclipse ends,

JIo(7n X. 11 "-M

56 42

diff. S. D. 49"-05

Duration of total eclipse,.

Vngh of be- of eclipse^

Lou^iiu !, Ea>t 5 18 3

Total eclipse begins

Lea.-t distance of centres, 21 42
Total eclipse ends,

« Toledo.::..
Angle of begg. of eclipse,

MoonXVt'hts"-ss South 34"->70

291°1

North IS"*"At the least distance of
j

centres 54"*S 54_J>^
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Koningsburg.

Latitude North,
Longitude East,

Eclipse begins, 3 29
SE

7 pm 3 "I ^s PM 3 37 I'pm
Total eclipse ben-ins,

Total eclipse ends, 33 51 38 52

5 3

3 14
5 S

3 18

5 38 4
Duration total eclipse . .

" whole " .... 2 57

lll°-4

Moon N'rthl
6
4"-58 South

293
°'V'-80 South

"
20"-02

diff. S. D. 58"-28 liff. S.D. 53"-13

Longitude East,

Eclipse begins, 3 43 Tirv 4 4™' iTpm 5 44
S

31'pm.

wd 1

,i

t

jr
1,TN "'" 4

40 20
5

40 50

6

s i
Durational eclipse,. . . 1 51 2 12 2 27

Andc^Lepin-,;
y$i wri

126-2

MoonX'rth [-':^

diflF.S.D. 52"93 diff. S.D. 47"-02

At Carlscrona, lat. 56° 9' 31", Ion. 15° 35' 13" E., the apparent

tude of the Moon at 4h. 15m. 35sec. will be 8"-41, and the
eclipse will be total from 4h. 13m. 51sec. to 4h. 17m. 16sec.

Atfilsineu 12 :\: 30 ' E., the least distance
of the centr gm. 34sec, and as the
difference of 5 1 45, the eclipse by computation
w 'll be total there.
At Copenhagen, in lat. 55° 40' 53", Ion. 12° 34' 57" E., the least

distance (65"-28) will take place at 4h. 3m. Isec, and the magnitude
oi the obscun n the north limb of the Sun.—Boston
Daih, Advertiser.

V. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. Electro-magnetic Locomotive, (From the National Intelligencer

f
May 3, 1851.)—We lay before our readers a statement from Pro-

lessor Page respecting the Electro-magnt tic Loco/notice ; and when
We regard the fact that the highest power ever attained before his ex-

periments was less than half a horse power, and that costing probably
°ne hundred times as much as it does under this new mode of its ap-
plication, we cannot be indifferent to so great a result, and the high

<ocins to be fraught:
Messrs, Editors .-—The electro-magnetic locomotive made a very

favorable trip on Tuesday last, more especially when it is taken into
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half (or even a little less,) of the power the engines and battery are

capable of yielding. Each engine, calculated upon the basis of my
stationary engine, ought to give at the lowest estimate 12 horse power,

which would make the locomotive 24 horse power. The actual power

I have not been able to ascertain ; but the following data may serve to

give some idea of its power. The locomotive, with the battery fully

charged, weighs ten and a half tons. With the seven passengers taken

on the trip to and from Bladensburg the weight was eleven tons. Under

the most favorable arrang red to start a

ton on a perfectly level rail, and sett y keep a ton

in motion. Ordinarily, upon railroa ten pounds to

a ton, but this applies only to cars unincumbered by machinery. The
friction of locomotive machinery renders its draught far greater, and

can only be I by experiment in each case. The
magnetic locomotive, the first of its kind ever made, is imperfect, and,

from the newness and *tnTness oi all the work, it runs exceedingly

hard. We will take 200 pounds, which is below its actual power re-

quired to keep it in motion on a level portion of the road. A horse

power upon the usual estimate is 150 pounds 2J miles an hour, or 375

pounds 1 mile an hour. The speed of the magnetic locomotive is, we
will say, 15 miles an hour on a level road, (it has in fact made more,)

and its traction 200 pounds. We have then 375 pounds 1 mile an

hour for one horse, and 200 pounds 15 miles an hour for the locomo-

tive, which gives eight horse power. But the engine has more than

sonable estimates, twelve horse power; which, as I said before, is

about one-half its proper capacity. One of the most serious defects

arises from a want of insulation in the helices. After the engine was

placed on the road it was found neccessary to throw out of action five

; at the most important point in the stroke.

the track with which we are now accommodated is soon to be filled up

for the purposes of the Railroad company. Another serious difficulty

encountered was the breaking of the porous cells in the battery, caus-

ing a mixture of the two acid-;, and the interception of a large portion

of the power. I had great difficulty in procuring suitable porous cells,

and the manufacture of such as I needed was, after a great expense,

given up by two of the best pottery establishments in the country as a

i
1

e. k was, however, accomplished through the inge-

lr. Ari Davis, my engineer, but they were made of a weak
clay, and have now, from frequent use, become so much impaired as

to break from the slightest causes. Before we started two of them

broke, and the defect was only partially r

densburg two more gavt

working power. On our return, about two miles from Bladensourg,

three more gave way, and we were reduced to at least one-half of our

power. The running time from Washington to Bladensburg
nine minutes. We were stopped on the way five times, or we should

have probably made the run in less than thirty minutes. Going and

coming there were seven stops and three delays—that is, the engine
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was backed three times, but without entirely losing headway. It is a
very important and interesting feature of this engine, which I demon-
strated some years since, that the reversing power is greater than the

;• wet ; it is nearly twice as great. When the engine is re-

magnetic electric induction is in favor of the battery cur-

The defect of the cells is easily reme-
)ut of the oscillating motion of the car

can all be obviated by using rotary instead of reciprocating engines.
The greatest speed attained on our last trip was about nineteen miles

Washington, May 1, 1851. CHARLES G. Page.

2. Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science at Cincinnati.—The Cincinnati meeting of the Association
commenced on Monday, May 5th, and continued through the week.
Ihe attendance was large, and the papers presented numerous and
important, as will be seen from the following catalogue. The depart-
ment which had the m 51 t Geology, while at the
preceding meeting at New Haven there were very few papers on this

subject. The papers read are as follows :—

On the limit of perceptibility of a direct and reflected sound. By Prof. Heney,

- York Bay, from Obse

v method of geometrically c

Longitude of the Cincinnati

On the Orbit,!

Curves. By Rev. Th.
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Chemistry and Mineralogy.

On the Detection of Opinio Miasm in the Air. By George C. Schaeffee, Prof.

rille,Ky.

On the Cause of Sa ! i;i <
'. S, n.u:, H:a. Danville, Kv.

On the Chemical Effects produced by feeble electrical currents. By Daniel

On the existence of Phosphorus in certain Des M.-ines Iron Stones. By Doct. D.

) ihn U. S. Oulu-i-t ,,i i i |.( .1 1 District

On the Association oi tl tern New York. By Franklin B.

• Rocks of New Jersey, ami
_
the

sm of the Pake. -zoic Rocks of New Y
of all these with the Palace <rrata c

.Hunan Rocks of the Lake Superior Lane

.'I-Wiai. U.S ( T1 1

1 Deposits of the North-West. By Chaui

On the I!
|

i\ (1. n \ oi i Rock- , ; Portage, Che-

inumr .„„] Hamilton Ruck-sof New York. I5v CttARi.Ks Whittlesey. Esrp
() '> the < ' i. lames,

, til , ,, , k s
, ti

i [1,-a^.ns

.
.

.
i

.
: -

, , :'. a .I-"

al divisions. Rv Prof. L. Aoassiz, of Harvard.
, some Points of -\

irhi special II,.molo-ics.afth, tru, Star Fishos and Crinoids. By Prof. L. Agassiz.
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of the acephalous Bivalve Mollusca.

stern States. By Dr. L. P. Tandkll,

species of Terrestrial and Fluviatile

before the Association. By Prof. J.

St Louis.

Vegetables. By Dr. T. W.

S. Gold in Arkansas, (from the N. O. Bee.)—Some weeks ago we men-
fact that Mr. Snell, an accomplished mineralogist of our city,

of Arkansas.
, ierous liepusit. .Mr. S.

nad in one instance picked out of the crevice of a rock a piece weigh-

ted with the
quartz, in the usual mech « o a re found.
Although this was but an isolated discovery, Mr. Snell predicted, with
a confidence based upon the geological peculiarity of the country, that
gold existed there probably in sufficient quantities to remunerate labor
and enterprise. His prediction has been speedily verified.

Yesterday we had the pleasure of examining three very handsome
specimens of Arkansas gold, as genuine as any that ever glittered
amidst the sands of California. They were found in the bed of White
r'ver, some miles above Batesville, and in a range of rocky country,
Precisely similar in feature t - the region where Mr. Su<

'

specimen. The largest lump was a mass of quartz of a dirty white
color, profusely penetrated by the precious metal, and in some places
so completely mingled with it, that the gold seemed like an integral
Part of the rock. The other samples were smaller, and presented

i ilar appearance. We presume that in the three pieces
Jhere could hardly have been less than five or six ounces of pure gold.
ihese products of the i asas were sent to Mr.
^ell to be assayed.

4. Rise and Fall of Lake Erie, (from the Buffalo Advertiser of
April 16.)—Various papers have recently alluded to the rise and fall

of Lake Er '

m periodical every few years. The
memorandum, made by one of our intelligent citizens, who

has carefully watched the rise and fall since 1839, settles the matter
most conclusively.

The Toledo Blade represents Lake Erie as falling, and that there is

ice, once in twelve or fourteen years.

Some of your readers may be pleased to get facts from authentic
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The highest state of the lake in calm weather ever recorded, was

June, 1838, when it stood 5 feet 4 inches above the zero at Buffalo

1839, May 11, it stood, 3 5
j

1846, May 16, 2

1840, May 14, 3 9 1847, May 16, 2 <

1841, May 18, 3 1
I
1848, May 1, 2 I

1842, May 5, 3 7 1846, May 19, 3 !

1843, May 15, (supposed,) 2 8 1850, May 12, 2 t

1844, May 12, 2 11 1851, April 8, 2 ]

1845, May 15, 3
I

The very highest on rec

18-19 October, '44, at wh
above the zero at Buffalo.

The very lowest on record, caused by a strong gale from northeast,

was in the afternoon of the 18th of April, 1848, when it fell to 22 in-

ches below zero.

The idea of a periodical rise and fall, once in a few years, is repu-

diated by exact observers.

The general observation is, that the surface reaches its max
the year, about the first of July, then falls a little to about the first of

October, then rises slowly to about the first of December, then falls

rapidly to about the tenth of February, then rises (in March very rap-

idly) and continues to rise until July.

Dr. S. G. Morton.—With sadness we record the death of an emi-

nent man from the ranks of American science, Dr. Samuel George
Morton of Philadelphia. He died on the 15th of May last, in his 53d

year. The following paragraphs from obituary notices published upon

his decease, but imperfectly express our own high estimate of his learn-

ing and his many personal excellencies.

Dr. Morton was a native of Philadelphia, born in connection, we be-

lieve, with the Society of Friends, which has given to it so many citi-

walks of*science. Adopting the medical pro-

fession, which he studied under the auspices of the late Dr. Isaac Par-

rish, he received the honors of (he doctorate from the University of

Pennsylvania, but afterwards proceeded to Edinburg, where he gradu-

well as his
]

Young, anient, with the enthusi-

asm of a poe was his first ambition—but

a manly sense and purpose that enabled him to postpone the imagina-

tive to the solid and useful, he made the tour of Europe, shook hands

with warm friends and relatives in Ireland, the land of his ancestors,

where strong inducements were offered to retain him, and returned to

which, even a^that early moment, he had marked out, and to build up

for himself a name not likely soon to be forgotten. It is scarce neces-

cal career. That was always great. For years, no physician in Phil-
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ndelphia could boast a larger, few an equal practice. His claims to

>ved by Ml wdl known work on
Consumption and other valuable publications, as well as by his lectures

I tdelphia Hospital, Pennsylvania College, and other medical
institutions w th \\ iich ho was at different times connected.
One would suppose that with the burthen of his heavy practice, and

all the addil upon him, he
could find but little lei ts, and indulge but small
hope of acquiring fame in a different path. His history is an example
of what men can do, even under adverse circumstances, who are pa-
tient, who are resolute, who are industrious, who are wise, who are true

always prepared for tin exigencies of his business duties, and ever
ready to devote to profitable use the scanty intervals of leisure which
!l1 "- data s,

tj 1U( ,| |, |n< | ( (..and t n f. r co itm lal
j

irt (
j

i ion in

fairs, and in the proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sc " ces, of which 1 was for thirty

?
irs a member- and for many

iVesideni and President; and, wiiat is more, with the

' '' dsi ji i thosi gi wi ks, tin ( i i in imericana and

liately placed him in the front rank of

e world. The appear-
ance of the first named of these volumes established an era ; it opened
a new department of research ; it created a new science—one that has
done more for the true exposition of human history, the interpretation
of the mysteries of race differences . f more than
any thing ever previously effected by the pen of the annalist or the
wand of science. Few scientific works ever produced a stronger or

: e impression on the philosophic mind, or have had a more
powerful effect in directing the course of future investigations.

But we have no -;•>, to wri e the history or attempt the eulogium
of Dr. Morton. That task will fall to more competent hands; though
it could be undertaken by none who knew him better or prized him

on of his loss. Let us
-

111 a!l his n ttions; respectable in all he thought and did ; a man of

I bin n< . -s life : a fait! i il pin sic an : a kind friend ;
a

ind fa er; a g< nt *y citizen.

K is only at the hour of his death, that many, who knew Dr. Morton

at man has been taken away, and a
hght quenched which has long shed a common lustre upon the country
and the world.—North American, Philadelphia. »'

Few men more respected and beloved bave^been taken from us than
Ur. bamuel George Morton, and few more respected and beloved re-

,i nl social p la ions, as husband,

nan of scieiice, il &iil be equally
difficult to fill. His whole character was marked by singular proprie-
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ties. As a man and a gentleman he was equally amiabfe and accom-

plished, simple and dignified. Few men of so extended reputation ap-

little apparent effort ; few combined more varied powers, or a greater

variety of excellent traits, all founded on solid worth. Few men brought

a happier countenance into a sick chamber, or inspired more confidence

while there, or commanded more respect in consultation. Few under-

stood better those nicer delicacies and discriminating proprietie

should govern a

times presents.—Eceninii Bulletin, Philadelphia

Seldom has our city been more deeply moved in its literary and pro-

fessional ranks, by the ravages of death, than during the past week, in

the comparatively sudden and unexpected decease of Dr. Samuel

George Morton. After a short sickness of about four days, disease

had done its perfect work. Little did we think, as we saw him in God's

house on the Sunday previous to the fatal attack, that he was never to

tread those courts again ; that we were delivering to one immortal be-

ing at least, rations of grace that would ever fall •

upon his ear. The manly form, the gentle mien, the thoughtful man-

ner, the apparent vigor, gave hope and promise for future years of tod

and usefulness. * * * *—Episcopal Recorder, Philadelphia.

Dr. Morton's collection of Crania, the basis of his principal work, is

the largest in the world, and is the great feature in the museum of the

Academy of Natural Sciences in which it is deposited. It was col-

lected at his own private expense and by his individual exertions. His

filiation, and deference for the opinion and feel-

ings" of others. " In France," said the late lamented Dr. Prichard,

" where scientific men have long been devoted, under the patronage

of the government, to researches on this subject; in England, posses-

sed of her immense advantages of wealth and intercourse : in the

academies of Italy and Germany; in all of these and with all their

advantages, nothing has been done which equals the results of Dr.

Morton's unaided labors, in a world which we call new."
The impetus which he gave to this branch of science has been felt

even in Russia, where the Emperor has founded in St. Petersburg a

national museum which can only hope to equal that of our lamented

countryman. Wherever science has her votaries, the news of Dr.

Morton's death will carry pain. * * *—New York Tribune of

May 20th.

Dr. Morton was President of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia at the time of his decease, and his loss falls with special

severity upon the members of the Academy who have found in his

life, as their resolutions say, " an example of earnest and successful zeal

in the pursuit and promotion of lean m of wisdom

and virtue, and in th* practice of the highest liberality and benevolence.'

3 memory, appropriately inscribed, will be placed
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OERSTED.-^The name of Hans Christian Oersted, the discoverer
of electro-iaagnetism, has been added to the long list of those whom

been truly said of him, that the position which he occupied in Denmark
was very similar to that of Humboldt in Germany. He was the phi-

losopher, the !.—the kind friend of youth, the judi-

cious counselor of age,—one whom monarch and citizen alike de-

lighted to honor. Oersted was born 1777, August 14, in Ri

a small town on the Danish island of Langeland. The poverty of his

parents and the isolation of their little village were alike unfavorable
to the attainment of a thorough education. But Oersted, like many of
his predecessors in the same path, learned for himself the elements of
knowledge, and especially arithmetic, from old schoolbooks which fell

in his nay. and taught liis brother A/n/crs who was a year younger,
all that he had thus acquired for himself. And like the brothers Hum-
boldt, the brothers Oers* almost to divide between
themselves the realm of human knowledge. While in each case one
brother followed the paths of actual science and adorned the university

and the academy,—the other rose to equal eminence in the other divis-

ion of human knowledge, and finally became minister of state.

Oersted came to Copenl . and devoted himself to

his studies with intent zeal/ His fellow student, Oehlenschlager, after-

wards the celebrated poc!, was at this time almost the only person who
shared his f. ie endsbip thus

begun continued undimn red by death.

In 1799, hssertation onthe"Ar-
of Natural Metaphysics," {ArcMh'ctonik <ler Nafurmela-

Phystify I
- mind was

deeply imbued with tastes and sentiments similar to those which char-

acterize the last writings of his life.

At this time he proposed his new theory of the alkalies, a theory which
was afterwards universally adopted. In 1800, he was appointed ad-

junct in the > University, and began to lecture on
chemistry and the philosophy of nature.

This was the year in which Volta discovered the battery which bears

his name ; setting this discovery, as Mdller has admirably said, like a

milestone at the close of one century and the beginning of the next.

All Oersted's energies were immediately enlisted for the new field of
research thus opened, an i eted the true law of the

decomposition of salts. From this time forward he dedicated himself

jator, and in the pursuit of his studies

visited almost all parts of northern Europe.
His subsequent life is well known to the scientific world. In the

year 1820 he discovered the magnetic influence of electricity, thus

founding the science of :

.
n kel first opening that

new course of research into the mutual relations of the several energies
-

lng to more and more astonishing results. Without the discoveries of

Oersted, where had been - - Pamdaj, Seebeck
and Melloni? In 1814 he established a Magnetic Observatory at Co-
penhagen, but has since that time chiefly devoted himself to those sci-

ences which spring from the mutual relation of the material and spir-
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itual worlds. His books on " The Spirit in Nature," " Nlfttrral Sciei

and Spiritual Culture," " Natural Science in its relation t&Poetry t

Religion"—must be and contin i< < I tssic works, whatever may be it

vidua! views of the correctness of their philosophy. The bishop of S

land has very recently published a severe attack upon Oersted's vie

occasioned by the publication of his "Geist in der Natur." But althoi

ctttet necessarily coin-

cide—is now at mmark also.

The fiftieth anniversary (jubilee) of Oersted's appointment to his

professorship in the ! tly celebrated

with great pomp. All f b ifn honor. The king

< ;::•.: '

Dannobrog—the University sent new insignia oi bis Doctors degree,

with a gold ring bearing a carved head of -Minerva, and the citizens

presented him with a beautiful cue: -burg, in the

facts, adds, " King and people agree in a strange estimate of the value

and station of the scientific man, according to our insular notions. We
do not see how they could have improved on thte sort of teal

he had gained a battle!"

The following account of his burial is from the Athenseum, of April

5:—"It may perhaps be interesting to some of our readers to know

how they bury a philosopher in Denmark. The illustrious Oersted has

gone to his grave with a cortege such as waits on the funeral march of

of the capital—fornjed the procession w ii< hcu lucti d him to his final

place of repose. At the head of this crowd, the King was represented

by his first aide-de-camp,—followed by the heir to the crown and other

princes of the blood. Then came the Chambers of the Diet, the Min-

isters, the Council of State, the Clergy, the Professors of the I niversitv

and of the other educational establishments of Copenhagen, the Acade-
mies of Science and Fine Arts and oth< r learned corporations, the

army star:', nearly all the members of the diplomatic body, the munici-

.pality, the youth of the schools, . and finally

men of every rank and class—ail

to swell the one act of : i done so much to popu-

larize science in Denmark. The thing was nut according to the rules:

—the Herald was not fairly represented in a procession like this. But

r the care of his uncle, F. A. Lehmann, and entered the

t Potsdam in 1816, the Berlin University in 1820, divid-

betweefc the three dies, Philosophy

i His Dissertation on leaving the University in 1825, is



:s Analytic:!' d< (ibis," and is

r'tic value. A , he defended
nth of the couplet of Novalis,

He went to K6nig>b< rg i lvjf>, n< was ap; tiled Professor in that

University in 1827, a post whi, bis death,—though
on account of the severe climate of Komgsbcrg he has resided in Ber-

academictan. His duct im e-tigatmns haw 'x- ti connected with the
theory of elliptic functions, and are published in the Memoirs of the

Berlin Academy and in Crelie's Journal. The first volume of a con-
templated collection o! ins complete works appeared in 1846.

Prof. M. H. Jaco i the galvano-plas-
t'c art, now a resident of St. Petersburg, is a brother of the deceased.
An apt illustration of the high repute of Jacobi is furnished by an

incident which occurred about a twelvemonth before his death. In

consequence of the extreme m which he enter-

his salary was reduced by the Prussian government.
But no sooner had t

ted him to the Un
one, and the s unwillingly co not only to

higher rate

His personal charade r was very peculiar. His enthusiasm was great,

cea strong, hi

Lichtenberu
powers hardly t by those of

He took a
m of Prussia, lis position was e xtreuieK undefined

;

acterized at one time by the strongest \> yahy, at another by

can,,.,. J.n Jacobi, sciein
one of her br

;
a powerful defe nder of hi

—" champion who knev
W a recent letter to the .

for all who honor her, 1 ; lost a defende
whe " her welfare was concerned, t

all the powers above
and beneath, to break and hew open a path for hei B. A. G.

1. Astronomical Observations, tnade under the directioni of M. F.

^ kv, Liem. U. S. Na . the year 1846, at the National Ob-

i-hingron. 'Vol. 11,
f
mblished by aut horitv of the Secre-

Naw. pp. Ixvi, 4 4:2, dix of 167 pp.,4to.

Washington, ljsr>l.—Tli

prominent 3 of the Observ atory, th e modes of

the observatio ier particulars, ,ke up the

a. The resi observations occupy tin

Pages. The appendix c st, a chapter on NYpmn.
t'leetro-chiv; and 3, on is. On the
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aury has brought forward much thujas i

and views oHnte.

contribute to the general fund, facts of great »

erto been published,

and navigation, whether they are all sustained or not by further

study. Some of the views on the Gulf Stream and the northern cur-

rent we find suited as earlv as the vear IN37 in an article in this

Journal by Mr. W. C. Redfield, and in part alluded to in 1835, vol. xxv,

p. 131. But great additions have been made to our actual knowledge

of oceanic currents and the courses of winds, and greater results

promise to reward the skill and energy with which the researches are

now prosecuted. We trust that Lieut. Maury may continue to have,

and more completely, the cooperation of the Navy Department in car-

rying out his system of investigations ; and we would commend the

subject also to the commercial cruisers, who with little effort, might

ral fund, facts of great value to commerce as

. Maury also presents conclusions with reference

to the circulation of the air, from the recent discoveries of Faraday

respecting the magnetic character of oxygen, and other deductions from

the researches of Ehrenberg on the organic life of the transported dust

of the atmosphere. This part of the Report conta

from Ehrenberg's recent work ; and in view of the occurrence of South

American forms of micros the Atlantic dust off* the

African coast, he suggests that the dust is carried off by M

licb accompany the vernal equinox and sweep over the lifeless

plains of the lower Orinoco," while those of " the autumnal equinox,

take up the organisms of the upper Orinoco and great Amazon
i

-....... ::•:.,..;..'. .<•._;! !, [,'

the organisms of these different regions.

2. Practical Mineralogy, Assaying a description

of the useful minerals,;. aiding accord-

ing to the simplest methods; by Frederick Overman, Mining Engineer.

230 pp. 16mo. Philadelphia, 1851. Lindsay and Blakiston.—There

relied on. We learn on the 2nd page that granite is the oldest of

rocks ; that it is composed offragments of other rock or stony matter : it is

of great hardness and strength and of everltm
•• also called transition rock is the

second in age;" "to this class belong a great variety of /

" Metamorphic rock often assumes the appear-

ance of granite, -pudding-stone or stratified rock ;" and on page 7 the

Connecticut sandstone is ranked with the metamorphic rocks : on page

8 we read under the head of Volcanic Rocks,—" the rocks belonging

to this class are often found to be perfectly vitrified and of a glassy

appearance as basalt and some kinds of lava; the first is found in col-

umns grouped together in isolated mountains or imbedded in other rof-

We might go on in this citation of errors, but this will

suffice.—§ach a work is calculated to make error, rather than science,

3. A Chart giving an Ideal Section of the Successive Geological

Formations, with an a from the Atlantic to the

formation
; by James I I.w.r..—This Jeoloirical chart bv Mr. Hall is in-

1 adapted for this purpose. It
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an excellent representation, as far as can be done in a single view, of
the general principles of geology. Besides exhibiting the dynamics uf
the science and the succession of the rocks in due order, with their

names in French and German aa m Or has given
also the more important _ n which the rocks occur.
The New York Btrala m ei i ted by the recent surveys, and the re-

sults of the explorations of other parts of our country, are throughout
laid down, and a section of the whole country through to the Pacific is

added, so that the chart is thus especially adapted for the American
student. The drawings of fossils an those of the

same geolojj md in all amount to two hundred
and seventy.five. Mr. Hall's labors in Palaeontology, so well known
and so honorable to the state which ho has served, have prepared
him to present this subji ct u ith aceura. \ an I completeness ; and in no
other publication of the kind will the student find presented to the eye
so perfect an exhibition of the characteristic organic remains of the

several strata. Such a chart has been greatly needed for the geological

lecture room, and we know of none comparable with it for extent of
information, or fullness, accuracy and neatness of illustration.

4. The C II gister, a summary of the Sci-

entific, Moral and Religious Progress of the first Half of the XlXth
century; by Robert Baird, 420 pp., 12mo. New York, 1851.—
This work 1

1

first, the progress of the

world in gem sciences; the second, its

moral and religious advancement. Dr. Baird, through his intercourse
,

with various nations of Europe and familiar knowledge of their reli-

large amount of valuable information. The learned and excellent au-

thor treats separately of the progress of political liberty and education,
the enlargement of the bounds of Christendom, the progress of reli-

gious liberty and the operations and prospects of the many societies

now active for the diffusion of Scriptural knowledge. The portion of
the volume devoted to science is by the Rev. B. N. Martin. A com-
plete review was of course impossible in so small a compass. The
author, without attempting to give a

;

on of the de-

velopment of scientific knowledge, has briefly glanced at many of the
steps of progress under the head of the different departments of science
and certain of the arts.

5. Annah of the Lyceum of Natural History of New York. Vol.
V

» No. 2, April, 1851.
G

- N. Lawrence : On the occurrence of the Caspian Tern (Sylo-

cnehdon caspius) in North Arr
G

- N. Lawrence : Descript
Cus.i

J.l

pennis.—p. 40,

J
- P. Giraud: Description of a new species of Helinaia—H. brevi-

Descriptions of new species of Partula and Achati-
>eiia.—p. 41.

v

C B. Adams : Descriptions of new 1
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GEOLOGY, PALEONTOLOGY AND MINERALOGY,

E. SCHWEIZERBART, Bookseller, Stuttgart.

Dr. H. G. Bronn's Lethcza Geognostica, 3d edition, prepared
with the assistance of Dr. F. Roemer. This work consists of a
large series of plates of fossils in 4to, arranged according to the
order of the rock strata, together with text to correspond. Fas-
cicles 1 to 4 issued, with plates i to 47. R. 7, 13 sgr.

Index Palceontologicus, or a systematic arrangement of all

known species of Fossils, prepared by Dr. H. G. Bronx with the
assistance of Prof. H. R. Goeppert and H. v. Meyer.—2 vols.

8vo. R. 12, 18 sgr.

Abhandlungen uber die Gavial-artigen Reptilien der Lias-
formation, by Dr. H. G. Bronn and Dr. J. J. Kaup ; with 4 lith-

ographic plates, in large folio. R. 3, 5 sgr.—Appendix to the
same with 2 plates. R. 1, 22£ sgr.

Geognot ran Wurttemberg, with a geologi-
cal <zhm, by Bergrath Dr. Hehl—R. 1, 14 sgr.

Beobachtungen und Untersuchungen uber die regelmdssigen
Gormen der Gebirgsarten, by Dr. G. Fr. Jager, with 7 litho-

graphic plates in imperial 4to.—R. 3.

Neues Jahrbuch fur Mineralogie, Geog?iosie, Geologie und
Pttrefakten-kunde, edited by Leonhard and Bronn. 1833-1850.
Published every two months in numbers of 130 pages.
Die Basalt- Gebilde in ihren Beziehungen zu normalen und

fonortnen Felsmassen, by K. C. v. Leonhard, with an atlas in
1&rge 4to.—R. 9,

Geologie, oder Naturgeschichte der Erde, by K. C. v. Leon-
hard, 5 vols., with numerous plates.—R. 15.

<*eologischer Atlas zur Naturgeschichte der Erde, with 10
charts and 1 table with profile, by K. C. v. Leonhard.—R.l, 25 sgr.

Vulkanen-Atlas zur Naturgeschichte der Erde, 15 sheets in
part colored, by K. C. v. Leonhard.—R. 1, 20 sgr.

Meue Gattungen fossiler Krebe aus Gebilden von bunten
^ndstein bis in die Kreide, with 4 plates, by Herm. v. Meyer.—

nddiefos-
besonderer
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Rucksicht aufdie Labyrinthodontm des Reapers, by H. v. Meyer

and Dr. Th. Pleininger. Imp. 4to, with 12 plates,—R. 5.

Polens Palaontologie, by G. G. Pusch : in 4to, with 16 lith.

plates.—R. 6, 20 sgr.

Die Versteinerungen der bohmischen Kreideformation, by

Dr. A. E. Reuss. 51 lith. plates, .in 4to.—R. 15.

Der Aufbereitungs-Prozess Gold- und Silber-haltiger Poch-

erze im Salzburgischen Montanbezirke, by J. Russegger.—
8vo, with an atlas of 30 plates in large folio.—R. 7, 15 sgr.

Die Pseudomorphosen des Mineralreichs, by Dr. J. R. Blum.

8vo, R. 2.—Supplement to the same. R. 1, 7% sgr.

Lehrbuch der Oryktognosie, by Dr. J. R. Blum,—with 300

of crystals. 2nd edit. R. 3.H

ANALYTICAL LABORATORY.
led to the " Department o{ Sjj&nosoj&a antJ tjc ®VtH," in Yale

this Laboratory is now fully organized

and all practicable facilities are afforded to the students. The Sessions

correspond with those of the College, commencing in January, May and

October, and continuing about three months each. Instruction given in

.!, and in general Analytical Chemistry, both Organic and

Inorganic.

Instruction is afforded as far as practicable in certain branches of Ap-

plied Chemistry, and particular attention given to fitting students as

teachers in the various departments of Chemistry.

Students allowed to work during the whole day with use of balances,

reagents, glass, porcelain, alcohol, fires, &c, platinum only excepted.

The only extra charge is for breakage. Terms $5 per week or $60 t

)70 per term of twelve or fourteen weeks.

No previous chemical study required of those who enter this depart-

Lectures on Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. Norton, during winter

term, commencing soon after the middle of January. .

Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry and Natural

Philosophy, also accessible.

Analyses and investigations of all kinds promptly attended to on rea-

Yale College, Ne > fl&en, August, 1850.



To Professors of Mineralogy, Colleges and Scientific

Institutions, fyc.

—FOR SALE—

A splendid collection of Minerals, comprising a specimen of
all the known Minerals in the world ; late the property of an
eminent European Professor of the Science. This collection is

believed to be the finest on this continent. It was collected and
arranged for the purpose of giving lectures on that interesting
and useful science. The Duplicate of this collection was sold in

Vienna for 6000 ducats. It is now offered for sale below its

value. For particulars, apply by letter to John Barling, Brook-
lyn, L. L, corner Clinton and Fulton Avenue.

CATALOGUE OF SHELLS.
The subscriber has this day published the fourth edition of his

Catalogue, containing upwards of 11,000 species and varieties,

together with 6,000 synonymes : to which are added their Au-
thorities, Localities and References to where figured or described.
It is published on fine sized paper, 4to., and contains 460 pages
with a complete Index. Price $3 in paper covers or sheets, and
$3,50 bound in muslin.

JOHN C. JAY,
Rye, Westchester Co., New York.

GENERAL INDEX

THE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

IN ONE VOLUME OF 348 PAGES, 8vo.-Peice, $3.

A few copies remain for sale in the hands of the Publishers.

Enquire of Silliman &, Dana.

See farther, second page of Cover.
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AilT
; fp U fte Pfofon Geysera 0/ California ;by Forest Shepherd,* Prof. Economic Geology, i;.

Reserve ColfeJ^jgudson,. Ohio.

There is a tradition among the Indians of California, that not
many years ago, the Chrysopylae or Golden Gates at the entrance
or the Bay of San Francisco were part of the solid land, and that
the inland sea receiving the waters of the Sacramento and San
Joaquin overflowed the beautiful valleys' of San Jose, Napa and
'

u,1 °ni
• mid had its outlet in the vicinity of Monterey.

• California explorers affirm that in the pres-
ent bay of San Francisco they have discovered standing trees

ly petrified, to which they have made fast their boats at
tow tide. The numerous dislocations observed in the tertiary
strata, together with the great, number of specimens of petrified
wood and deposits of lignite found upon the shores of the bay,
also signs of J

;
,

..

. southeastern section of the bay,

dence to the above and other
-

enceto them. [n .',
I have ex-

remark
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miles from the present tide, I discovered a belt of remarkably

hard and heavy limestone, evidenth fossil ifennis ami yet changed

in some places by metamorphic action. In breaking into this

bed of limestone, however, I was surprised "to find imbedded

in the solid rock, sharks teeth as perfect in their serrated edges

as those of present living species swimming in the bay only two

miles distant. I examined the range of hills eastward about

one mile, which bounds and divides Napa valley from Suisun,

and there I found the rocks to be a porphyry, with numerous

springs flowing out at the base. I applied my thermometer and

was surprised to find no two springs of the same temperature,

they ranging from seventy-eight degrees Fahrenheit downward.

I now travelled about thirty miles northward in Napa valley,

following the above m.-'iti.-u. -I i-ham of hills to the thermal

springs of Messrs. Ritchie and Tucker, where I found the tem-

perature of different springs as follows, j

—

No. 1, 105 degrees, Fah. No.* 132 degrees, Fah.

2, 120
n 132 degr

12, 169
13. 129
11. 150
15. 131
16. 128
17. 93
is; 100
19. 120

10, 131

These springs are all embraced in a half mile square of level

bottom land near the base of a small hill or mound of conglome-
rate rock about one hundred and fifty feet in height. The same
kind of rock also extends underneath the springs. There is little

or no opportunity for surface cold water to commingle with
them, and it is a remarkable fact that they are continually chang-
ing their temperature, so that one that is now moderately warm
will in the space of a few weeks or months become hot beyond
endurance. This shifting of the internal heat greatly excited my
curiosity, and on enquiring, I learned from Mr. Cyrus that the

Indians had pointed out a place near the foot of Mount St. Helena
where the hot waters formerly flowed, but had now ceased. I

believed this to be a good opportune to test the truth of their

tradition, and repaired to the spot. Externally there was no un-

common appearance to designate the locality." Neither a surplus

ry of vegetation, and no appearance of scoria, tufa or

travertine, as might have been expected. I found one place,

however, slightly warm on the surface, which on Excavating fc

the depth of two feet became so hot that I could not bear my
hand in the mud and clay. 1 inserted the bulb of my thermome-
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ter, and the mercury at once rose to one hundred and twenty de-
grees. From observations already made by myself and in com-
pany with Pi fi (per James Noonev, I now felt that I could trace
the line of therm d action, and my next object was to find the
sf *tt <>i focus ut' its 2, o -t iutnisihj. To accomplish this I was
s^' fortunate as to have the aid of Messrs. P. Gyrus, J. Cyrus, and
B. F. Briggs, three excellent young gentlemen and experienced
hunters. We travelled northwesterly from the head of Napa val-

ncamping one or two nights in the rain, and wan-
ungh almost impenetrable thickets, reached the summit

of a high peak on the mom ins of the fourth day. On the west
we saw the vast Pacific. On the south, the Bay of San Fran-

•Ninutuu and Napa valleys. On the south-
west, the valleys of Santa Rosa and Russian river. On the east,

the lofty range of the Sierra Nevada : while on the north, almost

at our feet there opened an immense chasm appa-

the mountains in a direction from
west to east. The sun's rays h:ul m idy penetrated into the
llai''w \ , ley an ! so lighted" up the deep defile, that from a dis-
tance of four or live mi!- s v e d stu < r v saw clouds and dense
columns of steam rapid! inks of the little river
1 M '"

1 Ii was uom iheoiy-hfhol Febmaa : the mountain peaks
nice 'were covered with snow, while the valley at our

feet wore the verdant garb of summer. It was with difficulty we
could persuade ourselves that we were not looking down upon
some manufacturing city, such as Pittsburg or Wheeling, until
by a tortuous at the spot where at once the
secrets of the ,:,,,, v, ,•! I o ,eued upon our astonished senses.
in the space of half a mile square we discovered from one to two

• ie ste i a iss i I with violence,

on to the height of one hundred
and fifty to two hundred feet, like our largest ocean steamers,

-lung to engines of one or two horse power,
^ne roar tf

| be heard for a mile or more.

c ones is still ringing in my ears.
Many of them would work spasmodically, precisely like high
pressure engines. Tim. wins 1.111 i^--:.-i<>nul jets or volumes of
not scalding water some twenty or thirty feet, endangering the
nves of those who rashly venture too near. In some places the

tact so as to produce a constant

. with a dense cloud above the

3 in the sunshine,
numerous cones are f rmed bvthe; nnnlation of \ u us min-

eral salts and a deposit of sulphur crystals with earthy matter,
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which often harden into crusts of greater or less strength and thick-

ness. Frequently the streams of boiling water would mount up to

the top of the cones with violent ebullition. Some of the cones

appear to be immense boiling cauldrons, and yc-. hear th

and foaming gyrations beneath your feet as you approach them.

It is then a moment of intense interest. Curiosity impels you

forward—fear holds you back; and while you hesitate, the thin

crust under your feet gives way, and you find yours*

into the fiery maelstrom below. The writer on one occasion

heard the rushing of water under his feet. He struck down an

axe which on the first blow went through into the deep whirl-

pool the whole length of the helve. He withdrew it and cut

an opening, which revealed a stream <>l" angry wnter. bulling

intensely and of unknown breadth and depth. He continued to

enlarge the opening until the stream was seen to be five or six

feet in breadth, leading on indefinitely into the dark caverns be-

neath the mountain. This geyser is called Agassi z's Maeklrom.

Another place where a large volume of water boils up violently

is called Silliman's Fountain. Another, is named the Panther

Geyser, from the circumstance that a huge wild panther had taken

up his residence on the bank of the warm monad and seemed

quite unwilling to leave his com Another,

where the waters gyrate with a loud noise "in gurgite vasto" is

called Pluto's Cauldron. Another, the Ocean Steamer, Sfc.

At the base of the cones, in the bottom of the ravines, and in

the bed and on the north bank of the river Pluton. spri

innumerable break out, which are of various qualities and tem-

'peratures, from icy coldness up to the boiling point. You may
here find sulphur water precisely similar to the celebrated White
Sulphur of Green Brier County, Va., except its icy coldness.

Also red, blue and even black sulphur water, both cold and hot.

Also pure limpid hot water without any sulphur or chlorine salts,

calcareous hot w tt< -. m ign< si in, chalybeate, &c, in almost end-

less variety. Every i . ded for either vapor,

shower or plunging baths. Where the heated sulphuretted hy-

drogen gas is evolved, water appears to be ml kmly formed, beau-

tiful crystals of sulphur deposited (not sublimed as by fire), and
more or less sulphuric acid generated. In some places the acid

was found so strong as to turn black kid gloves almost imme-
diately to a deep red. Where the heated gas escapes in the river

Pluton, such is the amount of sulphur deposited that the whole

bed of the si for one or two miles below, sim-

ilar to the White Sulphur Spring m Virginia. From numerous
experiments made here and in the mountains of Virginia, I am
confident tl js possess a high tempera
descending below the cold surface water. Notwithstanding that
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the rocks and earth in many places are so hot as to burn your
feet through the soles of yonr boots, there is yet no appearance
of a voir t'i'i m this extraordinary spot. Wore the action to cease,
it wonld be dk-.cnlt after a few years to persuade men that it ever
existed. There is no appearance of lava. You find yourself

not in a solfatara nor one of the salses described by the
s Humboldt. The rocks around, you are rapidly dissolv-

rrned into a kind of potters clav. Psetido-

and in:mnesian rocks an3 consumed much like 'wood in
a slow fire. and go to form sulph ate of m agnesia and otltier pro-

is rendered so stoft that i it be-

tween your fingers, and cut it as bread unbaked.. The
feldspar

rs and angular h brought down the ra-

d river 1 >V the floods, are 1 nted into a fi

glomerat e so tha t it is difficult to dislodge even a small
the pebble itself:sometimes breakii ig before thecementatioi i yields.

:u another a log changed t<> lignite or brown coal.

Other fragments ,.,
,
eared Ml <iv ay" between petrifaction and car-

. finding some drops of a very
dense fluid and also highly refractive, I was led to believe that

pure carbon might under such cir< ize and form
nond. Unfortunately for me however, i lost the precious

drop in attempting to secure it.

A green tree cut down and obliquely inserted in one of the

incls. was so changed in tlurty-six hours that its spe-

ld not have been recognized except from the portion

pstals of sulphur had
already formed.
From the thermal exhalations and the amount of sulphur de-

posited, it might be supposed that the progress of vegetation
would be retarded. [Jm such is not the fact. On the contrary it is

i sempervirens or evergreen oak,
flourishes fa !v feet of the boiling and angry

id alders from one to two feet in diameter,

twoutv or tlurtv foot «.f the hottest steam pipes.

ever, may be accounted for by the cold surface water

.. unl tin. Here too the birds

g the branches." Multitudes of

i the warm grounds: Panthers,

unl s.|iurrek alvi tak- up th n winter quarters in
the very midst of the geyser mounds. Farther down the stream
011 the terraced banks of the limpid Pluton, vegetation (as one

v
Winter months exhibit all the fancied freshness of primeval Eden.
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I have now traced the influence of this thermal action from
two to three hundred miles on the Pacific coast in California,

but only in this place have I been ss its aston-

ishing intensity. The metamorphic action going on is at this

moment effecting important changes in the structure and con-

formation of the rocky strata. It is not stationary, but apparently

moving slowly eastward in the Pluton valley.

I would respectfully invite the attention of geologists to this

cause of action, which hitherto has been too little studied and

at present is not perfectly understood. The investigation will

probably aid in accounting for the existence of many springs inde-

pendent of ordinary Artesian flow, the formation of deep and va-

ried soils, of beds of sulphur, rock salt, chalk, clay, hydrous iron

ore, gypsum, &c, and perhaps extensive sections of breccia and

Art. XVIII —Report of Prof. Alexander D. Bache, Superin-
tendent of the United States Coast Survey, showing the pro-

gress of that work for the year ending 'October, 1S50. Ex.

Doc, No. 12, 31st Cong., 2nd Session.

We propose to devote a short notice, such as our space will

allow, to the recent Report of Prof. A. D. Bache, Superintendent

of the United States Coast Survey, showing the progress and
state of that work, up to the latter part of 1850.

Our readers may be presumed to be somewhat acquainted with

the nature of a work which has such an important bearing on the

great interests of our country, and the advancement of science.

We need, therefore, but briefly refer to the general plan and
scope of the Survey.

The grand object—an accurate delineation of our coast and
its adjacent waters—is pursued by a system ; 1st, of primary tri-

angulation, founded on the nice admeasurement of a base line,

and embracing, wherever practicable, points of prominent inter-

est—accompanied by astronomical and magnetic observations,

for the determination of the latitude and longitude of such points,

and the variation of the compass; 2nd, of more minute triangu-

lation, and accurate topography of the shores
; and 3d. of hydro-

graphic obs _ to all that may help the mariner

to a knowledge of th es of our coast naviga-
tion, in the present, and all that may point out to the government

modes of indicating those dangers, or increasing those

facilities, in the future.

The -prosecution of this primary plan allows, and is used for,

the incidental promotion, not only of the discovery of phenom-
ena and laws which may afford new helps to the general science
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of navigation, but also of a worthy contribution, from our country,
to the great magazines of observations which the governments
and savans of the civilized world are combining to store as the
treasure house of future science.

The most distinguished foreign associations and journals have
expressed their attentive admiration of the work, and the hopes
which they indulge of its manifold results. We cannot forbear
to instance the " Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie," (Paris,

Jan., 1851,) which, after an extended notice, adds; "In our
mention of the eminent services rendered by the Coast Survey
to science and to humanity, we hove indicated but a small part
of the results of this admirable enterprise. Directed in all its

branches with zeal and activity, it < anix-t fail to add each year to
the consideration with which it is regarded, not only in the Uni-
ted States, but in every country where science and its applica-
tions to the arts of life are justly appreciated." Of the present
head of the work, it says: " The new superintendent was called

this eminent post: signalized to the esteem of
his fellow-citizens by useful publications, appreciated by the prin-
cipal academies of Europe, he has acquired a universal renown
by services daily rendered to science, and by ameliorations of

traduced in the various branches of the Coast

Under the system established by the present superintendent,
our coast has been divided into sections (nine for the Atlantic
and two on the Pacific), in all of which the work is prosecuted

usly and separately. The different parts of the work
will thus serve, in future, to verify each other, where the trian-

gles meet. By this plan, moreover, the resulting benefits of the

nstead of being postponed, or partially bestowed, are

d throughout the country, during even the first stages
of the work, in the different sections—a consideration, in its fa-

vor, of high practical moment, there being many cases, on vari-
ous parts of our coast, in which even an approximation to accu-
racy of information is of immediate importance, to remedy the
omissions or mistakes of existing charts.

The delineation of the Atlantic coast, as far south as that of
North Carolina, has, in its essentials, advanced well nigh to com-
pletion

; and a large number of extended and useful charts have
been published. In our southern and western sections, the pre-

•ork is being rapidly pushed, together with, here and
there, surveys in detail of important points, examined with a
view to present necessities, or in compliance with special requests
"om the communities interested. Much valuable information,
on those coasts, has indeed beeu already acquired and made public.

Within the past year, the harbor of Beaufort, N. C, has been
surveyed, and a sketch published, as also of Oregon and Hatte-
rs inlets, which sketches have been gratuitously distributed.
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On the coasts of South Carolina and Georgia, the survey has

been in progress since 1847. A base line has been measured on
'•

of that river commenced. The triangulation of N. Edisto inlet

(harbor of refuge) is far advanced. The hydrography of Charles-

ton harbor and bar is nearly completed, and hydrographic recon-

naissances have been made off the sounds of St. Helena and St.

Andrew.
In the Florida section, a reconnaissance of the Florida reef,

keys, and adjacent main, has been completed from Cape Florida

to the Tortugas. The topography and hydrography of Key
West, and th ' main, have been executed, a

als, and one of Cedar

Keys commenced. The work indicates a new channel for en-

tering the harbor of Key West. This section was entered on

in 1849.

On the coast of Alabama and Mississippi, the primary and sec-

ondary triangiilations. entered on in 1846, are advancing. The
hydrography and topography of Mobile bay and the delta near

the city are completed.

In the section extending along the coasts of 'iLjpuisiana and
Texas, entered upon m N ^ tic

|
rnuarv u.d -rondary m.-unjii-

lations are in progress. The hydrography and topography of the

approaches and vicinity of Galveston are nearly completed.
The parties sent to the coasts of Oregon and Calif

been hampered for want of means to carry on the work. The
results, so far, have been—a gene f the coast

M uiterey to the mouth of Columbia River,

wiih charts and sai „:ry surveys «>f that

river and of (he bays of San Francisco and San Pablo—special

observations and reports on Cape Conception, (which has' been

called the Hatteras of the western coast,) Cape Disappointment
and some other prominent points.

From this general view, we may proceed to remark such stri-

des or new observations, especially with reference to

their general scientific interest, as offer themselves in the report

of Prof. Bache, under the respective heads of, 1st, the geodetic,

and 2d, the hydrographic, portions of the work.
I. The correct measurement of a base line is the problem on

whose practical solution must rest the accuracy of the Sum y. in

tges. I pen this head, the French

many modes of pro-

cedure have been employed. The best, beyond all doubt, is that

of Professor Bache. who by a skillfully arranged apparatus, has
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The measurement is now pursued with an apparatus devised
by Professor Bache, founded on the known system of compensa-
ting bars, but perfected by new precautions and nice contrivances
of mechanical adjustment. Heretofore, no further approximation
to accuracy of compensation had been attained, than resulted
from joining together bars, of about the same size and surface,
of different metals. The masses of the bars have been propor-
tioned by Prof. Bache upon the principle that the absorption va-
ries directly with the conducting power and inversely with the
specific heat, of the material. Hence masses proportioned to the
ratios of those constants, and having equal surfaces, from which
conditions their linear dimensions may be deduced, would. theo-
retically bear to each other the due compensating relation. Two
sources of error however remain—the inexactness of the values
assumed for those constants, and the different rapidity of absorp-
tion of the surfaces, during changes of temperature. These are
obviated by proportioning the bars by actual experiment, subse-
quent to the calculated approximation, and by coating the mate-
rials respectively with varnishes suitable to each ; so that the
absorption of both will be equal in a given time and the compen-
sating relation continue during changing temperatures. The
bars while in use ire . >ustn tly compared with the standard bar.
They have Men exposed beforehand to a higher temperature
than they can be while in use, in order to give them a set, and
are always protected by a covering, throughout the greater part

igth. These precautions, with arrangements for per-

3 forbid description, have ensured
all the accuracy desirable. Dm tug the season embraced in this re-

port, a base line of 6| miles was measured, in the whole of which
the probable accidental error did not exceed one-tenth of an inch.

The Chesapeake triangulatiou will furnish the length of an arc

idian of over 24 degrees, measured, with but moderate
deviation, on each side of the central meridian.
Tly i,;ai ittni non at the astronomical stations having been

found to m , determinations, those stations
have been in mical have been united
magnetic and meteorological observations. The method of azi-

muth by observations at equal intervals before and after the cul-

mination of a circumpolar star has given excellent results, requir-
ing but brief computations.
By telegraphic connection with the coast stations, the obser-

vations of moon culminations and nnati have
been made available for differences of longitude from Europe.
In general, it is to be remarked that the observations of scientific

men, where they could be made available, have been procured
for the Survey, and v professors have been
employed to compute results from the materials accruing to the

Second Series, VoL XII, tfo. 3o.-Sept., 1 85 1. 21
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work. In this wise, the appropriation for the Survey is made,

while effecting its own end, to contribute to the maintenance and

encouragement of a class devoted to s

haps thus be assisted to repay their i

well as in present labor.

In addition to the employment alluded to of telegraphic con-

nections for determination of differences of longitude, researches

have been prosecuted on the velocity of the galvanic- current. A
mea urable interval having appeared in the recording of signals

at different points, exj uited, connecting the

Washington station with Cambridge, Mass., St. Louis, and

Charleston, S. C, undei - ui< us cm nmstanoos. The n suits indi-

cate a velocity of about 15,400 miles per second, by the iron

wires', while it appears probable that, in passing through tin:

ground, , the wave has not a velocity exceed i u two-thirds of

the former. In the co incuts, interesting phe-

nomena have been not; andinter-

ference of the galvanic waves departing from the two poles of the

telegraphic circuit.

Under an arrangement for ascertaining differences of longitude

from Europe, by the transportation of chronona-iors, one series

of results has been com,. < . !. aid mother is commencing. Mr.

Bond, Director of the Cambridge Observatory, wm had the im-

mediate charge of the matter, states the very curious fact that

the eastern passages give a greater difference of longitude than

the western—and this too uniformly to be the result of accidental

errors of the chronometers.

In the conduct of the Survey, it has been difficult to ^scertaia

the best season for its various operations on different parts of the

coast, the most pleasant weather not being always the most -un-

able, especially when the lines of sight are long. In the Florida

section experience in di mi November to June

(embracing parts of each, and including the intermediate months
except March) as best for triangulation

; and the same months,

a March for June, as best for topography.
At the office of the Survey, the _ raved plates

by the electrotype process has been pursued with complete suc-

cess. The method consists in washing the plate with an alco-

holic solution of iodine, and exposing to the action of a strong

light, before placing it on the battery. In replacing a destroyed

plate, the practicability has been proved of cutting up plates in

the engra\ arts to several engravers, and re-

producing the whole in one plate. The mode adopted was to

secure the parts by screws to a copper plate and fill in with cop-

per filings the intermediate spaces, made exceedingly small by
close filing of the edges of contact. T.he metal formed was
equally good throughout ; and there remained only a few days'

labor of an engraver to unite the parts.
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II. The k . have yielded important discov-

eries of mpv retofore un-
known. Of the former class are Gednev's channel at the en-
trance of New York. Blake's hi Delaware Hay. an entrance of
twenty-one feet water on Mobile bar, and a new harbor on the
dangerous coast of North Carolina. Of the latter, are the dis-

coveries of Davis' and other shoals near Nantucket, in the most
several on the southern coast, and

the new delineation of shoals olF the const of Maryland and off
*'

;
11 in , . iht'f a. dm >st ent)iv!\ from the data previously

in ii hed 1 v tii. 1. st inth rir es Pn ! s i Ba« !i i is that
•'•:"'; results, t-hou-h more striking, are not more useful, than the

accurate delineation of the harbors, bays, and sea-coast, which

y operations arc continually furnishing to navigators.

He adds, that some of the (-inferences observed between the re-

cent surveys and those on which former charts were founded,
are no doubt the -results of actual changes : but there are no

prove thru any important channel has been oblitera-
ted without being replaced by another, or has diminished in
depth. ' The portions of our coast which really do change will
be made known in the course of the survev, and the permanent
marks furnished by the land work will permit re-examinations to
be made, whenever revered, it su ill oxpons- md by ordinary
means. The examinations relative to the entrance of Columbia
nver, heretofore so much dreaded by mariners, show that there
nave been great changes, but always a good channel, and its re-

cent navigation has been without accident.

,

At various points. ob>er\ iti >ns of tid< - and cur aits have been
minutely. Those of the tides at Cat Island are under

is i<( a remarkable ral but one

one low water tide during twenty-four lunar hours.

s are supposed to depend up m the' interference of the

nalitv (l-i-hour tide'; wave with the semi-diurnal

wave.— at lc ts t then variations may be traced and
predicted from such a hypothesis.

.

The changes of a shore line by the action of storms and
' the en roa ' nm ts of the sea upon the laud, have

been discussed by obscm s at h 2 I* id md • ^ mdy Hook,

... The former of th- - ii i rs. from tradition and

ii, to be expected in
the same places at present than to m-.1v: but about the same
depth at the same dis: h, as the sea probably
carves out the same f -r n of bed in all i's c »urse of encroach-
ment. Al Sandy !! I en a marked motion
,( lts northern extremity to westward the obsom finds that,
wllei).wer there are natu'ral obstructions to the wind, sandhills

ed. He infers the feasibility of
Preserving and controlling the formation of the beach, by hedges
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set with reference to the prevailing winds. At the same time,

he regards the wind as having but small influence, as a first cause,

in effecting these changes. The sand seems to be first thrown

up by heavy seas and during storms, afterwards, when dry, to be

carried about by the wind and deposited, until so near the level

of high water as to be prevented by its dampness from rising

with the winds.

In the western part of Mississippi sound, the water has changed

from salt to fresh, owing to a crevasse through which the water of

liver < ut< ;- l/i k< IVnehai train, and thence reaches

the Sound. The shell fish have been destroyed, and, if the cre-

vasse continue, the character of that region may change m
The character, as well as the configuration of the bottom of

the ocean is ascertained, and laid down on the charts of the Sur-

vey. Specimens of the bottom, obtained by soundings off the

coast, are regularly collected and preserved. Their variety will

often afford the mariner the means of relying on his lead for his

position. The materials brought up in the deep sea soundings

have, under the microscope, proved of the highest scientific in-

terest. They have been already discussed by Professors Bailey

and Agassiz.

Experiments have been made to ascertain the amount of un-

certainty in ocean soundings, under ditli-r.-nt circumstances.

The results obtained are of practical importance, as deciding the

degree of accuracy necessary to be arrived at in observing the

tides for the correction of soundings.
The observations of local attraction on board the iron steamer

Jefferson have given the curious result of a difference not amount-
ing to as much as four degrees, when heading towards opposite

points of the compass. It is not known that any such case has

ever before been observed.

In no point of view perhaps, can the results of the survey be

made available for purposes of greater immediate importance, by
the government to whom they are submitted, than in the estab-

lishment of light-houses, and the like facilities, for the guidance

of our navigation. A wise selection is far more advantageous
than an undue multiplication of such works. Accordingly, the

attention of the parties employed in the various sections of the

Coast Survey is constantly and minutely directed to the examin-
ation and selection of suitable

]
es, beacons,

and buoys, and the determination of the best modes of construc-

tion for attaining the objects in view at the different localities.

We trust that the attention of our government will not slumber

over this subject, but that a judicious use of the knowledge thus

acquired will cause to be devised and carried out, a system which
shall lend new wings to our commerce, alleviate the hardships

and lessen the dangers of the mai . the hearts of

those at home, whose fancy tracks in dreams his dangerous path.



On Coral Reefs and Islands.

From the Report on Geology of the Exploring Expedition under Capt. Wilkes. I'.S.X.

Structure, Growth, and Habits of Coral Zoophvtes.

1. Structure and Growth of Zoophytes.

A singular degree of obscurity has been thrown around the

hrongh th(

s of facts
;

to the present day, the subject is seldom mentioned without the

n expressed or understood. Some
writers, scouting the idea that reefs of rocks can be due in any
way to "animalcules," talk of electrical forces, the first and last

appeal of ignorance. Others call in the fishes of the seas, sug-
gesting that they are the masons, and work with their teeth in
the accumulation of the calcareous material. Very many of
those who discourse quite learnedly on zoophytes and reefs, im-
agine that the polyps are mechanical workers, heaping up these
piles of rock by their united labors ; and science still retains
such terms as polypary, polypidotn, as if each coral were the
constructed hive or house of a swarm of polyps, like the honey-
comb of the bee, or the hillock of a colony of ants.

It is vain to hope to understand t'i Hy the works of Him who
is himself infinite and incomprehensible. The scrutinizing eye
of science penetrates with far-rea :hii - sight the system of things
about us, and in the dim limits of villoii reads everywhere the
word mystery. Ail life, animal and vegetable, and all that is in-

animate, declare it; surely there is no special reason, except such
asmay arise from want of st ud \ and consideration, for attribut-
"ig it pre-eminently to the humblest grades of existence.

It is not more surprising nor a matter of more difficult com-
prehension that the polyp should form coral, than that the quad-
ruped should form its bones, or the mollusc its shell. The pro-
cesses are similar, and so the result : in each case it is a simple
animal secretion, a formation of stony matter from the aliment
which the animal receives, produced by certain parts of the ani-
mal fitted for this secreting process. This power of secretion is

the first and most common of those that belong to living tissues;
and though differing in different organs according to their end or

t is all one process, both in nature or cause, whether

"j the animalcule or in man. Coral is never, therefore, an ag-
glutination of grains made by the handywork of the many-
armed polyps : for it is no more an act of labor than bone-mak-
ing in ourselves. And again, it is not a collection of cells into
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which the coral animals may withdraw for concealment, any-

more than the skeleton of a dog is its house or cell : for every

part of the coral of a polyp in most reef-making species is en-

closed within the polyp, where it was formed by the secreting

process.*

It is important that this point should be thoroughly understood,

and fully appreciated. That error may no longer be perpetuated,

the words polypary and the like, have been rejected by the au-

thor in his volume on Zoophytes, and the more familiar term

cprallum has been used instead.f With this introductory expla-

nation, we proceed.

a. Structure of Coral Animals or Polyps.—k good idea of a

coral polyp may be had from comparison with the garden aster:

for the likeness in external form and delicacy of coloring is ^insu-

larly close. The aster consists of a tinted disk bordered with

one or more series of petals ; and in exact analogy, the polyp-

flower, in its most common form, has a disk often richly colored,

fringed around with petal-like organs called tentacles. Below
the disk, in contrast with the slender pedicel of the plant, there

is a stout cylindrical pedicel or body, often as broad as the disk

itself, and usually not much longer, which contains the stomach

and internal cavity of the polyp : and the mouth, which opens

into the stomach, is placed at the centre of the disk. Here,

then, the flower-itniinnl and the garden-flower diverge in charac-

ter, the difference being required by the different modes of nu-

trition in the two kingdoms of nature.

There are many species of polyps, which have all the exter-

nal and internal characters of coral polyps, yet secrete no lime

or coral. Our descriptions of structure may be best drawn from

them, and afterwards the single peculiarity of the cor;

polyp—its secretion of coral—will come under consideration.

The species here referred to are calh d I Unio m science, in allu-

sion to the radiated or aster-like flower which forms the summit
of the animal.J There is the same allusion in the common ap-

pellation Sea-anemone. The richest anemones, daisies and tu-

lips of our gardens would not rival them in beauty, neither will
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they exceed them in the size of their flowers; for a breadth of
two and three inches is common. The polyps here alluded to,

along with the coral polyps allied, constitute the order or division
of zoophytes called Actinoidea *

The Actinias- are entirely fleshy, and usually live attached by
their lower extremity to the submerged rocks of the shores.

The mouth, at the centre of the flower-like disk forming the
summit of the animal, is a simple opening without teeth or ap-
pendages of any kind. The tentacles—the petals of the flower
—are tubular organs, and communicate internally with the inte-

rior cavity of the animal. The animal contracts, when disturbed,

and conceals the flower by rolling inward over it the margin
bearing the tentacles, and" m thi> -ic u - --ms like a lifeless

lump of animal matter. Left quiet for a while, it a^ain expands
and appears as before. Th,- . x; nsioii i-

i
, di -I hv receiving

water into the interior from without, mostly through the mouth,
and thus filling the tentacles and swelling out its fleshy body.

- aalh found expanded with the mouth wide open to

their prey. As they are fixed to the rocks, they must
their food to come to them. When a crab, shell-fish,

g alive, within the capabilities of their bodies, comes
within reach, they usually secure it by closing upon the victim
the tentacle.-,, wh.ch c miimnlv hau" ;i sti _mii power,) and
pushing it into the mouth. In many species the tentacles are too
short to aid in capturing food except it be by stinging. These

ibserare also the purpose of aerating the blood, a function
m which all parts of the body are more or less concerned.
The interim >l tin k nun < t un- a < \hndncal stomach sus-

pended from the disk, which opens at bottom into the general
cavity of the body. This general cavity, below the stomach
and around it, is divided into compartments by radiating fleshy
lamellae, the larger of whi-h in th.-ii ij.per part connect the stom-
ach with the sides of the animal. The most important function
of these lamella? is that of reprodu
«"^ me omers bearing
body by passillg out thjii'O^gh

has proceeded from them. The refuse from the food after dige:

tion in the stomach is also ejected by the mouth, as this is the
only opening to the alimentary cavity. Other excrementitious

' parated on the final elaboration of the chyle and its

tioo, may escape through the sides of the animal, the
openings at the extremities of the tentacles, or in general by
whatever pores or passages water may be ejected in the contrac-
ts of the animal.
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One of the most singular peculiarities of polyps is their ready

restoration of a lost part. Even a fragment will go on to com-
plete the entire animal again : as with the fabled hydra of old,

the knife is used but to multiply, for every section becomes a

In all the points mentioned in the description here given, the

polyp of ordinary coral and the actinia are identical.

b. Process of Budding.—There is one mode of reproduction

which, although having no necessary connection with coral se-

cretions, belongs almost exclusively to coral polyps. This is re-

production by buds; and the process is so similar to the produc-

tion of buds in vegetation, that a remembrance of the latter will

aid much in conceiving of it. The bud generally commences
as a slight prominence on the side of the parent : the prominence

enlarges, and soon a circle of tentacles grows out, with a mouth
at the centre; enlargement goes on till the young finally equals

the parent in size. Thus *by budding, a compound group is

commenced ; and it is evident that if the parent and the new-

polyp go on budding again, and so on, the compound group may
continue to enlarge. ^This is the fact in nature. The polyps,

one and all, continue propagating by buds, until in some instan-

ces thousands, or hundreds of thousands, have proceeded from a

single one, and the colony has spread to a large size. Such is

the Madrepora and Astrsea. There are modifications of this pro-

cess, analogous to those in vegetation, but we need not dwell

upon them in this place.

It is obvious that the connection of the polyps in such a com-
pound group must be of the most intimate kind. The several

polyps have separate mouths and tentacles, and separate stomachs

;

but beyond this there is no individual property. They coalesce,

or are one, by intervening tissues, and there is a free cil

of fluids through the many pores or lacunes. The zoophyte is

like a living sheet of animal matter, fed and nourished by nu-

merous mouths and as many stomachs, [n some species the

coalescence is confined to the lower half of the polyps, or to a

still less part ; and in this case the animals project above the gen-

eral living surface. Polyps thus clustered, spreading at summit
a star of tentacles, constitute the flowering zoophytes of coral

Those coral animals which do not bud are to all external ap-

pearance true actiniae. The existence of coral in the living coral

zoophyte is nowhere apparent, and would not be suspected if not

previously known ; for, as before stated, it is wholly internal,

and the visible exterior is the fleshy skin of the polyp.

c. Secretion of Coral.—We have already remarked on the gen-

eral nature of coral secretions. These secretions, it should be

farther observed, increase within simultaneously with growth,
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and every new animal adds to those previously formed. They
go on throughout the sides and base of each polyp, excepting
generally the exterior skin, as above stated

;
and the whole forms

a calcareous framework penetrated by the animal tissues, some of
these tissues corresponding to and occupying the cellules of the
corallnm, and others penetrating the solid parts in minute ramifi-
cations. Coral is also secreted between the radiating fleshy
lamella? of the internal cavity of the polyp, producing the radia-
ted calcareous lamella? which constitute the star of a cell. In
the corallnm of a Madrepora or an Astraea each surface cell or
star belonged to a separate polyp, and the star was formed as
here explained.

It would lead to too long a digression from the main topic before
us to explain the principles upon which the forms of zoophytes
depend. They are dwelt upon at length in another volume. In
this place we may briefly allude to the principal varieties of form
proceeding from the budding process, and to a single point in

their mode of growth, upon which much of their importance in

reef-making depends.
d. Ponns of Actinoid Zoophytes.—Zoophytes imitate nearly

every variety of vegetation. Trees of coral are well known

;

and although not < m\l it ng in size the oaks of our forests,—for

they do not exceed six or eight feet in height,—they are grace-

i'hed, and the whole surface blooms with coral polyps
m place of leaves and flowers. Shrubbery, tufts of rushes, beds
of pinks, and feathery mosses, are most exactly imitated. Many
species spread out in broad leaves or folia, and resemble some
large-leaved plant just unfolding: when alive, the surface of each
leaf is covered with polyp flowers. The cactus, the lichen cling-
ing to the rock, and the funsrus in all its varieties, have their nu-
merous representatives. Besides these forms imitating vegeta-
tion, there are gracefully modelled vases, some of which are three
or four feet in diameter, made up of a network of branches and
branchlets and sprigs of flowers. There are also solid coral hemi-
spheres like domes among the vases and shrubbery, occasionally
ten, or even twenty feet in diameter, whose symmetrical stir-

race is gorgeously decked with polyp-stars of purple and eme-
rald green*

AJ l the many shapes proceed in each instance from a single
germ, which grows and buds under a few simple laws of devel-

opment, and thus gives origin either to the branch, the broad
leaf, the column, or the hemisphere.

e
- Life and Death in Concurrent Progress.—But the more

massy forms would not exist, and others would be of diminutive
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size, were it not for a peculiar mode of growth which character-

izes most coral zoophytes.

Life and death are here in concurrent or parallel progress, a

condition favored by the existence of coral secretions. In some

instances, a simple polyp, while growing at top and constantly

dying at its lower extremity, leav-

ing the base of the coral bare, and di stitute of any living tissues.

The polyp thus continues rising in height, and death progresses

below at the same rate, till at last the live polyp may be at the

extremity of a coral stem many times its own length. This

process is illustrated by figures on pages 62 and 78 of the Report

on Zoophytes.

In species which bud and form large groups, the same opera-

tion takes place. In some instances the summit polyp or polyps

bud and grow, while at a certain distance below the summit, the

work of death is going on and polyps are gradually disappe

There is thus a certain interval of life, the length of whi
terval is different for different species. There are zoophytes

which grow to a height of several feet, and still only the upper

one or two inches are living. The recent polyps at the top of

the column are active with life and vigorous in reproducti

while the more aged below, having reached the fixed limits

their existence, are disappearing. The enduring coral remai

and constitutes the basement or stage of action for future genera-

tions of polyps.

But this death is not in progress alone at the base of the col-

umn or branch. Generally the whole interior of a corallum is

dead, a result of the same process with that just explained. Thus,
a Madrepora, although the branch may be an inch in diameter, is

alive only to a depth of a line or two, the growing polyps of the

surface having progressively died at their lower or inner extrem-
ity as they increased outward.
The large domes of Astraeas, which have been stated to attain

sometimes a diameter of ten or twenty feet, and are alive over

the whole surface, owing to a symmetrical and unlimited mode
of budding, are nothing but lifeless coral throughout the interior-

Could the living portion be separated, it would form a hemis-

pherical shell of polyps, in most species about half an inch thick.

In some Porites of the same size, the whole mass is lifeless, ex-

cepting the exterior for a sixth of an inch in depth.
With such a mode of increase, there is no necessary limit to

the growth of zoophytes. The rising column may grow up-

ward, until it nears the surface of the sea, when death ensues

simply from exposure, and not from any failure in its powers of

life. The huge domes may enlarge till the same exposure just

mentioned causes the death of t es only the

sides to grow, which may increase indefinitely. Moreover, it is
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evident that if the land supporting the growing coral were very
gradually sink-ins. the upward increase of the coral n.

he without limit.

There is hence sufficient means provided for the production of
coral material for islands, however numerous. These humble
ministers of creative power might, without other attributes than
those they now possess, have laid the foundations of conti-
nents, and covered them with mountain ranges. This remark
requires no limitation if we allow the requisite time, and connect
with the power of growth such other agencies, soon to be ex-
plained, as have been at work in the Pacific since the reefs were
there in progress.

The death of the polyps about the base of a coral tree would
expose it seemingly to immediate wear from the waters around

illy as tin- texture i- us i illy porous. But nature is

not without an expedient to prevent a catastrophe that would be
B to a large part of growing zoophytes, and would pre-

vent the indefinite increase just explained. The dead surface be-
comes the resting-place of numberless small incrusting species of
corals, besides Nullipores, Serpulas, and some molluscs. In many
instances the h.-h.-u-likr Nnllii.nrf l row* at the same rate with
the rate of death in the zoophyte, and keeps itself up to the
very limit of the living part. The dead trunk of the forest be-
comes covered with lichens and fungi, or in tropical climes, with
other foliage and various foreign flowers : so among the coral

oa of the sea, there are forms of life which replace the
dying polyp. The process of wear is thus entirely prevented.

.
The older polyps, before death, often increase their coral secre-

tin, filling the pores occupied by the tissues, and render-
ing the corallum more solid : and th - is -mother means by which
the trees of coral growth, though of slender form, are increased
in strength and endurance.

.
The facility with which polyps repair a wound, aids in carry-

ird the results above described. The breaking of a
branch is no serious injury to a zoophyte. There is often some
degree of s< lump, even when of
considerable size, and the shock, therefore, may occasion the
Polyps to close. But in an hour, or perhaps much less time,
their tentacles \ anded : and such as were torn
ny the fracture will be in the process of complete restoration to
their former size and powers. The fragment broken off, drop-
Pmg in a favorable place, would become the germ of another
coral plant, it. base cementins by means of coral-secretions to
the rock on which it might rest ; or if still in contact with any
Part of the parent tree, it would be reunited and continue to
grow as before. The coral zoophyte may be levelled by trans-
Ported masses swept over by the waves

;
yet like the trodden
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sod, it sprouts again, and continues to grow and flourish as be-

fore. The sod, however, has roots which are still unhurt ; while

the zoophyte, which may be dead at base, has a root—a source

or centre of life— in every polyp that blossoms over its surface.

Each animal might live and grow if separated from the rest, and

would ultimately produce a mature zoophyte.

We close this review of the characters of coral animals, which

is a mere abstract of the fuller descriptions in the General Re-

port on Zoophytes, by alludiug briefly to a second division of

Zoophytes, not yet touched upon, and also to the Hydroidea and

Bryozoa, which are likewise coral-making animals.

The Alcyonoidea.—The polyps of the Alcyonium* group of

zoophytes differ from those which have been occupying us, in

having but eight tentacles, and these are fringed with minute

papillae. The organ-pipe coral (Tubipora) is of this kind. When
expanded in the sea, a clump resembles a bed of pinks, or looks

like a lilac-cluster that had been dropped in the water ; and this

resemblance extends to the color and size of the flowers as well

as their form.

Some of these zoophytes secrete lime and form a tube ;
and

of this kind is the Tubipora. Others secrete only scattered

granules of lime through the tissues : and still others are fleshy

throughout. Many of them, besi r calcareous

secretions within the body of the polyp, give origin to a horny

secretion at base, analogous to the epidermic secretions (hair,

nails) of other animals ; and this secretion receiving constant ad-

ditions from the polyps as they are successively budded out,

forms the axis of the growing branch. Of this character is the

horny axis of the Gorgonia or sea-fan, which was long taken for

a vegetable production. The crust which covers the axis con-

sists of united polyps, which expand over its surface ; and when
expanded, each branch becomes a spike of flowers.

The Hydroidea.—The Hydroidea include the groups Hydra,

Sertularia, Tubulana and the allied. Some species form thready

tufts and plumes of extreme delicacy and others (the Hydras) are

simple polyps. The fine branehlets of the feathery species con-

sist when dead of one or two series of microscopic colls arranged

like tiny cups, tubes or goblets along the stem ; and when alive,

each cell is the site of a minute flower-animal. A coronet of ten-

tacles surrounds the mouth, as in the Actinias, though somewhat
different in character. The internal cavity is a simple tube with-

out radiating lamellae or special organs of reproduction, and the

gemmules grow out singly or in bunches from the sides of the

* Tin* name ^derived from AW,.,:-, ;.n;ne. and al-

'._

written by the Latins aa here, (and by Linnaeus and others,) without the H.
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animal. The Hydra, an animal a line or two in length, consists
of a tubular body, with a mouth at one extremity surrounded by
a circle of tentacles: and the structure of the animal is so simple
that it may be turned inside out, and still live and eat; it may
be cut into forty or more parts, and from the dissected body, will
grow as many distinct Hydras. The Hydroidea are all minute
and act no important part in reef-making.
The Hydroidea were long considered mature animals. But re-

cent investigations have shown that part at least develop Medusas,
which are pi lividuals since these alone produce
true ova. This division has therefore been recently removed
from the zoophytes and placed with the Acalephs or Jelly-fishes.

The Bryozoa.—The Bryozoa are other coral-making species
;

but they are related to certain molluscs called Ascidise rather than
to zoophytes. In habit and size they much resemble the Hy-
droidea. From a minute cabin-like cell, thev extend a circlet of
slender arms or tentacles, and expand into a delicate goblet-shape
flower, seldom over a line in diameter. These polyps differ both
from the Actinoidea and Hydroidea, in having two extremities
to the alimentary canal—an anus, as well as a mouth ; the intes-

tine curves around and terminates in the disk. They are widely
removed from true zoophytes, both by this character, and also
by having the tentacles furnished with vibratilc cilia—that is,

minute appendages resembling short hairs, which are kept in
nearly constant vibration.
Some species of Bryozoa form thin crusts over rocks or sea-

weeds, coosrt able unless

magnified. The coralla of other species are branching or thin
fohaceous

; and these also consist of series of minute cells.

2. Texture and Composition of Corals.

The texture of calcareous corals is in general quite porous or
cellular. Small stars or rounded depressions are scattered over
the surface, and sometime tln-v >r.t;> Mm the centres of small

ittle cups). Besides these polyp-
cells, which mark the position each of a separate polyp, there are
pores or cellules penetrating the texture of the coral mass; yet
m some zoophytes, the coral secretions continue increasing in
the animal till the pores are almost or quite obliterated, and the
texture is nearly compact, the polyp cells alone remaining. In
many species, wherever there are concavities of much depth in
the surface of a zoophyte, the coral of these concavities is looser
or more spongy than elsewhere, for the reason, apparently, that
the polyps in such parts have a poorer chance for securing food
and fresh portions of water.

In the Gorgonias, and other species forming a distinct axis to
the branches, this axis is solid, without a trace of a cell, and
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Usually with faint evidences of a concentric structure. It is thus

that the red coral of commerce, used in jewelry, differs from the

or common white coral : it is the axis of a species of

I : and the polyps constituted a layer about it, in the

inner as the polyps of Gorgonias cover the horny axis of

these species.

In hardness, the common calcareous corals are a little above

ordinary limestone or marble, the degree being represented in the

jical scale of Mohs by 3-5 to 4, while, in limestone, it

is about 3. The ringing sound given when doral is struck with

a hammer, indicates this superior hardness. It is a common
error of old date to suppose that coral when first removed from

the water is soft, and afterwards hardens on exposure. But, in

fact, there is scarcely an appreciable difference; the live coral has

a slimy feel in the fingers ; but if washed clear of the animal

matter, it is found to be quite firm. The waters with which it

is penetrated may contain a trace of lime in solution, which

evaporates on drying, and adds slightly to the strength of the

coral, but the change is hardly appreciable. A branched Madre-

pore rings on being struck when first collected; and a blow in

uts in hazard every branch throughout it, on account of

its elasticity and brittleness. Its ies from 2*5

to 2-8: 2-523 was the average from fifteen -

by Prof. B. Silliman, Jr.*

In composition, the common reef-corals, of which the branch-

ing Madrepora, and the massive Astrceas are good examples, con-

sist almost wholly of carbonate of lime, the same ingredient

which constitutes ordinary limestone. In 100 parts, 90 to 96

parts are of this constituent ; of the remainder, there are 3 to 8

parts of organic matter, with some earthy ingredients amounting
m certain species to 2 parts, though often less than 1. These
earthy ingredients are silica, magnesia, alumina, oxyd of iron,

phosphate of magnesia, and fluorids of magnesium and calcium.

The following is the result of one of Mr. Silliman's analyses

from those made by him for the Report on Zoophytes.f The
specimen was a Porites from the Sandwich Islands. It afforded

—

Carbonate of lime, . . . 95*84
Phosphates, fluorids, &c, . . 2-05
Organic matter, . . . . 2-11

The various earthy ingredients are included in the second line

of the analysis, in this species amounting to 205 per cent. One
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hundred parts of the same, subjected to exact analysis, gave the
following result :

—

Silica, 22-00

Lime, 1303
Magnesia, 7-66

Fluorid of calcium, . . . 7-83

Fluorid of magnesium, . . 12-48

Phosphate of magnesia, . . . 270
Alumina (and iron), . . . 16-00

Oxyd of iron, . .
-

. . . 1830
In other analyses similar results were obtained, with sometimes

a larger proportion of fluorids.

The horny corals, (axes of Gorgoniae and Antipathi,) were found
by Hatchett to have m a of ordinary horn*
The sea-water and the ordinary food of the polyps are evi-

dently the source from which the ingredients of coral are ob-
tained. As coral is an animal secretion, there is no good reason
for the surprise with v. i sometimes approached.
The same powers of elaboration which exist in other animals
belong to polyps ; for this function, as we have remarked, is the
lowest attribute of vitality.

Neither is it at all necessary to inquire whether the lime in sea-

water exists as carbonate or sulphate, or whether chlorid of cal-

cium takes the place of these. The powers of life may make
from the elements present whatever results the functions of the
animal require.f

Various waters were collected in the vicinity of the coral isl-

ands, and at different distances from them, for the purpose of
analysis in order to compare the constitution of the sea in differ-

ent parts ; but they were lost with the Peacock on the bar of the

Columbia river. The proportion of lime salts which occurs in the
water of the ocean is about ft to ft of all the ingredients in so-

lution. Prof. Forchhammer has ascertained that around the
West Indian seas, where corals abound, lime is not as abundant
as elsewhere in the ocean, the proportion, according to five analy-

^K
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ses, being 247 to 10,000 ; while in the Kattegat, where the rivers

of the Baltic carry it in considerable quantities, the proportion,

from four analyses, is 371 to 10,000.* Schweitzer obtained the

following result for water taken from the British Channel,f

Water, 964 74
Chlorid of sodium, . . . . 2706
Chlorid of potassium, .

'

. . 077
Chlorid of magnesium, / . • . 3 67
Bromid of magnesium, . . 003
Sulphate of magnesia, . . . 2-29

Sulphate of lime, . . . 1-41

Carbonate of lime, . . . .'003

100000

Recently, Mr. G. Wilson has detected fluorine in sea-water,

showing that all the ingredients of coral are actually contained

in the waters of the ocean.!

It has been common to attribute the origin of the lime of co-

rals to the existence of carbonic acid springs in the vicinity of coral

islands. But it is an objection to such a hypothesis, that in the

first place the facts do not require it ; and in the second, there is

no foundation for it. The islands have been supposed to rest on

volcanic summits, thus making one hypothesis the basis of

another. Carbonic acid springs are by no means a universal at-

tendant on volcanic action. The Pacific affords no one fact in

support of such an opinion. There are none on Hawaii, where

are the most active fires in Polynesia; and the many explora-

tions of the Society and Navigator Islands have brought none to

light. Some of the largest reefs of the Pacific, those of New
Holland and New Caledonia, occur where there is no evidence

of former volcanic action.

§

The currents of the Pacific are constantly bearing new sup-

plies of water over the growing coral beds, and the whole ocean

is thus engaged in contributing to their nutriment. Fish, mol-

luscs, and zoophytes are thus provided with earthv in§

for their calcareous secretions, if their food fails of giving the

necessary amount ; and by means of the powers of animal life,

bones, shells, and corals alike are formed.
The origin of the lime in solution throughout the ocean is an

inquiry foreign to our present subject. It is sufficient here to

show that this lime, whatever its source, is adequate to explain

all the results under consideration.

* On Com]

:

; bee on Sea-water, by Prof. Forchbammer,

f Lond. and -
. xxxviii, 12.' '

- ''

§ See also Darwin, op. cit., p. 60.
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3. Causes influencing the Growth of Coral Zoophytes.

Marine zoophytes generally require pure ocean water, and they
abound especially in the broad inner channels among the reefs,

or the large lagoons, and in the shallow waters outside of the

breakers. In these channels at the Feejee Group, there are spe-

cies of every genus, and they grow in the greatest luxuriance,

exceeding in profusion and display, all that was elsewhere seen
in the Pacific. Here are found the huge Astrsea domes, the Me-
andrinas, Pontes, the leafy clusters of the Merulinae, numerous
Madrepores ;—indeed nearly all the Pacific corals described in

the Report on Zoophytes, exclusive of those from the Tahitian
and Hawaiian Islands, were obtained from the inner reefs of the

Feejees* It is therefore an assertion wide from the fact that

only smaller corals grow in the lagoons and channels, though
true of lagoons and channels of small size, or of such parts of
the larger channels as immediately adjoin the mouths of fresh-

There are undoubtedly species especially fitted for the open
ocean

; but as peculiar conveniences are required for the collec-

tion of zoophytes outside of the line of breakers, we have not the
facts necessary for an exact list of such species. From the very
abundant masses of Astra is. Mcandrinas, Porites. and Madre-
poras thrown up by the waves on the exposed reefs, it was evi-

dent that these genera were well represented in the outer seas.

In the Paumotus, the single individuals of Porites lying upon
the shores were at times six or eight feet in diameter. Around
the Duke of York's Island the bottom was observed to be covered
with small branching and foliaceous Madrepores, (Manoporge,) as

delicate as any of the species in more protected waters.

Species of the same genera grow in the face of the breakers,
and some are identical with those that occur also in deeper waters.

JNumerous Astraeas, Meandrinas and Madreporas grow at the outer
edge of the reefs where the waves come tumbling in with their

full force. There arc a - and some Porites and
Pocilloporas in tin >,.>,] ; phtces. But the weaker Manoporas, ex-

cepting incrusting species, are found in stiller waters either deep
or shallow. The Nullipores, properly calcareous vegetation,

nourish best along the line of breakers and form thick accumula-
tions upon the reef.f
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3 waters. There

ing even 1 impure waters. One
. 5 the only coral ob;

Island (Pau
perfect connection with the sea. Upon the reefs enclosing the har-

bor of Rewa, (Viti Lebu,) where a large river three hundred yards

wide empties hets enables vessels at anchor two

and a half miles off its mouth to dip up fresh water alongside, there

;

! porous species of Madrepora, (M. cribripora,) growing

1 there in patches over a surface of dead coral rock or sand.

In similar places about other regions, species of Porites are most

common. In many instances, the living Porites were seen stand-

ing six inches above low tide, where they were exposed to sun-

shine and to rains; an them in such exposed

situations, there were usually great numbers of Alcyonia and

Xeniss. Porites also occur in the impure waters adjoining the

shores; and the massive species in such places commonly spread

out into flat disks, the top dying from the deposition of sediment

upon it.

The exposure of six inches above low tide, where the tide is

six feet, as in the Feejees, is of much shorter duration than in

the Paumotus, where the tide is less than half this amount ; and

consequently the height of growing coral, as compared with low

tide level, varies with the height of the tides. The powers of

endurance in some coral zoophytes cannot surprise us, for it is

well known that these animals are often very tenacious of life.

The hardier species belong mostly to the genera Porites and Po-

cillopora, besides the family Alcyonidas.

The small lagoons, when shut out from the influx of the sea,

are often rendered too salt for growing zoophytes, in consequence
of evaporation,—a condition of the lagoon of Enderby's Island.

Coral zoophytes sometimes suffer injury from being near large

fleshy Alcyonia, whose crowded drooping branches lying over

against them, destroy the polyps and mar the growing mass.

But Serpulas, and certain species of barnacles constit

genus Criseis, fix themselves upon the living Astrasa, Millepora,

and other corals, and finally become imbedded by the increase of

the zoophyte, without producing any defacement of the surface,

or affecting its growth. Many of these Serpulas grow with the

same rapidity as the zoophyte, and finally produce a long tube,

which penetrates deep within the coral mass; and, when alive,

they expand a large and brilliant circle or spiral of delicate rays,

making a gorgeous display among the coral polyps. Instinct

seems to guide these animals in selecting those corals which cor-

respond with themselves in rate of growth ; and there is in gen-

eral a resemblance between the markings of a Criseis and the

character of the radiations of the Astraea it inhabits.
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The effects of sediment on growing zoophytes are strongly-

marked, and may be often perceived when a mingling of fresh
water alone produces little influence. We have mentioned that

the Porites are reduced to flattened masses by the lodgment of
sediment. The same takes place with the hemispheres of As-
traea ; and it is not uncommon that in this way large areas at top
are deprived of life. The other portions still live unaffected by
the ityury thus sustained. Even the Fungiae, which are broad
simple species, are occasionally destroyed over a part of the disk

through the same cause, and yet the rest remains alive. Wher-
ever streams or currents are moving or transporting sediment,
there no corals grow ; and for the same reason we find no living

zoophytes upon sandy or muddy shores.

The influence of temperature on the development of animal
life, and the distribution of species is well known. But in no
department is it more strikingly displayed than in that of zoo-

phytes. In a former report we have considered the general in-

fluence of temperature on the several divisions of this order of

animals. The remarks which follow are consequently confined
to the reef-forming species. We reserve for still another page
the influence of this cause on the distribution of reefs, since we
are occupied here with zoophytes as animal species, and not with
reefs, a result from the growth of corals.

The temperature of the ocean in which reef-corals grow is

evidently the temperature congenial to them. From a general

survey of facts, it appears that these species are not met with
where the winter temperature remains much time below 66° F.,

though a temporary reduction to 64°, or perhaps lower, (as the Ber-

mudas,) may sometimes occur. Where the temperature is above
this, ,nen in the hottest parts of the torrid zone, coral zoophytes
thrive well. An isothermal line, crossing the ocean where this win-

ter-temperature of the sea is experienced, one north of the equator,

and another south, hen ling in its course by divergence or converg-
ence, wherever the m ge its position, will in-

clude all the growing reefs of the world ;
and the area of waters

may be properly called the coral-reef seas. This limiting- tem-
perature is found near latitude 28°. Under the equator in the

Pacific, the nest, have the temperature 85° F.,

and in the Atlantic 83° F. ; 66° to 85° is therefore not too great
a range of temperature for the various reef-forming corals. Par-

ticular species, however, have smaller limits; but these limits

have not vet been accurately ascertained *

-IV m
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The Pontes and Pocilloporae predominate at Oahu, (Sandwich

Islands,) and there are but few of the Astraeidae,—a fact which

appears to be explained on the ground that the reefs of that island

are not far from the cold limits of the coral seas : and it is inter-

esting to observe that these same corals are the hardiest under

exposure to impure waters. The warmest parts of the ocean

are favorable to the growth of Astraeas, Meandrinas, and the allied

Species; and at the same time, these regions abound in Pontes

and Pocilloporae, although the proportion of these corals is

smaller than at Oahu.
The genera of reef-forming corals which occur out of the

coral-reef seas, belong almost exclusively to the Caryophyllia fam-

ily, and especially to the genera Dendrophyllia, Caryophyllia.

Astroides* Oculina, and Cyathina, some species of which exist

in the Norwegian seas. The Gorgonidas, Alcyonidae, Hydroidea,

and Actinidas, extend from the equator nearly to the frigid zone.

The Bryozoa have an equally wide range.f

The liability of the lagoons, when contracted in size, to be-

come highly heated by the sun, is probably one cause leading to

the depopulation of these internal waters. The temperature be-

comes raised, as in a puddle of standing water elsewhere, and is

itlcd, therefore, for species accustomed only to the ordi-

nary tropical temperature of the ocean.

Light and pressure and probably the amount of air in sea-

water, influence the growth of corals, so far as to fix limits to

their distribution in depth. It is a little remarkable that those

families which have a wide geographical range, have also a great

range in depth : for Caryophylliae, Dendrophylliae, Oculina?, Gor-

gonidae, and Hydroidea, are found even at depths of one or two

hundred fathoms; while Madrepores and Astrasas, and all the

ordinary reef-forming species scarcely exceed a depth of twenty

fathoms.

Temperature has little or no influence in determining this

range, although it has been so asserted : 66° is not met with un-

der the equator short of 75 or 100 fathoms. The following table

gives approximate results for the winter months, from observa-

tions on this point by different navigators in the Pacific. It is

well known that these averages are varied much in particular

regions by currents.

N. Latitude. 28°—30' - - 0—25 fathoms.
25° - 25—30
20° ... 30—50

-
i W..U- • Wi ut h.is not been described or

ler, Report on Zoophyte-, p. 102.
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Depth of 6° Fahrenheit

40—60 fathoms.

50—75
75
75—100 "

50—75

Surface.

It appears, therefore, that among the causes limiting the range
of corals in depth, light and hydraulic pressure must have great
influence. The proportion of atmospheric air present may be
another cause. Yet according to Darondeau, the deeper waters
contain more atmospheric air and also more carbonic acid,—the
difference being as much as yi^th the volume of the water*

Q,uoy and Gaymard were the first authors who ascertained that
reef-forming corals were confined to small depths, contrary to the
account of Forster and the early navigators. The mistake of
previous voyagers was a natural one, for coral reefs were proved
to stand in an unfathomable ocean

;
yet it was from the first a

mere opinion, as the fact of corals growing at such depths had
never been ascertained. It is now considered altogether probable
that the bottom of the ocean in its deeper parts is mostly without
lite of any kind. The k\v Caryophylliee and other species which
are met with in deep waters, have been shown to be sparsely
scattered, mostly of small size, and nowhere form accumulations

The above-mentioned authors, who explored the Pacific in the
Urame under D'Urville,t concluded from their observations that
nve or six fathoms (30 or 36 feet) limited their downward dis-
tribution. Ehrenberg, by his observations on the reefs of the
Red Sea, confirmed the observations of Q,uoy and Gaymard ; he
concluded that living corals do not occur beyond six fathoms.
Mr. Stutchbury, after a visit to some of the Paumotus and Tahiti,
remarks that the living clumps do not rise from a greater depth
than 16 or 17 fathoms.^ Mr. Darwin, who traversed the Pacific
with Captain Fitzroy, R. N., gives 20 fathoms as not too great a
range, and mentions reported instances of growing reefs in 25 or
even 30 fathoms. He states that in the Red Sea, according to

Captain Morehead, livimr - uU ... .-ur .-.r
2."? fathoms. At Keel-

lng Atoll, growing corals are described by him as wholly disap-

.

t S. Stutchbury
, West of England journal, i, 48.
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pearing beyond 20 fathoms : and ar the Maldives and Chagos. at

a less depth. Other fa 1 by Mr. Darwin, relate

to Caryophyllige and those species which have a wide range be-

yond reef-forming zoophytes.

It thus appears that all recent investigators since Qiioy and

Gaymard have agreed in assigning a comparatively small depth to

growing corals. The observations on this point, made during

the cruise of the Expedition, tend to confirm this opinion. The
conclusion is borne out by the fact that soundings in the course

of the various and extensive surveys atford no evidence of grow-

ing coral beyond twenty fathoms. Where the depth was fifteen

fathoms, coral sand and fragments were almost uniformly reported.

Among the Feejee Islands, the extent of coral reef-grounds sur-

veyed was many hundreds of square miles, besides the more care-

ful examination of harbors. The reefs of the Navigator Islands

were also sounded out, with others at the Society Group, besides

numerous coral islands ; and through all these regions no evi-

dence was obtained of corals living at a greater depth than 15 or

20 fathoms. Within the reefs west of Viti Lebu and Vanua Lebu,

the anchor of the Peacock was dropped sixty times in water from

12 to 24 fathoms deep, and in no case struck among growing
corals ; it usually sunk into a muddy or sandy bottom. Patches

of reef were encountered at times, but they were at a less depth

than 12 fathoms. By means of a drag, occasionally dropped in

the same channels, some fleshy Alcyonia, and a few Hydroidea
were brought up, but no reef-forming species.

Outside of the reef of Upolu, corals were seen by the writer

growing in twelve fathoms. Lieutenant Emmons brought up
with a boat-anchor a large Dendrophyllia from a depth of four-

teen and a half fathoms at the Feejees ; and this species was
afterwards found near the surface. Dendrophyllia, it may be

remembered, is one of the deep water genera.

These facts, it may be said, are only negative, as the sounding-

lead, especia - thrown ill surveys, would fail

of giving derisive results. The character of a growing coral bed

is so strongly marked in its uneven surface, its deep holes and
many entangling stems, to the vexation of the surveyor, that in

general the danger of mistake is small. But allowing uncertainty

as great as supposed, there can be little doubt after so numerous
observations over so extended regions of reefs.

The depth of the water in harbors and about shores where

there is no coral, confirms the view here presented. At Upolu,

the depth of the harbors varies generally from twelve to twenty

fathoms. On the south side of this island, Lieutenant Perry, off

Falealili, one hundred yards from the rocky shores, found bare

rocks in eighteen and nineteen fathoms, with no evidence of

coral. There is no cause here which will < \\ lain the absence of
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coral, except the depth of water ; for corals and coral reefs abound
on most other parts of Upolu. Below Falelatai, of the same
island, an equal depth was found, with no coral. Off the east
cape of Falifa harbor, on the north side of Upolu, Lieut, mint
Emmons found no coral, although the depth was but eighteen
fathoms. About the outer capes of Fungasar harbor, Tutuila,
there was no coral, with a depth of fifteen to twenty fathoms

;

and a line of soundings across from cape to cape, afforded a bot-

tom of sand and shells, in fifteen to twenty-one and a half fath-

oms. About the capes of Oafonu harbor, on the same island,

there was no coral, with a depth of fifteen fathoms.
Similar results were obtained about all the Hands surveyed, as

the charts satisfactorily show. There is hence little room to

doubt that twenty fathoms may be received as near the range in
depth for reef corals; and probably the limit lies between fifteen

and twenty fathoms, or not far from one hundred feet.

It may be here remarked, that soundings with reference to this

subject are liable to be incorrectly reported, by persons who have
not particularly studied living zoophytes. It is of the utmost
importance, in order that an observation supposed to prove the
occurrence of living coral should be of any value, that it be une-

y determined whether the fragments which a lead may
Wug up are alive or not when broken off; for a dead fragment
proves nothing. Even a strong impression upon the lead, show-
ing the form and character of the surface-cells of a coral, is not
wholly satisfactory, as it may have been given by a mass not liv-

ing. A living fragment, placed in water, will be seen to have a
fleshy surface, even if the polyps do not expand. The best ob-

r!i reference to this subject would be made with a
diving bell.

Much yet remains for farther investigation. Mr. Edward
* orbes, in his Zoological Explorations of the ^gean, distinguish-
ed three separate regions of invertebrate species within twenty
fathoms of the surface : the first, or littoral, extending to two
fathoms in depth ; the second from two to ten fathoms ; the third
from ten to twenty fathoms.* Sim others on
the same general principle, may yet be detected in the Pacific, in-

dicated perhaps by zoophytes as well as molluscs. There is no
evidence, however, that there are successive beds, composed of a

' of species, as has been sometimes suggested. The
upraised reefs of Metia afford no proofs of such a mode of form-
ation

; on the contrary, they show that the process is continuous

ihs. The
species in the lower part of the sixteen fathoms are probably differ-

ent from many of those above ; but they pertain to the same gen-

* On the Mgi m tnyerf brata, E. Forbes, la
i

>
-.

j 1 .1
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era in most instances, and moreover there are no abrupt transi-

tions ; consequently the resulting reefs should have a nearly uni-

form character, as here stated. This fact may be better appreci-

ated after perusing the following chapter.

The Nullipore zone along the reef-line between low and high

tide, is clearly made out by Mr. Darwin, and is one of the inter-

esting results of his investigations. It performs a very important

part, by the protection it gives the reef from abrasion. The expo-

sed reef is thus gathering lime from the waters, and extending

itself, when, if devoid of this protection, it would be constantly

yielding to the sea. On the inner reefs where the protection is

not needed, it is not given ; some species of Nullipore, however,

occur in these regions, and others are found at various depths.

As the Caryophyllia family extend into deeper waters than

most other reef-corals, it might be inferred that these at least may
constitute a lower bed, or substratum. But this is by no means
the case. As just stated, one species (the Dendrophyllia nigres-

cens) was found at 14£ fathoms and also of identical characters

at low tide level. The Caryophylliae are but sparingly distributed ;

the species are few, and mostly small ; and not a dozen different

kinds were detected in the Pacific. Their contributions to reefs

are therefore inconsiderable.

4. Rate of Growth of Zoophytes.

The rate of growth of zoophytes, is a subject but little under-

stood. We do not refer here to the progress of a reef in forma-

tion, which is another question complicated by many co-operat-

ing causes; but simply to the rapidity wii

species of coral-zoophytes increase in size. There is no doubt

that the rate is different for different species. It is moreover
probable that it corresponds with the rate of growth of other

allied polyps that do not secrete lime. The rate of growth of

Actinias might give us an approximation to the rate of growth in

a Mussa, which are coral animals of like size and general char-

acters; for the additional function of secreting lime, would not

retard necessarily the maturing of the polyp ; and from the rate

of growth of the same animals in the young state, we might per-

haps draw some inferences as to the rate in polyps of correspond-

ing size. But no observations on this point were made by us

while abroad.

Although the rapidity is undoubtedly far less than was for-

merly reported, the following facts from different sources seem to

show that the rate is still greater than has been of late believed.

Mr. Darwin, citing from a manuscript by Dr. Allen of Forres,

some experiments made on the east coast of Madagascar, states

that, in December, 1830, twenty corals were placed by this gen-

tleman apart on a sandbank, in three feet water, (low tide,) and
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in the July following, each had nearly reached the surface, and
was quite immovable ; and some had grown over the others.
Mr. Stutchbury describes a specimen consisting of a species of
oyster, whose age could not be over two years, encrusted by an
Agaricia. weighing two pounds nine ounces * It is stated by M.
Dur-h.-i^aiug. iii a letter from Guadeloupe, that in two months,
some large individuals of the Madrepora prolifera, which he
broke away, were restored to their original size.f

Since the return of the Expedition, I have received a letter

some facts on the growth of Actinia from Sir J. G.
Dalyell, whose able observations in this department of science

ly curious and important. After speaking of the various

is and sizes of the young at birth, and of the difference
in the rapidity of growth depending on the amount of nutriment
at hand, he says, speaking of a Scottish species of Actinia,

''The dimeiiMon.s v iii L , . ,. , , double in a fortnight from its

birth. The diameter of the base being originally about an eighth
of an inch, or hardly as much, will be five-eighths in six months,
and the tentacles will occupy a circle of an inch and a half in
diameter. In twelve or thirteen months, the diameter o( the
base will reach an inch and the expansion of the tentacles two
inches between the tips. An Actinia whose tentacula expanded
a quarter of an inch three weeks after it was produced, enlarged
so much in five months that they expanded an inch, and the
body was then half an inch thick." .If we reason upon these
data, and assume that the Madrepore polyps may increase lineally .

"i ax months as much as the young Actinia, we shall have an
elongation of five-eighths or three-fourths of an inch in six months.
Taking the still more rapid rate, of doubling in a fortnight,
which might be more correct, since the Madrepore polyps are
about the size of the Actuu i in its earii< st state, we should have
a lengthening of a fourth of an inch in a month, and three inches
a year. The data upon winch this conclusion is based, though
important, are uncertain, but would probably give too high rather
than too low an estimate. And yet it is far below the rate ap-
parently established by the experiments with corals cited in the
Preceding paragraph. We must admit that the subject requires
more accurate investigation.
The stay of the expedition near any particular reef in the Pa-

cific was too short for any examinations by us. They might
easily be made by those residiuii in a ral seas, either in the man-
ner adopted by Mr. Allan, or more definitely by placing marks

• ir species. Bv in> - a certain

distance from the summit of a Madrepore, its growth might be
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accurately measured from month to month. Two such pins in

the surface of an Astraea, would in the same manner, by the en-

larging disc i< 'tween, show the rate of increase in the cir-

cumference of the hemisphere; or if four were placed so as to

enclose an area, and the number of polyps counted, the numeri-

cal increase of polyps resulting from budding, might be ascer-

tained. It is to be hoped that some of the foreign residents at

the Sandwich, Society, Samoan or Feejee Islands will take this

subject in hand. There are also many parts of the West Indies,

where these investigations might be conveniently made.
The applications of the facts reviewed occupy us in our next

,rt. XX.—On the Flow of Elastic Fluids through Orifices;

with a suggestion of a new method of determining the mutual
relations of Elastic Force, Temperature and Density in an

ng Fluid; by Eli W. Blake.

that heretofore received. The chief object

of the present article is to give an account of an experiment in-

stituted for the purpose of testing the truth of that theory.

The fundamental points of difference between the old theory

and the new, are as follows :

—

1. The old theory regards the constant force which expels the

fluid as being, in all cases, equal to the difference between the

elastic forces of the fluids in the two vessels.

The new theory regards it as equal to that difference only

when the less exceeds half the greater; and in all other cases as

equal to half the greater.

2. The old theory considers the fluid as passing the orifice with

a density equal to that in the discharging vessel".

The new theory con b the orifice with a den-

sity equal to that in the rfn icing vessel, whenever this last is

equal to or greater than half the density in the discharging ves-

sel
;
and in all other cases, with half the density in the discharg-

ing vessel.

The formula for the quantity discharged in a given time, pred-

icated upon the new theory, gives, in all cases, less than that

predicated upon the old theory. In the case of a flow into a

vacuum, the difference amounts to one half.

The scheme devised to test the relative merits of the two

theories, was founded upon the following considerations, viz.:

When air rushes from the atmosphere into a receiver wholly or

partially exhausted, passing on its way through a small interme-

diate vessel or chamber, entering that chamber and passing out
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of it through equal orifices, it wil

somewhere intermediate hetweei:

in the receiver. For each relatic

sist between the density of the atmosphere and that in the re-

ceiver, the density in the chamber will have a certain definite

and determinate value, such that the chamber may receive

through one orifice and discharge through the other simultane-
ously the same quantity of air. Now since in order to this equal

simultaneous flow the two theories respectively demand quite

different densities in the chamber, the object of my experiment
was to ascertain the actual densities in such a chamber under
various relations of the density in the receiver to the density of

the atmosphere, in order to compare the densities thus ascertained

experimentally with those demanded by each theory respectively

in like circumstances.

To try the experiment, Icon- n r
structed the apparatus shown
in the annexed sketch. A is

a vessel or receiver of the ca-
pacity of about 50 gallons, so
arranged that it may be ex-
hausted by the air-pump or
otherwise. B is an elbow
formed of lead pipe of one inch
calibre, one branch of which
opens into the receiver, and
the end of the other branch at
C is covered by a brass plate or
disc about TVth of an inch in
orifice of about T

'

T th of an inc
plate with an orifice of the same size intersects the pipe at D,
thus forming a chamber between the two plates. Two short

tubes are inserted into the lower side of the pipe ; one on each
side of the plate D. With these short tubes two glass tubes m
and n. each thirty-three inches in length, are connected by means
of pieces of India rubber hose. These glass tubes are open at

both ends and terminate at the bottom in a vase of mercury.
A rod (not :i

}
graduated to inches and tenths

is placed beside the glass tubes, sustained upon a float resting

upon the surface of the mercury, so adjusted that zero of the

graduation may coincide with the surface of the mercury.
If the orifice at C be closed by a stopper and the receiver ex-

hausted, the mercury will rise in the tubes ; and if the density of
the atmosphere at the time of the experiment be expressed in

inches of mercury, the height of the mercury in the tubes as
read upon the graduated rod will be equal to the difference be-
tween the density of the atmosphere and that i the i
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we now remove the stopper from the orifice at C, the column of

mercury in the tube m will instantly subside to a point which

indicates the difference between the density of the atmosphere

and the density in the chamber when an equal quantity of air

flows through the two orifices ;
while at the same time the col-

umn of mercury in the tube n will only have began to subside

very slowly as the density in the receiver increases. Having

noted the height of the barometer at the time of the experiment,

if we note the simultaneous heights of these two columns of

mercury, and deduct them respectively from the height of the

barometer, we shall have the density in the chamber necessary

to an equal flow through the two orifices under the relation

which subsists at the moment of notation between the density in

the receiver and the density of the atmosphere. And if we note

the simultaneous heights of these columns at various times during

the filling of the receiver, so many densities in the chamber shall

we find corresponding to different relations of the other two

At the time of the experiment the height of the barometer, or

density of the atmosphere was thirty inches. In consequence of

leaks in the receiver, I was unable to exhaust it so as to raise the

column in the tube n higher than twenty-six inches. I noted

the simultaneous altitudes of the two columns at the moment
when the column n coincided with each successive i

upon the graduated rod, and thence ascertained the densities in

the chamber under twenty-six different relations between the

density in the receiver and that of the atmosphere. These re-

sults I have placed in the table beyond, in which the first col-

umn shows the densities in the receiver at the times of nota-

tion, and the second the densities in the chamber corresponding

thereto.

In order to ascertain what these densities should have been ac-

cording to the old theory, I constructed a formula as follows.

Let J be the height of the barometer at the time of the experi-

ment, D the density in the receiver, d the density in the cham-
ber, V the velocity through the first orifice, v the velocity through

the second orifice. Then according to the old theory the force

which drives the air through the first orifice is^J — d and that

which drives it through the second orifice is rf-D. But since

an equal quantity flows through both, these forces are as the ve-

locities, that isJ-d : d - D: : V : v.

Again, according to the old theory the density with which the

air passes the first orifice is 4, and that with which it passes the

second orifice is d. But since the orifices are equal and the quan-

tities which pass through them are also equal, the products of the

velocities by the densities are equal, that is 4\=dv and V=^*
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i!g this value of V in the preceding couplet and then
the value of d, we have the following formula for determ-

ining the densities in the chamber according to the old theory, viz.,

The several densities in the chamber computed by this formula
are placed in the fourth column of the table.

In order to ascertain what the densities in the chamber should
have been according to the new theory, I constructed a formula
as follows, preserving the same notation as above.
By the new theory the force which drives the air through the

first orifice is A-d whenever d is not less than £• But d is never

less than ^ when an equal quantity flows through both orifices,

for if it were so the chamber would, according to our theory, be
receiving as much as could flow into a vacuum under the pres-

sure <4, and must therefore discharge into the receiver as much as

would flow into a vacuum under a pressure A ; in order to which
the density in the chamber must be equal to 4. and therefore

greater than 5* Consequently, the force which drives the air

through the first orifice is in this arrangement always A — d.

Again, the force expended in driving the air through the second

orifice by the new theory is = whenever D is not greater than ^
Let us first construct a formula for the cases in which D is not

greater than -• In these cases the densities under which the air

passes the orifices are respectively J -d and ^ Since the forces

are as the velocities, d-d : ~: : V : v; and since the quantities are

equal, dV=^, and V=|- Substituting this value of V in the

couplet, we have d=-J; a constant quantity. Hence while the

density in the receiver varies from to |^, the density in the

chamber is a constant quantity and equal to ^. Let us now

construct a formula for finding the value of d when D is greater
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than
2

- In these cases the forces ar J- d and d - D
have for the couplet 4 - d:d-D::Y IV. The densit

orifices are d and D, anc we have dY-= Di -T-$
tuting t his last quantity n the couplet we find

fc v/D.+-i
5|-+ii

5

as the formula for the value of d by the new theory when 1

ceeds ^J. The densities in the chamber computed by

formulae are placed in the third column of the table.

Density of the Atmosphere during Experiment 30.

|, •, M .b,

! U IHS?

6 24-58 24
20 58

•58

J

24-58

2 21-284

•58

24-58

22-320
2470 •668

24-89 23-423
25-03 23-805

18 2543 Itlu 456
25-280 25

20

•324

26360 •29

23 27-03

24
25 27-625 27-604 185
26 28-20

27 2865 •109

28 29016
29-504 29-504
30 30

The affinity of the experimental results to those derived from

the new theory, is obvious upon inspection of the table ; and the

want of affinity to those derived from the old theory, is not less

evident. The comparative relation of the two theories to the re-

sults of experiment, is more readily seen in the annexed cut,
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where they are respectively delineated by a curve. The upper

curve represents the densities or elastic forces in the chamber, as

found by experiment ; the next curve those due to the new the-

ory, and the lower curve those due to the old theory.

Notwithstanding the near approximation of the experimental

results to those due to the new theory, there is yet a small but

distinct deviation, which holds throughout. This deviation indi-

cates either that there is some cause affecting the flow which the

theory does not take into the account, or that in the structure of

the apparatus or in trying the experiment, there was some failure

to comply with the requisite conditions.

Although the apparatus was rude in its structure, yet care had

been taken to secure a compliance with the conditions on which

the experiment was based ; and in conducting the experiment I

was assisted by my friend, Prof. A. C. Twining, a gentleman dis-

tinguished for his accuracy in such matters. The ex.

moreover, was several times repeated, with no important differ-

ence in the results. For these reasons, in seeking the cause of the

deviation, my first inquiry was whether it might be attributed

to a change in the ratio of elastic force to density; the theory

being predicated on the assumption that this ratio is constant. It

has been ascertained by experiment, that when air is condensed

and then suffered to lose the heat evolved by condensation, the

ratio of its elastic force to its density will be diminished. Hence

it is certain that a part or the whole, or possibly even more than

the whole heat evolved by condensation will be required to pre-

vent that ratio from being diminished. Still, however, it has gene-

rally been assumed by philosophers (I know not on what grounds)

that if air is suddenly condensed, so as not to allow the heat

evolved by condensation to escape, the ratio of elastic force to

density will be increased. This assumption was made by Laplace

when he attributed to this cause, in part, the velocity of sound.

Let us suppose then, for the present, that in sudden con

the ratio of elastic force to density is increased. It will then fol-

low that in sudden expansion, the ratio of elastic force to density

will be diminished. But if that ratio were diminished, then the

deviation in the table should be in the opposite direction ;
that is,

the experimental results, instead of being greater than the theo-

retical, should be less. The deviation, therefore, is not accounted

for by this supposition ; on the contrary, the experiment seems to

prove that the ratio is not diminished by expansion, and therefore

cannot be increased by condensation, as Laplace supposed.

Let us next take the contrary supposition, viz., that the ratio

of elastic force to density is increased by expansion. This woirM

cause a deviation in the same direction as we hud in the table.

In order to ascertain whether the deviation in question is due to

this cause, we must next inquire whether a deviation arising tY<>in
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this cause, would vary in the same manner throughout the table,

as does the observed deviation. Now if we go through the ta-

ble and assign for each observation severally, the manner in which
the ratio of elastic force to density must increase, in order to sat-

isfy that observation, we shall find very nearly one and the same
f of the ratio demanded for all the observations. Hence

if we attribute the deviation to this cause we should be obliged
to conclude that one and the same change in the ratio takes place,

whether the expansion be greater or less. But such a conclusion
is obviously inadmissible. We cannot, therefore, attribute the
deviation in question to a change in that ratio, either by increase

Nor can we ascribe the deviation to that which is the chief
cause of deviation from theory in the case of the flow of liquid*,

viz., the contraction of the stream in passing an orifice. For if

that cause operated, it would affect the flow in the same ratio in

both orifices, and therefore would not. in this case, affect the indi-

cations of the mercurial columns. Moreover, I think it can be
shown, from considerations a priori, that the cause which produ-
ces the contraction of the stream in liquids, could not operate to

affect the flow of expansible fluids.

Having satisfied myself that the deviation was not due to the

causes above named, my next inquiry was, whether a difference

in the sizes of the orifices (hitherto assumed to be equal) would
cause a deri to that in the table. In examin-
ing this point. I found that the experimental results would be
very nearly satisfied throughout the table, by the assumption that

the area of the second orifice was less than that of the first, in

about the ratio of -933 to 1. As the two orifices had been made
as nearly equal as they could be by forcing the same steel plug
through both, I was confident that, as originally formed, they
could not differ to this extent. But it occurred to me that some
accidental chvum-r e,> audit have occurred to diminish the in-

ner orifice, and I suspected that the workman, in handling the
brass plate after the orifice was made, had got dirt into it, and
had omitted to cleanse it before soldering on the outer plate. To
ascertain whether such was the case, I divided the tube near the

second orifice, and, upon examining it with a microscope, discov-

ered that there was dirt adhering around its inner periphery suffi-

cient, I think, to cause a diminution of its area to the extent
above named. Unfortunately tins discovery was made after the

arrangements for trying the experiment had" been removed
;
and

I have not since found leisure to replace them and try the exper-
iment anew. But for this accidental circumstance no doubt there

would have been a still nearer approximation of the experimen-
tal results to those derived from the formula. The coincidence,

however, is sufficiently near to establish the truth of the new
Second Series, VoL XII, No. 35.-Sept., 1851. 25
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theory, so far as respects those points of difference between the

two theories specified in the first part of this article.

The fifth column of the table shows the several differences be-

tween the experimental results, and those due to the new theory.

It will be noticed that these differences increase slightly between

density 10 and 13 in the receiver, before they begin to decrease.

Tins. I think, indicates a slight obstruction to the flow through

the second orifice, when the density in the receiver becomes equal

or nearly equal to that of the effluent stream. This increment at

its maximum amounts to -088, corresponding to the pressure of

that portion of an inch of mercury, and is, I think, the measure

of the obstruction or resistance due to that circumstance. If this

view of the subject is correct, then there would have been a de-

viation to this extent in this part of the table, even if the orifices

had been equal.

It is desirable that further experiments of this kind should be

tried by those who have better means at command than I had to

do justice to the subject. To such as may be disposed to under-

take it, I would suggest that a perfect equality of the two orifi-

ces might be secured by interchanging the discs, varying the sizes

of the orifices until they gave the same indications in both posi-

If, after thus securing the equality of the orifices, there should

still be a deviation in that part of the table where the elastic force

in the chamber is constant, such deviation, I think, must be at-

tributed to a change in the ratio of elastic force to density ; and.

if so, its amount would furnish the means of determining the law

according to which that ratio varies.

I would also suggest that a modification of this experiment

would furnish perhaps the best possible means of determining the

law according to which the ratio of elastic force to temperature

varies, when the absolute amount of heat is constant. In an ar-

rangement for this purpose, the bulb of a thermometer should be

inserted into the chamber; and the outer orifice should be so con-

structed that it may be enlarged or diminished at pleasure. With
this arrangement, we may cause the air in the chamber to as-

sume, almost instantly, any elastic force we may choose, between
the elastic force of the atmosphere, and a little more than twice

the elastic force in the receiver; and we may keep that force

constant in the chamber during any time that may be required to

cool the thermometer down to the corresponding temperature, the

continual flow through the chamber in the mean time carrying

off not only the heat which flows in from extraneous sources,

but also that derived from the thermometer itself. We may
thus ascertain the relation of elastic force to temperature at as

many points as we please within this range, and thereby deter-

mine the law of their variation when the absolute amount of

heat remains constant.
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Prof. Horsford alluded to a paper upon Glycocoll published
in 1846, in which he called attention, in a note, to the interest-

ing relation sustained by that body in its chemical constitution,

to other sweet bodies, and cited the following formulse

:

CiHa^Oa = Glycocoll. C4H3^0 3 X 3 = Grape sugar.

C 4H 3
Pb

3 ^Sagarof lead.
CHaH^Oa =|Oxydof glycerile

To this enumeration of sweet bodies was appended the query,
" Is this similar taste dependent upon a similar arrangement of
their minutest particles?"

Prof. H. remarked that, early in 1848, he presented to the

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, with a modification of
the formula?, an additional list of sweet bodies. Some of the

formulas were arbitrarily doubled from the received fromnlas, and
others fractionally reduced, for the sake, merely, of tracing this

interesting relationship.

The modification of the formulas, and the list as then presented,

were as follows

:

C 4H404X3r= Grape sugar.

H H
C4H2H 3 — Grape sugar. C4H2H Oa = Glycocoll.

C4H2H03 = Sugar of lead. C4H 2Pb0 3 -3=: Citrate of lead.

O O
O H

C4H2K Oa = Acetate of potassa. C4H2H Oa, H, O,= Nitric ether,

N
H

C4H2H 3 Xl'5=Oxydof glycerile.

C4H2CI CU -^2= Chloroform. C4H 2 Br Brs-r2= Bromoform.t

CI Br

1 I

C 4 H 2 1

1

3 -i- 2 — Iodoform. d H2 I CI 3 -r-2= Chloroiodoform.

I CI

* Proceedings of the A.: ; Advancement of Science,

fourth meeting, held at New Haven, Conn., August, 1850.
#

Inesa to hifl assistant, Dr.
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Br
C4H2Brl3 4-2= Bromoiodoform.

I

C4H2H" -^2= Hydrofluate of methylene.*

B t2

C4 H2SS3S-2= Sulphoform. C4H2H JJ -i-2= Chlorid of methyle.

S H U2

Co °
g;H 2Ag0 3 , H,0,-Methylsulphite of silver.

P* °
g*Ha Pb, H, O, = Methylsulphite of lead.

,H,0= Chloro-methylsulphite of silver.

^
a "CI0 3,H,0=r " " lead.

S 2 Pb

O
S 4 Ag20 3 -i-2=Hypo-sulphite ofsilver.t

Na°
Sirj^OOa = Hypo-sulphite of mercury and soda.

To these Prof. Horsford remarked there might be added

CiH2[]
2
03-3-f-H2=z:Mannite; and

C4H4S4.

Several other compounds of sulphur with C
4
H

4
do not taste sweet.

The following sweet bodies, one possessing a multiple and the

other nearly a multiple of the number of atoms in glycocoll, do

not readily admit of being written in the above formula

—

C10H 1 1O3 =24= Valerianic acid.

Ci6HnOr = 34= Orcme.

In reply to the inquiry as to whether sweetness may be as-

cribed to a peculiarity of form, the following facts are of sig-

nificance :

C4H4S4 tastes sweet, and contains C, H and S.

.C4H4O4 « " C, HandO.

S4 A

°2
04 « « neither C nor H.

Ag2

* This body has a pleasant ethereal smelL

of this body with the next in succession
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The taste is, therefore, not dependent upon any one of the ele-

ments present, since each may be replaced entirely by another
without destroying the taste.

In the communication submitted to the American Academy,
attention was directed to the common formula, in which, accord-
ing to Davy and to most modern chemists, all the acids contain-
ing hydrogen may be written, and also the oxygen acids which
ordinarily exist ill combination with an atom of water, as sul-

phuric and nitric acids ; to wit, H+x; in which x represents all

that part of the acid not replaced by metal in neutralization. A
few examples follow

:

H -f CI = Hydrochloric acid. H -f NOe = Nitric acid.

H-j-l = Hydriodic " H4-C2HO4 = Formic "

H-f-Br = Hydrobromic " H-f-C 204 = Oxalic "

H-fF - Hydrofluoric " H+ C4H3O4 = Acetic "
H-j-Cy = Hydrocyanic " H-f-CeHsCU = Metacetonic acid.

H + S0 3 = Sulphurous " H-J-CsHtO* = Butyric
H -f S0 4 = Sulphuric " H 4- C10H 1 104 = Valerianic « &c.

The inquiry naturally arises, have sour bodies a common form ?

to which, and not to the nature of the constituent particles, the

property of sourness is to be attributed. They (the acids) are

composed of one larger atom, or group of atoms united to the
least atom, hydrogen, easily replaceable by a metal, and bound to

the group by an affinity apparently much feebler than that of any
of the remaining elements.
An allusion was made, in the communication to the Academy,

to the class of resins—some of the soluble members of which
possessing a bitter taste—might, according to a research of Heldt
upon Santonine, be referred to a single fundamental type. He
refers the resins, for their origin, to the oxydation of the essen-

tial oils, and though the conception has been entertained by
other chemists, it has first met with a full exposition in this pa-

per. The hydrogen of ttes, as a general thing,

much more readily than the carbon. The following formulas

present Heldt's view of the production of resins. All are de-

rived, he conceives, from CioHe.

-Hx-K>x=R.-('
>u*

'('
,H-

c ,FI-

v !i-

<-', ,fi.

n_Hx-fOx-(-Oy=R.
n _ Hx-fOx+Oy=[HO]z=rR.
n+[HO]x=R.

These formulas present in the original essential oils, groups of
atoms, in which a part of the hydrogen occupies a more exposed
situation, if one may employ the illustration, than other parts of
the molecule, and oxydates more readily. In this respect there
is approximation to a common form, in view of which the in-
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quiry was suggested, may the bitterness be ascribed to this form ?

Tins. h. v.. \. r. 'I - n ur.t furnish an explanation of the remarka-

ble bitterness of the organic bases.

Guided by the above suggestion, Prof. H. remarked, let the

conception be entertained that the alkaloids have been derived

from the greater or less oxydation of bodies having the general

id of the essential oils, and the replacement of three

atoms of water with one atom of ammonia for every atom of

nitrogen contained in the organic base. The corresponding re-

placement of ammonia with three atoms of water is not of un-

frequent occurrence in organic chemistry.

Upon the speculation that this has been the derivation of the

alkaloids, it will be easy to convert them into the essential oils

from which they were derived. If we halve the formula of the

oil, the first of Heldt's formulae gives

(C 5H4)*—Hx+Ox=R.
A certain number of atoms of hydrogen deducted from, and an

equal number of atoms of oxygen added to, n times C5H4 con-

stitute the resin. If, in adding nitrogen, we deduct for each atom

of nitrogen three atoms of oxygen, or, which is the same thing,

for each atom of ammonia (NH.) added, deduct three atoms of

water, we have an organic body containing C, H, N and O, a

body corresponding in constitution with an alkaloid.

By reversing this process, we may convert the alkaloid into its

corresponding essential oil.

Take for example Papaverin, one of the alkaloids of opium,

analyzed by Merck, C 4 .Ha iNO« .»

Three atoms of oxygen for the atom of nitrogen, united to the

eight atoms of oxygen, making eleven in all, correspond with

eleven atoms of hydrogen, which, added to the twenty-one pres-

ent, make thirty-two.

C4oH 2 iN0 8 -N-08+H 8+0 3=C4oH29+0 3 ,

which correspond with

C40H32=(C 5H4)8.

There is doubt still resting upon the constitution of most of

the alkaloids. Of those considered as best established, the fol-

lowing examples will be sufficient for a practical

the above speculation.

Thebain=C25H 1 4N0 3=C 2 5H2o=(C5H4) 5
.

Furfurin=C 3 oBi 2N 206=C3oH24=(C5B4) 6
.

Codein =C 3 5H 2 oN05=:C35H2 8=(C5H4) 7
.

The formula (CsH4)»-Hx + 0* +

O

y =R, is suited t

rivation of Bebeerin.

C 35H2oN06=C 3 &Hat>=(C6H4)T-f-H.
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Harmalin requires the addition of C2H2 to the second of
Heldt's formulas (CsH^-Hx + Oy =R.

CaTHi4N2 2=C2rHa2=(CBH4)6-fCaH2.

Chinin and Cinchonin require the subtraction of C 3 .

Chinin=C38H22N 204*=C38H 3 2=(C5H4)8_C 2 .

Cinchonin =C38H22N204t=C38H32=:(C5H4)8-C2.
Strichnin requires the deduction of an atom of carbonic acid,

or its equivalent CH 2 , and the same formula of resin as that of
Bebeerin.

C44H 2 *N204:=C 4 4H34=(C5H4)9-CH2.
Cotarnin requires the addition of an atom of carbonic acid.

C2eH 1 sNOet=C26H22=(C»H4) 6+CH».
The following require slight modifications.

Morphin=C34Hi9N06$=C 34H28=(C 5 H4)'-C.
Piper.n =C 34HibN0 6

||
r=C34H 28=(C 5 H4)^ -C.

Veratrin =C 3 4H 22N0 6 =C 3 4H 3 ^(CsKU^-C-fHs.
It will readily be seen that in this series the differences be-

tween the essential oil and its derivative are such as would disap-
pear with the addition or subtraction of an atom of carbonic acid,
or water in some cases, and a little more or less oxydation in
others.

In those bases where the quantity of nitrogen is much larger, the
third formula of Heldt would still give us the corresponding resins.

(C5H4)n-Hx+0x+0y=R.
Take for example Caffein.

C14H8N4O4.
The nearest essential oil of the constitution (C 5H

4
)« is C . sH , •

.

Ci5H 12 _H4-f-04+0 I 4+4(H 3N)-12HOzrCi5H 8 N406.
If we deduct from this formula an atom of carbonic acid, we

byC*H 2 .

Cl4H 8 N404+C 2H 2=Cl6H 1 oN404.
The construction from the class of oils, above referred to, of

the formula? of those alkali ids in w hich the quantity of hydro-
gen is much greater, is more difficult.

The foregoing relationships have an interest taken in connec-

the inquiry to which attention has been directed, to wit,
May there be a common form among bodies having a common

l.Ch. Phy s .

.jxix,W
1 Ann. d. Ch. u. Pharm., lxi, 338 i Pharm. C
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Art. XXJI.

—

FoucauWs Pendulum Experiment.

The peculiar interest of Foucault's experiment with the Pen-

dulum, by which the rotation of the earth is proved even within

the walls of an ordinary lecture room, has obtained for it very

general attention, and it has already been repeated in numerous

places in this and other countries. The occurrence from which

M. I' •: ri ' was led to his discovery is thus related by him*
" Having fixed on the arbor of a lathe and in the direction of the

axis, a round and flexible steel rod, it was put in vibration by de-

flecting it from its position of equilibrium and leaving it to itself.

A plane of oscillation is thus determined, which, from the per-

sistence of the visual impressions, is clearly delineated in space.

Now it was remarked that on turning around with the hand, the

arbor which formed the support of this vibrating rod, the plane

of oscillation was not carried with it, but always retained the

same direction in space." From this came the conclusion that a

pendulum set in motion will continue in the same plane of vibra-

tion, however the point of suspension be rotated—a fact easily

proved by a simple trial with a weight at the end of a cord. The
rotation of the point of suspension may make the pendulum re-

volve on its axis ; but the plane of vibration will remain the

same. The reason for this is obvious : the swinging pendulum,

when about to return (after an outward swing) from its point of

rest, is made to move from that point by gravity alone, and can

th.'ivi'on- full but /// one din riinn : and tin- momentum acquired

by falling carries it beyond this centre in the same direction to

the point of rest on the other side ; here again it is in a like con-

dition, and must return under the force of gravity in one and the

same line, gravity acting in the same direction whether the point

of suspension be rotated or not. Thus the plane of vibration is

fixed from the very nature of the forces at work.
It is evident, therefore, that if a pendulum were swinging at

the pole of the earth, the plane of vibration, as it would not

change with the revolution of the earth, should mark this revo-

lution by seeming to revolve in the contrary direction, and in 24

hours it would make apparently the whole circuit of 360 de-

the equator, the pla

the time required for the pendulum to make 360° varies according

to the latitude, being greater the farther from the pole. For these

ite latitudes the problem is beautifully solved on a globe.

Having a globe for the trial, select, for instance,

and apply the principle that the plane of vibration is constant
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Suppose the plane of vibration

: draw a series of lines across the
parallel of 30°, parallel to this meridian ; each of these lines will
show precisely the position of the pendulum, in the revolution, at
the point where the line intersects the parallel of latitude. If, for

example, we draw one of these parallel lines across the intersection
of 30° with the first meridian circle east of Greenwich; another
across the intersection of the parallel of 30° with the second me-
ridian

;
another across the third, and so on ;—each will mark the

position of the plane of vibration after a revolution of as many-
degrees as are included between the meridians. Continuing this

on, the parallel lines become more and more easterly, and finally

they are exactly east and west in longitude 180°; or in other
words, the plane of vibration, which is still parallel to the Green-
wich meridian, is actually at right angles to the meridian of 180°;
this plane has therefore changed apparently 90°, while the earth
was revolving 180° or rnakin- half its circuit. And if this be
• "

: tinned, it will be found that the parall. 1 hues will make the
whole circuit of 360° in twice the earth's revolution, or what is

equivalent, in 48 hours.
These parallel lines drawn on the globe, it is to be observed,

should be parts of great circles, and are strictly parallel to one
another only at the intersections with the parallel of latitude, like

the meridians where they cross the equator; their tangents at

these intersections will be actually parallel throughout, like the
tangents to the meridians at the equator, and these tangents rep-

resent the true angle of the plane of vibration.

Again take latitude 70°, and in the same manner draw lines

parallel to the meridian of Greenwich, going eastward. These
parallel lines will rapidly diverge from the meridian, the diver-

gence being nearly 9£ degrees for every 10 degrees of longitude

;

in Ion. 95° 46^' e. the intersecting line will point east and west,
[laving made 90° in its apparent revolution. In 191° 33' it will

nave made 180°, and in 383° 6', (or 23° 6' east of the meridian
of Greenwich,) it will have completed the whole 360° ; so that
in latitude 70° the time of the apparent revolution of the plane
of vibration, is a little over 25J hours. The globe thus exhibits
to the eye the actual uniform position of the plane of vibration,

and at the same time its apparent revolution. By marking these

parallel lines at one end with an arrow-head, and also describing
an arc with the point of intersection as a centre, the increasing

divergence from the meridians, and the apparent rotation by east,

south, and west to north, is well shown.
If now tangents be supposed to be drawn to each meridian cir-

cle, at its intersection with any parallel of latitude, say that of
'0°, these

| t at a point in the axis of the
earth extended ; and the angle included between any two such
Second Series, VoL XII, No. 35.—Sept., 1851. 26
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tangents is the angle which the corresponding meridians make
with one another in the given latitude. The plane of vibration,

since it continues parallel to itself, will therefore change with

reference to the meridians, just the amount of the angle included

between these tangents. This is readily seen on the globe, mar-

ked off as above explained, in which the Greenwich meridian is the

r The angle which one of the parallel lines drawn on

the globe (or its tangent) makes with the meridian it intersects is

(from the nature of parallel lines) equal to the angle between the

tangent to this meridian and that of Greenwich. The sum there-

fore of the angles between all the tangents to the meriii:

be the amount of apparent variation in the plane of vibration for

24 hours. These tangents—which are strictly the cotangents of

latitude—form together the surface of a cone whose base is the

parallel of latitude, and whose angle of surface at summit is equal

to the revolution of the pendulum in 24 hours. If this cone be

supposed to be cut open and laid out on a flat plane, it will form

a sector of a circle, whose angle at the centre equals the angle

around the apex of the cone. The radius of this sector (or of its

circle) equals the cotangent of latitude, (cotL); and the circum-

ference of the sector is actually a parallel of latitude—a parallel

of latitude having been the base of the supposed cone. Now as

the number of degrees in any arc varies with the length of the arc

as related to the radius of the circle, or as -^ ; and since the arc

here is a parallel of latitude and these parallels vary with the co-

sine of latitude (cos L), and since also the radius (R) equals cot. L
—it follows that the number of degrees in the arc (or the number
expressing the apparent motion of the plane of vibration for 24

hours,) will vary as -^r^' an expression equivalent to the sine

of latitude.

Other demonstrations arrive at the same result, but none is more

simple or more conclusive.

The theory thus involves no necessary consideration of the

forces engaged, by which many explanations of the experiment

are encumbered, but is simply a geometrical problem, based on the

position of the meridians of a revolving sphere, and the fact that

the pendulum moves in a fixed direction, parallel to the meridian

in which it is started.

The idea involved in Foucault's experiment " seems to have

occurred long ago, and is mentioned in a paper in the Phil. Trans.

1742, No. 468, by the Marquis de Poli, in the course of some ob-

servations on the pendulum of a different kind. He remarks, 'I

then considered (adopting the hypothesis of the earth's motion,)

that in one oscillation of the pendulum there would not be de-
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scribed from its centre perfectly one and the same arc in the same
plane' ; but he does not pursue the subject as being foreign to his

immediate object."* It appears also, (Comptes Rendus, 1851, No.
6,) that in 1837, Poisson had hinted at such an effect, but suppo-
sed it of insensible amount.

Different modes of varying the experiment have been proposed.
The following is suggested by Poinsot. If two balls are siispcnd-

ed in contact, with a spring between them, and then by a sudden
action of the spring are thrown apart and thus held by some at-

tached contrivance, they will retain, after the change of position,

their original rate of velocity, or that of the earth where they
originally were, and consequently will commence to revolve. It

would seem that if the cause mentioned be the source of motion
they should not revolve if thrown apart east and west, or at right

angles to a meridian. But if viewed in a different light it ap-
pears to be a fact that they would revolve in whatever direction

separated. Suppose the halves of a sphere to be thus thrown apart
and so retained

; they have the momentum of the earth as before,

but no relative motion, and consequently they are in the condition
of the opposite points of rest of a vibrating pendulum, and will

have an apparent revolution around the centre between them.
M. Baudrimont has observed that if torsion could be wholly

avoided, a ball suspended or a horizontal bar would exhibit the

like a vibrating pendulum. But in these projects there
is a fatal difficulty besides that from torsion. Such bodies, at the
time when suspended, have the actual motion of objects at the
place where they are, and will retain it ; and consequently under
no circumstances can they give results like those of the pendu-
lum, or show any corresponding effect whatever.

In performing the pendulum experiment, the ball of the pen-
dulum should be an accurately turned sphere or cylinder, having
a place of suspension above and an elongated point below, well
centered. It is best suspended by means of wire. The simplest
mode to fasten it is to solder the wire into a hole drilled of the
same size in a larger piece of metal, and secure this last in the
ceiling or other support above. The swinging of the pendulum,
by flexing the wire at the junction above, will after a while break

Jt
off. But if of steel instead of iron, the flexion will be distri-

buted along a portion of its length, and the wire will last longer

without breaking. To mark the motion, a circle (three feet or
more in diameter) divided into degrees, is placed below the pen-
dulum

; the apparent motion of the plane of vibration, is obser-
ved (m north latitude) to be uniformly from left to right, or with
the hands of a watch. For starting the pendulum when there is

no better contrivance, it may be held, previous to letting it swing,

* Phil. Mag. [4] i. 561.
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by a cord passed once around it, the hand resting at the same tin

on some firm object ; when all oscillation has ceased, it may 1

let off by dropping the cord. In going the circuit, the ball of tl

pendulum has always the same side towards the north, and co

sequently it rotates on its axis with the earth.

However careful the trial, the motion of the pendulum i

appears to be somewhat elliptical. ributed

solely to accidental causes, and it is true that the slightest error

"
direction in letting off the pendulum will necessarily produce it.

t on a following page, Rev. C. S. Lyman shows that a degree

ellipticity is a necessary result of the earth's rotation.

In Volume Nine of this Journal* I published views on certain

isomorphous groups among minerals, tracing this quality to a re-

lation in atomic volume, a principle already admitted, but show-

ing that this relation is most correctly exhibited when the aggre-

gate atomic volume is divided by the number of atoms (or mole-

cules) of the elements present. Thus for Fe O, I would divide

the atomic volume, obtained in the usual way, by 2, which re-

duces the compound to the condition of a unit, as if consisting,

as in effect it does, of Fe* O*. Again, for Fe 2 0\ I divided by

5, as the compound consists essentially of Fe s CM, the sum of

the fractions making a unit. This method carried out with the

feldspars, exhibited a relation between them of actual (or approx-

imate) equality in atomic volume, and also a connection between

the system of crystallization of these species and the atomic

volume,—the monometric (as Leucite) having the highest num-
ber, the monoclinic the next highest, and the triclinic a lower

Farther study is required before all the difficulties connected

with this subject, arising from isomerism and differences in the

elements, are mastered. But in the comparison of compounds
consisting of like elements though in different proportions, the

method appears to be satisfactory, and affords conclusions of great

simplicity.

These views are well elucidated by many groups of

and they give increased interest to the recent results of Ram-
melsberg with the tourmalines. This distinguished chemist,

yses, makes out jive chemical groups in
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this species, and in accounting for their similarity of crystalli-

zation, deduces as follows their atomic volumes.—(Pogg. Ann.,
lxxxi, 31.)

L £3(S^B*-)+Sfi(Si,B) -

II. #<&», B2 )+4fi(Si, B) -

III. E»(5iMV)+.iH.si.Ji) -

:: - .+3K(Si,B)

V. £(Si, B)+4fi(Si, B)

1:1-24: 1-26: 151: 206,
r very closely

1:1|:U:2 = 4:5:6:8.

But let us now divide these numbers by the number of atoms
f the elements, and we shall find the atomic volumes, as thus
educed, very closely equal.

No. of atoms. Atomic vol. Atomic vol.

We also remark that the number of atoms 33, 41, 42, 50, 68,
have to one another the ratios

1:1 24: 1-27: 151:2 06,

which are coincident, as will be observed, with the ratios obtained
by Rammelsberg for the atomic volumes. The ratios 4:5:6:8,
which this chemist deduces, are in fact thei'efore only the ratios

of the number of atoms, 33 : 41 : 50 : 68.

Art. XXIV.—Mineralogical Notices. No. III.

1. New Species.

Gurolite, a new mineral ; T. Anderson, (Phil. Mag. [4], i, 111.)—Occurs on Skye, at Storr, nine miles from Portree, in basalt ; it m
associated with apophyilite, stilbite md laumonite, though found
»i the finest specimens where these minerals do not abound. The
name gurolite (more correctly gyrolile,) alludes to the spherical

making in all 41.
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form of its concretions, and is from yv^. orbiatlafus. Structure ra-

diating, and surface of the cone ret d owing to

the plates of which it is formed ris stances above

the surface; cleaves easily parallel to the plates. Color white;

lustre vitreous, passing into pearly on exposure
;
perfectly trans-

parent in thin plates. Very tough. Hardness between 3 and 4.

B.B. yields water, swells up and separates into thin pearly or

silvery plates. On charcoal swells ii| . s; ti ,j ito thin lamfnae

and fuses to an opake enamel. With borax, yields a transparent

colorless glass; with soda fuses with difficulty to an opake mass.

Readily attacked by hydrochloric acid.

Composition according to T. Anderson,

He thence deduces the oxygen ratio for the lime, silica and water,

(considering the other ingredients as unessential,) 1:3: If, and

the formula 2&iSi+3ft. The formula requires a little less lime

and more silica and water, which discrepancy Mr. Anderson at-

tributes to partial efflorescence. The ratio of lime and silica i>

the same as in Edelforsite. Its efflorescence and crystallization

in plates distinguish it from dysclasite.

Arceoxene, a new vanadate of Lead and Zinc.—Kobell re-

ceived this new mineral through Prof. Dobner. It was found at

Dahn in the Palatinate, with galena, and had been considered a

chromate of lead. It occurs massive but imperfectly crystalline,

with some traces of a columnar structure. Color red, darker than

crocoisite, with a brownish tinge ; streak pale yellowish. H. = 3.

B.B. on coal fuses easily with ds an arsen-

ical odor with a globule of lead, the latter being larger with soda.

With b.-rax fuses in the reduction flame to a bright green glass,

which in the oxydation flame becomes gradually light olive greetfc

ish tint.How, and on cooling changes to a pale v
Heated with concentrated muriatic acid, the powdei
composes, and the liquid is first yellow, then brownish, and after

giving out chlorine, emerald green. On adding spirits of wine,

heating it, and pouring off from the solution the separated chlo-

rid of lead, it is still green ; but on concentrating it by means of

a vapor bath and then diluting a fine sky-

blue color. In this characteristic, it is like other allied vanadium
compounds. Von Kobell found in the mineral 487 p. c. of oxyd
of lead and 1632 of oxyd of zinc. The vanadium lead ore

analyzed by Damour contained only 634 p. c. of oxyd of zinc.

—<J. f. pr. Chem., 1, 496.)

Enargite, a new ore of Copper; A. Breithaupt, (Poggend.
Ann., lxxx, 383.)—Enargite comes from Morococha, district of
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Jauli, in the Cordilleras of Peru, at a height of 14,000 feet (French),
and also from a mine near Freiberg, along with other copper ores.

It occurs in Peru abundantly in large masses containing occa-
sional small druzes of crystals, imbedded with tennantite in crys-

nestone. The Freiberg mine affords it in acicular crys-

tals, which are distinguished from other glances by the
|

cleavage. Lustre metallic, slightly imperfect ; color iron-black;

streak black; H.-3 or that of calc spar ; G. =4-43-4-445; easily

pulverized. Crystallization trimetric ; the crystals presenting the

planes of a rhombic and rectangular prism ; rhombic prism

( ocP)= 98° 11': cleav I : brachydiagonal and
macrodiagonal distinct ; basal indistinct ; octahedral (P) in traces.

Fracture uneven. B.B. in a glass tube, decrepitates and gives
with little heat a sublimate of sulphur ; in a stronger heat, fuses

and produces sulphuret of arsenic of a reddish yellow color; on
charcoal it gives out arsenous acid, oxyd of antimony and oxyd
of zinc; and in the reduction flame, it finally yields with borax
a globule of copper. Analysis of the Peruvian ore afforded

Planner, (ibid, p. 386)—
S As Sb Cu Fc Zn Ag

This gives the ratio for the sulphur,—the arsenic and anti-

mony,—and the copper, iron and zinc, 1605: 197: 1214, or very
nearly 8:1:6, whence he deduces the formula (writing Cu for

copper and the allied metals)—

[8CuS+AsS8] + [2€uS+AsSS>],

or perhaps 3(Cu, Fe, Zn) S + (As, Sb) S 5
,

equivalent to sulphur 32-64, arsenic 1911, copper 48 25.

Carmine Spar; F. Sandberger, (Pogg. Ann. Ixxx, 391.)

—

Carmine spar is a red mineral occurring with cube ore (Beudan-
tite) at Horhausen in Saxony, in quartz and brown iron ore.

Crystallization not distinct, probably rhombic ; occurs in clus-

ters of fine needles and spheroidal forms of a columnar structure

;

cleavage parallel to the faces of a rhombic prism. Lustre a

rock salt and calc spar. B.B. on charcoal fuses easily to a steel

gray globule, giving out arsenical vapors. With soda, yields a

globule of lead, and with borax the reaction of iron is obtained.
In a glass tube over a spirit lamp, does not change. Heated in

concentrate ssolves very easily to a gold-yellow
fluid, in which chlorid of gold does not deposit metallic gold

;

soluble in nitric acid. From these and other trials, it is inferred

that the mineral is an anhydrous arsenate of oxyd of lead and
iron

; the quantitative relations have not been determined.
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Dechenite, a vanadate of Lead; Dr. C. Bergemann, (Pogg. Ann.

lxxx, 393.)—Dechenite comes from the Lauter valley in Rhenish

Bavaria, nearNieder-Schlettenbach, where the rock is the "hunter

sandstein." It occurs in small botryoidal masses, having a crys-

talline texture, and presenting when purest a dull red color.

There appear to be indications of a rhombohedral cleavage. In

these masses there are occasional wart-shaped grains of a more

yellow color. The streak is always yellowish. Lustre of fresh

fracture greasy; G. — 5 81: H. = 4, or that of green lead ore.

B.B. alone in the platinum forceps it fuses easily to a yellowish

glass ; in a glass tube gives no water ; on charcoal, does not de-

crepitate like the known vanadate ore, but fuses easily to a yel-

eu pearl, which yields a slag containing some grains of

lead. With more of the assay, the odor of arsenic is sometimes

given off. With salt of phosphorus and borax, gives the reaction

of vanadic acid. Soda yields a white enamel containing grains

According to the examinations, the mineral consists of

Pb v
1. Dull red variety, 47-164 52-915 = 100-079

3. Yellowish " 49"27 50'57 = 99-84

The first two analyses afford the oxygen ratio for the base and

acids 1 : 3, equivalent to the formula Pb V= vanadic acid 45-33,

lead 54 67.

Octahedral oxyd of Antimony.—M. H. de Senarmont describes

(Ann. Ch. Phys. [3], xxxi, 504,) an oxyd of antimony of oc-

tahedral forms from Sensa, near the sources of Ain-el-Bebbouch,

(Province of Constantine.) At one locality, the oxyd is in masses

often cavernous, composed of capillary filaments parallel or a

little divergent, and pearly or adamantine in lustre : it is the pris-

matic species. But at another mine called Mimine, the same
oxyd exists in saccharoid masses, granular or compact, having

cavities covered with octahedral crystals that are sometimes more

than a centimetre in diameter. Several admitted of measure-

ment and proved to be the regular octahedron, the cleavage octa-

hedral, but a little difficult The composition is that of the pure

oxyd, or oxygen 15-68, antimony 84-32. G.= 5 22-5-3, while

that of the prismatic oxyd is 556. Hardness less than that of

calcite. Colorless
; transparent ; strongly refracting without regu-

lar action on polarized light. Specific gravity of the massive

variety 5-23, and color mostly grayish ; contains sometimes less

than 1 per cent, of lead, and there may be 1 to 3 per cent, of gray

clay. It is probable, from the existence of thermal waters in the

soil below, that these crystals were formed in the humid way.

Oxyd of antimony is then dimorphous. Arsenous acid presents
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the same forms. Wohler* observed prismatic crystals which were
recognized as like those of oxyd of antimony by Mitseherlich

;

while octahedral crystals are readily obtained by sublimation or
by solution. [Senarmontite is an appropriate name for this octa-

hedral oxyd.]

Mineral species described by Prof. C. U. Shepard, (Proc. Amer.
Assoc, 4th Meeting at New Haven, p. 311.)— 1. Dysyntribite.
Occurs in considerable masses in St. Lawrence county, New York,
and has some resemblance in appearance to serpentine. It is

found at Rossie, and at Natural Bridge in Diana, and is usually in

connection with the specular iron of the region. It is massive,
granular, tough, almost dull, with an even splintery fracture

;

color dark green, grayish or yellowish, sometimes mottled with
red and black. H. =3-5-4. G. = 2-76-2-81. B.B. in thin frag-

ments fuses to a white porcelainous mass. In an open tube yields
water. Contains according to Prof. Shepard—

Si Si Fe S 6a,Mg

whence he deduces the formula ieSi Si+Fe3
Si

4+9fi.

[The dysyntribite is somewhat remarkable for its external re-

semblance to serpentine, while at the same time it is aluminous
in composition. The specimens are very various in appearance,
and look much more like a rock than a mineral species, (as might
be inferred from the improbable formula given,) appearing to be
a result, to some extent, of metamorphic action.]

2. Rutherfordite, (ibid, p. 312.)—Occurs in crystals and grains
at the gold mines of Rutherford Co., North Carolina, along with
rutile, brookite, zircon and monazite. Monoclinic ; M : M = 93°.

Cleavage, none. Fracture conchoidal ; lustre of fracture shining
and resinous; color yellowish brown; opake. H. = 65; G. = 5 58-
5-69. B.B. in a glass tube cracks, glows as if on fire, emits
much moisture and turns yellow; alone infusible; with borax
forms slowly a clear yellow glass.

According to trials by Prof. Shepard, it is supposed to contain

1. oxyd of cerium and possibly oxyd of uranium and
yttria.

3. Paracolumbite, (ibid, p. 313.)—Occurs a mile southwest of

Taunton, Mass., in minute quantities in a boulder of granite con-
taining a peculiar greenish-white feldspar. Massive, in grains and
short irregular seams; iron-black, sometimes with a tinge of pur-
ple, and a black streak ; imperfectly metallic ; opake. H. about 5.

From his examinations, Prof. Shepard infers that the mineral
seems to be composed of the oxyds of iron and uranium in com-
bination with a metallic acid, which is not the titanic.

SaooHoSwx pt, 1861. zt
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4. Houghite, (ibid, p. 314.)—Occurs near Oxbow, St. Law-
rence Co., N. Y., and also in Rossie, associated with spinel, from

which region specimens were received by Prof. Shepard from

Dr. Franklin B. Hough of Somerville. It presents oblong flat-

tened reniform concretions, rarely above % ths of an inch long,

with botryoidal surfaces, whitish' externally and bluish or red-

dish white v . pearly, glimmering. Sometimes

has a spinel crystal as a nucleus. H. = 25. G. =2-02-2 -03. It

decrepitates and emits water before the blowpipe, losing 33£ p. c.

by ignition. Appears to be a hydrate of alumina and magnesia.

[Houghite has been studied recently by Mr. S. W. Johnson, of

the Yale Analytical Laboratory, who finds that it is a pseudo-

morph, often of spinel and probably also at times of scapolite

;

some of his specimens are spinel crystals (octahedral) in one part,

and true Houghite in another, and all conditions of change are

well illustrated by them. Mr. Johnson is still engaged in his

investigations on the subject.]

5. Marasmolite, (ibid, p. 315.)—From the feldspar quarry near

Middletown, Ct., along with columbite, pitchblende and albite.

Monometric, with cubic cleavage; color brownish black, and

streak reddish brown ; brittle; H. = 35; G.= 3-73-374. Com-
position, according to Prof. Shepard :

—

affording the ratio 5:3:1, and the formula 3Zn S + Fe S 3
.

The name is from fzagaafiog, decaying.—[The marasmolite, ac-

cording to the writer's examinations of Prof. Shepard's specimen,

is a brittle, partially decomposed blende, containing free sulphur

in minute points throughout it, as seen with a glass. This free

sulphur accounts for the excess in the analysis; allowing thus

for a small excess, the composition will become 3ZnS+FeS,
which is the formula of the marmatite variety of blende.]

6. Calyptolite, (ibid, p. 316.)—From Haddam, with chryso-

beryl, garnet and beryl ; also from the feldspar quarry near Mid-
dletown. Crystals minute, and usually square prisms with pyra-

midal terminations; surfaces not smooth and often somewhat
concave; color dark brown ; lustre adamantine ; opake. H.=6*5.
G. = 434. B.B. in an open tube. mg an acid

reaction, and becomes pale yellowish white ; alone, whitens but

does not fuse ; does not fuse readily with soda ; with borax dis-

solves slowly into a glass which is yellow while hot, but colorless

on cooling. When heated in
; ric acid for

some time, it appears to be completely decomposed, and the glass

tube exhibits corrosion

small for a satisfactory

lime, magnesia and alumina was ascertained ; and the probability

that the substance is a fluo-columbate of some of the less com-
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mineral had been referred to this species, which it exterm
resembles. The angle of the pyramid is given at 122° to 12'

but the surfaces are so irregular that the measurements are 1

7. Eumanite, (ibid, p. 317).—From Ches
albite locality. Only a single minute crys-

tal less than a grain in weight is known.
Form trimetric; Bf:M*123°. M : e'=
136°; e':e'=151°30'; e' : e"= 159° 30';

e:a= 127°40'; M : e= 118°—118° 30'

;

e':a=127°30'; a:o= 144°20'; e:o = 128°
20'; e' : o= 156°30'; surface M rather im-
perfect and not very lustrous ; the other faces

brilliant. Color blackish-brown, resembling
certain crystals of tin ore. Trai
color by transmitted light deep red. like al-

mandine garnet. H. above 6.

[The crystal of eumanite has closely the
form of topaz, even to the general charac-
ter and position of the planes on the sum-
mit, and is near figure 393 in Dufrenoy's
Mineralogy

; the angles also are nearly identical. Topaz gives

M : M= 124° 19' ; and if M on e in eumanite is 118°, it will give

124° for M : M in eumanite—M, M, it should be noted, are the

least lustrous faces of the crystal; M : e'=135° 59' (136° in

eumanite.) The mineral must therefore be closely isomorphous
with topaz, if not identical with it, and some other characters are

needed to show that the latter supposition is not true, although
so peculiar in its color. In the figure, the edge o' : e" on the

nght is parallel to the edge e" : e", but not so that on the left
;

we cannot say which is right.]
8. Corundophilite, (ibid, p. 318).—Occurs with corundum near

Asheville in Buncombe county, N. Carolina, in imperfectly stellate

groups, and also spreading out in lamina? between layers of co-

rundum. A single crv titrate and less than ^th
of a grain ii and gave the angles M : M
about 120^

; P : M = 97° 30' and 82° 30' ; P(0P) : ccP'ao =88°
to 89°

; P(0P) : mP'aa - 122° 30'. Cleavage basal, perfect ; also

in traces parallel with M and the shorter diagonal of P. Lustre of

cleavage faces commonly pearly. Color dark leek-green, passing

"ito gray and greenish the color. Thin lam-
inte flexible, but less so than talc. B.B. affords a little moisture

m a glass tube
; alone ,

and without phospho-
rescence. Melts at the extremity to a shining black globule

;

with borax, forms readily with effervescence a clear bottle green
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glass. On analysis it afforded Prof. Shepard, Silica 34-75, pro-

toxyd of iron 31-25, alumina 855, water 5-47, making a loss of

nearly 20 p. c, a portion of which he attributes to the alkalies.

0146 gramme was used in the analysis. Neither lime nor mag-

nesia were detected. The name is from Corundum and <pik>g,

[This mineral, as observed by the writer, is usually thin foli-

ated or micaceous. It closely resembles chloritoid in appear-

ance, which, as stated by J. Lawrence Smith, who analyzed a

specimen, occurs frequently with the Corundum of Asia Minor;

but it divides into much thinner laminee than is usual in that

species and is less brittle. The angles are nearly those of com-

2. Described Species.

On some Canadian Minerals, by T. S. Hunt, (Phil. Mag.,

[4], i, 322.) 1. Perthite, of Thomson.—This feldspathic min-

eral is from Bathurst, and forms part of aeurite rock, being some-

times in large cleavable masses. Form apparently monoclinic.

H.= 6. G. =2-576-2-579; a darker colored fragment 2-583. Lus-

tre vitreous, inclining to pearly ; color a light flesh red, in alter-

nating bands, with reddish or pinchbeck brown, the bands half a

line or a line wide, coincident with one of the planes T ; the

darker bands on the cleavage surface T give a golden reflexion

when viewed perpendicularly, like aventnrine feldspar. Analysis

by Mr. Hunt.

Si £l Fe Ca % £ ftft

6644 1835 100 067 24 6-37 556 ign. -40=9903
66-50 19-25 0-56 0-24 6-18 5-56 " -44=9873

The composition is that of orthoclase, to which species, as he
observes, the mineral had been referred by Shepard, Dana and
himself.

2. Peristerite, Thomson.—The specimens furnished Mr. Hunt
by Dr. Wilson, as duplicates of those sent to Dr. Thomson, were
a tel<ls|>ov coinanni)2 d ism in mated quartz grains ; and others from
the locality were fine cleavable masses often free from the quartz.

Form triclinic, near albite in cleavage, being perfect parallel to

P and M, less distinct with T, a fine play of colors on P, as in

labradorite, a delicate cerulean blue prevailing which occasionally
passes into light green and yellow. H.= 6. G. =2-625-2-627.
Composition according to Mr; Hunt:

—

Si XI Pe Ki t Ca Mg

whence the mineral is albite.

3. Bytownite.—The specimen analyzed was from Dr.
and was taken from a specimen pronounced by Dr. Tho
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be this mineral. H. about 6-5. G. =2-732-2-733. Massive,

granular, strongly coherent
;
grains with one perfect cleavage and

indications of another oblique to it. Lustre vitreous, approach-
ing to pearly upon the cleavage faces ; translucent ; color green-
ish white. The smoky blue mineral from Perth generally circu-

lated among mineralogists as bytownite, is a mixture apparently
of the true bytownite with what appears to be a black horn-
blende. Composition of the bytownite according to Mr. Hunt,

Si £l Ca fig Fe Na K H
47-40 30-45 14-24 0"87 O'SO 2'82 038 200=98-96
47-30 1-80

Mr. Hunt deduces from these results and the characteristics of

' 3 : 4, the ratio for anorthite ; and therefore, it must be, if t

species, an impure variety of it. The mineral thiorsauite of
Genth, has nearly the same composition according to Genth's
analysis

; but this Iceland feldspar is considered impure anorthite
by Rammelsberg.J

4. Labradorite.—Common in boulders from Labrador to Can-
ada West, but has not been observed in place. A specimen from
Drummond, C. W., of a lavender blue color and pearl-gray opa-
lescence, had the sp. gr. 2-697, and consisted as follows :

—

Si Si Ca 3Pe fig Na K fl

Mr. Hunt observes with regard to the water in this and other

feldspars, that he agrees with Delesse and Laurent, in considering
it as belonging to the constitution of the mineral and not hygro-

5. Raphilite of Thomson.—This mineral from Lanarck, C. W.,

lite. H.= 5-5. G. (in powder) =2-845. Lustre vitreous
silky; color grayish or greenish-white, becoming reddish on
weathered surfaces. Composition :

—

Si SI Ca fig Fe fin #a £

6. Retinalite and Serpentine.—The retinal ite of Thomson
was founded on a serpentine from near Grenville, sent him by
Dr. Holmes, and a portion of the same specimen he gave Mr.
Hunt for analysis; other specimens were procured at the locality.

It fills seams or penetrates granular limestone near a trap dyke.
H. = 3-5. G. =2-494-2-525-2-476. Lustre resinous; streak white;
color honey yellow passing into oil green and olive green ; trans-

lucent
; fracture conchoidal. Composition :

—
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I of Hermann, but is not foliated ; and he inclines t

consider the species as not distinct from serpentine.

7. Zircon.—Crystals half an inch thick and an inch or more

long occur at Grenville, along with tabular spar, calc spar, sphene,

pyroxene and plumbago. G. = 4-602-4-625. Color brownish red,

passing into flesh-red and cherry-red. Analysis afforded Mr. Hunt

:

The zirconia contained a trace of iron which was not separated.

Celestine.—The crystallization of celestine has been studied

with much labor by M. Hugard, and some new crystalline forms

are described by him (Ann. des Mines, [4], xviii, 3.) Mr. Hugard
adopts as the mean of his measurements, for M : M, 104°, the

angle varying between 103° 30' and 104° 30' ; he observes that

the crystals which vary most from this are chemically impure.

A neat crystal from Lake Erie gave him constantly less than 104°

(mean, 103° 30'); but the Lake Erie celestine contains a consid-

erable proportion of sulphate of barytes. The paper is illustra-

ted by twenty-seven figures.

Limestone of Predazzo.—This mineral, called Predazzite by
Petzholdt, is a carbonate of lime and magnesia containing water.

This chemist deduced the formula 'jr.. 0-f Si-<": u. J. Roth, by
his analysis (J. f. pr. Chem. lii, 346,) makes the composition of a

white variety, 2CaC+%fl= carbonic acid 34-11, lime 43-41,

magnesia 15-50, water 6-98= 100. He obtained

—

O Ca ftg &
L 33-35 44-61 UM 696 Si.Sl.te 0-48 =1<KH>0; G= 1*68

For another variety of a gray color he obtained, excluding the

alumina, silica and oxyd of iron, which amount to 6 per cent.—

Whence he has the formula CaC+ Mgfi= carbonic acid, 27'85,

lime 35-44, magnesia 25-32, water 11-39= 100. Brucite occurs

in the marble of Predazzo, and also a variety of serpentine.

Composition of Apatite from Snarum ; G. Rose (Monatsb.

Akad. zu Berlin, March, 1851, 173. ^Analyses by M. Weber in

the laboratory of H. Rose :

—

Ca Pe,€e,Y P CI
L 5316 116 41-82 266
IL 5379 1-74 4147
IIL 5344 1-86 4133
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Calculating the lime phosphate from the amount of phosphoric
acid, the chlorid of calcium from the chlorine, and the fluorid from

e, G. Rose deduces for the composition

—

In the analysis formerly made by G. Rose, this chemist found
in the Snarum apatite, lime 54-75 and chlorine 2-713, whence he
deduced

—

(VP CaCl CaFl

therefore confirm the earlier dedu

Diaspore.—Occurs according to Prof. C. U. Shepard, (loc. cit

p. 319,) at the fluor spar and topaz vein at Trumbull, Conn., in

thin or 6-sided tables, flattened parallel to the shorter diagonal.

It is the species formerly announced by Prof. Shepard as euclase.

M: M= 130° 30', M: = 125°; o:o= 152°30'; o : on ocPx =
104° 30'. H. = 7-7-5. G.=329. Analysis afforded Prof. Shep-
ard, Alumina 84-9, water 15-1= 100.

Hydrargillitefrom Brazil—Vox Kobell a
eral (J. f. pr. Chem. 1, 493, ?««n ^ *« nr^nrrin,

having been mistaken for wj
cretions, having a radiato-lamellar structure, giving some indica-

tions of rectangular prisms. Color grayish to yellowish-white
;

translucent ; lustre pearly inclining to vitreous; hardness between
calc spar and fluor spar. Dissolves wholly in concentrated sul-

phuric acid. Composition according to von Kobell :—alumina
with a trace of silica 67-26, water 32-39 = 99-65, and giving the

formula & fi3
. It was found to contain no phosphoric acid.

New form of Compound Crystal of Quartz.—M. G. Rose has
described a compound crystal of quartz (Monatsb. Akad. zu Berlin,

March, 1851, p. 171), which consisted of four crystals, one a

central, and each of the others united to the first correspondingly
oy a primary rhombohedral face, the axes of the central and the

others, making an angle equal to the complement of double the

angle between a rhombohedral plane in the primary and its vert-

ical axis ; the latter angle is 38° 13' according to Kupfler, whence
the inclination of the axes is 103° 34'. The primary faces of the

Pyramid are larger than those alternate, and the prism has its

alternate planes larger so as to approach a 3-sided form. The
specimen is from the serpentine of Reichenstein, and is associated

^ith small crystals of arsenical iron.
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view that they are pseudomorphs of olivine. There are three

crystals which have an interior of olivine. A portion of a crystal

from Snarum, received from Quenstedt, afforded Hefter in his

laboratory,

—

Oxygen 21-79 20'58 046 006 3"58

Showing that it is a mixture of olivine and serpentine. The
crystals of Snarum and of the Fassa valley in the Tyrol are there-

fore pseudomorphs. The villarsite of Dufrenoy, which is similar

in its crystalline forms, he refers to the same origin. He regards

serpentine as an amorphous material incapable of crystallization.

Substances perhaps occur imperfectly crystallized, having the

same composition ; but the only substance of this nature, which

he recognizes, is chrysotile. Schiller spar, which is allied in com-

position, the author regards as no natural mineral in crystalliza-

tion, but a pseudomorph after augite, with which it is often asso-

ciated. He alludes to the frequent occurrence of serpentine

pseudomorphs imitative of many of the mineral species, as horn-

blende, augite, garnet, chondrodite, spinel, mica, &c.

Serpentine of the Vosges.—The serpentine of the Vosges and

its associated minerals, have been investigated chemically and

otherwise by M. Delesse (Ann. d. Mines, [4|, xviii, 309), whose

descriptions are very full and complete. The minerals noticed

are garnet, chromic and magnetic iron, iron pyrites, diallage,

chlorite, chrysotile, calcite, dolomite, nemalite, brucite, feldspar,

quartz, talc, asbestus, and specular iron.

Garnet occurs of red, brownish and greenish or grayish-green

colors. B.B. it fuses with difficulty, and in a tube yields some

water. H.=6 5. G. =3150. Composition:—

Si Si «r Pe Sfri Mg Ca
41-56 19-84 035 10-17 trace 22 4-25, ign. 1-58=99-75

Diallage is sometimes disseminated through the serpentine, but

occurs commonly in small masses or in the intersecting veins.

Color deep olive-green, and occasionally, emerald green. The latter

variety is sometimes found within a nodule of garnet. Lustre a

little pearly but not like bronze. G=3154. Analysis gave

—

Si £r,&n *e ftg(bydiff.) Ca

The 211 p. c. given off by heating are nearly all water. Form-

ula £ 3
Si.

Chlorite occurs in veins or in nodules of garnet, and evidently

the garnet has been altered to chlorite, as the different stages of

the process may be detected. B.B. becomes grayish and takes a

metallic lustre, and if in lamellae the edges are rounded, forming
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a grayish green glass. With salt of phosphorus gives evidence of
chrome, and with soda, a manganese reaction. Composition of
the chlorite of the Col de Pertuis—

Si £1 €r Pe Mn Mg(bydiff.) Ca
33-23 14-78 1-49 6-28 1'39 30-76 186, ign. 10-21= 100

Bischof has shown that a solution of bicarbonate of magnesia
sform, even when cold, silicate of lime recently prepared

into carbonate of lime and silicate of magnesia; and with this

fact, M. Delesse observes that the change of garnet into chlo-
rite may be explained. The pseudomorphosis has taken place

Chrysotile occurs in seams having a delicate fibrous texture
;

lucent, and the fibres separated are transparent; color

oil-green, usually clear, sometimes olive-green ; lustre silky.

G.*2-223. B.B. yields water; on platinum wire, it gives a
bright light and fuses with difficulty to a glass slightly brownish.
Dissolves with borax or soda. Composition :—

4
Si XI Fe Mg(bydiff.) fl _

The picrolite of Stromeyer has the same composition.
Nemalite occurs at Xettes in the Vosges, and also at Saint

Sabine. Brucite is found at Goujot.
The Serpentine is of various qualities and colors. Analyses:

1 _

Si XI «r Fe Mn Cn M?(by-cliff) i-a

Specific gravity of the first 2-749.
In the second analysis, the alumina as obtained included some

chrome and oxyd of manganese. The serpentine of Goujot
takes a fine polish and sells at 54 francs the square meter.
The author next discusses the relative age and the origin of

the minerals and serpentine, giving many views of interest. He
observes that of the minerals which have been formed in serpen-
tine, those most magnetic (as those rich in iron) have remained
in the paste, while those that are diamagnetic have been separa-

VMires, so as to form veins or amygdaloids. The mag-
• forces, according to this view, have acted

an important part in the development and distribution of the in-

cluded minerals.

Picrolite of Silesia.—Analysis by Dr. List, (Ann. d. Ch. u.

Pharm., lxxiv, 241):—

Leuchtenbergite.—BREiTHAurT (Pogg. Ann., lxxx, 577) ob-
serves that the specimens of Leuchtenbergite are evidently more
°r less altered by exposure or otherwise, and this is farther proved
by the fact that Komonen obtained but 862 per cent, of water,
Second Sehies, Vol. XII, No. 35.—Sept, 1851. 28
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He therefore suggests that quite

st in the unaltered state and prove

to be a distinct species.

Delessite of Naumann, is a ferruginous chlorite from amyg-

Ozarkite.—On an examination of this mineral, Prof. Shepard

obtained the following result (Proc. Assoc, loc. cit., p. 322.)—
Si 40-91, £1 1575, phos. lime 4-17, lime 4-52, water 15-10, and

observes that this removes the mineral from Scolecite, to which

it is referred by Mr. J. D. Whitney. [The investigations of the

species by Messrs. Brush, Whitney and Shepard, the latter in two

different trials, are so widely different, that we have not reason to

believe that in any case a simple mineral has been examined.]

Soda-mesotype of the Zircon-syenite of Laurvig.—Analysis

by C. G. Gmelin (Pogg. Ann., lxxxi, 311):

—

Si & fra K ft __
Hence the u ih muriatic

acid, before and after heating. The feldspar of the rock contains

much soda.

Hydrosilicates of Alumina.—The following are analyses by
M. Salvetat :—I. of Halloysite from Saint Jean de Colle, near

Thiviers (Dordogne,)—II. Hall...- .-ality,—III-

of Smectite from Conde, near Houdan (Seine-et-Oise,)—IV. Len-

zinite from LaVilate, near Chanteloube, (Ann. Ch. Phys. [3],

xxxi, 102.)

Si SigeL £l Pe Ca tig K Xa II
L
sfj.de°c!f

45 '55 1-04 22 "60 105 1-66 °'30 °"M °'06 26-20, q'tz 1-04=99-46

Formulas, omitting the protoxyds which are probably impurities,

Land II. ESiz+'Tfl III. X^Sis + ^ft IV. XlSi+ 3ft.

The Halloysite from near Thiviers is tender, soapy and mild

to the touch, of paler rose color than that of Montmorillon. B.B.

infusible, and at a red heat loses color. Does not form a paste

with water. In contact with water it divides into small frag-

ments, and gives out bubbles of air with an argillaceous odor.

Boiling sulphuric acid attacks the mineral. The second Halloy-

• inlar characters. On account of the difficulty of dis-

tinguishing between hygroscopic water and that of combination,
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the author acknowledges that some doubt exists with regard to
this term in the formula. Dried at 100° C. in a moist air, the 7fl

(obtained after drying at 16° C.) are reduced to 4fl; and at 100°
C. in a dry air, to afi.

The Smectite is greenish, not homogeneous in appearance, and
affords a magma of two substances, one colorless and the other
slightly greenish, but both of the same composition; and the
mass encloses here and there crystals of gypsum. In a certain
state of humidity it appears transparent and almost gelatinous.
It adheres strongly to the tongue. Moistened with water it

yields an argillaceous odor and acts like Halloysite, except that
it makes a plastic paste. It contains 7^fl, when dried at 16° C,
fi$, if dried at 100° in a moist atmosphere, and 4£ at 100° in a
dry atmosphere. ,»

The Lenzii.it. u:> in pegmatite (whence it is explored for

pottery) in small thin beds, having a brownish color, soft enough
to be impressed with the fingers, but not plastic. On drying, the
color slightly changes. B.B. infusible. Partly dissolved in hot
sulphuric acid, leaving a white insoluble residue. At 100° C,
the mineral contains 2£fl.

Atheriastite.—J. F. L. Hausmann shows (Pogg. Ann., lxxxi,

567.) that this mineral . referred to Scapolite,
but recently institute 1 as a si < en s by Weibye, is an altered scap-
olite, as is suggested by the writer in this Journal, vol. x, p. 246.

Feldspar of Laurvig and Friederichsv'drn.—Analysis by C. G.
Gmelin, (Pogg. Ann., lxxxi, 313,)

—

Si £l K Na 6a Ve
' Purvis, 65-90 1946 6 55 6-1

J

G.=-j-.-,S72

r-08 48 0-63, " 0-38=100-78; G. =2-590

The first is of a pale greenish gray color, the second sky-blne.

Epidote.—The objections which Rammelsberg brought against

ligations of Hermann on the constitution of Epidote, are

replied to by Hermann in the Jour. f. pr. Chem., vol. liv, p. 250.

Hermann had in a former memoir presented the conclusion that

the species included several distinct chemical compounds. Ram-
melsberg, in reply, after a new determination of the proportion of

protoxyd and peroxyd of iron, referred all the varieties which he
examined under a sin_ - ^sted that the others

would conform to it. Hermann in his recent memoir offers rea-

sons in favor of his former deductions.

Gadolinite, (Phil. Mag. [4], i, 350.)—Occurs in Ireland near

Galway in a trap rock containing also epidote.

New American localities, reported by Prof. C. U. Shepard.—
doc. cit., p. 320.) 1. Ores of Uranium at Uhhlhiown, Ct.

Pitchblende occurs at the feldspar or "china-stone" quarry in
small crystals which are octahedrons with truncated edges and
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angles. It is associated with uranochre and also traces of car-

bonate of uranium and the sulphate (Johannite).

2. Ores of Bismuth at Haddam, Ct.—Bismuthine was no-

ticed by Prof. Shepard some time since as occurring sparingly at

the Chrysoberyl locality of Haddam. Bismutite and Bismuth

ochre are now reported by him (loc. cit., p. 320) as occurring at

the same place, the former in thin coatings upon crystals of Bis-

nd the latter in a pulverulent form and usually yellow.

3. Samarskite in Rutherford Co., N. C.—In angular grains,

some weighing a quarter of an ounce, from the washings of one

or more gold mines. The form appears from some of the frag-

ments to be near that of Columbite. Color velvet black ;
streak

dark reddish-brown. Opake ; H.= 5 5; G. = 5-69. When first

heated in a ^lass tube, it decrepitates, flies to pieces, glows slightly

after the manner of Gadolinite, but remains of a black color.

[No analysis or chemical examination is given.]

4. Thorite at Danbunj. Ct.—This mineral is from Danbury,

where it occurs with the Danburite, sphene and augite. It is

stated to be either thorite or a new species. It occurs in minute

square prisms
( TVn inch long) with truncated edges and having a

pyramid at summit. The lower part of the four pyramid
forms a separate set of planes inclined at an angle of 160° to

the terminal set ; but in the specimen, only one out of the four

of the lower set is present and this is not very distinct. Angle

of the terminal set (P), over summit, 98°
; same on M (

&P *>)

120°. Cleavage imperfect. Lustre resinous ; color black. H.=
5-6. Heated in an open tube yields much moisture having an

alkaline reaction. BB. becomes brownish-red but does not fuse,

but when most heated has finally a semi-fused aspect. With

borax gives a glass colored by iron. [The characters given are

insufficient to prove that the mineral is Thorite, as Prof. Shepard

observes. The angle 98° is near the same in rutile, zircon, xeno-

time; calcul _ie, the angle given as 120 would

be 117° 40'. If 120° is right, 98° should be 90°, and the form

might be cubic]

Chromic iron of Baltimore.—Analysis by A. Rivot, (Ann. Ch.

Phys., Oct., 1850, [3] xxx, 202.)

The oxygen of the peroxyd of iron and alumina is together

nearly half of that of the oxyd of chrome.

Misy from Rammelsberg near Goslar.—Dr. List describes

this iron sulphate as follows, (Ann. Chem. u. Pharm., ixxiv, 239.)

It occurs as an aggregate of small crystalline scales having a

pearly lustre approaching vitreous, a dull sulphur-yellow color.

These scales, under a lens, are seen to be rhombic tables with
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the acute lateral edge truncated. It does not properly dissolve

in pure water, but after a while is decomposed, the fluid becom-
ing brownish red and having an acid reaction ; in water with a
little sulphuric acid it is not decomposed. Analysis gave,

—

In another trial Dr. List obtained 43 208 S and 30-365 *>e. The
zinc, magnesia and potash are attributable to mixture with some
sulphate of zinc, of magnesia, and of potash present as impu-
rity. Excluding these, the result becomes

—

S & a

Oxygen 28-203 12-170 10947

whence the ratio, nearly, 2-5:1: 1, and the formula 3Pe2 's
5 +efi

7

which is that of Copiapite (H. Rose) excepting the water which
is lsi'i in that species.

Manganese Ores of the Pyrenees.—For a paper on the posi-

tion and origin of these ores by M. Gruner, see Ann. des Mines,

[4,] xviii, 61. The author also discusses the origin of associated
minerals and ores.

Glaucodot.—This mineral according to Breithaupt, (Pogg.
Ann., Ixxxi, 578,) occurs at Orawitza in the Bannat along with
a pale yellow calc spar. It is thin columnar. M. Patera obtained,
Sulphur 19-78, arsenic 4363, cobalt 3202, iron 4-56.

Copper Nickel of Ayer.—Analysis by Ebelmen, (Ann. des
Mines, [4,] xi, 55.)

54-05 0-05 2-18 43-50 0-30 045 Gangue 0-20 = 100-75

White Blende of New Jersey, (Phil. Mag. [4], i, 23.)—The
colorless Blende from Franklin, New Jersey, called " Cleiophane"
by Mr. Nuttall, has been analyzed by T. H. Henry, with the
following result:—Zinc 67-46, sulphur 32-22= 9968, corres-

ponding to a very pure blende. Sp. gr. at 60°, 4-063. A trace

of cadmium was found by means of Wollaston's test.

Troostite of New Jersey, (Proc. Amer. Assoc, at New Haven,
4th meeting, p. 146.)—An analysis of Troostite by Henry
Wurtz, afforded

and Electric Calamine.—A paper on

j by Emil Schmidt is to be found in the Jour.

Chem., li, 257.

Wulfenite or Molybdate of lead from the mine Azult
near Blanca in Zacatecas.—Analysis afforded Dr. C. Bergei
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(Pogg. Ann., lxxx, 400,) Sb 37-65, ?b 6235= 10000. The
crystals are of a light yellow color.

Mimetene of the Mine Azulaques in Zacatecas.—Dr. C. Berge-

mann obtained in an analysis (Pogg., lxxx, 401,)

giving the formula Pb< / ; . Tin- corresponds to Arsenic

acid 23065, oxyd of lead 66-948, chlorine 2-445, lead 7-140.

Gray Copperfrom the foot of the ridge Mouza'ia in Algiers.

—Analysis by Ebelmen (Ann. des Mines, [4,] xi, 47) :—

Specific gravity 4-749 ; occurs in highly modified dodecahedral

crystals.

Dioptase.—Dioptase (Smaragdo-chalcite) is announced by F.

Sandberger (Pogg. Ann., lxxxii, 133,) as occurring in a sand-

stone containing Spinfers in the Duchy of Nassau, betwen Ober-

lahnstein and Braubach.

Sulphate and carbonate of Copper at Bristol, Ct. ; Prof C. U.

Shepard, (Proc. Amer. Assoc, New Haven, p. 322.)—A dull

verdigris green mineral containing carbonic acid occurs upon the

vitreous copper ore of Bristol. Prof. Shepard observes that if

when more fully examined it proves to be a definite chemical

compound, as he now suspects, it will then be proper to bestow

upon it a mineralogical name. j. d. d.

Art. XXV .—Notice of the Report on the Geology and Topogra-

phy of a portion of the Lake Superior Land District /• by

J. W. Foster and J. D. Whitney.

The district embraced within the Report of Messrs. Foster and

Whitney covers an area of 16,000 square miles, and nearly the

whole of it is still an unbroken wilderness. The opening of the

Michigan Copper mines has given it a peculiar economical inter-

est, and, more than this, it has a high geological importance,

hardly exceeded elsewhere, on account of the singular character

of the mineral region, the structure and relations of the rocks in

different parts, and the display of the phenomena of drift. The
investigations in the same region, made by Dr. C. T. Jackson,

* Report on the Geologv and Topography of a portion of the Lake Superior
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have been noticed at length in this Journal. Messrs. Foster and
Whitney, in the volume just published, present the first part of
their Report on the region. The nly devoted
to those points in the geology of the district bearing on the mines,
and including much of practical detail on mining, presents a clear

and systematic view of its general structure as far as examined,
and conclusions of important geological bearing. A second part is

promised, which shall contain further details of a more purely sci-

entific character, with an account of the fossils, by Mr. James Hall,

who accompanied the party in the explorations of one season.

The authors acknowledge the aid of Messrs. S. W. Hill and E.
Desor, as first assistants, Mr. Wm. Schlatter as draftsman, and
Mr. W. D. Whitney as botanist. Mr. Desor's attention was par-

ticularly directed to the drift, and the results of his observations

add much to the interest o( the survey. On some geological

points, the authors < oiulict \\ ith the conclusions of Dr. Jackson
;

and it remains for future investigation to clear up all the doubt
that may remain upon the disputed questions.

We propose to run through with the work, giving a brief re-

view of some of the results arrived at, and principally by citation

from the volume.
The Introduction presents a historical view of the explorations

in the Copper region. After touching upon the accounts of the

Indians, and of the Canadian and other explorers, and also the
Journey of Mr. H. R. Schoolcraft in 1819, 1820, and mentioning
that the conclusion arrived at by exploration thus far, had been
that the copper deposits to be found would be too inaccessible to

be profitably worked—the authors allude to the investigations of
Dr. Douglass Houghton, State Geologist of Michigan, and ob-

serve that " in his annual report, presented to the legislature of

Michigan, February 1, 1841, the great features of the country
were sketched with a masterly hand, and the first definite infor-

mation with regard to the occurrence of the deposites of native

copper in the rocks was laid before the world." This geologist

»ad just planned a system for a thorough survey of the whole
region, and had entered upon the prosecution of it, when, in the

midst of his labors,, he suddenly died by drowning, in October,

1847. Since this period, the region has been explored by Dr. C.
T. Jackson, as already stated, and by the authors of the present

report.

The Lake Superior Land district is bounded on the north by
Lake Superior, east by St. Mary's river, south by Lakes Huron
and Michigan, and west by the Montreal and Menomonee rivers,

Demg situated between 45° and 49° north latitude and 83° 45'

and 90° 33' west longitude. A striking feature in the topography
of the region is the parallelism of the northwest shore of Lake
Superior, the south shore, west of Keweenaw Point, and the
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narrow island of Isle Royal between, proving, as the authors state,

that this part of the lake must be the course of a great synclinal

valley, arising from two parallel axes of elevation on opposite

sides of the lake. We might add farther, that this course is at

right angles to the great range of lakes that extends from Erie

and Michigan northwest to the Northern ocean, which range is

parallel to the Rocky Mountains and the Northwest coast of

America on one side, and to Hudson's Bay and the shores of

Davis Straits on the other *

We cite with regard to the mountains, from pages 34, 35.

" 1. Two granite belts occur in the Northwest—one forming

the axis between the waters of Lake Superior and Hudson's Bay;

the other between Lake Superior on the north and Lake Michi-

gan and the Mississippi river on the south. The outline of the

Canada range is N. 60° E., though subject to minor irreg

It forms the rim of the Canada shore for more than two-thirds of

its extent. The summits of this range are generally rounded,

and rarely elevated 1,500 feet above the lake.

On the southern shore, a belt of granite approaches the lake

near Dead river, and thence stretches westward, sinking down
into a somewhat broken pi an southwi st -

t K< u-< < naw bay. Its

widest expansion is about thirty miles. This belt constitutes the

Huron mountains, which in places attain an elevation of 1,200

feet above the lake. They do not range in continuous chains,

but exist in groups, radiating from a common centre, presenting

a series of knobs, rising one above another, until the summit-level

is attained. Their outline is rounded or waving—their slope

gradual. The scenery is tame and uninteresting. Hemmed in

by these knobs, it is not unusual to find numerous lakes and

meadows covered with grass, forming an agreeable feature in the

landscape. These meadows appear at one time to have been

lakes, which have been filled with the detritus brought down
from the surrounding hills, or drained in consequence of the

water having worn down the barriers which existed at their out-

lets. Towards the western extremity of the district, the granite

reappears in low ridges, and crosses the Montreal within twelve

miles of its mouth. There are subordinate patches of granite in

other portions of the district, attaining no great elevation, which
will be described in the detailed report.

The metamorphic belt folded around the granite is traversed

by numerous detached ridges of hornblende and feldspar rocks,

ranging in E. and W. direction, and rarely rising more than 200

feet above the surrounding country, and present a more rugged

aspect than the granite. A quartz range starts from the lake

[2.]

* Origin of the Grand Outline Features of the Earth. lv J. I). Dana, t

,] iii, 382 and 389.
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shore at the mouth of Carp river, and extends westwardly beyond
Teal lake. Its outlines are sharp and well defined, its escarp-
ments bold, with fragments of rock strewn along its base. The
boundaries of this group are defined in the accompanying maps.

2. A trap range starts from the head of Keweenaw Point and
runs west twenty miles; then, curving to the southwest, crosses
Portage lake near its head, and the Ontonagon river twelve miles
from its mouth, and is thence prolonged into Wisconsin. Its

length is more than one hundred and fifty miles; its width, from
one to twelve. Between Iron and Presqu'-Isle rivers, a spur shoots
off in the form of a crescent, constituting the Porcupine moun-
tains. Another spur branches off from the main chain on the
south, and is prolonged nearly parallel with it for twenty miles.

This belt is made up of parallel ranges, presenting step-like or
scalar declivities on the side op] te the other

consists of gradual slopes. Mount Houghton, near the head of
Keweenaw Point, rises up like a dome, to the height of eight
hundred and eighty-four feet; the Bohemian mountain, near Lac
la Belle, is little inferior in height. The valley of Eagle river,

on the northwest, is bounded by abrupt, overhanging cliffs, some
of which rise to a height of five hundred feet above tfie sur-

rounding country.
In the vicinity of the forks of the Ontonagon, the cliffs are

equally bold, and from their summits the eye has an almost un-
limited range. To the west, the trap range is distinctly marked
for many miles, and the west branch of that stream flows along
its base. The highest and most imposing cliffs are north and
east of Agogebic lake. Farther west, the ranges are less precip-

itous and more irregular, much of the country traversed by these
rocks consign- of rolling table-lands.

The highest elevation attained by the Porcupine mountains is

one thousand three hundred and eighty feet. A remarkable
gorge occurs in to\vn>hip 51. ranges 42 and 43. This gorge lies

about two miles south of the lake, and in that distance the ground
rises about a thousand feet. Suddenly the traveller finds himself
on the brink of a precipice five hundred feet deep, at the base of
which lies a small lake, so sheltered and hemmed in by the sur-

rounding mountains that the winds rarely ruffle its surface.

Gloomy evergreens skirt its shores, whose long and pendent
branches are so faithfully reflected on the surface that the eye
can with difficulty determine where the water ends and the shore
begins. From this lake flows the Carp river, and the beholder

My catches a glimpse of its waters as they wind through
a narrow valley towards the great reservoir. To the west, and
extending for i\v<> miles, he sees a perpendiculai w -11 three hun-
dred feet in height—occasionally broken through by a transverse
gorge—at the base of which are numerous fragments, which
Skcond SEaraa, VoL XII, No. 35.—Sept., 1851. 29
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have tumbled from the cliffs above. Still further down is to be

seen the rich foliage of the maple intermingled with the dark

green of the fir and cedar, and still beyond succeeds a level plain,

stretching out for twenty miles, and clothed with a dense growth

of trees; while in the distance the Black river hills are seen, blue

and indistinct, resting like a cloud upon the horizon.

That portion of the district occupied by the detrital rocks

rarely rises three hundred feet above the lake. It is not unusual to

see ridges of sand and clay forming considerable elevations. The
Grand Sable is a remarkable accumulation of this character, rising

to the height of three hundred and forty-five feet. Point Iro-

quois, at the outlet of the lake, is three hundred and fifty feet in

height, and composed wholly of transported materials."

There is much information in the Report on the meteorology of

the region, and changes of level in the lakes, which for the present

we pass by. Under the head of the Geology of the Copper Region,

the trappean and other igneous rocks come first under considera-

tion, 1. the ranges of Keweenaw Point; 2. those between Port-

age Lake and the Montreal river, in winch district the Porcupine

mountains constitute the highest points; and 3. those of Isle

Royale. In these districts, the rocks are compact trap, amyg-
daloid, porphyritic trap, trap-breccia, epidote trap, and com-
pact quartz or jasper* Epidote is an abundant mineral. It

frequently accompanies the amygdaloid, and often fills the cavi-

ties with radiated crystallizations. It also replaces the horn-

blende of the trap, for which Is very various

in character; the seams of quartz and calc spar contain i

are almost always accompanied by this mineral. On the Uni-

ted States location, the trap and epidote are seen in alternating

bands, the cavities of the former being filled with epidote and
quartz, and those of the latter with quartz and calc spar. The
Jasperyrock forms the highest points of the Porcupine mountains.
It is usually of a deep brick red color, sometimes banded like

ribbon-jasper, and contains seams of quartz. A quartzose por-

phyry has a brick-red color and e Is of white

feldspar, not generally exceeding an eighth of an inch in length.

"Almost invariably, fine rounded particles of vitreous quartz are

found distributed through the Jaspery base. It forms an eruptive

mass, and often includes fragments of the pre-existing igneous
and sedimentary rocks."

Besides these there is a singular rock of a feldspathic base, of

a light reddish color, through which irregular crystals of red feld-

spar and small rounded particles of quartz are discoverable, inter-

mixed with a greenish mineral which appears to be epidote.

The Porcupine mountains afford some copper, but there are

not indications enough to warrant mining enterprises.

* See also the Report of Dr. C. T. Jackson, pages 659 to 662.
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Isle Royale is the counterpart of Keweenaw Point
j but al-

though the Jesuits formed the most extravagant notions of its

mineral wealth, nothing has lately been revealed to justify those
expectations

;
at least, it is vastly inferior to Keweenaw Point or

the vicinity of the
soil is scanty and th<

* The shores are lined with dense but dwarfed forests of cedar
and spruce, with their branches interlocking and wreathed with
long and drooping festoons of moss. While the tops of the trees

flourish luxuriantly, the lower branches die off and stand out as
so many spikes, to oppose the progress of the explorer. So dense
is the interwoven mass of foliage that the noonday sunlight
hardly penetrates it. The air is stifled; and at every step the
explorer starts up swarms of musquitoes, which, the very instant

he pauses, assail him. Bad as this region is by nature, man has
rendered it still worse. Fires have swept over large tracts, con-
suming the leaves and twigs and destroying the growth, while
the heavy winds have prostrated the half-charred trunks, and
piled them up so as to form almost impenetrable barriers.

As we ascend the ridges, the maple and birch replace the
cedar and the spruce, and the physical obstructions become less

formidable. These rubes occur at short intervals, and preserve
a great degree of parallelism—hcarin j northwest and southeast;
they are uniformly precipitous on the north, and gently sloping on
ttseaestifc The valleys between are occupied by swamps, clothed
with a dense growth of resinous trees, or with small lakes ar-

ranged in chains. The coast of the island is rock bound, and,

id, intersected by numerous fiords, or narrow and deeply
indented bays."

Trappean rocks form numerous ridges, seldom reaching 500

ight and running from N.E. to S.W. They are at times
ffl regular columns; and also pass into amygdaloid and varioloid

trap. In numerous places they form distinctly a series of beds
which are conformable with the detrital rocks. The intercala-

tions of sandstone and trap* are well seen at Chippewa Harbor,
there being no less than five in less than a mile.

" These beds bear S.W. and N.E., and dip from 12° to 20° to

the S.E.. and rpspectivi \ vary from a foot to eighty feet in thick-

ness. When traced across the harbor a few rods only in extent,

they are found to have been subjected to a powerful dislocation,

a \.\\ . and S.E. coursi . and amounting to 971 feet

in a linear direction.

At and near the junctions of these different rocks, marked
changes in their lithological characters are observed, which throw
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, The upper portions of the sheets of trap are highly vesicular,

resembling pumice. Fragments of amygdaloid, sometimes round-

ed, at others angular, are found enclosed in the pumice-like trap,

as though they had become detached and afterwards reunited to

the mass, while in a molten state. Numerous short and irregular

fissures, extending to no great depth, are observed on the upper

surface of the trap, in which sandstone has been deposited. * * *

Between the sandstone above and the trap below, it is extremely

difficult to determine where the one begins and the other ends.

Fragments of amygdaloid, angular or partly rounded, are included

in the sandstone—more numerous near the base than at the top

of the deposits. Where the sandstone is imposed on the trap,

there is little evidence of its having been metamorphosed ;
but,

on the other hand, where the trap rests on the sandstone, the line

of junction is clear and well defined. The trap is less vesicular

;

and the upper portion of the sandstone belt, for the distance of

three or four feet, is converted into a ribbon jasper, having a com-
pact texture. These phenomena have been observed at numer-

ous places both on Isle Royale and Keweenaw Point. The beds

of sandstone are not shattered, nor does the igneous rock pene-

trate in the form of dike- or ramifying veins. All the phenom-
ena indicate that the igneous rocks \vt:re not protruded in the

form of dikes between the strata, but that they flowed like lava

sheets over the pre-existing surface
; and that the sand was de-

posited in the fissures and depressions of the igneous belt, in

some cases, while the mass was in an incandescent state."

Similar alternations occur in the cliffs of the shores, consisting

of different igneous rocks.

" At another point on the coast the following section was ob-

Compact trap, breaking into cuboidal blocks, 15
Porphyritic trap, .... 3
Compact trap, 4
Porphyritic trap, - .-'„.. Q 2
Compact trap, - 16
Porphyritic trap, 1

Compact trap, ----- 1 6

23
~5

These alternations exhibited well defined lines of junction,

and preserved their parallelism along the face of the cliff, as far

as exposed. The bearing and dip were the same as in the sec-

tion before described. The lines of division pursued an undevi-
ating course through the several bands.
A small vein was observed at one point cutting vertically

through these bands, and the veinstone exhibited marked changes
in its passage through the different belts.
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At a point about half a mile to the west, numerous alternations

of compact trap and amygdaloid were observed, having the same
regularity in bedding: and inclination.

We have observed this banded structure in the igneous rocks,
at short intervals, from Blake's Point nearly to Washington Har-
bor, a distance of forty-five miles; and throughout the entire

extent of the island they present aity in bear-

ing and inclination. They were, undoubtedly, deposited at first

in horizontal sheets, and owe their to the same
upheaval which uplifted the associated sedimentary rocks. We
regard them as purely igneous products, and not as the result of
metamorphism."

In the chapter on the stratified and sedimentary rocks, other

examples of the alternations of the trappean and detrital beds are
given. But before mentioning the facts, the characters of the

sedimentary or stratified rocks should be stated. These are com-
prised under three divisions: 1, Conglomerate, not strictly a
sedimentary rock, but a volcanic tuff: 2, the Inferior sandstone,
an equivalent, according to the authors, of the Potsdam sand-
stone

: 3, Compact or lower magnesian limestone, referred to the
age of the calcilerous sandstone, chazy limestone, bird's eye and
Black river limestones of the New York geologists. The frag-

ments of trappean rocks in the conglomerate are often 18 inches
in diameter; they have a rough surface as if fresh broken, and
are not properly worn.

" The conglomerate appears to have been formed too rapidly to

suppose that the masses were detached and rounded by the action
of waves and currents, and deposited with silt and sand on the
floor of the ancient ocean; for, while the contemporaneous sand-
stone remote from ; does not exceed three

hundred or four hundred feet in thickness, the united thickness
of the coiii. vicinity of the trappean range
on Keweenaw Point exceeds live thousand feet. As we recede
for a few miles from the line of the volcanic fissure, these amyg-
daloid pebbles disappear, and are replaced by arenaceous and

is particles. We are, therefore, disposed to adopt the
theory, as to the origin of such masses, first suggested by von
Buch:* 'When basaltic islands and trachytic rocks rise on fis-

sures, friction of the elevated rock against the walls of the fissures

causes the elevated rock to be enclosed by conglomerates com-
posed of its own matter. The gra smdstones
of many formations have been separated rather by friction against

the erupted volcanic rock than destroyed by the erosive force of
a neighboring sea. The existence of these friction conglomerates,
which are met will
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testifies the intensity of the force with which the erupted rocks

have been propelled from the interior through the earth's crust.

The detritus has suddenly been taken up by the waters, which

have then deposited it in the strata which it still covers.'

The junction between the trap and conglomerate is well dis-

played in the vicinity of Copper Harbor. The rocks bear nearly

due west, with a northerly dip of 35 D
. The trap on the upper

surface re-emUt^ pumice, the vesicles frequently empty, but

oftener filled with calc spar, agates, chlorite, &c. Other portions

are wrinkled, as though arrested while flowing. The lower por-

tion of the conglomerate does not exhibit a clear and well-defined

line of demarcation, but encloses angular masses of amygdaloid,

as though the materials had been thrown down while the trap

was in a viscid state. This appearance was particularly noticed

a few hundred yards above Porter's island, where the pebbles, for

the distance of twenty feet perpendicular, are enclosed in a scori-

On Keweenaw Point, the conglomerate rises to a height of

650 feet, and expands to a thickness of 4000 feet. The cul-

minating points in the range are back of Horseshoe harbor and

Grand Marais. At the base of the Porcupine mountains, the

rate and associated sandstone have a great thickness

and there are numerous intercalations with trap. Near Montreal

river it is 2000 feet thick and the boulders are sometifl

three feet in diameter; the rock consists mostly of porphyritic

trappean rocks and hornblende cemented by a calcareous paste.

The conditions or circumstances attending the formation of

these beds of trap and their alternations with fragmentary de-

posits are thus explained by the authors.

" We may suppose that at one time all of this district formed
a part of the bed of the primeval ocean. Adopting the theory

of a cooling globe, we may further suppose that the waters were
in a heated condition, and differed essentially in chemical com-
position from those of the present oceans. ' The earth's crust

was intersected by numerous, powerful fissures, and the commu-
nication between the exterior and interior was unobstructed.

Volcanic phenomena were much more frequent, and exerted on

a grander scale. Each volcanic paroxysm would give rise to

powerful currents and agitations of the water, and their abrading
a< hoii in detaching portions of the pre-existing rocks, and depos-

iting them in beds and layers on the floor of the ocean, would
operate with greater intensity than at the present time. We can

trace the remains of one voice rig from the

head of Keweenaw Point, in a southwesterly direction, to the

western limits of the district : and of another, in a parallel di-

rection, from the head of Neepigon bay to the western limits of
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Isle Royale. Along the lines of these fissures existed numerous
volcanic vents, like those observed at this day in Peru, Guate-
mala, and Java, which were characterized by periods of activity
and repose. From these vents were poured forth numerous
sheets of trap, which flowed over the sands and clays then in
the progress of accumulation. During the throes and convul-
sions of the mass, portions of rock would become detached,
and rounded simply by the effects of attrition, and jets of melted
matter be projected as volcanic bombs through the air or water,
which, on cooling, would assume spheroidal forms ; while other
portions of the rock, in a state of minute mechanical division,

would be ejected in the form of ashes and sand, which, mingling
with the water, would be deposited, as the oscillations subsided,
among the sands and pebbles at the bottom of the sea. During
the whole of this period of volcanic activity, the sands which
now form the base of the Silurian system were in the progress
of accumulation, and became mingled with these igneous pro-

ducts. The level of the sea, as evidenced by the ripple-marks,
was subject to repeated alterations : sometimes it rose so shoal
that the marks of the rippling waves were impressed on the
sands; at others, it sank to unfathomable depths.

In the process of consolidation, the rocks became traversed by
b fissures, and the water, charged with lime, was forced

in like jets of steam, filling them with materials different from
the enclosing mass. In this way the pores in the conglomerate
and the vesicles of the amygdaloid were filled.

Thus alternating bands of igneous and aqueous rocks were
formed, until finally the great crystalline masses of greenstone
were protruded through the fissure's, not in a liquid, but in a plas-

fw si ite, lifting up the bedded trap and conglomerate, and caus-
ing them to dip at high angles from the axis of elevation. As
the volcanic action diminished in energy, the detrital rocks en-
closed fewer igneous products; and, when it ceased altogether,
sand and clay, derived from regions remote from the lines of dis-

turbance, were the only materials which, for a time, were depos-
ited on the floor of the ocean.
To illustrate the nature of volcanic action, we need only to

revert to instances which have happened within the present cen-
tury. So recently as 1831, a mass of rock rose up from the sea
near the coast of Sicily, where soundings had previously been
made to the depth of six hundred feet. This mass, which was
subsequently known as Graham's island, rose gradually from the

water, until it attained an elevation of two hundred feet above
the surface, and a circumference of three miles. It slowly di-

minished to the circumference of three hundred yards, and in
the course of three months sank eleven feet below the water,
leaving a dangerous reef.
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The formation of this island was attended with earthquakes

and water-spouts, and the effusion of vast quantities of steam

and vapor. The surrounding water was covered with scoria?

and the bodies of fishes. Fragments of rock were detached by

the waves and currents, and deposited in the bottom of the sea.

Now, if its bed were laid bare, it would probably be found to

exhibit a section somewhat like the following

:

1. A mass of volcanic rock, forming an axis or cone, crystal-

line or granular in proportion to the rapidity or slowness with

which it parted with its heat, and the degree of pressure to

which it had been subjected.

2. Volcanic breccia, consisting of fragments which had be-

come detached and afterwards reunited with the fluid mass.

3. Coarse conglomerate, composed for the most part of peb-

bles derived from the upheaved mass.

4. Beds of arenaceous and calcareous particles, brought down
by the rivers of the adjacent coast, and enveloping the remains

of fishes, if not too perishable in their nature, and of shells, in-

habiting the surrounding sea.

The conglomerates and trap tuffs would rapidly thin out as we
receded from the volcanic focus, and be replaced by the silts and

sediments derived from, the rivers flowing into the sea.

Such, we conceive, was the process by which the rocks em-
braced in this report were formed. The heated condition of the

fluids, as well as the gaseous exhalations cmistantly escaping

through the open fissures, would prevent the development of ani-

mal and vegetable life.

When the igneous action became dormant, the water, having

parted with a portion of its heat, would absorb carbonic acid

from the atmosphere, which, unitiua with the lime held in solu-

tion, would be precipitated in beds and layers at the bottom of

the sea. This Humboldt conjectures to have been the origin of

the vast deposits forming the Silurian limestones. As the condi-

tion of the water changed, the numerous types of animal life

sprang into being, whose remains are so profusely scattered

throughout the strata of that era."

There can be no doubt, judging from the known effects of

igneous action, that the authors are correct in representing the

conglomerate as a result attendant upon the igneous ejections.

The action of the waters of the ocean on a lava stream was ex-

hibited on a grand scale at the en Hawaii) in

1840, where the fused rock on rea I Joan states,

"was shivered like melted glass into millions of partich

were thrown up in clouds that darkened the sky and fell like a

storm of hail over the surrounding country," and as a result three

conical elevations were thrown up in a few days, the smallest 150,
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and the largest 250 feet in height. The same effects would take
place in the depths of an ocean, only far more vast, when the
opened fissures lie their whole length exposed to the waters;
and the results would vary according to the condition or progress
of the eruption, the currents that were in action at the time, and
the character of the region around. Adding also the friction of
the eruptive rock against the walls of the opened fissures, as sug-
gested by von Buch, and we have a sufficient cause for the forma-
tion of the fragmentary beds.

That there were actual volcanoes in the Lake Superior region,

may be doubted
; for the same results as are there observed might

take place by eruptions through fissures without, the existence of
a permanent vent and cone. In fact, nearly all (if not all) the
ejections about modern volcanoes are through fissures in the
slopes of the mountain and in the surrounding country. Farther
evidence is needed on this point.

The sandstone of the region contains beds of the conglome-
rate and its layers alternate in many cases with the beds of trap,

proving that all belong to one epoch. The rock varies in color
from different dark brown shades to reddish or red; and also

passes into a slate.

The compact or lower rnagnesian limestone contains fossils,

which are shown by Mr. James Hall to correspond in age with
the lower of the New York series. A conspicuous fossil is a
Maclurea like a species from the Chazy limestone. The Lep-
taenas have the characters of L. sericea, which in its highest range
does not extend above the Clinton group of New York. The
species of Orthis, though too obscure to be identified, have the

characters known only in those of the lower Silurian beds. A
Crinoid {Glyptocrinus) is not more recent than the Hudson
River group. The other fossils observed tend to the same con-
clusion.

The age of the conglomerate associated with the trap is the

disputed point to which we have referred in the early part of
this review. The resemblance of the trap ranges and the asso-

ciated sandstones of Michigan to those of Connecticut and New
Jersey had led geologists to refer all to the same era ; and the

age of the latter being shown by the occurrence of fossils, and
especially the fossil fish, described by Mr. W. C. Redfield, to be

subsequent to the coal, the era of the former was thereby supposed
to be settled. Dr. Jackson, after his examinations still sustains

this view. Messrs. Foster and Whitney state that the magne-

= <>ne, whose age is evidently lower Silurian, has been
found by them to overlie the conglomerate, and hence they place

the trap and conglomerate in the lowest Silurian or as an equiva-

Seuond Series, VoL XII, No. 35.—Sept, 1851. 30
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lent of the Potsdam sandstone. The following are their observa-

tions on this point.—p. 117.

" The sandstone, as we ascend from the lower strata to the

higher, is found to be less colored by the oxyds of iron, and to

-non particles of lime, until finally it passes

into well characterized, compact, magnesian limestone. The
upper portions of the sandstone effervesce with acids, where a

granular structure only is recognizable by the eye. We apply

the term magnesian to this belt to define its lithological charac-

ter-, although the associated organic remains would seem to in-

dicate the presence of several of the lower Silurian groups,

which cannot be recognized by lithological differences.

The whole of the northern slope of the anticlinal axis bears

evident marks of having been subjected to extensive denudation
|

and hence over the greater portion of this region we look in vain

for traces of limestone rocks. If they existed, they have been

swept away
; and wherever we penetrate through the thick de-

posit of clay and sand, we find the rock in place to be sandstone.

A limited patch of limestone, however, yet remains west of

L'Arise, forming the highest elevation in that direction till we
reach the trap range. It is in township 51, range 35, and occu-

pies a portion of four sections. It was first discovered by Mr.

C. C. Douglass, in the summer of 1846, but nothing farther was
known until the township was subdivided in 1848, when its ex-

tent and exact locality were determined.
Near the quarter-post, between sections 13 and 14, township

51, range 35, the limestone is seen in place, forming a bluff,

about 50 feet above a small stream at its base. Here the strata

are nearly horizontal, though large blocks have slidden down the

side of the hill, and thus appear to dip towards the east. The
limestone rests upon a white sandstone, which belongs to the up-
per part of the formation which we have described as underly-
ing the whole of this valley.

A little to the west of the line, between sections 23 and 24,
and extending for a little more than a mile, the limestone is seen
in a high cliff which runs south and gradually bends to the east-

ward, crossing the line, in several ridges, near the southern limit

of these sections, when it disappears beneath the drift materials.

Ledges of rock are occasionally exposed, from 20 to 50 feet in

- The height of the bluff above the surrounding coun-
ty 200 feet; and about 600 feet above Lake Superior.

The limes' ul\e^ m iayers from an incn to a

foot in thickness, which dip, according to measurements taken
along the lower edge of the pre, >P to 30°

J

and the direction of the dip is ;>: id, varying
at different points from N. 50° E. to S. 20° E.
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It is of a buff color—in some places silicious, with quartzose
nodules

; but in others, highly tnagnesian, containing about 45
per cent, of carbonate of magnesia.
From the horizontality of the first described deposit, which

occurs about a quarter of a mile to the north, it seems evident
that the limestone overlies the sandstone, although the position
of the inclined beds of the more southerly portion of the lime-
stone is at first difficult to explain, since the surrounding country
is low and level, and underlaid by sandstone in horizontal beds.
It seems evident that at this point the country has been disturbed
and upheaved by igneous action beneath, which has raised the

ithout any appearance of trappean rocks on the surface.
'fin-

[ iew of the case is corroborated by the fact that at no great
distance from this point an elevation occurs from which the strata

of sandstone dip on all sides, and although there is no igneous
rock visible, yet it is evident that the sandstone has been raised
in a dome-like protuberance by a mass of igneous rock pressing
upon it from below. The same cause is also indicated by the
irregular variation of the magnetic needle in the vicinity observed
by the linear surveyors, which is unusual except when caused by
the proximity of the trappean rocks.
The isolated knob of trap called Silver mountain, which has

been before described, is an example in point—where, however,
the elevating force has not only been sufficient to raise and shat-
ter the strata of sandstone, but, at the same time, to protrude a
mass of molten igneous matter above the surface.

Geological Position.—As to the geological position of this

limestone, there can be - superior to the sand-
stone. Mr. Whitney and Mr. Hili have both explored it with
care, and both have arrived at the same conclusion. The sand-
stone, wherever observed in this region, rests unconformably on
the argillaceous schists. It is seen in this position ten miles
east of this deposit, and is found in the beds of the streams in

. On the southern side of the axis, Messrs. Foster
and Hill found these two groups occupying the same relative

The great

out to admit of farther discussion.

.
In the chapters on Mines and Mining, much valuable informa-

tion is condensed which will he found practically useful. The
following pa ting facts respecting the

metallic veins of the region.

" The materials composing the gangue of veins are often ar-

ranged in parallel plates. .-..:i-t:i imu what the Cornish minors

/ lodes. De la Beche supposes that this arrangement
resulted from successive openings of the fissure.
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The annexed is a section of the gangue

of a vein on the southeast quarter of section

10, township 60, range 39, Isle Royale :

1. Laumonite, half an inch.

2. Prehnite, with native copper, two

3. Clay, probably decomposed chlorite,

This vein appears to have been subjected I

openings.

The east vein of the Northwest Company exhibits tw<

that attached to the foot-wall, six inches in width, is c

of calc-spar with little copper; that attached to the hanging-

wall, twelve inches in width, consists of chlorite, quartz, and

calc-spar, investing copper in spangles and masses.

We have given sections of several veins in the chapter on

mines, and they may be referred to in the further illustration of

the structure of the veins of this region.

In the Cliff vein, there are two combs—that attached to the

foot-wall containing most of the masses, while the other carries

disseminated copper. The sheets of native copper, as a general

thing, though not invariably, occupy the foot-wall of the vein.

Where crystals occur investing the walls, with their faces op-

posite, whether separated or interlocked, they afford strong pre-

sumptive evidence of the original width of the fissure.

The Prince vein, Canada shore, affords a beautiful il

of this. The vein on Spar island is about fourteen feet in width,

the walls being invested with amethystine quartz, with the faces

turned outwards, occupying two feet in width, while the inter-

mediate space is filled in for the most part with calc-spar and

pyritous copper.

It is difficult to determine the order in which the materials

composing the matrix of veins were deposited. In some cases

the earthy substances were deposited before the metallic, and in

others it is evident that copper existed in the fissures before the

process of filling was complete. It is probable, however, that

the copper was formed at different times.

At the Copper Falls mine, for example, we find small specks

of copper enclosed in obtuse rhombohedral crystals of calc-spar,

variously modified; again, we find native copper deposited around
crystals of analcime and calc-spar, taking the form of the faces

of the crystals, every line and wave being faithfully represented,

as in the electrotype process. The copper often appears in arbo-

rescent forms, invested with calc-spar.

The Prince mine affords specimens of dog-tooth spar, studded

with minute crystals of bi-sulphuret of copper, while the vitre-

ous copper is often enclosed in a matrix of carbonate of lime.
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The silver in this vein is found in thin leaves, between the
lamina? or joints of the crystallized spar, indicating that it was
deposited subsequent to the filling of the vein.

At the Minnesota mine it is not nnnsnal to find spongiform
copper adhering to the walls, which would seem to indicate that

copper was the first substance deposited in the fissure. Again
we find it deposited in thin plates between the joints of the crys-
tallized quartz, which would indicate that the latter was deposited

ut to the former. We have before us a specimen from
this mine, consisting of native copper, native silver, crystallized

quartz, and carbonate of lime, (calc-spar.) The copper and sil-

ver are distinct, and appear to be chemically pure. The form of
the crystals of quartz is impressed on the silver and copper, and
in the body of the crystals there is no trace of a metallic sub-
stance. The calc-spar, however, conforms to the silver and cop-
per, both of these metals being disseminated through it. The
silver occurs in imperfect octohedrons of the size of a pea.

This arrangement would seem to indicate the following order
in the deposition of the materials: 1. Quartz ; 2. Copper and
silver; 3. Calc-spar.

At the Cliff and North American mines perfect crystals of cop-
per occur only in the cavities of the matrix; when in contact
with quartz, it takes the form of this substance.
The inference from these facts is, that some of the earthy

materials constituting the veinstone were deposited prior to the
copper and silver, while others were subsequent in their de-

position.

The silver is generally found to occupy a certain position in
the lode. Thus, at the Copper Falls mine, it is most abundant

junction of the trap and conglomerate on the north; at

the Cliff mine, near the junction of the crystalline greenstone
and granular trap. Although silver is intimately associated with
copper, yet it does not occur in sufficient quantity to justify the

expense of separating the two metals. The lodes are frequently

brecciated.
| la evidently having been derived

irooa the adjacent walls—and are most abundant above the points

where the fissure is nearly closed."—pp. 172-174.

ils. copying every wave and stria, and even

m which could not have stood the heat of

w of their origin.

i the Cliff Mine, pp. 127-130.
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" The Cliff mine is situated on Keweenaw Point, about three

miles from the lake shore, in the southwest quarter section 36,

township 58 north, range 32 west. A range of elevated hills

sweeps round in a crescent form, trending in a southwesterly di-

rection, and forming the western boundary of the valley of Eagle

river. In places these hills attain an elevation of 800 feet, and

towards the valley present bold mural escarpments, while on the

side exposed to the lake the slope is gradual. This range is

composed of trappean rocks. The summit is capped by a hard

crystalline greenstone, as at the Cliff mine, passing into a feld-

spathic porphyry, as at the Albion. Below, and forming the

base of the ridge, is a belt of granular trap, occasionally amyg-

daloidal. Between the two, there is a thin belt of slaty chlorite

about twelve feet in thickness. These belts dip to the north at

an angle of 45°, conforming in this respect to the inclination of

the detrital rocks which flank the range on the north. Wher-

ever veins are observed in the greenstone, they are pinched and

barren ; but where they enter the compact or granular trap they

expand in width, and become charged with metal. This trap

has a good degree of firmness, and consists of labrador feldspar,

and chlorite. It has been remarked that the best rock in this

region for productive veins is neither a crystalline greenstone nor

a soft porous amygdaloid, but a granular trap, with occasional

amygdules scattered through it, and possessing a good degree of

consistency. Where veins enter the greenstone, as before re-

marked, they become pinched; where they penetrate the soft

amygdaloid, they become scattered and lose themselves.

The lode of the Cliff mine is seen to occupy a break or de-

pression in the hill, and thence can be traced to its base. It was

discovered in the summer of 1845, and during the succeeding

fall a drift was carried into the greenstone about one hundred

feet, and between that point and the summit several others were

opened. When first discovered, the vein was only to be seen in

the upper belt of greenstone, the metalliferous zone being con-

cealed by detritus. No one could have inferred from its appear-

ance at that time that the enormous masses of copper existed

but a short distance below which subsequent explorations revealed.

* * * * At the summit it appeared hardly more than an inch or

two in width : the gangue was mostly prehnite, with copper as-

sociated with silver, incrusted with crystals of

red oxyd. Further down the vein was again exposed ; here it

had expanded to the width of nearly two feet, the veinstone con-

sisting of a series of reticulations of laumonite.
Up to this period the sandstone and conglomerate were sup-

posed by many to afford the best mining-ground, and that to

this source they were to look for permanent supplies of the sul-

phurets of copper. During the winter of 1845-'46, some Ger-

man miners, in clearing away the talus near the base of the cliff,
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discovered a small loose specimen of mass copper. This stimu-
lated them in their researches, which resulted in the discovery of
the vein in the belt of granular trap about twelve feet to the east,

that it had been subjected to that amount of heave or
dislocation. * * * * From that time to the present day, hardly a
month has elapsed without developing new masses ; and their
occurrence, so far from creating wonder, is regarded as a matter
of course. The largest single mass hitherto exposed weighed
about fifty tons. * * * * *

From the reports of the trustees rendered in 1849 and 1S50
we gather the following information :

The amount of capital stock paid in by the stockholders is

$110,000. The personal effects of the company on the first of
December, 1848, were $140,982, leaving a surplus of $111,105—a sum a little more than equivalent to the entire capital stock.
This statement does not include the mine, with its fixtures and
improvements, such as the stamping-mill, furnace, &c. * * * *

1846 - - $S,
r

870,95 $32*203*44

1847 - - 70,977,32 61,737,85
1848 - - 166,407,02 67,667,58
1849 - - 244,237,54 166,968,77

This embraces such expenses only as were incurred at the
mine

; those of insurance, commissions, freights, &c, are exclu-
ded. The cost of transportation to Boston is $15 per ton; to
Pittsburg, $7,50. The incidental expenses amount to about 20
per cent., in addition to those of mining.
The company have erected the necessary works at Pittsburg

for smelting and refining the copper, and they estimate that the
shipments for the year ending December, 1849, will amount to
660 tons of refined copper.
The product of silver for the year 1849 was $2,365,30."

Art. XXVI—Effects of Lightning during a storm on the first

of July, 185i, at Attleboro', Mass.; by Mr. Henry Rice.

On the 1st of July a thunder storm commenced in the S.W.,
at about 6| a.m., the wind l-m- at the tune in the south. At
7£ a.m. the wind had changed into the S.W. At a little before

8 o'clock the shower seemed to divide, one part going to the north
and the other to the south of this place. At 8 a. m. the wind had
changed into the east, the clouds at the same time coming from
the south. At 8£ it commenced raining here, the shower which
was at the south having come up and the wind having changed
into the south. One flash of lightning which seemed to go
directly downwards, was succeeded by the report in eight sec-
onds, and the report continued audible for thirty seconds, hence
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i been about If

, the light-At a distance of about four miles south of this pi?

rung Struck the upper telegraph wire and passed off in ootn direc-

tions, giving reports as loud as that of "a pistol fired in a close

room," in the telegraphic offices in Boston and Providence. The
lightning split or splintered nearly all the posts for about one

mile, and broke several of the glass insulators. The most south-

ern post which was affected by the lightning is situated aboKI

four miles south of this place ; calling that post 1, and number-

ing all the posts which have been affected, I find the last one

split is No. 28. Nos. 9, 24 and 27 are not injured in any way.

No. 18 is split the most of any ; this post stands in a very wet

place, in fact it is surrounded by water. Nearly every post that

was affected had a long, narrow spiral groove dug out along its

whole length, corresponding with the grain of the wood. Post

No. 18 was split into three nearly equal pieces, the iron spikes

torn out and the upper insulator broken. Persons living near

the line of the telegraph say they saw the flash as it passed along

on the wires ; they also heard several slight reports similar to

those of percussion caps.

As the shower passed on to the east, the lightning struck a

house belonging to Mr. Ebenezer Draper, situated in the village

of Attleboro', known as " Attleboro' City." This house was

struck twice, the second discharge being about three minutes

after the first. There was no lightning rod on the house, and

the nearest one to the house was situated about fifty rods

There are, I believe, but three rods in the village, or within J mile

of the house. This house is a one-story frame building,

ing upon a stratum of graywacke
variety, and has been built

50 or 60 years. The house
fronts the road which runs
through the village in aN.E.
and S.W. direction. Ateach
end and within four feet of

the house stands a Balm of

Gilead (Populus candicans).

These trees are very much
branched, but the branches
of the tree at the N.E. end
of the house do not extend
over the house to any consid-

erable extent. There were
c

four persons in the house at

Mr. Ebenezer Draper and wife and daughter, and Mr. Daniel

Barney.

soil of the red slaty
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Fig. 1, on preceding page, represents a ground plan of the prem-
ises : A, front door which opened into the entry E ; B, front room

;

C, kitchen; ch, chimney; e, old fashioned clock, reaching from
the floor near to the ceiling

; /, seat of Mr. Draper by the clock
;

g, seat of Mr. Barney ; h, seat of Mrs. Draper ; i, seat of Mr. Dra-
per's daughter; S, stove; c, door leading out of the kitchen into

back entry E'
; p, post on which hung a mirror; T, T, Balm of

Gilead trees ; W, well.

The house was first struck at A, fig. 2, whence the fluid passed
into the house and divided

;

2.

a part going down the stud
A C, and thence down the
stud C D to the ground ; the
other part went down the
rafter A B, and thence down
the post B H, to the ground.
The part which went down
A C ran along the stud from
A till it came to a long iron
spit about three feet long,
down th'

vhich restedpoint

beam ]F B, thence along the beam a short distance to the stud
C D, down which it went, tearing off several clapboards in its

progress on the outside of the house, and the laths, plastering and
paper, beside the window, on the inside. It also broke from the
window three lights of glass, throwing the glass into the house.
The white oak stud C D was split its entire length, the fluid fol-

lowing the rows of nails which fastened the laths, clapboards, &c.
That portion of the fluid which went down the rafter A B split

off the weather board from the rafter, then passed down the post
B H a short distance till it came opposite the wheel-work of the
tall old fashioned clock which stood in the corner at e, fig. 1.

From the post it passed to the top of the clock to the wheels,
tearing off the upper part of the clock-case and throwing it into

the middle of the room B, fig. 1. From the wheels, it passed
down the long iron pendulum, thence through the bottom of the

clock-case into the corner of the house and into the ground.
The glass in the upper part of the clock-case was broken, and
the case at the bottom was badly splintered, but the clock was

Mr. Draper, who was sitting in the chair at /, fig. 1, was pros-

trated by this part of the shock into the middle of the room, on
his face. There was no visible mark of injury on him at the
time, although he complained at first of numbness in his lower

satiofl in hia feet, and requested
that his « boots might be taken off, for his feet were burning up."

Sworn Seeies, VoL XII, No. 35.—Sept., 1851. 31
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There was a bruise at the corner of his left eye and another on

the back of his right hand, but these he thinks were not made by

the lightning. The clothes which he had on at the time were

entirely of cotton and were uninjured. The room was immedi-

ately filled with a very strong smell of sulphur. There was a

small hole made in the back right-hand corner of the flag-bot-

tomed chair in which Mr. Draper sat. No other person in the

room was in the least injured by this stroke.

It appears that a part of the fluid passed down the tree situated

at that end of the house. The first visible effect of the !

on this tree is on one of the limbs about twelve feet from the

ground, where a little bark is torn off; from that spot to the

trunk, occasional marks of its progress are visible ;
on the trunk

of the tree, there is a seam split in the bark about four feet in

length. Mr. Draper's right foot was very much swollen on the next

day, when I saw it ; he attributes this to his first shock. These I

believe are the principal details relative to the first shock.

As soon as Mr. Draper's boots were off and he had somewhat
recovered the use of his limbs, he was assisted by those present

into the kitchen, Mr. Barney being on his left side and his wife

and daughter on his right. As soon as he was seated in a chair

(about four feet from the post p (fig. 1,) in the kitchen, the second

flash came and prostrated all four of them. This flash struck the

house on the roof, close to the edge and directly over the rafter at

A', fig. 2, where there were four iron, ho,,!;^ In'uiri: from these

it passed down the stud A' E, on which was hanging a long iron

rod ; thence it went to an iron pan which rested on the beam,

leaning against the side of the house ; from the pan it ran along

the beam in the direction E F, fig. 2, till it came to the post F G,

(p, fig. I,) down which it went, tearing off the casing on both

sides, breaking to atoms a mirror which hung on the post, split-

ting the post, which was of white > i v . n- i n't re 1. ngth, tearing

off the laths on both sides of the post on the inside of the house,

and the clapboards on the outside ; it then passed into the floor,

after which but few marks of its progress are to be seen. There

are a few places over-head in the kitchen where the plastering is

torn from over the nail-heads. A few splinters are torn from the

floor of the entry which leads out of the kitchen, and some out

of the kitchen floor, near to the door of the entry.

The effect of the stroke upon Mr. Draper's daughter, although

she is a lady about 45 years of age and in very feeble health, was

but slight ; and being merely stunned she soon recovered. Mr.

Draper was also stunned, and more so than at his first shock :
biit

he thinks he received no additional injury.

The effect upon Mrs. Draper and Mr. Barney was more severe.

A portion of the fluid passed from the post p, fig. 1, to Mr. Bar-

ney, (he being nearest the post and distant about four feet,) strik-
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ing him on the outside of his left hip, then running round on the
front of his hip in a spiral manner to the inside of his left leg,

ripping open the inner seam of the left leg of his pantaloons for

about eight inches as it passed down his leg. It tore oft' a piece
of skin above the ankle, then passed over the ankle and tore off

the skin from just below the ankle to the first joint of the great
toe, where it passed out through the boot, tearing out a ragged,
nearly round piece of the size of an American dollar. Another
portion passed out nearer the heel, mak-

3-

ing a ragged slit two inches in length.
Fig. 3, represents the appearance of Mr.
Barney's boot. The piece of leather
was not detached on the upper side. He
had on no stocking at the time. Mr.
Barney was the first of the four who
came to a state of sensibility ; he imme-
diately crawled to the door d, fig. 1, and
called for assistance (there being a house
within about three rods.) He at first

complained of n tot I ensa-
tion, and n- is might
be taken off. The foot, on taking off

the boot, was found to be very black, and the leg above was
colorless and numb, and for half an hour appeared like the limb
of a dead person. The hip and whole leg along the track of the

fluid, was very much scorched ; and when I saw it the next day,

about 5 p. M., the muscle under the track of the fluid was some-
what shrunken in appearance, and the skin very red.

Mr. Barney says he heard the report but saw no flash. He
had been at work in a field near the house of Mr. Draper, and
seeing the shower coming up, went into the house to be out of
the rain; he thinks he got into the house before it commenced
1

i Oing, and that his clothes were perfectly dry unless his perspi-

ration might have moistened them. His pantaloons were a pair

d white overalls. The stitches and not the cloth were
npped out at the knee.

Mr. Bam ;: d "does not feel like a common
burn but more like a scald." He says that he " has for some
time past been troubled with a severe cough and soreness in his

tangs, but that since he received the shock, he has not felt so

sore at his lungs and his . 112(1 is inn h better."

Mrs. Draper (an old lady now in her 80th year) also received a

portion of the fluid which came from the post p, fig. t She was
in a state of ins. nsib '

tv for half an h« tir. alth. nirh as soon as

assistance could be procured, means were used to resuscitate her.

She was first struck on the back of her neck; the fluid there

scorched the hair, then ran round her neck on a string of gold
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beads which she had on at the time. Each bead must have been

enveloped in the fluid, I think, as it passed around her neck, for

the position of each bead was distinctly marked by a black spot

on her neck, and the number of these black spots correspond

with the number of beads. The effect of the fluid on the beads

was to turn them black. She had in her ears at the time a pair

of gold ear-nubs ;—the one in her left ear had a spot on it similar

to what would be made by putting strong acid on brass
;

it looked

black and corroded. From her neck the fluid passed down her

left side to her feet, leaving but one mark of its progress, and

that was at the lower part of her chest on her left side ;
the skin

there was somewhat bruised and blackened but not broken. Her

left foot, when I saw it, was very much swollen, but was not

as those of the others ; an

intense burning sensation in her feet " as though her feet were in

the fire." She had on at the time a thin cotton dress, which was

not in the least injured by the stroke. There was no rent made
either in her stockings or shoes.

I believe I have now detailed the principal effects upon the

several individuals ; there are however some further particulars

worthy of notice.

There were no marks made by the lightning on the kitchen

floor where the four individuals were prostrated. There were no

marks of the lightning near the stove, which was but about four

feet from where the four individuals were standing at the time of

the second shock. In the cellar little damage was done, except

to remove the mortar from between the stones. In the chambers
or attic above, there were several articles of iron furniture stowed
in the end near to where the house was struck. Within four feet

of where the lightning passed down the stud A' E, fig. 2, there

stood an air-tight stove which did not seem to have been in the

least molested by the lightning. An old umbrella which lay at

the foot of the stud A' E, was set on fire but none of its metallic

fixtures were melted.

The silvering on the back of the mirror which hung on the

post p, fig. 1, did not seem to have been in the least affected by
the electricity

; still the frame of the mirror was very much shat-

tered. The electricity, wherever it went, appeared to have made
a very diligent search for nails, screws, hinges, &c, and wherever
it found them, it either tore them out or split the wood around

them*
i"unh AttlelxW, July 18, 1851.



On the former Changes of the Alps.

The complicated structure of the Alps so baffled the penetra-
tion of De Saussure, that after a life of toil the first great histo-
rian of those mountains declared " there was nothing constant in
them except their variety.'

7 In citing this opinion, Sir Roderick
explained how the obscurity had been gradually cleared away by
the application of modern geology, as based upon the succession
of organic remains, and then proceeded to indicate the accumu-
lations of which the Alps were composed, and the changes or

revolutions they had undergone, between the truly primeval days
when the earliest recognizable animals were created, and the first

glacial period in the history of the planet.

The object being to convey in a popular manner clear ideas of
the physical condition of these mountains at different periods,

three long - pared for the occasion, represented
a portion of the chain at three distinct epochs. The first of these
views of ancient nature exhibited the Alps as a long, low archi-
pelago of islands, formed in a great part out of the Silurian and
older sediments which had been raised above the sea, when the
lands bore the tropical vegetation of the carboniferous era.

Stating that there were no relics in the Alps of the formations
to which he had assigned the name of Permian, as marking the
close of the primeval or palasozoic age, Sir Roderick rapidly re-

viewed the facts gathered together by many geologists from all

quarters of the globe, and maintained that they unequivocally
sustained the belief, that there had been a succession of creations
from lower to higher types of life, in ascending from inferior to

uily, however, noted the clear dis-

tinction between such a creed, as founded on the true records of
creation, and the theory of the transmutation of species ; a doc-
trine put forth in the popular work entitled the " Vestiges of
Creation," and from which he entirely dissented.

In the second painting (an immense lapse of time having oc-

curred) the Alps were represented as a mountainous ridge in which
a[ l the submarine formations, from the mediaeval up to the older

tertiary or Eocene, had been lifted up upon the flank of the pri-

meval rocks. Each rock system being distinguished by a color

Peculiar to it, the nature of the animals contained in each of
these depot :ched upon. Between the young-
est of the primeval formations and the oldest of the mediaeval or

secondary rocks, it was stated, that there is not one species in

common to the two in any part of Europe ; the expression being
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that "an entirely new creation had succeeded to universal decay

and death."

In speaking of the Alpine equivalents of the British Lias and

Oolites, Sir R. paid a deep-felt tribute to Dr. Buckland, who thirty

years ago had led the way in recognizing this parallel ; and Leo-

pold von Buch was particularly alluded to as having established

these and other comparisons, and as having shown the extent to

which large portions of these mountains have been metamorph-

osed from an earthy into a crystalline state. In treating of the

cretaceous system it was shown that the Lower Green Sand of

England, so well and so long ago illustrated by Dr. Fitton, was

represented in the Alps by large masses of limestone, since called

ISeocomian by foreign geologists.

Emphasis was laid upon the remarkable phenomena, that every

where in the south of Europe (as in the Alps) the Nummulite

rocks, with the 'flysch' of the Swiss, and the 'macigno' of the

Italians, have been raised up into mountains together with the

Hippurite and Inocerami rock's, or the chalk on which they rest

;

and hence it was, that before Sir R. made his last survey of the

Alps, the greater number of geologists classed the Nummulite

rocks with the cretaceous system, and considered them both to be

of mediaeval or secondary age. But judging from the fossils

which differ entirely from those of the chalk (except at the beds

of junction) and also from their superposition, he had referred

these Nummulite rocks to the true lower tertiary or Eocene of

Lyell. Beds of this age, though once merely dark-colored mud,

have been converted into the hard slates of Glarus with their

fossil fishes (among which eels and herrings first made their ap-

pearance) ; other strata of this date contain the well known fishes

of Monte Bolca ; and others again have been rendered so crystal-

line amid the peaks of the Alps as to resemble primary rocks, so

intense have been the metamorphoses !

Dwelling for a few minutes on the atmospheric e

which prevailed after the elevation of the older tertiary, Sir R. in-

ferred that a Mediterranean and genial climate prevailed during all

the long period whilst the beds of sand (Molasse) and of pebbles

(Nagelflue) were accumulating under the waters both of lakes

and of the sea, and when derived from the slopes of all the pre-

existing rocks. The marine portions of the Molasse and Nagel-

flue contain the remains of many species of shells now
the Mediterranean; whilst in alternating and overlying strata,

charged exclusively with land and fresh water animals, not one

species among many hundreds, including numerous insects, is

identical with any form now living. This point, on which he

first insisted on his return from the Alps in 1848, Sir R. had con-

sidered to be of paramount importance in proving, that terrestrial

life was much less endowed with the capacity to resist physical
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changes of the surface than submarine life : for here we have a
fauna which is Pliocene in the order of the strata, and yet is not
Eocene in its animal and vegetable contents.

A certain number of the more remarkable animals that lived
during this younger tertiary age were then adverted to, such as
the Rhinoceros and other large quadrupeds, the fossil Viverrine
fox (the original of which was on the table,) the huge Salaman-
der (Andrias Scheuchzeri) and a Chelydra which had been de-
scribed as analogous to the snapping turtle of the southern states

of North America. Those, with quantities of plants, including
small palms, were all indicatives of a warm and genial climate;
and on such sure grounds the second diagram placed the Alps
before the spectators as covered with a suitable vegetation, and
with several of the above mention* resround.

Having satisfied himself, in common with M. Studer, M. Escher,
and all the geologists who have well explored the Alps, that every
where along the northern flank a terrific dislocation has occurred,

amounting in many places to a total inversion of mountains, be-
tween the older tertiary and those younger deposits which were

led under the waters during the period he had just been
describing, Sir Roderick then briefly pointed out what he had de-

monstrated in detail elsewhnv: viz. that the sands and pebble-
beds of that age had been suddenly heaved up from beneath the
waters all along the outer or northern flank of the chain, so as to

form mountainous masses, the inverted and truncated ends of
which had been forced under the edges of the very rocks out of
whose detritus they had been formed.

Before this great revolution had taken place, no large erratic

blocks were known, but after it, they became common, and were
the necessary production of that intensely cold climate to which
the Alps were then subjected ; a change, of which their surface
bears distinct evidence.

During the same period, the low countries of northern Europe
were covered by an Arctic sea. If such waters then extended to

the Jura and the Alps, icebergs and rafts must have been detached
from the latter, carrying away blocks of stone northwards, to be
dropped at intervals, fust as it has been demonstrated that the

Scandinavian blocks were dropped in Prussia, Poland, and the low
lands of Russia, when all those regions were under the influence
of an Arctic sea. Bavaria, and the lower parts of the Cantons
Vaud, Neufchatel, and Berne, were, it is supposed, then covered
by waters which bathed the foot of the Alps.

That the change from a former genial climate to the first great

period of cold was a sudden one is further sustained by the fact,

that the inclined strata in which the Mediterranean animals are
buried, are at once cove M& unconformable/ by
other beds of gravel, shingle, and mud, in which the remains of
Plants and animals are those of a cold climate.
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The third scene, therefore, exhibited the sands and pebbles of

the genial period thrown up into mountains on the flanks of the

chain, the peaks of which were probably covered for the first

time with snow, and from the openings of which, whether pro-

truding to the sea-shore or into deep fiords or bays, glaciers and

their moraines advanced, from which icebergs or rafts were

floated away as suggested.

In concluding Sir Roderick thus expressed himself:—" Having

thus now conducted you rapidly through the most prominent

changes which the Alps have undergone, from the first period

when they had emerged, probably as an archipelago of low islands

in a tropical climate, to that epoch when the animals and plants

living upon them indicated a Mediterranean temperature, and then

to that Arctic period, the conditions of which I have just been

discussing, I have no longer to call for your assent to any infer-

ences of the geologist, which all of you are not perfectly compe-

tent to understand.
" To convert the Alps of the earliest glacial period into the

Alps of the present day, you have only to figure them to your-

selves, as raised 2000 or 3000 feet above the altitude which they

are supposed to have in the diagram last exhibited. All their

main features remaining the same, you would then have before

you, the present Alps and their valleys, irrigated by lakes and

rivers instead of bays ; and in place of the waters sketched in

beyond them as in the painting, with ice-bergs floating upon

them, you will then have dry mounds of gravel, sand, and blocks,

which were accumulated under the former waters ; such, in a

word, as now constitute low hills and valleys and all the richest

land of Switzerland and Bavaria, where man has replaced the

rhinoceros and turtles of one period, and the icebergs of another.

You who have not visited this noble chain, and who wish to

judge of its gorges, peaks, and precipices, have only to consult

the views of our associate Brockedon, in order to have nature in

her present mood, brought in the most telling manner before you.

But those of you who really wish to grapple with the geological

wonders of former days, may look at the flanks of the I

the lake of Lucerne, whence, even from the deck of the rapidly

passing steamer, you will see how that great pile of pudding-

stone, every pebble of which has been derived from rocks in the

chain more ancient than itself, has been lifted up from beneath

the waters in the manner represented ; whilst if you continue

the same traverse up the Lake to Altorf, you will pass by numer-

ous extraordinary folds and breaks of the secondary li

and of the older Tertiary or Nummulitic rocks. Such a doub-

ling or crumpling up of these strata, you may then perchance

agree with me in thinking, was in a great measure the result of

lateral pressure between two great masses; the crystalline centre

of the chain upon the south, and the newly upraised deposits on
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the north of which the Rigi is a small part only, which latter

having been intruded upon the terrestrial surface, necessarily com-
pressed the pre-existing formations into a smaller compass. If
more adventurous, you should climb to peaks rising to 8000 or
9000 feet above the sea, that flank the central summits, you may
there satisfy yourself, that deposits, which were once mere mud,
formed during the same time as our slightly consolidated London
clay, have been in many parts converted into schists and slates as
crystalline as many of the so-called primary rocks of our islands.
So intense has been the metamorphosis

!

"In speaking of the last changes of the Alps as stupendous, I

know it may be said that, in reference to the diameter of the
planet, the highest of these mountains and the deepest of these
valleys are scarcely perceptible corrugations of the rind of the
earth. But when we compare such asperities with all other ex-
ternal features of this rind, they are truly stupendous. How, for

example, can the observer travel over vast surfaces such as Rus-
sia, and not be able there to detect a single disruption—not one
great fracture, and no outbursts whatever of igneous and volcanic
rocks; but on the contrary, a monotonous and horizontal se-

quence of fore,,-,
; ( [ul'ous ck'j osits, winch, simply dried up, have

never been disturbed by any violent revolutions from beneath,
and then compare them with the adjacent Ural mountains, or
still better with the loftier Alps, and not be impressed with the
grandeur of such changes ?

"And here my auditors will recollect, that even beneath and
around this metropolis they can be assured by finding extinct
tossil mammalia, that such also have been the changes, though
on a less scale, in our own country. The large extinct British

quadrupeds necessarily required a great range for their sustenance.
1 hey had doubtlessly roamed from distant tracts to our lands be-
fore

_

the straits of Dover were formed and before the British do-
minions were broken into isles. Our great insular dislocations

j[

ere
> ! conceive, coincident with that striking phenomenon in

jne Alps on which I have tried to rivet your attention, when the
nrs t glacial and icy period affected so large a portion of this hem-
isphere, and when large portions of our northern lands formed
tne bottoms of an Arctic sea. But such tracts were bidden to
rise again from beneath the waters and constitute the present
continents and islands before man was placed on the surface.
uur race, in short, was not created until the greater revolutions

<^ lcn * have treated had pas'sed away.
1 hese grand dislocations belong, therefore, distinctly to for-

mer epochs of nature, and their magnitude is enormous when
compared with any thing which passes under our eyes, or has
oeen recorded in human history. At the same time geologists
ave shown upon clear evidences, that during the long and com-
Swojm SERtES , VoL XII, No. 35,-Sept, 1851. 32
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paratively tranquil former period which intermitted with geologi-

cal revolutions, there was a constant exhibition of diurnal agencies

similar to those which prevail in the present world. In those

older times, rain must have fallen as now,—volcanic forces must

have been active in scattering ashes far and wide, and in spread-

ing them out together with sheets of lava beneath the waters,

—

gradual movements of oscillation and moderate elevations and

depressions must have occurred,—long continued abrasion of the

sides of mountains must have produced cop

'debris' to encroach upon lakes, the overflow or bursting of

which may have sterilized whole tracts.

" All SU(

ces of the

reer, were doubtlessly common to all epochs. But whilst no

such operations can be compared with those phenomena of dis-

ruption and overturning of mountain masses which have been

specially dwelt upon this evening, so also according to my view

it is impossible, that any amount of small agencies, if continued

for millions of years, could have produced such results.

" In thus attempting to shadow out in the space of an hour all

the chief formations and transmutations of a chain like the Alps,

1 have probably labored to effect what many persons may deem
impossible ; but I have thought that some at least of these even-

ing discourses should awaken the mind to the larger features of

each science, the details of which must be followed out in courses

of lectures. I would beg, therefore, those persons who have not

studied geology practically, to dwell chiefly on the facts brought

forward, and to believe that they are indisputably and clearly

proven. They tell us unmistakably how different creations of

animal and vegetable life are entombed in these vast monuments
of ancient nature, and they reveal to us that each creation of the

successive inhabitants of the surface lived during very long peri-

ods of time. They announce to us, in emphatic language, how
ordinary operations of accumulation were continued i

during very lengthened epochs, and how such tranquillity was
broken in upon by great convulsions.

" Being thus led to ponder upon the long history of successive

races and also upon some of the most wonderful physical revolu-

tions the chain has undergone, we cannot avoid arriving at the

belief, that, in addition to many other great operations, the dis-

ruption which upheaved the middle and younger Tertiary forma-

tions from beneath the waters, and threw them up into mountain
masses accompanying the production of the first great arctic pe-

riod known in the history of the planet, was a change of immeas-
urable intensity. That change, in short, by which a period of

snow, ice, glaciers, floating icebergs, and the transport of huge
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i of the earth, has noticed the
tendency of the pendulum, after vibrating awhile apparently in
a straight line, to acquire gradually an elliptic motion. The
quantity of this ellipticity in different experiments is very varia-

ble, some observers having found it to amount occasionally to

half an inch or an inch for the minor axis, when the pendulum
was left to vibrate for a considerable time. If the experiment,
however, is skillfully conducted, the degree of ellipticity will

always be small, and when it is not so, it may safely be attribu-

ted to imperfections in the apparatus, currents of air, lateral vi-

bration of the pendulum at the moment it is disengaged, or other
like sources of disturbance. In our own experiments, to which

tenths of an inch, with an initial arc of vibration of about four
feet, and in some trials no ellipticity was perceptible for the first

two hours. Whether it is possible to conduct the experiment

illy as entirely to avoid these sources of error, and cause
the pendulum to vibrate without any observable ellipticity arising

from such accidental causes, is very doubtful. Certainly no one
has yet succeeded in doing it.

But even if the conditions of the experiment were theoreti-

cally 'perfect, that is, the apparatus free from all defect, and unin-

fluenced by accidental disturbing causes, still the ball would
never move in a straight line from side to side, but always neces-
sarily describe an ellipse, in consequence of the rotation of the

earth itself. It seems to have been taken for granted by those

who have written uti the subject, that, in theory, the pendulum
hall at each vibration should pass accurately through its point of
rest, or a rei a the point of suspen-
sion to the center of the earth. And this is stated in so many
words on page 562, vol. i, No. 7, 4th ser. of the Philosophical

Magazine, in remarks by Rev. Baden Powell before the Royal

Q. That this would be true had the earth no rotation

°n its axis, is obvious. But a little reflection will make it evi-

dent that ii ,es, such can never be the case.

Suppose, to simplify the problem, the experiment to be per-

formed at a pole of the earth. The point of suspension of the

Pendulum, and the center of the circle over which the pendu-

Jum vibrates, being in the line of the earth's axis are unaffected

m position by the earth's rotation. But the circumference of the
C1rcle, and with it the pendulum ball when drawn aside and de-
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tained over it previous to being let off, obviously partake of the

earth's motion of rotation, making a complete revolution around

the pole, or center of the circle in twenty-four hours. The pen-

dulum ball has thus a certain momentum, or amount of motion

at right angles to the plane of vibration, at the moment it is dis-

engaged ; which motion, during the time the ball is descending

from~the circumference to the center of the circle, must carry it

to the right hand, or aside from that center by a space corres-

ponding to the tangential velocity it possessed at starting. Con-

tinuing its curvilinear motion uuder the action of gravity and the

tangential force referred to, it proceeds by the laws of central

forces to complete approximately an ellipse, with the point* of

The same elliptical motion which would thus necessarily exist

at the poles, must occur likewise on any other part of the globe,

except at the equator. For in any given latitude, it is easily de-

monstrated, that the graduated horizontal circle across which the

pendulum vibrates, possesses a virtual motion of rotation in azi-

muth about the vertical, in consequence of the earth's rotation

—

the amount of its angular motion in a given time being equal to

the angular motion of the earth on its axis in the same time mul-

tiplied by the sine of the latitude, as has been shown by many
writers on the subject.

This relative azimuthal motion of the horizontal circle around

its center, is precisely that of which the ball partakes at the mo-
ment it is disengaged, and from which must arise a necessary

ellipticity, just as in the case at the pole, only less in amount by
as much as the sine of the latitude is less than radius.

Perhaps this motion may be more readily conceived, by con-

sidering, that points on the earth's surface rotate eastward with

different velocities as they are at a greater or less distance from
the equator ; consequently, that the south point of the horizontal

pendulum circle moves eastward with a greater velocity than the

center, so that when the pendulum ball is released from that

south point, retaining the full amount of its eastward mot ion. in-

stead of passing directly through the center, or point of rest, it

must leave it behind, passing it to the eastward by a space equal

to the difference of the motions of the two points during a semi-

vibration.

The same will hold true in whatever direction the pendulum
is made to vibrate. For, suppose the ball drawn to the eastern

side of the circle : though in this case the actual rotary velocities

of the center of the circle and of this eastern point of it are the

same, considered as around the earth's axis, yet considered as

around the vertical, with which in these experiments we have to

do, they are quite different. It has already been shown that the

south point of the circle has a relative azimuthal motion in re-
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spect to the center. The east point, being constantly at right
angles to the south point, must consequently have a like relative
motion. And so of every other point in the circumference of
the circle. Hence, from whatever point the ball is let off, it

must possess a tangential motion relatively to the center, and
therefore move in its vibrations in an elongated ellipse.

Nor are we to regard this necessary ellipticity, though minute,
as too small for detection, where the experiment can be carefully

performed under favorable circumstances—particularly with a long
pendulum, and a large arc of vibration.

Suppose the pendulum 208 feet in length, making a vibration

in 8 seconds or a semi-vibration in 4 seconds. Suppose the arc
of vibration 20 feet, or the radius of the circle 10 feet. A point
in the circumference of this circle would, in the latitude of New
Haven, have a motion relatively to the center of 40" of arc in 4
seconds of time, or a si m -\ il r.-iti. n v huh 40" on acircle of 10
feet radius will be equal to I) 022 of an inch. Thus giving for

the minor axis of the ellipse double this quantity, or nearly the

twentieth of an inch. This space would doubtless be readily

appreciable in a delicate arrangement of the experiment on the
scale supposed; or if not appreciable at once by direct observa-

M be likely to develop itself, as experiments were mul-
tiplied, by showing the elliptical tendency to be in one direction

rather than the other.

The ellipticity arising from the earth's rotation must, as we
have seen, always be towards the East, or in a direction opposite

to that of the hands of a watch. But the ellipticity observed in

the experiments is in both directions—showing that in general it

must be owing to other causes than the one specified. Indeed,
in the ordinary experiments, with pendulums comparatively short,

and a small arc of vibration, this ellipticity must be entirely in-

appreciable by direct observation. It can only become obvious,
lf at all, in experiments on a large scale ; and so far as appears,

bo have conducted such experiments have not had their

ii awn to this particular point. It is partly with a view
to invite the attention of more favored experimenters to the sub-

ject, that this article has been written and the results given of

our own imperfect experiments.
These experiments were instituted in part, to determine whether

the ellipticity of which we have spoken could be made apprecia-

ble by the ! reach. The pendulum we have
used is a cylinder of lead on a iron axis, very accurately turned,

and weighing 12 pounds. This is suspended by a fine brass wire

soldered at its upper extremity into a brass bolt inserted in the

apex of the dome, or skylight, of the State House in New Haven.
The length of the pendulum is 71 feet, (vibrating once in 4§
seconds,) and the diameter of the graduated circle placed beneath
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Without giving the experiments in detail, we will only men-

tion some of the results.

The pendulum was usually set vibrating with an arc of about

four feet, which in half an hour became reduced to 28 inches, in

an hour to 19 inches, in an hour and a half to 14 inches, in two

hours to 10J inches, in three hours to 6£ inches, and in four hours

to 4J inches. In general the duration of the experiments was

not much over an hour, often much less, occasionally three or

four hours.

As to the amount of ellipticity, there were but two instances

out of over thirty in which none could be perceived. In several

other cases it was barely perceptible after the lapse of two or

three hours, and in but one instance exceeded two-tenths of an

inch for the minor axis. In general it was less than one-tenth of

an inch at the close of the experiment.

As to the motion in the ellipse, it was by no means always in

the same direction, and hence could not be due exclusively, at

least, to the influence of the earth's rotation. It seemed rather

to depend on some imperfection of the wire at the point of sus-

pension, or some other defect of the apparatus, inasmuch as it

appeared to have a pretty uniform connection with the direction

across the circle in which the pendulum vibrated. For example,

six times when that direction coincided with the meridian the

motion in the ellipse was with the hands of a watch. The same

number of times when put in vibration at right angles to the

meridian, the motion was in the contrary direction. When vibra-

ting from N.E. to S.W. the motion was with the hands; when
from N.W. to S.E. the reverse. And these results were nearly

uniform while the point of suspension retained a given position

in reference to the points of the compass, but when that position

was altered, the points at which a given direction of elliptical

was observed were changed also ; showing, as before re-

" Uiptic motion was connected not

depended not on any imperfection in the ball of the pendulum,

but in the wire above at the point of suspension. The necessary

of rotation was not detected in these experim-
doubtless over-balanced and lost amid the more efficient causes of

ellipticity arising from accidental sources.

As to the rate of angular deviation of the plane of vibration

on the graduated circle, this was observed to be obviously affected

by the direction in which the pendulum moved in it*

orbit—being accelerated when that motion coincided with the
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motion of the plane of vibration, and retarded when the reverse

;

and the amount of this acceleration or retardation Wta
in a given case, but increased as the arc of vibration diminished
and the ellipse became less eccentric. Sir John Herschel has
shown* that when a pendulum, as in these experiments, moves in
an ellipse, the line of apsides of that ellipse will necessarily have a
progressive motion in the same direction in which the pendu-
lum revolves ; and this motion will be more or less rapid ac-
cording to the angular extent of the arc of vibration. When
that angle is indefinitely small, the sines of the angles made
by the pendulum wire with the perpendicular, which sines rep-
resent the intensity of the central force by winch the motion
of the pendulum is governed, will be nearly in the proportion
of the* arcs themselves, and the line of apsides of the ellipse

will remain immovable. But when the arc of deviation from
the vertical is considerable, the sines cease to be proportional to

the arcs, and as the pendulum approaches the extremity of its

vibration, being acted on by a diminished central force, it is suf-

fered to go past the point on the circle at which in the preceding
revolution it turned the extremity of the ellipse, before it is

brought to do the same again, and hence the line of apsides must
revolve in the same direction. This accords with our experi-

The mean hourly motion of the plane of vibration, when the

direction of the elliptic motion coincided with it, was 10° IK
When it did not coincide, 9° 44'—giving a mean hourly motion
of 9° 57'. The theoretical hourly motion in the latitude of New
Haven would be 9° 54'. This amount of motion as deduced
from experiment would doubtless have been somewhat modified
had the experiments been more numerous, and they are only here

given as a first approximation. The numbers show very clearly,

however, the accelerating and retarding effect of the elliptic

motion.

It should be remarked, that if the necessary ellipticity which
ye have considered to arise from the earth's rotation has any
influence on the results of experiments, it should tend slightly to

retard the motion of the plane of vibration, inasmuch as being

always in the direction of the earth's rotation, it should give the

line of apsides of the ellipse a motion in the same direction

;

which motion would have to be deducted from the motion of the

plane of vibration in the opposite direction. Whether accurate

experiments will show such a retardation remains to be seen.

So far as experiments have been tried, in some cases, as at Pans,

they seem to indicate such a result, while in other cases they

do not.

* Outlines of A



1. Present condition of Vesuvius.

The eruption of Vesuvius in February, 1850, and that of the year

previous, entirely changed the summit features of this ancient mountain

of fire. The former crater disappeared, being filled with scoria and

ashes, while two craters now occupy the summit of the cone. The
deepest and most active of these is that of February, 1850, which is

situated on the side of the cone nearest to Pompeii. It

lower and has a much greater depth than its immediate neighbor, which

is on the side of the bay of Naples. We had no means of measuring its

depth accurately, but judging from the time required for the returning

sound of a stone cast into its mouth, as well as from inspection and

comparison, we assumed the depth of the new crater to be from 800 to

1000 feet. It is acutely funnel-shaped at an angle of not less than 60°.

It is impossible, because of the steam and vapors of sulphurous acid, to

see its bottom, even if not prevented by the danger of the descent to a

position where one might hope to catch a glimpse of its bottom. Its ac-

tivity at present is confined to the emission of vapor, and even this seems
at times, when viewed from the sea, to be wanting. On the summit,

however, these vapors appear dense enough and are sufficient to prevent

the possibility of making the entire circuit of the crater. From this

cause we were unable to examine the lip dividing the craler of 1850 from

its neighbor. The observer is much struck notonly with the change of

form in the summit as shown by the drawings of Prof. Scacchi,but also

hardly possible for more than two persons to stand abreast upon it.

During the late eruption, the lava found vent from the base of the cone
on a level with the sand plain which fills the ancient crater of Somma.
It here poured out a torrent of scoriaceous red lava through a well de-

abundant specimens of aphthitalite, which frosted over the rugged cav-

ern like snow. Near this spot also are two fumeroles formed during

the last eruption ; the largest about 25 feet high, with an aperture of

near ten feet, its outer walls black, rugged and forbidding. The flow

of lava from the eruption of 1849 was in the direction of the ancient

Pompeii, and it was copious enough to destroy a small village with

its vineyards, at the distance of several miles. The king of Naples has

since erected a new village for the unfortunate inhabitants near the site

of the former one.

During the past six years the king of Naples has also constructed a

carriage road up the side of Vesuvius as far as the Hermitage, where
he has a Royal Meteorological Observatory, under the direction of the

celebrated Melloni. This road folio ae path over

and around the hill of ashes, which all who have seen Vesuvius Will

remember as forming a remarkable feature in its topography. In this

manner, sections have been opened in the hill for a distance of three or

four miles, and were these viewed without reference to the immediate



Grotto del Cane.

proximity of the volcano which has produced t

undulating lines of depo
rials intcrstraiili.-d. me,
again graduating into t

lines of deposition are

fine dust, including large blocks of inflated lava and tufa.

It is impossible to see any difference in the general character of the;

deposits and of those which cover Pompeii, only that the latter beir

mostly the result of one eruption are less varied than the former, ar

more regularly stratified. In both, the evidence of aqueous action

the eruption of \ . . por with the lapilli, scor

deluge of hot mi S68 of the Pompeia
houses and producing the appearance of an aqueous deposit in the as

hills of the flanks of Vesuvius. In Herculaneum we see the sam
phenomena in a more remarkable manner. Here owing to a muc

ashes were consolidated into so compact a mass that some writei

nave even doubted whether Herculaneum had not been destroyed by a

overflow of lava in the first instance Th it s»< h was not the fact

well known, and the condition of the antiquities imbedded there quit

forbid the idea were no other evidence attainable. »

2. Grotto del Cane and Lake Agnano.

The Grotto del Cane or doj? arotto. has been so much cited for ii

gas covering the floor, that all geological

3 feel an interest in seeing it. Unfortunately,

J
a ""le hole dug artificially into the foot of a hill facing Lake Agm

•l he aperture is closed by a door, and the space within is barely s

cient for one person to stand erect. Into this narrow cell a poor I

dog is very unwillingly dragged and placed in a depression of
floor, where he is soon narcotized by the carbonic acid. The eart

Such is the woHd're^owne/GroTto delaine, which if it did not e<

°ur anticipations, at least afforded us the opportunity of some n
nment

!

Lake Agnano, as is well known, fills the bottom of an ancient cr:

whose walls are still distinctly to be traced. On the shore of the 1

immediately opposite the Grotto del Cane there is a constant and ci

°us discharge of carbonic acid, and the water of the lake at that
j

?
ln great agitation from its escape. Nor is other evidence wantm*

jne present operation of the ancient causes which have character!

steam and sulphur. Over some of these, vapor baths (Sudatorise) h



Sulphur Lake of Campagna.

ito the hill near the ruins of the Villa

e the presence of volcanic energy in

i sulphur which issue copi

i of Luc

volcanic ashes, proceeding as is supposed from i

neighborhood ; but from which vent does not

from the one now containing Lake Agnano, si

Lake of the Campagna, near Tin

The ,

we regard the constancy of the flow from it both of water and of gas,

the area of the lake, or the important part which it and similar craters

appear to have played in the formation of the travertine of the Cam-

In the days of Father Kirch, r this lake was described as being over

one mile in circuit. Now the lake is not over 500 or 600 feet in diame-

ter, and ils area is constantly diminishing. The baths of Agrippa

which this n direction, since they

were erected in the waters of the lake which were much esteemed by

the ancient Romans for their hygienic effects. These baths were fre-

quented by Augustus and enlarged by Zenobia ; the latter spent her Ro-
man servitude in Tivoli, and in allusion to this, they are still called

lake by a canal artificially cut in ll linal IppoltiO

d'Esie, former governor of Tivoli, for a distance of two miles. This

1 we notice the small size of the

The strong odor of sulphuretted hydrogen announces the existence of

this lake a long time before the traveller reaches it. The water was
examined by Sir Humphrey Davy, who found it to contain one volume
of carbonic acid, and less than £ volume of sulphuretted hydrogen.
Tracing the canal from where it escapes the " Via Appia nova" up to

the lake, a mile and a quarter, the observer is much struck with the

copious escape of large volumes of gas from the whole surface of the

lake, which is such as to convey the idea of ebullition. A stone cast

into the water is soon followed by a very violent escape of gas, caus-

ing the whole adjoining area to boil with great energy and a loud sound
of effervescence. The water is very clear, a slight milky or opaline
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has, when drank from a glass, an agreeable pungent taste of free car-
bonic acid— will) no more of sulphuretted hydrogen than is pleasant.
Il is perfectly clear in the glass and effervesces briskly. The escape
of gas does not appear to be confined to any particular part of the bed
of the lake, but takes place equally over all its surface. The grass

with carbonate of lime from the water, and it is from this cause that
the area of the lake appears to have been contracted, and not from
any partial drainage wiii.

ow only a few inches below that of the adjoini
!ampagna. Breaking o gn.-SN the six.

of the fields adjoining were wholly composed of loose blocks of trav-

ertine made up entirely of casts of the stems of growing grapes and

other and distant parts of the Campagna to detect the same species of
plants imbedded in every part of its mass. Blocks of travertine in the

Coliseum at Rome and other ancient buildings also showed us the

same evidence. A large space on the Campagna near the sulphur
lakes lately fell in, owing to the cavernous and unsupported nature of

rock the same stems of aquatic plants, such as now grow on the margin

« is perhaps too much to infer from these casual observations so

4. Meteorological Observatory of Mount Vesuvius.

The Meteorological Observatory recently erected at Mount Vesuvius
"as projected by Prof. Melloni, so well known to all the world by

. physicists. The King of Na les gave the enterprise his

id the means to c mstruct the building. The
house is of ample dimensions, standing on an artificial terrace at the

be hill of ashes which forms t e limit of the s

of Vesuvius
, and at an elevation of about 2000 feet. The centre has

three floors above the basement, and the tvv

the baseme

the plans were furnished by P
nged for meteoi

Poses. All of. Melloni, who also super-

Intended its erection, which by an inscripti on on the exterior appears to

nave been begun in 1841.
Unfortunately for science, the revolution of 1848 enti

the farther progress of the undertaking; the house stand

instruments are provided, and worst of all, Prof. Melloni

moved, not only i Observatory, but i

Professorship in the L'uiversiiy. under the caprice of a

was unworthy of so noble a subject.
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5. Light, for Illumination obtained from the burning of Hydrogen, by

M. milord.

We have had an opportunity of seeing the successful application

of M. Gillard's patent in the extensive silver plate works of Messrs.

Pans It sue! known that M. Uillard claims the pro-

duction of a useful light and great heat from the combustion of hydro-

gen ill contact with'a coil of platinum wire—the hydrogen being

produced by the decomposition of water. The apparatus employed is

!y of one or more cylinders of iron

arranged horizontally in a furnace similar in all respects to the usual ar-

rangement for the production of coal gas. The retorts are charged with

wood-charcoal reduced to small fragments of uniform size and heated

to an intense degree. Through each of the retorts steam is conducted

in a tube pierced with numerous very minute holes so disposed as to

distribute the steam in an uniform and very gradual manner over the

heated coal. The boiler for the production of the steam is conven-

iently situated in the same furnace employed for heating the retorts.

duction of carbonic acid, (CO2) carbonic oxyd ((

of free hydrogen and a limited quantity of light carburetted hydrogen

gas, (C2H.) The mixture of these gases is conducted through a lime

purifier to remove carbonic acid, and without farther washing or pun-

product is ready for use. Consisting almost wholly of

hydroger gas, th. t'i me of its combustion is se very feebly

luminous e tin, « irnculty, it is burned ct with a cage

irk ot I>i gauze surroundin dinary argand

burner, protecte d v a -;. chimney. This si mple contrivance (so

m) is perfectly suecessful and the light

given on from gi« lumps of this construction i extremely vivid and

This invention claims the following advantages in practice : 1. The
is cheaper l"

costing, as is asserted by M. Gillard and sustained by the ample experi-

ence of M. Chrislolef, only about T\\h the average cost of coal gas.

2. The gas has no unpleasant odor, being entirely free from the volatile

peculiarly offensive in oil and coal gas.

3. The products of its combustion are almost solely water, so little

carbonic acid resulting in the combustion that practically it may be

disregarded. 4. This mode of producing gas may be applied to any

_ 18 works by a slight modifii and without

any essential change in other portions of the apparatus—the platinum

cages being applied to the argand burners. 5. The cheapness of this

mode enables us to apply it with great advantage as a fuel for cooking

and for numerous purposes in the arts. For example, we saw in the

., ent of M. Christolef, the soldering of silver plate accom-

plished in a rapid and remarkably neat manner by a powerful jet of

ven by a pneumatic apparatus. Its perfect manageableness

th which b

powerful a deoxydizing agent e
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of soldering preferable to every other, and peculiarly suited for the
process of autogenous soldering. 6. The nuisances resulting from the
presence of large coal gas works in populous districts are entirely
avoided by this mode, which is as free from objection as a steam engine.
7. The arrangements are so simple and inexpensive that every estab-
lishment where it is desired to employ light and heat, may erect its

:cured his patent in the United

i will soon be practically tested

>n of water in this mode the production of

j acid CO2, and light carburetted hydrogen

it of free hydrogen.

Art. XXX.—Extractsfrom the Proceedings of the Tw
Meeting of the British Association, held at Ipswich, July 2.*

1. From the Address of Prof. Airy, the Astronomer Royal, at the

opening of the Meeting.

* * Commencing, then, with the subject which stands first in

the Reports of the Association, and on which the funds of the Associa-

te n most generously expended and its influence very ener-

getically employed, I remark that the progress of Astronomy in the
last year has been very great. The Earl of Rosse has been much

n experiments" on the best methods of supporting and using

-
formly over eighty-one points, each pressure being transmitted through
a small ball which perm 3

its own plane, so as to I
he chain or hoop which

edgeways. To Lord Rosse's critical eye the effect even of
'

ing, though greatly superior to that of any preceding, is not

quite perfect. In the progress of the experiments, some singular results

have been obtained as to the set which a metal so hard as Lord Rosse's

r short dui

a of July 1 and 12, Nos. 1
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nebulas: but there are also some striking examples of dark holes in

, . lark •:• Ms in br >>i t rays, and resolvability of apparently

nebulous matter into stars. I do not deny the importance of the last

observation ; but as it might be predicted beforehand that the increase

in the dimensions of telescopes would lead to more extensive resolution

of nebula?, I do not hold the inference to be by any means certain that

all nebula? are resolvable. Mr. Lassell exhibited at the last meeting of

the Association a plan for supporting his two-feet mirrors without flex-

dightly modified, has been adopted in use: and I am
what before seemed almost perfect

cal interferences that have been con-

facture of glass, and the enterprise with Which

;cturer and Mr. Simms and Mr. Ross as opttciaM

of large object-glasses, promise to lead

Already Mr. Simms has partially tested

irture; and one of 16 inches is waiting

he crown lens. Mr. Ross, it is understood, has

of 2 feet aperture ; but it has not been tested.

g large object-glasses will undoubtedly lead to

of graduated instruments on a larger scale than before ;

'iew that I contemplate as a matter of no small impor-

(this year) of the large transit-circle at the Royal

Observatory at Greenwich. It is known to many members of the

Ransomes & May ; and for the admirable proportions of its various

parts, for the firmness of fitting of the few portions of which it is com-

posed, and for the accuracy of the external forms of pivots, &c, it

may well be considered as one of the finest specimens of engineering

that has ever been produced. As an example of an excellent mechan-

ical structure carrying a large object-glass, I think it probable that this

Greenwich transit-circle may have a great influence on the construction

I had hoped to be able by this time to report to the Association

some account of the American method of recording transits, by a

puncture or dot produced by a galvanic agency whose circuit is closed

by a touch of the observer's finger,—and especially on its fitness for

the wants of a really active observatory: but the delays of construc-

tion have prevented me from doing so. Shortly before the last meeting

of the Association, the President for the time (Dr. Robinson) transmit-

ted to the government, on the part of the Association, a general request

that a large reflecting telescope might be sent to some of the British

possessions in the southern hemisphere, for the purpose of observing

the southern nebula?; and shortly after that meeting an answer was

received from the Lords of the Treasury, to the effect that their Lord-

ships entirely recognized the importance of the object, but that there

appeared to be practical difficulties in the immediate execution of the

design. I cannot doubt that when a more explicit plan has been formed,

another representation will be accompanied with the same success

which has attended every application made by t'

in a carefully arranged design.



The continuation of the observations on a Centauri at the Cape of
Good Hope has fully confirmed the result first obtained,—namely,
that the parallax of that star exceeds nine-tenths of a second, or that
us distance from the sun is about twenty billions of miles. So far
as we have the means of judging, this star is our nearest neighbor
in the sidereal spaces. The attention of foreign astronomers is still

directed to the irregularities in the proper motions of stars, and the
opinion seems to be gaining ground that many of them are accompanied
by non-luminous companions. In our own solar system, the most re-

markable discovery is that (made independently, though on different
days, in America mid in England) of a dusky ring interior to the well-
known rings of Saturn. It now appears that it had been seen several
years before ; but it then attracted no attention. How such a ring is

composed, and how sustained, are questions upon which perhaps the

physical astronomer may long employ himself.

But the diso most frequently cited is

that of three additional planets, included in the same planetary space

—

found. The last of these (Irene) discovered by Mr. Hind, observer in

the private observatory of Mr. Bishop, forms the fourth of his list,—and
makes his number the greatest that any one man has ever discovered.

Some time since, a grant was made by the British government for the

perfection of the Lunar Theory and Lunar Tables on which Prof. Han-
iia, had been engaged, but whose progress was stopped by the

interruption of funds . a;>py Schleswig-Holstein
war. I understand that with the aid of this grant, equally honorable to

government and to the foreign philosopher, the work is now
rapidly advancing. I have reason to believe that the theories of Ura-

one of the elements most urgently required, namely, the mass of Nep-
tune, will be supplied from observations of Neptune's satellite made
with the large telescopes to which I have alluded.
At the Edinburgh meeting, the attention of the Mathematical and

Physical Sec M. O. Struve (there present) to the

total eclipse of the sun which is to occur on the 28th day of the pres-

ent month ; and the General Committee appointed a committee of

members of the Association to draw up suggestions for the observation
of the eclipse. These suggestions have been extens
both at home and abroad : and I am happy to annoi
results. After considers ip pea ranees observed in

the eclipse of 1842, it was determined by the committee to recommend
(among other things) t'n loold be selected, if pos-

riptete: the three stations of each triplet having relation to

!p
e nort '1 boundary, the centre, and the south boundary of the shadow.

The Russian government has fid ly adopted this suggestion; and has

actually equipped six triplets, including in all • -

observers and instruments for the observation of the eclipse. Russian

officers in the Sea of Azov and the Black Sea will also observe it.

Since the issue of the suggestions, the observations made last year on
an eclipse \ islands have been re-

ceived
; and they make us, if possible, still more desirous that the spirit
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is only ouesubjec t of regret c this remarkable eclipse,

—

nee of several astronomers

ild undoulMedly have

of being -. for the observation of the phenomena.

Anionvk measure to astronomy, I may first

simple pendulum' xperiment which has excited very

great all ,th in Franc in Eng My proving, if

;ary, the rot

Foucauli ertain that care

ments, c 2S of defect - t, are necessary to justify

y valid inference. For want of these, the expen-

; failed. The Council of the Association have long

regretted the very great delay which has occurred in the publication of

the geodetic results of our great National Survey ; and they were pre-

pared some time since to represent strongly to the government the ex-

pediency of taking immediate steps for completing the few calculations

which yet remained to be made, and for publishing the whole in a form

which should be available for discussions of the figure of the earth.

On communicating with the Royal Society, they learned that that body

had made an urgent recommendation to the same tenor, and that in

consequence, government had consented to place on the estimates A

sum of money expressly for the purpose of completing and publishing

the scientific portions of the survey. I have received official informa-

tion that this work is now in active progress ; and 1 cannot but remark

on it as a striking instance of how much may be sometimes effected

purposes of science by simply completing what is nearly com-

plete. The gi

Nortlorth Cape to the Danube, is so far advanced that its completion is

expected in the present year.

At the last meeting of the Association, a Committee was appointed

expressly to urge on the government, what had long excited the atten-

tion of the Association, the defective state of the survey as regards

Scotland. I am h
|V \ in statin" that there is sh >ng reason to hope

that a large sum will in future be appropriated to the Scotch Survey.

The next subject to which the influence of the Association was ener-

getically directed is, T< ,, winch Meteorology

ive employment of sev-

eral of the Colonial Magnetic and Meteorological Observatories has

terminated, (those only of Toronto, Hobartown, Cape of Good Hope,
Madras and Bombay being retained, and only in partial activity,) the

work connected with them has not yet ceased". Much has yet to be

done in the printing and discussion of the observations:—a work going

sentative of the government, the agents of the Association are employed

at the Kew Observatory, under the superintendence of Mr. Ronalds,

The Daguerrotype method

ble to this objection, that thef self-registration (which is perhaps hah
riginal records are destroyed) has been extended to the vertical-force

' Apparatus has been arranged for the graduation of original
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a subject to which the attention of M. Regnault and
Mr. Sheepshanks had been advantageously directed. And, with the
assistance of a portion of the sum placed by the Government at the
disposal of the Royal Soeiou (to which I shall hereafter refer), it is

hoped by the officers of the Association that the Kew Observatory will
be made really efficient for the testing of new instruments. Dr. Rob-

places. Among the immediate deductions from magnetic observations,

1 may specially mention Col. Sabine's remarks on the periodical laws
ble in disturbances apparently of the most irregular kind, and

M. Kamtz's corrections of the Gaussian constants.
Among the more distant results, there is nothing comparable to the

experiments into the mag :-?er>, a"d especially into
the variation of its power, made by Faraday and Becquerel,—and the

application of these results to the explanation of the phenomena, in

almost all their varied forms, of so-called terrestrial magnetism. It is

to the former of these ph great step in the explana-
tion of obscure natural phenomena by inference from delicate experi-
ments, is mainly or entirely due. Much, of course, remains to be
done, before we can pronounce accurately how far this principle ena-
bles us to account, without any reference to any other cause, for the
regular changes, as well as for the capricious disturbances, in ordinary
magnetism. I ought no! -h general explanation
had long ago been suggested in a very remarkable paper by Mr. Christie

;

but the experiments^actually applying to the magnetic properties of
oxygen were unknown, and perhaps impossible, at that time. In the

science of abstract magnetism, the distinction between paramagnetic
and diamagnetic substances has been thoroughly worked out by Mr.
Faraday, and is now received as one of the most remarkable laws of
nature. In the related subject of Galvanism, although much of detailed

law has been established by the labors of the same great man and of
others, it is difficult to fix upon any new law of general character.

Experiments made in America seem to establish that the velocity of the

galvanic current in iron wires of a certain size does not exceed fifteen

°f eighteen thousand miles per second : a much greater speed, how-
ever, is inferred by M. Fizeau, from the same experiments. The first

Part of an elaborate mathematical theory of Magnetism, by Prof. Thom-
son, has been published.

In Meteorology, some striking facts have been collected and arranged
by Col. Sykea 3 blagtmtweit in regard to

me Alps, and by M. Plantamour in the comparison of observations at

geneva and the Great St. Bernard ; and some very unexpected facts

i extracted by M. Arago from the observations on a balloon

--^w.iaiiun ior tne last two years, can scarcely iau iu icnu iu »«*»« u

covery of the origin and nature of those mysterious bodies. An exte

sive series of meteorological observations bad been made at the Or
nance Survey Office at Mountjoy, near Dublin, and the Associati.

some years since recommended to the government the early printi

Second Seeks, Vol. XII, No. 35.-Sept., 1851. 34
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of those observations. I have the gratification of stating that consid-

erable progress has now been made in preparing them for the press.

Al the last meeting of the Association, a project was laid before the

General Committee, by M. Kupffer, for the formation of a Meteoro-

logical Confederation, to be extended over the whole of Europe. A
very extensive organization, covering almost the whole Russian Em-
pire, has already been created. The Council to whom the project WM
referred, after very careful consideration, deemed it inexpedient to join

in the proposed Confederation. They were deterred by various prac-

ilues, of which some may perhaps always exist, while others

are felt with unusual force at the present time. It was with extreme

unwillingness that the Council adopted this resolution, and with the full

hope that at some future time a confederation similar to that proposed

by M. Kupffer may be firmly established.

Under the auspices of the Board of Ordnance, the officers of the

part of the earth. If

with these could be combined occasional trustworthy observations at

sea, we should probably have the most complete system of Terrestrial

Meteorology that we can hope to obtain.

cannot omit referring to the daily report of the slate of the wind at 9

o'clock every morning, which is supplied by the superintendents of

ttions, over a great portion of the British isles, and printed in

the Daily Neios newspaper.

A new Meteorological Society has been formed, which (I believe) is

the instruments used by the various amateur members are strictly com-
parable : great attention having been given to the adjustments of the

instruments, by the Secretary, Mr. Glaisher.

In Optics, two or three investigations of rather important character

have, since the last meeting of the Association, attracted public atten-

tion. Experimental measures of the velocity of light in air and in

water, made by MM. Foucault, Fizeau and Brequet, with apparatus

nearly similar to that employed long ago for analogous purposes by

Mr. Wheatstone, appear to leave no doubt that the velocity in water is

less than that in air,—a most important, and indeed critical, result in

regard to theories of light. A remarkable investigation by Prof. Stokes,

constituting polarized light are, as for other reasons was supposed by

Fresnel, perpendicular to what is usually called the plane of polariza-

tion. Some optical theories which admitted formerly of very imper-

fect mathematical treatment have been brought under the dominion of

analysis by Prof. Stokes's powerful methods of investigation. A curi-

ous series of experiments on diffraction has been published by Lord

Brougham ; but they have at present no bearing on theory, as the

theoretical calculations with which they must be confronted appear to

be too difficult or too complicated for the present state of pure mathe-

matics. The experiments of Jamin regarding the reflection of polar-

ized light under peculiar circumstances appear to give support to the
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theoretical calculations of Cauchy, founded on a molecular hypothe
applied to the undulatory theory. And lastly, some curious expe
ments by Mason, Jamin, Prevostaye, and Desains, appear to show mc
fully, what had partially been shown by Prof. Forbes, that radiant h<

adimts of polarization in all respects similar to that of light. * * *

2. On Diamagnetism and Magne-Crystallic Action; by Dr.

J. Tyndall.

One of the r t important inquiries which at the present day occupy
. of physical science, is the relation which

suosists between magnetism and diamagnetism. Are the laws which
govern both forces identical ? Will ihe mathematical expression of the

other case, by a change of sign from positive to negative? To this

question Plucker replies " No." His experiments have led him to the

conclusion, that when the power of a magnet which operates upon a

the diamagnetism of the compound mass increases in a much quicker
'! magnetism; that in consequence of this an

body is a pb for a body in which the respective for-

ces might be exactly equal and apposite when excited by a magnet of
a certain strength would, upon lowering the power of the magnet be-

low this standard, be attracted,—and by increasing the power of the

magnet beyond this standard, be repelled.

During a previous investigation, the author of the present memoir
had repeated opportunities of observing phenomena exactly similar to

some of those which form the premises of Plucker's conclusion ; and a
close study of the subject convinced him that to account for these phe-

nomena the hypothesis of two conflicting forces in the same compound
mass, the one or the other of which predominates according as the

power of the magnet is led, was by no means ne-

cessary. To fit himself for the investigation of this question, he com-

menced an inquiry last November into ejectro-i

one of the results of this inquiry was, that a spb
rated from the end of a straight electro-magnet by a small fixed dis-

tance, was attracted by the latter with a force exactly proportional to

the square ol " each case

the product of two factors, one of which expresses the magnetism of

the magnet, and the other the magnetism of the ball ;
and it

magnetism of the ball increases in the simple ratio of the current it-

self. Our way to a comparison of magnetic attraction and diamagnet-

ic repulsion is now clear. We know the law according to

[gases, and we have only to inquire

whether the diamagnetism of the bismuth ball follows the same law.

The apparatus used in the former case proved, however, to be totally

unfit for the measurement of diamasmetic force,—the feebleness of the

latter rendered a much more <
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beam, which was six inches long, two spoon-shaped hollows were work-

ed out, in each of which a ball of the substance to be experimented

be placed. Two cones of soft iron, surrounded by helices

of copper wire, were placed at right angles to the beam when horizon-

tally suspended, the one cone facing the ball at one end, and the other

cone facing the ball at the other end. The silver wire was carried up-

ward through a tube three feet in length, and was connected at the top

with a torsion head. When the cones were excited, by sending an

electric current through the surrounding helices the balls were repelled.

The index of the torsion head was then gently turned against the repul-

sion until the balls were brought within TMh of an inch of the ends of

the respective cones. The torsion necessary to effect this is evidently

the expression of the repulsive force exerted at this particular distance.

The strength of the exciting current was measured by a gall

of tangents, and it was regulated by means of a rheostat. The cones

were excited by currents which varied from 10° to 57°, and the corres-

ponding repulsions were determined. Spheres of the following dia-

magnetic substances were used:— 1. Bismuth of commerce; 2. Chem-
ically pure bismuth obtained bydisso . commerce to

stilled water, washing the precipitate

for six days successively, and reducing it by means of black flux; 3.

Sulphur of commerce; 4. Spheres from a crystal of native sulphur

obtained in Sicily; 5. Calcareous spar from Clitheroe [?] ; 6. Calca-

reous spar from Andreasberg, in the Hartz mountains, Germany. In

all these cases the diamagnetism of the spheres followed precisely the

same law as the magnetism of the sphere of soft iron :— it was exactly

proportional to the exciting current.

netism increas es with the inc:reasing
]

sower of the magnet in a mijch

quicker ratio than magnetism. Thee nts of Ptiicker might

accounted for in many ways, i, being necessa riiy

conjectural, may be omitted 1lere. It n that crystalline boc

suspended bet
. magnei pheilomena which

case of amorphous bodi n line through the

ke up a certain

i away from th is position, when v,- 1

will return to it. Thus, aerystal of pijre carbonate of lime suspended

poles, in which position it will come to rest. This fact was discovered

by Pliicker, who referred it to the operation of a new force which was
entirely independent of the magnetism themassof
the crystal. In an investigation con n compan-

h Prof. Knoblauch, of Marburg, this hypothesis of anew
force is rejected ; and it is there sh

i
of the optic

axis, so far from being independent of the magnetism and diamagnet-
ism of the mass, is entirely changed if a magnetic constituent be sub-

stituted for a diamagnetic. Thus, for instance, carbonate of iron dif-

fers from carbonate of lime only in the fact that in the former case an

atom of iron is substituted for an atom of calcium. The crystalline

form in both cases is identical, the optic axis of carbonate of iron sets
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nevertheless from pole to pole with an energy far surpassing that with
which the optic axis of carbonate of lime sets perpendicular to the line
joining the poles. But why is it that one direction in the crystal takes
up a particular position ? The torsion balance gives a prompt answer
to this question. A sphere of calcareous spar was placed upon each
of the spoon-shaped hollows of the beam, the direction of the optic
axis through each sphere being carefully marked. The spheres were
first placed so that the optic axes were parallel to the axes of the soft-

iron cones,—and secondly, perpendicular to the same. The repulsion
in the former case was to the repulsion in the latter in the ratio of 53
to 48. If a bismuth crystal be suspended between two poles, the plane
of most eminent cleavage will always set perpendicular to the line join-

ing the poles, that is, equatorial. A cube formed from this crystal was
placed on each end of the little beam ; first, so that the planes of prin-

cipal cleavage were parallel to the axes of the cones ; and secondly,

perpendicular to them. The repulsion in the former case was to the

repulsion in the latter, in the ratio of 53 to 38. The diamagnetic mass
in both these cases is repelled with a greater force in one direction

than in any other direction. When the crystal is suspended between
two poles, the line which marks the direction of maximum repulsion re-

cedes as far as possible from the poles, and hence sets equatorial.

A result the exact antithesis of the above was observed with mag-
netic crystals. A cube of sulphate of iron was attracted in one direc-

tion by a force of 43, and in another direction by a force of 363. A
sphere of carbonate of iron was attracted in the direction of the optic

axis by a force of 43, and in a direction perpendicular thereto by a
force of 30-5. When these crystals are suspended between two poles,

these lines of chief attraction approach the poles, and finally set axial.

Thus we see that the peculiar phenomena exhibited by crystals in the

magnetic field are to be referred to a modification of magnetism or dia-

magnetism brought about by the peculiar structure of the crystal. Let
us endeavor to penetrat.- cture. Our next inquiry

is—what direction is that which is chosen by the respective forces for

the manifestation of their greatest energy ? To this question the au-
thor imagines that a full and intelligible reply is returned by experi-

ment. If the arrangement of the component particles of any body be
such as to present different degrees of proximity in different d

instances being equal)
w 'll be that of strongest attraction in magnetic bodies, and of strongest

^pulsion in diamagnetic bodies. T
the means of submitting this conclui
bismuth was ground to di "

and the mass was kneaded into a stiff paste. This was placed beiw^u
two glasses and pressed together. From the mass when dried two

cubes were taken, the line of compression being perpendicular to two
°f the faces of each cube and parallel to the other four. Suspended
by a silk fibre in the magnetic field, upon closing the circuit the line of

compression turned strongly into the equatorial position, exactly as the

Plane of most eminent cleava- «*l« Tne cubes
were placed one upon each end of the torsion balance, first with the

»ne of compression parallel to the axis of the cones, and secondly per-
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crystal. A pair of cubes constructed in the same manner from pow-

dered carbonate of iron, exhibited an analagous predominance of at-

traction in the line of compression.

Against this mode of experiment an objection was urged, during the

meeting of the British Association at Edinburgh last year, by Prof.

Wm. Thomson, of Glasgow. "You have," he said, " reduced the

mass to powder, but you have not thereby destroyed the crystalline

form; your powder is a collection of smaller crystals,—and the press-

ing of the mass together gives rise to a predominence of axes in a cer-

' epulsion and attractioi "
'"

isinglass exhibits the s

unable to prove that the action is not due to a quasi crystalline struc-

ture induced in the gum by compression." The following experiment

will set this point at rest. It will not only show the influence of com-
pression apart from the mere arrangement of the axes or from the in-

fluence of the gum, for none will be used ; but it will also demonstrate

the total nullity of this presumed axial force where opposed to the in-

fluence of compression. To this experiment I was conducted by the

following accident. The investigation was conducted in Berlin, and

the great electro-magnet of the University was beside me at the time.

Some notion of the power of this magnet may be gathered from the

fact, that the copper helices alone which surrounded the iron pillars

which composed the magnet, weighed 243 pounds. On the top of the

pillars two movable masses of soft iron were placed, each weighing

about 25 pounds, and between these the substance to be examined was

suspended. Before I had thoroughly made the acquaintance of the in-

strument, I hung a fine cube of bismuth crystal between these movable
poles ; on closing the circuit the planes of most eminent cleavage re-

observed the poles moving towards each other, and before I could break

! circuit, they had rushed together

l crystal. The 'The latter was reduced by the pressure to about three-

e th kness. nl it immediately occurred to me
that if the theory of proximity were true it ought to tell here. The
pressure brought the particles of the crystal in the line of compression
more closely together, and hence a modification, if not an entire rever-

sion, of the former action might be anticipated. Having liberated the

crystal, I boiled it in hydrochloric acid, so as to remove any impurity it

ed between the poles, and completely verified the foregoing anticipa-

tion. The line of compression, that is, the magnecrystallic axis of the

crystal, which formerly set from pole to pole, set now equatorial. The
experiment was then repeated with a common vice ; various pieces of

bismuth protected by plates of copper were placed within its jaws, and

there pressed to the thickness of a shilling. The plates thus obtained

when suspended from their edges in the magnetic field, exhibited one
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unvarying result:—the line of compression stood always equatorial,
and it was a matter of perfect indifference whether this line was the
magnecrystallic axis or not. In these cases no gum was used, and not
only was a predominance of axes present, but they all worked togeth-
er; they were further assisted by the great mechanical advantage offer-

ed by such plates to diamagnelic repulsion ; the line of compression
nevertheless triumphed over all and determined the position of the

The author concludes his paper as follows : "Whoever denies the
influence of proximity will have to answer the following questions :

—

How is it possible that a greater differential action can be exhibited by
a cube of bismuth dough, than by the crystal itself? What is it which
causes the magnecrystallic axis to forsake its usual position, and to set

equatorial when the crystal is compressed in the direction of that axis?
He must further assume a crystalline structure on the part of wax,
flour, shale, and the pith of fresh rolls; for in all these substances the
line of compression determines the position of the mass in the mag-

At the conclusion of the paper, Prof. Faraday rose, and spoke at

some length on the valuable contribution to science which had been
brought before them by Dr. Tyndall. It afforded him great gratifica-

tion that there was one at least among us who had followed up this

important subject so perseveringly. The beautiful laws established by
Dr. Tyndall proved the identity of magnetism and diamagnetism in

pne important particular,—a result which he always anticipated ; and
if the crystalline action could be explained by what might be called
the gross mechanical experiments brought before them, the discovery
was one of the utmost consequence. It gave him pleasure to be
able to propose a question to one who had worked so long at the

foundations of this matter. Many philosophers had affirmed that it

was possible to convert attraction into repulsion, and vice versa, by
merely varying the magnetic power: this was contrary to his own ex-

perience, and he wished to ask Dr. Tyndall whether he had ever met
a case of the kind.—Dr. Tyndall stated in reply that he had diligently

sought for such a case, but had never succeeded in finding it.

Prof. Faraday felt prepared to admit that some of Dr. Tyndall's re-

sults seemed to promise an explanation of Plucker's perplexing results

free from bias, to get well-established facts, and to free them as much
as possible from all circumstances which could mark, or disguise, or

mislead in the interpretation of them,—and such being his fixed deter-

mination and settled habit, he was rather at a loss to remember to what
portion of his publications on the subject Dr. Tyndall referred when
be supposed him to have considered the facts now brought forward as

improbable.

3. Report of the Kew Magnetographs ; by Col. Sabine.

The author said that at the request of the Council he was about to

g've the Section a brief account of the experimental trial now making
at the Kew Observatory of Mr. Ronald's instruments for the self-regis-

try of the variations of terrestrial magnetism by means of photography.
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These instruments had been described at former meetings : but it was

deemed advisable to subject them to a practical trial to test their effi-

ciency as a means of recording the magnetic phenomena in any part

of the world where science might require them to be better known.

Before, however, it could be known in what degree they might be use-

ful either as auxiliary or as superseding altogether the method of ob-

servation previously in use, it was necessary that three instruments

should be provided,—one for the variations of declination and two for

those of the horizontal and vertical components of the forces. The
limited funds at the disposal of the Association for the purposes of the

Kew Observatory barely enabled them to complete two of these instru-

ments between the years 1846 and 1850; and the third must have yet

been waited for had not the President and Council of the Royal Society,

seeing the importance of the object, appropriated a portion of the sum
placed at their disposal by government to this purpose. The three in-

struments being now completed, Mr. Ronalds proposed to the Council

that a six months' trial should be made of the working of these instru-

ments precisely as they would be in an observatory, and that every

item of expense incurred in that practical trial should be carefully

rioted and faithfully reported. The Council of the Royal Society hav-

ing approved of this trial, a grant was made from the donation fund of

100Z. The six months' trial commenced in April last, and when it

shall be completed a full report will be made to the Council of the

Royal Society. In the mean time it was thought that a brief report of

the progress so far made would be acceptable.

In Mr. Ronald's instruments the magnetic variations are recorded

either on silvered plates or on prepared paper. The silvered plates

have the advantage of greater sensibility, and in consequence require

rapid character or more transient duration may be recorded by them;
also, they produce more sharply defined traces ; they are free from the

defects arising from inequalities of surface, and the stretching and

shrinking of the paper by being wetted and dried. The paper on the

contrary, has the advantage that the original tracings and records of

the variations can be preserved,—a matter impossible with the plates,

2 paper possesses an interest both to the uninstructed and to those

familiar with the phenomena; and amidst the great variety of

them some may have light thrown on them by a close inspectio

consideration of the trace itself. But as in astronomy the great advance

of the science has followed the combination of measuring apparatus

with optical power,—so m periodical

quire that the traces of them should undergo tabulation as an indis-

pensable preliminary to their practical application. In Mr. Ronald's

plan the tracings when taken on the silvered plates are tabulated with

tolerable rapidity, and are then copied by hand with a graver's lool on

sheets of transparent gelatine paper,—an operation requiring about a
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quarter of an hour to copy the twenty-four hours work of the instru-
ment. Both sides of the trace being marked, this can be done after a

with very considerable accuracy. The copies thus made
are arranged in a journal and preserved. The original plate, except
in rare cases, is then cleared off for new work. The gelatine paper
is transparent, durable, and bears -handling so well that impressions can
be freely taken on paper with printers' ink and a small press; which

tories. The measuring and taking the means and tabulating the trac-

able management of Mr. Welch, to whom Mr. Ronalds has
intrusted this department of the experimental trial, this can be all ac-

complished for the twenty-four hour-" woi ; n a » ut three-quarters of

ord is obtained. The plates as used°at Kew are twelve inches long,

and every twelve hours are reversed, thus giving a second tracing on
each plate. The breadth there used is three inches, which is found to

be ample. But in parts of the globe where great disturbances pre-

vail and where at the same time great precision is required in the

i of small amount, a larger field than three inches may be
desirable and may be given. It has been found by the concurrent

oe of several that the tracings on the plates can be read off

confidence to the 500th of an inch. This gives in the three-

inch plate, 1,500 distinctly recognizable points. Taking the declino-

meter as an easily understood example, a single division of the scale
is made equal to six seconds : the range of the scale will therefore

extend to 6x 1,500=9,000 seconds, or 2° 30'.

^reat stability and freedom from shaking of Mr. Ronalds's appara-
tus is obtained by binding together all parts which have reference to

each other by marble or metal, and only' using wood for . :

Another great advantage is, the constancy of the zero line, which is

'

•

>_ - ......
:

. ..
. . :

• .
'

.
•

:;'.:•
jw at all times of the same day. The time of the exposure to the

light by which each part of the tracing is at present taken is one and
a half minutes. It is, however, probable that by improvements in

photographic preparations, the trace may hereafter be taken by ex-

Posure of much less duration ; also that" the length of the magnets,
now twelve and fifteen inches, may be greatly reduced. Both these

- appear to h req lired if we desire that the trace should

The Astronomer Royal said that, while he admitted that at Kew the

these or similar (

first int-™1 J - " " ' ' U - J " ,u" rintroduced successfully, and that the methods tl

Hy the sa«ne as those of Mr. Brook, which had been adopted at

™e Royal Observe eoutd not help thinking that

^ere was one important ,.- n - mi. In Mr. Brook's method, a sheet

and recorded

orking of the instrument; and these original records, carefully

important
graphic paper wrapped on

impossible

Sel.,m ^eies, V...1. Xir, N'o. 35.—S'pt., 1
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transferred by hand to the gelatine paper the silver plates had lo be

cleaned off, otherwise it is obvious they would soon multiply to a num-

ber too expensive and cumbrous to be used. Now, he had strong

doubts that any person could transfer by hand all the minute fluctua-

tions of the instrument; he did not now speak of the great magnetic

storms, the indications of which were constant and universal, but he

alluded to those sudden, slight, but now important agitations which the

instrument seemed to undergo after working on each side of its mean

position with great steadiness. And yet, from the recent discovery of

Prof. Faraday as to the varying relations of oxygen to magnetism by

alterations of the temperature, it became highly probable that these

same slight waverings of the magnetometer would be found to have an

interest attached to them hitherto altogether unsuspected.

4. On our Ignorance of the general course of the Tides ; by Dr.

In 1833 Dr. Whewell published in the Philosophical Transactions

an essay towards a first approximation to a map of co-tidal lines; in

which he attempted, from the data then accessible, to draw lines ex-

pressing the course of the tide wave all over the ocean. So far as the

coasts are concerned, this mode of expressing the course of tides is

still held to be the best ; but our materials, which were scanty at the

former period, are very incomplete even yet, with the exception of the

coasts of Europe and the east coast of North America, the east coast

of Australia, and the east coast of New Zealand. In order to trace

the course of the tides on any coast, we ought to know the points of

divergence and of convergence of the tidal wave. We do not know
these points on the west coast of Africa, or on the east coast of South

America; and consequently we do not know the course of the tides of

the Atlantic, nor do we know the relation of the tides of the Atlantic

islands, (the Ferroes, Azores, Bermudas, Cape Verde Islands, &c) to

It was urged that the course of the tides in

Hum, consisting of one or two small vessels, which should have for its

irimary and governing object the obtaining a connected knowledge of

be tides of the coasts of the Atlantic, in the first place, and of those

f other oceans afterwards.

The Astronomer Royal said that the inquiries to which Dr. Whewell
iad now directed their attention had an object definite, intelligible, and

nost important, whether we considered it practically in its bearing on

r as an object of pur
icing our knowledge on this interesting yet

i case he found ifto be always a most im-

>eginning, however humble, and from his

ssure Dr. Whewell that he felt convinced if

e government to observe the tides

inted out by Dr. Whewell in some limited

; Ocean,—such an application would meet

> well deserved, and which he at all times

! government cheerfully to bestow on such matters. He had

east objection, should such an application be deemed proper
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Btpt FitzRoy, R.N., said that as Dr. Wheweil had done him the
nor of alluding to his exertions and opinions on this interesting, and
every sailor important, branch of science, he would beg leave to

ike a few remarks. In the first place, he must bear his testimony to

3 accuracy of the statement of the learned gentleman who had brought
3 subject before them as to the extreme intricacy and puzzling char-
ter of the general phenomena, and our deplorable ignorance of ex-
isive fields of research in it. It was known to most of those whom
addressed, that Sir John N ghtful work esti-

ited ihe average height of the rise of the tide over the whole surface
the earth to be five feet ; and from all the attention he could bestow
the subject and the best estimate he could form, guided by long con-

nim were aware how widely in a average was de-

parted from. Several localities could be pointed out where the total

rise of the tide was to be spoken of as inches ; while in other, and fre-

quently not very distant, places, the rise was six, seven, eight, or more
fathoms.

Capt. FitzRoy then stated, that along the entire western coast of
South America the tides could scarcely be said to be earlier or later

at one place than at another,—as for hundreds of miles, indeed nearly
as far as Panama, they might be said to occur at the same time,

though they only rose four or five feet. At the Straits of Magellan
they were very remarkable ; on the west side they rose but a few feet,

say four or five, but on the eastern side they rose to the enormous

place of the other. He considered this to be accounted for thus.—On

they partook of the general character of the tides of
the Pacific

Atlantic sei through the Straits and meeting the ti

i heaped up to the i

lad stated. He then proceeded to mention several other pi

and anomalies of the tides in the Great Pacific Ocean :—and said that

a general review of them had led him to throw out the conjecture

alluded to by Dr. Whew b -»sin the tides seemed to

he at one time urged forward by the luminary as it passed along over

them towards the west, and then afterwards seemed to surge back again

towards the east; and in this motion to an fro the waters of this great

basin might be conceived as a whole to partake ; while yet the motion

of no one part need move more than a very few feet from its place.

5- Observations on Atomic Volumes and Atomic Weights, with consid-

erations on the prof >die* now considered as

elementary may be decomposed ; by Prof. Dumas.

.
prof. Dumas alluded to the solubility of some substances and the

v instances of the difference of this

quality in regard 'o solution in water, sulphuric and strong acids, and
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referred to Berthollet's views and experiments on this subject. The

i y as the weight; thus, for example, magnesia and

acid may have their volumes numerically expressed before :

combination, and also graphically by I"

acid showed a certain degr<

tion, and barytes the greatest condensation ; and these tie couia repre-

sent and reason on as well by lines of different lengths as by figures or

by words. The degree of condensation (however expressed) had also

relation to the quality or degree of k>I hate of mag-

nesia was very soluble, sulphate of lime but little soluble, and the

greatly condensed sulphate of baryta was insoluble. He then pursued

i\ with the chlorids, comparing the chlorid of sodium with

the extreme case of the chlorid of silver.

After graphically expressing the solubility of bases with sulphuric

acid by lines, he proceeded to show that the relative volumes of the

elements chlorine, bromine, and iodine could be perfectly represented

by lines equal in length. Prof. Dumas said that when a number of

metals are represented by lines, at first they seem in confusion, and it

would appeal to arrange them in a system of lines

to permit their relations to appear; but when considered in relation to

the substitution of one property for another, or of the substitution of

one substance for another in groups, then their arrangement became
easy. And here we may remark, that Prof. Dumas had not previously

prepared diagrams or tables, but covered a large black board with li

figures, an 1 form lie, to follow his train of r ng,—and symbols,

volumes, and nam 3 rapidly produced rapidly effaced to

e Professor's views of the laws o
body for a other ir a compound. Prof. Dun AS gt ve many examples
of groups of other such as the alkalie ths, &c, arranged

>! ih< • ii H ies. He called atte n the Triad groups,

aving most of
H:S of \ ernes, and also that omic or combining

number was also of the m
together

;

uis.su! >Bur 16 , selenium 40, and t m64. Half of the

ve40, the number for the middle Chlorine 35, bro-

mine 80, a id iodine 125. Or the alkalies, lithia, soda, and potassa, or

baryta, afford, wit
of this coir e the suggestion, the series of bodies, if

the extrem s wore kn vvi by some law, intermedia e bodies might be

jred;

transformed or decomposed into off

thrown upon the possibility of the i

Prof. Dumas tnen snowed mat in the metals similar properties are

found to those of non-metallic bodies; alluding to the pose
metals that were similar in their relations, and which may be substituted

one for the other in certain compounds, might also be found t
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in triads, Prof. Dumas alluded to the ideas of the ancients of the trans-
mutation of metals and their desire to change lead into silver and mer-
cury into gold ; but these metals do not appear to have the requisite
similar relations to render these changes possible. He then passed to

into black lead under the voltaic arc.

After elaborate reasoning and offering many analogies from the
stores of chemical analysis, Prof. Dumas expressed the idea that the
!' lU of tin subsii iition of one body for another in groups of compounds
might lead to the transformation of one group into another at will ; and
we should endeavor to devise means to divide the molecules of one
body of one of these group* into two par'.-, and also of a third body,

result. In this way, if bodies of similar properties and often associated

together were transmutable, one into the other, then by changes, por-
tions of one might often, if not always, be associated with the other.

Thus, in nature when chlorine occurred, iodine and bromine might
also be found, and always would be if they were transmutable the one
into the other. Cobalt is thus mysteriously associated with nickel, iron

with manganese, sulphur with selenium, &c. In the arts during opera-
tions when certain radicles were produced, analogous ones were found

ui associated result.

Dr. Faraday expressed his hope that Prof. Dumas was setting chem-
ists in the 1 -lit patli ; and although conversai:

. yet he had been by no means prepared for the multitude of

tinted out.

Mr. Grove spoke of the importance of the view ; as, by knowing the

sets of physical properties with greatly differing character might, with

this law of the substitution of one set of chemical qualities for another

»n a compound group, give the hope of the great realization of some of

the ideas embodied in the views of the possible transformation of one

body at the will so as to possess the properties of others.

Prof. Williamson, Dr. Anderson, and Dr. Gladstone remarked en

these analogies,—and referred to the groups of bodies of similar char-

acters, but « ,it or inexplicable. Thus, the met-

a's of the platina group of bodies, the red states of phosphorus and of

sul phur, the carrying of certain of these properties into the sulphurets

°f phosphorus, try history of bodies like the phos-

phates, might be rendered clear in future researches by the ideas re- m
suiting from numerous examples of the triad groups alluded to by
Prof. Dumas.
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6. On a Copying Electric Telegraph; by Mr. F. C. Bakewell.

In the method adopted for transmitting copies of writing, the letters

conducting and a non-conducting surface. The foil is placed on the

cylinder of the transmitting instrument, and a metal style in connection

with a voltaic batlery presses on the surface of the cylinder as it re-

volves. By this means the electric current is continually broken when

the style is resting on the varnish, and as the style is made to traverse

by an endless screw from one end of the cylinder to the other, it passes

necessarily over all the lines of the writing, and about eight times over

the cylinder of that instrument, paper moistened with a solution of

prussiate of potash in diluted muriatic acid is placed ; the metal style

on that instrument being a piece of steel wire. When the electric cur-

tent from the positive pole of the voltaic battery passes through the

steel point to the paper, a blue mark is made by the production of

Prussian blue,—and when the cylinder is in motion, the effect is to

draw a series of spiral lines on the paper; but as the lines are broken

whenever the varnish writing on the transmitting cylinder interposes,

the forms of the letters are transferred from one instrument to the

other,—the writing appearing of a pale color on a ground ot

drawn closely together. To produce this effect, It is requisite that

both instruments should rotate exactly together, and this syi

movement is attained by means of an electro-magnet,—one instrument

being made to regulate the other by retarding Its motion at regular

The regulation of the instrument is also facilitated by a guide-line,

consisting of a strip of paper placed at right angles to the writing, by

which means the person in charge of the receiving instrument can as-

certain huw m ich the speeds of t . and by the

strip of paper to fall exactly under each other,—which indicates that

the two cylinders are revolving at the same rate. It was staled, in

answer to questions by members present, that two hundred letters per

ght be copied by the instruments exhibited, and that five hun-

means of telegraphic communication affords for transmitting secret

messages, an apparently blank piece of paper was produced, on which

a message had been impressed invisibly before the meeting of the Sec-

tion, and by brushing it over with
writing became instantly legible.

(To be.
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Chemistry and Physics.

1. Crystalline form of the Rhombohedral Metals, (Berichi
Berl. Akad.)—Prof. G. Rom., in continuation of his previous ii

gations, has examined an artificial crystal of Tellurium obtain*

Mitscherlich. The form was a regular six-sided prism terminal
rhombohedral faces. The angle of the rhombohedron at the ter

edges was found to be 7 1° 51'. This rhombohedron is therefore a i

dary to the primary rhombohedron. Prof. Rose also reckons amoi
rhombohedral metals the 7' nuth) from Schei
It affords the two rhombohedrons 81° 2' and 66° 40' according to

dinger, the former being that, parallel to whose faces, composition c

i formed. Prof. Rose is therefore inclined to conside
mineral as a joint crystalliz

lunum and sulnhur. rather ... . .i chemical compound. Zinc is alsi

included among the rhombohedral metals. Noggerath has observed i

in hexagonal prisms and this is confirmed by Rose. The latter foun<
for the inclination of the baa lanes replacing th<

basal edges respectively 110° 35'— 110° 40', 110° 31—110° 42', an<
111 45— 111 50'. The discrepancy is considered not more thai

was to be expected from the character of the crystal, and the prism i:

taken to be regular hexagonal. On breaking the mass, a perfect c'

age parallel to the base of the prism was often observed, b '

'

cleavage less perfect. The observation of Laurent that

- rhombic prism:
Nickles that it also crystallizes in

improbable since zi

fact shows that zinc

tity of nati

'pally served for
siein, of which very pure specimens i

experiments which the authors performed show that the choice of the

mineral is in nowise m.IiiiLit nt. \\ Uen magnesite contains considera-

ter, which it is almost 'impossible to expel by drying without simultane-

ously disengaging small quant, it is unfit for the

Purpose of analysis. 4
.

The magnesite of Frankenstein contains only 05 per cent, of for-

e 'gn matter, of wh illations. A cer-

tain quantity of this mineral, well powdered, was introduced into a glass
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was placed in a stove, the temperature of which could be

.leasure. By heating this stove to 300° C, and at the same

ing a current of dry air deprived of carbonic acid, all the

:h the magn'esite contained was removed with certainty ; but

e time carbonic acid was disengaged, which it was requisite

md estimate. For this purpose the current of air was di-

irs exit from the tube, into two vials containing perfectly

t barytes water. The carbonate of barytes collected at the

of the drying was estimated in the state of sulphate ; and

:y of carbonic acid, which the weight of the sulphate repre-

the carbonic acid t

and which were deposited in perfecti] Thus the

whole quantity of carbonic acid which a given weight of the magne-
site contained, consisted of— 1, the portion removed by drying at 300°

;

•J, that e.\p lied by c-aicii ui<m: .'>. the small lortion u hich remained

All these experiments were performed and considered with sufficient

care, and gave satisfactory results. The last eleven determinations
which the authors deem most worthy of confidence, gave a mean of

25034 as the equivalent of magnesium.
As all the errors which may be committed in such delicate analyses

tend rather to lower the real number, MM. Marchand and Scheerer are

of opinion, that, neglecting the insignificant fraction of thirty-four hun-

dredths, the round number 250 may be adopted as the equivalent of

magnesium, that of oxygen being 100, or 20, taking the equivalent of

hydrogen as unity. According to this statement, 100 parts of magne-
sia consist of 60 magnesium and 40 oxygen ; and 100 parts of carbon-

ate of magnesia are constituted of 47-619 carbonic acid and 52-381 of

The researches of MM. Marchand and Scheerer place magnesium
among the number of simple substances, the equivalents of which are

multiples of that of hydrogen by a whole number.
3. New Metal, Donarium, (Fogg. Ann., vol. Ixxxii. April, 1851.)

—

This new metal Donari D r . Bergemann, while

Qting on the Wohlerite and Eukolite of Brevig, Norway.
A mineral substance was separated, which has since been called

Ora _'/•

.

- the formula

Do2 03, Si 03 + 2HO, and affording on analysis—

_Si_ JVO ( ,, • ; v.HitrleXa fl
__

The metal was obtained from the oxyd by means of potassium |

it

pbrmed a heavy coal-black powder, which, when dry and rubbed in a

mortar acquired a metal *0 the flame

of a lamp with a reddish light, and forms a red oxyd. Hydrochloric
acid, hot or cold, has no action on the metal ; and nitric acid only when
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heated. Nitro-rnuriatic acid changes it rapidly to a red oxyd, and a
small portion is held in solution. W readily forms
a sulphate. The atomic weight deduced from the composition of this

is 9974, or near that of bromine. 100 pans of the oxyd
Contain 18 072 of oxygen. The oxyd on charcoal alone is unaltered,
and with the usual tests it gives no chui ict< ristic reaction. The bead
with soda contains particles of undissolved oxyd, distinguishable with a
lens by their red color. With borax or salt of phosphorus the bead is

yellowish, becoming colorless on cooling.

4. On Aridium, a new metal; by M. TJllgren, (Oefv. of Kongl.
Vet.-Akad. Forh., 1850, No. 8, p. 55 ; J. f. pr. Chem., lii, 443.)—
This new metal is found in chromic iron, and is closely allied to iron

ritirm, whence the name from -%;, Mars, the alchemistic

id and re-

moving the acid by heat.
' He obtained as a mean of eight good deter-

m u it nns, bismuf! sf) 655. u.wu< n 10-345. This gives for^the equiv-

alent of bismuth, 259995 or 2600.
6. Alkalies—An article by Ebelmen on the separation of the al-

) magnesia and on the analysis of minerals containing the

..:•.
p. 324, Nov., 1850.

IT. Geologf.

,1. Discover!/ of Fossil Fish in the Coal Formation of New Bruns-
wick; by Dr. C. T. Jackson.—Dr. Jackson in a letter to one of the

editors, dated Boston, June 20th, announces the discovery of perfect

specimens \ il mine of Albert county, N. B., on
Tl '" •"' b "i M ij l.isi, ,,n i I u_r t r n ,in m i~ on th. -JTth <.f May, and of

Lepidodendra on the 6th of June. The following is cited from his

letter:—"I returned to Boston on the 12th, with numerous fossil fishes

of Hillsboro, N. B., the miners having followed up my discoveries of
May laat, and found even better specimens than I had myself discovered

You may feel interested in knowing that I have made out some of
the genera and found new species of fossil fishes and that the Paleo-

afic plants ; also that a

Lepidodendron, near if i* h the L. gracile, Br., is

found with the fishes and with scattered fish scales in the same piece

°f the shale. Broad flat leaves like those of palms occur also in the

hsh shales of the coal mine and a curious blistered leaf is extremely

abundant in all parts of the fish strata. These I at last traced to a

f fishes verifies the idea of Agai

There e
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of the fishes were cannibals ! Some of the coprolites I have seen

connected with the anus of the fish appearing as if extruded by compres-

sion of the tish. Some of the fish appear to have been dead and par-

(I when they were enclosed in the strata, others evidently

struggled hard against adverse fortune, erected their fins si

guard themselves from some imagined swallower, while othe

embalmed them in their last struggle. In fact these fishes are literally

embalmed and not petrified, the bitumen which so richly charges the

e, fin, and the minutest markings; the scales retain their

silvery hue s!,_ -i brown by the bituminous mutter.

2. Immense Coal bed.—Mr. J. Dill has communicated to the Family

Visitor a brief account of a remarkable deposit of mineral coal at

. Perry county, Ohio, which, if true, exceeds anything of

the kind before discovered. He writes:

—

"Reports of an immense structure of coal in the vicin

place, have long been circulated in Central Ohio. I first heard of it

in the winter of 1848-9 ; it was then reported to be about ninety feet

thick. Further examinations ascertained the thickness of the uncov-

ered part, in the face of a deep ravine at 112 feet. A few days since

a gentleman of high standing informed me, ti

his, with some others, had stepped the upper surface of the bed and

bored through the coal stratum to a- . and found it

to be 138 feet."

Mr. J. W. Foster adds, in a letter to the editors, as follows :

—

" Although this extent is at \ u i tin e w i all our previous knowledge

of carboniferous deposits, yet I have no doubt that, in the main, it is

true. I was recently within a day's ride of the locality, but regret that

versed with several intelligent persons who had seen the deposit and

all concurred in representing it as one of unparalled thickness. It is

exposed for several miles in the banks and along the bed of a small

stream—one of the tributaries of the Hocking nver. Like most of

nated with it ng purposes, impairs its

value. The deposit instead of being one bed, may be regarded as a

seams of shale, forming natural divisions. Altogether, it may be re-

garded as the most wonderful deposit yet brought to light."

3. On Fossil Fish in the Coal rocks of Ohio ; by J. W. Foster,

(Communicated for this Journal in a letter dated Brimfield, June 23.)

—While at Zanesville, recently, I discovered a locality in the carbon-

fronds of the Neuropteris. I have never before obse
where the forms of animal and vegetable life were so c

,
gled. I have also succeeded in procuring beautifully

j

from the limestone of Cambridge, belonging to this sei

ence of which I had known for several years.
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years, it has been proved that the occurrence of
in many of the western groups of rocks, is by
ie Clinton group at the base of the Upper Silu-

the Lake Superior disti ct. we have detected

lose in the same group in New York, made by
>robably a fish. Mr. Joseph Sullh

observed the remains of fishes consistintr of teeth, scales and fins in

instances in the Cliff lim<?stone of Columbus, (Upper Silu-

f. Agassiz, in a receni

we may hope, ere long, to receive
exnei in formal •of these ancient species.

Dr. Norwoo d found a well-presen,'ed jaw in the same group, at Mad-
ison, fa. Messrs. Whittlesey and B rainard of Cleveland have brought

)m the Devonian, or perhaps sub-

system of Northern Uhio; while at Zanesville and Cam-
bridge, we ha
carboniferous.

4. Sulpha!?

ve indisputable eviderKM of their occurrence in the true

and Carbonate of Copper of Bristol, Conn.—On page
222 we failed r ore contains both sulphuric and
carbonic acids, chemical combination remains in

doubt.

III. Zoology.

I. On the Classification of the Crustacea Grapsoidea ; by James D.
Dana.—The Grapsoidea, in the system here explained, correspond to

the Cyclometopaof Edwards, excepting that we separate the Telphusa,
group and place

these we ma: iciDJB,of the Grapsoidea Cancridica.

In all the i ,:ion is remote from the inner an-

gle, being either near the middle of the apical margin or at the outer

angle. The near imiven
is proof of it« m alongside
°f the Gonoplaeida the Macroph
The Macrophthalmus and Ocypod groups are closely related, and

with Doto make our second ftimiiy the Macrophthalmidje
•zed by the great length of the eye-peduncles;, the very

B abdomen narrow ; correspond-

ing part of the sternum.
The Grapsus family—the third has the sam

oi Milne Edwards. The form is subquadrate, teral margin

anteriorly more or less acute ; the front broad : the eyes of moderate
length or short ; the second j

lally not nar-

rower than the corresponding' mi. We o ive more im-

Portance than has hitherto bf ct of the o

I*" 1 * living an oblique pilife

asis of a subdivisi .
- nsidje li-K-

c|usiveofthePla-usma)in:o 9 (irapsinm and Sesarminai^
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na are distinguished by longitudinal

The fei wuna in limits as the

" GecarQioieos" of Edwards,—the species are remarkable for their

thick obese forms, high rounded front and antero-lateral margin, and

for having the second joint of the male abdomen but slightly narrower

than the corresponding part of the sternum.

The family Pinnotheridje—the fifth—differs from the " Pinnothe-

riens" of Edwards in the removal of the genus Doto, closely related

to Ocypod, and also the genus Myctiris, an aberrant form between

Pinnothera, Doto and Heloecius, but very peculiar in being narrow an-

teriorly, and having no distinct orbits for the retraction of the eyes.

•-Tula:, the male abdomen is much narrower than the ster-

num behind, which character separates them from the Gecarcinidse.

We do not believe in a properly lineal order in classification ;
yet

nearly as can be mac e.-Ti: first, Gonoplacida;, I'm k the Graps idea

gonu> ,ear Eriphii

Panopasus in form. The se Vlacrophthalmidae

thalmus and Gonoplax have

arranged in the sam Tii, third, GrapsidsE
near the Macrophthalmidas, a id She genus Helice is a ctly

placed with one as tl The
to the fourth or Gees ami i om the fourth to he Mh or Pinno-

theridse, and from the fifth to the s xlh or Myciiridse St.li, there

ess prominence which this order does not

' \'i 'r
r

. That ol Elamena to Inacl recognized.

The Gonoplacidae are placed in he Cancer" group by DeHaan
t!

''

fo inh Miit ut' the ourei in i\ili
|

< <U ;.,rti< i< t etl ui h tin outer angle of

the third, and the latter, articulated with the middle of the apical mar-

gin ;—a distinction difficult to carry out and dividing natural groups, as

the Gecarcinidfe, Grapsidag, &e. His genera of the Ocypus group,

are, Doto, Scu| mora, \hct i s, Gelasimus, Macrophthalmus, Cleisios-

.

; - -.

Trichopus, En«
, vnotus, Brachyn

Na i! log. nc is, CvclDiirai)
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illipeds. The former are De Haan's Grapsi, and
grapsi; the latter De Haan's Goniopses and Rand
the length of this joint, as we have shown in manj
character stic of small importance, and such a basii

therefore wrong. There are two natural groups;
sides, like G. pictus, ml the oth. r u I, straight - d

G. cariegatns, like G.
every way similar and hitherto referred to the varie<

adopt two others, v\i, : <.

sits, having straight sides. The latter 'Yurms the Ira

The genus Cydograpsus of Edwards is chart
as having a piliferons crest on the outer maxillip

ted. Subsequently, M'Leay made his .

on the same type. Some recent authors have taken M'Leay's name
for these tyi <us to the exceptions.
We find no authority in the rules laid down by the British Assoc at'mn,

or in the nature of the case, for thus psus from its

true type as first established, and we therefore make Gnathochasmus
a synonym of it, and adopt a new name for the species without the

The following is a synopsis of the I
and Genera

of Grapsoidea :

—

CRUSTACEA GRAPSOIDEA.

Fam. I. GONOPLACIDiE.

paulo deflexus, lamellatus. Antennae interna: transversa?. Articulus

G. 1. Eucrate, De Harm.t—Carnpax antice arcuatus, parce de-

clivis, Panopceo forma antennisque affinis. Appendices maris

sexuales e b te teciB. Pedes maris antici

G. 2. Curtonotus, Be Haan.\—Carapax antice arcuatus, parce

sexuales e bai ii duciae, deinde
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,
Leach.—Carapax la

Fam. II. MACROPHTHALMHLE.
Oculi tenia parte latitudinis carapacis non breviores. Carapax sub-

tis, lateribus non arcuatis. Antennae interna^ sive transversa? sive Ion-

s. Articuius abdominis maris 2dus sterno conliguo angustior.

Articulus maxillipedis 3tius costa obliqua pilifera nunquam ornatus.

1. MACROPHTHALMIN.E.—Antennas interns transversa?, sub fronte

insitse. Antennae externa? basi frontem appressae. Articui .

pedis externi 4tus apertus.

G. 1. Cleistostoma, DeH*—Carapax subquadratus, paulo trans-

versus. Frons quaria parte latitudinis carapacis vix brevior.

Oculi longiusculi. Pedes antici maris femintzve breves. Artic-

2. OCYPODINiE.—Antennae internae longitudinales, juxta fronti

1. Articulus mcuiWpoJis « dmu ±,hm V,tio valde major.

, Latr.—Oculi graciles, cornea parvula, pai

ci portentose ina?qui. Mauus mnoblonga. Pedei

debi!

G. 2. HeloTchjs, Dana.i—Oculis habiiuque Gelasitno affinis. Pe-

des antici subsequi. Abdomen versus basin sterno conliguo vix

angustius. Maxillipedes externi sulco lineari fere longitudinali

G. 3. Ocypoda, Fair.—Oculi crassi, cornea longa, fere ad pedun-

culi basin producta. P< ii, minoris digitis

acummatis. Abdomen basi angustum. Carapax transversus.

G. 4. Scopimera,! DeH.—Corpus globoso-cubicum. Pedes ma-

ris antici subaequi, non crassi. Habitu Gelasitno affinis.

DOTING.—Articuli maxillipedis externi 4tus et sequentes 3tio

Genus Doto, DeH.§—Corpus subquadratum.

§ Crust. Faun. Jupoii., p. 5
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Fam. III. GRAPSID.E.

Oculi tertia parte latitudinis carapacis breviores. Carapax subqu;

dratus, ssepius depressus, lateribus aut rectis aut arcuatis. Antenn
internee transversa;. Articulus abdominis maris 2dus sterno postic

ssepius vix angustior. Articulus maxillipedis externi 3tius sive inorni

tus sive costa obliqua ornatus. Palatum linea elevata vise efferent

1. MaxUUpcJes externi vix Mantes.

G 1. PsEUDOGRAPsr;s, Edio.—Articulus maxillipedis externi 3t

orbiculato-cordatus, aut subquadratus, 2do brevior. Frc

dimidio latitudinis carapacis vix brevior. Carapax laterit

G.2. Eriocheir, DeH.*—Articulus maxillipedis externi 3tius

in Pseudograpso. Proas arapacia multo b

vior. Carapax subpolygonatus.
G. 3. Platynotus, De H.i—Articulus maxillipedis externi 3t

2do longior, margine postico valde obliquo.

G. 4. Trichopus, De H.%—Articulus maxillipedis externi 3t

latior quam longior, extus dilatatus. Pedum articuli 5i

6tusque posticorum conipressi denseque ciliati.

G. 5. Grapsus, Lamk.—

C

leolatos, laterib

vior. Antenna? externa? juxta frontis latera oblique exserl

istiw
, t Eri..." <-.._> <j>-i -

* of another genus by De Haan based on a Mediterranean

'

:
:

-, .-,
.

J
- Acad. Nat. ScL, Philad, viii 1 i2ti.
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G. 7. Planes, Leach*—Carapax non lineolatus, Isevis, fere quad-

ratus, parce oblongus. Frons rectus. Aniculus maxillipedis

externi 3tius latior quam longior, cordatus. Tarsi spinulis

G. 8. Hemigrapsus, Dana.i—Carapax non lineolatus, fere laevis,

lateribus plus minusve arcualis. Frons rectus aut rectiusculus,

antenms internis tranvers - dis externi 3tius

fere orbiculato-cordatus. Tarsi inermes.

G. 9. Cyrtograpsus, Dana.—Carapax gibbosus, subhexagonus

non lineolatus mternis obliquis,

inplicis fronts . ilipedis externi 3tius subor-

2. SESARM1N.E.—Antennae interna? fronte tectte. Articulus max-

illipedis externi 3iius cosla obliqua in 2dum producla notatus.

G. 1. Sesarma, Say-X—Carapax quadratus, saepe partim lineolatus,

basin sterno contiguo vix angustius. Tarsi saepe armati.

G. 2. Sarmatium, Dana.—Car: 'cribus arcu-

atis, fronte curvatim declivi. Abdomen maris versus basin

sterno contiguo vix angustius. Tarsi inermes.

2. Art;, , i ,, ,r,, s f.f < ,p, excavatus.

G. 3. Cyclograpsus, Edw.%—Carapax laevis, medio planus, ad

margines anteriores declivis, lateribus arcuatis, integris. Abdo-

men maris versus basin . angustius.

G. 4. Chasmagnathus, DeH.\\—Carapax convexus, subquadratus,

Oculi oreves. Abdomen maris versus basin sterno contiguo

G. 5. Helice, DeH.*\—Carapax quadratus, lateribus parallelis,

rectis. Oculi long'msculi. Abdomen maris versus basin sterno

contiguo multo angustius.

3. PLAGUSINiE. Antennas internas sinubus frontis longitudinalibus

G. I. Ac a;

r De Haan, F. Jap., p 31 ; <\ ,•'>!, „p ^, in j
in "'' ]

. 76, 1811 Paehvmm*, of De Haan, Faun. Japon.. p. I



Fam. IV. GECARCINIDjE.

Oculi breves. Carapax obesus, paulo transversus. antice latns

vatim decltvis, lateribus arcuatis poneque oculos large rotundatis

dentatis. Antennae internee transversa?. Articulus abdominis

2dus sterno contiguo vix angustior. Articulus maxillipedis externi

costa obliqua pilifera non ornatus. Palatum linea elevata via) effe.

UCAJX.K Art.cn lus maxillipedis externi 4tui apertus.

G.

G.

1. Uca, Leach

4. Gf°carcinu(

MaxiWprdi « externi non hiantet

.—Articulus maxillipedis e:

ins, Edw.i—Articulus ma>

insitus.

iterni 4tus angulc

allipedis externi

i3tu

2. Millipedes externi rhamboidice Mantes.

G. 3. Car Latr.—Articulus maxillipe dis extern pice

G. 4. GfiCARCOIDEA, Edw.—Art

marginis medio excavato apicalia

2. GECARCININ.E. Articuli maxillipedis externi

3tio celatus.

G. 1. Gecarcinus.

Fam. V. PINNOTHERID-E.

Oculi breves, orbitis insiti, raro non retractiles. C
sive depressus, raro paulo oblongus et interdum pare

bus valde rotundatis. Antennae interna? aut transv

gustius. [Species omnes parvse.]

2. PINNOTHERIN.E. Articulus maxillipedis exte

aut obsoletus. Corpus sive obesum sive depressun

* Plagusia and Philyra of De Haan. Faun. Japon., p. 31 ;
t

!
tl „ r //„ ,/,,* Th- xmme Philyra

gongs to another g« "7/777
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1. Octdi approxlmati. Fossie antennales conjunctce.

a. Pedes 8 postici sat graciles, subaequi.

G. 1. Pinnothera, Lair.—Corpus obesum. Carapax superficie

integerrimus, nunquam areolatus. Oculi normales.

G. 2. Fabia, Dana.—Corpus obesum. Carapax superficie arnica

pone orbitas sutura divisus. Oculi normales.

G. 3. Xenophthalmtjs, White.*—Corpus obesum, fronte incisi-

onibus duabus profundis oculos gerenlibus instructo.

G. 4. Xanthasia, While.t—Corpus depressum, supra fere pla-

num margineque elevato utrinque instructum, fronte paulo pro-

ducto. Oculi normales.

b. Pedes 4ti longiores et multo validiores.

G. 5. Pinnixa, White.\—Corpus portentose transversum.

G. 6. Pinnotherelia, Lucas.§—Pedes 8 postici sat graciles,

subsequi. Corpus suborbiculare.

2. HYMENICINiE. Corpus saspius parce rostratum, depressum.

Articulus maxillipedis externi 2dus dimidio 3tii major.

G. 1. Hymenosojia, Leach.—Carapax suborbiculatus, angulo extra-

orbitali acuto. Frons angustissimus, non lobatus, oculis valde

G. 2. Halicarcinus, White.\\—Carapax suborbiculatus, angulo

dentes se porrigentibus, oculis remotioribus. Articulus maxilli-

pedis externi 3tius 2do paulo major.

G. 3. Hymenicus, Dana.y—Carapax suborbiculatus, angulo extra-

orbitali nullo. Frons productus, simplex aut lobatus, antenna-

rum basin celans, oculis remotioribus. Articulus maxillipedis

externi 3tius 2do paulo major. Pedes gracillimi.

G. 4. Elamena, Edw.—Carapax subtriangulatus, paulo oblongus,

paulo rostratus, fronte antennas internas celante. Articulus

maxillipedis externi 3tius 2do minor.

Fam. VI. MYCTIRID.E.

Corpus obesum. Carapax fronte perangustus, orbitis carens; an-

tenna? internes longitudinales.

Genus Myctiris, Lair.

* White, Aim M -. X.it. HUt x m, ITS, and Voy. of Samarang, p. 63. The

genus Fabia forms a transition from Pinnothera to Xenophthalmus ; it includes the

j. Nat. Hist., xviii, 176.
'•

::!.. i, 452.

I D'Orbigny's S. Amer., p. 24. The genus forms a transition to the

J
Ana Mag. Nat. Hist, xviii, IT 8.

«ft The genus Hymenosoma belongs to the Cape of Good ]

the extremity of S. America, and Hymenicus to New Zealan-
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2. Note on the genera Hexapus and Arges ofDe Haan ; by J. D. Dana.

ters, (in Decade I. and II. of the i 5 and 35,) is

arranged near Pinnothera, wh ; ch it resembles in its short obese form
- . But in his iasl Decade, published in 1849, which con-

tai " s bis i .in), at p. xiv, the genus is referred
to the vicinity of Pilumnus.—The outer maxillipeds are as in Pilumnus.
The genus is peculiar in the 5th pair of legs being obsolete. The spe-
cif s is the H. sexpes, (Jap., p. 63 and pi. 11, f. 6, Cancer sexpes of
Fabricius, Ent. Syst., Suppl., p. 344, f. 37.)
The genus Arges of De Haan, (Faun. Japon., p. 21,) includes only

a fossil species. It is Cancroid in its outer maxillipeds and near Pilum-
nus and also Menippe. The abdomen in both sexes is 7-jointed ; in

the male oblong-trigonal, in the female ovate. The lateral margins

of the carapax are parallel and entire, and the general form is much
like that of ( li'.ied. Distance between
the eyes one-fifth the breadth of the thorax.—Sp. A. parallelus (F. Jap.,

p. 52, and pi. 5, f. 4) from Japan.
3. On the Resuscitation of Frozen Fish ; by Prof. O. P. Hubbard.

Journal, vol. x, p. 132, I made a request that correspondents would

sate other examples of the kind. In reply I have received

•ving letter from Prof. J. P. Kirtland, ML)', which details a

To Prof. O. P. Hubbard, Dear Sir:—In accordance with your re-

quest, as expressed in the f< -e going artic e. I will communicate in de-

tail some facts in regard to the resuscitation of frozen fish.

To persons familiar with the locality, it is known that a brook or

(let arises from springs, among the granite hills between Dur-
ham and Haddam in the state of Connecticut and ultimately discharges

itself into ('
the city of Middletown.

uls its way
through a marsh of several acres in extent, immediately below which,

a high dam is thrown across it from bluff to bluff. This raises the wa-
ter some eight or ten feet over the marsh and forms a reservoir for the

purpose of supplying a series of mills on the stream below, during the

droughts of summer. At the approach of winter the artificial outlet is

wed by a gate and the water collects till it is wanted during

the following season.
In this pond or reservoir had accumulated large numbers of the

common eel and as they ^rom descending the

selves, many of them had attained a large size.

The Rutin] -ID-20 or of the succeeding year

(which, I am not certain,) was distinguished for the scanty supplies of

rain and the low stages of water in the streams in that section of coun-

ty- Winter set in with heavy and repeated falls of snow, the drought

ung. A heavy body of (C<
; and u Pon

«t rested eighteen inches or more o^ snow. About mid-winter the mill

owners drew off all the remaining water and the ice rested on the soft

mud at the bottom. The immense pressure seemed to incommode the

ee ls in their winter quarters and they commenced collecting in the
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scended through the gateway of the dam in search of a more favora-

Below the dam the brook descends from one level to another among
the rocks, forming little pools one or two feet in depth and a few feet

wide, in nrhic fallen leaves had accumulated. Be-

weeks and the surface of the pools was thickly congealed and fre-

quency involved the leaves and the eels.

On an extreme cold morning my brother-in-law, Caleb A'-

of Atwater in Ohio, a Mr. Hall of Durham and myself visited the

place, prepared for a fishing exploit—not however in accordance with

the nice directions of that prince of fishermen, Isaac Walton, but

armed with an axe, shovels and baskets.

of honest Isaac though

As soon as they were secured in the basket they were thrown amo
le snow, and as the temperature was very little above zero they we

; once congealed without a struggle.

VVe returned at evening to my residence in Durham, with my slei;

iaded to its utmost capacity with frozen eels. The quantity was i

During the night ihey were placed in a cold and exposed room a

ere literally as stiff and almost as brittle as icicles. The next moi

ig a tub was filled with them into which was poured a quantity

ater drawn from the well and they were then placed in a warm stov

jom for the purpose of thawing. In the course of an hour or two t

r of tubs full during the day

i suddenly frozen at the i

We should be gratified to

Markham's pond whether a sin

cent years, of the descent of t

happened a few years previous

Cleveland, Ohio, July 15, 1850.
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New Planet Irene, (Gould's Astr. Jour )—On t

Mr. J. R. Hind of London, discovered a new plan
of the 9th magnitude. Its place May 19, 12^ 52'
in R. A. 16h 4" 10^-41 and South decl. 13° 23' 34

This is the fourth planet discovered by Mr
of the group between Mars and Jupiter.

" Sir John Herschel, who was requested b]

• - pi v sei the name Irene
y , ,

peaceful sentiments which should be fostered by the great industrial

exhibition now holding in London, where the planet was discovered."
The planet Trene was also discovered independently, by M. Gasparis,

1. Smithsonian Institution.—The following observations on the

registry of Periodical Phenomena, have been issued in a circular by

Registry of P« —The Smithsonian Institution,

being desirous of rd to the periodical

phenomena of Animal and Vegetable life in North America, respect-
fully invites all persons who m cr, to record their

w ]'ich particular atte ntion should be di rected, are the first appearance

dates of appearance and disap-

pearance of migratory or hybernating

ishes, Ins,3cts,&c. ; the time;3 of nesting of Birds, of moult-
1{]

'A and littering of i. of utterance of charw
among reptiles and insects, and any thing else which may be deemed
noteworthy.

L
A lis, of plants is appended, to which

nad m making obser n prepared from materials fur-

nished by Dr. John Torrey and others,
many species distribiited throughout the United States, together with a

number indigenous n Europe. For the present,

attention may be pai of flowering of these species,

this period in all casea being indicated by the first appearance of the

anther in the expanding flower
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The Smi -;
i bo desirous of obtaining detailed lists

of all the animals and plants of any uis continent.

as those in common use ; but when the former are unknown, the latter

may alone be employed. It is in contemplation to use the information

thus gathered, in the construction of a series of tables, showing the

jii of the animal and vegetable kingdoms in

North America.

List of Plants to be particularly observed.

.th, Dog toot!

'

»lumbinej
" ^

.i>en, L., Ataiiiasco lily. Halesia

iHepatica triloba, Chaix, Round lobed liv-

- Ifoustonk^ca'rulea, Hook, Bluets, inno-

>u,-kle. '

Bignonia (Tecoma) radicans, Juss., 1 1 l Iri- r-i, '
i L Lar-^e blue flag.

pet creeper. Ju-Iaii. r.-Zu. I.. English walnut,

mnioides, Walt., Catalpa tree. ni-ni. 1... Black walnut.

'• - :' M. • . ;

<
.'

.'.''"
i'
;'

'•. v. , -
; : : :-.- ;... .. ;- i. ;-

ironwood. frees Spice c -1. Bei ffatoj
"

a, L, Common mom-

I

- -. '
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Lonic, ra tart iri, i. L., F,.reign spurs. (Rhus glabra, L., Smooth sumach.
• arrant

MWdeodron tolipifera, I...

American poplar.
Ma^uuUt,., 'I -mall,i launlma- t .l.liam.- iu„

-
'

: I >wamprose.
L, Purple flowered n

msis, L, Blood root.

i, L., Soapwort, boun

i,L„ Side-saddle flower

*' '. -. ' ,,,, I o J V

depositing eggs.

V'itis aestivalis Mich., Summer grape.

r animals, and if possible, time of

2. TAe Cambridge Observatory, (Contributed for this Journal, through
J. Smith Homans, Esq., Boato '» situated on a

Summer House Hill, the

altitude. The grounds appropriated to the use of the Observatory c

prise about six and a half acres. It is distant nearly three-fourths ol

"Hie northwest from University Hall, and three miles and a half in t

same direction from the State House in Boston.
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The wonder and admiration caused by the unexpected appearance of

the great comet in March, 1843, was a great incentive to, and indirect-

ly, one of the principal causes of the erection of this now celebrated

Observatory, although for many years before it had been a favorite pro-

ject with John Q. Adams, Nathaniel Bowditch, and other dial

advocates of astronomical science. But few decisive steps were taken,

however, until the sudden appearance of this brilliant comet, in 1843,

adequate to make accurate observations on such a body. This aroused

the public-spirited citizens of Boston to a sense of the importance of an

Astronomical Observatory, with instruments of sufficient accuracy to

make the necessary observations on the heavenly bodies. Accordingly,

I public-spirited individuals w
ested in the cause. Soon after, a large meeting of r

others was held in the hall of the Marin. S. .•
< :y, \\ Ik i- it was resolved

to raise by subscription the funds necessary for procuring an equatorial

telescope of the first class, and twenty-five thousand dollars were
'

mediately subscribed. Mr. David Sears, of Boston, headed the list

a donation of five hundred dollars for this object, besides giving i

thousand dollars for the erection of a suitable tower to contain this

strument. Another gentleman of Boston subscribed one thousand c

lars towards the telescope: eight others contributed five hundred c

lars each, for the same object ; eighteen gentlemen gave two hundred

each, and thirty others gave the sum of one hundred dollars each. The
American Academy of Arts and Sciences made a donation of three

thousand dollars, and the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
gave one thousand. Besides these. || e Companies
of Boston contributed largely. The American, Merchants

1

,
and Na-
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tional Insurance offices, and the Humane Society, gave five hundrt
each

; two other companies subscribed three hundred ; and two othe
gave, respectively, two hundred and fifty, and two hundred. Thus i

a short time an amount was subscribed sufficient for procuring the it

strument which has contributed so much to the advancement of astror
omy generally, besides reflecting so much honor on the country i

large.

The Sears Tower.—The engraving annexed is a correct represents
tion of the Grand Refractor, which is placed in the Sears Tower, o

! Observatory, and in the preceding sketch a coi

oears, whose generous donation we have already mentioi ed, ishuillof

brick, on a foundation of granite laid with cement. I is thirty-two

feet square on the outside, while on the inside the corners

brought to a circular form for the belter support of the d ome, forming
a massive arch. This dome, covering the grand equator

stout ribs of
Plank, and covered externally with copper. There is an opening five
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closed by weather-proof shutters

On the lower side of this dome is affixed a grooved iron rail, ar

the granite cap of the wall is placed a similar rail ; between

grooves are placed eight iron spheres, accurately turned, on whic

dome is revolved. The apparatus for moving the dome consis

toothed wheels, geared to a series of toothed iron plates, fastened

lower section. By means of this the whole dome, weighing i

in thirty-five seconds. In t

and one or two smaller instruments. The Comet Seeker, a small

strument of four inches aperture, by Merz, is used from the balcon

of the dome. This is the instrument with which the younger Bond ]

discovered no less than eleven telescopic comets, before intelliget

had reached him of their having been seen by any other observ

From these balconies a most extensive and beautiful view of the nei;

boring towns, meets the eye. ,

On either side of the tower is a large wing. Of these the easten

used as a dwelling for the observer; the western, on which is plac

the smaller dome, is used for magnetic and meteorological observatio

This wing was erected in the years 1850-51, and adds greatly to

architectural beauty of the Observatory. In this dome is placed

smaller equatorial, of five feet focal length, and an object-glass of f

and one-eighth inches, made by Merz, which is a remarkably fine

which have been made with it. Among these we may particula

mention the new ring and satellite of the planet Saturn. It has also

enabled the observers to resolve the principal nebulsc, particularly those

in the constellations Orion and Andromeda. The object-glass was made
at the celebrated manufactory of Merz and Mahler, in Munich, Bava-

ria, who also were the makers of the celebrated telescope at the Pul-

kova Observatory, which is of the same size and mounting as that in

Cambridge. The same artists also made the V*

nati equatorials, besides many others of a smaller size in the United

States. The extreme diameter of this object-glass is fifteen and a half

inches, although the effective diameter is only fourteen and ninety-five

hundredths inches: the focal length is tw< nv-two feet six inches; the

total weight nearly three tons
; yet the friction is so successfully reliev-

ed by the judicious arrangement of wheels and counterpui-

could be pointed to any quarter of the heavens by the finger of a child.

A siderial motion is communicated to the telescope by cl<

by which means an object may be constantly kept in the field of view,

which essentially aids the observer ii MM of celes-

tial objects. The right-ascension is read off by means of an hour cir-

cle, eighteen inches in diameter, reading to one second of time by a

reading also to one second of time or four seconds of arc. The total
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cost of the instrument was $19,842. The object-glass arrived in Cam-
bridge on the 4th of December, 1846, but the tube and itto

not arrive until the 1 1th of June following. The instrument was mount-
ed on the 23d of June, 1847, and on the evening of the same day was
first pointed to the heavens.
The tube of the telescope is of wood, veneered with mahogany and

polished on the outside. Within, it is lined with paper, and is strength-
ened with iron diaphragms. The flexure of the tube is 00

lance preserved by two brass rods seventeen feet

having at their extremities nearest the eye-end, brass spheres filled with
lead, eight inches in diameter. These rods turn on a universal joint

near the middle or ceotr 088 the influence of gravi-

tation on the longer and heavier part of the tube in every position. The
centre of motion of the whole instrument is twelve feet nine inches
above the floor of the dome. The focal length of the finder telescope

isforty-five inches, anil its aperture three inches.

The transit c rcie is h\ S ms of L melon. The object-glass, by Merz,

•ciu'hl inch s aperture, and sixty-five inches focal length.

- are four feet in diameter, being cast in one piece, and are

ated on silver from 0° to 36 spaces, whichJ mto five minute spaci

single division of the r

ter head being equal to one second of arc, and may be read to two-

tenths of a second.
Besides these, the Observatory is furnished with many smaller instru-

ments, and a complete set of meteorological instruments, an astronomi-
cal clock, and siderial chronometers.
One of the most ingenious contrivances connected with the Observa-

tory is the " observer's chair," invented by the director. By means of

>ort himself to any part of the dome

The new method of finding the motion of the earth has been tried at

the Observatory, and also by Prof. Horsford, at the Lawrence Scientific

School.

During the Summer of 1848, the director being engaged with the

a ates Coast Survey in determining differences of longitude,

i attention to the electro-magnetic method of recording astro-

nomical observations. The apparatus which it has been found conven-

lent to adopt at this Observatory, consists of i '

.

These I

connected by means of copper wires,

i machine devised to carry a cylinder v

> that it may make c

; on this cylinder tr

covering the cylinder of the spring-governor among the second marks
of the clock. h .t the tenths, and even hundredths of

a second may be read off without difficulty, as the sheet of paper, when



unrolled, presents the vertical columns in even minutes, and the hori-

zontal in seconds.

The clock signals are also readily connected with the lines of the

telegraph offices, by means of properly arranged switches, so that in

effect the beats of the Cambridge clock are as distinctly heard at the

offices in Boston, Lowell, Burlington, and elsewhere, as they are within

a few feet of the clock, the only limit being the power of the battery

;

by commencing at the even minute, the lime is given all along the line,

and this is found very convenient in regulating the starting of the

Railroad trains. This method has been subjected to a long and satis-

factory trial, and is now considered as a permanent regulation in this

Observatory.

The instrument is mounted according to the German for

has been objected to from the fact that it requires reversal whenever the

object under examination cross s the mei Han. This is felt as a prac-

'.',:._
. : . -! -r

'.

' /".: :

'"

distances, since in most instances the telescope passes the meridian by

more than an hour of right ascension, and always by more Upn two

There are but one or two points in which the instrument has been

in reading off the angles.

3. The Solar Eclipse.—The solar eclipse of July 28, was observed

B . Mass., as follows :

For the bcizui-ncir. f\-|>r< --<'d in mean solar time of the Observatory.

By R. T. Paine, iwiu t ,..{-, lctmg telescope of 51 in. focal length

and 3 in. aperture, power 40—

7

h 49"1 3528s
.

By S. C. Walker, equatorial refracting telescope of 4* in. aperture

and 5 feet focal length, power 50—

7

;> 49m 35-34-.

By W. C. Bond, Daguerreotype telescope with achromatic eye-piece,

focal length 9 feet, Sun's image thrown on a white field—

7

b 49m

38-97*.

By C. W. Tuttle, comet-seeker equatorially mounted, 4 in. aperture,

power about 15—7'> 49'" 44-08'.

By T. H Safford, with screen of blue tinge without a telescope—

7

h

50™ 35".

At the end of the eclipse the sun was obscured by clouds. To the

unwearied and skillful exertions of J. A. Whipple, we are indebted for

a series of daguerreotype impressions of the progress of the eclipse,

taken in the small dome of the west wing of the Observatory.

W. C. Bond, Cambridge.
Observations were made at Burlington, N. J., with a 5 feet equatori-

al telescope, and from the very favorable state of the weather were

32 s
. Lat-

itude of the observatory 40M' 51"-6. Saml. J. Gummere.
4. Science of Pisa.—Pisa is a fine city, and its university contains

the best general collection in zoologj . _ and botany

in all Italy. It is justly celebrated "at home for the high character of

its scientific men, and deserves to be generally applauded for their

sakes. Chas. Matteucci,—the two Savi, sons of the renowned G. Savi,
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Professor of botany at Pisa until his death,—Joseph Meneghini profes-
sor of mineralogy and geology,— Piria, the eheim>t, are ,.

just celebrity, and we found them most agreeable and enthus
Prof. Meneghini is a young man and has held his office only two years
in place of his unfortunate predecessor Prof. Pila, who was shot in one
of the republican battles of 1848. He is also a zoologist ami botanist,

and has edited " Observazione Postume di Zoologia Adriaiica del l'rof.

Stefano Andrea Renier, Venezia, 1847, containing 16 plates in folio,

principally occupied with figures ot spot _. - — Con >•/ ml oj B.S.,Jr.
5. Fish of ML Bolca.—At Padua we found the most complete col-

lection of the fossil fish of Mi. Bolca, probably in the world ; over 500
specimens, generally presenting both sides, some of them five or six

feet long, and all remarkably perfect. We visited this celebrated lo-

cality last Friday. It is in a verv wild and romantic region, surrounded

imams. Mt. Bolca "itself is 2000 feet high; and to the

north and east, the Tyrolese Alps rise abruptly, leaving a profound and
steep valley between them and the base of Bolca. Columnar basalt in

regular forms crowns the si mnit md mruc!< - between the vertical fish-

beds.— Correspondence of B. Silliman, Jr., dated Milan, June 30, 1851.

6. The Werner Festival at Freyberg, (Architect; from the Athe-
iKeum, June 21, No. 1234.)—The memory of the great founder of

geology is becoming dearer to his numerous disciples every year.

Thus, the late commemorativi ies i\ tl u is \< r\ t nm rously attended.

After the procession had been formed in the halls of the Mining Acade-
my, it proceeded by to cathedral. Passing the

venerable piles of the huge cloister, it arrived at the monument of

Werner, richly decorated ; and by the portal of Byzantine origin en-

tered the wide halls of the church. Prof. Breithaupt, as senior of the

professors, delivered an oration in honor of the man whose pupils are

now spread over the whole globe. The procession was then joined by
700 miners, attired in their mediaeval costume. When Werner became
professor in Freyberg, it was exclusively a Saxon institution ; but, under

him it embraced, besides 981 natives, 700 foreigners, and amongst them
236 not Germans, and 33 pupils from all parts of the globe—some
among them now occim. - profession.

7. Monti Minerals at Naples for sale.—This

collection, now in the hands of a nephew of the late Monticelli, the

distinguished it, is offered for sale. It contains 4000

specimens. There are over 400 Vesuvian specimens, containing the

largest and finest suite of Vesuvian species and varieties extant, all

thoroughly labelled. Besides these, it includes also a beaut ;

of Elba and Sicilian minerals, and a general collection rich in the spe-

cies of the most celebrated European localities. Farther information

may be had by applying to the editors of this Journal.

8. Correc Bote has been received for publica-

tion from B. A. Gould, Jr.—Prof. Airy has most kindly called my at-

tention to an important error in the publication of my Report on the

Velocity of the Galvanic Current in Telegraph U ires, and which is

due solely to my own inadvertence. On page 92 of the Proceedings

of the Amer teir New Haven meeting; page 156

of the last volume of your Journal, and page 20 of the extract in pam-
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phlet form, the tables for the St. Louis and the Louisville signals have

been mutually interchanged. The correctness of the published results

is however not affected, as the error occurred during the preparation

of the manuscript for the press.

9. Letters from Christiania announce that the Swedish govern-

Sir James Graham Dalyell, the eminent naturalist, and President

of the Society for Promoting the Useful Arts in Scotland, died in

Edinburgh, on the 7th June, at the age of seventy-seven.

1. Reports of the Secretary of War, with J

from San Antonio to El Paso; by Brevet Lt. Col. J. K. Johnston,

Lieut. W. F. Smith, Lieut. F. T. Bryan, Lieut. N. H. Michler, and

Capt. S. G. French of the Quartermaster's Department. Also the Re-

port of Capt. R. B. Marcy's Route from Fort Smith to Santa Fe ; and

the Report of Lieut. J. H. Simpson, of an Expedition into the Navajo

Conntn/ ; and the Report of Lieut. W. H. C. Whiting's Re,

ces of the West en Frunti, r of ! ms. S< nat< Ex. 1 >oc. No. 64, 31st

Congress, 1st Session ; 250 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1850.—Like other

nil officers under the. Bureau of Topographical Engineers, of

which Col. J. J. Abert is at the head, these Reports contain many ob-

servations of interest to science, and especially to the Geo!
Ethnographic departments. The volume is illustrated by 75 litho-

s and maps, the former containing views of scenery, of

Trap dykes and other geological phenomena, of both individual natives

and groups in their sports, of ancient hyeroglyphical inscriptions, and

numerous other subjects of interest. We reserve further notice for a

future number.

2. The Banker's Magazine and Statistical Register, edited by

J. Smith Homans, Esq. Published at Boston in monthly Nos. of 84

pages, at $5 per year.—Under the editorship of Mr. Homans, the Ban-

ker's Magazine is a work of general learning and research, and of wide

and philosophical views with regard to moneyed relations and institutions

at home and abroad. It also contains much detailed information re-

specting the production of the precious metals in different countries as

well as their circulation, besides facts and opinons on various collateral

The August number, among its many excellent articles, contains a

sketch of the early history of banking, with a variety of details which

render the magazine of the first importance to bankers, and to well in-

The publisher of this able periodical gives notice that the following

important an i be embodied in the volume for the

year beginning July 1851, and ending June 1852 :— 1. New varieties

of gold and silver coins and bullion, with important details relating to

the "coinage, rules of the Mint, &c. ; by Jacob R. Eckfeldt and W. E-

Dubois, Assayers of the U. S. Mint. 2. The American Law of Bank-

ing, a synopsis of the decisions of the higher courts of every State m
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the Union upon the subjects of banking, bills of exchange, promissory

:ing with Maine,

. Massachusetts,to be followed in order by New Hampshire, Vermont,
it, New York, "ike. 3. History of Banking and Currency,

by VV. J. Lawson, Esq. ; a recent English work. 4. Histor
es of the Early Currency among the American Colonies. 5. ( lilbartks

ncluded. The second American edi-

nay be had of booksellers throughout
the United States.

3. A Guide to the Scientific Knowledge of Things Familiar ; bv
Rev. Dr. Brewer. From the London edition. 426 pp. 16mo. New
York. 1851. C. S. Francis and Co.—This work consists of questions

gives simple yet sufficient e.xnkuiat <.,,.." The iv;.d. r will gather a
great amount of information from this little volume, and will find it

ready to solve many doubts and queries that are suggested by opera-
tions in nature around him.

4. Elements of Latin Pronunciation, for the use of Students in

Language, Laio, Medicine, Zoolog.s. iences gener-

'i.-ords are used; by S. S. Hai de.max, A.M., Ik of.

Nat. Hist. Univ. Penn. 76 pp. 12mo. Philadelphia, 1851.—Prof. Hal-

the science of phonetics, and has thus prepared himself for his re-

searches into the true pronunciation of the Latin language. The work
therefore commends itself to scholars not only as a treatise on this par-

ticular language, but als sounds, and for gene-
ral views on their force, modes of combination, and relations.

5. The Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Regt nt$

sonian Institution ; showing the oper od condition

of the Institution during the year 1849. W ashingtoii, I S50.—Besides
the other topics oi tins nmortant i port, tc nin,n« i

'• 'ailed descrip-

tive and historical catalogue of the
'

!n country,

made out by Mr. C. C.) . man of the Institution.

6. Ausfuhrliches Handbuch der J /, H >:> nkh "

Rose. In two volumes; the first of 968 pages 8vo on Qualitative

Analysis, and the second of 1070 pages, on Quantitative Analysis.

Braunschweig, 1851.—The Analytical Chemistry of Rose is so well

known and so highly appreciated, that we need only announce here

that a new edition has appeared in Germany, greatly enlarged. It is

the most learned work extant on the subject and the most convenient
for the student.

7. The Journal of Agriculture, a monthly of 32 pages, edited by
wm. S. King and J. J. Mapes. Boston. The first number of this new
Agricultural Journal appeared on the 2nd of July last.

8. Iconogra —No. 21 of this valuable work pub-

lished by Rudolph Garrigue, New York, has been issued. The plates

sustain the high character promised by the earlier numbers.
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The American A • The annual mooting

of the Association, for 1851, was held at Albany, N. Y., during the week commencing

nee ynm oausually ] esented The depart-

ment of Geology an< I
I argely represented,

while Zoology r 'ived comparatively little attrition. The address of Prof. A. D.

'in zoology, Prof.

We give below the I

! i,)llclt information

1. AsTBONOMT, THYSICS, MATHEMATICS.

le

£l

tihf^
UV bj the same.

.
- -

:..''
,

.-" '-
•

-

^
'

^

; -
IdeuVcLt Ekrld; by Prof A. D. Bache, Super-

o^e

n^mr
atSa

., ;

:

!.
i Electrical Theory ; bv Di Kobkbt Harp, of Philad.-lph

, - ^--'-gical Report of Prof. E^y ; by the
;
ame.

Second Series, Vol KM
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^Proper Measure of Mechanical Force
;

large areas wb

1 deep Sea Soundi -, U. S. N.
., i

- ati .ns ii I 1 sol ; by Prof. Philip Ten Etck,

Ibany.

tperimental Researches, tending towards an Improvement in the Telescope, by

jsults of a set of Ob* of Foucault's Experiments ; made
rovideruv. R. I., by Pr..t-, Cautw and Norton.
i the Pendulum Experiment; by Prof. J. D. Dana, of Yale College.

le Effect of Heat on the Perpon .. U mument; by the

onyeving mechanical Power ; by Lieut. E. B. Hunt.

- .n the midst of lanre an
ltly breaking ; bj

2. Meteorology.

>n the distribution of rain for the month of September; by Prof. E. Loomis.

On the Meteorolog
•ranklin B. Hough, of New York.

3. Chemistry.

Relation of the Chemical Constitution of Bodies to Sight; by Prof. E. N. Hors-

e rocks of Florida Reef; by the same.

•
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) Phosphoric Acid in normal Human Urine ; by Dr. Bried, of K Y.

On the Meteoric Stone of Deal. Xew Jersey, whioh
C. U. Shkpard.
On the Probable Data of the Fall of the Ruffs HW tlie same.

. '

mghite ; by a W. Joan tSSl Laboratory.

5. Geology and Paleontology.

ne of the Thermal Waters of Asia .Minor, with an account of the nature of

1,11, M as km tfa , by Fres. E. Hitchcock.

oua slates of the Connecticut Valley; by

•i
•

Dr. F- B. Hough, of New York.
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Remarks upon the Unconformity of the Paleozoic Formations of the U. S. ; by

U of the Potsdam Sandstone ; by Prof. James Hall, N. Y.

Geologist, Albany.
Rem irk- uj, .n the F..~ - tes, and alhed genera Favis-

by the same.

geological periods; by the -nine.

:...; • - - ...•
Bay, with remark- en tin- i' ng of this portion of the Clin-

On some Reptilian Footmarks of the Infra-carboniferous Red Shale of Pennsyl-

vania; by Prof. H. D. Rogers.

On the V« ma, and a de-

scription of a n.-w uvnu- of Fossil Plants; by the same.
On some New Fossil Plants of the Ool irginia; by Prof.

W. B. Rogers.

-

)n some Fossils of Northern Ohio; by Prof. J. Braixerd.

On a New Type erf served among Medusae; by Prof

Monograph ot tb Lamp-dlis Rof„

•
'" "graphi i 1 D '

oroia; by Dr. J. L. Le C

e Classification of the Mammalia ; by C. Girard, of Washington.
: •. i ry, IT. S. N.

fJugkns;

Views on the Nature of Organic Structure : by Lieut, E. B. Hunt, IT. 5

On a New Form of Micros ; of Dimensions
and Angle-; by Pr,,f. J [., y,,w Orleans.

On the Abong . Q. Sqcier.
1

l! the Ms niia; by Dr. J. L. Le Conte,
of New York.

J

Description of samples of Ancient Cloth, from the Mounds of Ohio; by J. W.

;'

-.;:'.:
t Canada.

Proposal E.B. Hunt, U.S.
Engineer.-.

On the Proper Geometric.- . ;igh; by Rev.
Ciias.Ha v, kv, of New York.

-

-one- Plant- to endure the action of extreme Cold; by Prof. John Le Conte, of the

"iV'lv
.Sub.ta



ANALYTICAL LABORATORY.
ad to the « department ot ^pflosopiis an* tje Sltts," in Yale i

J P. NORTON,

1 he course of instruction in this Laboratory is now fully organized
and all practicable facilities are afforded to the students. The Sessions
correspond with those of the College, commencing in January, May and

Agricultural, and in general & :>oth Organic and

Instruction is afforded as far as practicable in certain branches of Ap-
plied Chemistry, and particular attention given to fitting students as

teachers in the various departments of Chemistry.
Students allowed to work during the whole day with use of balances,

reagents, glass, porcelain, alcohol, fires, &c, phtinum only excepted.
I he only extra charge is for breakage. Terms $5 per week or $60 to

$<0 per term of twelve or fourteen weeks.
No previous chemical study required of those who enter this depart-

Lectures on Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. NonTcfo, during winter

term, commenciti, ..f January.
Lectures on Geology, Mineralogy, Elementary Chemistry and Natural

HASKELL, MERRICK & BULL,

Importers and Wholesale Druggists,

No. 10, Gold Street. New York,

of pure Reagent

Chemical Preparations from one of the most reliable sources in

Germany; also Bohemian Glass, Berlin and Dresden Porcelain

Ware suitable for chemical purposes, and a variety of Chemical

Apparatus, to all of which the attention of the scientific public is

requested.

New York, August. 1851.



CATALOGUE OF SHELLS.

The subscriber has this day published the fourth edition of his

Catalogue, containing upwards of 11,000 species and varieties,

together with 6,000 synonymes: to which are added their Au-

thorities, Localities and References to where figured or described.

It is published on fine sized paper, 4to., and contains 460 pages

with a complete Index. Price $3 in paper covers or sheets, and

$3,50 bound in muslin. JOHN C. JAY,
Rye, Westchester Co., New York.

Dec. 1,1850.—ly.

GENERAL INDEX

THE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

IN ONE VOLUME OF 348 PAGES, 8vo.-Price, $3.

A few copies remain for sale in the hands of the Publishers.

Enquire of Silliman & Dana.

See farther, second page of Cover.

FIVE NEW WORKS ON BANKING
FOR FIVE DOLLARS.

I. The Banker's Common-Place Book, containing,

—

on Bunking. By A. B. John- rffl Bank, Utica.

: :

4. Remarks on the Laws and Customs respecting Bills of Exchange. By J. R-

Bills, &C.-P
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ifetallk and Paper Cur-

' Taxation^ ' Faper M A u rgh Rxviw.

IV. Chronicles and Characters of the Stock Exchange. One

irie's, Anecdotes, and Legends.

AllE*'
FranCiS hM fulfilled

>
and most admirab'y fulfilled, the title of his book.-London

" The extraordinary frauds which have been perpetrated from time to timely Stock

Exchange speculator. .
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Art. XXXI.--Observations on the Zodiacal Light; with an
inquiry into its Nature and Constitution, and its h>
the Solar System ; by Denison Olmsted, Professor of Natural
Philosophy and Astronomy, in Yale College.

Annual Meeting at Albany, August, 1651.

I submit to the Association a series of observations on the Zo-
diacal Light, made by me at Yale College from 1833 to 1839,
«pon the basis of which I propose to offer a new description of
this myster.

I(j a brief inquiry into its nature
a°d constitution, and its relations to the solar system. Particu-
iarJ

7, I propose to inquire whether or not it is the origin of the
meteoric showers of November and August.

Various circumstances conspire to interrupt the continuity of a
series of observations on the zodiacal light : among which are

wing:
!• The comparatively few nights in the year when, in our cli-

mate, the sky is cloudless, and th ienfly clear
10 affo ''d good observations on a light so feeble and diffuse.

2. The low angle which the zodiacal light makes with the

S
Z(

S for the grater part of the vear while it is visible.

6
- The presence of the moon, which entirely effaces it ; and,

occasionally, for long periods, the presence of Venus or Jupiter,

-•sot both [-Janets The li-ht of Venus, especially,
*s

°! ten so bright, and ted in the midst of the
zodiacal light, as greatly to interfere with observations. Hence, a
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number of years are necessary of diligent attention to the phe-

nomena of this light, in order to become well acquainted with its

habitudes and laws. Nor can I pretend to have made the best

possible use of the opportunities afforded for viewing it, during

the six years that my attention was directed to it. On the con-

trary, my observations were often interrupted by ill health, and

other causes beyond my control. Still, they were sufficient to

convince me that my previous knowledge of this body was ex-

ceedingly defective, and my notions of it very erroneous ; and

the same may justly be said of most or all of the descriptions and

graphic representations of it given in works of science.

I will therefore, first, attempt an accurate description and rep-

resentation of the zodiacal light.

Since the direction of this^body is oblique to the circles of di-

urnal revolution, and since it appears only immediately before or

immediately after the sun, and therefore more or less of it falls

within the twilight, consequently, its appearances are very differ-

'

i different latitudes, being seen best of all in the tropical re-

where its direction always makes a high angle with the

>n, and where the twilight is short ; and being scarcely visi-

i such high latitudes as London and Edinburgh, except near

: of the equinoxes. Hence British writers who have at-

tempted a description of it, have usually given
gether vague and inaccurate. The lower latitude of our place 01

observation (41° 18' 30") affords a much better view of it, and

my description and representation of it will conform to its appear-

ance at this latitude.

I learn from my friend, Prof. Dana, that while with the Explo-

ring Expedition in the torrid zone, he seldom failed of seeing the

zodiacal light morning or evening, when not prevented by some
of the causes before enumerated ; but during the summer months
in our climate, we hardly see it at all. At the beginning of au-

tumn we look for it in the morning sky, and at the end of au-

tumn in the evening sky. The state'of the atmosphere most

favorable for seeing it at its minimum intensity, is that peculiarly

transparent condition which either precedes or follows a copious

rain. The presence of a black cloud, also, near the horizon,

frequently enables us, by contrast, to see more distinctly the faint

light of the upper portions. With these advantages we
may unite that of fixing one eye on a darker portion of the heav-

ens a few degrees to the right or left, and looking askance with

the other eye over the region of the object sought. This last

expedient will usually be found useful for fixing its exact boun-

daries, in its various stages of intensity.

Although, as was first remarked by Mr. E. C. He:
traces of the zodiacal light may be seen in the northeast early in

August, yet it will hardly be obvious to common observation be-
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Observed the z. ! i.-J hj.t from 3 to 4J o'clock, a. m. Very faint.
Seen only by fixing the right eye on the"region of Canis Major, and
carrying the lefi eve along the ecliptic. Covers Regulusand th

m Cancer, and terminates a little south of Castor.

The earliest distinct view I have obtained of this body in the
evening sky, was on the 2 1st of November, 1837, when I have
the following record :

—

zodiacal light in the evening

, part of the milky way where

3 of Venus. But this evening ex-

)ils, all distin-

eing near the

horizon and hid behind a cloud, we could severally define the bounda-
ries of the zodiacal light. By fixing the right eye on the milky way
near Altair, and the left eye near the head of Capricornus, we could
discern a pyramid less bright than the milky way, but still sufficiently

distinct to be sure of its presence. Its upper edge grazed « and ft,

Capricorni and 8 Aquarii, its vertex reaching to the right shoulder of

Aquarius. Light very feeble and d ar space be-

tween it and the milky wav, embracing the Dolphin, perceptibly darker.

Elongation from the sun 90°.

As a description of the zodiacal sufficient to guide the ob-

server I will offer the following: From the middle of September
until the latter part of November, he will confine his attention to

the m»rnin<r skv. An h< in and a half before daybreak (which is

at that season of the year, in our climate, about 4 o'clock,) he
will first discern a feeb'h diffusa uid scarcely visible light, of a

pyramidal figure, extending from the horizon upward through
the zodiac to Gemini, covering Regulusand Presepe, and termin-

ating a little south of Castor. Near the horizon its material is

usually mixed up with the vapors that prevail there, so as to pre-

vent its forming a definite boundary at its base: but from an alti-

tude of a few degrees above the horizon, the light gradually de-

part of the

Pyramid the it< than at the borders. From
the greater length and amplitude revealed to us by circun

Peculiarly favorable for observation, we have reason to think that,

ry occasions, we do not see the whole of the body, but

that it really extends ifurtli r th m its visible boundaries, both in

I breadth. If the observer continues to watch this

body from the middle of September onward through the month
°f October to the middle of November, he will perceive that the

vertex or visible terminus moves along through the order of the

signs, and nearly at the same rate with the sun, appearing, on the
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25th of October, to occupy the space south of Denebola in the

tail of the Lion, terminating a little above Regulus. From this

time until the middle of November it appears nearly stationary,

ascending from the horizon to the constellation Leo, in some part

of which it terminates, the vertex varying somewhat in altitude

with the condition of the sky. After the 13th of November, the

light fades iu tin- momma sky. coi tracts in dimensions, and soon

becomes stationary and then retrograde with respect to the sun,

proceeding eastward no further than ; Virginis. a ['joint which it

reaches by the 26th of November, having at this time an elonga-

tion of only 60°, whereas a fortnight before the elongation was
90 J

. As the sun advances in the ecliptic, while the light ap-

pears nearly stationary, the elongation on this side continues to

diminish, as well as the dimensions and the illumination, until

early in January, after which it is scarcely seen in the east until

The foregoing general statements are supported by observa-

tions taken at different times through the period of six years be-

fore mentioned, a few of which I extract from my records :—

Nm 26, 1837.—1 'his m orning about d w the zodiacal

lighi- jt, but elongation

brightt

a-,,,,.,'.,-

•ik—i-i.

i prec ('rai'^'lp'n-s^t

'

.„t;L
Zodiacal light

Dec 5.— Zodi i'.j.V ingasear y as 3 o'clock.

Not q L the 28th of No
L.aghtn Virginis.

9.— L\x a eastern sky fro

Very cold and clt Z.,;:., cal light much less bright han on the 5th.

Width Whr 1 1 fir, eeit. Became
distinct lait'ai in .L*\ 3t much feebler

than a go. Contracted betw - and Theta Vir-

ginis, north of *pi a, wii reas a- few day border grazed

after this no n

We will now introduce the observer to the western sky. Here
the zodiacal light fir>t conies into view, so as to be distinctly de-

fined, about the 21st of November, at which time it lies far in

the southwest, crosses the milky way, the head of Capricornus,

and has its vertex near the right shoulder of Aquarius, with an

elongation from the sun of full 9lP. From this time it climbs

rapidly upwards, until by December 2d it reaches nearly to Al-

getiib m the equinoctial colure, having an elongation of more
than lot) . Uyidn it Christmas the vertex reaches almost to

Alpha Arietis, having an elongation of towards 120°. It be-

comes nearly stationary through the month of January, but in
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February and March it moves slowly onward through Taurus to

ich it scarcely advances. The accompanying
diagram (PI. II,) is intended to represent the general appearance of
the zodiacal light, when seen under favorable circumstances near
the time of the vernal equinox. It is seen of a pyramidal form with
a broad base resting on the horizon. Its northern border grazes
the bright star Algenib in Pegasus, passes south ( f V 1

j
h i Ari< us

seven or eight degrees, and about two degrees south of the Pleia-

des. Along its southern boundary we recognize the stars in the

month and neck of the Whale, and still higher, Aldebaran, the

Hyades, and the horns of the Bull. The successive positions

attributed to the zodiacal light from the time of its earliest ap-

pearance in the western sky, the 2 1st of November, to the ver-

nal equinox, are not absolutely uniform, but they still correspond
to observations made during the six years before mentioned, as

will appear from a few extracts from my record book. 1 have
already recited the observation of November 21st, 1837, when
the return of the body to the western sky was first recognized.

Nov. 26, 1837.—Light feeble, Venus being very bright ; but seen

after Venus was set, reaching nearly to the Fish south of Pegasus.

a 100°.

Dec. 2.—New moon begins to interfere with observations; but this

evening the ble after the moon was set. Covers
the Pentagon in Pisces and reaches beyond it. Elongation 110°.

Dec. 18.—Early part of the day a violent rain and high wind.

:

Alpha Arietis—nearly as ay. Elongation 120°.

It ought to be remarked that the phemonena of this body
were peculiarly striking in the autumn and winter of 183/

.

and

the observations made this year show a greater intensity of

!ight and a greater elongation from the sun than those of corres-

ponding dates in 1835 and 1836.

Dec. 21, 1835.—This evening atmosphere very transparent. Zo-

diacal light very conspicu to Algenib, though quite

faint towards the vertex. Elongation 90°.

Dec. 28, 1837.—Night favorable. Appeared to me not to reach

quite so far eastward as it d d a tew nights *ince—certainly not beyond
the equinoctial colure. Could not be certain much further than the

pentagon of stars in Pisces. Elongation 75°.

-

ades. Elongation 81 .

March 26.—Zodiacal light very bri_

which are a little north of the axis. Elongation 60
!
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March 29.—Light more faint. Elongation 60°. Vertex near the

April 6.—Light fading rapidly. Very diffuse.

May 1.—Last night a very plentiful rain after a series of warm

days. To-day air keen and sky very clear. This evening zodiacal

light remarkably distinct, (fur -ins season of the year,) beii:_

ble much nearer the horizon than common, and reaching further east-

neighborhood of Castor and Pollux. Elongation 60°, but presumed to

be much greater than it would be but for the extraordinary transparency

of the atmosphere.

May 10, 1834.—Zodiacal light

ceased—say till ten minutes after r

diffuse. Elongation 57°.

Seen no more in the west till the latter part of November.

r the various elongations from the su

to May 10th, the result is as follows :

1. Nov. 21st, Elongation, 90°

2. Nov. 26th, " 100°

3. Dec. 2d, « 110°

4. Dec. 18th, " 120°

5. Dec. 21st, " 90°

6. Dec. 28th, " 75°

7. Feb. 7th, Elongation, 75°

8. March 29th, " 60°

9. April 6th, Light rapidly fading.

10. May 1st, Elongation, 60°

11. May 10th, " 57°

From this tabular view it appears that when the body first

came into view, on the 21st of November, it extended about 90°

eastward of the sun ; that its elongation increased rapidly from

this period, being five days afterwards 100°, in six days more

110°, and in fourteen days after this 120°, which is the greatest

elongation I have ever noticed; and being at the same time

about 60° westward of the sun, its whole extent in longitude

was 180°.

I have, in a few instances, remarked what was apparently a

sudden and remarkable expansion of the zodiacal light, a circum-

stance more than once noted by Cassini. My record for Novem-
ber 21st, 1838, is as follows :—

At 5 a. m., about 20 minutes before twilight, the zodiacal light was

very large, extending in breadth from Corvus to Arcturus. Never saw

it so broad before. More inclined towards the south than usual, its

vertex passing one or two degrees to the south of Regulus.

Whether this extraordinary enlargement in breadth, implying

a space of more than 40° was owing to a change in the body

itself, or to some unusual atmospheric refraction, or the acciden-

tal presence of an aurora borealis, it is impossible for me to decide.

It is well known that the great French astronomer, Dominique

Cassini, was the first to direct the attention of astronomers to-

wards the zodiacal light, and that he made numerous observa-

tions on it extending from 1683 to 1688 inclusive, which are pub-
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lished in the eighth volume of the Memoires of the French
Academy, together with observations on the same phenomenon
made at Geneva by a friend of his, M. Fatio. An elaborate di-
gest of these records are made by Mairan in his celebrated Trea-
tise on the Aurora Borealis, including also a few observations of
his own, and of several other philosophers. It is interesting to
compare these ancient observations with such as we have been able
to make at corresponding times of the year ; and having made
this comparison in numerous instances, I feel able to say that the
zodiacal light, in //,< ,„<n„. is the same thing that it was in the
days of Cassini and Mairan, being subject to similar variations
at different seasons of the year and in different states of the at-

mosphere. I shall avail myself of such aid as 1 can obtain from
this and every other source in the remaining parts of this essay.

1. Length.—The extreme portions of this body
extend beyond the earth's orbit. It is obvious that, at an elon-
gation of 90°, it must reach a tangent drawn to the earth's orbit
at the place of the spectator ; and if it reaches beyond that tan-
gent, as is sometimes the case, it must of course extend beyond
the earth's path. According to one of our observations, on the
ISth December, 1837, its elongation was 120°.

.
The variable apparent elongation to which this phenomenon

is subject is more or less influenced by three causes: the state of
the atmosphere, the inclination of its line of direction to the hori-
zon, and the length of the twilight. In order to eliminate the
effect due to atmospheric changes we require numerous series of
observation!

i successive years, and, if possible,

instituted at long intervals of time. The mean of such an as-

semblage of observations would exhibit results nearly free from
the effects of accidental variations in the transparency of the at-

mosphere. Since the axis of the zodiacal light does not deviate
far from the ecliptic, we may imagine it to be represented by a
Portion of that circle on the artificial globe, and we shall easily

see that since its inclination to the horizon varies between twen-
ty-five and seventy-two degrees, being twenty-five at the vernal

equinox, (twenty-five degrees with the eastern and seventy-two
degrees with the western horizon,) this cause must greatly affect

the degree of intensity of the zodiacal light. The same must
obviously be the case with the variations in the length of twi-

ig an hour and a half after sunset at the vernal equinox,

and two hours and a quarter after sunset at the summer solstice.

But were these causes, combined, the only or the chief reason

yhy the apparent elongation of the zodiacal light from the sun
» greater at one time than at another, then, since at the vernal

eqmnox the elevation above the horizon is a
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the duration of twilight at its minimum, the apparent elongation

ought to be greatest of all ; whereas it is then only 60°, while

from the 21st of November to the 18th of December, 1837, we
found it increase from 90° to 120°, and this at a season of the

year when the elevation above the southern horizon is near its

minimum, and the duration of twilight is longer than before.

Nor is this an anomalous fact; the elongation has uniformly ap-

peared greater in the west, during the months of December and

January, than daring March and April. Again, at the winter

solstice the elevation is much greater in the morning than in the

evening ; but the light is far more conspicuous in the west than

in the east.

2. Direction.—The general direction of the zodiacal light is,

as its name imports, from the sun along the zodiac. Cassini and

Mairan thought that its axis lay nearly or quite in the plane of

the solar c gle with the ecliptic of seven and

a quarter degrees ; and, accordingly, that its nodes must be in

the part of the ecliptic which the"earth traverses in June and

November. But Cassini himself remarked, that the direction of

the axis is not always the same. On several occasions the vertex

appeared to him to veer to the northward of its previous direc-

tion, so that, while it would at one time just graze Alpha Arietis

on its northern border, shortly afterwards that star would be

wholly within it. Before I had met with these statements in

Cassini, 1 had several times remarked the same changes in the

direction of the axis, the vertex sometimes lying in the ecliptic

itself. Nor, as I think, will the observations warrant the conclu-

sion that the axis of this body cuts the sun and consequently lies

across the ecliptic in the plane of a great circle. On the 19th of

January, 1835, the northern border was 8° south of Castor, and

the vertex directed to a point south of the Pleiades. Conse-

quently, its axis could not have been far from the ecliptic. But,

on the 20th of March, the vertex reached above the Pleiades,

and the axis had perceptibly veered northward from the ecliptic.

These observations taken in connection with those of
.

Cassinij

indicate that the supposed relation of this body to the solar equa-

tor is not constant. In the year 1843. M. Houzeau published an

article in the Astronomische Nachrichten in which lie investigated

the plane of symmetry of the zodiacal light from data derived

from a comparison and digest of all the observations he could

collect. He makes the inclination less than half that of the

solar equator, and the place of the nodes of course quite different

from that assigned to them by Cassini.

If then, as is demonstrated by Houzeau, the normal place of

the axis gives it an inclination of only about 3^°, the great occa-

sional deviations from this direction confirm our remark, that the

course of the zodiacal light along the zodiac is not always the

same but is subject to vary with the seasons of the year.
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3. Motions.—The zodiacal light sometimes* moves forward in
the order of the signs, it is sometimes stationary among the stars,

and sometimes retrograde. Beginning with morning observa-
tions in August, and noting its positions from day to day, we see
it fire! stretching across the middle of the constellation of the
Twins.* The vertex moves slowly along through the constella-
tions Gemini, Cancer, and Leo, being, on the 13th of November, a
little east of Gamma Leonis,f having, in three months shifted its

place eastward nearly three signs, and consequently nearly kept
pace with the sun in its anuu i re\a luia n. maintain ng an average
elongation from that body of 90 degrees. After the middle of
November its light fades away in the east, its vertex becomes
nearly stationary and of course its elongation westward of the

hes, until the early part of January, when it is hardly

visible at all in the morning sky. In the mean time, this light

has been rapidly rising in the evening sky, and to this we will

portu

right arm of Aquarius. From this time it mov
times more rapidly than the sun, but with an average elongation

of 90°, until about the 24th of February, when it reaches a point

a little south of the Pleiades. From the latter part of February,
its progress eastward has seemed to me slower than before, hardly
" i'num « i!" sign for the next three months, scarcely ever being

distinctly visible beyond Castor, although neither the want of
!

vo the southern horizon, nor the length of the

twilight, would prevent its being seen beyond this if in reality it

existed there. Finally, early in April it rapidly fades away, and
soon after the first of II - flier.

These facts respecting the zodiacal light are derived chiefly

from my own observations, made and recorded at different times

during the six vears following 1833; but on comparing them
with the obseiv.ua, ilS of < '^sufi made towards 170 years ago, a

near correspondence will be found between them ; and the same
will be the case if the comparison be made with the tabular view
of observations collected from various authorities, as given by

Honzeau in 1843.
In some cases, the apparent progress of this body through the

sponds so nearly to that of the sun, as to suggest the

idea that it is something attached to the sun, and has an

m its orbit. In other cases howevi its movements are too sud-

den and too unlike those of the sun to permit such a conclusion.

ecosd Seeies, Vol. XII, ]
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At one time, as we have seen, its elongation from the snn in-

creases rapidly from 9l)° to 120°; at other times it becomes for

considerable periods stationary among the stars, and even retro-

grade ; facts which seem to imply motions of its own independ-

ent of the snn and the earth ; and such motions in any body

thus situated, though they might be greatly modified by per-

spective, can hardly be any other than motions of revolution.

On this subject La Place has the following remarks, at the end

of his chapter "on the figure of the atmosphere of the sun."

(1.) " This atmosphere can extend no further than to the orbit

of a planet, whose periodical revolution is performed in the same

time as the suu's rotary motion about its axis, or in twenty-five

days and a half. Therefore, it does not extend so far as the or-

bits of Mercury and Venus, and we know that the zodiacal light

extends much beyond them.

(2.) " The ratio of the polar to the equatorial diameter of the

solar atmosphere, cannot be less than two-thirds, and the zodiacal

light appears under the form of a very flat lens, the apex of which
is in the plane of the solar equator. Therefore, the fluid which
reflects to us the zodiacal light, is not the atmosphere of the snn,

and since it surrounds that body, it must revolve about it accord-

ing to the same laws as the planets: perhaps this is the reason

why its resistance to their motions is insensible."

4. Material—The matter of which the zodiacal light is com-
posed, presents many analogies to that of comets. In its visible

form, in its direction with respect to the sun, in its very shade

and color, in ty towards the sun. in its trans-

parency which, as in comets, is such as to permit small stars to

be seen through almost every part of it: in all these respects we
recognize a great resemblance between the zodiacal light and the

tails of comets. We are at least authorized to say that it is a

"nebulous body."
From all the foregoing considerations on the nature and con-

stitution of the zodiacal light, we infer, then, that it is a nebu-

lous body, revolving around the sun in an orbit but slightly in-

clined to the ecliptic.

I proposed finally to inquire whether or not the zotV"

is the origin of the inetrnric showers of November and August,
and especially those of November.

It may be known to some present that after the great meteoric

shower of November 13th, 1833, I published in the American
Journal of Science some observations on the phenomena and

causes of that remarkable exhibition of shooting stars, in winch

1 came to the conclusion that they proceeded from a nebulous

body revolving about the sun, and, at its aphelion, approaching
very near to that part of the earth's orbit through which the

earth passes on the 13th of November. At the conclusion of the
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essay, I suggested the possibility that the zodiacal light might
be the body in question. I was reluctant, however, to insist

on such a connection, because the existence of the nebulous
body was inferred from evidence wholly independent of the
zodiacal light, and even before the zodiacal light was thought
of. Iti fact, at that time I had very vauue ideas rcspo. tii g this

light, as something that appears in the west alter twilight about
the time of the venial equinox, but I did not even know that it

was ever visible at the period of the year when the November
meteors occurred ; for at that time I had never read either the

observations of Cassini on this body, or the treatise of Mairan
on the Aurora Borealis, where so much is ascribed to its agency
in the production of this latter phenomenon. Nearly twenty
years have since elapsed, and I have had sufficient opportunity to

observe the zodiacal light, and to reflect on the question of its

August. The result is. an n„ ,|. ;
,s im conviction of such a con-

nection. I may here remark that the first idea of such an origin

of the November meteors, is now generally ascribed by European
writers to M. Biot. It may be proper, however, to state that the

papee in which M. Biot first mentions the subject, is an essay

read before the French Academy soon after the meteoric shower
of November, 1836, three years after my paper was published.

M. Biot does, indeed, favor the idea that these showers of meteors
have their origin in the zodiacal heht : but in noticing the views

which I had published, respecting the cause of the meteoric

shower, which he did me the honor to review at some length and
in a manner very encouraging to myself, he distinctly stated that

I had in my paper suggested the idea that the zodiacal light

might possibly be the very nebulous body in question.

I am aware that the opinions I have formed differ widely from

those entertained by many members of this Association, whose

eminent tai its wd gi it success in th< nvestigation of train

entitle them to the highest deference ; but, should I fail of con-

vincing them •>! the correctness of m\ views, 1 still indulge the

!lo
|

e- that 1 may secure increased attention to a natural phenome-
non, which appears to me to have important relations to our solar

system, as well as to several of the most sublime and mysterious

phenomena of nature.
In the paper which I published in the American Journal of

Science in the year 1834, on the cause of the great meteoric

shower of November 13th, 1833, I inferred the existence, in the

planetary spaces, of a nebulous body revolving around the sun,

the extreme
;

the 13th of November lay over

or across the earth-, orbit, in such a manner that the earth passed

through it, or at least near enough to it to attract portions of it

into its atmosphere, where they took fire and exhibited the
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phenomena of shooting stars. As the leading steps by which I

arrived at this conclusion, after an extensive induction of facts,

were very brief and simple, I may be permitted to repeat them
here. I argued thus: If all the meteors which fell on this

occasion (which were in vast numbers, and some of them proved

to be bodies of comparatively large size,) had been restored

to their original position in space, they would of themselves

have composed a nebulous body of considerable extent. Bat,

since the same shower had been several times repeated without

any apparent exhaustion of the nebulous body, it was inferred

that only small portions of that body came down to us, such

as constituted its extreme parts which approximated nearest to

the earth ; and various reasons induced the belief that the nebu-

lous body itself was one of very great extent. It was a sinking

fact that the earth had, during several preceding years, fallen in

with this body at exactly the same part of its orbit. Now, since

it is impossible to suppose that a body thus situated, and i i Qfltf-

quently subject to the sun's attraction, *c< uld have remained at rest

in that part of the earth's orbit while the earth was making its

revolution around the sun, the conclusion was that the nebulotw

body itself has a revolution around the sun, and a period of its

own. Since the earth and the body met for several successive

years at the same point of the ecliptic, that period must obviously

be either a year or less than a year. It could not be more than

a year, for, in that case, the body would not have completed

its revolution so as to meet the earth at the same point for suc-

cessive years. Its period might be a year, and it might be less

than a year provided the time was some aliquot part of a year, so

as to make it revolve just twice or three times, &c, while the

earth revolves once. The time being given we easily find the

major axis of the orbit by Kepler's third law. On trying so short

a period as one third of a year, it gives a major axis too short to

reach from the sun to the earth, and hence it was inferred that

the body could not have so short a period as four mouths, since it

would never in that case reach the earth's orbit, even at its ;q hel-

ion. A period of six months was found to be sufficient, Mid this

was accordingly assumed at first to be the time, although the pos-

sibility that the period might be a year was distinctly admitted.

But, extensive as I even then believed the nebulous body to be,

I had formed verv inadequate notions of its real extent, for this

may clearly be sufficient to reach from the sun to the earth, and

thus to correspond in dimensions to the zodiacal lidit : and since

the center of gravity of this body may be far within the earth's

orbit, so its orbit may, even at its aphelion, be distant from the

earth, and yet the extreme portions of the body may reach beyond
the ecliptic. It would, therefore, be entirely consistent with my
original views, to assign to a nebulous body of such an extent as
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that of the zodiacal light, a period as short as one third of a year,

I do not assert positively that the zodiacal light is the veritable
body which produces the meteoric showers of November and Au-
gust. Before such an hypothesis can be proved to be true or
talse. with certainty, a greater number of precise observations

continued through a series of years, would require to be made,
and a careful comparison instituted between the hypothesis and
the facts. Should the zodiacal light be found- at last incompe-
tent to explain the periodical meteors, the existence of a nebu-
lous body, as inferred from a full survey of the facts in the case

of the meteoric shower of November 13th, 1833, independently
of all hypothesis, will still be true. But, with great deference,

1 submit to the Association, the following presumptions in favor

of the opinion that the zodiacal light is the nebulous body which
produces the meteoric showers of November.

1. The zodiacal light, as we have found in our inquiry into

its nature and constitution, is a nebulous body.

2. It has a recohithm around the sun.

3. It reaches beyond and lies over the earth's orbit, at the time
of the November meteors, and makes but a small angle with the

ecliptic.

4. Like the "nebulous body," its periodic time is commensur-
able with that of the earth, so as to perform a certain whole num-
ber of revolutions while the earth performs one, and thus to com-
plete the cycle in one year, at the end of which the zodiacal li-ht

and the earth r< t in; to" tin same r< i itive
|
osition in space. This

necessarily follows from the fact that at the same season of the

year it occupies the same position one year with another, and
the same now as when Cassini made his observations nearly one

hundred and seventy years ago.*
5 - Iu the meteoric showers of November, the meteors are

OftuaUtj S'.-i) to come from the e.rtremv portions of the zodiacal

Ihht, or rather a little beyond the visible portions; and the same
was true of the radiant point of the meteors, when wat< lied,

as it was by Mr. Fitch,f from Oct. 16th to Nov. 13th, 1837,)

"amcly. that the radiant always kee] - the same r< 1
Uiv. position

>"'ct to the vertex of the zodiacal light, bi-im: with, that

r ' ;t 'A a, G( mini, in the month of October, and travelling along

With it th;
. Cancer, and into Leo. where it

was on the morning of the meteoric shower. Observations, so

tar as they have been made, indicate a similar relation bctueen

the meteors of August and the extreme portions of the zodiacal
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These five propositions I offer as so many/acts esti

observation. Most of them appear in the original paper ot' Cassiui

on the zodiacal light; others may be seen in the tabular eolloc-

tion by Houzeau of all the known observations made at different

periods; a few, not noted by others, have been added by myself.

For the inferences here made respecting the connexion of this

body with the periodical meteors, I alone am responsible.

The mode of culture adopted in the different nutmeg planta-

tions is nearly the same. The beds of the trees are kept free from

grass and noxious weeds by the hoe, and the plough is i

run along the interjacent spaces for the purpose of eradicating the

Lallang (Andropogon caricosum) which proves greatly obstruc-

tive to the operations of agriculture. The trees are generally

manured with cow dung and burnt earth once a year in the rainy

season, but the preparation of suitable composts and their mode
of application are but imperfectly understood. The pruning

knife is too sparingly used ; very few of the planters lop off the

lower verticels of the nutmeg trees or thin them of the unproduc-

tive and straggling branches.

The site of a plantation is an object of primary importance, and

doubtless the alluvial grounds are entitled to preference from the

acknowledged fertility of their soil, and its appropriate

tion and capability of retaining m .isture. iudep< ndent of the ad-

vantage of water carriage. Several of the nutmeg trees of the

importation of 1798 at Moco Moco, are placed in soil of this de-

scription
; although never manured they are in the highest state

of luxuriance and bear abundantly; and I have been informed by

a gentleman recently arrived from that station, that the stem of

one of them measures 3S inches in circumference. Some of the

trees in my own experimental garden, corroborate the truth of

this assertion ; one of these blossomed at the early age of two

years ten months and a half, a degree of precocity ascribable

solely to its proximity to the lake which forms the southern

boundary. This was the first tree that blossomed of the importa-

tion of 1803, which consisted of upwards of 22,000 nutmeg
plants. Next to the alluvial deposits, virgin forest lands claim

pre-eminence, their surface being clothed with a dark colored

carbonized mould, formed by the slow decay of falling leaves and
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mouldering trunks of trees ; and next to these are to be ranked
the open plains. Declivities are objectionable from the risk of
the precipitation of the mould and manure into the subjacent ra-

vines, by the heavy torrents of ram that occasionally deluge the
country. Above all, the plantation must be protected from the
southerly and northerly winds by a skirting of lofty trees, and if

nature has not already made this provision, no time should be
lost in belting the grounds with a double row of the Cassuarina
httorea and Cerbera manghas, which are well adapted for this

purpose. This precautionary measure will not only secure the

planter against eventual loss from the falling off of the blossom
and young fruit in heavy gales, but will prevent the up-rooting
of the trees, a contingency to which they are liable from the

slender hold ther roots have in the soil. If the plantation is ex-

tensive, subsidary rows of these trees may be planted at conven-
ient distances. No large trees whatever should be suffered to grow
among the spice trees, for these exclude the vivifying rays of the
sun and arrest the descent of the salutary night dews, both of

which are essential to the quality and quantity of the produce.

They further rob the soil of its fecundity, and intermingle their

toots with those of the spice trees. It is true that by the protec-

tion they afford they prevent frequently the premature bursting
ot the husk, occasioned by the sudden action of a hot sun upon
it when saturated with rain ; but the loss sustained in this way is

es suffer from these intru-

land'are to be met with in the interior

of the country, well adapted for the cultivation of the nutmegs
and cloves, and to these undoubted preference is due.

In originating a nutmeg plantation, the first care of the culti-

vator is to select ripe nuts, and to set them at the distance of a
foot apart in a rich soil, merely covering them very lightly with
mould. They are to be protected from the heat of the sun, oc-

;;;;
»na ly weeded, and watered in dry weather every other day.

The seedlings may be expected to appear in from 30 to 60 days,

and when four feet high, the healthiest and most luxuriant, con-

sisting of three or four verticels, are to be removed in the com-
mencement of the rains to the plantation, previously cleared of

trees and underwood by burning and grubbing up their roots, and
Placed in holes dug for their reception, at the distance of eighty

feet from each other, screening them from the heat of the sun and

violence of the winds. It is a matter of essential importance that

the ground be well opened and its cohesion broken, in order to

admit of the free expansion of the roots of the tender plants, and

that it be intimatelv mixed with earth and cow manure, in the

i two-thirds of the former to one-third of the latter.

The plants are to be set in rows as well for the sake of regular-

\ traversing of the plough, which is
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now to be employed in clearing the intermediate spaces of lallang

and other noxious grasses, carefully avoiding to trespass on the

beds of the trees. They must be watered every other day in

sultry weather, manured annually during the rains with four gar-

den baskets full of the above mentioned compost to each tree,

and protected from the sun until they attain the age of five years.

They will now be sufficiently hardy to bear the sun, and from

that age until their fifteenth year, the compost should consist of

equal parts of cow dung and burnt earth, and from eight to twelve

baskets full will be requin 1 for each bearing tree, a lesser pro-

portion being distributed to the males. From the power of habit

the trees will, after the fifteenth year, require a more stimulating

nutriment ; the dung ought not, therefore, to be more than two

or three months old, and the mixture should consist of two parts

of it to one of burnt earth, of which the suitable proportion will

be from twelve to sixteen baskets to each tree biennially, la all

cases the prepared comp-st must be spread out in the sun for three

or four days previous | rj order to destroy grubs

and worms that may have lodged in it, and which might injnw

the roots of the plants.

In all plantations, whether situated in forest land or in the plains,

the necessity of manuring at stated intervals lias been found in-

dispensable, and i- indeed identified with their prosperity. The
proper mode of applying it is in a circular furrow in immediate

contact with the extremeties of the fibrous roots, which may be

called the absorbents of the plant. Whore there is a scarcity of

duns:, recourse may be had to the drees rem lining after the prepa-

ration of the oil from the fruit of the Araehis Hyjo 2i >a. which

in mixture with burnt earth, is a very stimulating manure: or

composts may be formed from the decomposition of leaves or

vegetable matter of any description. A very fertili/.inu and hizh-

ly animalized liquid nutriment for plants, is obtained by macera-

tion human ordure m water in proper pats for four or five months,

- the fluid to the radical absorbents of the plants.

a id many other articles may also be resorted to, which

will readily occur to tl aitunst.

During the progressive growth of the plantation, the beds of

the trees are to be regularly weeded and the roots kept properly

covered with the mould, for these have a constant tendency to

seek the surface ; the growth of the lateral branches alone is to

be encouraged, and all suckers, or dead and unproduct i

es, are to be removed by the pruning knife, so as to thin the

trees considerably and to admit of the descent of the i

which are greatly contributive to their well being, est e

ring the dry and sultry weather; creepers are to be dislodged,

and the lower verticels lopped off, with the view of esl

an unimpeded circulation of air. The conclusion of the great
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annual harvest is the fittest time for pruning the trees. A
eradication of the lallang, the growth of innoxious grass
be encouraged in the intervals between the trees, which w

tion the appearance of a park, and the plough is

be abandoned.
I he nutmeg tree is monoecious as well as dioecious, but no

means of discovering the sexes before the period of inflorescence
are yet known. The relative proportion of male and female trees

to each other is also undefined, and is indeed the result of chance.
Setting aside however all pretension to mathematical precision, the

number of productive trees may be roundly estimated at two-thirds
of the whole cultivation. As the monoecious plants are produc-
tive, the number of male trees necessary to be retained will depend
entirely on that of the monoecious kind ; all above this number,
being considered superfluous, should be cut down and other trees

iheir Mead. Were I indeed to originate a nutmeg plant-

ation now, I should either att< nipt to pr< cure grafts on male stocks
on such trees as produce the largest and best fruit, by the process of

notwithstanding the speculative hypothesis of the graft

of the gradual and progressive decay of the parent tree,

feaving a branch or two of the stock for the purpose of establish-

ing a regular polygamy, by which means the plantation would
consist of monoecious trees only; or I should place the young
plants in the nursery at the distance of four feet from each other,

and force them to an early discovery of their sex, by lifting them
out of their beds once a year and replacing them in the same spot,

so as to check the growth of wood and viviparous branches. The
sex might thus be ascertained on an average within the fourth

year, and the trees removed to the plantation and systematically

arranged, whereas in the usual mode of proceeding it is not as-

certainable in general before the seventh year.

Upon an average, the nutmeg tree fruits at the age of seven
years, and increases in produce till the fifteenth year, when it is

at its greatest productiveness. It is said to continue prolific for

seventy or eighty years in the Moluccas, but our experience car-

ries us no farther "than twenty-two and a half years, all the trees

°f which age that have been properly managed, are still in the

highest degree of vigor and fecundity; and for this reason no

term for planting a succession of trees can as yet be fixed upon,

seven months in general elapse between the appearance of the

blossom and ripening of the fruit, and the produce of one bearing

tree with another under good cultivation may, in the fifteenth

year of the plantation, be calculated at five pounds of nutmegs,
a»id a pound and a quarter of mace. I have observed, however,

that some trees produce every year a great quantity of fruit,

there constantly give very little. It bears ail the year

round, but more plentifully in some months than in others. The
Szojsu Series, Vol. XII, >~». C6.—Sov., 1851. 42
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great harvest may generally be looked for in the months of Sep-

tember, October, November and December, and a small one in

April. May and June. Like other fruit trees on this portion of

Sumatra, I have remarked that it yields most abundantly every

other year. The fruit having ripened, the outer integument bursts

spontaneously, and is .rat hen d by means of a hook attached to a

long st v.andthf m i i In ng < mtioiN >, snipped off and flattened

by the hands in single layers, is placed on mats for three or four

days in the sun to dry. Some planters cut off the heels and dry

the mace in double blades, from an opinion that the insect is apt

to breed in or about the heels, and that the double blade gives a

better and n nance to the mace. The former

idea is enti
I
the article be properly cured,

kept in tight packages in a dry situation, and exposed to the sun

for five or six hours once a fortnight, there need be no apprehen-

sion of the insect : and if it is not, it will assuredly be attacked

by it whether the heels be cut off or not
;
again, the insect is

much more likely to nestle within the fold of the double blade,

and the fancied superiority of appearance has so little weight
with the

|
urch ese-r. as not to ( ouut< rl alauce the risk of probable

deterioration and eventual loss. In damp and rainy weather the

mace should be dried by the heat of a charcoal fire, carefully con-

ducted so as not to smoke it or blacken its surface.

The nuts liberated from their macy envelope are transported to

the drying house, and deposited on the elevated stage of split nee-

bongs, placed at a sufficient distance from each other to admit of

the heat from a smould.'f , ,_: fire hem uh without suffering even

the smallest nuts to pass through. The heat should not exceed
140° of Fahrenheit, for a sudden inordinate degree of heat dries

up the kernels of the nuts too rapidly, and its continued applica-

tion
] reduces fissures in them, or a ft rmoutation is excited in them

which increases their volume so greatly as to fill up the whole

cavity of the shell, and to prevent them from rattling when put

to this criterion oi duo preparation. The fire is lighted in the

night. The smoking house is a brick building of a suitable size,

with a terraced roof, and the stage is placed at an elevation often

feet from the ground, bavin- three divisions in it for the produce

of different months. The nuts must be turned every second or

third day that they may;. 11 ] artake equally of the heat, ami such

as have undergone the smoking process for the period of two

complete months and rattle freely in the shell, are to be cracked

with wooden mallets, the worm-eaten and shnveli d ones thrown

out. and the good ones rubbed over simply with re. e

well sifted dry lime. They are now to be regarbled. and iinnl'v

packed for transportation i:i tight casks, the insulesof
been smoked, cleaned, and covered with a coating of fresh water

and lime. If packed in chests, the seams must be dammered to
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>r water, mere is no necessity

their sale they are classed into sis

in London.

5 in the shade to dn
arience that this is"

g of insects and re.

xceed 8 per «

tins subject

i .:, i i..

; those of the third
|

mixed, unlimed w t!i m< third of th n weight ot who!, black

pepper: and those of the fourth, also milimed
:
with the same |»ro-

portiun of cloves. Thev were then put into s«a arate boxes with

sliding tops, and numbered 1. 2. 3 and 4. in the order I have

mentioned them. At the < s:pii itn ti . I tin first year they were
all sound. After that of the second. 1 found dm e worm eaten

nuts in No. 1, and two in No. 3, but those in Xos. 2 and 4 re-

nin i.< ii untouched. Tin- ii-piii .1 nuts wee allowed to remain.

and after the lapse of the thud way. five worm enten ones were

i m No. 1. three in No. 3, and two in No. J. those in

No. 2 being in their original state. Four years and four months

and up,
i mher day. the num-

ber of decayed nuts has not increased in Nos. 1, 3 and 4, and
those in No. 2 are as good as the day they were put into the box.

T|i..M.
<A rityi'f liming in the

dry way, but also the tact that the progress to general d-

In the shell they will keep ( great length

Jight; but
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nutmegs, as the home dealers call them, mixed with cloves as in

it No. 4, are highly esteemed in England, and even

preferred by some to the limed produce ; most probably from

the greater facility of detecting the flaws in them in their naked

Although the clove tree attains great perfection in the red

monld of these districts, it is more partial to a less tenacious soil.

Its cultivation has been established for many years in the West

Indies and at Bourbon, and is of secondary importance only.

The mother cloves are planted in rich mould at the distance of

twelve inches from each other, screened from the sun and duly

watered. They germinate within five weeks, and when four

feet high are to be transplanted at intervals of thirty feet, with a

small admixture of sand with the red mould so as to reduce its

tenacity; and to be cultivated in the same mode as the nutmegs.

only that when full grown they require less manure in the pro-

portion of one-third. They yield generally at the age of six

years, and at that of twelve are in their highest state of bearing,

when the average produce may be estimated at six or seven

pounds of marketable fruit each tree during the harvest, which

takes place in the rainy months, but with us they have hitherto

borne two crops in three years only. The fruit is terminal and

when of a reddish hue is plucked by hand, so that the process of

gathering it is tedious. It is then dried for several days on mats

in the sun, until it breaks easily between the

a dark brown color. It loses about 60 per cent, in drying. When
past its prime the clove tree has a ragged and uncombed appear-

ance, and I am led to suppose that its existence is limited to

twenty years, unless in very superior soil, in which it may drag

out a protracted and unprofitable state of being to the period of

perhaps twenty-four years. Hence it becomes necessary to plant

a succession of seedlings when the old trees have attained eight

years of age, and this octennial succession must be steadily kept

With reference to the number of laborers, cattle and ploughs

necessary for a plantation of 1000 nutmeg and clove trees, after

the ground has been thoroughly cleared of underwood and stumps

of trees, I consider that seven Chinese or active Bengalee labor-

ers, fifty head of cattle and two ploughs, would be sufficient for

all the purposes of the cultivation, with the exception of collect-

ing the clove harvest, which, being a very tedious process, would

require an extra number of hands; and indeed the best plan

would be to gather it in by contract.
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Art. XXXIII.—On Coral Reefs and Islands; by James D.
Dana—Part Fourth.

From the Report on Geology of the Exr,h riii- Exp liu.m under Capt. Wilkes, TJ.S.N.

Formation of Reefs, and Causes of their Features and
Geographical Distribution.

An inquiry into the causes and origin of the features presented
by coral reefs and islands, has led us to glance at the nature of
coral zoophytes, and at the effects of various agents upon their

development. The way has thus been prepared for considering
the bearing of these facts, and of other influencing causes, on
the growth of the coral plantation as a whole. While, therefore,
the preceding pages treat of zoophytes as individual species, the
following will relate to those results which proceed from their

accumulation, and the causes which have determined the features
and geographical distribution of reefs and islands.

1. Formation of Reefs.

Very erroneous ideas prevail, respecting the appearance of a
bed or area of growing corals. The submerged reef is often

thought of as an extended mass of coral, alive uniformly over its

upper surface, and, by this living growth, gradually enlarging up-
ward : and such preconceived view-, win n t i- < .1 uned to be er-

roneous by observation, have sometimes led to skepticism with
regard to the zoophytic origin of the reef-rock. Nothing is wider
from the truth : and this must have been inferred from the de-

scriptions already given. Another glance at the coral plantation

should be taken by the reader, before proceeding with the expla-

nations which follow.

,
Coral plantation and coral field, are more appropriate appella-

tions than coral garden, and convey a juster impression of the

surface of a growing reef. Like a spot of wild land, covered in

ta with varied shrubbery, in other parts bearing only oc-

fta of vegetation over barren plains of sand, here a

dump of saplings, and there a carpet of variously colored flowers

—such is the coral plantation. Numerous kinds of zoophytes

grow scattered over the surface, like vegetation upon the land:

there are large areas that bear nothing, and others that are thickly

overgrown. There is, however, no green sward to the landsi :u e :

sand and fragments fill up the bare intervals between the flower-

ing tufts : or where the zoophytes are crowded, there are deep

holes among the stony stems and folia.

These observations will prepare the mind for some dis

ment in a first view of coral reefs. Nature does not make green-

houses, but distributes widely her beauties, and leaves it for man
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to gather into gardens the choicer varieties. Yet there are scenes

in the coral landscape, which justify the brightest colonniJ of

the poet: where coral shrubbery and living flowers are mingled

in profusion
; where Astrasa domes appear like the gemmed tem-

ples of the coral world, and Madrepore vases, the decorations of

the groves ; and as the forests and flowers of land have their birds

and butterflies, so

for fish of various hoes. red. bine, purple, in-eon. and oile

shades, keep constant play, appearing and disappearing among
the branches.

These fields of growing coral spread over submarine lands,

such as the shores of islands and e.outiuoiits, where the depth is

not greater than their habits require, just as vegetation extends

itself through regions that are congenial. The germ or ovule,

which, when first produced, swims free, finds afterwards a point

of rock or dead coral to plant itself upon, and thence springs the

tree, or some other form of coral growth.
The- analogy to vegetation dees not stop here. It is well

known that the debris of the forest, decaying leaves and stems,

and animal remains, add to the soil
; and that accumulations of

this kind are ceas< lessly m progress: that by this means, in the

luxuriant swamp, deep beds of peaty earth are formed. So it is

in the coral mead. Accumulations of fragments and sand from

the coral zoophytes, and ot sh< lis aid tin t i< li« - of org mi< lite,

are in constant progress : and thus a bed of coral debris is formed

and compacted. There is this difference, that a large part of the

vegetable material consists of elements which escape as gases on

decomposition, whereas coral is itself an enduring rock-matenal

undergoing no change except the mechanical one of comminution.
The animal portion is but a mere fraction of the whole zoophyte.

In these few hints, we have the whole theory of reef-making:

not a speculative opinion, but a legitimate deduction from a few

ts, and bearing close analogy to operations on land.

The coral debris and shells fill up the intervals between the coral

patches, and the cavities among the living tufts, and in this man-

ner produce the reef deposit, which is finally consolidated while

The coral-zoophyte is especially adapted for such a mode of reef

tion. Were the nourishment drawn from below, as in

most plants, the solidifying coral rock would soon destroy all life

:

instead of this, the to e is gradually dying below while growing

above : and the accumulations cover only the dead portions.

Moreover, to prevent accident, where these accumulations do not

with the progress of death, organic incrustations cover

the lifeless trunk, and protect it from the dissolving waters.
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But on land, there is the decay of the year and that of old age
producing vegetable debris ; and storms prostrate forests. And
are there corresponding effects anions the groves of the sea?
It has been shown that coral plantations. fn.ni which reefs pro-
ceed, do not grow in the -calm and still" depths of the ocean.
They are to be found amid the very waves, and extend but little

below a hundred feet, which is far within the reach of the sea's

heavier commotions* Here is an agent which is not without
its effects. The enormous masses of uptorn rock found on many
of the islands may give some idea of the force of the lifting

wave; and there are examples on record, to be found in various
Treatises on Geology, of still more surprising effects.f
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We must, therefore, allow that some effect will be produced

upon the coral groves. There will be trees prostrated by gales,

as on land, fragments scattered, and fragmentary and sand accu-

mulations commenced. Besides, masses of the heavier corals

will be uptorn, and carried along over the coral plantation, which

will destroy and grind down everything in their way. So many
are the accidents of this kind to which zoophytes appear to be

exposed, that we might believe they would often be extermina-

ted, were they not singularly tenacious of life, and ready to

sprout anew on any rock where they may find quiet long enough

to give themselves again a firm attachment.

But it should be observed, that the sea would have far less

effect upon the slender forms characterizing many zoophytes,

among which the water finds free passage, than on the massive

rock, against whose sides a large volume may drive unbroken.

Moreover, much the greater part of the strength of the ocean is

exerted near tide level, where it rises in breakers which plunge

against the shores. Yet, owing to the many nooks and recesses

deep among the corals, the rapidly moving waters, during the

heavier swells, must produce whirling eddies of considerable

force, tending to uproot or break the coral clumps. These dis-

rapting and transporting effects, will be less and less as we re-

cede from the shores
;
yet all coral depths must experience them

in some degree.

There is another process going on over the coral field, some-

what analogous to vegetable decay, though still very different.

Zoophytes have been described as ever dying while living. The
dead portions have the surface much smoothed, or deprived of the

roughening points which belong to the living coral, and the cells

are sometimes half obliterated, or the delicate lamella? worn

away. This may be viewed as one source of fine coral particles;

and as the process is constantly going on, it is not altogether

unimportant. This material is in a fit condition to enter into

solution, and it cannot be doubted that the water receives lime

from this source, winch is afterwards yielded to the reef.

In the Alcyonia family, which includes semi-fleshy corals, and

the Gorgonias, the lime is often scattered through the polyps in

granules; and the process of death sets these calcareous grains

free, which are consequently added to the coral sands. The

same process has been supposed to take place in the more com-

mon reef corals, the Madrepores and Astrasas, and it is possible

that this may be to some extent the case. Yet it would seem,

from facts observed, that after the secretion has begun \

polyp, the secretion of lime going on takes place ag
portions already formed and in direct union with them, and not

as granules to be afterwards cemented.
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The mud-like deposits about coral reefs have been attributed
to the causes just mentioned, but without due coum
Thei i.> in jiiJ'aili ig and abundant source o£ this kind of material
m the self-triturating sands of the reefs acted upon by the moving
waters. On the seaward side of the coral island, and on the shores
of the larger lagoons, where the surface rises into waves of much
magnitude, the finer portions are carried off, and the coarser sand
remains alone to form the beaches. This is a well known fact

common on all shores exposed to the waves, coral or not coral,

and to this cause the sandy character is attributed. But in the
smaller lagoons, where the water is only rippled by the winds, or
roughened for short intervals, the trituration is of the gentlest
kmd possible, and, moreover, the finely pulverized material re-

mains as part of the shores. Thus the fine material of the mud
must be constantly forming on all the shores, for the sands are

r wearing themselves out; but the mud accumulates
on 'y in the more quiet waters, and within the lagoons and chan-

il settles, after being washed out from the beaches.
This corresponds exactly with the facts ; and every lake pool or

water of our continents illustrates the same point *

The coral world, as we thus perceive, is planted like the land
with a variety of shrubs and smaller plants, and the elements
and

i urn |.|.
,

,v M , ,, ,,,. li i
' ii aei miulations of mate-

rial, like those of vegetation. The history of the gr<

has consequently its counterpart among the ordinary c

°f the land about us.

The progress of the coral formation is like its commencement.
The same causes continue with similar results, and the reader

might easily supply the details from the facts already presented.
The production of debris will necessarily continue to goon: a
part will be swept by the waves, across "the patch of reef, into

, Vol. XII, No. 36.—No
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the lagoon or channel beyond, while other portions lodge on its

surface. But besides the small fragments, larger masses will be

thrown on the reefs, by the more violent waves, and commence
to raise them above the sea. The clinker fields of coral, by this

means produced, constitute the first step in the formation of dry

land. Afterwards, by farther contributions of the coarse and fine

coral material, the islets are completed, and raised as far out of

water as the waves can reach—that is, from six to ten feet. The
Ocean is thus the architect, while the coral polyps afford the ma-

terial for the structure: and when all is ready, it sows the land

with seed brought from distant shores, covering it with verdure

and flowers.

The growth of the reefs and islands around high lands, is the

same as here described for the atoll. The reef rock in

is mainly a result of accumulations of coral and shell debris.

There are reefs where the corals retain the position of growth,

as has been described on a former page. But with these, the

debris comes in to fill up the intervening spaces or cavities, and

make a compact bed for consolidation. There are other parts,

especially the outer reef along the line of breakers, which are

formed by the gradual growth of layer upon layer of incrusting

Nullipores; but in the Pacific, such formations are of small

Among the peculiarities of coral islands, the shore platform, ap-

pears to be one of the most singular. It will be remembered that

it lies but little above low tide level, and is often three hundred

feet in width, with a nearly flat surface throughout.
Though apparently so peculiar, the existence of this platform

is due to the simple action of the sea, and is a necessary result of

this action. Passing to New Holland, from the coral islands of

the tropics, we there found the same structure exemplified along

the sandstone shores of this semi-continent, where it is continued

for scores of miles. At the base of the sandstone cliff, in most

places one or more hundred feet in height, there is a layer of

sandstone rock, lying, like the shore platform of the con
near low tide level, and from fifty to one hundred and fifty yards

in width. It is continuous with the bottom layer of the cliff:

the rocks which once covered it, have been removed by the sea.

Its outer edge is the surf-line of the shore. At low tide it is

mostly a naked flat of rock, while at high tide it is wholly under

water, and the sea reaches the cliff. New Zealand, at the Bay of

Islands, afforded us the same fact, again, in an argillaceous sand-

rock
; and there was no stratification in this case to favor the

production of a horizontal surface ; it was a direct result from the
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Hat." the platform encircling it. as shown in the above figure,

forming a broad brim to a rude conical crown. The water, in

these cases, has worn away the dills, leaving the basement un-
touched.

A surging wave, as it comes upon a coast, gradually rears itself

on the shallowing shores; finally, the waters at top. through their

greater velocity, plunge with violence upon the harrier before it.

The force of the ocean's surges is therefore mostly confined to

s waters, which add weiuht to superior velocity, and
drive violently upon whatever obstacle is presented. The lower
waters of the surge advance steadily but more slowly, owing to

the retarding friction of the bottom; the motion they have is

directly forward, and thus they act with little mechanical advan-
tage

; moreover, they gradually swell over the shores, and receive,

W part, the force of the upper waters. The wave, after break-
ing, sweeps up the shore till it gradually dies away. Degradation
from this source is conse piently m >st active where the upper or

ti in <>! the hi. tfcer strikes.

But, further, we observe that at low tide the sea is compara-
tively quiet ; it is during the influx and efflux that the surges are

heaviest. The action commences after the rise, is strongest from
half to three-fourths tide, and then diminishes again near high
tide. Moreover, the plunging part of the wave is raised consid-
erably above the general level of the water. From these con-

is, it is apparent that the line of greatest wave-action,
BiUst be above low water level. Let us suppose a tide of three
leet, in which the action would probably be strongest when the
tide had risen two feet out of the three ; and let the height of
the advancing surge be four feet :—the wave, at the time of

v ill it? summit three feet above high tide

le vel
; and from this height would plunge obliquely downward

the rock, or any obstacle before it. It is obvious, that

• imst mc< s, the greatest force would be felt, not
tar from the line of high tide, or between that line and three feet

above it. Jn regions where the tide is higher than just supposed,
as six feet for example, the same height oi wave would give
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f wave action, as compared

lence of heavie

ne of wave-act ion would be

be readily estimated by the

nearly the same height to the? line

with high tide level. Under the i

as are common during storms, the

at a still higher elevation, as m;

Besides a line of the greatest wave-action, we may also dis-

tinguish a height where this action is entirely null ; and it is

evident, from facts already stated, that the point will be found

somewhat above low tide level. The lower waters of the surge,

instead of causing degradation, are accumulative in their ordinary

action, when the material exposed to them is movable : they are

constantly piling up. u hile tin' uj
,

"t u iters are rending and pre-

paring material to be carried off. The height at which these two

operations balance one another will be the height, therefore, of

the line of no degradation. As the sea at low tide is mostly

quiet, and the lower of the surging waters swell on to receive the

upper and parry the blow, and moreover, there is next a return

current outward',—we should infer that the line would he - tuati d

more or less above low tide, according to the height of the tide,

and the surges accompanying it. We are not left to conjecture

on this point : for tin? ex un| U s presented by the shores of New
Holland and New Zealand afford definite facts. Degradation has

there taken place sufficient to carry off cliffs of rock, of great

extent
;
yet below a certain level, the sea has had little or no

effect. This height, at New Holland, is three feet above ordin-

ary low tide, and at New Zealand, about five feet. With regard

to the height varying with the tides, we observe that in the Pau-

motus, where the water rises but two or three feet, the platform

is seldom over four to six inches above low tide, which is pro-

portionally less than at New Holland and New Zealand, where

the tide is six and eight feet. From these observations, it ap-

pears that the height of no wave-action, as regards the degrade
tion of a coast under ordinary seas, is situated near one-fifth tide,

in the Paumotus, and above half tide at New Zealand, showing
a great difference between the effect of the comparatively quiet

surges of the middle Pacific, and the more violent of New Zea-

land. Within the Bay of Islands, where the sea has not its full

force, the platform, as around the " Old Hat," is but little above

low water level. The exact relation of the height of the plat-

form to the height and force of the tides remains to be deter-

mined more accurately by observation. While, therefore, the

height of the shore platform depends on the tides, and the usual

strength of the waves, the breadth of it will be determined by

the same causes in connection with the nature of the rock-

material*

* <>n basaltic chores if is not usual f. t: ,

r.x'k seanViV
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It is apparent that one single principle meets all the various
cases. The rocky platform of some sea-shores, the low tide
sand-spit on others, and the coral-reef* platform of others, require
but one explanation. The material of the coral platform is piled
up by the advancing surges, and cemented through the infiltra-

ting waters. These surges, advancing towards the edge of the
shelf, swell over it before breaking, and thus throw a protection
about the exposed rocks ; and as the tide rises, this protection is

complete. They move on, sweeping over the shelf, but only clear
it of sand and fragments, which they bear to the beach.
The isolated blocks in the Paumotus which stand on the plat-

form, attached to it below, are generally most worn one or two
feet above high tide level, a fact which corresponds with the
statement in a preceding paragraph with regard to the height of
the greatest wave-action.

" In addition to this ordinary wave-action, there are also more
violent effects from storms; and these are observed alike on the

Australian shores referred to, and on those of coral islands. The
waters, moving through greater depths, and driving on with in-

creased velocity up the shallowing shores among cavities or under
shelving layers, break and lift the rocks of the edge of the plat-

form, and throw them on the reef. From the observations of
Mr. Stevenson, cited in a note to a preceding page, it appears that
the force of the waves during the summer and winter months
differs at Skerryvore more than Yl\n) >unds to the square foot,

~-m the former itaui._ _ ! r
«»:*#'»

;
ounds and in tin latter

"086 pounds, while in storms it was at times equivalent to 6US3
pounds. The seasons are not as unlike in the tropical part of
the Pacific. Still there must be a marked difference between
the ordinary seas and those during stormv weather. We have
therefore no difficulty in comprehending how the ordinary wave-
action should bin!,] up and keep entire the shore platform, while
the more agitated seas may tear up parts of the structure formed,
and bear them on to the higher parts of the island. Still more
violent in action are the great earthquake-waves, which move
through the very depths of the ocean.
These principles offer an explanation also of the general fact

that the windward reef is the highest. The ordinary seas, both

°» the leeward and windward sides, are sufficient for producing
c°ral debris and building up the reef, and in this work the two
s>des may go on with almost equal rate of progress: consequently
we may often find no very great difference in the width of the

•Bqueofly ,,
;

,

-[. ,-,, !;... But on sand-

< ven to the
1 *
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leeward and windward reefs, especially as the wind for some
parts of the year has a course opposite to its usual direction.

But seldom, except on the side to windward, is a sufficient force

brought to bear upon the edge of the platform, to detach and

uplift the larger coral blocks. The distance to which the waves

may roll on without becoming too much weakened for the trans-

portation of uptorn blocks, will determine the outline of the

forming land. With proper data as to the force of the waves,

the tides, and the soundings around, the extent of the shore plat-

form might be made a subject of calculation.

The effect of a windward reef in diminishing the force of the

sea is sometimes shown in the influence of one island on another.

A striking instance of this is presented by the northernmost of

the Tarawan Islands. All the islands of this group are well

wooded to windward—the side fronting east, between north and

south. But the north side of Tari-tarf is nothing but a bare reef,

through a distance of twenty miles, although the southeast reef

is a continuous line of verdure. The small island of Makin,

just north of Tari-tari, is the breakwater which has protected the

reef referred to from the heavier seas.

Coral island accumulations have one advantage over all other

shore deposits, owing to the ready agglutination of calcareous

grains. :iv explained on a following page. It has been stated that

coral sandrocks are forming along the beaches, while the reef-

rock is consolidating in the water. A defence of rock against

meat is thus produced, and is in continual progress.

Moreover, the structure built amid the waves will D

have the form and condition best fitted for withstanding their ac-

tion. The little islet of an atoll is therefore more enduring than

hills of harder basaltic rocks. Reefs of zoophytic growth but

"mock the leaping billows.'' while other lands of the same

height gradually yield to the assaults of the ocean. There are

cases, however, of wear from the sea, owing to some change of

condition in the island, or in the currents about it, in consequence

of which, parts once built up are again carried off. Moreover,

those devastating seas which overleap the whole land may occa-

sion unusual degi idation from some parts. Yet these islets have

within themselves the source of their own repair, and are secure

from all serious injury.

The lagoons in coral islands are constantly receiving more or

less debris from the reefs ; and patches of growing coral within

also tend to fill them up. But the effect is slow in its progress,

and none but islands of small size, as before stated, show any

approximation to an obliteration of the lagoon.
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Read before the Ameri. an A- ....-inti ;. f<n xh Adv;in< ement of Science, at Albany,

In September, 1850, Prof. B. Silliman, Jr., handed me a speci-

men of a beautiful green foliated mineral for optical examination
;

it was unexpectedly found to be biaxial; but as the locality of

lit of the angles was made
this year, I received from Prof. J. D. Dana
hitherto supposed chlorite, of Chester Co., Pa., \

by polarized light, and. obtained results so similar

with the specimen first referred to, as to leave no doubt of il

being from the same locality.*

The mineral occurs three miles south of West Chester, in sei

pentine associated with magnrsite. and is found in plates of irregi

lar outline, sometimes three inches broad, and in triangular plate

and tabular masses, one of which is rep-
resented in the annexed figure. These
plates are equilateral triangles ; and they
much resemble the triangular cleava-e

age is perfect, parallel with the broad faces
of these crystals, but is not so perfect as
m mica, and the laminae are more brittle.

The laminae are flexible and elastic, but
less elastic than mica. Color, beautiful
emerald green. Hardness of ku ;-< > ,:'.< o, 2 to 2-25, i

M°hs. Specific gravity 2714, which is perhaps too low, as no
specimen could be obtained perfectly free from air.

Optically it is biaxial, with a lu-li aui.de, and the following are
the results obtained:
Specimen a, examined in September, plate one decimetre long

and six centimetres broad, with an irregular outline.

.
Specimen h, a trial - one and one-fourth

wches along each side, examined in May.
.Apparent angle between the optic axes in a, 84°-30' mean of

mne measurements.
Apparent angle in b, 85°-59' mean of five measurements.
The plane of the bjb ' • the cleavage surface

and at right angles with the base of the triangle, as indicated by
me arrow in the figure. I was also able to obtain evidences of

i from Thos. F. Seal, of Philadelphia.
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optic axes in the angle of the plate opposite to the base, and found

them to have an equal inclination with b ; and the plane of these

axes was found to form an angle of about 60° with the plane of

the others, or to be at right angles with one of the sides of the

triangle, (which is as near the angle as could be determined by-

marking the direction upon the plate and subsequent measure-

ment by goniometer and protractor,) this peculiar relation of two

systems of optic axes, had been noticed in a also, and there is

probably a line of composition in most of the crystals from the

locality. The position of this line is represented by the shorter

dotted line in the figure.

Another i ty is, that the optic axes are not

equally inclined to the cleavage surface, or to a line perpendicular

to it, (the "normal" of Biot.) The inclinations were measured,

but as the instrument had not been adapted to this mode of meas-

urement, the angles given can be regarded only as approxima-

tions, and are here given merely to show the existing inequality

of the inclinations.

Spec, a gave the angles . . . 50° and 34°,
" b " » " . . . 58°-13' and 27°-40'.

The greater angle being on the side of the " normal" adjoining

the base of the plate or triangle.

From these results the mineral must be referred to one of the

systems of i rig the three axes unequal,—and it

cannot therefore be classed with the species chlorite or ripidolite,

which according t" authors i> rhombohedral or hexagonal. The
Ala chlorite was examined optically by Biot and reported to be

It is here interesting to observe that we have this undoubtedly

cHnometric mineral with such a peculiarly high angle between

the optic axes, occurring in triangular plates and masses so much
s the micas from Monroe, N. Y., whose biaxial charac-

ter is so difficult of determination, and which by reason of this

form have been referred by some eminent crystallographers to the

rhombohedral system. The form in both cases may be consid-

ered as resulting from an acute oblique rhombic prism by the

replacement of the acute solid angles.*

Examined with the blowpipe the mineral gives the following

B.B. in the forceps, contracts and becomes opaque and white,

with traces of fusion on the edges. Alone, on charcoal, same

as with forceps. In an open tube, gives off water, and a

White ring is formed near the assay when strongly heated.

With borax in the oxydating flame, dissolves readilv w\

ebullition; the glass while hot, red and brownish, but becomes

* Dana's Mineralogy, 1st edition, p. 264, and Am. Jour Scl, 2d Ser., xii, p- 8 -
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green when cold; in the reducing flame, while hot, color not
so deep as in the oxydating flame, arid passes through the shades
of olive green while cooling, to beautiful emerald green when
cold. With phosphate of soda and ammonia in the oxydating
flame, dissolves slowly, leaving a skeleton of the fragments;
glass red and yellowish while hot, fine green when cold. When
much of the assay is added, the glass becomes opalescent to

opaque when cooling ; in the reducing flame, skeleton disap-

pears, bead brown while hot, opalescent and green while cold.

ite of soda on platinafoil, no reaction for manganese.
The const ral so far as indicated by the above

reactions are, fi, Si, 8r, ¥e. Analyses are now in progress at the

Yale Analytical Laboratory.
In addition to the optical character, the mineral is shown to

differ from chlorite in hardness and elasticity, and by the pres-

1 propose for the species the name Ctinochlore, in allusion to

the great obliquity between the optic axes, and its green color

ig that of chlorite.

A similar mineral from Unionville occurring in triangular and
hexagonal forms, I have found to be biaxial and probably like

the above ; but I have not yet succeeded in obtaining any meas-
urements.

Art. XXXY.—Notes of a Discussion of Tidal ObservaOtmi
made in 6Wnnection with the Coast Survey, at Cat Islund, in

the Gulf of Mexico; by Prof. A. D. Bachk, Superintendent*
with five plates.

ana of Mississippi Sound,
under the immediate direction of Lieut. Comd'g. C. P. Patterson,
U

- S. N., Assistant in the Coast Survey.
The observations at Cat Island, at the entrance to Lake Borgne,

Louisiana, and at Fort Morgan, at the entrance to Mobile Bay,

lergone more than one discussion, the peculiarities of the

tides giving great interest to the observations.
The results, as obtained from a year's hourly observations day

and night at Cat Island, will be given as far as obtained, the steps

taken for further progress stated, and the information >

been obtained from other sources bearing upon this most mton-st-

wg problem of the tides in the Gulf of Mexico, will be briefly

touched upon.
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I hope, in the progress of the Survey along this part of our

coast, to develop the subject of these tides, full of importance to

the navigator, and of interest to the man of science. These

tides, with special .exceptions, ebb and flow but once in twenty-

four hours.

The tide gauge was of the kind known as the box gauge, with

a float and staff, graduated into feet and decimals of a foot. It

was placed in the harbor of Cat Island, near the light-house, at

the extremity of a temporary wharf.

The harbor, as the Coast Survey chart which I now present to

the meeting shows, turns its widest and deepest opening to the

East.

Apparent time was given by a mark, and the observations were

made at mean solar time by applying the equation. The time

was of less consequence than ordinary in these obs<

from the small rise and fall of the tide, which prevented small

differences of time from being noticeable by differences of rise

and fall. Slight inequality s. caused chiefly by wind, were also

found to affect the observations so materially that it was not

deemed advisable to observe. oftener than once the hour; and

after attempting to determine the epoch of high and low water

by more frequent observations, it was decided that errors would

probably be introduced by aiming at a degree of precision which

the phenomena themselves did not present.

The observations were made day and night, hourly, for a year,

with exceedingly rare omissions, and, as the discussion has shown,

with a degree of faithfulness which merits very great praise.

The observers were Messrs. Gustavus Wurdeman and R. T. Bas-

sett, attached to the Coast Survey.
The general opinion of nautical men on the subject of these

tides is, that they mainly depend upon the action of the wind;

and the very regular effect which may be shown to result from a

discussion of the tides in reference to the local action by the

wind, lends plausibility to this generalization, which neverthe-

less is unfounded.
The causes are of a much more general character, and such as

usually influence the tides, so modified as to be difficult to bring

out; phenomena which are only accessory in the ordinary dis-

cussions assuming here the chief and overruling part.

The regular tabulation of the observations was made by I-i' "-

tenant Comd'g. C. P. Patterson, who did not fail to pen

the ordinary methods of discussion of the tides were
ble. His removal from the Survey on other professional service

has devolved upon me the labor of discussing the results.

Their importance, interest, and novelty, so far as our coast and

their striking peculiarities are concerned, have justified me m
giving much time to the discussion, which has been carried on
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under my immediate direction, by Mr. G. W. Dean, Sub-Assis-
tant in the Coast Survey, and by Messrs. R. M. Bache, A. S.
Wadsworth, Jr., and W. M. Johnson.

I am indebted, for the diagrams necessary to illustrate the con-
clusions already arrived at, to Messrs. Bache, Johnson, and Keyser.

I present a part only of the labors of these gentlemen. The
whole of the hourly observations for the year have been thrown
in the form of curves, and numerous tables for examining and
verifying the different hypotheses have been made by them.
Though the subject was reached inductively, I do not propose to

present it strictly in that form.
The work even now is far from being complete ; indeed we

have rather reached the true mc died of discussion, than have
completed th, , m-iis

i , ami w. n i\ yet have to modify our
hypothesis, though I think not materially. I present it to the

Association as a work in progress. When the investigation for

this station is made complete, the application of the methods to

the other stations on the Gulf of Mexico will be in a degree

mechanical.

It is curious that one among the earliest complete series of
tl(M observations on record, is~oi tides ebbing and flowing but
once in twenty-four hours. The observations were made by Mr.
Francis Davenport, at Batsha, of the tides on the bar of Ton-
qmn, and communicated to Dr. Halley, who gave them, with a

diagram connecting the phenomena with the moon's motion in

the ecliptic, in the thirteenth volume of the Philosophical Trans-
actions for the year 1683. Newton explained these tides by his

lunar theory, but in a way, as appears to me, to leave it doubt-
ful whether he supposed the interference of two ordinary or six

hour tides to produce the phenomena. These tides have been
referred to since |,\- almost every writer of note, who has given
a general theory of the tides.

The subject of the diurnal inequality of the tides has been so

id ingeniously discussed by Mr. Whewell, .Master of

J«iWjr, that it maybe said emphatically to be his own. He
of variation of this inequality.

The first distinct attempt to trace the cause of apparent ebb and
flow once in twenty-four hours to the influence of the diurnal ir-

'

is also, so far as I know, his. In discussing (Phil.

Traps, for 1837, Part I,) the tides at Singapore, where the dim-

uas led to the conclusion, if car-

ried a little further, "at ;. certain sta-e of it the alternate tides

would vanish." Tot; .lay tides

.:c\ Somid. on the coa>t „f _Vw lb band, as observed

n,e curves for a week's observ-

ations on the diagram accompanying his pa[>ers. The progress
ot the diurnal inequality wave along the coast of Europe forms
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an interesting part of Mr. Whewell's labors, the conclusions of

which are given in the same volume of the Phil. Trans.

In all these.cases. however, there are two tides in the course

of the day, so as to bring out the diurnal inequality by the com-

parison of the consecutive high or low water. The subject is

followed up in the eleventh series of tidal researches by Mr.

Whewell, and in the appendix, in which the diagrams of the

tides of Petropaulofsk, in the Bay of Avatcha, Kamtschatka, ap-

proaching very nearly, at certain parts of the lunar mouth, to the

order of single day tides, is given, to prove that the diurnal in-

equality may be so large "as to lead to the appearance of only

one tide in twenty-four (lunar) hours." The equations of the

diurnal and semi-diurnal tide waves are given in this paper, and

the wave produced by certain cases of their interference is dis-

cussed. (Phil. Trans, for 1840.)

I do not pretend to give such notice of these important papers

as would be necessary in a formal communication. Un
ably the observations now under examination would have fur-

nished to Mr. Whewell only the means of trying ideas and con-

sequences flowing from those which have been already discussed

by him, yet the forms of discussion are original, and perhaps

new, and the conclusions present so much of novelty that they

remain to be fully put to the test by more elaborate discussion,

and by brine other places to bear upon the same
question. I am forced by the necessity for brevity to omit a ref-

erence to th isj and elaborate paper of Mr. Airy,

in the Phil. Trans, for 1848.

The small rise and fall of the tides, amounting on the average

to but one foot, would seem to make it difficult to obtain the

law of the phenomena, even with the aid of the most careful

and truthful observations, the class to which those under discus-

sion have proved to belong. In regard both to time and height,

we may expect to be baffled by small irregularities, requiring

long continuance of observations and comparisons of means, to

get rid of. Thus far, few cases have occurred which do not ex-

hibit more striking coincidences than differences.

1. To show the time of high or low water in such a way that

the discussion might be readily generalized, the diagrams, of which

a specimen is before the Association, were made (PI. 3, or No. 1);

the hours of the day are the ordinates, and the days of the month
the abscissa. The signs H and L show m their proper place the

hour of occurrence of high and low water for each day. The
time of the moon's superior tinn-it is marked, and the periods of

greatest declination, and of crossing the equator. The result is

easily generalized, that there is ordinarily but one high and one

low water at Cat Island in twenty-t'mir lunai) hours, and that

when there are two tides they occur about the time of the moon's
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isually most regular and strongly
marked when in syzigies, with declination nearly zero. Follow-
ing one set of high and low waters, it will be found that they
occur later and later as the lunar day gains on the solar, with
very remarkable differences, of which the explanation will be
given, towards the period of small declinations. The interval
from high to low water is generally less by some hours than that
from low to high. That as the moon approaches the equator,
there are a few days of singular double tides, or of single tides,

in which the times from low to high water are very much in-

creased. That when the declination changes its name, a high
a nearly the place of a low in time, and vice versa, with

an interval of irregularity, or. in other words, the tides are dis-

placed by nearly twelve hours'.

2. There is, as Mr. Whewell has remarked, no proper estab-

lishment to be derived from such tides
;
yet we may obtain a de-

sirable datum by throwinu the results into the form of tables, in

which the luni-tidal intervals are arranged according to the days
from the zero of declination and the corresponding superior and
inferior transits, and for north and south declinations. This will
be made more clear by subsequent explanation. These afford a
test of the theory of these tides, by showing the displacement
of the ordinate of high and low water, and might be used for

se purpose of forming prediction tables. Such tables of

three months I m>w submit. They show
considerable steadiness and similarity of intervals towards the

maximum of decimations, and great variations near the zero, and
greater discrepancies than is usual in ordinary tides. These are
from a series of tables computed by Mr. R. M. Bache for the
year, and containing the times of high and low water, deduced
from the daily curves, the readings of the gauge, the rise and fall

°t the tides, the times of the moon "' traosit,

and the moon's declination.
The intervals serve to show that the high water belongs alter-

nately to the superior and inferior transits of the moon, accord-
lng as the moon's declination is north or south, with a few
cases only which admit of doubt. Two sets of luni-tidal inter-

vals were computed (see tables) for three months, to ascertain
the proper epoch of reduction (or aae of the tide). In one case
tne intervals were referred to the superior transit of one day be-

Jjjje, and in the other to the superior transit of two days before.

J he square of the discrepancy of the mean in the latter case was
greater than in the former. An establishment deduced from
these numbers for high water without correction would have a

probable error, as tried by discrepancy from the mean, of nearly
e'ghty-four minutes. I have little doubt of being able to reduce
this error, by computation, much within the limits of observa-
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3. The hourly Reservations for the year were thrown into the

form of curves, the abscissas representing the hours and the ordi-

nates the heights. Of these I present, as characteristic, the months

of January and March (PI. 4, 5, or Nos. 2, 3). In January the tides

are single throughout the month, the rise and fall diminishing

towards the zero of declination
; and in March two periods of

marked double tides occur. The times of new and full moon
coincide nearly with the zero of declination of March ; in January

the syzigies occur at times of greatest declination. A series of dia-

grams, prepared for periods of declination zero, shows irregulari-

ties or double tides near these times. Before disappearing, the tide

which is lost appears rather as an irregularity than as a real tide,

puzzling to the observer and a severe test of his faithfulness. A
similar set of diagrams for the periods of greatest d<

show uniformly single tides and the greatest comparative rise

and fall at the same periods, whether cmneiding with syzigies or

with first and last quarters. In computing the heights of spring

and neap tides by the common methods, tour mouths gave zero

or negative differences.

To discuss the epochs of the phenomenon, as compared with

greatest and least declinations, I prepared two sets of tables,

which require revision.

They show sometimes an actual coincidence in the epoch of

least tides and zero of declination, sometimes a precedence and

sometimes a subsequence, which, when not caused by irregularity

of winds, I believe will find a satisfactory explanation ;
at a

mean, there was little, advantage in' the discussion found from

displacing the epoch. The average rise and fall for the second

day before the greatest declination was L 68 feet, for the day

next preceding the greatest declination 1-78, for the day of great-

est declination 181, for the next day 186, and for the next 1 77.

Tracing a curve from these would give the epoch of greatest rise

and fall about 075 days after the great Bl declination. The av-

erage rise and fall on the corresponding days, in reference to de-

clination zero, were 0-96 feet, 075, 60, (dec. zero,) 0-63, 73,

the curve giving the epoch about one-sixth of a day after the

zero of declination. The numbers, as stated, require revision;

and there are causes for an apparent displacement, which require

further examination.

4. This general examination tends to point to the diurnal

irregularity, as Mr. Whewell has stated, as the cause of the occur-

rence of these single day-tides; a view which is confirmed by

such examinations as I have been able to make of the hourly

tidal observations at Fort Morgan, at the entrance of Mobile Bay.
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The interference in this case would be between the diurnal tide-
wave, which represents the dinrnal -inequality and the ordinary
semi-diurnal wave, whether this wave has a regular progress
along the coast independently of the semj-diufnal

%
wave, as was

at first supposed by Mr. Whewell, or whether its phenomena
are local, as he has since been led from his investigations to be-
lieve. If the observed wave is produced by its interference with
a semi-diurnal wave, we can only study the phenomena to ad-
vantage after the observed wave has been separated into its com-
ponents.

5. As a first approximation, I assumed the two waves to be
governed by the law of sines, and then determined the curve
which would result from the superposition of two such waves,
having the same or different origins. The mean of the regular
double tides about the zero of declination would present a first

approximate value of the rise and fall of the semi-diurnal tides,

and the mean of double and single tides at the maximum of de-

clination would, especially when near the quadratures, give a
first approximation to the height of the diurnal tide. The com-
parisons with the forms of curves already traced, addressing the
eye, are easily made.

I present herewith diagrams (PI. 6, or No. 4) for the case, in

which the maximum of the diaraa h that of the

rial, is three hours in advance, (or coincides with mean
water falling,) six hours, or « oincides with low water,) and nine
hours, (or coincides with the second mean, or mean water rising,)

Wing the approximate quantities referred to above for the greatest

height of two component curves. It requires little examination to

see that neither of the first three forms represents the case, and that

th does so remarkably, even in what appear to be small

-. This will be seen in the re-
s "Its :..,• ( >ctober, of which a diagram on a l.uire scale is presented,

giving the tidal curves near the zero, and thence up to the maxi-
mum of declination for the first half of the month. In the sin-

gle day tides there was the same slow rise compared with fall,

sharp rise and fall i ir luj, ai d low water, with the tendency to

a stand during th- n<«-: the -one c\ei^ m th- interval of time

from low to high water, over that from hidi to low water. This
hypothesis as to the position of the two waves may perhaps be
shghtly improved by furl her discussion. It is obvious from the

Mtve already referred to as given
1

> Mr. Whewell), that the form and position of remarkable
points will varv with the constants in the component curves, as

well as with the position of i
ifercnce to

that of the other.

I have drawn the
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diurnal, formed from the observations with the same displace-

ment of nine hours in the time of high water of the diurnal

curve, and corresponding to the epochs of the maximum decli-

nation, two, four, and six days before or after the max mum.
These show the general features of the curve sufficiently, and

the variations in the times and heights, the passage from single

to double tides, and the reverse
; and the coincidence with ob-

servations is such as to warrant a close numerical discussion.

6. The equation of the curve shows how the time of high

and low water depends on the constants in the diurnal and semi-

diurnal curve.

The equivalent of the equation given by Mr. Whewell is—

C.cos2*+Dcos(*-E)-y= 0,

in which t is the time in hours from the place of the maximum
ordinate of the semi-diurnal curve as an origin ; C is the con-

stant of that curve of sines ; E is the distance of the maximum
ordinate of the diurnal curve for the former, and D the constant

for the curve of sines
; y is the ordinate of the complex curve.

By an eas this takes the form,

2C . cos ^+D cos t. cos E +D . sin t . sin E -C=y.
ForE = 9hrs. Cos E= -sin E= —Vh
and y=2C cos 2t±D sin E (sin *-cos t) -C.

The differential co-efficient of which for the case of the maxi-

z~< 3 cos /. sin t-\-D s n E (sin /+co5.0=

11 40 4C

siol+c^TDsTi E~DW
, since the second term is negativ e when *>6 hours,

4C
cosec.* sec

~Dv4*
Applying this to the four cases shown in the diagrams^

=9 hours, C= 0-175, D=0700 we find maximurn at 10 2.3 I

=-0615 10 ;::; 3

= 0-400 It) 51 I

=0157 11 M 'D

and for the intervals between high and low water in lunar hours,

9 09-2, 8 53-4, 8 17-8, and 6 06 :
4.

We might apply this mode to test the hypothesis, using for

the values of C, the half difference of the ordinates of six and

twelve hours from the mean, and of eighteen and t\.

hours with the signs changed, and for D, the average ol the or-
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dinates of six and eighteen hours from the first mean. The
means present the best criterion because not displaced in this

combination as the equation shows. This mode of proceeding,
however, throws the test too much on the weak part of the re-

sults, the times of occurrence of high and low water, or of mean
water, and does not take in all the points of the curve, and I
have therefore preferred a different form of discussion.

7. Placing the maximum of the semi-diurnal curve at hours,
in the hypothesis that the high water of the diurnal curve is nine
hours in advance of that of the semi-diurnal curve, the two
curves cross the line of mean water at three hours, the diurnal
cum '''-in- mil th. s.-mi-d il falling at six hours, the semi-
diurnal curve has reached its maximum, and rises again at nine
hours to its intersection with the mean water line, at which time
the diurnal curve has reached its maximum; the semi-diurnal
curve attains its greatest rise at twelve hours, and the mean level

at fifteen ; the diurnal curve also descending to the same point at

that time.

Within these two intervals from mean level to mean level, the

combinations of the ordinates forming the actual tidal curve are

exhausted; the part of the curve below the mean level being
symmetrical with that above. From three to nine hours, the
ordinates of the semi-diurnal curve are subtractive ; from nine to

fifteen hours, additive. The mean is the average between high
and low water. The tides of each day will give the forms of
the component curves, beginning with the mean, and ending
with it, considering as symmetrical the parts above and below
the axis of X.

In tabulating, the branch above the axis should be referred to the

mean of the preceding and succeeding low water j —^ V ^ f

and of the high water which it includes, and that below to the
mean of the two high, and of one low water. From three to

nine hours, the difference of the ordinates giving the actual curve,
and from fifteen to nine in the
ordinates, half the sum of the ._
va>ne of the ordinates of the diurnal curve, and half the differ-

ence, the ordinates of the semi-diurnal curve. The same being
repeated wiih the second branch of the curve, the average will

glV
rf, l

tW0 resu 'ts for each day's observation.
I he case given in the table on the board, for March 5, will

serve to illustrate the simple nature of this method of proceeding.

The mean ordinate for the first and second branches of the
curve having been obtained, and the hourly observation which

; ist nearly with it having been found before and after
h>gh water, the hourly observations are arranged from it forwards
Second Series, Vol. XII, No. 36.—Nov., 1851. 45
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for seven hours (m) and backwards for seven (n). The same is

done for low water, (m' and n'.) The half sums and half differ-

ences are taken in each case, and then the means. The compu-

tation of the diurnal curve is made in the upper part of the table,

and that of the semi-diurnal curve in the lower part. The num-

ber representing the mean level is eliminated by the mode of

taking the means in each table, and the ordinates below the axis

are treated as if having the same sign as those above. The
semi-diurnal curve is turned over on its maximum ordinate, and

the mean value of a single branch of it found. Then each curve

is reduced to zero, in the mean level of the period. The last
w

two columns of the upper and lower part of the table contain

respectively the curves of sines corresponding to the diurnal and

semi-diurnal curves.

In the case shown in the first diagram, the ordinates of the

semi-diurnal curve from mean water to high water, and corres-

ponding nearly to a minimum of declination, and new moon, are

000 feet, + 002, + 0-03, -f- 005, + 004, - 002, 4- 0-02. The
moon's declination during the period being about from 2° 54' S.,

to 1° 45' S. ; this curve obviously contains a residual of the

semi-diurnal curve, not taken out, but supposing it to be deduced

from a just mean, the corresponding ordinates of a sen

curve, calculated with 0-04 feet as the maximum would be 0-00

feet, 0-01, 0-02, 0-03, 0-03, 0-04, 004, differing at the most, 0-06

of a foot, or about three-quarters of an inch, and in a single m-

stance, the sum of all the six differences being 03 feet, and the

average -004.

The ordinates of the semi-diurnal curve are 0-00 feet, 014,

0-28, 0-32. The curve of sines computed with the greatest or-

dinate has in this case for its corresponding ordinates 00 feet,

016, 0-28, 32, differing but -02 feet at the greatest.

At the next period of declination nearly zero, and full moon

in the month of March, the ordinates of the diurnal curve de-

duced are 000 feet, 005, 006, 006, 0-08, 0-06, 0-09, and the

corresponding computed ordinates 00 feet, 002, 0-04, 006,

007, 0-09, 009, differing at the greatest 03 feet, and on the

average, 0-004 feet, the observed ordinate being this time iu ex-

cess as it was before in defect. The ordinates of the semi-diur-

nal curve are 00 feet, 12, 022, 026, and the computed ones,

00 feet,013, 24, 0-26, the greatest difference being 02 feet,

and the average 007 feet in excess, as was the former.

For March 12, corresponding to the maximum of the diurnal

curves, and to neap tides (one day after last quarter), the ordi-

nates of the hourly diurnal curve from mean to high water are

0-00 feet, 021, O-.'j'i), 05 1. 0-63, 0-69. 71. the corf. -

dinates of the curve of sines being 0-00 feet, 01S, 0-35, " «''

069, 71, in which the greatest difference is 03 feet, and tne
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mean -f 0-007 in the curve computed from observation. The
ordinates of the semi-diurnal curve are each zero. Two days

- viz. March 13. aires for the diurnal curve, 0-00 feet, .

0-18, 0-34, 0-47, 61, 68, 074, corresponding to which is the
curve of sines 000 feet, 0-18, 0-37, 51, 063, 0-72, 074, in

which the greatest difference is 004 feet, and the mean -002
feet, the curve of observation having the least ordinates. The
semi-diurnal curve is 000 feet, 000, 0-03, 002.
The average of three months, taken by weeks, gives for the

mean cur ve and curve of sin as the foliowing table :—

Diurnal Curve. Semi-Diurnal Curre,

Q

Di% ro.nO^servaUoa. )fSlatt

I
043 042

0-56 0-58 _0TW

g g

These results are shown by a curve in the diagram herewith
presented (Pi. 7, or No. 5,) on the full scale * the greatest differ-

ence between the curve from the observation and the curve of
sines being less than a quarter of an inch in the mean deduced
from three months observations. Whether thus wii.

the mean of more observations or whether a modification of the

hypothesis of displacement of nine hours must be made to meet
1[

- hi rt her computations now in progress will show.
8. When this analysis has been made as complete as possible,

and applied to the year's observations, it will remain to take up
the two series into which we have divided the observations, and
to discuss them numerically in detail, as we have heretofore done,
generally, in regard to the known laws of the diurnal irregu-
larity, and of the ordinary tides.

Each determination gives a corresponding value of the maxi-
mum, or of the ordinate of high water, and in the case of the
mean of the curves for January, February, and March, these

maxima are 066 feet, 065, 0-60, 60. 058, 058. Mean 0-61

jeet, differing -03 of a foot, from the maximum found directly

from the observations, and if the discrepancies are accidental,

g'vmg a mean probable error by the variations from the average

°\ 002 feet (one-quarter of an inch) of any one of the deter-

minations, and for the m< m. 001 f. i nearly.

.

9
- By the kindness of Col. Abert, of the Topographical En-

gineers, of Major Bache, of the same corps, and of Lieut. Maury,

Superintendent of the National Observatory, I have been put in
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possession of tidal registers which have been kept during the

progress of the local surveys made of harbors on the coast of the

• Gulf of Mexico. The tidal observations of Major Bache, U. S.

Topographical Engineers, at Key West and the Tortugas, are

the most complete of this series, and show, as a general phenom-

enon, the prevalence of the semi-diurnal wave at that point. I

have not yet had the opportunity to examine fully these results,

which are however under discussion.

Art. XXXVI.— The Silurian Basin of Middle Tennessee, with

notices of the Strata surrounding if: by James M. Safford,

A.M., Prof, of Chemistry and Geology, Cumberland Univ.,

Lebanon, Tenn., with a plate.

1. The rocks of Middle Tennessee, west of the Cumberland

is, belong, for the most part, to strata below the Pen-

tremital carboniferous limestones.

2. They may be divided into five natural but unequal groups,

(see table, $ 7.)

The First and Second, commencing with the lowest, comprise

the "B western geologists.

The Third includes the gray limestone of the Harpeth and

Tennessee rivers.

The Fourth, the well known " Black slate."

The Fifth and. uppermost, the "siliceous stratum" of Dr.

Troost—a heavy group, often including limestone, but well

marked everywhere by its siliceous character.

3. The strata of these groups, originally, formed a slightly

elevated dome, the denuded summit of which is in Rutherford

county. Here the lowest of the rocks under review are visible.

From this point the dip eastward is very slight ; towards the Illi-

nois coal-field, however, it is considerable, being from four to five

hundred feet in sixty miles, and sufficient to bring the uppermost

group down to the level of the Cumberland river, in Montgomery
county. Towards the south and west, the dip of the "blue

than that of the " black slate" and the

group above, thus making room for the Harpeth and

Tennessee river group.

4. The groups enumerated above have been denuded in such

a way as to form a basin, its outlines more or less obscured by

"spurs," hills, &c, though, upon the whole, well defined it *

of an oval figure, about one hundred miles long and fifty or sixty

broad, and runs somewhat obliquely across the state. (See map,

Plate 7.) I have denominated it the Silurian basin, since the

rocks of the entire area are of Silurian age, the "blue lime-

stones," or groups first and second, being the surface-rock of the

level and rolling lands constituting the bottom of the basin.
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5. Along the western side, the upper part of the second, the
whole of the third, fourth, and fifth groups crop out on the hill-

sides or bluffs forming the walls of the basin. Group third,
which is seen only along the western side, in sections, thickens
as we proceed south-westward, and emerging in the counties of
Perry, Wayne, Hardin, &c, from beneath the superior groups,
which separate our basin from the bottom-lauds of the Tennes-
see, becomes the surface-rock of these lands and the knobs along
the river. On the south-eastern side of the basin, the slopes,

bluffs, &c., present sections corresponding to those of the oppo-
site side, with the exception of the entire absence of group thin!.

or the gray limestones of the Harpeth and Tennessee rivers.

(See section, on the map.)
6. The uppermost group, including all above the black slate,

spreads out into a broad zone encircling the basin on all sides.

It thus forms the " Barrens" and flat lands lying along and in

front of the western slope of the Cumberland Mountains; run-

in pears beneath the Pentremital strata form-

se. [See map. Prom the mountains, the zone sweeps
off in a north-westerly, and then westerly course, through North-
Tennessee and Southern Kentucky, presenting us again with
barrens and flat lands. In this region, the Cany fork and Cum-
berland river, intersecting the strata deeply, have cut out for

themselves narrow valleys, remarkable for their depth, their pre-

cipitous bluffs, and th tils of their tributaries,

fluffs five and six hundred feet high have been reported.

The zone disappears in Kentucky, under the limestone slopes
of the Illinois coal-field. From this region, it extends, rich in

°xyd of iron, south through Tennessee, running under the creta-

ceous rocks west of the Tennessee river. The latter river and

tary, the Duck, have here intersected the two topmost
groups and exposed ($ 5,) the limestones below. The zone com-
pletes the circle, by sweeping off to the east in North Alabama,

7. The groups and their members will be noticed in the as-

cending order, commencing with the lowest, as follows :

v S ;i: r, C b—Cherty limestone.V- Siliceous Group,
J a_Siliceous beds. .

IV. Black or bituminous slate.

III. Harpeth and Tennessee River or gray limestone.

r c Upper Nashville beds.

II. Nashville Group, \ b—Lower Nashville beds.

( a—Siliceous, or sandy limestone.

r c—Upper Lebanon limestone.

I- Stones River Group, < b—Lower Lebanon limestone.

/ a—Stones River beds.
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8. The rocks of Middle Tennessee, equivalent to the " Blue

limestone''* around Cincinnati, and to the Hudson River, Trenton

and Black River Groups of New York, are about five hundred

feet thick. They comprise the first two groups, which, though

having characters in common, are upon the whole natural, W$
separated by a well defined horizon. The lower of these and

the first of our series is the

I. Stones River Group.

9. This group is so named from the name of the stream along

which it is finely developed. It is limestone throughout, and

from 240 to 260 feet in thickness. We have divided it, for con-

venience, into three members, though a more natural arrange-

ment would unite the first two.

10. (a. ) Stones River beds.—This includes a series of blue and

brownish-blue limestones, mostly fine-grained and thick-bedded,

some strata of which abound in dark flinty layers. These rocks

—the oldest of Middle Tennessee—are about seventy-five feet

thick, and form an irregular circle, with a diameter of ten or

twelve miles, constituting the summit of the denuded dome in

Rutherford, ($ 3.) The member differs from the one next

above in its thick-bedded strata, and in not affording as many
fossils, which, (together with the comparatively less study be-

stowed upon it,) will account for the paucity of species. The
following is a list of those observed and collected ; it will be

seen that nearly all are common to ihe member succeeding.*

4. '' recurvirostra ? Hall.
|

8. Actiiu.ei-ras tcimiiiluiu, Hall.

11. (b.) Lower Lebanon limestone.—The irregular circle just

mentioned is surrounded by a broad zone of thin-bedded layers,

which—everywhere attended by "cedar glades"—sweeps off in

opposite directions, reaching the Cumberland on the north, and

Duck River, along which it spreads, on the south. This ftfar

bedded sub-group is from fifty to sixty feet thick and is well

developed in and about Lebanon, which locality has afforded

most of the species enumerated. The sky-blue layers—some-

times separated by seams of argillaceous matter—are coarsely

crystalline and abound in calcareous remains.

* All of the species given in this paper, vith very fe
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List of ,

.
12. (c.) Upper Lebanon limestone.—The 1

honed passes gradually into a heavy member of grayish, i

tilI1!
; brdwnisb, blue thick-bedded layers. Such is their ch

Jer for the most part ; within fifteen or twenty feet of the
however, the layers become thin-bedded, interstratified oc«
ally with seams—rarely beds—of clay. The entire thickn

Tin-
! im.t I Inn feet.

J member runs in an irregular belt around the last, enclos-
ir)g the inferior rocks a ithout, beneath the suc-
ceeding group. It for;, riin the belt, the bases of
two broken lines of ridges and hills—respectively the water-sheds
ot Stones River and the Cumberland, and of Stones and Harp-
etn on the north and Duck River on the south—thus uittit.g oil"

the minor basin of Lebanon, and, east of Columbia, that of the
Duck River.

.
'The middle portion of the member is every where character-

ized by groups of silu ilveolata, Streptelasma
Profunda, Hall, and the rough spherical masses Stroma torcrinm
rugosum, to which we may add Actinoceras tenuifilum; fossils,

;

:

'

'

- '.

'

: ,\
''

-:
: •
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however, are not very abundan
long as the last.

t, and hence

List of Species.

1. Stroma
2. Cohun,,

ran, Hall 11

Hall.

13. MimliUoiiiii 1I
,

' l|;;,

:

;::;,

II. Nashville Group.

13. This group is not as easily subdivided as the last ; the

lowest portion, however, including from sixty to eighty feet, is a

well characterized member; the remainder, which is about two

hundred and sixty feet thick, not affording grounds for a positive

has simply been divided equally into Upper and Lower

Nashville beds.

14. (a.) Siliceous or Sandy limestone.—The aspect of this,

the first subdivision of the group, is quite different from the

purer limestone below
; it is mostly a thick-bedded, coarse-grained,

gritty, and, when freshly quarried, dark-blue, limestone. By
weathering it loses its calcareous matter and becomes often a soft

yellowish sandstone or shale.

This member abounds in individuals of Orthis testv

which is highly characteristic, not having been noticed in any

other position within the basin. This sub-group, forms a zone

enclosing, and concentric with, those described.

List of Species.

2. Leptsena, sp. 1 pfyjl, new II

4. Atrypa increbescens.
| 8. Holopea I

!

15. (iandc.) Nashville beds, Lower and Upper.—Succeeding

the last, we have thick-bedded strata of blue and blackish-blue

limestone running up into thinner layers, separated by seams, and

rarely beds of shale. These rocks are generally granular, often

gritty and impure, and prone to disintegrate.

About Nashville, there are two minor beds, which, though of

limited extent, are of sufficient interest to be noticed. The first

is a bed, at the base of the series, of light clouded blue

from twenty to thirty feet thick, and extensively used for build-

ing. It is peculiar in being made up, as is shown on weathered

surfaces, of finely comminuted fragments of shells, which, to-

gether with the oblique lamination observable, proves it to have

been deposited from a strong current. This is followed by a few
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some places eight
feet thick and not granular as the last. Above these, again, and
separated by several feet of the ordinary limestone, follows the
second interesting bed. It is peculiar in being of a yellowish
gray color, in being almost entirely an aggregation of individuals
of a Bucania. Murrhho)iia bicincta, and of fine specimens of
an undescribed Acephal, and also in its porous character due to

cavities formed by the grouping of the shells. The bed is from
eight to ten feet thick and has been noticed by Dr. Troost in his

reports.

In the following list of species, those which are confined either

to the upper or lower part are distributed accordingly.

HI. Gray limestone, or Harpeth and Tennessee River Group.

16. Here we reach a horizon wholly distinct in every respect

from the last.

Along the southeastern escarpments of the basin, the black

slate rests directly upon the layers of " blue limestone" contain-

ciates, (<§> 5.) Passing westward,

however, the group m l! thickens,

as is shown by the bluffs of the Harpeth and Duck rivers, as we
proceed. Thus, like a great wedge, it separates two groups,

which are adjacent on one side of the basin, making them in

fact unconformable. Along the Tennessee river the group is

well developed. The " Cedar- Glades" of Perry, De.

Hardin counties have become already, by the researches of Dr.

Troost, classic ground to the Palaeontologist. The group, no

Jonbt, includes rocks both of Upper Silurian and Devonian a 2 e.

I" Sumner county, but a few feet below, the slate Pentamerus

may be gathered in abundance, affi

along the northern slopes the strata are mostly Upper Silurian.

Suond Seeies, Vol. XII, JN'o. 36.—Nov., 1851. 4ti
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If so, the Devonian division thickens towards the southwest.

The thinning out of the strata and the commingling of the fos-

sils render it difficult to make the separation.

The following is an approximate section of the rocks, along

First, a stratum of i ,

fine-grained, of unknown thickness, forty or fifty feet of which

are exposed in the bluffs and beds of several creeks in Hardin

county. It is a good hydraulic limestone and is beaut tl

inated in smooth layers, which are from one to five inch

It has afforded me, as yet, no fossils, antl hence its age is

Then follow from 100 to 130 feet of limestone, mostly ii-ht-

gray and thick-bedded, containing crinoidal beds; some of the

lower strata with bright green points ; middle strata banded by

reihlish h\ < i-> w In< h au ^ .ipnlh hu< - .1 linul, mi^uie chuty

limestone, common on the Glades; upper portion sometimes

affording bluish layers of siliceous limestone ;
all often of a marly

nature, easil lining the angular gravel of the

Glades and liberating their siliceous and calcareous fossils.

List of Species.

1. Astroceriuin constrictum, Hall.
j

24. Platycrinus Ann Dixoni, Troost.

3.
«

? n. sp.

'

2ii ITi.ploPvini"" ^
in. n. sp. 27. Leptama depressa, Sowerby.
>] mra, n. sp. 28.

±

- Bubplaua, Conrad.

If. Cat.-iiipnr.i cM-liiimidos, Lam. ;j7. " aspera, Dalman.

Horn I three n. sp. 40. Orthis elegantula, Dalman.

. blongus.

\4 ttus, Dalman.

m, Hall.

IV. The Black Slate.

17. This group, or stratum, cropping out around the escarp-

ments of the basin, forms a well defined horizon. (See map.) I*

is already known, through the notices of Troost and others, as a

brownish bkwk - .-•,
. ii.-n bituminous, and containing iron py-

rin -s. winch is especially abundant near the base of the stratum.

When exposed to damp air and at the same time protected from
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rain, it is frequently encrusted with alum salts and copperas, due
to the decomposition of pyrites.

In the northern part of the state, it is from forty to sixty feet
tn " >- I it th i . ut ..' n -r •( ',ti lv ! ,' . Is tin s [,11m, s't in

.- ,!i Hardin county,
c
~ inches of i

—a fact expressed upon the map by the broken part of the heavy

I have not been able to discover more than three small shells,

of which but one has been well made out. In addition to the
shells it occasionally ailbrds fragments of leaves and wood. A
Lilian hi. the shell leierred to above, has been figured by Owen
ami .Norwood in a pamphlet, entitled. Researches among the

Protozoic and Carboniferous i..«-ks ef rential Kentucky." They
consider it allied to I . spatula of the Genesee slate, though it is

rather broader in prof irtion to its length. I hie ot my sj > . inn ns
is a new species of Cnonetes ; it was obtained, together with the
others in Maury county.

V. Siliceous Group.*

18. This series—the "siliceous stratum" of Dr. Troost—in-
cluded between the blacl- -!.ii- ;vn( the peutremital limestone, is

well marked throughout by its siliceous characters

There appears to be doubt as to the age of the lowest beds,

some regarding them as Devonian, others as carboniferous; we
are inclined to adopt the latter view, and have upon the map re-

garded the entire group as carboniferous. The species are cer-

tainly closely . -ns types,f
19. This series has been divided into two members.
(a.) Siliceous beds.—This member, including in the northern

Part of the state about 200 feet, appears to have had partly a

chemical, and partly a mecli mical oi gin. It consists mostly of

a fine-grained, siliceous rock-^ !|i ? a nne

sandstone; when freshly quarried, it is of a light blue color,

and compact: it omta mis hut little calcareous matter, and is often

i with layers of hornstone or flint ;—occasionally
beds of bluish siliceous shale are met with. Upon exposure,

the rock, especially when more than usually calcareous, decom-

poses, losing its blue color and becoming a soft, m >th y.-ll w,

sometimes grayish, sandstone or shale. The Lei

Sparta turnpike exposes an entire section at Snow's hill, which
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is, from top to bottom, soft, yellow, siliceous or sandy shale,

with heavy interstratified layers of hornstone.

ck is generally thinly dotted \

—concretions ; the larger occurring j

portion, are often fine geodes of quartz lined with
the larger occurring in the upper,

crystals ; one locality, at least, affords rhombohedral forms.

An interesting feature of these rocks—in fact of the group

—

is the presence of Crinoidal limestone. It occurs at various ele-

vations in intercalated beds, ranging from one to ten feet in thick-

ness ; some of these are pure grayish-white limestone made up

of the crinoidal remains : others are impure and enclose silicified

fossils. As might be anticipated, the Crinoids are the most

abundant fossils. The sihciried nms are found occasionally in

place, but usually detached, on the hill-sides with the flinty frag-

ments, and in the soil ; silicified Trochites of a large size, both

circular and oval,—common also to the succeeding member,

—

are found in many places.

Large Spirifers and Producti occasionally occur, but excepting

perhaps Crinoids, fossils are noi abundant, the conditions under

which the rocks were deposited not having been favorably to

animal life.

List of Species.

. ',„,!, inn p.?

trvptfhisnia, n. sp.

- ul ho, inus Tcnnessese, Troost!

. CatvU.HTinr.s Ttmnesseae,

. Cvathocrinus pL-ntasplu'ricus, "

9.
"

fibula, "
I

As we approach the topmost strata, the rocks, without afford-

ing any well marked limit, gradually run into

20. (b.) Cherty limestone.—This member though related to the

last, differs in being a true limestone, in affording a brick-red soil,

in the character of its imbedded masses, and in being much more

fossil iferous. The fundamental rock is thick-bedded and impure,

of a light blue color; it occurs occasionally in purer beds with-

out flints, but, in the main abounds in reniform nodules of chert

and in siliceous layers. The latter, which, by the way, are very

characteristic, liberated by the removal of the calcareous matter

that contained them, occur very generally on the surface and in

the red soil, iu ro u

g

h friable masses having a porous sandy struc-

ture and a light yellow or gray color
; they abound in species of

the beautiful Fenestella, and often in a large undescribed (?) Orthis,

as well as in other species. i

The strata are sufficiently argillaceous to give the soil a clayey
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A most important economical feature of these rocks is the
presence, especially westward, of iron ore which sometimes

>wn into the member below. The soil everywhere con-
tains sufficient oxyd of iron to color it deeply.

This member is mostly the surface-rock of the table-lands sur-
rounding the basin, and usually appears a few miles in the rear
of the esc,.; _ as we approach the
mountains on the east, or the hilly ridges of Southern Kentucky
on the north and northwest. (<§> 6.)

From my own observations, and the best data I can collect, I
infer the member to be from 250 to 300 feet thick, making the

>up 450 or 500 feet.

Owing to the present imperfect state of our knowledge of
American carboniferous species, it is impossible to give a satis-

factory list. The following is presented.

.Wil'I.
''

~'
.i.

Art. XXXVII.—On the Houghite of Prof. Shepard ; by
S. W. Johnson, of the Yale Analytical Laboratory.

On page 314 of the Proceedings of the meeting of this Asso-
ciation held at New Haven last year, occurs a notice of the min-
eral Houghite by Prof. Shepard. More than two years since I

noticed specimens of this mineral from Dr. Hough, and then pur-

posed to examine it. The specimens which were in my posses-
sion at the time of the publication of Prof. Shepard 's paper, and

nnshed the material for my analyses, agree in the main
With his description

; and it appeared improbable that any chemi-
cal species could be made from them as they were exceedingly
variable in composition as well as in appearance. It commonly
occurs as small imbedded nodules, usually more or less flattened,

with the interior dark gray or bluish gray and the exterior white.

Experiment and observation unite in proving that the differ-

ence in color between the external and internal portions of these

''concretions" is due to difference of composition. The milk-

white parts contain carbonic acid, the bluish-white portions do
not

- Further, some specimens are milk-white throughout, while
others are almost entirely of a bluish tin-c and - m ti m^pan nt.

The specimens at my command for analysis were uniform in ap-
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pearance, but were more or less opake white externally and with-

out exception were pervaded by minute grains of spinel and

phlogopite. Some of them presented * portion just

opake layer, that was transparent and homogeneous : within this,

fragments and crystals of spinel predominated. These statements

are necessary as a preface to the account of my chemical inves-

tigations, after detailing which, the physical properties will be

The mineral subjected to analysis, comprised fragments par-

tially opake and partially translucent, as it was almost impossible

to procure by separation a homogeneous material. A ft <
• r iirni-

tion, it manifests an alkaline reaction, and this, as I have since

found, it also does before heating.

As stated by Prof. Shepard, it is decomposable in acids, before

and after ignition. A large nodule, slowly dissolves, even in cold

acetic acid. Carbonic acid is evolved during solution, and in

sufficient quantity to produce a precipitate on passing through

baryta water. A residue has always occurred in my ex;

g in part of insoluble minerals,—spinel and phlogopite,

and also in most cases of silica; and in fact, the mi
often afforded a well characterized jelly with acids. The acid

solution gives with ammonia, in presence of chlorid of ammo-
nium, a copious white precipitate. The filtrate contains only

magnesia, or occasionally a trace of potash, possibly from decom-
position of phlogopite. The ammonia

\
t/cipitntf.'as noticed by

Prof. Shepard, yields alumina and a trace of iron to caustic pot-

ash, but is not entirely decomposed even by a large excess of it,

during protracted digestion at a boiling heat. Following the

usual routine of analysis it was repeatedly, and most carefully

examined for all the salts and rare earths that can occur in such

circumstances, but no evidence of their existence was obtained.

It appeared to be a hydrous compound of magnesia and alumina,

and upon reference to Gmelin's Handbuch, notice of such a sub-

stance was found. By three or fa is in hydro-

chloric acid, and precipitations by ammonia, it was completely

separated into the two earths, alumina and magnesia; which

with water completed the sum of its ingredients.

Previous to entering on the quantitative investigation of this

mineral, I made inquiries of Dr. Hough, who resides near the lo-

cality, hoping to obtain homogeneous specimens. He could not

furnish them, and the following analyses were made without ex-

pectation of perfectly accordant results.

In the analj sis, < arb »n a. id was determined, in the usual man-

ner, in a flask furnished with chlorid of calcium and aspirating

tubes. Water was expelled by ignition, and collected ii

of calcium. The mineral was decomposed in hot hydrochloric

acid, the whole evaporated to dryness, redissolved, and filtered

:
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in the solution, alumina and magnesia were separated by bicar-
bonate of soda ; the magnesia weighed as pyrophosphate, the
alumina, as such, after solution and reprecipitation by carbonate
of ammonia. The insoluble residue was treated with hot solu-
tion of carbonate of soda, to extract silica.

Before subjecting the mineral to analysis, a portion in small
fragments, the most homogeneous that could be selected, was
used for determining its specific gravity. For this purpose after
its weight had been taken, it was boiled in the water in which it

was subsequently weighed, as air bubbles adhered to it very per-

tinaciously. The number 2-175 was obtained ; but the mineral
was afterward found to contain spinel.

A quantity of the mineral after being pulverized, was placed
in a Liebig's drying tube, and exposed in a current of dry air to
a heat of 100° C. ; it lost water for a long time. The heat was
afterward raised to 175° C, and it continued to lose weight for

several days. It was fm.-illv submitted to the highest tempera-
ture admissible in an oil-bath, 280° C. (536° F.), and after more
than 100 hours of drying, it ceased to lose weight. As this re-

sult had not been foreseen, the original weight of the mineral
was not taken

; the loss was at least five per cent.

In this dried portion were found

19-743 86-292 24228

'

8"458 * ' 8-264
'

3-020=100.

(

A fresh portion of the mineral including that employed in tak-
ing the specific gravity, was carefully intermingled, pulverized
and dried over SO 3 in vacuo.
Two determinations of carbonic acid gave respectively 6-712

and S-094 per cent. ; mean, 7-380 per cent. Another portion, the
only remaining materia it ceased to lose weight.
It then contained no carbonic acid. The loss was 40857 pr. ct.

It was analyzed with the following results.

*1 %
Several water estimations were made, varying from 33 to 41

Per cent., but I attach no value to them. If we subtract 7-380
the mean result for carbonic acid from 40857 the total loss on

are obtain 33-477 as the per-centage of water; rejecting

the insoluble minerals and calculating the remaining constituents
°n 100, the composition stands as follows :

Excluding, in both analyses, all the ingredients but alumina
and magnesia, and reducing these to per-centage relations, we find

the following numbers.
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These accordant results indicate the existence of definite rela-

tions between these two ingredients. Divison by the eqa

gives the ratio of 4 of alumina to 19 magnesia, corresponding to

35-15, magnesia 64-85. The ratio of 1 : 5 would require

alumina 3353, magnesia 66-47.

It seems useless to speculate on the constitution of Houghite

without new analyses.

duite recently, I have visited the locality in company with Dr.

Hough. It is in the town of Rossie, and near the village of

Somerville, in St. Lawrence county, N. Y. The mineral occurs

disseminated through white crystalline limestone, at the summit

of a slight elevation, near which occurs beds of the Potsdam

sandstone. Associated with Houghite are dolomite of variable

composition, scapolite of brown and green color, phlogopite,

graphite, spinel, and a crystallized pseudomorphous(?) yellow

serpentine, in which I have obtained the water and silica per-

centages of that mineral.

Much of the rock exhibits evidences of atmospheric action.

The serpentine in the altered parts has become discolored and so

friable as to yield to the pressure of the fingers. The nodules of

Houghite are half exposed, easily detached from the rock, and

often opake and milk-white throughout.

This altered or bleached appearance in the rock does not occur

upon the uppermost surface, as far as I have observed, but along

its sides and under portions pendant over a cavity. But not a

nodule of Houghite has been found even in the least altered

rock that has not presented superficially in some parts a milk-

white color.

Among the masses which furnished material for analyses, I

found several specimens that exhibited unequivocal evidences of

octahedral crystallization, one of which is

here represented. Some of them are fths
of an inch in diameter ; they are superfi-

cially grooved and contorted, their edges
are rounded, and protrude beyond the
planes of the faces. In some an appear-

ance occurs, which seems as if it had been
produced by a protrusion, near the edge of
each plane, leaving a line of depression

with neutering surfaces, corresponding to

the lateral edges of a perfect octahedron,

while on the faces, a triangular depression occurs, bounded by the

protruded edges of each plane of the crystal. In one nodule

there is a gradual transition from the soft and amorphon
ite, to the hard and regularly terminated spinel. The crystals are

occasionally compound.
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In another specimen, in Dr. Hough's collection, there were the
summits and faces of several perfect octahedrons. The solid
angles had the hardness and lustre of spinel ; but portions of the
faces were destitute of lustre, or only glimmering, from dissem-
inated particles of spinel, and were easily scratched by the knife.
This specimen consists of three almost perfect crystals, each
about fths of an inch in diameter, besides three of smaller size.

The whole was imbedded in serpentine and dolomite. These
crystals are formed of mixed spinel and Houghite. The spinel
seems to predominate on the edges and solid angles ; but some of
the well defined edges yield to the knife. When a crystal is held
so as to reflect light to the eye, it is very easy to distinguish the

rals. It is seen that they are irregularly disposed, and
yet follow certain lines of eleavag llel, often
curved and generally unsymmi t i. ii u ith the figure of the crys-
tal. They seem free from the milk-white color which is observed
in the amorphous masses, and no doubt contain the true specific

In another large octahedral crystal of regular form,
the exterior is whitened and altered to the depth of half a line.

Many interesting facts and speculations have occurred to me in

relation to the origin of this mineral. Its association with spinel
as well as the similarity to that mineral in the bases in its com-
position, are facts of Jreai interest. It might appear that they
were simultaneously formed, since they occur together, in such
intimate mixture, and yet are so well defined. Possibly when
the spinel has predominated to a certain extent, or been placed
m otherwise favorable c« tizing force, in causing
it to assume its own peculiar f< mi. hay impressed that form on the

Houghite, analogous to what has occurred in the f'ontainbleau

limestone. But there are objections to this view, since spinel, ac-

the experiments of Ebelmen, is of purely igneous ori-

gin, and the circumstances attending its formation are incompati-

ble, as far as we know, tneona production of a

hydrous mineral.

[Note on the probable Identity of Houghite and Vblknerite.—
Mr- Johnson has observed that we cannot obtain from the analyses

a satisfactory view of the composition of the mineral, owing to

the uncertain results. The analyses are still sufficient to author-
l/

- the - u.a.sti. ,i that H"U_'hite when pure and free from ear-

th the Vblknerite of Hermann.*
Hermann obtained;for the Vblknerite,
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Houghite rather favor the ratio 1:1$. The approximation shows

at least the close relation of the two minerals. As part of the

evidently driven off by excessive heat

The grayish mineral forming the interior of the masses

is not foliated like Volknerite, but this structure may not be

more essential here than it is in gypsum. The nodules are often

somewhat fibrous radiated. The presence of carbonic acid in

the exterior of the nodules is apparently due to an alteration of

the true hydrous mineral, from the action of the carbonic acid

of infiltrated waters or the atmosphere. The hydrotalcite of

Hochstetter, which Hermann refers to Volknerite, afforded 10-54

p. c. of carbonic acid.*

The mineral has probably resulted from the alteration of spinel,

judging from the many specimens the writer has seen. There

is a passage from the perfect w I rp edges, to

those that are uneven and rounded as if by corrosion from

chemical action, and from these to the flattened nodule ;
and the

nodules are such forms as would result from a softening and

pressure accompanying the metamorphic change, together with

the crystallizing or semi-crystallization of the new mineral.

Art. XXXVIII.—On some of the Thermal Waters of Asia Mi-

nor; by Dr. J. Lawrence Smith, of New Orleans, Prof. Chem.

in the University of Louisiana.—Part II. Waters of Yalova,

Hierapolis, Eski-shehr, Troy, Mitylene and Tiberias.

Thermal Waters of Yalova.f

The shortest way of reaching the springs of Yalova is by land-

ing on the south side of the Gulf of Nicomedia, near to Angori,

(three hours distant from Constantinople by steamer,) and proceed-

ing along a beautiful plain, that gradually narrows until termina-

ting in a valley closely shut in by hills. The springs in i[ue>tiuii

are situated in this valley, about six miles from the sea; they

are at the foot of a hill, which on the southwest closes in the

valley of Yalova and are known in the country by various names,

as Couri-Hamam, Dagh-Hamam, &c.
On the t< the springs, there are extensive re-

mains of the foundations of old Roman and Grecian buildings, and

r, the remains are more perfect, in the form of arches,
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aqueducts, baths, &c. Their extent gives evidence of the celeb-
rity they enjoyed in former times. The styles of their architec-
ture belong to different periods. The remains of the brick edi-
fices are evidently of the period of the Lower Empire, for on
many of the bricks are to be found an impress of the cross, and
Latin words written in Greek letters. To judge from the form
of these letters, particularly the epsilons, sigmas and omegas, one
is led to believe that they date from the Justinian age. The mas-
sive stone arches, which support the vault under which the wa-
ters rise, seem to have been constructed by the Romans. Their

presents nothing which opposes the idea received by
the inhabitants of the surroundh 2 villages, namely, that they
were constructed during the reign of Constantine the Great. And
what seems to sustain this hypothesis, is, the popular legend that

the mother of Constantino was indebted to these waters at one
period of her life, for her restoration to health : and from this

fact (according to the authority of the celchtamd ar< ha. 1. -i-t,

1 of Constantius) Yalova was formerly called Hel-

the Greek villagers of the neighbor-

nturies, of assembling at these baths

on the anniversary of the fetes of St. Constantine and St. Helena,
to celebrate the virtue of these waters. Von Hammer in his

history of the Turkish I'.:... ire, alludes to this place in the fol-

lowing words : " Some leagues from Cara-Mursal on the south
side of the Gulf of Nicomedia, there exist the baths of Yalova
(ancient Sergla or Trepanon). This place was adorned with a

great numbet o( palaces and hospitals l>\ the Empress Helen,

whose father had kept an inn there. This place was afterwards

raised to the rank of a city by Constantine, the founder of the

Byzantine enipur. and. il'ul Ikl.-n,, '- m honor of ln> mother.

It was to this place that the first army of the crusaders, conducted
by Peter the hermit and Gamier sans-aeoir, took refuge after be-

ing routed near Nice. It was here also that the Saracens con-

structed pyramids and towers with human bones. Helenapohs
has been at all times celebrated for its thermal waters. Near
their source is to be seen the tomb of an AMul. that is. an enthu-

th a wooden sword undertook at

the head of a body of Mussulmans to conquer this city.

There are several ancient authors u ho allude to these springs,

among whom are Anm. Mela, and Anna Corn-

menus.

Yalova, which is now but a small riflage, was formerly the

Pjace of debarkation for the inhabitants of the cc iehiated cities ot

of Xicea. and of the numerous cities of Ihthyma. who
visited these springs. The port of Couri, whose antiquity is
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indicated by several Greek inscriptions, was probably, as now,

frequented by those coming from Constantinople and other cities

of the Propontide.

After the fall of the Roman empire, these baths went to ruin,

and were almost forgotten ; nevertheless the reservoirs and aque-

ducts remain as in the time of the Lower Empire. It is only a

few years since an Armenian banker purchased the place and

constructed houses for the reception of the sick.

These waters have at least nine sources. They flow from the

sides and bottom of a hill, rising through a sandy bottom accom-

panied with bubbles of gas, and differ but little in their tempera-

ture and composition. The character of the surrounding rocks

is not easily made out ; I am inclined to refer them, from my ob-

servations higher up the gulf, to the older tertiary. The waters

in their course leave not the slightest deposit, so that the ancient

aqueducts have never become obstructed.

According to the accepted classification, the mineral waters of

Yalova belong to the hot sulphurous waters. They have at their

source a ver U the quan-

tity is so small. « ither in the water or the gas, that it could not be

estimated. The temp i u oJ the w m rs. is from 151° to 156°

Fah., and varies but little with the changes of the atmospheric

temperature. The water is limpid and transparent, and has the

specific gravity 1-00115.

The gas which escapes at the source gave on analysis,

Nitrogen, - - - 97 per ct.

Oxygen, ... 3

One litre of the water gave 1-461 grammes of solid matter.

—The same quantity of water contains in grammes,

Sulphuric acid, . . -690
1 Magnesia, . . •

'°02

Chlorine, . . . -086 Alumina, . . •
trace

Soda, .... -393 Silica, .... -°3°

Lime, .... -208
|

Combined in the following manner :

—

Sulphate of soda, . . -807
! Sulphate of magnesia, .

"005

Sulphate of lime, . . -414 Sulphate of alumina, .
trace

Chlorid of sodium, . -072 Silica, .

'03°

The composition of these waters resembles that of the Bath

waters of England, the latter however not being of so high a

temperature. They act powerfully on the nervous system and

on the secretions and excretions, particularly those of the skin J

which renders them so efficient in rheumatism, gout, &c.
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Thermal Waters of Hierapolis.

The ruins of the ancient city of Hierapolis are among the
most interesting in the southwestern part of Asia Minor. The
place is situated about six miles from Laodicea (one of the seven
churches) and about one hundred and ten miles from Smyrna.
The site is seen for many miles before it is reached, as it uses
abruptly from the north side of an extensive plain, and the sides
of the hill are covered with an incrustation of dazzling white-
ness for upwards of a mile in length, and from this it has re-

ceived its present name, Pambuk-kelesey, (cotton castle.)

This place was much admired in former times, if we are to

judge from the inscriptions still to be seen on different parts of
the ruins, to the following effect. " Hail, golden city, Hierapolis

;

the spot i • be pretem I before any in wide Asia; revered for the
rill of the nymphs, adorned with splendor;" the people, in some
of these inscriptions, are styled, "the most splendid," and the

senate, " the most powerful."
It is a place well known to travellers in this part of the world,

and therefore I shall confine myself strictly to what concerns its

thermal waters, which have ever been its principal object of note,

aa evinced by the extensive ruins of baths. In fact the very hill

upon which the city stands owes its formation to the deposition

of carbonate of lime from these waters, and it now rises up-

wards of a hundred feet above the plain with a width of about

Ired feet. Immediately behind the city, rises another set

of hills of calcareous rock, from which flow the waters in ques-

tion
; they first enter a large pool in front of the theatre, and

from this the water flows in numerous little streams that course

m channels made by incrustations from the water. The amount
of water is very great, and it is so highly charged with carbon-

aud it takes place so rapidly that the concretion does not possess

great solidity, and frequently has a granular form resembling

driven snow.
It is this incrustation, as I before said, which gives to the

immediate site of the city its remarkable character. In some
places as the waters flow over the steeply inclined sides of the

hill, it forms a succession of terraces at regular distances, that re-

quire but little effort of the imagination to liken to an amphi-

le seats. At other places, it flows over the

precipitous sides sixty or seventy feet high, and one or two hun-

dred feet wide, incrusting the precipice with a snow-white sheet

iht be likened to a consolidated cataract, and wh it a Ms

to the delusion, at the base the incrustations have ac. imulat< «1

an irregular mass not unlike foam. This petrified stream extends

several hundred feet into the plain. It has formed walls and
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the grass and vegetation that it flows over,

and many of the tufts of grass, in perfect verdure, are thickly ;

incrusted near the roots with this white carbonate of lime.

The channels that conduct the water through the city are

made by deposits from these waters
; many of them are very deep

and almost arched over. The incrustations in and about the city

have elevated the level of it some fifteen or twenty feet, since

its destruction. Strabo tells us, that in his day the people of this

city conducted these waters into their gardens or other places

where they desired to form a wall, and in a short time they ob-

tained fences of a single stone, so rapid was the deposition. The
road which leads from the plain to the city is a causeway which
is formed entirely from the water.

Physical Properties.—The water is of remarkable transparency,

and remains so after being kept for any length of time. Having
lost my thermometer the day before arriving at this source, I was

unable to ascertain its exact t< mperature. I judged it to be about

130° Fah. Specific gravity, 100143.
Chemical Properties.—Solid contents in one litre, 1-934

litre

Carbonic acid, free,

Carbonic acid, fixed

Sulphuric acid,

Chlorine,

Soda, .

:'>rn Potash,

. -012 Silica, .

. -182 Phosphoric?

The combination of acids and bases may b<

following ma

Bi-carbonate of soda,

kte of lime,

ate of magne
Chlorid of calcium,

Sulphate of soda, .

The

078 Sulphate of lii

1-368 Sulphate of m
•041 Phosphate of 1

•020 Silica, .

, and almost pure carbonate of lime. The composition is

as ioiiows.

Carbonate of lime, . . . 98-2
Silica, 00-6

Magnesia, )
Phosphate of lime, [ . . . 1-2= 100-0

Fluorid of calcium, ) '

At the present day these waters are not used, and the neigh-

boring country is quite deserted, with the exception of a misera-

ble village of some half dozen huts. In former times, however,

beside the use of this water for the baths, it was greatly in repute
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among the dyers in a purple color made from a kind of root, and
owing to the remarkable adaptation of tin's water for (hat purpose,
the tint obtained is said to have rivalled the more costly purple,
and to have constituted the principal source of riches to the city.

The company of dyers is alluded to in the inscription on a square
building among the sepulchres. These waters also seem to have
possessed medical virtues, if we are to judge from some of their

medals, on which you find Apollo (the tutelar deity of Hiera-
polis) with jEsculapius and Hygeia.

Strabo alludes to a circumstance connected with these waters
that I inquired into while there, but without success. It is the
existence of what that author calls a Plutonium, described as an
opening about the size of a man in the side of the hill, with a
kind of enclosure of half an acre in front of it : from the open-
ing there issued constantly a dark vapor, that filled the enclosure
in front of it. He states that all animals entering this enclosure

became suffocated, but that the sacred eunuchs who attended in

the temples could enter with impunity.
I sought to discover this plutonium but without success, it

was doubtless an opening in the rock, from which issued a mix-
ture of carbonic acid and vapor of water, that has subsequently
become obstructed.

Thermal Waters of Eski-Shehr.

Eski Shehr is the ancient Dorylaeum, the plains of which are

very extensive. It is mentioned by the Byzantine writers as

the field of the first battles between the soldiers of the East-

ern empire and the Turks. It is situated on the river Purs-

ceck or Thymbius, which empties into the Sangarius, that flows

into the Black Sea, and is equidistant from that sea and the sea of

Marmora, being a little over one hundred miles from each.

Eski-Shehr is a city of some importance to the Turks, and it

is from here that Europe derives the greater portion of that min-
eral called Me< rsch nun, used in m iki'i - pipes.

In a certain quarter of this city, by excavating to the depth of
a few feet, hot water is obtained." w inch is a matter of great an-

noyance to the inhabitants, as they can have no wells of drinking

water. It is in this quarter that are situated the celebrated hot

d)tless used for more than two thousand years, with

i structure as tim< md th- habits of the people re-

quired. Thue is hue t lu_. ev ,\ ui u sixty 01 euhty feet

square, closed m with stone and roofed over: its depth I did not

measure, but am told that it is twelve or fifteen feet. The wa-
ter arrives from many sources at the bottom of this reservoir.

The reserv-uic was undo hv the Greeks and repaired some

years ago by the Turks. The amount of water furnished is
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very great, and "forms half the water used in turning a mill in

the neighborhood.

The water is allowed to flow from the great reservoir into a

large Turkish bath, as well as from different hydrants for the

purpose of washing dyed stuffs, &c.
Physical Properties.—This water is clear and transparent,

and when cold it is very agreeable to the taste ; no gas escapes

from it, nor is there any deposit, even after very long repose.

Temperature 119° Fah. Specific gravity 1-00017.

Chemical Composition.—The solid contents in one litre -260

grammes. One litre of the water contains in grammes

—

Carbonic acid, free, . -118
|

Soda with a little potash, -119

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -195 Lime, .... -040

Sulphuric acid, . . -030 Silica, .... "008

Chlorme, . . . trace I

Combined as follows :

—

Bi-carbonate of soda, . -219 I Sulphate of lime, . -029

Bi-carbonate of lime, . -078 Chlorid of calcium, . trace

Sulphate of soda, . -021
j
Silica, . . . '008

As is seen by the analysis, this water is remarkably free from

solid matter, nor is it supposed by the inhabitants of the country

in its neighborhood, to possess any other than the ordinary prop-

erties of water.

The geological character of the contiguous country has noth-

ing in it that would induce one to suspect the existence of such

abundant sources of warm water. The plain of E
appears to be one of those extensive lacustrine regions so com-

mon in the western portion of Asia Minor; the deposi

of a consolidated breccia. Imbedded we find the rocks of the

neighboring mountains, as well as the Meerschaum or silicate of

magnesia, so extensivly worked for exportation. Therm
are obtained in numerous parts of the plain as well as at Eski-

Shehr.

Thermal Waters of Troy.

Near the plains in which are supposed to have been situated

the ancient city of Troy, are numerous sources of thermal wntstS,

of several of which I procured specimens ; only two, however,

have been analyzed, the others not having arrived at my laboratory.

These springs are those alluded to by Homer, and they have en-

joyed more or less reputation from the time of the Tn
present date. The two that I have examined are sali

sources near each other. Analysis shoivs them to be identical.

The physical properties will be alluded to when the other waters

from this locality have been examined.
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Chemical Composition.—One litre contains of solid matter
21-301 grammes. The same quantity of water has in its com-

Carbonic acid, fixed, . •0595 Lime, . . . 1-4000
acid, . •0680 Magnesia, . . 0-3012

Chlorine, . 12-8000 Oxyd of iron, . . ' trace
Bromine, . Silica, . . . 0-0600
Soda, 9-2110

Combined as follows

Carbonate of lime, •1225 Chlorid of magnesium, -7031

Sulphate of soda, •0607 Bromid of magnesium, trace

Sulphate of lime, •0540 Chlorid of iron, . trace

Chlorid of sodium, 17-4450 Silica, . . . -0600

Chlorid of calcium, . 2-5078

Thermal Waters of Mitylene.

On this island, the ancient Lesbos, there are several warm
springs, and much of the geological structure of the place is

volcanic. I visited two of the springs; the first is near to the

village of Mitylene. and immediately on the shores of the gulf

of Olives, it is called Kelemyeh Oulinjah, and there are two
baths attached to it.

Kelemyeh Oulinjah source.—The water is clear, and flows

without lea\ ing a d'i posit. Its temperature is 102° Fah. (atmos-

phere at 77°), and when cold there is nothing marked in its taste.

Chemical Composition.—There are 1-250 grammes of solid

matter in a litre of the water which contains the following in-

gredients in grammes.

Carbonic acid, free, . -155 I Soda, .... "278

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -075 Lime, .... '152

Sulphuric acid, . . -040 Magnesia, . . .
'070

Chlorine,
. . . -570 1 Silica, .... '015

Combined as follows :

—

Bi-carbonate of lime, . -2450
I
Chlorid of calcium, . -0865

Sulphate of soda, . -0357 Chlorid of magnesium, -1628

Sulphate of lime, . -0330 Silica, . . •
0150

Chlorid of sodium, . -6510 I

The other source visited on the island of Mitylene is about six

miles north of the village, and is called Touzla ; there are baths

attached to it, and the waters are strongly saline.

Touzla source, (saline.)—Physical Properties.—The water

does not flow clear, being more or less tinged with yellow pro-

duced by some organic acid in combination with lime. Tins

deposit is seen to mark the course of the water as it flows down
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the beach into the sea which is very near to it. Tei

of the water 117° Fah. (atmosphere at 76°.) Sp. gr. 1-02G3.

Chemical Composition.—-There are 34-520 grammes of solid

the following in-

gredients

Carbonic ac

Sulphuric, acid, .

Chlorine, . . . 18 440 Alumina, . . .0012
Bromine, minute quantity not Iron 003

estimated.

Combined as follows :

—

Carbonate of lime, . -0912
i Chlorid of calcium, .

2-0040

Sulphate of soda, . 1-4625
j
Chlorid of ma-m^ium, 0-2IJ23

Sulphate of lime, . 1-3000
i Carbonate of iron, . 00038

alumina, . 0MI221 Ground of magnesium, minute

Chlorid of sodium, . 28-0-260 quantity.

There are several other sources of thermal water in various

parts of this island
; the one reputed to have the greatest temper-

ature is about eighteen miles from the latter, and called Fezilkek

this source I could not visit, and can therefore say nothing of it

from personal examination. There is yet one other source that

I will allude to, the

Tiberiad Thermal Waters.

The source of these waters is on the border of the sea of Gteft;

lee and within a mile of the city of Tiberias, of the solid structure

of which, repeated earthquakes have left but little. The sur-

rounding country show marked evidence of extensive volcanic

There are several sources at the place I visited, but they seem

to vary little from each other. They flow into Turku!
and from them pass into the sea, on their way leaving a slight

yellow deposit which is doubtless, as in many of these waters, a

Their temperature was not accurately ascertained for want of

a thermometer, but I should consider it about 120° Fah.

Chemical Composition.—la one litre 23540 grammes of solid

matter. The same quantity of water furnished in grammes

:

Carbonic acid, fixed, . -006 1 Lime, . .

'u
l

Sulphuric acid, . . -197 Magnesia, . . . -
11

?
Chlorine, . . . 13-989 Silica, . . . '°06

Soda,.... 8-751
!

Combined as follows :

—

Sulphate of soda, . -0620
J
Chlorid of calcium, .

'jW
Sulphate of lime, . -0386 Chlorid of miurnesium, "l^ 1

Sulphate of magnesia, -0151 Silica, . . . <**S
Chlorid of sodium, . 22*2330 1 Carbonate of lime, .

-010°
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The quantity of water brought away was too small to examine
for the presence of bromine.

Thia is the last of the thermal waters of Asia Minor which
have been examined

; there are a few others that may yet reach
me, when the composition will be made known as soon as
examined.

Cause nf the Thermal Watns in Western Asia Minor.

The cause of the abundance of warm springs in this quarter
of the globe, in all formations from the alluvial to the oldest

locks, is doubtless owing to the extensive igneous action within
no great depth beneath the surface of the country ; a fact evinced
by the frequency of earthquakes, but more especially by their

extent,- for they almost horn one end of it to

the other, as well as to the neighboring islands.

Neither time nor change of government has contributed so

much to the dr-strtioi • n of the hundreds of magnificent cities

which once covered this country, as the desolating influence of

[uake, and many are the cities that now exist, which
have been prostrated over and o\<a auain, and rebuilt, each time

i d splendor, until at last they are little better than

collections of huts when contrasted with their original condition.

All the country at the present day seems to be as much subject

to them as formerly.
The only part of Western Asia Minor where phenomena are

seen strictly analogous to those of active volcanoes, is in the Ca-
f
<i' <iiji<ii< (ill t iistn t siti it' 1 in Lvdia thout one hun-
dred miles east of S U \ t ia Xuml < rs of vol u\u cones exist in

the neighborhood of AW«. of many of which the craters are

•

; net, especially the one called Kupl.nr Man, which has

a perfect crater about half a mile m circumference, and two or

three hundred feet deep. The extent of this region is some

i. We have no record of any
activity in these Volcanoes., and Strabo drscrih. d them in his

<W quit • is thev are nm< . and tin Turks yn . to Satan the full

c '"edit of having created such a
: <"Ct. My

object at the present time is merelv to mention this district, as a

• in of it enters into a pa] er <>n the ruth |uakes and

volcanoes of Asia Minor, that I
' me future

time: it !s brought forward now merely to show a hat this vol-

canic centre has to do with the thermal sprint -i d. scribed.

ftea,arks on the oinurrnrr of Sitru-jni in Tlnrmot Wains.

—The only substance connected with these waters that I shall

almo>t

-
, roduct, as in the case of the springs ol "i ;
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examining into the gaseous products of various springs, and I

then ascertained that the gas was found especially with warm
springs; the nitrogen, when found accompanied with oxygen,

existed in proportions much greater than in the atmosphere, and

in numerous instances it was almost pure. The question natu-

rally arises, whence comes this nitrogen ? and as we know of no

other natural source of nitrogen than the atmosphere, it occurs to

the mind that there is a source of the gas in the thermal waters,

which, before they pass to the heated substrata, absorb a certain

amount of air ; the oxygen of the air contained in the water

combines with the rocks and minerals, or is taken up by some

de-oxydizing agent in the waters, which, as they return to the

surface naturally bring the nitrogen of the air freed of all or most

of its oxygen.

This explanation, which appears so natural, does not, however,

account for the fact, and I have been obliged to abandon it. Did

the nitrogen in these waters occur in such small quantities, as we
might suppose to have been absorbed by water, the explanation

would hold good ; but the fact in the case of the springs at Ya-

lova and many other sources, is, that the gas, which is nearly

pure, bubbles up in great abundance. Again, if the nitrogen

evolved by springs be simply such as the water absorbs before

penetrating the surface of the earth, how does it happen thai thS«

gas escapes from springs of ordinary temperature? For it is rea-

sonable to suppose that the water having once taken into solution

a gas, will not give it out except by heat or the presence of a

large amount of saline matter, neither of which occur to explain

the evolution of nitrogen gas from certain springs.

Feeling thus satisfied that the nitrogen in the gaseous products

of springs is not owing to its absorption from the atmosphere, its

origin has been sought for elsewhere, but without success, and I

am constrained to believe that nitrogen is one of those elements

stored up in the interior of the earth, in more or less abundance,

either pure or combined, and frequently finds its way to the sur-

face through those fissures by which mineral waters are con-

ducted. Its more frequent occurrence with thermal waters is

doubtless owing to the greater depth from which the latter come.

After all, however, that has been said, we must acknowledge

the explanation imperfect, and as only furnishing another evidence

of the difficulty of learning anything of the origin or uses of

this singular substance, nitrogen in its elementary state.

The general method of analysis adopted, differed but little

rom that usually employed ; and the construction of the salts

ut of the acids and bases has been made entirely from the dic-

ates of my judgment in the matter.
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The examination of the silica attracted considerable attention.
from the fact that we are in the habit of alway> <->nm;min: it ;»
uncombined silica, even when found in alkaline" waters. Although
my researches are sufficient to prove to my mind the inaccuracy
of this, still I have not thought proper in this paper to deviate
from the rule generally adopted, leaving it to more extended re-

search to decide the point.

In the analysis of the waters of Broosa, nearly all of which
are alkaline, the following fact has been observed; that on con-
ceatreti ig a cona h tl [uantity of the water to a small bulk,
all the carbonate of lime is precipitated and a portion of the silica

(whether in combination with lime or not is not yet decided);
but a large portion of the same still remains in solution, as well as

some lime, although the water is alkaline with an excess of car-

bonate of sod i. Th ; sili< i is iii s i< h qu mtit\ th it it could re-

mam only in solution in combination with an alkali, in fact there

is a silicate of soda and lime present.

The question here arises whether the silica was in a state of

ition before the water was concentrated, or is it a result

that has taken place during the evaporation ; this question can
only be decided by more extended investigation.

The observation of the above fact has led me to adopt the fol-

lowing method of est m ting the sili. a m mineral waters. Take
a certain quantity of the water, evaporate almost to dryness, add
hydrochloric acid, a little niort than so juired to saturate the car-

bonates present ; continue to eva; orate to complete dryness, and
then add water acidu acid, filter

and wash the silica that remans .... tin filtei in this way we
are sure to have the silica perfectly free from any silicate.

_

The method adopted for estimating the alkalies will be men-
tioned in a few words, as more details of it will be given in a

Paper devoted especial ' method has particu-

lar reference to the sej 3 from magnesia.

Take the solution filtu. d o. m th - i evaporate to dryness
to drive off the excess of acid, add a little water to redissolve,

then add pim i .. when the ehlorids of the al-

kaline metal ve>s of lune will pass through,

the magnesia, alumina, oxyd of iron, &c, remaining on the filter.

Separate the lime with carbonate of ammonia, or still better

u-ith oxalate of ammonia, evaporate to dryness, and heat to

dnve off th « hen nothing but the ehlorids of

alkaline metals will be left which can be separated in the ordi-

nary way.
This completes the description of all the thermal waters of Asia

Minor which have as yet come under my notice, with the obser-

vations that the investigation have given rise to.
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Art. XXXIX.—On the Preservation of Animal Substances:

by Henry Goadby, M.D., F.L.S., formerly Dissector of Mi-

nute Anatomy to the Royal College of Surgeons of England.

hi the preserving fluids that I use, and which are known by

my name, t!

i

uts occur, viz.: rock salt, alum,

corrosive sublimate, and the white oxyd of arsenic, or arsenious

acid.

ployed at one time, and they

at the contingency of destroy-

ing, rather than preserving specimens of Natural History.

To this end, I think it desirable to describe the properties of

•ils respectively before giving the necessary formulae for

the fluids.

Rock (or bay) salt is very preservative, and will maintain the

characteristics of all tissue* uuimpaii d, better than any other

agent with which I vided the strength be

ted; and I make much greater use of the purely sa-

line, or B fluid, than of any other.

Alum possesses very important conservative properties; it is

astringent, coagulates albumen to some extent, rendering trans-

parent tissues opake in proportion to the volume of alum brought

in contact with them: bur it destroys the carlonatc if lime, con-

verting it into the insoluble sulphate. The aluminous, or A, 2,

fluid, however, is a very valuable composition ; and to it I owe
many impoit tut pi ita us. \ Inch m ly be found both in my
own'nossessK.m and m the Hunt, nan Museum of the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons, of England, and which could never have been

made without its assistance.

Alum combines with animal tissues so perfectly, that it cannot

be dissolved out of them by lonu ifi
wan-r.

Whenever it is considered necessary to uso the aluminous ilmds

either to give form, and support, to an animal, or any part ol an

animal, or a delicate tissue, by reason of it- astringent property,

or to render diaphanous animals or tissues opake enough tt> N
visible, the excess of alum should be washed away with water.

and the animal or whatever it be, with few exceptions, removed

from the aluminous, and preserved permanently in the B fluid.

It should be borne co that the effect of fresh

volumes of the aluminous fluid should be cautiously watched,

lest the alum produce mischievous r. suits : but * ith care, it may

even be used to the full extent of its valuable propeities on the

soft parts of an animal enclosed in a shell of carbonate of liBje,

or otherwise j
— -> _ t < irth tot tfa muscula nervous, and

other soft tiss a s. will be mu< h sooner atfected by the a< ti >n <>t

tiie alum than the denser tissue- .natter. «
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will hence be seen that the aluminous fluid is not of universal

Corrosive sublimat md the coas;ulator of al-
bumen

; the intention of its application is not for" the sake of
either of these properties, but simply to prevent vegetation grow-
ing in the fluids respectively. But inasmuch as albumen t.-ikcs

from corrosive sublimate a portion of its chlorine, and thus con-
verts ir into calomel, and as all animal tissues are more or less albu-
minous, the propriety of using it at all, may well be questioned. In
places where the sporules of fungi abound, as in the store-rooms
of large museums, not even the presence of corrosive sublimate
can prevent them from grnu-iu»- upon the surface of either of my
preserving fluids, if they contain animal matter of any kind and
are in open vessels, i. e., not hermetically sealed : but, m a long

experience of this fact, I am bound to say that, although I have
had open jars, dishes, and other vessels containing dissections of

raiting their turn to be mounted permanently as prepa-

rations, in which the surface of the fluid has been covered t'wuw^
the summer months with vegetation of considerable substance,
and which has continued to increase, and flourish magnificently
for weeks, yet, I have never known it to descend into the fluid,

or affect the dissections (provided they were well covered with
fluid) in any way. Indeed, either of these fluids will preserve

plants, as easily, and certainly, as they preserve animals ; and
were the fungus to -row into the fluid, it would die, and be pre-

served. Neither have I at any time, during fourteen years ex-

perience of preparations made by the use oi my fluids, and con-

tained, and sealed down, in the several forms of vessels and
cells, also of my invention, ever found a particle of vegetati

jn a single preparation
been using the fluids, bot

m, ever found a parti

and during the last six years I have

, both for permanent preparations, and stores,

without the addition of corrosive sublimate, and always with

satisfactory results. 1 believe, therefore, that the corrosive sub-

hmate may be safely left out, although I shall include it in the

recipes of the fluids.

As arsenic acts upon glass and glass vessels, by combining
with the 1, . asons, it cannot be employed for

Preparations that are desired to be permanent. I have made a

few such attempts, but they have all ended in failure. Arsenic

possesses the power of softening animal tissues to a most remark-

able extent, and this property has no limit.

A few years ago I was desired bv the examiners in Anatomy,
°f the University of London, to preserve a body during the sum-
mer season for their examinations in the autumn. Desiring to

retain the
| is natural a state as possible, I

added arsenic to the B fluid. For some months, nothing could

exceed the success of this experiment, and if I had changed the
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fluid, and substituted B fluid without arsenic, I believe the body

would have been permanently preserved. It was neglected, how-

ever, in this respect, although I watched it with some solicitude

until, after the lapse of rather more than twelve months, I found

the entire body (with the exception of the bones) reduced to the

condition and appearance of decomposing size, except that it

remained perfectly sweet. I have made a number of experi-

ments, with the like results. I have seen the characters of mus-

cle, tendon, nerve, &c, gradually disappearing, until nothing but

lid remained, but which was always perfectly i

"
I employ ;

either to recovefanimals that have been hardened, and corruga-
The softening property is that for whirh

j alcohol, or to enable me to proceed with elaborate dissec-

tions of nerves, which must necessarily be tedious. My friend

Dr. T. S. Beck of London could never have made such a display

of the nerves of the uterus—the finest dissection of nerves in

the human subject that I believe has ever been made—with-

out the aid of arsenic, which was never allowed to do mischief,

occasionally washed away, then renewed, and so on ; and the

nerves, under its well regulated influence were as tough as cop-

per wire, and although very delicate in appearance, would bear

pulling and stretching with impunity.
The aluminous fluids I originallv designated by the letter A,

and I called them 1 or 2 as the same weight of the ing

were dissolved, either in one quart of water or two quarts ;
they'

are thus made.

A, 2
Rock salt, 4 ounces.

Alum, 2 ounces.

Corrosive sublimate, .... 4 grains.

Boiling water, .... 2 quarts.*

The A I only differs from the above in having half the quan-

tity of corrosive sublimate, and water. It is very rarely used,

being generally too astringent.

B
Rock salt, . . . . .8 ounces.

Corrosive sublimate, ... 2 grains.

Boiling water, 1 quart.

The corrosive sublimate must never exceed, under an

vo grains per quart of water; otherwise there will be in

tim* a white precipitate on the preparation that cannot be re-

moved, and which will greatly disfigure it.
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When the B fluid is made according to the above recipe, its

specific gravity at a temperature of 60° will be 1-100, and with
it. terrestrial and fresh-water animals can be well preserved.
For marine animals the strength of the fluid must be increased

by the addition of salt to 1148, otherwise they will be decom-
posed. A great number of marine animals in the first stages of
the preserving process require alum, but it must be cautiously
used, and carefully watched, and as soon as it has done all that
is required of it, the animal should be well washed in clean
water and placed in the B fluid. There is no objection to fre-

quent contact with alum, if necessary, provided the process be
conducted on the principle here laid down.

The Arsenical Fluid.—When I employ arsenic for its soften-
ing properties, I use it alone, unless the process is likely to oc-

cupy much time, and in that case, I combine it with the B fluid,

in the following proportions, and call it C : B fluid, as directed

above, arsenic 20 grains. Arsenic can no more be trusted with
carbonate of lime, than alum ; and if it be desirable to employ
it on any molluscous animal the creature should be removed
from its shell prior to its introduction to arsenic. The solutions

of arsenic that I have employed differ in strength from 20 grains

to 60 grains to a pint of water, (imperial measure, 20 ounces)
or to the pint of B fluid. It is not easy to dissolve this mineral,

and the only plan which I have found successful, is to place

the quantity of arsenic to be dissolved in a Florence oil flask

with half a pint of water, apply a spirit lamp, and boil till the

whole be dissolved, it can then be diluted by the addition, either

of more water, or preserving fluid. I may mention one singular

fact of preservation by this fluid, no less of the animal, than

(which is most important) its color.

Upwards of six years ago my son collected for me several spe-

cimens of the larvae of Cossus ligniperda, the peculiar color of

which had never been preserved. In alcoholic fluid, of any
strength, it turns quite black, which is a common result of the

application of spirit for preserving caterpillars; in addition, most
insect colors are soluble in alcohol.

The specimens included larvae of the first and second year, and
one fine sample of a three-year larva about to change to a chrys-

alis. Of the former specimens I preserved some in the A 2, and

Je rest in the B fluid, and placed the last in a solution of arsenic.

The aluminous fluid has hardened and disfigured the caterpillars

nearly as much as spirit would have done ; they are softer, and in

a better state for dissecting, in the' B fluid; but they have lost all

their rosy redness of color in both fluids, and are partially black.

It was reserved for the arsenic to give me one caterpillar so

beautifully preserved that all it's characteristic color, even to the

Second Series, Vol. XII, No. 36.—Nov., 1851. 49
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delicate tint, is maintained to this time. I believe that the interior

has not been destroyed by the softening tendency of a;

fore alluded to, because, if so, I think there would be considera-

ble deposit in the fluid, which has not occurred ;
neither in that

case would the insect retain its roundness, and fullness, but on the

contrary become flaccid by the removal of those tissues (muscles)

that give form to the integument. As this caterpillar had been

secluded from the operation of light (the fruitful agent for de-

stroying color in animals) for more than twelve months, I deter-

mined to try the effect of constant exposure, to which I submit-

ted it for three years in England, and for six months in this

country; its beauty is still unimpaired. As it is a sole specimen,

and I am not likely to obtain another, I am unwilling to dissect it.

I have been particular in speaking of the successful application

of arsenic in the preservation of color in this caterpillar, because

I believe it is of some importance. It is most interesting to col-

lect the larvas of Lepidopterous and other insects, as far as pos-

sible, but they lose much value for the purpose of instruction and
for collections, unless their color can be permanently preserved

;

and I have great hopes that the fluid which has proved so emi-
nently successful in the instance of the caterpillar of the goat-

moth, which takes on the described blackness a very few days
after death, in every other preserving fluid, may be equally effica-

cious in the preservation of color, in the other species.

Mode of using the Preserving Fluids.—A knowledge of the

proper methods of using the fluids is essential to success, for

in other hands than my own, they have led to the destruction
rather than the preservation of specimens. Men have constantly
treated my preserving fluids as though they were using spirit,

entirely overlooking one very important consideration, namely,
the vast difference between their specific gravity and that of alco-

hol. In the latter, we have a fluid so light that every animal

sink in it; the conditions are ex-
actly reversed in the former case, where every animal, from an
animalcule to an elephant, is lighter, and will float upon either
of them.

Neither of my fluids (always excepting the arsenical) can be
employed of full stren£

. Iire
, and any thing to

be preserved in them should undergo previous maceration in

clean water, to which, after a time, preserving- fluid may be
added until the animal rises to the surface. The fluid and the

W be intimately mixed mechanically, or the water will

rise through the denser fluid, and retain its integrity for a long
time.

b '

The animal will insensibly absorb, and become saturated with,
the ingredients of the preserving fluid, but in a state of considera-
ble dilution

; the strength of the fluid must now be gradually in-
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creased, and intimately mixed, until the animal again rise, and in

time it will become saturated with, this denser fluid. In many
instances it is advisable to keep the animal forcibly at the bottom
of the vessel in which it is being preserved by weights, and this

is particularly necessary in hot weather when the preserving pro-
cess should be expedited with all the speed that is consistent
with safety. It is easy to ascertain if the animal be saturated
with the fluid by removing the weights, and in that case, to go on
increasing the strength of the fluid : in fine, success depends on
carrying out the laws of endosmose, and exosmose. The diluted
fluid used in the first stages should be thrown away, and fre-

quently renewed, as, being replete with animal fluids, it contains
within itself the elements of decomposition, and increases the dif-

culty of obtaining ultimate success. This remark, however, ap-
plies less to the aluminous, than to the B fluid, as in the former,
the coloring matter, and annual dej i sits of all kinds so abundantly
seen when s] Inch occasions the steady and con-
stant discoloration of that fluid, for, in some cases, many years,

and which so generally tends to the disfigurement of preparations
in museums is altogether insoluble from the instant it, or they,

come .in contact with alum ; and for this very important reason
alum may be almost always used in the early stage of preserva-
tion, the former cautions on this subject being strictly attended
to. Preservation of these fluids, then, can
only be accomplished by the daily addition of fluid until the

creature be saturated with the fluid of the full strength indicated.

Nor should the solicitude of the operator end immediately at this

point, as it will be o to renew the fluid and
often to test its strength. To shorten this species of labor I long
ago procured a glass jar, or tube, two and a half inches long, and
three-fourths of an inch wide, with a flat bottom, to be used as a

re specific gravity bubbles so ac-

of which they are intended to indicate ; if the fluid be weaker
than exact strength, they fall to the bottom, and there remain ; if

stronger, they quickly rise. They are marked on the top A 1,

A2, B, S, th' 4 rock salt

with which it is convenient to increase the daily strength of the

B fluid in the manner already described.

.
By pouring a little fluid into the small proof glass, and apply-

ln§ a bubble as the test of strength of the fluid that has been

employed, the operator wrt the exact strength,

(which is unnec< ,.>arv\ but that the fluid is either of the strength,

or weaker or stronger ;—all the information he needs to guide
hll » in his labors.

Instead of the bubble marked "B" I would substitute two,

one indicating MOO, the other 1-148, and the Italian barometer
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makers could easily graduate such bubbles. The whole appara-

tus is enclosed in a japanned tin box 1 inch deep, 1£ wide and

2Jths long, which can be carried in the waistcoat pocket, and

costs but little.

When either of the foregoing fluids are required for the dis-

play of preparations in a public or private collection, they should

be well filtered, and for this purpose they may be passed a great

number of times through fine flannel rammed into the nozzle of

a large earthen funnel, or once through a filtering machine, or

twice or thrice through good filter paper. If the filtration be

properly performed, these fluids are remarkably bright, white,

and brilliant, far exceeding in this respect any alcoholic fluids.

Rough filtration may be satisfactorily effected by once passing

through the thick flannel used for a jelly bag ; but if this be not

at hand, it is only necessary to allow the fluids to stand quietly

in the vessel in which they were made until quite cold, and

then carefully pouring off the top, the extraneous matter always

found in rock salt will gravitate, especially in the aluminous

fluid, which has the property of throwing down any thing

which disturbs the transparency of water. Neither of my fluids

can be retained in open vessels, glass jars, or even stoppered bot-

tles, for any length of time, without additional protection.

In open vessels, the water evaporates, and the salt erj

to the total destruction of the specimens included. Salt, being

highly deliquescent, the volume exposed to atmospheric influence

(the upper portion) becomes greatly diluted when the atmosphere

contains moisture and ascends into the neck of a bottle, even

around a well ground stopper, by capillary attraction ; it gains the

upper surface of the stopper and then descends the sides of the

bottle, and will lie as a pool on the shelf on which the bottle rests.

As the weather changes, and becomes dry, the salt o
and thus forms a conduit for the fluid the next rainy day, by
which it can greatly, and readily, extend its outposts ; and by this

means, in time, it will pass completely out of the bottle or other

vessel. Bladder will not confine it, applied to a glass jar on the

plan employed for spirit preparations; and the only plan is to

cover the jar with a plate of flat glass (patent British plate man-
ufactured by Messrs. Chance of Birmingham, is the best) and
seal it down with the patent marine glue, ^applied to the glass,

The best, neatest, and readiest mode, in my experience is the

plan of my invention, namely : first place in the upper vessel of

a small copper glue pot some marine glue cut small ; in the lower

vessel, where the carpenter would put water for the careful disso-

lution of animal glue, put linseed oil, and then apply heat; the

temperature of the boiling oil will dissolve the glue the first, sec-

ond, and even a third time, with care ; after this it becomes
altered in its properties, and refractory.
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The dissolved glue should be rapidly applied to the rim of the
glass jar (which must be quite dry and free from grease,) with a
brush, and the only brush that will stand, I make in tins way.
I take a piece of rattan cane as long as a cedar drawing pencil,
and cut off the cortex carefully from one end of it to the length
I desire the brush to be, being particular not to let the knife go
into the substance of the cane any more than I can help. I
macerate the prepared end of the cane for a short time in water,
and then, while yet wet, I pound it with a hammer upon some
hard substance (iron or stone) constantly turning it with my hand
until all the fibres of the cane be liberated, and"my brush is then
complete. I still use a brush of this kind which I have employed
for several years extensively, and none other will stand twice
Ming, the hairs come out with the glue, and are in the way of a
good joint. A disc of glass should be cut to fit the top of the
jar, made clean, and the part that is to be in contact with the jar

also thinly coated with the hot glue. The disc should previously
have had a small hole drilled through the centre, (about one-
eighth of an inch diameter) for a reason that will presently appear.

_
The two surfaces of glass being upparuithj coated with ma-

rine glue, but really without contact, the latter must be insured
by means of a hot iron which should be carefully passed over
the surface of the glue several tunes till it and the glass become
hot, care being taken to keep the iron constantly in motion, and
always on the edge of the jar, or of the disc, as in that case the

expansion will be equal, and no danger occur even if the iron be
red hot; but, it will instantly break if the iron be allowed to

linger in one place, or touch any but the outer portion of the

disc, or the rim of the jar.

The jar should be thus prepared while empty, and dry ; and
when complete, the fluid may be poured in, to about one-half the

height of the jar, together with the preparation to be suspended
W it. The strings necessary for this purpose may be brought
over the edge of the jar, and pressed into the glue on the surface,

if soft enough to admit of it : the preparation may now be regu-

lated to the required height in the jar, and the threads of suspen-

sion kept in their place by a wet string passed round them on the

outside of the jar, several' times. If any fluid chance to be on the

surface of the marine glue on the rim of the jar, it should be re-

moved
; and when dry, the prepared surface of the disc should be

placed on the jar and the two brought together in intimate contact

hy the hot iron, which, as in the former case, must be constantly

passed round on the edge, and the disc simultaneously pressed

down, until the process be completed. The extraneous glue on
the outer edge may be made smooth and neat, by the hot iron.

By means of a syringe, to which a small pipe is atlixed, fill up
the jar with the preserving fluid, not quite full, however, as the
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great expansion of the fluid (the B especially) in sudden increase

of temperature, may cause the breakage of the top glass ;
then cut

a cork to fit the small hole tightly, insert it, pare it off level with

the surface, place upon it a piece of solid marine glue made to

adhere to the cork by means of the point of the hot iron, and

cover it with another disc of glass of about the size of a ten

cent piece, and the preparation is finished. •

It is a good practice to prepare the portion of thread that is to

come outside of the jar, the cork, and even the surfaces of glass

to be coated, with a liquid solution of the marine glue, which

may be made by dissolving a piece of glue in an excess of white-

wood Naphtha.

Should a stopper become fixed in the neck of a bottle by the

crystallization of the salt, it may be easily removed by dissolv-

ing the salt by water, and gently tapping the cross piece of the

stopper at its extreme ends, (new an-oss its shortest diameter.

with a door key. If the cross piece come off, make it, and the

remainder of the stopper that is in the neck of the bottle hot

with the iron, apply uuinue glue, and cement them together,

—

when cold, renew your operations,—the stopper is stronger now
than before, will easily come out, and last longer than one not

broken. To keep the fluids in stoppered bottles and to prevent

the possibility of the salt crystallizing on the outside of the stop-

per, the marine glue may be advantageously employed ; or a ce-

ment, proposed by Prof. Olmsted, of Yale College, and made by

melting resin and lard together by the application of heat, and

intimately mixing them. The respective quantities of the mate-

rials will depend on whether the cement is required to become
hard, or not. If the former, the resin must be in excess ;

if the

latter, use more lard. For the purpose that I indicate above, it

should be stiff, and ropy; remaining just soft enough in hot

weather, to spread with a palette knife.

As a final remark I would say, that the preservation of animals,

cither in alcoholic, or my fluids, is greatly facilitated by employ-

ing, in the first stages of the process, a large volume of fluid.

Crowding animals t

\ space, and with only a

small quantity of fluid, is a fruitful source of injury and loss of

the majority, if not of all the specimens: when, however, the

preservation is completely etfected, the specimens may be packed

very closely together, in a small vessel, and as much fluid of re-

quired strength as will occupy the interstices is amply sufficient

for transportation, or stores, and will last for years, especially if the

fluid be kept in, by running some marine glue round the stopper

and neck of the bottle with a hot iron, or by using the resinous

treat of the modes of making
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Art. XL.

—

Mineralogkal Notices. No. III.

(Concluded from page 222.)

Orangite.—Dr. C. Bergemann of Bonn, (Pogg. Ann., Ixxxii,

561,) thus describes the mineral Orangite which contains the
metal, Donarium. Color yellowish-red, passing either to brown
or yellow; powder or streak light orange. In thin splinters

transparent, and in larger pieces translucent. Structure foliated
m one direction ; cross fracture flat conchoidal. Hardness be-
tween fluor spar and apatite, or 45 ; specific gravity 5-397, Berge-
mann, 5*34, Breithaupt. Small splinters heated in a platinum
spoon become dull-brown, and on cooling again of an orange
color, and the larger pieces lose their translucency. In a glass

tube gives off moisture. Held with the platinum forceps in the
flame of a spirit lamp, there is slight decrepitation. B.B. on
charcoal infusible, the edges only being slightly glazed and per-

haps only from a mixture with foreign matters. Mixed with soda
the silica is dissolved, and the rest remains in the glass rendering
it opaque. With borax a yellowish pearl, becoming colorless on
cooling

; with salt of phosphorus in the outer flame, a reddish

iiJ in either case colorless on cool-
ing. With acids easily decomposed yielding with muriatic acid a

perfectly clear jelly, of a yellow color, and it is even attacked
by dilute acid. Digested for twenty-four hours with a solution
°f an alkaline carbonate of ordinary concentration, it is strongly
acted upon.

This mineral is from Langesundfiord near Brevig in Norway,
where it occurs in zircon syenite, with wohlerite. mosandrim,
thorite, zircon, hornblende, black mica. Its composition is given
on page 280 of this volume.

. If^-u '
i u. u mineral Mr. T. S. Hunt, (Phil. Mag. [4],

';• i] ~>- July, 1851.)—Loganite occurs at Calumet Island on the

Ottawa -stone, mixed with green serpen-
tnie, phlogopite, pyrites and rarely crystals of apatite. The form
appears to be a prism, with the acute and obtuse lateral edges re-

placed and also the acute solid angles. Crystals small; edges
generally rounded, and -. with the lustre vit-

reous or vitreo-resinous. Cleavage parallel to the sides and base
°f the prism distinct, macrodiagonal perfect. Color clove brown
to chocolate brown

; streak and powder grayish-white. Snbtrans-

Jwcent. Brittle, i. icture m even. Heated in a tube yields water
freely with an empyreumatic odor. B.B. loses color, becoming
grayish-white, but infusible ; with cobalt solution becomes blue.

With acids partly dissolved. Composition,

Si *i pe $[% fl&G Ca
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In another trial, Si 33-17, and C&ft 16'50. Supposing the lime

combined with the carbonic acid, it will leave [1], 16-36, [2],

16-12 of water. This affords the Berzelian formula,

corresponding to silica 33-29, alumina 13-31, peroxyd of iron

1-92, magnesia 35-50, water 16-00 = 10002. In the Geiiumin m
notation, the formula according to Mr. Hunt is Si O 3 (Al j?| Mgf
Hf ), the oxygen ratio for the silica and bases being 17-515 : 34-990.

It approaches chlorite closely in composition, although not at all

foliaceous. The species is named in honor of Mr. Logan, who is

at the head of the Geological Commission of Canada.

Matlockite, a new Oxychlorid of Lead ; by R. P. Greg, Jr.,

(Phil. Mag., [4], li, 120, August, 1851.)—Matlockite occurs at

the old mine of Cromford near Matlock, with corneous lead (phos-

genite, Haid.) Form dimetric ; occurs in tables which are gen-

erally thin and superimposed on each other, occasional!

curved. Cleavage basal, but not perfect. A single crystal in the

hands of Mr. W. G. Lettsom is an inch square, an eighth of an

inch thick and transparent. The edges and angles are replaced

;

P:e = lll°50'; P : a= 119° 34'; e:e = 97°58' and 136° 19';

a : a= 104° 6' a'nd 120° 52'. Color yellowish, sometimes a little

greenish. Lustre adamantine and occasionally pearly. G.=721.
H.— 2-5-3. Composition according to Dr. R. A. Smith:

—

Chlorid of lead 55-177, oxyd of lead 44-300, moisture 0-072

= 99549, giving the proportions of 1 of chlorid of lead to 1 of

oxyd of lead=chlorid of lead 55-46, oxyd of lead 44-53 = 99-99.

The corneous lead of the same locality afforded Dr. Smith,

Chlorid of lead 51-784, carbonate of lead 48215 =99999.
Pyroxene and Hornblende.—Rammelsberg observes in his 4th

supplement, p. 106, that certain augites, as a black augite of Ta-

borg, analyzed by H. Rose, a brown from Pargas, by Nordens-

kiold, a black from the basaltic tufa of the Azores, by Hochstet-

ter, have the composition of hornblende ;
while some hornblendes,

as a tremolite from Pennsylvania has the composition of pyr-

oxene. The species have been long known to belong to the

same system of crystallization, and to be mutually derivable,

and in uralite, as shown by G. Rose, there is an example of a

substance with the external form of augite and the cleavage

structure of hornblende.
In volume lxxxiii of Poggendorff's Annalen, p. 458, (July,

1851,) Rammelsberg gives the results of analyses of an augite

and a hornblende from the basaltic tufa of Hartlingen in Wes-

terwald. He obtained

—

Si Si Fe Ma Ca M-
1. Augite, 47-52 8-13 1302 40 18-25 12-76=10008

Oxygen, 24 69 3-79 289 009 5- 19 5- 10

2. Hornblende, 42-52 1100 16-59 1225 13 45 Na 171 K 1-92 tfiHH-H**
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The second is the mean of three analyses.

The augite gives for the oxygen of the silica, alumina and
protoxyds, 24-69 : 379 : 13 27; and for the oxygen of i

and alumina together 28-48. 28-48 : 1327= 1 : 2-15. The ratio
does not become 1 : 2 except we suppose 23tl to replace iSi.

The hornblende afJ < r 2209 : 5-14 : 13-29,
and for the oxygen of i la 27-23. 27-23 : 13-29
= 1:2-05.

The augite has nearly the ratio usually given for hornblende,
4:9; while the hornblende has the augite ratio 1:2. So the Ta-
berg black augite affords the hornblende ratio 1:2-39=4: 95. Ram-
melsberg hence shows that hornblende does not consist uniformly
of iSsi with i£ 3 Si% the usual formula; but that both it and au-

gite may be a pure bisilicate, £ 3 Si 2
, or may correspond to the

general formula, ..> k>\- ,. ii'7. , in wl>,< li /./ .-i i<1 u may be each
a unit, or 3 and 2, or other numbers, the addition of m atoms of
the trisilicate to n atoms of the bisilicate, producing no change
of form. The ratio 4 : 933 which is common in hornblende,

would give for m, ?i, the values 3, 2, and afford the formula
:-fiN+-K >i . equivalent to A-< >\i

. This formula corresponds to

the analyses of a tremolite from Fahlun, an actinolite from Ta-
berg, a hornblende from Helsingfors, each containing no alumina :

and of the aluminous varieties from Kongsberg, Kimito, La Prese,

Lindbo, Vogelsberg, Bohemia, the Uralite, &c.
M. F. Sandberger (on p. 453 of the lxxxiii volume of Poggen-

dorff,) precedes the paper by Rammelsberg by mentioning many
cases of the close intermixture of hornblende and augite crystals,

and describes cases of twins in which one part of the crystal is

augite and the other hornblende. He also describes crystals of

augite con; particles of chrysolite, the latter

mineral ben lation with the former. In other

specimens he and chabasite intimately mingled.

This combination of hornblende and augite in a single twin
would seem to show that the difference between them is not due
to temperature. M. Sandberger urees that the hornblende and
augite in the cases adduced cannot "be either one or the other a

result of pseudomnrjhism, raid that both are properly the same
mineral species.

Rutile of Waterbury, Vermont—Dr. A. A. Hayes in remark-

»g on a specimen of quartz containing acicular rutile from Wa-
terbury, Vermont, before the Boston Society of Natural History,

(Proceedings, 1851, 23,) stated that the acicular crystals must
have existed occupying a cavity before the quartz was formed.

The rutile needles often pass through the regular terminations of

the quartz crystals, and roughen the surfaces by their broken

ends. The flaws or rents in the mass of the crystal are most
frequent about the rutile, indicating that this mineral by its

Secoxd Sebees, VoL XII, No. 36.—Nov, 1861. 50
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changes of temperature, as it does not expand at the same rate as

quartz, may cause the destruction of crystals of the latter.

Beudantite of Levy.—-Mr. H. J. Brooke states (Phil. Mag.,

[4], ii, 21, July, 1851,) that on showing a crystal of the Beudan-

tite of Levy to M. Descloiseaux, he acknowledged that it differed

entirely from the mineral examined by himself and M. Damour
as Beudantite, as well as every other specimen under that name
which he had seen.

Emerylite on the Diaspore of Katharincnberg.—Mr. Thomas
F. Seal of 1 In a letter to one of the editors of

this Journal that he has just received a specimen of the diaspore

of Katherinenberg and finds it also quite a good specimen of

emery lite.

Agalmatolite.—This material is called Fun Shik or Powder
stone by the Chinese, from its softness. It is often reduced to

powder and used in this state in making razor strops. It is found

in the Canton province. The reddish colored variety is more

common than the green.

—

Correspond, of S. W. Williams of

Canton.

Karstenite.—The crystallization of Karstenite has been studied

by J. F. L. Hausmann, who points out its close conformity in its

angles with heavy spar and celestine, and makes some general re-

marks on isomorphism or homosomorphism.

—

Soc. Sci. Gttiin-

gen, March 15, 1850.

Cinnabar.—A large deposit of cinnabar, yielding 80 p. c. on

analysis has been discovered in the island of Corsica.—/ de.

Pharm., March, 1851.

Goldfrom California, (Phil. Mag., [4], i, 261.)—Analyses of

three samples, after separating the oxyd of iron mixed with it.

Gold of New Grenada.—The principal deposits of alluvial

gold in New Grenada, are those of Sinitabe, Oquendo, Baharona,

San Juan, La Vaca and Rio Dulze. The best mines are twenty-

five or more in number, of which those of El Zancudo, Titiribe,

La Clara, Amalfl and Pedrero are worked. The amount exported

and made into coin for the year ending with August 31, 1848,

was 5-187 liv.—(Ann. des Mines, [4], xviii, 358.)

On the origin of Ores of zinc, lead, iron and man .

irregular beds; by M. J. Delanoue.—Ann. des Mines, [4],

xviii, 455.

On the Sulphur bed of Szwoszowice, near Cracow ; by M. L*

ZEuscHNER.—(Ann. des Mines, [4], xviii, 125.)
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On the Nepheline rock of the Lbbau mountain ; by Dr. Heide-
iem, (J. f. pr. Chem., 1, 500.)—This author finds- the mass of
J rock to consist of 45-38 p. c. of augite, 3261 nepheline,
»0 magnetic iron, 3-91 apatite, 3-42 water, 1-33 titanite, the

ng 9-35 p. c. being in part olivine. The augite, a diop-

The nepheline from selected grains, afforded-

Analyses of the whole stone gave

t
Si Si Pe Ca Fe &n %, Xa K 2 fl

Variolites of Drac—Analyses and descriptions are given by
M. Gueymard in the Ann. des Mines, [4], xviii, 41.

On the structure and composition of certain rocks of the Alps
and Dauphiny; by M. Lory, (Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, vii,

[2], 540.)—This paper treats mainly of the hornblendic rocks,

diabase and diorite. The diabase of the Chalanches in Allemont
(Oisans) consists principally of hornblende of a deep green color,

m some parts, the large crystals

of hornblende are so filled in with smaller, that there is little

room left for feldspar: in . th.- •«. th.> !-Mspar is more abundant,

and mixed in with the hornblende like a graphic granite. The
hornblende consisted of—

__ Si Si Fe Ca ftg alkalies (diff.)

i ne alumina appears to replace silica.

The feldspar afforded on analysis (p. 542)

—

Si Si £e Ca Mg #a & B
Andesite, 59-4 2 12 0-6 H7 trace 1'0 34 1-48= 99-78

It is hence andesite having the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds,

peroxyds and silica 1:3:8. The andesite is associated with

epidote, which is often abundant. This mineral gave on analy-

sis (p. 543)—
J

Si SI *e Ca
Epidote, 40-6 302 H'2 17*7
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The feldspar of the rock is andesite as before, giving :

—

Si 51 Fe Ca fflg tfa K ft

Anfr*ite, 59-9 251 trace 37 07 7"4 1*2 1-7= 99-7

A schistoid diorite is a common rock in L'Oisans. There is

also a granitoid diorite, consisting largely of whitish feldspar with

disseminated hornblende crystals of a deep black color. The
feldspar is andesite. This same feldspar is also found in the

euphotide of Lavaldens in the department of L'Isere. This rock

consists of deep olive green lamellar diallage and the white ande-

site ; the latter afforded on analysis

—

Si Si £e Ca fig alkalies (diff.) ft

[A doubt existed among some members of the Geological So-

ciety with regard to the feldspar in the above analyses being ande-

site, on the ground that the rocks in which it has been reported

to be found may contain some free silica; but this Delesse denies.]

Lava.—Rammelsberg makes the lava of Thjorsa, Iceland,

from the analysis by Genth (given in this Journal, vol. vii. '2nd

series, p. 114,) to consist of anorthite 55-59. augite 40-46, olivine

4-51. The Thiorsauite of Genth is impure anorthite according

to this chemist.

For the lava of Hals, Iceland, which has a grayish black color

and sp. gr. 2919, he gives the composition, lime-oligoclase 63,

augite 28, olivine 9. That of Efrahvolshraun, which is unorys-

talline, with a black color inclining to gray and sp. gr. 2-776,

consists, according to him, of 71-37 of lime oligoclase and 29-66

augite (including olivine and magnetic iron).

The lava of Etna was determined by Abich some years since,

to be composed of 54-80 labradont . :; 1 16 auiriti .
7-98 olivine,

and 306 magnetic iron = 100. That of Stromboli, according to

the same author, consists of 48-18 labradorite, 44-91 augite, 6-91

magnetic iron, or 44-30 labrado tit.-. 39-12 audte, and 16 58 oli-

vine. That of Vesuvius, of 60-19 leucite, 20-44 augite, 10-42

olivine, 8-95 magnetic iron =100.
Rammelsberg also observes that the Juvenas meteoric stone

has the same composition as the Thjorsa lava of Hecla, it con-

sisting of anorthite and augite in nearly the same proportions.

Red Antique Porphyry.—Delesse has examined this rock with

important results, (Bull. Soc. Geol. de France, vii, 524, 1850.)

The feldspar is in small oblong rystals, of a

whitish or rose color, rarely greenish. G=2-690. Composition :—
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Si^ Si 3Pe Mn & Slg JTa & . ign.

Oxygen 3061 1051 0'23 013 155 0-72 111 016

This result approaches both the andesite of Alsace and the
lime-oligoclase of Forchhammer. The paste of the same rock
gave

—

It is remarkable that the part driven off by heat is much less

than with the crystals. Its density is 2763, which after fusion
is reduced to 2-486.

Red Syenite of Egypt.—This syenite, according to Delesse,

consists of quartz, orthoclase, oligoclase, mica and often horn-
blende. Mean density 2 63. The orthoclase is of a reddish
color.

. The feldspar which is commonly referred to oligoclase is

usually white, sometimes yellowish or even greenish. The propor-

tions of the ingredients are, orthoclase 43, gray quartz 44, white
oligoclase 9, black mica L—Bull Geol. Soc. de France, vii, 487.

Mineralogical Notes from the correspondence of Prof B. Sil-

liman, Jr., dated Italy, May and June, 1851.—Prof. Scacchi pub-
lished in 1849 a memoir on the Campania, entitled, " Memorie
Geologiche sulla Campania," 4to. pp. 131. with 1 plates, Naples.

Misenite, a new species described in this work by Prof. Scacchi
is a sulphate of potash, having the composition 2S0 3 KO, HO.

-
' -

rine, and occurs in square prisms highly modified.

Leucite occurs at Vesuvius in the older ejected blocks as well

as the most recent lavas, and it is observed in some instances un-

it u _'• to K - ,i. olite, while still retaining the external

form of leucite, and sometimes cavities of ryacolite crystals are

formed in the leucite.

Zircon occurs at Vesuvius in beautiful white and blue octahe-

drons in the old ryacolite gangue. Fluor spar occurs in octahe-

drons with hornblende in the older lavas.

Forsterite is identical with anorthite.

Davyne is regarded by Prof. Scacchi as a variety of Nepheline.

The 6-sided prisms are striated longitudinally, and are modified

°y a plane on the terminal edges, and another on the lateral; it

occurs in a compact pyroxenic gangue, while the Nepheline oc-

curs in a gangue of ryacolite.

Ai-ragonite is formed in. an old mine at Monte Vasa from day

Tuscany, and not from Volterra.

Tourmalines of Elba.—In the Grand Duke's collection

Florence there is a specimen 11 inches square, with four ere
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tallized quartz. The pink Jonrmalines of Elba have always

the basal plane OR, while the green prisms are terminated with

rhombohedral planes.

Analcime ?—A singular Analcime-like mineral occurs at Monte

Catini, in which the soda replaces magnesia, according to Prof.

Meneghini of Florence, who obtained for its composition

—

Si SI ftg fia £ fl

59-347 22083 10-250 0-450 0-015 7-560

[This result gives the oxygen ratio for the protoxyds, peroxyds,

silica and water 1:2:6:1$.]

Blowpipe test for Sulphur.—The test for sulphur by means of

the nitro-prussid of soda, is suggested by Prof. J. W. Bailey, in

volume xi, of this Journal, p. 351. The following are more

minute directions for the use of this elegant test.

Heat by blowpipe any sulphuret or sulphate (or any thing con-

taining sulphur) upon charcoal with carbonate of soda, put the

fused mass into a watch glass with a drop of water, and add a

particle not larger than a pin's head of the nitro-prussid of soda
;

there will be a magnificent purple at once. If this test for sul-

phur is tried upon pan-. tibumen, &c, I would

advise that the carbonate of soda be mixed with a little starch,

which appears to prevent the loss of any of the sulphur by oxyda-

tion. If you wind up a piece of hair four inches long by coiling

it around one point of a platinum support, then moisten it and dip

it into the mixture of carbonate of soda with starch, and then

heat by blowpipe, the fused mass will give with the nitro-prussid

an unmistakable action indicative of sulphur. This experiment

any one can repeat. By careful management I obtained perfectly

satisfactory results from a piece of hair less than an inch long.

Hausmann on the Artificial Formation of Minerals, (Beit. z.

Met. Krystallkunde, Gottingen, 1850.)—The species which Han*
mann enumerates as forming about furnaces from furnace action

are the following; silver, lead, copper, iron, bismuth, galena,

blende, oxyd of zinc, red copper, specular iron, magnetic iron,

• . an iron-magnesia, pyroxene containing a miina.

3&g)» (Si, Si)% chytophyllite, humboldtilite, orthoclase, lead vitriol,

arsenate of copper ? and arsenate of nickel.

Brown, yellow, green and black blende have been formed in the

furnaces of the Lauten valley in the Hartz, in regular octahe-

drons with modified edges and in dodecahedrons. Blende also

occurs lamellar or even radiated.

Galena also is often formed by sublimation in the chimneys

of furnaces, and the crystals are uniformly cubic with the usual
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cleavage. Octahedral and cubic crystals of magnetic iron some-
times mcrust cavities in the ston* or brick work of the furnaces.

I he chytophylhte, (p. 35,) has theibrmu
consists of -.

'

Si £ Fe • Oa
54-897 5-078 20-794 20-346=101-115

It is foliated columnar, not unlike some kyanite, with the color
pearl gray, having a shade of lavender blue. Luster of folia be-
tween vitreous and pearly; translucent, when thin. Specific
gravity at 15° R. 2-940. H. =55. Breaks with difficulty being

. fuses easily with intumescence to a greenish-biac
glass, not magnetic.

AW American localities of Minerals; by F. B. Hough, A.M.,
M.D. (Communicated for this Journal.)

—

Sulphate of Barytes,
in a highly crystallized form, associated with an extreme! v unc-
tuous variety of specular iron ore and serpentine, on the farm of
James Morse, in Gouverneur. Specimens from this place are full

of angular cavities from the intersection of tabular crystals.

Chondrodite occurs abundantly disseminated through white
limestone, about three-fourths of a mile west of Somerville, in
the town of Rossie. This is the only place where it has been
observed in quantity in Northern New York. It is associated as
usual with

Spinel, in perfect octahedrons with but few modifications. The
latter mineral is of a pale rose color, and when in small crystals, is

nearly transparent. They occur from an inch to less than a line

in diameter and are frequently grouped together in great numbers.
The large crystals are quite rare, but the smaller ones are common.

Apatite, in the town of Gouverneur, about two miles north of

Somerville. Large crystals occur through the soil and in the

subjacent limerock. Most of those hitherto procured have been
from the partially decomposed rock.
One crvstal had a length of one foot and a diameter of two

inches. The form of the crystals is very perfect, except the

terminal planes which are covered with pits and irregular indenta-

tions. The quality is very poor, but doubtless translucent and
highly colored s] obtained from the rock.

Sphene, in large brown crystals, has been obtained from the

town of Macomb, in the vicinity of Pleasant Lake. The quality

is very inferior, and crystalline form imperfect.

Galena and Zinc Blende, have been observed in considerable

quantities in the town of Macomb, about half a mile from the

Wilson Lead Mine. It is on the land of James Averil, and is

owned by that gentleman and Messrs. Wilson and Smith. These
ores occur disseminated through a friable limestone rock, to the

^idth of several feet, and promise a profitable yield of these met-
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i white powder is the only associated

Crystallized Specular Iron ore, associated with elegant crys-

tallizations of quartz, have been discovered on the farm of J.

Smith, in Gouverneur, St. Lawrence county.

Phlogopite, in large plates and spheroidal concretions, and con-

note crystals of garnet, has been obtained in considera-

ble quantities in a working for iron ore in Gouverneur, near the

mill of R. K. Smith. The mica crumbles soon when exposed to

the weather. Crystallized specular iron ore is associated with it.

Arragonite, in snow-white concretions on surfaces of iron ore,

at a new working at the Parish iron mine in Rossie, St. Law-

Tremolite, in great variety and abundance on the farm of F.

Arnold, in the town of Diana, Lewis Co., associated with white

limestone.

Notices of Localities in New England; by Mr. Jas. J. H. Greg-
ory, of Marblehead, Mass. ^(Communicated to one of the

Editors.)

Sullivan, N. H.— Tourmalines! In quartz, of a deep brilliant

black, with terminal planes ; found about a mile south of the

center of the town.—Beryls are said to be found in the same

locality.

Surry, N. H.—Amethyst ; in the great railroad cut imbedded
in calcareous spar, but now rare. I was informed that they had

been found in other parts of the town. Calc spar, variety called

nail-head spar, in slabs lining seams in the granite.

Grafton, N. H.— Garnets; from a quarter of an inch to an

inch in diameter ; well crystallized, but of a dull color and with

faces unpolished : very easily obtained from decomposing slate

Hartford, Vt.—Calcareous spar, in masses in a ledge cut

through by the railroad near the Connecticut river.—Iron pyrites,

crystallized in cubes, some of which are two, three, and four

inches in diameter and have a good polish, considering their size.

Found in a ledge about one-fourth of a mile from the calcareous

spar.—Kyanite, in numerous crystals large and distinct, but those

I have seen are not generally of a rich color
;
perhaps this may

be accounted for from the fact of their being blasted from the

surface. Occurs in numerous veins passing through mica slate,

near Hartford center.

Bethel, Vt.—Actinolite ! In brilliant crystals in talc. Found
very abundantly in a dyke passing through a hill.—Steatite, con-

taining crystals of bitter spar.

Royalston, Mass.—Mica! at a locality situated about four

miles beyond the old one in South Royalston. The mica is ot
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a brilliant bronze, crystallized on three sides, and affords speci-

mens much superior to those of the old locality.

—

Beryls ! The
beryls approach nearer to aqua-marines and generally are of a
smaller size, and clearer, than those of South Royalston. Those
of a sky-blue in the white quartz are very beautiful.

—

Feldspar.
In crystals of the same form as those of the old locality, large and
scarce. These minerals occur in worn granite on the farm of
Mr. Solyman Heyward or Heywood.

A few days since, I received for examination from Mr. J. E.

Teschemacher of Boston, two minute crystals of the Eumanite of

Prof. Shepard. They had been long in his cabinet, and were pro-

cured from a specimen of the Chesterfield vein, the same locality

that afforded the Eumanite. They have the same dark brown
color, with a deep brownish red translucence, "like almandine

garnet." The hardness, as Mr. Teschemacher observed, is about

6, or not above 6, scale of Mohs. A comparison of the figures

here given will make obvious the identity of the two; figure 1

represents Prof. Shepard's crystal, figure 2, Mr. Teschemacher's.

I

(

The latter is only 5yh of an inch in length, and {

tion of distinct images could be observed on account of its mi-

nuteness, I was compelled to adopt the less accurate mode of

measurement by a reflection of the sun's rays. The result has

proved that Eumanite and Brookite are very closely similar, not

only in physical characters, but also in crystallization. The two

crystals strikingly differ though so nearly alike m form. The
lateral planes which are the largest in figure 1, are quite small m
Second Seeks, VoL XII, No. 36.—Nov., 1851. 51
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figure 2, and, the large lateral planes of figure 2 are wanting

figure 1. The angles obtained are as follows, together with thoi

given by Shepard and the corresponding angles of Brookite.

102° 11/ (fr. a

118°-118°30'

The first two of the angles of Brookite mentioned are angles

of a vertical and horizontal prism, and consequently they deter-

mine the dimensions of the crystal and prove the identity as per-

fectly as if all the other angles were added, the others being

deducible from these by calculation. In figure 2, the edges

between e, e', e" are parallel ; those between a' and the o either

side of the plane a' ; and those between o, e', e', o are parallel.

Figure 2 has the faces, (adoptitig Levy's fundamental form and

axes of Brookite, a = 0-5558, b(e to e) =0-5957, c = l),

acPx , <Px , 2P|, ocP2, ocP3, aPf, 2P|, Pf, ocPx>

Calculating from these axes gives, e / :e / =149°, e
/ :e /= 139° 53',

e":e"=159° 20', e':e"=120o 4K o:o (over e') =100° 26/

t the plane of vibration of a free pendulum has a

simuth around the vertical, had been observed by

many experimenters, before it was brought so prominently into

notice by M. Foucault in connection with the rotation of the

earth. This movement is distinctly described, and illustrated by

a figure, in some manuscript observations on the motion of a
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was also suggested by the Marquis de Poli, (Phil. Trans., "1742
j

and by Poisson in 1837, but withoi . D . .ng the subject any fur-
ther attention, or attempting to test it by experiment.
The observed independence of ihe plane of oscillation of a

vibrating steel rod inserted in the revolving arbor of a lathe, ap-
pears first to have suggested to M. Foucault the idea that the
plane of vibration of a free pendulum would, in like manner, be
independent of the rotation of the earth.

The experiment was first tried by him with a pendulum six
and a half feet in length suspended from the vaulted roof of a

connection with M. Arago, at the Paris Observatory, with a pen-
dulum thirty-six feet long. This was in February, 1851. Since
that time the experiment has excited general interest, and numer-
ous repetitions of it have been made bnth in Kurope and America.

of information on this subject, derived partly from published ac-

counts, and partly from our own experiments.
1. The uclhjrl of- niisnnisitin.— Foucault used a fine steel

wire inserted at the top into a hole just large enough to receive

it, made in a steel plate which was fastened to the ceiling. The
same method of suspension was employed by Mr. Bunt at Bris-

tol, England, by Profs. Carswell and Norton at Providence, R. I.,

in the experiments at the Capitol in Washington, and in those at

New Haven. Indeed this appears to have been the mode gene-
rally adopted by those who have repeated the experiments. At
the U. S. Armory in Springfield the suspension at top was by
means of a pointed steel pivot resting on a hard surface, and the

same method has been elsewhere tried, both in this country and
in Europe, with a view, probably, in most cases, to avoid friction,

but in others, perhaps, to obviate the supposed prejudicial effect

of the rotation of the point of support—a matter which, as we
shall see, is of no consequence whatever. Others have devised

more complicated modes of suspension, such as gimbals with

knife edge pivots, the principle being that on which chronome-
ters, marine compasses and barometers are suspended.

But besides the danger of errors arising from imperfect work-

manship in these complicated devices, it is not certain that they

present any advantages over the first named method, viz., the in-

sertion of the upper°end of the wire by soldering, or otherwise,

in a firm metallic support. If the wire is equally flexible in all

directions, this method is as good as can be desired, and whether

the wire is thus flexible or not, may be ascertained experiment-

ally in the manner suggested by Prof. Bache at Washington;

namely, by placing the portion of the wire at which the flexure
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is to take place in a horizontal position, and after attaching a

_ht to the extremity of it, observing whether the weight

bends it down always to the same extent while the wire is turned

around on its axis. If any error in the movement of the plane

of vibration of the pendulum is due to a different flexibility of

the wire in different directions, the effects of it may be elimina-

ted by so constructing the support to which the wire is attached

that it can be shifted in azimuth during the experiments *

2. Length of Pendulum wire and weight of ball—The
greatest length hitherto employed was that of 220 feet, at the

Pantheon at Paris. The pendulum at Bunker Hill Monument
was 210 feet long. That used at Providence was 97 feet, that at

New Haven 71 feet, while in Great Britain and on the continent,

few of the pendulums used were over 50 or 60 feet in length. In

many cases they have been less than ten teet ; and even with

these the change in the direction of the plane of oscillation is

clearly shown. The weight of the ball employed has been very

various, ranging from two to eighty or ninety pounds; and it

has usually been made of lead, which, on account of its great

specific gravity, is better adapted to this purpose than any other

of the ordinary metals.

Iron has been suspected by some to be an unsuitable material

on account of its magnetic qualities. Mr. Bunt at Bristol, from

some experiments with an iron weight, in which he was troubled

with very anomalous results, inferred that it was owing to the

influence of magnetic currents. But it is difficult to conceive

how the fluctuating irregularities which he observed, could be

produced by such a cause ; and, besides, M. Bravais, in his exper-

iments on the revolutions of a conical pendulum, employing a

weight composed of mercury enclosed in some experiments in a

copper shell and in others in one of iron, could detect no differ-

ence in the results, and concluded from his very delicate experi-

ments, that the iron exerted no sensible influence whatever.

It is obvious that the longer the wire and the heavier the ball

of a pendulum, the greater will be the probability of accurate re-

sults. For the resistance of the air being proportional to the

square of the velocity of a body movi io tit this < sistance when
the mass of the body is great and its motion slow, will have

comparatively but little effect on the direction of the vibrations.

This is the main reason why short pendulums do not succeed as

well as long ones.

3. Length of the arc of vibration.—-It seems to have been an

object with most of the European experimenters to give the

i at top by means of softened catgut or

-
"

;
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pendulum a very wide swing, for the purpose doubtless of having
the motion of the plane of vibration, measured on the graduated
periphery of the circular table, as obvious as possible. From 7
to 20 feet appears to have been the common measure of the arc
of oscillation with pendulums of from 50 to 200 feet in length.
For the purpose of exhibition to popular audiences this scale of
vibration is doubtless desirable, and the slow measured sweep of
the bait of a long pendulum is a very beautiful sight. But for
the purpose of philosophical observation a smaller arc is much
better. Not only is the resistance of the air proportionately less,

but the tendency to an elliptic motion is greatly diminished, and
the ease of marking the apparent motion of the plane much in-
creased. A total arc of vibration of 2° or 3° is preferable to one
of 8° or 10°. The former corresponds to an arc of from two to
three feet in a 60 foot pendulum, instead of 8 or 10 feet, which
is a length given it by many experimenters.

4. Sources of error.—These are so numerous and obvious, yet
difficult to avoid, that the wonder is, not that the experiments
exhibit some discrepancy in the results, but that they show so
little. Poinsot reasoned that the rotary motion of the earth must
tend to atfect the plane of a pendulum's vibrations, but concluded
that the effect would be too small to become sensible.

The effect of a different degree of flexibility in the suspending
wire in one direction from that in another, will be to vary the ap-
parent motion of the plane of oscillation, according to the position

of that plane in respect to the direction of maximum or mini-

mum flexibility of the wire. If the wire has not been well

tied, but retains a tendency to coil, this also must neces-

sarily exert an influence on the position of a plane which depends
for its persistency solely on the inertia of the vibrating body.

The pendulum weight must be a true solid of revolution, with
its centers both of figure and gravity strictly in the line of sus-

pension. If it be not so, the unequal action of the air on differ-

ent parts of its figure will be sure to vitiate the results. Whether
this coincidence of centers actually exists can only be deter-

mined by careful trials j for the figure may be perfect and all look

well to the eye, while yet one part of the casting may, for some
reason, be considerably more dense than another, or contain con-

cealed air-bubbles, which will have the same effect on the results.

Undoubtedly the worst difficulty to be encountered is the

effect of currents of air. Even if the air were perfectly motion-

less in respect to the apartment, yet moving with the apartment

along with the earth in its rotation, it must tend to carry the ball

along with it around the vertical, and thus, in some degree, di-

minish the amount of motion which the plane of vibration would
otherwise have. But besides this effect, the air must produce

other and still greater disturbances, in consequence of the cur-
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rents into which it is constantly liable to be thrown. Few apart-

ments are closed perfectly t.ulit; or if there be no currents from

this source, the motion of the observer in the room, his respira-

tion or the heat of his body, will constantly tend to disturb the

equilibrium of the air; and how great an effect on the delicate

movements of the pendulum the slightest current will have, may
be learned by breathing ever so gently towards such a pendulum

when in motion. A single breath will throw it into an elliptic

path and sensibly change its plane of oscillation.

One great source of the elliptic motion so constantly observed

in these exp My is the almost insensible lateral

oscillation which the pendulum is apt to have at the moment of

being let off, notwithstanding the utmost care that may be taken

to extinguish it. Perhaps as good a way as any to secure perfect

quiescence at this moment, is to bring some smooth surface, like

that of an ivory scale, into contact with the point of the pendulum

index, while the other end of the scale resting as the short arm

of a lever, on some solid support for a fulcrum, is gently pressed

by the finger. In this way the contact can be delicately re-

newed and broken till the slight friction ou the point of the pen-

dulum gradually brings it to rest.

The common method of starting the pendulum by suddenly

letting loose the single thread attached to the loop which retains

it, is perhaps the best that can be employed.
5. Phenomena observed.—When a pendulum, freely suspended

as before described, is put in vibration, the plane of oscillation

is seen gradually to eh reference to the points

of the compass, or to have a horizontal movement of rotation

around the vertical from left to right, or with the motion of the

hands of a watch.

The rate of this angular motion has been the point to which

'e repeated the experiment, have directed

; been observed to be different in different

places, and to correspond approximately to the amount assigned

by mathematical investigation, namely, the angular motion of

the earth on its axis multiplied by the sine of the latitude. A
further examination of this expression for the rate of motion will

be given further on.

The rate of motion per hour, however, as given by experiment,

is by no means a constant quantity, even at the same place and

with the same pendulum, varying often in different trials a de-

gree, and sometimes two or three degrees, from the mean, or from

the theoretical amount.
Mr. Thomas G. Bunt, of Bristol, describes in several papers

published in the Philosophical Magazine, the results of numerous

experiments made at Bristol, with a pendulum 53 feet in length

and weighing 53£ pounds ; to which he gave, in his earlier ex-
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later ones, of one or two feet only. Mr. B. appears to have taken
much pains to note the amount of elliptic motion which the pen-
dulum acquires, and applied, to the observed angular motion of
the plane of vibration certain corresponding corrections, to ob-
tain his tabulated results.

The following table contains the observed rate of motion, and
other particulars of the experiments, at the several places named.
We regret that the results of the experiments of Prof. Horsford,
at the Bunker Hill Monument, are not within our reach.

Pte. Ulliiillll^ -Bi Hi 1-5 i

ri

Bristol, Eng, . .

(T. G. Bunt,) . .

5fi ft Mt I-J.-7

!

l\:r )°1 27

si

Mean of preceding

with additional ex-

Corrected for ellipticitj

Dublin, 35 ft

-!'..n ii-:-.'

^.JXX.00 MM

3-J.Vi 41 trials uncorrected

(Galbraith and Haugh-

York
(J. Phillips,) . .

Geneva, Sw., . .

(Dufour&Wartmann)
New York City, .

Providence, K. I, . }1

I

-1 trials.

16 trials, fPmfs. Car-

New Haven, Ct, . 71 l3 ft. ! 9-9V0I 9-928Ul 18-J- 18 ' 16 "trials"'

1"

The calculated motion per hour in the fifth column, is the ac-

;lar motion of the earth, considered as around the verti-

cal, in one hour of mean solar time, and of course is somewhat
greater than the product of 15° into the sine of the latitude,

Which gives the motion in one hour of sidereal time.

From this table it will be seen that the observed rate of mo-
tion of the plane of vibration per hour, as nearly coincides with

the product of the hourly motion of the earth on its axis into the

sine of the latitude of the place as could reasonably be expected,

considering the many obstacles in the way of accurate results.

Some of the observations noted in the table appear not to have

been very skillfully conducted, particularly those at York, where

the ellipticity sometimes amounted to three or four inches for the

minor axis, and was not considered measurable unless it exceeded

one-fourth of an inch. The discrepancy among the individual

observations was accordingly very great.

The experiments at different places have generally seemed to

show, that the rate of motion of the pendulum plane is not at
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all affected by the direction of the^jjjjbrations in respect to the

points of the cowpass.

Messrs. Dufou* and Wartmann, However, at Gffieya, found the

rate to be less irj their experiments^J|iphen the vibrations were in

the direction of the meridian than .A^hen at right angles to it, as

may be seen from the above tablibffrHence Gen. Dufour infers,

that the formula A'=A sin. laM[A = angular motion of the

earth, and A' th«f motion around file vorti ;!. or that of the pen-

dulum plane,) hS" ,not rigorously Applicable. M. Morren at Ren-

nes comes to a similar conclusion from his own experiments.

But besides the.difficulty of conceiving any physical cause for

such a difference, the fact that other experimenters have not no-

ticed it, (although' their experiments appear to have been both

more extensive and conducted with at least equal care,) may lead

us to hesitate about adopting such a conclusion, especially when
the results of rigid mathematical investigations of the problem

reveal nothing of the kind, but give as an exact expression of the

the motion of the pendulum plane the simple formula just refer-

red to. The disturbing causes connected with such e\

are too numerous, and "too difficult to be avoided, to allow of any

such broad inference being drawn, except as the result of long

continued observations, made with reference to every variety of

thatnoticed by
motion of the pendulum plane in a single trial, i> »of imijuni;.

but varies in the course of the experiment
;
generally becoming

more rapid as the arc of vibration diminishes. In the experi-

ments at New Haven this acceleration of rate was noticed in a

majority of the experiments, though it wks much more percepti-

ble in some cases than in others.

Five experiments, in which the pcncbjj'um was permitted to

vibrate till its plane had passed over 10° oh the horizontal circle,

gave the times of passing over the first five and last five degrees

of the arc, as follows ; the pendulum being 71 feet in length, and

weighing 12 pounds.

5£tf JZU°°. sags?

i
30 50

31 30
31 50

30

30 25
31 30
31 10

4Q6
25

'l8-5 ' .

18-6

__—-
30 55 30 13

1 1

This varying rate of motion appeared to have no c«

in the experiments at New Haven, with the ellipticmotion.^ nicn

the pendulum acquires ; for it was often most mt^ed when the
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n of the apses of the'&fpse l

alace directly in opposjjSfen to

experimenter, at

same pendulum, there is obs4j|jp;d, as was remarked before, con-
siderable (/i

: of motion of the pendulum plane
m different trials. Mr. BoojjBfcpUfi for the hourly rate of mo-
tion sometim i fm from each other—though his

experiments appear&o have beetfvery carefully conducted.
The .

,
present still greater

discrepancies. At New Haven the rate of motion per hour :

different trials, always fell within half a degree,"of the m
will be seen from the following table, which presents r

detail the observations of which some general results wen
'"

"i previous paper.

The zero of the horizontal circle was nearly in the meridian.

The mean rate of motion, it will be observed, a little exceeds

that given by the rule of the sine of the latitude, which is 9° -928,

or 9° 55' 43" per hour pi mean solar time. The number of ob-

servations made was not sufficiently great to eliminate entirely

the effects of errors of observation, or give anything more than

rimate mean result.

Eltiptirity.—The tendency of the pendulum to move in a nar-

pWrellips I by all ob-

servers; and ticity has, it is believed, been uni-

f"->!
ril v i .1 isg the progress of the experiment,

at astu on had become very short. The
e!l-;).icity may be considered of two kinds, the necessary, and

the accidental
T'i'. slight ellipticity which must necessarily be given to the

motion of the^endulum by the rotation of the earth itself, has

Second Sekies,' Vol. XII, No. 36.—Nov., 1851. 52
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been perhaps sufficiently illustrated in an article on page 251 of

this volume. Such an ellipticity may be produced in an exag-

gerated degree, by suspending a pendulum from an arch over a

-table, so that it may hang when at rest directly in the

axis of motion. If the pendulum ball be drawn aside to the

periphery of the table, and detained there by a catch, while the

table is made to revolve, on being let loose instead of falling in a

straight line through the point of rest, or center, it will describe

an elliptic orbit, whose minor axis will be proportioned to the

tangential velocity of the ball at the moment it is disengaged. If

that velocity be sufficient to carry it a quarter round the periphery

of the table in the time it would move by the force of gravity

to the center, or make half a vibration, the centrifugal and cen-

tripetal forces will balance each other, and the pendulum when
let loose, move in a circle, with the same rate of motion as that of

the circumference of the revolving table.

In the ordinary pendulum experiments, this ellipticity, owing
to the slowness of the tangential motion given to the ball by the

rotation of the earth, must be very slight ; so slight, indeed, as

to be nearly or quite insensible to direct observation, being lost

amid the accidental sources of elliptic motion, unless the experi-

ment be conducted on an extensive scale. The longer the pen-

dulum and the larger the arc of vibration, the greater will be the

minor axis of the ellipse.

The following formula, deduced by Prof. Stanley of Yale Col-

lege, from a consideration of the forces by which the pendulum

is governed, viz., B=vJ., expresses the length of the semi-minor

axis (B) in terms of the tangential velocity (V), and time occu-

pied in a semi-vibration of the pendulum (*). Then, A being the

length of the semi-chord of vibration, or radius of the circle in

which the ball receives its tangential velocity from the earth's ro-

tatl011) V= Sm
- * 86400 '

^ conse<l«ently> B= sm^ 86400
X
•
"

Sin
'

X

21600 !
% being the latitude of the Place -

For the latitude of New Haven, (41° 18' 24,") with a pendu-
lum making a half vibration in 2S 33, and having a chord of vi-

bration of 4 feet, this would give for the minor axis of the el-

lipse, 0^-0034. In the latitude of Pans, with n pendulum 220
feet long, and vibrating 20 feet, the minor axis of the ellipse

would be O'n-0344, nearly T\rth f an incn) a quantity easily appre-

ciable in careful observations.

Whether this ellipticity will tend to develop itself in a series of

experiments by causing a preponderance of motion in one direction
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rather than the other, is somewhat doubtful. Many of the pub-
lished observations, especially those with long pendulums, seem
to indicate such a result. At Providence the motion in three-
fourths of the trials was towards the left. With shorter pendu-
lums the ellipticity in each direction seems to have been about
equal—though in Mr. Bunt's long series the preponderance was
also towards the left.

Bat the most marked ellipticity, and the one constantly observ-
ed in these experiments, is that which may be considered as ac-
cidental, and winch varies both in amount and direction indiffer-
ent trials. In the experiments at New Haven, the minor axis of
the ellipse rarely exceeded a tenth of an inch. Mr. Bunt in some
of his trials, and several others, have found it equally small

;

while others, owing doubtless to a faulty apparatus, or to aerial

currents, or unskillful managemennt, have found it amount some-
times to two, three or more inches.
This motion in an elliptic orbit, from whatever source it may

originate, necessarily gives rise to a progressive motion of the
apses of the ellipse in the same direction in which the orbital

motion takes place.

Mr. Airy the Astronomer Royal, Mr. Galbraith of Dublin, and
Mr. Thacker of Cambridge, have investigated the nature of this

motion, and have given as the result of their inquiries. . ssenti illy

the same formula for computing the progressive angular motion
of the apses of the ellipse. These formulas, together with the

extended analysis of Messrs. Galbraith and Haughton, are pub-
lished in the August number of the Philosophical Magazine.

The Astronomer Royal concludes from his investigation that,

If the length of the pendulum be a, the semi-major axis of the

ellipse described by the pendulum be b, and the semi-minor axis

°e c, then the line of the apses of the ellipse will perform a com-
plete revolution in the time of a complete double vibration (i. e.

the time of describing the ellipse) multiplied by~ "

To reduce this to a convenient form for computing the pro-

1 seconds of a double vibration of the

endulum; then, as above, T=/-|^-. But, (Tbeing in seconds)

* **~T|r X3600. Substituting the above value of T,

360^x3600x36^^^^
SaH a J

t

If a = 71 feet= 852 inches, *= 9
id c=0-2 inches, (6 and c being ti
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values of these quantities at the beginning and end of the exper-

imen.,) then, m=~2^U°-3443= 0° 20' 39»-5 jer

In this manner were computed the corrections for ellipticity

given in the last column but one of the table on page 405. It

will be seen from this table that the motion of the apses of the

ellipse as given by the formula, accounts for but a small part of

the difference between the observed rate of motion of the pen-

dulum plane and that which it would have were there no elliptic

motion. It must be remembered, however, that the formula does

not take into account the resistance of the air, and other fruitful

sources of disturbance. The agreement of the formula with the

differences in the rates of motion observed by Mr. Bunt is some-

what closer.

The motion of the apses of the extremely narrow ellipse that

has been spoken of as arising from the earth's rotation, must

tend slightly to diminish the rate of motion of the pendulum plane,

since it takes place in the same direction as the motion of the

earth. This effect, however, will be entirely insensible, since,

even with a pendulum 220 feet in length and vibrating '20 feet,

it amounts to only a little more than 3" of arc per hour.

6. Connection of the motion of the pendulum plane with the

earth's rotation,—Many persons, even of education, find it diffi-

cult to understand how a vibrating pendulum, whose line of sus-

pension must constantly be directed to new points in space as the

earth revolves, can exhibit any thing like permanency in the po-

sition of its line of vibration with respect to the rotating motion

of the earth. It is true that the path of the pendulum ball, con-

sidered as in absolute space, is exceedingly complicated, being

compounded of its own oscillating movement, the motion of the

earth on its axis, and of the earth itself around the sun. But it

is not at all necessary to attend to this complication of motions

in the problem before us.

In the first place let it be observed, that the direction of the

plane of vibration of a free pendulum is entirely independent of

any motion, whether of rotation or of translation, that the point

of suspension may have. Hold in the fingers a pendulum made
of a simple ball and string, and cause it to vibrate ;

then twirling

the string between the fingers will only cause the ball to rotate

on its axis, without affecting at all the direction of the vibrations

;

and walking forward, whether in a straight line or in a circle, will

in like manner, only shift the position of the entire pendulum,

which will continue to vibrate towards the same point of the

compass as at first.

Again let it be noticed, that the direction of the force of grav-

is, towards the center of the earth, the
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relation of the pendulum to that force must also be constaut, and
its motion is to be treated, not absolutely or in reference to space
but precisely as if the earth were at rest, the equal motion of
both earth and pendulum having no effect on their mutual rela-
tions to each other, .save in the relative change in the horizontal
direction of the line of the pendulums vibrations, in consequence
of the fact that that direction is entirely independent of the earth's
motion, as we have just illustrated. The direction of the plane
of vibration depends for its permanency on the inertia of jnatter,
and whatever change may be made in the position of that plane
in respect to space, or the heavens, by the earth's rotation, precise-

ly the same change of position takes place in the earth itself, and
as we have said, the direction of gravity in respect to both re-

maining the same, we are only required to consider the relative

i change that takes place in the angle made by the plane
of vibration with a given line on the earth's surface.

At the pole the problem is extremely simple—the plane of vi-

bration remaining constant, and the < \ th tiiriumi under it at the
full rate of its angular velocity of rotation, or 15° per hour.

As we recede from the pole, the problem is, to find the true

ratio subsisting between the earth's angular velocity of rotation

and the latitude of the place, for at the equator both the latitude

and motion of the plane are at zero, and no relative angular mo-
tion can be exhibited.

M. Binet, (Comptes Rendus, 1851, Nos. 6, 7), Rev. J. A.
Coombe, (Phil. Magazine, No. 7, 1851), and other mathema-
ticians, have investigated the problem on the method of resolving

the rotary motion of one point on the earth's surface into two,

one about the vertical to that point, and the other about an axis at

right angles to it and lying in the direction of the meridian. If

the motion took place wholly about the latter, which is parallel

to the surface of the table over which the pendulum vibrates, the

effect would be precisely the same as at the equator, for there

this axis coincides with the earth's axis, and in either case there

could be no relative motion of the plane. It is the other part of

the resolved motion therefore, that is alone effectual in giving the

table a virtual motion of rotation in its own plane about its center.

If the motion were wholly around this axis, the case would be

the same as at the pole, for there this vertical axis would coincide

with the earth's axis, and the angular motion would be at its

maximum. From these considerations equations are formed from

"which the exact angular change of position of a line on the

earth's surface, considered as around the vertical, is shown to be

proportional to the sine of the latitude. M. Binet enters into an

analytical investigation, in whii h tin < on litionsof the motion of

dum generally are expressed by certain differential equa-

tions, the integration of which conducts him to certain expres-
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sions, which, when simplified by. the consideration of limiting

the vibration to small arcs, gives the azimuthal velocity uniform

in the direction from left to right, and in the simple proportion of

the sine of the latitude.

Prof. O'Brien of Kings College, London, in an article on Sym-
bolical Mechanics, in the August number of the Philosophical

Magazine, investigates the same problem, and concludes, " that

the effect produced by the earth's rotation on the pendulum is

proportioned in every respect to the sine of the latitude."

Perhaps the simplest and most satisfactory method of illustra-

ting the subject to minds not specially trained to mathematical

investigations, is that adopted by Prof. J. D. Dana, in a commu-
nication made to the Scientific Association at Albany, and pub-

lished on page 200 in this volume ; viz., by drawing lines paral-

lel to each other along any circle of latitude on an artificial globe

in the manner fully described in the article referred to.* These

lines, it is true, taken as representing the successive positions and

directions of trie plane of vibration, are not strictly parallel, nor is

it necessary to regard them as such, except when considered as

placed at indt-fiuituly small di^tunn^ apart. The continually

changing direction of the axis ofsuspension causes a corresponding

change in the absolute position of these lines, and hence, consid-

ered as in space, they do not lie in the same plane, and of course

are not in all respects parallel. But as precisely the same change

takes place in the position of the horizontal plane over which

the pendulum vibrates, and in the direction of the force of grav-

ity, causing that direction to remain relatively constant, the rela-

tive effect, as has been remarked already, is exactly the same as

if no such change of position occurred, or as if the successive

positions of the line of vibration were in one continued plane,

the line maintaining a constant parallelism to itself. But if these

lines are parallel, why is not the last in the series, when we have

gone round a circle of latitude, parallel to the first ? This is not

the case, because the lines, though relatively parallel, are not, for

the reasons before mentioned, to be treated as absolutely so.

They are to be regarded as lines drawn on the surface of a cone

at its base—the cone being that formed by the successive merid-

ional tangents to a given circle of latitude, and having its apex

at the point where all these tangents meet the axis of the earth

produced. Such lines, if not parallel, strictly speaking, when
regarded as on the curved surface of the cone, will become truly

so, when that cone, considered as made of paper, is cut open from

its center outward and spread out on a flat surface.
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In the accompanying figure
the cone formed by the tangents
has for the periphery of its

base the circle of latitude B C,
and the inclination of any two
meridians to each other at this

parallel of latitude, is represent-
ed by the angle formed at the
apex of the cone by the corres-

ponding tangents. Let the ar-

rows a, b. c, represent successive
positions of the pendulum plane;
now, as the earth revolves oi

axis, the angle formed by this
|

1'lai o with the meridian, or rath-
er with its tangent, is continual-
ly increasing, but evidently in-

creasing not by an amount as
great in a given time as the an-
gular motion of the earth on its

axis in the same time ; for the motion of a place B going round
with the earth at the rate of 15° an hour, takes place in a circle

having for its radius the line B b, while the same motion of B
considered as around A, (or in other words, the relative angular
change in the direction of the meridian), takes place in a circle

of which the radius is B A, a radius as much greater than the

other as the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle is greater than
one of its sides

; conseqm ill tin < i. ^inferences of circles be-

ing proportioned to their radii, the angular change in a given time

must be less in the larger circle than in the smaller, and as much
less as the line B b is less than B A, or as the sine of an angle is

less than radius, (B b being the sine of the angle B A b, when
B A is made radius.) But the angle B A b, in the right angled

triangle A B D, is the complement of the angle at D, which lat-

ter is the complement of the latitude; consequently B A i=the
latitude

; B b is the sine of the latitude ; and therefore the angu-
lar change in the direction of the meridian, and consequently the

apparent motion of the pendulum plane, is proportioned to the

sine of the latitude.

Now when the pendulum has made one complete revolution

around the earth in the circle BC, it has evidently made but a

part of a revolution in the circle of which A B is radius ; and the

total change of inclination of the parallel arrows drawn on a

globe to the successive meridians in going once round the globe,

must hi like manner equal only a corresponding part of 360°.

The last line in the series of quasi parallels, therefore, can only

be parallel to the first, when the circuit has been made at the
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equator, where both the meridians

pendulum plane maintain a perpetual parallel^

This varying rate of relative angular motion as we proceed

from the poles to the equator, may be very simply illustrated by
the following easy device.

Cut out a circular piece of paper, and draw radii from its cen-

ter to every thirtieth degree, as represented in the figure. At the

extremities of these radii draw a series of arrows, all parallel to

each other around the entire circle. Cut open the paper from the

center outwards, as at the double line in the figure.

This paper with its radii may be used to represent the cone form-
ed by the meridional tangents, having the axis of the earth passing

up through its apex or center, and its base resting on a parallel of

latitude. At the pole, where the tangents touch the surface of the

earth, and all lie in the same plane, the sum of all the angles

which they form at the center, is equal to 360, as represented by
the paper in its original flat condition, its circumference being en-

tire. Let a pendulum be carried around the pole at an indefinitely

stance from it, say a few feet only, and the successive po-

sitions of its plane of vibration will be not only relatively paral-

lel to each other, but may be considered as strictly so, as repre-

sented by the arrows in the figure. If now one edge of the pa-

per where it is cut open, be &pped over the other, the center WW
rise and form the apex of a cone ; and as one edge of the paper,
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with the arrow parallel to it is slid around the surface so as to

make the cone gradually more steep, it will be seen that the an-
gle of inclination which the first arrow forms with each succes-
sive arrow that it meets, is continually increasing, and is precise-

ly equal to the portion of the original circle that has been covered
up by the over-lapping of the sides. Let the edge overlap for

example one quarter of the circle, or cut off 90°, the cone will

then be as in the accompanying figure.

All but 270° of the en-
tire circle are seen to be
concealed; the figures on
the margin representing
not the angles made by
the radii on the present
circle, but on the original

one. But these 270 ori-

ginal degrees are made to

encompass the entire base,

or to equal the entire cir-

cle of latitude to which
the base of the cone cor-

responds. Instead of 12
radii to the circle, as at

first, there are but nine
of the 12 left; hence
each pair of radii, instead of including only 30 degrees of

circle of latitude, includes 30°X 7?=40°, and theangl< Inch

ows make with the successive radii, viz., 30, 60, 90, &c.

s are continually falling short of the corresponding angular

motion of the earth, viz., 40, 80, 120, &c. degrees, so thai wten
a complete circuit of the earth has been made, or 360°, the ar-

rows have changed their relative direction only 270°, or fall 90

short of m lution in 24 hours, as will be seen

in the figure. — gives 11° 15' for the motion of the plane of

24 &
.

vibration per hour in the latitude contemplated. And as

tude must be that, the entire circle of which is just
f
ths of the

circle which has the slant height of the cone for radius, as ap-

pears from our first figure, it follows that the sine of tb

must be just f ths of radius, or the latitude 48° 35' 25". When
the sides of the paper are lapped so that 180° of the circle are

concealed, the first arrow will be found to be parallel t.>

cle-n

, but pointing in an opposite directi

performed half a revolution during an entire revolt

the ISOth degn

earth. The base of the cone, being

periphery and diameter, corresponds

Si • uS .,,. \ ,] mi No 36.—Nov., 1651.
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which is just half of radius, that is, to the latitude of 30°. In

this way the base of the cone goes on diminishing as compared

with its height until we reach the equator, where the height of

it in fact becomes infinite, and the tangents form a cylinder. Of

course here the pendulum plane has no relative motion. South of

the equator the conditions are reversed, and as we pass towards

the south pole, the plane of vibration will be found to revolve in

the opposite direction, or from right to left, and with a velocity as

in the other hemisphere varying with the sine of the latitude.

7. Modifications of the experiment.—Various analogous meth-

ods of rendering sensible the earth's rotary motion have been pro-

posed, but none of them, so far as we know, have yet been tested

by actual experiment, except that of M. Bravais with a conical

pendulum. Many of them have been devised on the mistaken

assumption that a heavy body suspended above the earth, will,

as the result of its own inertia, be independent of the earth's

motion. M. Baudrimont (Comptes Rendus, No. 8, 1851,) not

only proposes such an experiment, (a heavy ball suspended by a

string as free from torsion as possible,) but even imagines, as he

explains in a long article, that the principle may be applied, by
having an index attached to the heavy body, to the coi

of a perfect time keeper. But every such device, whether it be a

ball, or horizontal rod, or balanced wheel, must fail of showing
any results, except the oversight of the contriver, for the simple

reason that it contains no provision for divesting the body of the

movement which it has in common with the earth's surface, so

as to leave it to be governed solely by its own inertia.

The experiment proposed by M. Poinsot (L'Institut, 1851, No.

897,) of a bent spring suspended by its angle and with the two
arms tied together by a thread, which thread is to be afterwards

burnt and the arms allowed to extend themselves, does obviously

contain such a provision, and were it not for the torsion of the

suspension wire or thread, might be expected to succeed.

So the device of M. de Tessan, (L'Institut, No. 901, 1851,)

viz., a suspended horizontal bar, which while partaking of the

rotary motion of the earth, shall by some means be turned end
for end. is doubtless correct in principle, since the momentum of

each particle of the rod before reversal, would after passing to

the opposite side of the vertical, tend to cause the rod to rotate

in the opposite direction. But in practice, this momentum would

probably be destroyed in passing the vertical, and the experiment

prove unsuccessful A rod suspended by its center of gravity

and suddenly let down from a vertical to a horizontal position,

would be more likely to succeed— its inertia causing it to main-

tain when horizontal a constant direction, like the plane of the

An experiment on this principle was suggested by
Lieut. E. B. Hum at the Albany meeting of the American Sci-

ociation.
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The experiment of M. Bravais, with a conical pendulum,
L'lnstitut, No. 920, Aug. 20, 1851,) is extremely inl

and appears to have been entirely successful. He co
from the nature of the case, that a free pendulum revolving m a
circle would perform its gyrations in less time when its motion
coincided with the rotary motion of the earth, than when it wm
contrary to it.

To settle this by experiment, he adopted two distinct methods
—that of direct observation, and that of coincidences.

In the first method he observed the time occupied by the same
pendulum in making from 900 to 1200 gyrations to the left, and
then the duration of the same number of revolutions to the right,
the pendulum being 33 feet 5£ inches in length.

The observed times of rotation were as follows.

Right to left. Left to right. Diff.

6 s -39887 6* -39825 •00064

6 -39925 6 -39849 •00076

6-39815 6 -39751 •00064

6 39959 6 -39863 •00096

6 -40106 6 -40032 •00074

6-40116 6 -40044 •00072

Mean cliff. won
The difference by theory is = •000716

The second method was even more precise. Two pendulums,

one slightly longer than the other, were suspended near each

other, in the plane of the meridian. One was set revolving to

the right, the other to the left simultaneously, and the passage of

the threads across the meridian was observed through a tele-

scope, whose optic axis cut the two threads when at rest. Let

n and n' denote the number of oscillations of the respective pen-

dulums between two successive coincidencs, n'-n-\-\, n' being

the shorter. At the end of the series the pendulums were set re-

volving in opposite directions respectively, and the recurrence of

the coincidences under the new circumstances, determines the

numbers N and N'=N-f 1. Let i^=the latitude, T the length of

a sidereal day, / the time of a con ' io»g pen-

dulum, separated from the effect of the earth's rotation, and V the

same for the short pendulum. Then we shall have by theory,

~T~
=

t+t' I n~+n~'~ N+ N' >

'
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From these numbers the difference in time between a right and

rod to be, from the first trial, O000725 ; from

the second, S-000710.

From these observations M. Bravais concludes that a seconds

pendulum, revolving conically, would lose three seconds per day

when moving from right to left, and gain the same when moving

in the contrary direction. A pendulum 33 feet long would be

retarded or accelerated II s -4 per day. From these observations

M. Bravais also computed the length of a simple seconds pendu-

lum, which he made 39in-1255 instead of 39in-129i the number

commonly adopted, (993ram -77, instead of 993mm -86.)

Art. XLIII.—Extractsfrom the Proceedings of the Twenty-first

Meeting of the British Association, held at Ipswich, Jtdy 2 *

1. On preparing Speculums for Telescope; by the Earl of Rosse.

The Earl of Rosse said that, having observed by the public prints that

the President of the Association had, in his inaugural address, done

him the honor of alluding with approbation to the attempts which he

had lately made, and with considerable success, to produce plane spec-

ulums of silver for reflecting telescopes,—he thought it might be ac-

ceptable to the Section to receive a brief account of them, and he had

therefore come down from London that morning to give them such an

account. In order to help their conception of what he had to say, he

drew with chalk the

sketch. A, the great

telescope tube, colle*

rays of light which ca

a radiant point placed

great distance beyond

jugate focus F. These rays were then intercepted by the small

mirror B, and by it reflected to the focus F towards the side of the

tube where they were received by the eye-piece of the telescope.

Now, speaking roughly, it was found that about one-third of all the

i fell upon the great speculum A, was lost in the act of

reflection,—and that of the remainder a considerable portion, but not

quite one-third, was lost by the second reflexion at B. Of course,

since quantity of light is of the utmost importance to the perform-

ance of these tubes, this rendered it a matter of the utmost import-

altogether of the second reflexion at B, or to

t subject to less loss of light than

that caused by speculum metal; and accordingly, Sir William Her-

schel, the first who had succeeded in producing reflecting telescopes on

a large scale, had, by inclining the great mirror slightly, brought the
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direct image F to the side of the tube into such a position that it could
be received directly in the eye-piece. But it was found that correct
images could not be produced in this oblique position by speculums of

try form,—and as yet a means of grinding them to a form that
would give correct oblique images had not been successfully devised.

placing the observer in such i pusitmn as to \i.-w the- m;.i>. I-' duv.-ih
at the middle of the tube. One difficulty to be got rid of was, that the
head and person of the observer would itself abstract much of the
light that should be permitted to proceed to the speculum to be there
reflected to form the image. Another was, that the temperature of
the body of the observer, so much higher as it was than the surround-
ing air, tended to produce ascending currents, which both produced a
wavering motion and an incorrectness of the image quite fatal to the
accurate performance of the instrument. These could, perhaps, be
guarded against,—and he had received many most curious and some
very ingenious plans for disposing even of the entire body of the ob-
server by lying along in a tube properly and well-ventilated with means
for conveying away the breath and heated air out of the telescope tube
without interfering with the air in the tube itself. But one element in

the problem seemed most strangely lo have been overlooked by all,

and yet he was bold to say it was the most important of any ; he al-

luded to the diffraction caused by the head of the observer, or by the

box or case in which it was proposed to encase it or himself. The
effect of this diffraction upon the performance of the instrument would
become more injurious also the larger the profile of the object which
stopped off the light. Under all these difficulties, he had come to the

conclusion that all attempts at viewing the direct image must be aban-
N

doned. He then turned his attention to prismatic reflexion, in which

comparatively much les^ light was last. 1- i
f h fo m 1 it impossible to

obtain large and sufficiently well-formed prisms to insure the best ac-

tion. But having obtained a very fine prism of a small size by a dis-

;• determined to try it. This required the prism

to be placed much nearer to the apex of the cone of light reflected

from the great speculum (F), and then the eye-piece required to be of

such a form as greatly to diminish the field of view, a matter of the

most serious import in the researches of the nebula; in which he was

engaged. This difficulty, however, he had surmounted by first using

the larger reflector (B) to examine an extensive field of view, though

less perfectly,—and then, by a simple contrivance, turn it aside out of

the cone of light, and more minutely examine the limited field of view

afforded by the prism u •' ivll. \ on." Vet after all, he found t

injurious to the work of making accurate drawings of the appe

But another still more serious difficulty is fatal to this mode of re-

flecting,—namely, that although guided by the research of M. Jamin,

and using the formulae afforded by Cauchy, and every other formula he

could conceive or arrive at the knowledge of, both as to polarized light

and aberration, he had afcogetl
«ye-piece achro-

matic
; and if any mathematician of the Section could supply him with

the means of securing this result, he would feel himself under great

obligations to him, and would cheerfully furnish him with the precise
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data of the problem. Under these circumstances, he perceived that

there was no resource but to improve* metallic plane reflectors as much
as possible. Now, it was well known that in reflexion by silver much
less light was lost than by any of the other metals,—but, unfortunately,

this metal was so soft, th presented themselves in

the requisite degree of high polish. He had tried by the elec-

trotype process to procure a surface with a high polish by depositing

silver on a surface of speculum metal, and treating it by the same pro-

cess as that used by the distinguished officers engaged in the Trigono-

metrical Survey of Ireland. But, unfortunately, he soon found that,

use what precaution he would, either there took* place an adherence of

the deposited silver to the surface on which it had been deposited, or

the polish was rendered imperfect by the means resorted to to prevent

this. He tried copper similarly, which did not adhere, but produced a

high degree of polish,—but of course its color and other properties

rendered it inadmissible as a reflector. He then determined to endeav-

or to grind and polish a plane surface of silver, the softness of that

metal having heretofore, however, caused the attempt to fail in the

hands of the most experienced who had tried it. The processes of

grinding and pohshmy an ess ntiallv dill rent: in grinding, the sub-

stance, whether emery or other powder, must run loose between the

substance which is used to rub it against the other and that which is

to be ground ; and he soon found that he could not use emery or any

other grinding powder for bringing a surface of silver to a correct form,

—for, from the softness of the metal and the unequal hardness of its

parts, the emery was found to confine its action to the softer parts,

le harder portions in elevated ridges and prominences, some-

thing in the way that the iron handle of a pump which has been long

and much used may be observed to be worn away. Hard steel he

found he could bring to a very true surface, and even impart to it a

high degree of polish ; but the quantity of light it was capable of re-

is by no means sufficient, nor could he succeed in imparting

to the surface of silver by compression with highly-polished steel sur-

faces the evenly and highly-polished surface requisite for his purpose.

At length, he found that he could by the use of good German hones

grind surfaces of silver perfectly

for that purpose as the best material

the blue variety of the German hone.
The next point was, to polish the surface to a true optical plane re-

flecting surface. This was by no means so easy a task as may be

supposed :—for although our eminent silversmiths do produce surfaces

of silver of:. t| ie magnificent plateaux

and other articles which they turn out, yet if any one will take the

trouble to examine these surfaces, they will be found to be so irregular

though highly polished, as to be entirely unfit for producing correct

images by reflexion. And it is a singular fact that, although in the first

part of the process of polishing, chamois leather of the finest kind was

used to rub the rouge on the silver surface, yet the finer fin

ish had always to be communicated by the human hand. Nor would

those with the very softest and finest grain,—nor would the hand of
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perhaps one in every twenty of the persons employed answer for thus
giving the final finish. But it was obvious that the irregular action of
the human hand would by no means answer the end he had in view.
Suffice it to say, that at length, after many fruitless trials, he had suc-
ceeded in producing a polishing surface which seemed fully to answer
the purpose by exposing spirits of turpentine to the continued action of
air, or by dissolving a proper quantity of resin in the spirits of turpen-
tine, and by means of this varnish applying the rouge to the same de-

scription of polishing substance which he used in polishing the specu-
lum metal, and which he had heretofore so frequently described. By
the use of this polishing substance he had produced a plane surface of
silver which, as far as the photometric means he had within his reach
would enable him to measure the light before and after reflexion, did

not lose in that action seven parts of the hundred, and which, tested in

the manner which he usually adopted, defined admirably.

The Astronomer Royal begged to know how Lord Rosse secured the

plane form of the surface in grinding and polishing. The Earl of

Rosse replied that, as to the mode of grinding, it was that commonly
adopted for producing accurately flat surfaces. But the mode in which
he tested it was peculiar. It was this:—a watch dial was placed be-

fore a good telescope, and as soon as the eye-piece was accurately ad-

justed to the position of most distinct vision, the plane mirror was pla-

ced in front of it at an angle of 45°, and the watch-dial was moved
round by a simple contrivance to such a position as that its image
should very nearly occupy the place it had been just removed from. If

now the adjustment of the telescope mained un-

changed, the proper form had been attained ; but, if by draw in- out

the eye-piece more distinct vision was obtained, it was concluded it had

received a convex form,—if on pud <; the image

ed a concave

form. Prof. Chevallier r Lord Rosse intended

to form the great speculum similarly of silver. The Earl of Rosse

replied that lie had at present no expectation of doing so. That it was

a very different matter to grind and polish a speculum of a few square

inches surface—which could be done by a small machine worked by

hand, and from which to the eye-piece the light had to travel but about

three feet—to executing the same operations over the surface of a

spt'cul.nu >ix ft-.-t in di.-xmt.-trr. and :

>'< lk ' xio11

had to travel a distance of fifty-three feet. For Newton, with

had long since show
"

speculum of a reflector was a i

ance of the instrument than an equal error would be in the plane spec-

ulum,—and that for the identical reason he had just pointed out.

2. On a New Method of determining the quantity of Hygrometric

Moisture in the Air ; by Dr. Andrews.

In the absence of Dr. Andrews, Prof. Stevelly made this commu-

nication. Dr. Andrews had found on trial that several powders when

well dried, would rapidly, effectually and completely take up the mois-

ture of damp air passed through them, as effclually as the fused chlo-

rid of calcium, which is too troublesome in the making, preserving
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and using for common u6. For instance, he had found that wett."

dried oxyd of manganese—and a still more universally obtainable
'

substance, powdered alabaster or sulphate of lime, as dried and pre-

pared by plasterers, or by those who maJke cagts—being inclosed in

a small syphon, a measured bulk of air passed through, ei

very quick or at the slowest rate, would be so effectually deprived of

all its hygrometric moisture, that another syphon filled with

fragments of fused chlorid of calcium gained no weight sensible to a

balance which turned with the one-thousandth part of a grain,—the

measured portion of damp air being in succession drawn through the

syphon containing the alabaster and that containing the fused chlorid

of calcium. The apparatus contrived by Dr. Andrews—a drawing of

which Prof. Stevelly exhibited and explained—consisted of a gasome-

ter whose bell was attached as a counterpoise to the weight of a Dutch

clock sufficiently heavy to work it. By this a measured volume of air

was drawn through a tube leading from the open air through the sy-

ining the absorbent powder, which was attached to it by col-

utchouc, so that after the air had passed through, the syphon

could be readily detached, weighed, and the gain of weight by the a
u

sorption of the moisture thus detc way he was able i

_
grometric states of the air to test the indications ot

Daniel's and other hygrometers,—to determiue the correct relation be-

tween the depression of the wet bulb and the dew point—and even to

use the apparatus itself as a simple integrating hygrometer by which

the total quantity of vapor contained in a measured volume of air

drawn through the apparatus. >;ivihi,n- twelve hours, at a uniform

rate, may be actually determined by weight.

3. On the Cause which maintains Bodies in the Spheroidal State, be-

yond the Sphere of Ph ity; by M. Boutigny.

M. Boutigny referred to his former communications and well known

experiments on the peculiar state induced in liqu

with very hot metals, and regretted he had not the means for

the experiments, as they required apparatus he had not at command m
the Section, such as for the application of the spheroidal state of water

to the purposes of the steam-engine. He referred to the ev
first shown at Cambridge, and their extension since to explain some of

the effects of ancient oracles. Alluding to the disputed points in f
u ~

explanation of his experiments as to the repulsic 3 and fluids,

properties of the thin stratum of vapor, Prof. Boutigny proceeded to

show by experiment that when platinum wire was coiled up in the form

of a flat spiral and made hot, and ether or alcohol fluid placed on it, in

the spheroidal state, the liquid would not pass through between the

spaces, while the vapor readily did so.

A conversation ensued on the subject of M. Boutigny's showing the

of the human hand to pass through red-hot molten metal

ty; and by the prompt kindness of Messrs. Ransomes &
May, the experiment was arranged to take place at 7 o'clock in the

evening. A ir the members jof the Ch«

tion had the opportunity of seeing M. Boutigny pQfe hia hand through
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4. On Earthquakes ,- by Mr. Mallet.

Mr. Mallet presented*nis. " Second Report on the Facts of Earlh-
quakes,"

, ] sta'ed t|,< result >f !,is experiments tor she " Determina-
tion of the Limits of Ear h [v. ike U ive Transit," for which the pro-
posed plan w i- < \ limn) last year Th< rale of transit was expected to

RSI rapid in sand, and most in some elastic, homogeneous, crys-

Dublin, and a cask of powder buried at one extremity.—the interval

between the firing of the powder and the indication of the shock at the

ion, its registered by Whea . gafB a rate

of 965 feet per second, as the average of ten good experiments. A
tse was measured on the granite, and shocks produced by

I ia meter and eighteen feet deep, in

which as much as twenty pounds of powder were exploded. The ex-

periment was repeated twenty or thirty times,—and where ihe granite

was most shattered the si ite of only 1,299 feet per

most homogeneous, the imp '< travelled at 1,661 feet per second. In

many of the most celebrated earthquakes, clocks have been stopped,
and thus indications afforded of the rate at which the shocks travelled.

In the Lisbon earthquake of 1761, the shock travelled to Corunna at

the rate of 1,994 feet, to Cork at the rate of 5,280 feet, and to Santa
Cruz in Barbary at 3,261 feet per seeond. The great Cutch earth-

quake, in 1819, stopped the clocks in Calcutta, and showed a rate of

1,173 feet per second. The Nepaul earthquake of 1834 stopped nu-

second. These rates were
ing rocks as homogeneous s

quake shocks might follow e

i slight indication of paroxysmal peri-

lalf a century or more- Another diagram rep-

i which the shocks occurred, showed a maximum
™ December and January. Mr. Mallet then exhibited a map of the

being ci

the frequency of these v

A >vss
, ia, and Madaga;

shocks felt there might have been occasioned simply by i

masses of ice upo%*he coast. Special attention was called to one spot

Second Seeibs, Vfll-XII, No. 36.—Nov., 1851. 54
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in the Atlantic near the Line, and midway between Guinea and Brazil

;

swag this tract almost always experienced shocks,—the

! v variable, some being obtained at 400 fathoms,

whilst at very small distances the depth was exceedingly great, M &

the bottom was formed by a group of volcanic mountains. The con-

nection between earthquake lines BD I
J'.v apparent

on this map ; but some earthquake regions, like Central Siberia and a

tract extending from India to Bohemia, display very little volcanic en-

ergy. On a diagram section of the globe, the most distant points at

which great earthquakes had been felt were connected by straight lines;

have been affected supposing the original impulses to have been com-

municated at very great depths. Lastly, Mr. Mallet called attention to

the great want of bibliographical catalogues in all public libraries, which

rendered the search after earthquake literature a work of enormous

labor.

Mr. Hopkins remarked that whilst he placed no faith in such indica-

tions as those of earthquakes being more frequent m winter, they were

yet very curious; and it was not yet known how much might be due to

the influence of apparently trivial causes. With regard to the con-

dition of the interior of the globe, and looking at the earthquake map,

he was still disposed to lean towards the hypothesis of the existence of

internal lakes of fluid, more or less disconnected, in preference to a

fluid central nucleus; earthquake shocks would be propagated to great

distances beyond the boundaries of the agitated fluid.

• Destruction

Viewing the quest ii tions, the author drew atten-

>n to the climatic influences of the denudation of the surface of the

luntry ; he adverted to the known phenomena of decrease of springs,

id the consequent dim n it n of r i v < si ,,! , -. s i< suits of the entire

moval of the woods which are collected on the highlands, where such

pplies usually originate ;—and while distinctly admitting that wherever

e wanis of an advancing population require the clearance of forest

be encouraged, he at the same time insisted strongly on the propne-

of exercising a careful vigilance, under well defined regulations, in

1 cases in which the above mentioned causes are not in operation,

i considering the economic relations of the question, Dr. Cleghorn

'ailed himself largely of the labors of various distinguished and in-

e the effects of the existing imp' i feet s_\ s-

ntendence. He recorded evidence as to

alabar, Canara, Mysore, Travancore, the

ndian Archipelago, and the wooded tracts

rt the base of the Himalayas. From this evidence, it ap-

neither the government nor the community derive from the

... they are calculated to afford. There

are numerous products of which the value is known and appreciated,

—

but which are collected in ways so rude and wasteful, thai it is doubt-

ful whether more of them are not lost in the process than are brought
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) only to thescienti

the Committee to

that in the depths c

only await recognition by instructed eyes to

he valuable agents of manufacturing industry,

I practice. To correct tbe first, to extend the

nish to the best of their ability inform

opinion, may be summed up as follows:— 1. That over large portions
<>f the Indian empire there is at present an almost uncontrolled destruc-

tion of the indigenous forests in progress, by the careless habits of tbe

native population. 2. That in \J . . .r. I . nasserim and Scinde, where
i is exercised, considerable improvement has already taken

place in the forests. 3. That these improvements may be extended by
a rigid enforcement of the present regulations, and the enactment of
additional provisions of the following" character,— viz. careful main-
tenance of the forests by the plantation of seedlings in the place of

grown, with rare and special exceptions for peculiar purposes,—in ca-
ses of trees yielding gums, resins or other valuable products, that great-

er care be taken in tapping or notching the trees, most serious damage
at present resulting from neglect in this operation. 4. That special

care and attention should be given to the preservation and ma

of altitude or by pec:. • ructure. 5. That in a
country to u

I of its water supplies is of such ex-

treme importance, the indiscriminate clearance of forests around the

whence the supplies are derived is greatly to be deprecated.

6. That, since much local , _ a ran c pn vn s as to the number and na-

ture of valuable forest products, measures should be taken to supply,

through the officers in cl •'' '• ! ' mitmh such

'gnoran . 7. That, as much information which may be of practical

late "Plant,, that the same should, if

practicable, be abstracted and given to the public.

Capt. Strachey said he could not agree with those who thought that

forests had much influence on climate. It was a notion that they en-

couraged rain,—but it was more probable that rain was the cause of

forests. He alluded to di 'ch the forest vegetation

Uus just in proportion to the fall of rain ; being small and diminutive

where there was little rain, and abundant and gigantic where there

was much rain. In temperate climates forests might produce an effect,

—but certainly not in the tropics. With regard to the economical

question, there could be no doubt that it was foolish to destroy

what was valuable, but we had not the power to arrest the present de-

struction of forests in India. Mr. Bunbury enumerated several in-

stances where forests did not exist and yet there was much rain, and
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others where forests existed and there was little rain. Humholdt was

our great an; tts opinions of

the influence of forests on climate. In many districts where forests

were cleared and single latter soon died from the

want of the influence of their neighbors. Dr. Lankester p

that according to the laws of vegetation, plants must be sue.

facts which had been mentioned, and which at first sight appeared op-

posed to each Gained. That forests did not always

grow in rainy distri s aro-< probably from the waters aeeu

forming morasses in which forest trees would not grow, In districts

atmosphere,—rain in general supplit u only a vers .-mall quantity of

the water required by plan!-. V- led no expla-

nation of the effects on climate, attributed by some observers to forests.

6. On the Great Earthquake experienced in Chile, April 2, 1851,/row
R. Budge, Esq., to W. Bollaert, Esq., in a letter dated April 17,

with Observations by the latter.

"The earthquake came westward and, of course, from the east;

water-jugs, &c, having been spilt over the east side,—from the clocks

whose pendulums vibrated east and west having stopped, while those

beating north and south did not,—from walls standing east and west be-

ing cracked every way, particularly lengthways,—and from vessels at

sea, forty to sixty miles off the land, having felt it at a corresponding hour

to the difference of longitude. That it is electric 1 have also grounds

ousty been stayed,—having turned round things on their base, instead

of throwing them down, at an angle of 20°, which not only in my own
house, but in others have occurred, showing a circular motion for at

least an instant. 1 had a bust of plaster of Paris and a family RM -di-

while nothing occurred to my house (built, however, purposely on my
own plan for -) except the removal oirt of place of

a few tiles. A large brick . miey, ... l'i stayed tbo\ « h won s'ays,

and the upper part was twisted round over the lower to about the same
angle.

_
In some houses which stood firm from being frame i

cracked in all directions, the furniture in the rooms, part*

ared as if some fiend had been among them, making them

his playthings, some upset, some turned round, &c.

eastward of the Cordillera and severally so to the westward, along the

whole range, that chain of mountains must be the point of attraction

ind that it then follows westward

ter being capable of (

i loaded ship is, will J

ressel is different altof
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er ? I have experienced in this place, as I have stated,
earthquakes,—that of 1822, which I passed in the house i

fell, that of 1829, and the present; and from observation:
casion and now again, particularly as in each case I ha
and resigned, I think I may be allowed to venture
common with oihers. in winch I feel so confident that you are at liberty

friends if you please, and if any re-

ther particulars t shall be happy to give them. I may, how-
ever, add something more ;—the ban

w is Ik r< ii ist w t ri i,_ of us d< sci ption ; but as in-

variably occurs after a heavy shock, we had on the third day after a
shower of twelve hours' rain, for which I had already prepared, aware
of its being the consequence, happen at whatever season it may. I

so, that I have felt less relaxed than before it. 1 cannot
understand all these things unless electricity be the agent ; while the
atmosphere must be affected in some way to shower down rain at sea-
sons when under ordinary circumstances it does

g
not fall. Santiago

i,and Quillota seem to have suffered

of the public buildings of the capital are ordered to be pulled down.
-<*y wife, who is at that place, mentions every subsequent shock tally-

ing exactly with those here. The shock of 1822 was, however, about
double in force and time; and I recollect well it was with difficulty I

could stand,—whereas on the present occasion I had no trouble. On
iion, the sea in the Bay of Valparaiso retired com

and was several days in reaching its former level,— while on this no
such thing was observed. Your newspapers may make out a different

story, but you have here at least correct observations. The country is

fast) bill it is an awful fact to contemplate that the most

[he country are the first to yield to the phenomena

The generally received impression is, that earthquakes have their

consequence of violent subterranean action, doubtless of a

chemical character. Sometimes the violent eruptions of volcanoes are

es; and in regard to those of Peru I

ice one of this species, in which volcanic action was accom-
panied by a <, >•, 1600, in

• quipa. On
the 15th of that month the volcano broke out with great fury and the

ground was in continual motion. On the 18th, in the evening the move-

ments were more rapid, and at 10 p. m. there was such a shock that it

undest sleepers, and every five minutes during the night

were more than 200 shocks. The heaven s were darkened

of eruptive matte:r, flashes of lightning we re seen, and thei

scended much wl ce a fall of sn<

try around.' On the 28th of the same mon th happened the

ful shock of all. The town of Quinistac:

from the volcano
:

,

with 100 inhabitants, was i buried ; the tow
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also perished ; also many villages in the vicinity were ruined ;
indeed,

distant from the volcano.'

The first earthquake I experienced was in 1825 and at Chile. There

was a shaking of the ground, some houses and walls fell down, and the

that of 1829, b< im in S nn .g .. The commotion commenced on Sat-

urday the 26th of September, at twenty minutes past 2 p. M. The prin-

shock was one and a half minutes' duration. Half an hour afterwards

there was a shower of rain,—and anoiher slight shower at half-past 4

P. M. The weather, however, before the earthquake was rather inclined

for rain. During the night of the 26th there were slight shocks \
also

some on the following days, Sunday and Monday. On Friday the 1st

of October, at half-past twelve, there was another shock,— as \\< li as at

half-past one. I went out into the street and found the inhabitants look-

ing at two volcanoes that had broken out,—one in the Dehsa, behind

the first range of the Cordillera,—the other in the mountains of Main*

(which last was observed to be in activity just after the earthquake of

the 26th), the smoke rising majestically. In Peru I have felt many,

—

'

province of Tarapaca, lat. 20°

, I have noticed them a

times accompanied by a

antajaya, a few miles east of the port of Iquique in the pro

Tarapaca (these mines are from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the

about 100 yards perpendicular depth in the mint- l slight r

noise was heard, as if coming from the Andes, which inereai

then passed onwards to the west; the noise was immediately i

by a horizontal undulatory movement, then a vertical, then a

of these, or a shake, and then all was quiet, save a commotio
sioned by some of the loose stones of the mine rolling dow
My impression then was, and still continues, ihat rar!h<;uiiku.-

region- under discussion (Peru and Chile) originate from volca

ses. A great part of the Andes is volcanic ; Chile abounds i

and quiescent volcanoes; and in the province of Tarapaca tli

the volcano of Isluga, with its five craters,—the Volcancilos o

Volcanoes of Puchuttisa,—doubtless many quiescent ones,-

northern boundary the volcanic group of Gualtieri,—and on it

em the volcanoes of Laguna, Olea, &c. Still, the account i

from my friend, Mr. Budge, appears so very circumstantial, th

induced to give his information regarding the late earthquake
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I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Laics of Magnetism.—Tyndal has studied the laws which govern
the attraction of an electro-magnet upon a spherical mass of soft iron.
The apparatus mp4oy< c. c< nsisted of an electro-magnet in the form of

wound with 360 feet of copper wire ; this magnet was placed vertically

pended a sphere of soft iron, in such a manner that when the sphere
rested upon the end of the magnet, and the copper suspension wire

placed in a scale pan attached to the opposite end of the beam so as to

hold the sphere of iron in perfect equ raoer the effect

of the weight of the sphere was eliminated. The electro-magnet form-
ed part of a circuit comprising also a galvanic battery, a tangent's
compass, and a rheostat. In experim _ it was placed
W the scale pan opposite the sphere, and then by means of the rheo-
stat the force of the current, and consequently the attraction of the

magnet, was gradually diminished till the sphere separated from the

surface of the magnet ; at this instant the angular deflection of the

needle of the tangent's compass was noted. In this manner the at-

rectly expressed by weight. The principal results obtained by the

(1-) The mutual attraction between an electro-magnet and a sphere
of soft iron in immediate contact with each other, is directly proportional

to the force of the magnet or of the magnetizing current.

(2.) If a constant force be applied to "the sphere in a direction oppo-

tive force of the latter must vary inversely as the square roots of the

in order to hold the sphere in equilibrium when its distance

from the magnet varies.

(3) The mutual attraction between a sphere of soft i

net called into actio

between the sphere

(4.) The mutual «

of soft iron, when the two are separated
mtnate distance, is proportional tothesqui
Pogg. Ann., Ixxxiii, 1.

2. Magnetism of Oxygen gas.—Pluckee has given the results <

comparison of the magnetism of oxygen with that of iron. A %

globe was filled with oxygen of the same tension as the surroum

air. The amount of attraction exerted by an electro-magnet npon

globe was then determined by means of a very delicate balance,

globe was then emptied and filled with a solution of chlorid of i

and

Tue a
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as 8-0678 : 1. To determine the attraction exerted under the same

circumstances upon soft iron, a glass vessel was filled vviih a paste made

s pure metallic iron in powder (reduced from the oxyd by

hydrogen) with a mixture of fresh lard and wax. The amount of at-

traction upon this glass vessel when empty was first measured, then the

attraction upon the same vessel when filled with the solution of chlo-

rid of iron, and finally the attraction upon the glass when filled with

tire paste of iron. The amount of attraction upon the glass vessel

when empty, was subtracted from the amount upon the vessel when
filled with the solution and with the paste. In this manner the magnet-

ism of the solution was found to be to that of the iron as 1 : 230-49 ; the

c action upon the lard and wax was found to be so slight

that it could be entirely neglected. By combining the two numerical

results obtained above, Piucker found the specific magnetism of oxygen

to be that of iron as 1 : 285-7. If we refer the specific magnetism of

for the equivalent of iron a degree of magnetism 81-8 as great as

that for an equivalent of oxygen. By the same method Piucker found

for the magnetism of sesquioxyd of iron the number 891, that of iron

being taken as 1,000,000.—Pogg. Ann., lxxxiii, 105.

3. Molecular structure of organic bases.—Hofmann has communi-
cated to the Royal Society the second series of h s research* "• on the

constitution of the organic bases—researches of which it is impoanbto
to speak without enthusiasm, and which have thrown a flood of light

upon this department of organic chemistry. In a former memoir the

nia are susceptible of being successively replaced by the radicals of

the ethyl series (Cn Hn+i) yielding a new series of ammonias repre-

sented by the general formula

N(X.Y.Z),
in which formula X, Y, and Z, represent either hydrogen or an ethyl

radical. The combinations bf these new ammonias with acids, may

gen are replaced by methyl, ethyl, &c. Hofmann now finds that the

four equivalents of hydrogen in ammonium are susceptible of replace-

ment by other radicals, so that the most general formula for a large

N(W.X.Y.Z).
The author describes in the present memoir eight new ammoniums in

all of which the hydrogen is completely replaced by other radicals.

Iodid of ethyl and triethylamine (N{C4 Hsjs) heated together for

a short lime in a sealed glass tube, exhibit a powerful reaction, and
on cooling solidify into a lily purified by solution in

cold water and recrystallization. Thesp crystals u- the iodid of letre-

thy Iammonium and are represented by the rational formula N(C4Hs)4l

;

their formation is expressed by the equation C12 Hi 5 N+C* H& l=j

C16H20NI; when rapidly heated they fuse and are decomposed
into triethylamine and iodid of ethyl, which again unite in the receiv-

er to form the original compound. The new iodid perfectly withstands

the action of a concentrated solution of caustic potash ; treated with

solutions of the salts of silver, it readily yields iodid of silver and salts
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slight excess and filtering, win n i clear ami colorless solution of the
new oxyd passes the filter. As thus prepared the liquid exhibits the.

kaiies potash and soda, it possesses a
pungent bitter taste, when concern rate.] it acts upon the epidermis
which it destroys like caustic potash ; like this too, it saponifies fats;
converts furf liber into ox-
alic acid and alcohol ; expels ammonia from its salts even in the cold,
and may be substituted for potash in Trommer's well known test for
sugar. In its action upon metallic salts the new oxyd is also exactly
analogous to caustic potash ; it yields however no amalgam correspond-
ing to the well known butyraceous ammonium compound. When
evaporated upon the air-pump over sulphuric acid and lime the oxyd
may be obtained dry, and even crysti -like needles;
the dry mass appears to be the hydrate N(C4 H&)* O, HO correspond-
ing to the hydrate of potash KO, HO. A concentrated solution of the

oxyd of tetrethvlammoiiium is decomposed by boiling, yielding water,

<e and defiant gas, NCieHaoO, H0=NCi3 11 1 s+CU
Ih-r-llU). The salts of the new base are mostly very soluble and
even deliquescent ; the double chlorid of platinum and tetrethylam-

monium cry- octahedrons. The other new ammo-
niums described by Hofmann are,

(2.) Methylotrielhylammonium, N. (C* HS ) 3 . C*H8 .

(3.) Amylotriethylammonium, N. (C* H5J3 . Cio Hn.
(4>) M

^[^
iethy larnyram-

I
N.(C4H 5)2.C 2 H 3 .C10H11.

(5.) Phenylotriethylammonium, N . (C* H 5 )
3 . C12 H 6 .

ie
"| N.C4H*.C2H».C,oHn.C, a H..

(7.) Teiamethylammonium, N . (C2 Hs)*.

(8.) Tetramylammonium, N . (C 1 H 1 1 )*.

all of which of course exist onl\ in combination; among the products

of their decomposition by heat, the author describes several new am-
monias or nitryl bases not hitherto considered. The oxyd of tetramyl-

ammonium when decomposed by heat yields triamylamine and a vola-

tile hydro-carbon, doubtless amylene ; oxyd of tetramethylammonium

_ o / studied : finally the oxyds of the ammoniums

(3), (4) aod i
gas when boiled in concentrated so-

lutions. By the action of the iodids of methyl and ethyl upon conine,

of which—leucoline in which an equivalent of hydrogen W
by an equivalent of methyl—may possibly prove identical with quinine,

Ci« H 7 (C 2 Ha) N+2HO=C 2 o H12NO2.
In conclusion the author directs attention to the

•

.
• new a'ka^ns. In the first place it is lobe

that the action of the bromids or iodids of the alcohol rad

ammonia, give rise to not less than four distinct groups of organic I

ses; three oft

Sixuxd Series, Vol. XII, No. ;;<;.—X<n
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are fixed. The passage from a volatile to a non-volatile organic base

may therefore be simply due to the fixation of a single equivalent of a

radical capable of replacing hydrogen; and the production of volatile

bases by the action of caustic potash upon the fixed alkaloids, quinine,

morphine, caffeine, piperine, naturally encourages the attempt to re-

produce the latter from the former by simple substitutions. In the next

place the new fixed bases lend the most powerful support to the am-

monium theory of Ampere and Berzelius ; the oxyds of the new bases

perfectly correspond to the hypothetical oxyd of ammonium and are

stable; again it has always been urged against the theory of Ampere

HCl could not be reasonably supposed to leave the chlorine for which

it has so powerful an affinity in order to convert the ammonia NH3

niac we must, according to the ammonium theory, suppose that the chlo-

rid NH*, CI is first transformed into an oxyd NH 4 , O, then this oxyd

ethyl upon triethylamine N(C4H 5
)

dti that ethyl

and the new iodid readily exchanges its iodine for oxygen when treated

with oxyd of anion yields

its ammonia N (C* H 5
)
3 and its radical oxyd C* H 5 O, which is then

further decomposed. These two stages of decomposition are precisely

those which in the ammonium theory appeared most improbable. Last-

ly, the mode of formation of the new ammoniums and the products of

their decomposition by heat, demonstrate, that whatever be the arrange-

ment of the molecules in ammonia or its congeners, the atoms of the

compound rearrange themselves whenever the fourth equivalent of the

hydrogen or of its replacing radical joins the compound. Thus the oxyd
of amylotriethylammonium NC-il )

. (; 10 HU yields N(C4H5)2.
C,oHnandC4H4,notN(C4H5)3andCioHio, clearly showing that

an equivalent of ethyl and an equivalent of amyl have exchanged places.

—Philosophical Transactions, Part 11, for 1851.
4. On Sfi ounds.—Landolt has studied the pro-

duct of the action of iodid of methyl upon an alloy of potassium and

Ita of great interest and importance.
Stibmethyl was prepared by a process "precisely analogous to that al-

ready employed by Lowig and 9 Dg Stibethyl,

namely, by otimooiuret of
potassium and quartz sand. It is a colorless heavy fluid, possessing a
peculiar odor, insoluble in water, soluble with difficulty in alcohol, but

readily in ether : in the air it emits thick white fumes, inflames and

etallic antimony- Like

rates two equivalents of acid, and gives compounds with S2, ( i->. I>< -'•

I2, &c, all of which strongly resemble the corresponding
9. When stibmethyl and iodid of methyl are brought into

lion is noticed, and after a short time the whole
<'("-!, \sirtt- rrwillinc ma*s: these crystals are the

iodid of a new radical which the author calls stibmethylium ; they are

represented by the formula Sb Me4 J. A similar compound Sb Et* J,
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is found by mixing stibethyl with iodid of ethyl, and still a third by the
action of the iodic! of methyl upon stibethyl, Sb Ets Me J. In the pres-
ent memoir the author confines himself to the description of the com-
pounds of stibmethylium. Oxyd of stibmethylium is rea

by adding freshly precipitated oxyd of silver to a solution of the iodid
Sb Me4 I, iodid of silver is formed and the oxyd of the new radical set
free; the solution evaporated on the air-pump over sulphuric acid,
yields a white crystalline mass which is a hydra! of the oxyd. This
hydrate exh sing resemblance to caustic potash ; it

gives a slippery feeling when rubbed between the fingers ; is extremely

tracts carbonic acid rapidly from the air and the carbonate formed is de-
composed by lime water, the base being again set free. Heated in a
glass tube closed at one end, the oxyd gives off" vapors which inflame

10 the air, i; is heating the

base may be volatilized unchanged. In its relations to mi
the oxyd of stibmethylium agrees perfectly with the alkalies, potash and
soda. The author describes further an acid and a neutral sulphate of

the new base, a nitrate, carbonate, iodid and chlorid ; these are all col-

out measurements—to be isomorphous with the correspond

compounds.—Ann. der Chemie und Pharmacie, April, Ixxviii, 91.

[Note.—The extraordinary analogy which exists between the com-

pounds described by Landolt, and the new ammoniums of Hofmann
can scarcely fail to attract the attention of the reader. The parallelism

between tetram. tlivhuumoni m and stibmethylium appears to be com-

plete; the mode of formation of the two is the same; their chemical

relations are the same, and the products of their decomposition appear

also to be perfectly analogous ; thus we have

N (Ca Hsja+Ca H 3 I=N (Ca H 3 ) 4 I

Sb (Ca H 3 )3+C3 H 3 l=Sb (Ca H 3 )4 I,

again we have in the case of the decomposition of N (C* Hs)* by

heat N (C* H*)« 0=N (C< Ha )$ -f-C* H4-J-H O,

and from La \ Uoo if would appear highly probable

that we have under the same circumstances

Sb(Ca H 3 )4 0=Sb(Ca H 3
)
3+C 2 Ha (?)+H0.

The isomorphism of Sb (Ca H 3 )
4 with potassium would be of great

interest if proved by careful measurements, and the formation of a new

series of alums in which potassium is replaced by N(C2H 3 )4 or Sb

(CaHs)*, would be a simple and d. ot. It is to

be clearly borne in mind that the compounds Sb(C* H5) 3 and Sb (C2

Hs) 3 , stibethyl and stibmethyl, although eortesp

•
,...-..;:.., :-.;

:

, " .

•y with 2 equivalents of oxygen to form basic oxyds saturating 3

equivalents of acid, so that we have Sb (C s H 4 )
3 Oa and Sb (Ca Ha),

O2. It is therefore so much the more worthy of notice that

radicals, when combining with an additional equivalent of metj

ethyl, yield ammonium bases, and Hofmann reasoning in favor of th

moniurn theory receives a new support. Landolt j

particulars exhibits a want of thoroughness, and the analytical da
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lions are not stated. It would appear however-

o

antimony Lm^ium°», oTfl (ViT^) and Sb(W.X.Y.Z), and it

can hardly be doubted but that the progress of science will make us

acquainted w'\ akr, and perhaps even bismuth am-

moniums, P ( W. X . Y. Z), As ( W. X . Y. Z), and Bi ( W. X . Y. Z).

5. Selenio-cyanogen and its («.,.// muds.—Crooker has described a

series of salts containing selenium in the same form in which sulphur

exists in the sulpho-cyanids. Selenio-cyanid of potassium is obtained

by fusing selenium with ferrocyanid of potassium : it crystallizes in

needles resembling the § [ueacent and easily de-

composed; its . With the salts of various metal-

lic bases the selenio-cyanid of potassium gives precipitates; the lead

salt is decomposed by HS and yields selenio-cyanhydric acid H Cy S2

as a -ti i'.;'\ il < asik < < om] .>-« <i su ution. The other compounds

possessed, beyond the fact of their existence, no special interest.

—

Ann.

der Chemie mid Plmnutirin. Ixxviii, 177.

6. Propion.—Morley has described propion or the acetone of pro-

pionic acid. Propion is readily obtained by the dry distillation of

propionate of baryta, the reaction being expressed by the equation

Ba Ce H 5 04=BaO . CO2+C5 Ha O.

It is a colorless or pale y, eable odor, lighter than

a pale blue flame ; its boiling point is 100 C, and it is soluble in every

proportion in alcohol and ether. With fuming nitric acid pro

propionic and apparently no other acid.

—

Ann. der Chemu , Ixxvi i, 1*7-

7. Iodid of Nitrogen.—Gladstone has succeeded in determining

that Bineau's formula NHI2 is correct. The black powder obtained

by the action of ammonia upon an alcoholic solution of iodine, was

suspended in water and a current of sulphuretted hydrogen passed

through till the solution became colorless and smelt strongly of HS.
After gentle heating and filtration, the iodine was determined as iodid

of silver, and the ammonium estimated in the usual manner. The ra-

tio of the nitrogen to the iodine in equivalents was found to be as 1 :2.

The same result was obtained by means of the reaction expressed by

NHI 2 +4S02 + 4HO = NH3+2HI+ 4S03
the ratios of N, I, and S being found to be 1 : 2 : 4. [It will be re-

membered thll 1 analogous formula with BW I

and iodine, viz. N(C2H3)l2, where methyl replaces hvdrogen in

NHI2].—Ann. der Chemu ,„d Phormnch . Ixxviii, 234.
8. Alcohol of caprylie acid.—Bouis has prepared what appears to be

the alcohol of caprylic acid Cie His O2, by the action of a concentra-

ted solution of caustic potash upon castor oil ; a volatile oil passes over

while sebacic acid remains in combination with potash. The reaction

J«ed by the equation
C 3«H3 4 6 -f2(KO,HO)= C3oHi60e,2KO+Ci6Hi802+2H,
from which it appears that the decomposition of ricinoteic acid, Cae Hs*
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soarce of the new alcohol. What becomes of the other con-

'

the oil, glyceryl, &c, is not stated. The new alcohoHs a
I oleaginous -reeable aromatic odor; its

density is 0823 at 19° C, it boils without decomposition at 180° C, un-
der a pressure of 760". The density of its vapor is 4-49=4 vol.

^ i

i»
' -,, vt-, ;li (ill , i 1 , snlii!,!,. -alts ,,t nc and ba-

ryta; on heating, the acid transforms the alcohol into a hydro-carbon
,!-.-!.

ter, burns with a beautiful flame and boils without decomposition at
125° C. : its formula is Ci 6 Hi 6 ; the density of its vapor is 3-86=4 vol.

Fused chlorid of zinc produces with the new alcohol various isomeric
carburets of hydrogen : -solves in it and furnish-

:<.-:: ;.- * ;'-• .. -• r

which have an agreeable aromatic odor; nitric acid when dilute con-

oil wholly into a volatile liquid acid, but the prolonged action
of the acid gives pitnelic, lipic, succinic and butyric acids. Potash
lime at a temperature above 250° C, converts the oil with disengage-

hydrogen into a volatile acid which remains combined with

the potash, doubtless Cie Hie 0±. The author promises a more com-
plete study of the new alcohol ; the preliminary notice contains much
that is obscure and uncertain.

—

Compt.es Rendus, Aug. llth, xxxiii, 141.

9. On the new metal Donarium.—In the zircon syenite of Brevig in

Norway, Bergemann has discovered a mineral which upon examination
proved to contain the oxyd of a new m BCral in ques-
tion is a hydral -7 j, and is represented by
the formula Do 2 O 3 Si0 3-J-2HO ; it is readily decomposed by chlorohy-

dric acid, and after the s« n the usual manner, am-
monia precipitates from the solution a hydrated oxyd of donarium as a
white volumh q diving becomes gradually yellowish

i vellow.
M freed by ignition and digestion wi;;.

the iron ; the oxyd may then be dissolved by long digestion with sul-

pure hydrate is obtained by precip-

itation with ammonia white but becoming yellowish on drying ; il if

readily soluble in acids; in chlorohydric acid without evolution of

chlorine. Metallic donarium was obtained from the oxyd by heating

B takes place rapidly with evolution

°f light, and wder, which

under the burnisher assumes a metal ' " s for seve-

ral hours even in moist air. Particles of the metal scattered in the

flame of a lamp burn with a reddish light to oxyd. Cbforob;

hot or cold has no action on the metal ; nitric acid acts slowly on heat-

. ed. the anhydrous oxyd obtained I

11 " '.! "f :. he hydrate is of a very deep red color: <Mk-u- •> i- •• .>7«>

;

"

,-er. The solutions of the hydrated oxyd m mtr.c

. >

, r ! c. ss : that in hot r-hlun hy.l c acid yellow,

nia, give with solutions of the oxyd white precipitates which are insol-
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utye.inan excess of the precipitant. Alkaline

on the contrary, is completely precipit

Again dissolved in an excess of the carbonate.

;ble in free oxalic, but soluble in a la

of chlorohydric acid with the aid of heat. A concentrated solution of

sulphate of potash gradually produces a precipitate which is however

again dissolved by more water or by HCI. Ferrocyanid of potassium

produces in a neutral solution of oxyd of donarium, a nearly flesh col-

ored precipitate soluble in acids. Carbonate of baryta preci]

oxyd completely in the cold. Sulphid of amm
lutions of donarium a dark green flocky precipitate which is insoluble

in an excess of the preci maes it with evolution of

sulphydric acid gas. Red ferrocyanid of potassium, tincture of gall-

nuts and sulphydric acid produce no precipitate ; organic substances,

such as tartaric acid, almost entirely prevent the precipitation of the

oxyd by caustic alkalies. The oxyd of donarium is not rendered solu-

ble by fusion with caustic or carbonated alkalies ; fused with bisulphate

of potash, however, a flocky matter is obtained which is soluble in ex-

cess of water, and appears to be the double sulphate of donarium and

potash. Before the blowpipe the oxyd of donarium exhibits no very

With soda ii forms a globule in which the

particles of the oxyd appear undissolved ; with borax and the double

phosphate it gives ayeli^ tomes colorless on cooling

and in which the particles of the oxyd are easily recognized. A mix-

ture of the hydrated oxyd and sugar was ignited and then a current of

dry chlorine passed over the mass heated to redness in a glass tube ;

white vapors were formed which condensed to a voluminous mass per-

fectly soluble in water, these were doubtless the anhydrous chlorid

D02CI3. The equivalent of donarium was determined by an analy-

sis of the sulphate which gave for the metal 997-4, upon the assumption

(which the author considers highly probable) that the oxyd is a sesqui-

oxyd.—Pogg. Ann., Ixxxii, 561. w. B.

10. An Account of an apparatus for producing Attrition between the

Surfaces of Siliceous Stones in Vacuo, or in Gaseous Media, and for
mg whether the Consequent Odor and Corruscalions are due

to Ozonification ; Communicated at a meeting of the Franklin Institute,

April 17, 1851, by Dr. Hare, Member of the Instit '
T

fessor of Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania, and Associ-

ate of the Smithsonian i stitute).—

E

Hare submitted to the attention of the meeting, an apparatus for asce

taining whether the phenomena attending the attrition of pieces

silex, when rubbed briskly together, had any thing in common wi

those ascribed by Schdnbein, to a supposed new halogen body, natnf

suits from electrical excitement, or discharges between oppositely elec-

trified bodies, had long been familiar to electricians. This odor is of a

nature to iec 11 that of phosphorus to all acquainted with the srae
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slowly oxydizing in the

r of oxydizing phosphorus, the univer-
' :d as an exemplifica-

consequent to the passage of lightning. A similar proper;

j

wise observed in oxygen, which had been extricated from water by
electrolysis. I observed a like odor about twenty-five years ago, when
a large tube, used in the inflammation of explosive mixtures of hydro-
gen and atmospheric air, was burst by the process ; as well as upon
other occasions, when similar burstings ensued.

Schonbein, who has attained much celebrity as the inventor of gun

one view ; and to show that the air which had acquired the odoriferous
property in question, however obtained, had certain chemical proper-
ties in common. These properties were analogous to those displayed
by chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine, and cyanogen, which constitute
the halogen class of Berzelius; and hence the distinguished investiga-

tor conceived that they might be due to some body of that c

had escaped detection.

To this supposed body he gave the name of " Ozone," from Greek
words which signify the production of odor.

As cyanogen is known to consist of two atoms of carbon and one of
cyanogen, it would not, a priori, be unreasonable that another body
should be formed deserving to be ranked in the same class.

Latterly, Schonbein has advanced the idea that ozonification may be
owing to a combination consisting of peroxyd of hydrogen and bioxyd
of nitrogen, or in other words, of oxygenated water and nitric oxyd.
But this inference seems to have been invalidated by an experiment
made by de la Rive and Marignac. These distinguished chemists

ozonized oxygen by passing electric sparks through the gas, while ex-

clusively occupying a tube in which it had been evolved from chlorate

of potassa previously fused, and consequently devoid of moisture.

Hence Berzelius, and other distinguished chemists, deemed it reason-

able to ascribe the phenomena to a peculiar state of oxygen.
It had long been known that certain elements were capable of very

different states; as for instance, carbon in the forms of tinder, char-

rine after exposure to the solar rays,

This di versity is displayed in many instances by bodies in what has

been ca!l< tate, which is assumed just as they escape

from com Under these circumstances, they wil I combine with

elements
i, usually, they display no affinity. Thus nitrogen,

atmosphere, shows no affinity either

hydrogen, , forms with hydrogen, ammonia, with car-

bon, cyanogen. C)n this account I have concurred in

Berzelius,
i
that the phenomena ascribed to ozone may be caused by

oxygen in a peeuii*

It is requisite to

ozonized air, the n

mention, that among the tests of the presence of

f starch paste with a solution of iodid of
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potassium is the most delicate. This is dependent upon an inexplica-

ble but well known property of starch to be rendered blue by a very

minute portion of free iodine. A very small addition of ch

seizing an equivalent portion of potassium, liberates enough iodine to

produce blueness in mixture ; and, in like manner, a very small pro-

blue by a like proceilure.

manner, bjr exposure to ozonifled air, stiips of paper, ciretich-

gum guaiacum, are rendered l.aiwes

re resulted .or that

known halogen bodies could

?d body of that class was reasonably to be in

Having given this preliminary brief sketch of tlne state of our knuul-

edge resf

sootmance
ne, it is time to proceed to e

of the apparatus before us.

xplain its con,

It had < me that the smell and con
>n of siliceous stones, briskly rubbed aga . might

se, analogous, if not identics

ione are indebted for their es

Nothing could be more unaccountable than this odor. That it can-

^ due to any organic ra .composite
quartz must be evident ; in the first place, because the smell is produced

by the purest and most transparent specimens of rock crystal in the

regular form, and in the second place, because ignition to bright red-

ness does not destroy nor even diminish the property.

One thousand grains of cellular horn stone, or French burr, on igni-

tion as above stated, lost five grains—that is to say, one-half per cent,

of its weight, without, however, losing the property of producing light

It occurred to me that it might help to remove the mystery, were an

apparatus constructed by which the attrition of siliceous masses might

be made more efficaciously than could be effected by an operator un-

. Having suggested this idea to my friend, Prof.

such an apparatus constructed at the

i Institution. The apparatus, which is be-

fore the meeting, was made accordingly.
Two pigmy mitl-stones, each seven inches in diameter, made of cel-

lular horn stone, known vulgarly as French burr, and resembling those

used in grist mills, were procured and supported as in the usual way,

one above the other ; excepting that the upper one hangs by means of

a bolt upon a spiral spring uned by a cross of iron,

resting upon screw nuts, upheld by four iron rods, each inserted at its

lower end in a circular plate of cast iron, so as to be equidistant from

each other. The surface of the iron plate is turned true, so as to ena-

ble it to serve as an air-pump plate. It rests upon four columns, » bids

elevate it from a base board sufficiently to admit of a pulley band and

wheel to work in a parallel plane below that in which the plate is situ-

ated. There is also room for a lever, from which a stirrup hangs as a

support for J
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to be air-tight
; the stirrup allowing it to retain its perpendicularity, not-

ilinear movement of the lever when employed, to
raise or lower the stone.

The nuts upon which the cross supporting the upper stone has been
mentioned as resting, are so used as to render the lower surface of the
stone horizontal, while, as it hangs upon a bolt which occupies the axis
of the spiral spring, the pressure on the lower stone, when brought
into contact with it, may be made as gentle as necessary. The lower
stone being balanced on the point of [he spindle, is made to turn with
it by means of a pin proceeding from its lower surface and another
proceeding from the spindle, which operates as a carrier in a huh^.

In order to put the apparatus in operation, the lower stone is made to

revolve by means of the pulley, band, and wheel ; while, by moans of
the lever, the stone is so raised as to produce sufficient contact with
that suspended above it. Under these < n^ an< < -. -cmul! ition and
the odor which is the obj I. In no way, however,
could I produce the chemical effects of ozone upon iodized starch or
guaiacum. On directing a jet of hydrogen between the stories, it took
fire forthwith ; but I could not, by means of an electrometer, detect any

When the upper stone was removed, and a piece of an
old file of a large size made to scrape over the surface of the lower
stone, a conducting connexion between the file and an electrometer
was productive of no electrical indication.

The plate being ground to fit a large receiver, the stones were in

successive experiments made to revolve in vacuo, in hydrogen, and in

a vacuity previously replete with this gas, without any diminution of

the luminuus phenomena.
r

l hese, it se. ms from tl . inflammation of

the et ot hydrogen, coiisti m i simple cas ut ignition. During the

collision of flint with steel, a portion til !v off, takes

fire, and thus is enabled lo convey ignition to tinder or punk. The in-

capacity of two pieces of quartz to produce fire in like manner, arises

from the incombustibility of the particles struck off from them, which

consequently cool before they meet any mass with which they are not

in contact at the moment when the ignition supervenes.

As the burr stones are opaque, the light is much less advantageous-

ly seen when they are both employed, than when the upper one is re-

placed by a comparatively small mass of transparent quartz. The
concentration of the factional force, and the transparency of the mass

liant in a room otherwise darkened.

So great is the resistance of the surfaces of the stones when brought

into revolutionary collision, that the maximum effect which they are

capable of producing, would require more force than can be communi-

cated by the human power, through a single hand actuating the stones

by means of a wheel, pulley, and" band.

Of course cog wheels might be resorted to, and the power of steam

or that of Professor Page's electro-magnetic machine, employed to ob-

tain a greater effect. I have lately been informed, that in English pot-

teries where flint is employed as an ingredient in the ware manufactur-

ed, the grinding of this material is productive of an intolerable fcelidity.

In an atmosphere thus imbued with fcetidity, chemical effects ought to

Second Seeies, Vol. XII, No. 36.—Not., 1851. 56
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fcelidity and lhat produced by ozonizing agents.

It is long since n occurred to me, that as the phenomena of light, un-

der all the various hues which it is capable of producing, are ascribed

to the undulatory affections of an ether pervading the universe; so ihe

still greater variety of odors which influence our olfactory nerves, may

be due to vibratory agitation of the same medium.

Consistently it may be conceived that the odor produced during

ozonificatioQ, during the attrition of quartz, is due to an odoriferous

etherial agitation.

II. Botany and Zoology.

1. Note on the Vegetation of the Coal Period ; by Mr. J. E. Tesche-

first attracted to the remains of vegetables in the anthracite coal from

i

'•-. •-

numerous, and in* 1817 I exhibited a small portion of them before the

ing in Boston!'

6 y
'

In 1846, the Natural Hist. Soc. of Haarlem, in Holland, adjudged a

prize to Dr. H. R. Gceppert, professor in the University of Bresiau, for

a most elaborate and we . reply to the prize ques-

tion proposed by them,
** Whether the beds of coal were composed of plants which grew on

the spots where these coal beds now exist, or whether the vegetation

grew in other places, and was floated or brought there by other means."
This dissertation, with between 30 and 40 plates, was published at

Haarlem in 1848, and has been recently added to the library of the

Nat. Hist. Soc. of Boston, from the funds left by James Lloyd which

were in the possession of the Republican Institution, and were gener-

ously devoted by the members, to the diffusion of science, by the pre-

sentation thereof to the Nat. Hist. Soc. for the purchase of the most re-

cent sterling works in its several departments.
From this masterly dissertation it appears that Dr. Gceppert, for the

purpose of elucidating this subject, had been pursuing the same course

with the co .« Germany, as I had with those of

Pennsylvania. And although the main question has received the same
solution from both, namely, that the plants grew where the beds of coal

absolute rest, yet upon some minor points we differ, and I believe that

the extent of the beds from which my specimens have been taken, has

afforded much more varied appearances than have as yet met his eye.

I should not attempt by any discussion at present to alter the views of

Dr. Gceppert, iroteM I could exhibit to him my specimens, for many of

my impressions were at first nearly the same as those he has expressed ;

mens that I was led step by step to change my opinions. In fact, with-

out the inspection of regular series of specimens, presenting various

s impossible to arrive at satisfactory conclusions on many
points of this occult subject, and it has several times occurred that a
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single specimen has thrown unexpected light, not obtained by ifo in-
spection of fifty others of nearly the same appearance.
As it is, the questions in doubt are much more numerous than those

Which appear settled. One of the characters which seems to have es-
caped him is that of the fissures chiefly traversing well defined vegeta-
ble surfaces (epidermis). These are from £ line to £ inch in depth,
describe various curves, or right Iti vl lines, and
forms of all kinds, they are sometimes filled with siliceous matter and
sometimes with a charcoaly mass evid iicture to all

of fungi in the coal, some of these much resembli ng those which now
the rattan.

I also differ from hirri in what he considers the a nnual rings of Arau-

impressions were similar to

My spech illaria, Lepidodendra, and Sagenariaare numer-
ous, and there are varicius appearances, resembling the internal struc-

ture of some of these gigantic vegetables, which if they can be recog-

nized as such would cause considerable astonishme nt. The appearan-

i Dr. Gceppert has at present probably no idea of, are many
and very in- r( and carefully drawn figures, de-

hat I differ from so

experienced a nanmilist on this subject as the learned professor of Bres-

lau, it is far from my int ention to impute to him ever
Vet it is only from difference of opinion that truth comes to light, and
this is my only desire.

When this -
ill have been taken up and sstudied by scientific

ell prepared and who are possessed of sufficient

leisure, I am sure that iextremely interesting facts and consequences
will be developed by their observations.

Bn-trm, Sopt. 13th, 1851.

2. Consptctus Crustaceontm, $c. ,• Crustacea of the Ex
D. Dana.—Crustacea Grapsoioea, (Proc. Nat.

Sci., Philad., 1851, p. 247.)—This paper includes descriptions of the

following new species :*

Eucrate crassimanus ; Macrophthalmus pacific

Helcecius inornatus; Pseudograpsus oregonensis, P. nudu.s: Grapcoi

planifrons, G. longitarsis, G. crinip< \. G. inno-

tauis; Planes cyaneus; taanus, H. affinis; Cyrto-

grapsus mi<_ im eras*

sum; Cyclograpsus cinereus, C. granulatus; Chasmagnathus subquad-

iris; Hel ce ci tssa : A : m '
,
w abbret a\mi

soma obesum, C. hirtipes; Pinno-

thera faba ; f - pubescens; Hyinenicus

van us, H N Vscens.

2. Maslod i* : by Prof. S. P. Lathrop.—A large

tooth of a mastodon in a fine state of preservaiion has recently been

• found in the Ki>inva .k«-e river, in N.-w M (lord Co., Illinois. It was

drawn up by a seine, from near the mouth of the river.
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III. Miscellaneous Intelligence.

1. Great Exhibition in London.—The scientific portion of the great

exhibition though falling far short of the reasonable expectations of

men of science, presents yet many objects of interest and I have thought

that a few notes taken upon the spot might prove useful if only as hints

to those wishing to purchase apparatus abroad. Of a liberal display

of balances u », we have to notice the

Berlin, L. Oertling in London, and the United States balances of Mr.

ance for phv- • <u!ed to bear as much as two kilo-

gramme ; it is mounted upon a cast iron base and placed within a large

case with glass doors, so that bulky objects, as glass globes, &c, may
be conveniently weighed. When the beam rests upon its supports, the

pans are also supported separately ; in throwing the beam otf its sup-

port the pans are suspended, their knife edges resting upon agate planes :

- placed in the centre of the beam and descends to a scale

below. The workmanship of the whole instrument is admirable; its

price with weights is 1500 francs. The large balances of MM. Collot

freres, are very similar to those of Deleuil, differing chiefly in having

a glass base instead of one of cast iron. Deleuil's smaller balances

:al purposes when loaded with 200 or 300 grm., are sensible

the pans are of platinum suspended by silver wires; they are not sus-

pended from knife edges, but by means of steel hooks resting in stir-

rups upon the end of the beam, an arrangement which is certainly ob-

jectionable. The beam in these balances is divided for a sliding weight

but there is no sliding rod as in Oertling's instruments. The assay bal-

ances by the same maker deserve th

and elegance of construction, [hi
j

idex pointing

vertically upward; the whole is admirably arranged and of exquisite

finish. A. Oertling of Berlin exhibits < iso both chem mI and physical

balances ; the former are too well known and too generally appreciated

in this country to require special notice; the larger instruments will

weigh from one kilogramme to one-half milligramme; their construc-

tion is upon the whole similar to that of the chemical balances, the

beam being ;

rod and weight. There
are however two indices or pointers instead of one placed horizontally,

one at each end of t

This arrangement
where a slight deflection of the beam might occur, but i

those employed in delicate physical investigations. The



constantly upon their knife edges when the beam
supports. On the whole, therefore, while doing fit

is resting upon its

mirable workmanship of Oertlmg's instrument we must give
erence to Deleuil's larger balance for physical inves

always the smaller balances of Oertliog** aa super)

tended for chemical researches. Of the English
one worth noticing is that of L. Oertling of Londor ., of this

:>pear to h

one, but its sha - i • . < , the want of the s

merit is a serious inconvenience. The Danish, S
balances do not deserve notice ; the superintendent of the I .

Survey exhibits two balances by Mr. Saxton, a la rger and a smaller,

ry to re-

quire description at cur ham's ; they tire at least equ

inanship to any which the writer has seen abroad.

Of optical apparatus the display in the exhibition

very good. M. Duboscq,* son-in-law and successor of Soleil,

a very fine collection of among which vv( • noticed

as of recent introduction, Duboscq's regulator of ,e light,

rent surfaces. The Nicol's prisms, rhombs and spheres of

Iceland spar, and glass prisms executed by Bertra

nessed. Of glasses for optical purposes there an
-:.,,-.

: . _

eighteen, and of crown glass twenty-four inches in the^flint

discs appeared to be of fair quality, but we had no y of ex-

amining them closely as to veins and stria?; the > s was of

die materials. The newr French

glasses with bases of zinc and baryta are admirable, and olr perfect

transparency an r ; the discs for optical purpt

though not so large as the English ones were of perfect quality,

an opportunity \ose\f was freely given. Sevi

discs, and prisms of flint glass from T. Daguet of Soleure in Swit;

land also deserve notice. The only thermometers and baromel

mometers are constructed in exact accordance with the method

Kegnault, being furnished with arbitrary scales and divided upon

stems themselves : the barometers are constructed nearly upon

plan of Fortui. In connection with t

tion the straight line dividing engine of Ferreaux,^

in the French physical laboratories. Of these the

for the gra.i 1.11 in of lines not exceeding 70 cei

(price with microscopes for revision 900 fr.) the ot

ceeding 45 centimeters, (with microscopes 500 fr

fr.) Of the very large number of electric telegn

were we believe none which employed principles

t Fastre, Hue do l'ecole Polytechnique. 3.

§ Perreaux, liue M. Leprince, 14. Pari-.
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from those now generally known or at all likely to replace the modes

of telegraphing employed in this country.

In the departments of electricity and magnetism the instruments of

purely scientific interest were rare; we have to notice only a Weber's

electro-dynamometer by Leyser of Leipsig, and very powerful Med
magnets "by Logman of Haarlem. Schrceder of Darmstadt exhibits

a large and admirably executed set of models of crystals in wood ;

Engel of Berlin has a very beautifully constructed hollow wooden

model of the wave surface in biaxial crystals; Nobert. of GrewwoWj

plates for microscopes.. The philosophical apparatus in the English

department is uiosilv intend* ti lor the 1 I tstration of lectures, and pos-

sesses very little merit even for its purpose. Of apparatus fo:

research there is almost none, if we except the microscopes of Ross

slructed chiefly upon the principle that such instruments are good in

proportion to their weight, and not likely to be adopted by those who
are acquainted with The works of the German artist roecl

The purely chemical portion of the exhibition is almost wholly without

objects of interest. There are of course a great number of finely

d specimens of alum, bichromate of potash and other showy
salts, but these are remarkable only as illustrating the scale upon which

their manufacture is carried on. Of photographic pictures there are a

countless number upon silver, paper and glass; the American daguer-

rotype portraits are far superior to any others, but the photographs up-

on paper exhibited in the French department, especially those of Mar-

tens, are beyond comparison the finest specimens of the art ; the pic-

tures executed upon glass possess a remarkable softness and richness

as well as sharpness of outline. It is to be hoped that this branch of

photography will soon receive attention in this country. W. o.

2. Aurora Borealis.—S\nce the grand aurora of November 17th,

1848, (which was distinguished for its great extent, being seen in nearly

equal splendor from Odessa on the east to California on the west,) we

of September has been signalized by three grand auroras, occurring

respectively on the nights of the 3d, the 6th and the 29th. An aurora

borealis of tl anguished by the presence of all the

ira of the phenomenon combined, or at least ex-

waves. Each of roras wa:s characte rized by marks of the

greatest intensity . mpleteness and grandeur of the

; and that of the 29th was remarkable

3 beyond i, presenting a well de-

point of iculmination was within

.'JO of Below this appeared a dark slaty seg-

le effect of i stars shone upon this

Week h unusual I i. What
i, and presented a strik-

ing an.d splendid iappearance as far south as Charleston and Savannan.
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3- On the \ ria ; bv E. J. Morris, (letter to editors
of \\ ishington Republic, dated Naples, Amr. Hit, iS.~>l. )—(.),-, <he 1 i'h
ult., the western portion of the continental part of tins kinudom, from
the northern confines of Calabria to the Roman frontier, was agitated
by several calamitous shocks of earthquake. This convulsion appears
to have had its origin in the volcanic region of Mount Vulture, about
one hundred miles to the southeast of Naples. It is a detached and
isolated eminence, three thousand feet in elevation, rising at the point
where the Appenine chain terminates on the borders of the Basilicala
and Apulia; its slopes and summits are broken into numerous craters,

of the action of which no record exists, but which yet
"

I he,city of Melfi, separated from deep ravine,

is built upon the summit of a hill, the composition of which is grey lava,

intersected by strata of travertine upon layers of ashes, sand, tufa, and
decomposed stalactites, all denoting the site of an extinct or dormant
volcano. Previous lo the first shock, a small stream which runs near
the town suddenly disappeared, and the shepherds on the mountain
were alarmed by loud rumbling noises beneath their feet. The monks

the moment it was rent in twain.

At the first shock, Melfi, which contains ten thousand inhabitants, was

a few crumbling walls surviving: the

general ruin. An unknown number of its inhabitants were buried un-

der the falling mass of fabrics ; up to the present moment seven hundred
dead bodies have been disinterred and others are constantly being found

;

more than two hundred persons lie in an adjacent hospital, suffering

under grievous wounds, while many have been dug out alive from the

for two days, was brought out living and unharmed, and restored to its

afflicted mother, widowed bv this same calamity.

The neighboring towns of Atella, Rionero, Barile, and Rapolla, are

sufferers by the same convulsion. Rionero is a general wreck, not a

sound house remaining—more than a hundred persons have here per-

ished, and as many have been maimed or wounded. In Barile, the only

edifice not entirely destroyed is the orphan asylum, while the discover-

ed dead amount to about one hundred and fifty. In the commit of

Bari, the towns of Cerate. M in rvin . S; ni zzola, Andria and Trani,

were all more or less injured. In Canosa, the ancient Canosium, found-

ed by Diomed, and whose walls once enclosed a circuit of sixteen miles,

three hundred and seventv-six houses were thrown down. At the laet

re continued, and one-half of

' Horace, was destroyed. The

mountain provinces of the Abruzzi and of Calabria, where the earth-

quake of 1783 destroyed three hundred cities and buried thirty thousand

human beings, have thus far escaped.

The recent earthquake commenced with a sharp —***

was succeeded by an undulalory movement, the firs

"sixty seconds in duration. At Melfi there were six i

5£ p. m., the second at 3£, the third at 4|, the foui

C2
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fifth at 3 a. m., and the sixth at 7 a. m. At my summer residence in

the country, eighty miles from Melfi, the house si;

and such was the vibration, that it was difficult to descend the staircase.

Fur ten minutes pi vious the house d g i nu led in most dismal tones,

the chickens cackled and hurried about as if fleeing from some anticipated

danger, and a pair of turkeys rose in the air and flew around the house

< -d were in full bay. No damage was done at La Cava, or

at N ',' s, >k \i
s s

( _.>i* c racks ,n - Id \\,d * * *

The loss of life from the earthquake of the 14th ult. T it is supposed

wili amount to more than two thousand five hundred souls.

3. Palcegntographical Society.—This Society was established in 1847,

lor the public r the benefit of its mem-
bers. A subscription of one guinea a year is required for membership, and

as the amount of the publications per

year depend on the income. The works thus far published are in 4to.,

and at the ordinary cost of similar publications could not be obtained at

four times the amount which members actually pay. The
are in the highest style of the art, and the memoirs are all from au-

thors of established reputation. The publications began in 1848, and

Monograph of the Crag Mollusca, or Descriptions of Shells from the

middle and upper tertiary of the East of England ; by S. V. Wood, F.G.S.

Part I. Univalves; 208 pp.. « ih 21 p a , s! Tart 11. Bivalves; 150 pp.,

with 12 plates.

Monograph of the Entomostraca of the Cretaceous Formation of Eng-

land, by T. Rupert Jones, Esq. ; 37 pp., « iih 7 plates.—A u

of the Permian fossils of England, by Wm. King ; xxxviii and 258 pp.,

with 28 plates.

Monograph of the Fossil Reptilia of the London Clay ; Part I. Che-

Ionia, by Professors Owen and Bell ; 78 pp., with 28 plates. Part II.

Crocodilia and Ophidia, by Prof. Owen ; 68 pp. with 16 plates. Part III.

Fossil Reptilia of the cretaceous fort i;n ; 118 pp.,

with 37 plates.

The Eocene Mollusca, by Frederick E. Edwards. Part I. Cepha-

lopoda ; 58 pp., with 9 plates.

Monograph of British Fossil Corals, by H. Milne Edwards and

Jules [Jaime. First Part : Corals of the Tertiary and Cretaceous For-

mations; Ixxxvi and 72 pp., with 11 plates. Second Part : Corals of

the Oolitic Formations ; 75 pp., with 19 plates.

n and the coast of Yorkshire ; by J. Morris and John Ly-

cett. Part I. Univalves; 130 pp., with 15 plates.

Monograph of British Oolitic and Liasic Brachiopoda, by Thomas
Davidson j 64 pp., with 13 plates.

Monograph of the Fossil Lepadidse or Pedunculated Cirripeds of

Great Bri'ain, by Chas. Darwin ; 88 pp., with 5 plates.

Sir H. T. De la Beche is President of the Society. Pers
to subscribe, may address Searles Wood, Esq., Fortess Terrace, Ken-

tish Town, England. Payment in advance is required.
*
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4. Br. Krantz's Geological and Mineralogical Specimens.—The
Writer, in company with the senior editor of this Journal, had an oppor-
tunity lately of examining the arrangements of Dr. Krantz's establish-
mem for the sale of mineralogical and geological specimens, at Bonn
on the Rhine. Dr. Krantz was induced to remove his collections from
Berlin in consequence of the greater facilities in his present pothiott,
both for collecting and transmitting specimens. He has built a spa-
cious house expressly for the accommodation of his business, and he
merits the high reputation, which he already enjoys, for accuracy, integ-
rity and zeal, in the department of science in which he is prepared to

meet the wants of the scientific community. The highest confidence
may be placed in both the names and localities of the species leaving

his establishment. The geological sei lisped rrj lull and rich in

American fossils from the older rocks, collected mostly under the per-

sonal supervision of Mr. Seamann, i. oyageur who
was in the United States in 1849—and who is now specially devoted to

the geological department. It is rather singular, but we believe it is

true, that it is easier now to get a good series of American fossils from
Bonn, than to collect them in America, and certainly it may be done
at less cost. Dr. Krantz's mineral cabinet, (his private one,) is one of

of many years of active collection and exchange. It extends to over

6000 specimens and embraces fine examples of many of the rarest

species. We cordially recommend Dr. Krantz's establishment to our

friends as the best with which we are acquainted in Europe, for the

sale and purchase of specimens. See his advertisement in detail in our

5. Gold in Australia.—Gold has been discovered, in the Blue

Mountains of Australia, in the vicinity of Bathurst. It is said to be

abundant, and many large masses have been found. One of eight

pounds has been reported.

6. Prize offered by the Royal Prussian Academy at Berlin.—A prize

of a hundred ducats is offered for the best work on the nature and mode
of action, and n, of hydraulic mortar, including the

cons! t -ti n of 7 - u< < i.-.Hv, but especially of those produced in

-ition of mortar.* The time allowed is till the 1st of March,

1854. The manuscript is to be either in German, Latin or French,

and to include the name of the author. The prize will be adjudged " in

conventu sole. ich is held in the month ofJuly, 1854.

Lorenz Oken, Professor of Natural History at ihe Univ< ra

rich. He is well known for his views on the philosophy of t»1

are throughout profound; yet while partly exhibiting, as in his ideas

on homology, a deep insight into the harmony of nature, even in ad-
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vance of discovery, they are partly mystical, and widely at variance

with the system of existences around us.

Alexander de Saluzzo, President of the Academy of Sciences at

Turin.

Mr. William Nicol, the inventor of the single image prism of cal-

careous spar, known as NicoPs prism, and a frequent contributor to the

Philosophical Journal. His age at death was 83 years.

Baron be Silvestre, at Paris in his 89th year. He was ono, of the

founders of tfa v, a member of the Academy of Sci-

ences, and Perpetual Honorary Secretary of the Central Na
ciety of Agriculture, of the list of whose members at its foundation, he

IV. Bibliography

-Meterology ,

by Charles Wilkes, U. S. N., with 25 illustrations. Phi

1851.—This volume consists of a series of tables containing the me-
teorological observations made in the course of the cruise of the Expe-
dition, preceded by an introductory chapter of 58 pages, treating of

the general results, and illustrated by colored plates. On these plates,

diagrams representing the track of the vessel, the changes in the tem-

perature of the air on deck and at mast head, of the ocean, and of the

barometric pressure, are given for the whole course of the cruise : and

as the different lines are colored, the facts are brought out with un-

tictness, and are convenient for comparison and study.

As the cruise occupied nearly four years, and extended over all the

oceans of the globe except the Arctic, it is evident that the observations

have no small interest. We have space to cite only the following from

among the facts here registered. On Mauna Loa, at a height of 13,440

feet, the wind, for the most of the time passed at the summit, blew from
the southwest, while it was from the north and northeast at Hilo, at the

eastern foot of the mountains. All the gales experienced, seven in

number, occurred at night, being most violent between the hours of 11

p. m. and 4 a. m. : only one of these gales was felt at Honolulu on
Oahu to the west, while at Hilo none was experienced. Clouds were
seldom seen above the height of 8000 feet, except during stormy weath-

er ; the vapor plane, or height at which the clouds usually remained, was
about 5000 feet above the sea level. The sky instead of having the

blackness spoken of by some travellers appeared of a beautiful blue.

One of the most striking phenomena observed was the shadow of the

dome bounded by an outline of a light amethystine tint, and deepening
to a dark purple towards the center.

In the remarks on the barometric observations, it is observed that the

results show a general depression within the tropics, a bulging in the

temperate zone, and again a depression on advancing towards the Arctis
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2. Outlines of Chemistry for the use of Students; by Wm. Greg-
ory, M.D. First American from the second London edition, by J. M.
Sanders, M.D., LL.D. 12mo, pp. 614. Cincinnati. 1851 : H. W. Der-
by & Co.—]>i (ir. - >ry*s o i! in< - o( organic chemistry, embracing the
views of Liebig was extensively read, by chemists in this country, at the
time of its publication, as the most compendious view of the condi-
tion of organic chemistry at that time accessible in the English tongue,
i bat work is here reproduced by its author in an improved form and in

connection « nistry now added, forms a very conven-
ient and useful book, both for the student and teacher. Dr. Sanders's edi-

tion is a reprint from the London issue of 1847, very neatly done and with

general accuracy. The peculiarity of Dr. Gregory's work compared with

most chemical treatises in our language, is the omission of all reference
to the general powers of matter commonly called the 'imponderables.'
The book is strictly what its title implies, and the student is supposed
to derive his knowledge of physics as he does his mathematics and
zoology entirely from other sources. Undoubtedly this is quite the cor-

rect course for the teacher of chemistry, and coincides, probably, with

the sentiments of most lecturers on this subject. But unfortunately, and

especially in America, it is rarely, indeed never, safe in a ii:

such as compose the m< untry, to presume on the

possession of such physical knowledge as is commonly imparted in

the preliminary lectures of a chemical course. In fact, heat is a sub-

ject so closely connected with chemistry, and so dependent on a knowl-

edge of molecular chemistry lor its . ue atiott, that it in difficult to

present either subject disconnected from the other. Nevertheless we
are happy to have so good a book as ; Ma to chem-
ical students in America, and have no doubt that it will be very useful

and acceptable.

3. Catalog >.d in the collection of Dr. John C.

Jay. Fourth edition, 4to. Dec, 1850.—The extensive collection of Dr.

Jay, and his penological library, have for many
years been well known to those who have . id iIhn - one thn'r spt'f .1

study
; and they unitedly present advantages, which as yet are furnish-

ed by no public institution in our country.

The catalogue of a collection which M. Deshayes has declared

"would, even in Europe, be considered one of the first rank," must

larged edition before us, is the largest printed Catalogue of recent

shells ever published, enumerating about eleven thousand well marked

varieties, and comprehending at least seven thousand well establshed

The value of the work however, is imperfectly indicated by its un-

;n carefully verified, which

lone is a work of'great" labor, as they number about eighteen thousand.

Every synonvme of any species (whether or not generally adopted) is

ound in its proper alphabetical place, followed by a reference to its re-
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radiata, Fer., turns to it at its proper alphabetical place in the genus He-

lix, and is there told that it is now known as Bulimus detritus, Muller.

For this he searches in the genus Bulimus, and there finds it enumerated,

with its complete synonymy, and reference to eleven authors who de-

scribe or figure it. The generic arrangement is essentially that of La-

marck with such modifications as the progress of science has rendered

necessary. In the adoption of new genera proposed by later authors,

the author has usually pursued a judicious course. Those genera which

are founded upon sure, important, and identifiable characteristics, are for

the most part received, while those founded upon trivial and uncertain

points, indicative of groups of species merely, have been rejected. In

the great family of Helicidse, the species are so numerous that the

temptation to adopt new generic distinctions is great, and a more ad-

vanced state of knowledge may perhaps justify such distinctions, but the

widely varying species of this family is yet too limited to sustain even as

subgenera the names proposed by Beck, Gray, Albers and others. An
alphabetical index to the various genera, subgenera and synonyms men-

tioned in the catalogue greatly facilitates its use.

To amateur collectors the work may become specially useful for

other purposes. By checking off upon it their own species, they be-

come furnished with a catalogue of their own collections with little or no

labor, and the printed sheets serve for very neat labels. The collection

of Dr. Jay is arranged in the order of the catalogue, each specimen

being numbered to correspond with it. Each species is placed upon a

separate stand with a printed label, and all protected by glass. The
whole affords an admirable model for the arrangement of natural his-

tory collections.

In spite of all the author's care, a few errors have crept in, but few-

er than might have been expected in a work of so much detail. These

we may hope will be corrected in the supplements which he may
hereafter find it necessary to publish.

The work may be obtained from John Wiley, New York, J. B. Bail-

liere, Paris, or from the author. J- h. R -

4. A Synopsis of the Classification of the British /'< /< :•> ' R " '* »'

i. .. .-,

of the British Palceozoic Fossils in the Geological Museum of the Uni-

versity of Cambridge; by Frederick McCoy, Prof. Geel. and Mm.,

Queen's Coll., Belfast. Part 2, Paleontology, 184 pp. 4to, with 11 Htfe*

graphic plates.—We learn in the preface that this volume is the first

fasciculus of Prof. McCoy's Descriptive Catalogue of the Br
ozoic Fossils, placed by .Prof. Sedgu \!;,- urn.

This part is devoted to the Kadiata and Articulata. The second which

is promised before the close of the v Mollusca and

Vertebrata, and complete the series. The whole number of plates

when completed will be 23. This extensive work is in the hands of

one of the ablest Paleontologists of Great Britain, and is well executed.
t

The number of new species and new genera is large, and if our limits

did not forbid, we should take pleasure in transferring the descriptions

of the added genera to our pages.
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Prof. Sedgwick states in the preface, that the natural groups in the
fill be recognized and illttttrnl

work are as follows :— 1. Hypozoic rocks ; 2. Cambrian rocks (1. low-
er, below the Bala limestone, 2, upper, above the Bala limestone) ; 3.
Caradoc group, which is not represented in Scotland and North Eng.
land, but often overlies the Cambrian rocks unconformably in Wales and
Shropshire; 4. Upper Silurian, including the bods fro in the WYnlock
shale to the Tilestone ; 5. Old Red Sandstone or Devonian ; 6. Carbon-
iferous

: 7. Permian groups, which end the Palaeozoic series, and are
immediately followed by the Trias or New Red Sandstone.

Prof. Sedgwick expresses his thanks to the syndics of the university
press, for bearing the expense of the letter press of this part of the
work, but adds that it has not been brought before the public without

5. Monographie des Polpiers Fossiles des Terrains Palceozoiques

MM. Mn.KE Edwards and Jules Haime. (Extrait du tome V dei

Archives du \bw urn u'IIm,,,,- Vituulu.j .".02 pp. Po, with 20

sification of zoophytes, a synopsis of all known genera, together with

an elaboration of a large amount of n< u m : . n\ Iving the insti-

tution of many new genera and many cl tti _• - in tl limits of those

before established. The results are of the highest value to zoological

science, although it may perhaps be questioned whether the farther study

of the subject ivMnns. Connected with the ex-

tensive work on British fossil corals by the same author, published by
the Palaeontographical Society, these labors form the most extensive

!,s to this department of Palaeontology hitherto made. Be-

sides these, other memoirs on zoophytes have been issued by the same
authors in recent numbers of the Annales des Sciences Naturelles

:

and we may say truly that all the publications of Prof. Edwards, bear

. research. The plates are exquisite specimens

of art and faithful delineations of the species.

The work is of great importance to the American geologist, as it in-

cludes descriptions of many species from the Palaeozoic rocks of this

country collected by M. de Verneuil. It also embraces species from

all parts of Europe and from Great Britain, studied from specimens sent

to the author for description by prominent geologists or by visiting

collections. The whole number of species is about four hundred.

6. Element* •try ; by Alkuet E. Crvbcs,KM*
Prof. Math., in the U. 8 ''est Point. Author of

pa] Calculus. 300 pp. 8vo, New
York, 1851. G. P. Putnam.—There are many attractions in the branch

of mathematic- .clearness

and brevity in its rens n wi wh < h r< commt ml it foi < I iss instruction.

The author a!
..-serve the

true sp rit of malvsis as developed by Biot, in his admirable work on
'

the subject, he has made such changes in the arrangement of the mat-

ter and the method of demonstration, as he believed would render the

whole more attractive and easily acquired by any student possessing a

knowledge of the elementary principles of algebra and geometry.
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7. The Terrestrial Air-breathing Molluscs of the United States and

the adjacent Territories of North America; described and illustrated

by Amos Binney, edited by Augustus A. Gould, vol. 1, 360 pp.,8vo,

with 16 plates ; vol. 2, 362 pp. ;
(vol. 3 not yet issued, to be a volume

of plates.) Boston, 1851. Little and Brown.—These volumes are of

science and an example of private munificence seldom equalled. Near

ten thousand dollars will have been expended on the work when com-

pleted : and the whole edition—290 copies—is reserved for distribu-

tion. As the title implies, the work treats of molluscs, and not simply

of shells. .In addition to the description of species, it takes up the

anatomical structure of molluscs of the different genera, and illustrates

this department by plates of unusual finish and minute ace

treats of the habits and faculties of species; of their geograp

frBwtio i, and foci of origin, and of the introduction of those of foreign

countries into the United States. It corrects largely the synonymy of

the science showing numerous cases in which the names of Say and

other American writers have been overlooked even to the present time,

by European authors. The beautiful dissections and anatomical draw-

ings of vol. i, are by Dr. J. Leidy of Philadelphia, who has contributed

a chapter on the special anatomy of these molluscs.

The death of Mr. Binney was a sad loss to American science. As
one of the founders of the Boston Natural History Society, as a con-

tributur to its Journal and Museum, as the possessor of an extensive sci-

entific library which he was constantly enlarging by the frequent addi-

tion of rare works, as a man of elegant taste as well as science, and

as a friend of all that was good, he was held in honorable and grateful

esteem in Boston, and in other parts of our land. These his last labors,

just now open to the world, will secure for his name the widest d

At the death of Mr. Binney, the publication of this work was left by

his will in charge of Dr. Augustus A. Gould of Boston, and it could not

have fallen into better hands. Dr. Gould has brought out the work in

excellent style and has added to it many notes of value, besides giving

8. History of Propellers and Steam Navigation with Bit

Sketches of the early Inventors : by Robkut Macfarlane, C.E. New
York : Geo. P. Putnam. 12 mo. pp. 144.—The object of Mr. Mac-

farlane's book is to furnish means of reference to inventors for a com-
parison of their schemes with similar contrivances already known or

proved valueless. Much waste of time and means may undoubtedly

be thus saved by a meritorious class of men whose efforts are fre-

quently expended in a wrong direction. The book is illustrated by

figures of various forms of paddle wheels, among which are the seve-

ral forms proposed by Mr. Ewbank as modifications of the usual rec-

tangular and fixed paddles now in use.

An interesting sketch of the history of ocean steam navigation forms

the concluding chapter of the book.

_9. The Geological Observer ; by Sir Henry T. De la Beche, C.B.,

I of the Geological Survey c
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,
" How to Observe Geology," long since out of print, though to a

lin extent founded on the former treatise. Its object is to afford a
Tal view of the chief points of geological science, such as existing
rvations lead us to infer to be 61 rder to show how

author as a " geological observer," the very Nestor of

critical and cautious mind, his freedom from the

md partial bias of favorite hypotheses, all render him pre-
eminently the man to present a true account of the present achieve-
ments of geology, and to indicate the course of study and observation

10. Elements of Geology, intended for the use of Students; by
Samuel St. John, Prof. Chem. and Geol., in Western Reserve College.

: 1851. 334 pp. 12mo.—This small work contains a brief

review of the principles of the science of Geology illustrated with nu-

dent. Chapter first, treal

earth, and the causes of change, atmospheric, aqueous and igneous

:

chapter second, of the structure and position of rocks ; chapter third

of fossils
; fourth, of unstratified rocks ; fifth, of stratified primary

(metamorphic) rocks ; sixth, of the Palaeozoic system ; seventh, of the

secondary system ; eighth, the tertiary period ; ninth, the o^arternary

period
; tenth, theoretical geology ; eleventh, practical geolou;.

teenth, geographical geology. The subdivisions of the palaeozoic rocks

and the local geology of the United States are mentioned under the last

head, and sections are introduced illustration the subject.

11. The Microscopic Anatomy of the Human Body in Health and
Disease, ill/:

' drawings in color ; by Arthuk
Hill Hassall, M.B., with additions to the text and plates, and an intro-

duction coir ft) by Henry
Vanaesdale, M.D. 2 vols. Svo., 1 vol. text, 560 pp. and one of 79
plates. First American edition. 1851. New York : Pratt, Wood-
ford & Co. The importance of microscopic research in the study of

the human system, is now very generally appreciated by medical men.

The work by Mr. Hassall is intended to present some of the results ar-

rived at by various recent observers in microscopic anatomy, both by de-

scriptions and 1" ill i: n'r.iti 1.- The first volume containsan account of

the structure of the various constituent parts, fluids and solid?, of ani-

mals, and the second volume gives representations of the same in litho-

graphy. The seventy eight plates contain on an a\ei iyu - \ hpuies

each, and in general are well executed. The last ten plates have been

added by the American editor; they are among the best in *
We may add to the credit of American skill, that the plates 1

tion are in general decidedly better than those of the London im

The work opens with an introduction prepared for this edition, contain-

ing much information on microscopes and their accessory instruments

for dissection, injection, and other purposes, and on the preparation and

preservation of objei

ers abroad are remarked upon v
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labors of Spencer and others in this country. " The volume fs therefore

highly valuable as illustrating the modes of microscopic research as

well as the results of investigations, and especially so to the student of

12. The Microscopist, or a complete manualfor the use of the Micro-

scope,for P!> \nHml Srintcr, villi

s .• by Joseph H. Wythes, M.D., 191 pp. 12mo. Philadel-

phia, 1851, Lindsay & Blakiston. The recent multiplication of works

on the microscope promises well for the future progress of American

science. This little work is the third on the subject published in the

ments, but is singularly deficient as an American work, in making no

mention of the lenses of Canastota, which certainly are not surpassed in

defining power by any abroad, and even take the lead of all others ac-

cording to a report at the last meeting of the American Association. The
volume contains descriptions of the microscope and its accompaniments,

its modes of use, the methods of making preparations, and other inform-

ation of importance to the young microscopist. We observe however,

important deficiences and some errors ; among the latter, a mixture of

alcohol and water is spoken of as the basis of the Gannal process of

preservation, instead of acetate of alumina ; and the same objection is

said to exist to the use of dilute alcohol, as to salt and water,—the ob-

jection to the latter, stated a few paragraphs above, being the develop-

ment of a Confervoid vegetable.

13. Report of the Spe\ of < £< thgiecd **
vey of California; submitted by Mr. Randall, April 24, 1851.—This
well- prepared report set> :e of a geo-

foraia. We observe the statement with regard to

the yield of the gold mines, that for the last three quarters of the year

ending Dec. 31, 1850, the amount was not less than $70,000,000; and

for the first quarter of 1851, at the rate of nearly one hundred mil-

lions of dollars per annum.
14. Graptolithes de Boheme ; par Joachim Barrande, (Extrait du

S\ steme Silurien du Centre de la Boheme.) 74 pp., 8vo with 4 plates.

Prague, 1850.—Numerous species are described and well figured in

this memoir. The genera to which they are rei,

Linn., and Rastrites and Gladiolites of Barrande.. Some of the fig-

Sertularia tribe of polyps.

15. Prof. Owen,F.R.S., onDinornis, Part iv, containing the restora-

tion of the Feet of that Genus and of Paiapteryx, with a description of

the Sternum in Paiapteryx and Aptornis. 20 pp. 4to. with 4 plates ;
from

the Zool. Soc. Trans, vol. iv. Part 1. This important memoir is illus-

trated with excellent figures of the size of life.

16. American Historical and Literary '

uriisinn/ 1) >ai>,n nts r- intin^ t<> I if ' - ///•* "t tin Ann ri-

can Revolution, with a d Modem
w ; collected and edited by J. Jay Smith and J. F. Watson.
n, with additions. N. Y. : G. P. Putnam. 1852. 4to, pp.

with 56 plates.—This is mostly a work of curious literary a

interest relating to American affairs. There is a fac-simile of a let-
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discusses ihe relative b

pelling a boat. Plate 28 gives a picture of John Fitch^ steam-buat
with his own description of the apparatus in the Columbian Magazine
for December, 1786. A remarkable autograph letter follows under
date of Dec. 25, 1790, in which he states that he gave his country
this valuable invention on the 30th Aug., 1783, and had received no
compensation. He adds, "another inducement which urges me to

pursue this scheme is, to put it out of the power of future generations
to make excuses for the present one—and if I should die in penury,
want, wretchedness and rags, that my country may have no excuse,
and that I may have the secret pleasure in the contemplation of re-

ceiving real pity from future generations." The work contains nu-
merous titbits of scientific as well as general interest, mostly of a
personal character.

16. The Serpent Symbol, and the Worship of the Reciprocal Prinrl.

ciplesof Nature in America; by E.G. Squier. 254pp.8vo. New York:
1851. G. P. Putnam. American Archaeological Researches, No. 1.—
Mr. Squier in his work on the Serpent Symbol, has brought his exten-

sive Archaeological knowledge to bear upon the history of primary re-

ligious ideas in the two continents. The work exhibits varied
and abounds in facts and suggestions that are of great interest. We
are not prepared to admit however that they require or sustain the sys-

tem of religious philosophy that pervades its pages. We should do
ihe author however the justice to say that upon the main question,

nection or simply to identity of mental constitution, he observes ihut

he would not express a preference for either hypothesis, much less de-

cide between them ; and if he has leaned to the latter, it has arisen

from a desire to avoid the common error of attributing all coincidences

and resemblances to intercommunication of races in periods more or

less remote. Mr. Squier announces the following works of ihe Archae-

ological series as prepared for publication, or as far advanced. 1.

The Archaeology and Ethnology of Central America. 2. The Mexi-

can Calendar. :\ Tl - M\ i i
> <_'ral System of the Ancient Mexicans.

4. The semi-.;.. 1 w Mexico.
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H. BAILLIERE,
OF LONDON,

AND 290 BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

Will publish early in October, the following import-

ant works

:

I. Knapp's Techn6l'ogy : or, Chemistry applied to the Arts
and to Manufactures. Vol. Ill, embracing Wafer, Milk, Tea,
Bread, Sugar, etc. With near! y 21 Hi ill

by a peculiar style of wood engravings, the various operations

employed in the manufacture of the above articles; and eight
folio colored plates, representing by sections of buildings, the

interior arrangements, machinery, etc., of a Sugar Factor*.

II. A Practical Treatise on the use of the Microscope.
By John Quekett. Second edition, considerably enlarged and
improved, and with several additional illustrations on steel and
Wood.

III. By the same Author, a new work on Histology, or the

Structure and Mode of Formation of Animals and Vegetable

Substances, with numerous large wood-cuts. (This work will

be printed in America.)

IV. The Illustrated Manual of Operative Surgery and

Surgical Anatomy. By MM. Bernard and Huette : edited with

notes and additions, and adapted to the use of the Ameri-

can Student, by W. H. Van Buren, M. D., Surgeon to Belle-

vue Hospiial, and C. E. Isaacs, M. Dm Demonstrator of Anatomy,

Coll. of Phys. and Stirs Cr^hy st New York illustrated with

nearly 150 plates, executed on steel hi Paris, after drawings from

nature, by Leveille. This work will be published in four parts,

8vo, to follow each other in rapid succession. Part I. c
26th October.

LIST OF II. BAILLIERE'S LEADING PUBLICATIONS.

Chemical Society, Quarterly Journal of the. 3 vols. 8vo.

1848-50. Per vol. #3 25. Published quarterly. Each No. 75 cts.

Graham. Elements of Chemistry ; including the Applications

of the Science in the Arts. By T. Graham, F.R.S. L. & E. Pro-

1



fessor of .Chemistry at University College, London. 2nd edition,

entirely revised and grentK oul _'•!. copiously illustrated with

wood-cuts. Vol. I. 1850. $5 00.

K^mtz. A Complete Course of Meteorology. With Additions,

by C. V. Walker. I vol. post Svo. pp. 624, with 15 plates, cloth

boards, 1845. ' $3 00.

Knapp. Chemical Technology, or Chemistry applied to the

Arts and to Manufactures. With is, by Dr. E.

Ronalds, and Dr. Thomas Richardson. With 600 large Wood-
&ts, 2 vols. Svo. London, 1848-1850. $8 00.

Mitchell, J. Manual of Practical Assaying, intended for the

Use of Metallurgists. Captains ot Mini s. atfd Assayersin General.

With a copious Table, for the purpose of ascertaining in Assays

of Gold and Silver the precise amount, in Oifhces, Pennyweights

and Grains, of noble metal contained in one ton of Ore from a

|
given quantity. 1 vol. post 8vo. London, 1846. $3 00.

Treatise on the Adulterations of Food, and the

Chemical Means employed to detect them, containing Water,

Flour, Bread, Milk, Cream, Beer, Cider, Wines. Spirituous Liquors,

Coffee, Tea, Chocolate, Sugar, Honey, Low nges, Cheese, Vine-

gar, Pickles, Anchovy Sauce and Paste, Catsup, Olive (Salad)

Oil, Pepper, Mustard. l2mo. London, 1848. $1 50.

Muller. Principles of Physics and Meteorology. By J. Mnller,

M.D. Illustrated with 530 wood-cuts, and 2 colored Plates, Svo.

London, 1847. $4 00.

Nichol, Professor. Our Planetary System, its Order and
Physical Structure. 12mo. With wood-cuts. London, 1850.

$1 75.

Quekett, J. Practical Treatise on the Use of the Microscope.
Illustrated with Steel and Wood Engravings. 8vo. London,
1848. 2nd edit., London, 1851.

Thomsov, Thomas. Chemistry of Organic Bodies—Vegeta-
bles. 1 large vol. 8vo, pp. 1092, boards, London, 1838. $6 00.

Heat and Electricity. 2nd edition, 1 vol. Svo.
Illustrated with wood-cuts. London, 1839. $4 00.

Weisbach, J. Principles of the Mechanics of Machinery and
ring. 2 vols. 8vo. Illustrated with 900 Wood Engrav-

ings. London, 1848. $7 50.

Familiar Letters on Chemistry in its relations to Physiology,
Dietetics, Agriculture, Commerce, by Justus von Liebig. 3rd
edit., much enlarged. London. 1851. $1 75.

Muller. Manuel de Physiologie, traduit de I'Allemand sur la

derniere edition avec des additions par A. J. L. Jourdan. Deux-



Traite de Pal 9e Medwo

Pans, 1851. $10. Or half bound in calf in Paris, #12 50.

Nevrblogie on Description et Iconographie du Systeme Ner-
veux et des Organes des sens de L'homme avec leur mode de
preparation. Par Lndv. Hirschfeld et LcveillL 7 livr. .4". fig.

noires; prix de chaque <$1 25. Le meme ouvrage culoriees.

chaque livr. $2,50. *

Civiale. Traite Pratique des Maladies des organes trenito-

tirinaries. 2d edition, 3 v. 8"\ avec Planches. J
;

,u s, I S50 Ib51.

#6 00.

Cazenave. Traite des Maladies dn Cuir Cheveln. 8". avec
8 planches, coloriees. Paris, 1850. $2,00.

Delaunav. Cours Elementaire de Mecanique. 12mo, 1851,"

with beautiful wood-cuts. Price $2 00.

Annuaire de Chimie, Conprenant les application de Cette Sci-

ence a la Medicine et a la Pharmacie, par Millon & Nickles, pour

1851. 8°. $2 00.

Dictionnaire des Analyse Chimiques, on Repertoire alphabet-

ique des Analyses de tons les Corps Naturels et Arlificiels <J<-j >uis

la fondation de la Chimie. Par Messrs. Violette et Archambaulf,

2 v. 8". Paris, 1851. $4.

Gdibodrt. Histoire Naturelle des Drogues simples. 4e
. edition,

couMdcr: hliMiu- it .lu.mx ut«V. avec Planches daus le texte. 4 v.

8». Paris, 1851. $7 50.

Valleix. Guide du Medecin Practicien, ou Resume General

de Pathologie interne et de Therapeutique appliquees. 2C edi-

tion. 5 v. 8°. Paris, 1850. $11 25, or half bound in calf, $i3 75.

Bibliotheque du Medecin-Practi

tons les ouvrasres do Cliniqur; M<'dicale et •

par Le Docteur Fabre. 15 v. 8°. Paris. Per. Vo" '

A complete set half bound in calf, $40.

Lebert traite Pratique des Maladies Cancerenses el

lions durables. 8°. Paris, 1851. $2 25.

VALUABLE WO

Offered at the following



I'apres Petat actuel de

tilite qu'en penvent retirer la medecine, l'agnciil-

ture, le commerce et les arts: far les professeurs du Museum
m de G. et F. Cuvier.

A very beau half bound in Paris, forming 60

Vols., 8vo. of text, and 13 vols, of plates, colored; containing

upwards of 104)0 plates, $110.

Cuvier, G. Recherches stir les Ossements fossiles des quad-

ruples ; revue et augmentee au moyen de notes addn

et d'un supplement laisses par l'auteur. 7 vols'. 4to, plates, half

\bound in morocco, $35.

Agassiz, L. Histoire Naturelle des Poissons Fossiles. 5 vols.

4to, and plates in folio, bound in 6, half Russia, a fine copy, $130.

Paris price of this unbound 648 francs.

Ferussac & Deshayes. Histoire Naturelle, Generate et Par-

ticuliere des Mollusques Terrestres et Fluviatiles vivanteset Fos-

siles. Now complete in 42 parts, with the plates exquisitely col-

ored. This is by far the most magnificent work on Conehology

in any language. Price reduced to $125.
Ferussac, et D'Orbigny. Histoire Naturelles des Cephalo-

podes Acetabulifrres vivant.s et fossiles. Comprising the Zoolog-

ical and Anatomical description of these Mollusca. 2 vols, folio,

with 144 colored plates. Price reduced from $125 to $30.

The Naturalist's Miscellany ; or Colored Figures of Natural

Objects. Drawn from nature by Shaw. 24 vols, in 12, royal

8vo, half calf n id I, •!,'- Supplement. 4 vols, in 2, with up-

wards of 1200 beautifully colored plates, $60.

Tschudi, J. J. Untersuchnngen iiber die Fauna Peruana.

Folio, colored plates. St. Gallen, 1844-6. $20.

Phycologia Britannica ; or a History of British Sea Weeds,
by W. H. Harvey, M.D., &c. 3 vols, royal 8vo, beautifully col-

New Work by Milne Edwards. Introduction a la Zoologie

Generate ou considerations stir les tendances de la Nature, &c.
Part I. 624 cents.

H. BAILLIERE takes this opportunity of announcing that he
has now a most valuable stock of all the leading works in every
department of science. Complete catalogues gratis. Importa-

tions from England and France by every steamer.

H. B. has also a complete stock of Surgical Instruments,
manufactured by M. Charriere, of Paris, and has been recently

appointed agent for Dr. Auzoux, manufacturer of Anatomical
Models, Paris.
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TALOGUE of fossils,

FOSSILS, ROCK.SPECIMENS AND MINERALS,

N
rTZ, Bonn, Pruss

coasts of Norway and Sweden upwards of 150 feet, . . #3 50
20 00
-

Touraine,40 00

the faluns of Bordeaux and Dax, . . 12 00

, 150 species from the 1

j f
Suffolk, S8 00

'

pruS7Persfaana
n

Egypr
enl

*
p0Mt8 *" terUar

y
ormaUon °

-

v

; ^ g
. 50 species from th. • and, 7 00

. 100 species from the! ,. . 20 00

65 00

Of both the last collections, separate series can In .riv.n. comprising
only single grot: logical fam-
ilies (Rudista, Cephalopoda, etc.)

. loll -
(
K, i«.s from the cn-.iaceous formation (Plaener and Quadersand-

stein) of Saxony and Bohemia, . . . . .18 00

w'^i'pYirilia.'
"". "' C1

* maf
.
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^

°
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12 0()

Westphalia, (Htlstfa ofX»iner,)""J" . 14 00
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. 50 species from 1 1 .,

V

England, . 9 00

: -'
- -'

;

I
- }< '

. 30 > P r, 1( -s from ti lithographic slate), 6 00

. 150 species from u England, mostly from

. 100 species from the Oxford clav of Moscow in Russia, . . 18 00

. 250 species from the \ irtemberg, 30 00

. 80 species from the Alpine limestone of St. Cassian, Tyrol, . 14 00
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,

rg7
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°
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? m
. 30 different Saurian bones from the Muschelkalk of Bavaria, - . 9 00
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i and Echinodermes accc

1. Mastodon giganteum, PI. II, fig. 6.

Lower jaw perfect, 2£ feet Jong; from the diluvium of the Mis-
souri River, $6 00
The original is in the Roj i Museum at Berlin.

2. Megalonyx Jeffersoni, Harlan. {

F
°locality,

rent

•°

ntS

-

emUr9
'

P " ang63
'-

et
°''

rom
."

SamC
2 00

3. Zeuglodon ceiold irchos,Koch.

l
J4'4ifimBtlwi of Susses, England, . 5 00
The originals are in the British Museum.

5. Pterodactyl.

u

I
II, l|. 7.

Cast in 4 par- • specimen ever discovered,

found in the Lias-slates of Boll, Wurtemberg, . . . 26 00
The ordinal belong to Mr. Krantz.

7. Mvstriosaurus longipes, PI. II, fig. 5.

[

8. MyPtri.'-anrus'rspecies.

6

pfllffig. S!*
"

TIie°or!K5nal i/in'tlwRoyiSVuBeuin at Berlin*

-' platyodon. PI. II, fig. 2.
o ,„,

11. PorfiVl fin of the same specimen PI. if, fig. 3, . . . 5 0*

^^alXthonxand^^ci!
1

^8 ' 4
'. ... 700

Perfect head 1 25
( hnginals of Nos. 10-13 in A. Krantz's cabinet.

14. Ichthyosaurus communis. PI. II, fig. J.
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ANALYTICAL LABORATORY,
-

1 to the « Bqiattment of Sftflosajits anU tflc ^rts,"'
(

J P. NOHtf ON,.*, *:

cotfrse of instruction in this Laboratory is now fully Organized
practicable "facilitTCs are afforded to th* students. The Sessions

ontinuing about tliree months each, ftwtruct

ral, feid in m f>ganic and

titti is afforded^s far as pract . \k iu > rtaju branches of Ap-
ertfstry, and ing students as

hers inlhp van .. i-try. f|

s allowed to w<>!
j

of balances,

glass, porcel { : 1 tmimi only excepted.

The only extr .
.».' T*nn> >o,pi-r week or %<bU to

$70 per term of twelvjftr fourtJSK eeks. I

No previous cheua^al study rehired of those who enter this depart-

Lecture&Vi: , Cliemistry and Natural

Phrlosophy, also accessible.

Analyses and investigations of all kinds promptly attended to on rea-

HASKELL, MERRICK &, BULL,

Importers and Wholesale Druggists,

No. 10, Gold Street, New York,

t of .pure Reagents and rare

Chemical Preparations from ©he of the mot ivliai csr> re s iu

Germany; also Bohemian Glass, Berlin and Dresden Porcelain

Ware suitable, foi chemical purposes, and a variety of Chemical

the scientific public is

Ste.1.
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CATALOGUE OF SHELLS.

: subscriber has this day published the fourth edit on of hi

ontaining" upwards of 11,000 species and varietes

together with 6,000 synonymes : to which are added their An
thorities, Localities and References to where figured or described

It is published on fine sized paper, 4to., and contains 460 page

with a. complete Index. Price $3 in paper covers or sheets, au<

$3,50 bound iu muslin. JOHN C. JAY,
Rye, Westchester Co., New Yorl-

Dec. 1,1850.—ly. +p 0*

GENERAL INDEX

JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND ARTS.

IN ONE VOLUME OF 348 PAGES, 8vo.—Price, S3.

the hands of the Publishers.

See farther, second, page of Cover.

New Haven, March 1,1851.

FIVE NEW WORKS ON BANKING

FOR FIVE DOLLARS.

FOR SALE BY ALL BOOKSELLERS.

L The Banker's Common-Place Book, containing,

—

1. A treatise on Banking. By A. B. Johnson, Esq., President of Ontario Bank, Utica.

I T.... HintHM' \ ,.. of London.

i the Laws and Customs respecting Bills of Exchange. By J. R.
McCulloch, Esq.

5. Forms of Bills of Exchange in eight European languages.

I

anking. By J. W. Gilbart, Esq., of the

Bank. 8vo, pp. 478. $2 50.

3. Section I. The Nature of Banking. II. The

-

The Bank of England. X. Join!



;.

McCulloc

terest in" Fran«T Hi

• Taxation,"' Paper Money,' and Review.

i ,r. g.ir M.-< .f-gor, r'rai - I ura« ne's, Anecdotes, and Legends.

» Mr. Frauds has fulfilled, and most admirably fulfilled, the title of his book.—London

J. SMITH HOMANS.
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